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Bnited States Senate
SELECT COMMITTEE ON SECRET MILITARY

ASSISTANCE TO IRAN AND THE NICARAGUAN OPPOSITION

WASHINGTON, DC 20510-6480

March 1, 1988

Honorable John C. Stennis
President pro tempore
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. President:

We have the pleasure to transmit herewith, pursuant to

Senate Resolution 23, Appendix B to the final Report of the

Senate Select Committee on Secret Military Assistance to Iran

and the Nicaraguan Opposition. We will submit such other volumes

of Appendices to the Report as are authorized and as they become

available.

Sincerely,

Warren B. Rudman
Vice Chairman
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U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
SELECT COMMITTEE TO INVESTIGATE

COVERT ARMS TRANSACTIONS WITH IRAN

UNITED STATES CAPITOL

WASHINGTON, DC 20515

(202) 225-7902

March 1, 1988

The Honorable Jim Wright
Speaker of the House
U. S. Capitol
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Mr . Speaker

:

Pursuant to the provisions of House Resolutions 12 and
330 and House Concurrent Resolution 195, 100th Congress, 1st
Session, 1 transmit herewith Appendix B to the Report of the
Congressional Committees Investigating the Iran-Contra Affair ,

House Report No. 100-433, 100th Congress, 1st Session.

Appendix B consists of the depositions taken by the
Select Committees during the investigation. The contents of
Appendix B have been declassified fop-YSlease to the public.

enely yours.

Lee H. Hamilton
Chairman
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Preface

The House Select Committee to Investigate Covert Arms Transactions with Iran

and the Senate Select Committee on Secret Military Assistance to Iran and the

Nicaraguan Opposition, under authority contained in the resolutions establishing

them (H. Res. 12 and S. Res. 23, respectively), deposed approximately 290

individuals over the course of their 10-month joint investigation.

The use of depositions enabled the Select Committees to take sworn responses

to specific interrogatories, and thereby to obtain information under oath for the

written record and develop lines of inquiry for the public hearings.

Select Committees Members and staff counsel, including House minority

counsel, determined who would be deposed, then sought subpoenas from the

Chairmen of the Select Committees, when appropriate, to compel the individuals

to appear in nonpublic sessions for questioning under oath. Many deponents

received separate subpoenas ordering them to produce certain written documents.

Members and staff traveled throughout the United States and abroad to meet

with deponents. All depositions were stenographically reported or tape-recorded

and later transcribed and duly authenticated. Deponents had the right to review

their statements after transcription and to suggest factual and technical correc-

tions to the Select Committees.

At the depositions, deponents could assert their fifth amendment privilege

to avoid self-incrimination by refusing to answer specific questions. They were

also entitled to legal representation. Most Federal Government deponents were

represented by lawyers from their agency; the majority of private individuals

retained their own counsel.

The Select Committees, after obtaining the requisite court orders, granted

limited or "use" immunity to about 20 deponents. Such immunity means that,

while a deposed individual could no longer invoke the fifth amendment to avoid

answering a question, his or her compelled responses— or leads or collateral

evidence based on those responses—could not be used in any subsequent criminal

prosecution of that individual, except a prosecution for perjury, giving a false

statement, or otherwise failing to comply with the court order.

An executive branch Declassification Committee, located in the White House,

assisted the Committee by reviewing each page of deposition transcript and some

exhibits and identifying classified matter relating to national security. Some
depositions were not reviewed or could not be declassified for security reasons.

In addition, members of the House Select Committee staff corrected obvious

typographical errors by hand and deleted personal and proprietary information

not considered germane to the investigation.

In these Depositions volumes, some of the deposition transcripts are follow-

ed by exhibits. The exhibits— documentary evidence— were developed by Select

Committees' staff in the course of the Select Committees' investigation or were

provided by the deponent in response to a subpoena. In some cases, where the

number of exhibits was very large, the House Select Committee staff chose for

inclusion in the Depositions volumes selected documents. All of the original

XXI



exhibits are stored with the rest of the Select Committees' documents with the

National Archives and Records Administration and are available for public in-

spection subject to the respective rules of the House and Senate.

The 27 volumes of the Depositions appendix, totalling more than 30,000 pages,

consist of photocopies of declassified, hand-corrected typewritten transcripts

and declassified exhibits. Deponents appear in alphabetical order.
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UNCLftSSlf
1 DEPOSITION OP ROBERT W. DUIMLING

3 Thursday, August 20, 1987

3 United States Senate

4 Select Committee on Secret

5 Military Assistance to Iran

6 and the Nicaraguan Opposition

7 Washington, D. C.

8 Deposition of ROBERT W. DUEMLING, called as a

9 witness by counsel for the Select Committee, in the

10 offices of the Senate Select Committee, Room SH-901, Hart

11 Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C, commencing at

12 12:10 p.m., the witness having been duly sworn by SUSAK

13 A. HARRIS, a Notary Public in and for the District of

14 Columbia, and the testimony being taken down by Stenomask

15 by SUSAN A. HARRIS and transcribed under her direction.

UNCkASSlFiED

(3)



WNCia^SIFlED
1 APPEARANCES

:

2 On behalf of th« Senate Select Cosmlttee on Secret

3 MllltaxY Assistance to Iran and the Nlcaraguan

4 Opposition:

5 TERRY SMILTANICH, ESQ.

UNCLRSSIFe



UNCmSIFSED
1 CQNTgWTS
2 EXAMINATION ON BEHALF OF

3 WITNESS SaiAIE HOUSE

4 Robert W. Duemllng

5 By Mr. Smiljanich 4

6 EXHIBITS
7 DUEMLING EXHIBIT NUMBER FOR IDENTIFICATION

8 1 12

9 lA 17

10 2 "
.

11 3 33

12 4 44

13 5 59

14 6 62

15 7 65

16 8 66

17 9 72

18 10 73

19 11 77

20 12 79

21 13 82
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UNCkASS!F:ED
1 PROCEEDINGS
2 Whereupon

,

3 ROBERT W. DUEMLING,

4 called as a witness by counsel on behalf of the Senate

5 Select Committee and having been duly sworn by the Notary

6 Public, was examined and testified as follows:

7 EXAMINATION

8 BY MR. SMIUANICH:

9 Q For the record, state your name.

10 A Robert H. Duemling.

11 Q You have the rank or title of ambassador, is

12 that correct, retired?

13 A That's correct.

14 Q Ambassador, would you give us a very brief

15 summary of your background? I understand you recently

16 retired from the foreign service?

17 A That's correct. I retired on July the 3rd of

18 this year, after approximately 3 0-plus years of federal

19 service as a foreign service officer.

20 Q Would you give us a brief rundown of the

21 general types of assignments you had, leading up to the

22 point at which you became director of the Nicaraguan

23 Humanitarian Assistance Office?

24 A Yes. At the beginning of my career, I had

25 assignments in political, economic, and consular work. I

UNCLASSIFIED



UNCLASSIFSEt)
1 then specialized in political work, and later in ay

2 career I was the deputy chief of aission at the American

3 embassy in Ottawa.

4 I was also the U.S. Ambassador to Suriniuse,

5 and I had a couple of management assignments as well.

6 Q Generally, career foreign service officers

7 tend to specialize in certain regions of the world. Did

8 you have such a general specialty?

9 A Yes.

10 Q What was that?

11 A In my mid-career I specialized in political

12 affairs in East Asia.

13 Q ~Hw, the couiAry -ibf Surinam* -- yotr were

14 Ambassador to Suriname for what years?

15 AX was Ambassador from August 1982 until August

16 of 1984.

17 Q Now, Suriname is in South America, correct?

18 A Correct.

19 Q Did you have any Central American experience

20 in your background?

21 A Not directly, although while I was Ambassador

22 in Suriname, which is in the northern coast of South

23 America, within the State Department it is grouped

24 together with Caribbean countries and also for management

25 purposes occasionally it is grouped together with the

uNCLASSTFIED



ONraSSIF?ED
1 northern tier of Central America and South Aaterlca.

2 So that Z had visited, for example, for a

3 conference in Panama, and I had some limited, very

4 limited experience in Central America.

5 Q If one defines Central America as generally

6 the countries of Guatemala, Honduras, San Salvador, and

7 Costa Rica, did you have any experience in those specific

8 countries?

9 A Ho.

10 Q What about your language proficiency? Did you

11 speaJc and write Spanish?

12 A I can read Spaniakpbecau**-!,. speak and write

13 Italian, which la somewhat similar. _X «l8o speak and

14 write French, so another Romance language such as Spanish

15 is not particularly difficult.

16 But I do not speak Spanish. I can read it

17 with limited facility.

18 Q ^t generally, your main proficiency in

19 language is in Italian and French?

20 A Italian, French, Dutch, because Suriname is

21 Dutch-speaking. And I also could speak some Japanese,

22 but I have largely forgotten it.

23 Q Up to the time you became director of, I'll

24 refer to it as either NHAO or "Know-How" — ten people

25 pronounce it ten different ways, I think. Up to the time

GNCL*SS!FSED



UNCt«SS!F!ED
1 you became director ot ^rHAO, had you ever administered an

2 aid or refugee program for the State Department?

3 A No, I had not.

4 Q Your selection as director of NHAO came at

5 approximately the end of August, beginning of September

6 1985?

7 A Correct

.

8 Q What had been your specific experience that

9 you were told was being called upon to make you director

10 of NHAO?

11 A I was never told directly what my experience

12 was that attracted people to the assignment. However, I

13 think I can surmise that there were two or three things

14 in my background that were relevant.

15 In 1981 to '82, I participated in the creation

16 of the peacekeeping force for the Sinai, MFO,

17 Multinational Force and Observers, and that was a startup

18 operation from scratch in an unusual political setting.

19 Also, I had performed a manageiBABlk-Study for

2 Ronald Spiers, the Under Secretary for Management, and I

21 was considered, I think, to have been a quite successful

22 manager in my tenure as Ambassador to Suriname, as well

23 as in my tenure as the minister and DCM in Ottawa.

24 So it was the management experience and

25 abilities that I had demonstrated in the past that I

UNCm^S'i'ED
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uncl^ssif:^d 8

1 think were the salient factors In ay appointment.

2 Q ThanX you. That has been conflraed by other

3 people we've talked to, who have Indicated those Items

4 and the fact that you were known for a person who took

5 very much care with detail, financial matters, et cetera.

6 When you became director of KHAO, first of

7 all, did you have any staff to start off with?

8 A Mo. As I think you know, NHAO was created on

9 paper, by discussion, and did not exist when I was first

10 appointed. I think at approximately the same time, and

11 perhaps even sooner, the people making the assignment —
12 and that would mean, I presume, Michael Armacost, Elliot

13 Abrams, perhaps George Shultz — they had selected Chris

14 Arkos to be the deputy in the organization.

15 And then when I was appointed, I was told that

16 he had been pretty well selected if I approved, and we

17 had a brief meeting and he seemed to be exactly the kind

18 of person who brought to the office skills that I did not

19 have, and therefore he seemed like a good deputy to me.

20 And the two of us then set about trying to

21 staff the rest of the organization, although I did most

22 of the selection of staff.

23 Q Kow, Chris Arkos was proficient in and fluent

24 in Spanish, is that correct?

25 A Chris Arkos is an Hispanic American. He is

GNOtSSSSF!ED
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1 bilingual and bicultural in Spanish.

2 Q H« also had axtenslve axperienca in Central

3 America?

4 A Ha did have very extensive experience in

5 Central America, in Honduras and perhaps other countries.

6 He also was intioately familiar with the Nicaraguan

7 resistance movement and }cnev the leaders of the

8 Nicaraguan resistance.

9 Q Other people have stated that Mr. Arlcos had a

10 very wide-ranging network of acquaintances and contac;^s.

11 Did you find that to be true in Central America?

12 A That was abundantly clear to me, that he had a

13 wide network of friends and acquaintances among Central

14 Americans, political people, military people,

15 journalists, as well as a very wide circle of

16 acquaintances in Washington, particularly people who

17 themselves are interested in Central American affairs.

18 Q I'd like to talk for a minute about some of

19 the problems that you I'm sure perceived immediately in

20 connection with the setup and operation of a program such

21 as NHAO. First of all, this was a program which was very

2 2 overt in the United States. It was a part of public

23 legislation; a specific sum of money, $27 million, had

24 been appropriated to be spent.

25 Its creation was not a secret in any way, and

uN(ilssir:E3
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1 y«t it was In sone ways a covert oparatlon in Central

2 Anerica. la that a fair statement?

3 A Correct.

4 Q What kind of problems did that cause you in

5 general?

6 A In general, it caused us two or three kinds of

7 problems. First of all, we had to respect and understand

8 the sensitivity of the governments in Central America who

9 were going to give some assistance to this program,

10 without whose assistance the program could not exist, at

11 least their passive cooperation as a BinimuB.

12 In particular, that

13

14 anxious not to oe seen publicly as aiding and abetting

15 this effort. So it insisted on a degree of

16 confidentiality.

17 Moreover, many of the suppliers in Central

18 America on whom we had to depend for the purchase of food

19 and other daily items, they preferred a degree of

20 anonymity because they feared possible political

21 reprisals for their assistance and cooperation in the

22 program.

23 And indeed, these sensitivities were fairly

24 well founded. If you wish, I could add some anecdotes to

2 5 illustrate the point, but I don't think I need to go into

GNCEtSSlr'ED
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So those were the particular factors.

Moreover, the resistance Itself needed to preserve a

degree of secretiveness, In part so that their plans

would not be broadcast to their adversaries. So there

were several factors that required sooe degree of

secrecy.

On the other hand, our operations here within

the United States, with our suppliers and so forth, for

the aost part were perfectly open and above board.

Q Okay. Now, a lot of the activities of NHAO

had to concentrate^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^Histhat
correct?

A Correct

.

Q In addition, however, there were also

sensitivities in connection with other countries in the

region, H^^^^^^^^^^^^^ isn't that

A Correct

.

Q And to some extent the government^^^^H

A Correct.

Q Now, let me — in going through the records

which you kindly gave us complete access to several

months ago, I just picked out one particular document

mafi^i
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1 bacaus* it ••9«d to b« a pretty fair suasary of th«

2 typ«s of problsBS that you ware ancountarlng In

3 connection with this dichotomy between overt and covert.

4 Let me hand you what Z have marked as Duemling

5 Exhibit No. 1, which is a document you prepared, I

6 believe, in Oecemiser of '85.

7 (The document referred to was

8 marked Duemling Exhibit No. 1

9 for identification.)

10 Q I don't thinX we need to go through this in

11 detail, but generally take a moment to look at it. Does

12 this seem to be a summary of the types of particular

13 problems that you had to deal with early on in connection

14 with your directorship?

15 A Correct.

16 Q Now, Mr. Arkos had taken a trip to the region

17 in September-October, in that time frame, and had

18 reported back on some of the discussions he had, both

the embassy ^'^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^l
20 ^^^^^^^^^^rabout what could and couldn't be done to see

21 the program through, is that correct?

22 A Correct.

23 Q Is it also correct that, in a nutshell, both

24 the embassy there and the government of Honduras stated

25 that NHAO employees as such could not be stationed inside

uNcmsiriB
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1 ^^^^^^Halthar at tha embassy or alsevhara, in ordar to

2 act as a Bonitorlng agant for racaipt of goods into tha

3 country? Is that correct?

4 A That's correct.

5 Q As a result of that inability to station a

6 person within your employ in tha region in order to

7 monitor receipt of goods, what did you have to do or how

8 did you go about keeping as much control as possible over

9 so many things coming out, leaving this country or being

10 purchased, ajid so many things being received in the

11 country?

12 A Wall, let's start with the matter of purchases

13 within tha United States. Perhaps I should just state

14 briefly that there were certain types of supplies that

15 could only ba procured within the United States, such

16 things as first class jungle boots
,
ponchos , poncho

17 liners, and so forth.

18 Wa procured those kinds of supplies in the

19 United States, aggregated them, usually in New Orleans at

2 a warehouse arrangement that had been created somewhat

21 earlier by the resistance itself.

22 We utilized that warehousing arrangement and

2 3 their existing arrangements, contractual arrangements.

24 We would aggregate the supplies there and in effect those

25 supplies became the property of the resistance, really,

ONCttSS'F'ED
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1 at the time that they were dispatched from the United

2 States, because NHAO for the reasons that you describe

3 could not really directly control those supplies once

4 they had left the United States.

5 So they were aggregated there. We did — I

6 had my own personnel periodically visiting that facility,

7 and we always had someone present for the loading and

8 taXeoff of the aircraft.

9 Q Let me stop you for one second. Was the

10 individual basically in charge of that operation in

11 Louisiana Mario Calero?

12 A Correct.

13 Q Go ahead.

14 A And we would then satisfy ourselves that the

15 materials arriving there were being then dispatched to

16 Central America by cargo aircraft. When they departed in

17 the custody, if you will, of the resistance from the

18 United States, we, NHAO, no longer had any direct control

19 over those supplies.

20 In Central America, we procured primarily

21 foodstuffs, some pharmaceuticals, some kinds of clothing,

22 pants, shirts, socks, underwear, that sort of thing, also

23 sort of daily necessities such as fuel oil or candles or

24 matches and so forth.

25 Those, that procurement, and to some extent

UNCLHSSIF^ED
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1 the supplies that also came from the United States, could

2 only be monitored in Central America by other

3 organizations or institutions.

4 It was abundantly clear to us at the outset

5 that we would be hindered in the way that you have

6 described in terms of not being able to have our own

7 personnel there. So as a fallback arrangement, I talked

8 with ^^^^^^^H who was the CIA representative on the

9 Inter-Agency Committee, the committee that provided

10 policy guidance for NHAO, and I talked vith^^^^^

11 He discussed this whole problem within the

12 RIG, the Restricted Inter-Agency Group. And^^^^^agreed

13 that CIA headquarters would instruct its people in

14 Central America to monitor insofar as they could the

15 arrival and the transportation, the internal

16 transportation, of these supplies.

17 This arrangement took a while to get into

18 operation. But in due course, and I would say certainly

19 by about January of 1986, we were getting a fairly steady

20 stream of what we referred to as verification reports.

21 And these were basically messages from the field, coming

22 from the CIA people, who would simply report that a

23 particular truck convoy had arrived at a base and it

24 carried such and such materials, and so forth; or that an

25 aircraft had arrived and had offloaded such and such

IJNOCllSlPED
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1 materials, and so forth.

2 And this was about th« best arrangement that

3 we had to try to check on the deliveries of these

4 supplies arriving In Central America.

5 That system, of course, was not 100 percent

6 accurate. We did not get a bean for bean correlation

7 between what we knew we were paying for and what we knew

8 we were receiving or what was being received. But we

9 felt that not only was It the best arrangement we could

10 devise, but that there was sufficient correlation that we

11 were satisfied that the system was working and that the

12 supplies were Indeed being delivered to the Intended

13 recipients.

14 Q Okay, let me make sure I understand this. The

15 original legislation appropriated $27 million and

16 provided that neither the Department of Defense nor the

17 CIA could be the administrator of the program?

18 A Correct.

19 Q But you found that, based upon the inhibitions

2 you had with regard to your State Department employees

21 present in the country, that essentially the only

22 reasonable solution seemed to be to call upon the Agency

2 3 to assist in connection with verifying actual receipt of

24 the goods in the region?

25 A Correct. And we saw those as intelligence

IjNCLfiSSSF^EP
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1 reports. And as you say Icnow, ny understanding at least

2 is that as of about November of 1985 some of the

3 constraints on the Agency were eased, I think in the

4 Intelligence Appropriations Act, at about that time.

5 And the Agency, as I understood it, was

6 permitted to provide intelligence to the resistance

7 movement and communications assistance, as I recall. And

8 as part of all of that, apparently it was also deemed

9 permissible that the Agency provide us with intelligence

10 on what they were learning.

11 So in effect, these were intelligence reports

12 from the field coming back to us.

13 Q I'm going to mark this exhibit as lA, a CIA

14 cable dated January 4, 1986, which basically, if I could

15 summarize it — take a moment to look at it, but if I

16 could summarize it, basically is a direction to

17 appropriate stations in the region to cooperate with

18 NHAO, just as you have described.

19 (The document referred to was

20 marked Duemling Exhibit No. lA

21 for identification.)

22 (Pause.)

23 A Yes.

24 Q Now, there's something else that is referenced

25 in there that I want to ask about. First of all, were

SECRET
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1 you basically advised at the vary beginning of th«

2 startup of this program that, in order to facilitate

3 coordination among the various contra factions, that most

4 of your dealings should be with UNO, United Nicaraguan

5 Opposition?

6 A Yes. I was told from the policy level that

7 the decision was that UNO would be initially the only

8 recipient of NHAO assistance, and that others might be

9 added in the future, but that UNO was it.

10 Q There is a reference in this cable by code to

11 an individual whose actual neuse is Eden Fastora, who was

12 a contra leader basically working out of — was working

^^^^^^^^^^^^in was called the southern front.

14 A Yes.

15 Q What were you told originally about dealing

16 with Mr. Pastora and his group of people in the south?

17 A We were told initially that we would be

18 supporting UNO. Mr. Pastora was not part of UNO and we

19 were told he was not part of UNO.

20 I don't recall any particular discussion about

21 Pastora until — and I can't give you a precise date, but

22 probably until some time around February of 1986, when it

23 was clear to me, although I was not involved, but it was

24 clear that the Administration was attempting to broaden

25 the participants in the resistance movement, that is to

UNet^SSIFJE?
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1 say tha resistance movement that was being supported by

2 the United States.

3 And there was apparently considerable thought

4 being given to whether or not Mr. Pastora could be

5 brought into the fold, so to speak.

6 Somewhat later, I would think maybe as late as

7 April or Nay of '86, I was directed, we were directed, to

8 meet with representatives of Mr. Pastora to determine

9 whether or not, under the guidelines that NHAO was

10 operating under, whether we could be of any assistance to

11 him.

12 And I was not directly Involved. That was

13 conducted primarily by Chris Arkos and some of my other

14 staff people, who met, with the representative of

15 Pastora. And this gentleman produced a whole series of

16 bills and vouchers and various things for us to examine.

17 And we concluded, after looking carefully at

18 all of these receipts, that the vast majority of them

19 were not things that we could pay because they did not

20 fall within our guidelines or that the documentation was

21 inadequate and so forth. And we so informed the policy

22 level.

23 I believe we told Bill Walker about that. My

24 sense of what occurred was that meanwhile on the

25 political level efforts to bring Mr. Pastora into some

UNetftSSlF^ED
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r«lationahlp with UNO fall apart, ao that th« laau* of

whathar or not NHAO could aupport Paatora and hla paopla

essentially bacaae soot.

Q Starting bac]c in September 1985 time frame and

going forward froa there, did either^^f^^^^Hor anyone

6 else with the Agency ever actively either try to

7 discourage you froa dealing with Mr. Pastora or denigrate

8 hia in any way?

9 A Well, first of all, it was never an issue

10 because Pastora, as I say, was not part of UNO and our

11 guidelines was strictly that we would support UNO.

12 If X can make one brief diversion, there was

13 at least one other representative of the opposition who

14 was not part of UNO, that is to say one of the Cesar

15 brothers, who came to call on me to inquire as to whether

16 or not we could support them.

17 And I gave him no particular encouragement. I

18 simply heard him out and said I would report his approach

19 to the policy people, for whom it was their decision, not

20 my decision.

21 But to go back to Mr. Pastora, yes,

22 disparaged Pastora to me on several occasions. We met

2 3 fairly frequently to discuss operational questions, and

24 Pastora and Pastora 's people came up. The subject arose

2 5 from time top time.

UNOOSSl^lED
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md ^^^Halmply said to m«

21

1 And ^^^almply said to m« that th« Agency

2 had a vary bad •xp«rienc« with Pastora, th«y thought h*

3 was unraliabl* and not vary dep«ndabl«_.

4

5

6
'

So that was ths kind of thing that they said

7 about hia, and that they gave ne the impression that the

8 last thing they wanted to do was to have anything to do

9 with Eden Pastora.

10 Q Did you also ever hear allegations that, not

11 Mr. Pastora hinself , but that sob* other people

12 associated with him had some connection with drug

13 smuggling?

14 A Yes, I believe I heard that from Elliot

15 Abrams.

16 Q Now, you mentioned in approximately April or

17 May time freune, when you had some discussions with the

18 representative of Mr. Pastora.

19 A Yes, I believe that was the time.

20 Q Well, let me fit in some other events which

21 would confirm that as the time period. In late March of

22 1986, General Singlaub was in Costa Rica and negotiated

23 some type of agreement between himself and his people and

24 Mr. Pastora, which caused a bit of a flurry at the State

25 Department when the Ambassador sent a cable back about

yNCtuss'.rio
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1 it.

2 But moving forward from there, some time in

3 May of 1986 Assistant Secretary Abrams met with Mr.

4 Pastora and Mr. Pastora was asking for some minimal

5 supplies to be sent to his people in Costa Rica. And Mr.

e Abrams in some marginal notes on some memoes indicated

7 that it certainly seemed such a small amount that, you

8 know, why not try something.

9 Was that a part of this sequence of events you

10 were describing about meeting with a representative of

11 Mr. Pastora.

12 A It was a different aspect, to my

13 understanding. I was told that several of the

14 commandantes who had been loyal to Pastora were losing

15 confidence in Pastora because he had proven to be

16 incapable of getting material support.

17 And as I understood it, the policy people saw

18 this as an opportunity to wean away those particular

19 commandantes and their men and bring them within the fold

20 of UNO. That is to say, they would presumably sever

21 their connections with Pastora and they would then become

22 related to the forces that were under the control of

2 3 Negro Chamorro.

24 And so I was told that there was this effort

25 under way and that NHAO was being asked to provide

UNOTSS!rE[>
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1 supplies to these forces. And what I was told was that

2 the requirements would be for approximately 2,000 of this

3 or that, like 2,000 shirts or 2,000 pairs of pants or

4 whatever; and that this was essentially, if I could use

5 the expression, this was bait to get them on board with

6 UNO.

7 Q Okay. Thank you.

8 Nov, returning to the Agency for a minute,

9 would it be fair to say that at first — and you may have

10 already said this and I apologize if I am being

11 repetitious — that at first there were some Initial

12 problems in connection with receiving back from the

13 Agency verification of receipt, and perhaps the reason

14 was that people back at headquarters are getting ceUsles

15 from their stations talking about beans and rice and they

16 don't attach much significance to it, but that eventually

17 things became smoother and you started getting a pretty

18 good flow of information from the region about receipt of

19 materials?

20 Is that a fair statement?

21 A That's correct. And I would only add that on

22 one of my own trips to the area, when I had a chance to

23 talk to some of the Agency people in the field and re-

24 emphasize the great importance which NHAO placed on their

25 field reports, they claimed that they had been sending

SECRET
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1 then in ragularly for quite a long time, but that the

2 headquarters in Langley, the editors and so forth, in a

3 bureaucratic fashion had failed to recognize their

4 importance and their utility, and in fact had failed

5 therefore to pass them on to NHAO.

6 But eventually that glitch got worked out and,

7 yes, we thought we were getting pretty good reporting.

8 Q Okay. Now, some time this year — well, first

9 of all let me ask you. During the time frame you were

10 director of NHAO, GAO had some people who spent a lot of

11 time over at the offices?

12 A Correct.

13 Q And basically audited your work during the two

14 years — the year that NHAO was in existence?

15 A Correct

.

16 Q GAO issued a report then later, which was

17 somewhat critical of the paper trail or verification of

18 actual receipt of goods?

19 A Correct.

20 Q I understand what your reaction is to it and

21 your statement. Would you go ahead and tell us for the

22 record why it is you feel that the GAO comments, if I

23 could put it, failed to understand some of the problems

24 that you had to face in connection with running such a

25 program, where you couldn't have the ledger books and
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1 things that you normally might be able to insist upon in

2 a typical overt program?

3 A Yes. Hell, first of all, I was as anxious as

4 anyone to be able to demonstrate the bona fides of the

5 operation that I was running, and that we were adhering

6 to a high standard of accountability, and that was

7 important

.

8 That's just good management. But for the

9 problems that we have already discussed, I was not able

10 to place my own people in the field to actually monitor

11 activities. Moreover, and we hadn't touched on this

12 before, but one of the proscriptions was that we could

13 also not have bank accounts in Central America.

14 I would have preferred that we have an NHAO

15 bank account. In fact, it was one of the things that

16 Chris Arkos on the first trip down there in late

17 September of '85, that was one of the things he was

18 supposed to do, was set up a bank account, through which

19 we could then pay suppliers directly.

20 We were told that even that would not be

21 tolerated by the local authorities. So we were obliged

22 to pay people through Miami. I say Miami. It could have

23 been any other city, but most Central American

24 enterprises, if they bank at all in United States, they

25 do so through Miami.

lJN^il3S:?°iD
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1 And in fact, many of our major suppliers In

2 Central America already maintained their own bank

3 accounts in Miami.

4 Now, to go back to the GAO, we felt in NHAO

5 that we were talcing all feasible steps to monitor and

6 observe and make sure that things were running smoothly

7 and legally and honestly and so forth. GAO in our view

8 applied a kind of schoolroom set of accounting standards

9 that would be perfectly appropriate if we were running

10 this thing in the United States, but which simply could

11 not apply by extension in Central America, for the

12 reasons that I've tried to explain.

13 So we felt that the rather unusual situation

14 which we faced called for some rather unusual methods,

15 and we created those various methods, checks, apparatus,

16 and so forth. But they of course did not accord with the

17 kind of standard bookkeeping procedures that GAO was

18 familiar with.

19 So we really parted company with GAO on that

20 issue. I would of course point out that GAO did not say,

21 we have discovered malfeasance or we have discovered

22 misappropriation of funds. They didn't say that. What

23 they said was, we can only trace all of this so far and

24 then after that there is not a sufficient record that

25 meets our standards of accounting.

(JNCmSIF.'ED
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1 So it became a void from their point of view.

2 Q Is it correct that the GAO people who were

3 conducting this audit in connection with this report did

4 not have access to the CIA cable traffic that you were

5 referring to earlier?

6 A That is correct. We discussed it with them.

7 He told them it existed. But that was beyond our

8 control, and the reason is that within the federal

9 government, apparently by agreement between the Executive

10 Branch and the Congress, CIA reports are given only to

11 the Intelligence Committees of the Senate and House. And

12 all of those reports were made available to the

13 Intelligence Committees.

14 Then it becomes the decision of the members of

15 the Senate and the House as to whether they will or will

16 not share those documents with other aspects, elements of

17 the legislative branch.

18 But of course, GAO was part of the legislative

19 branch. It is the creation of and servant of the

20 Congress. So under the guidelines, we cannot provide

21 those things directly to the GAO. And so they therefore

22 did not have them from us.

23 They had to address themselves within their

24 own branch of government to the Congress, and apparently,

25 my understanding is, they never succeeded in getting

^USSIF^EO
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1 access to those documents.

2 Nov, this question will cover a lot of

3 territory, but is it fair to say that you are as

4 reasonably satisfied as you can be based upon the

5 restrictions you faced, that the $27 million that was

6 spent by NHAO was in fact appropriately spent for

7 humanitarian aid which found its way into the hands of

8 the proper recipients in the region?

9 A Yes, I am completely satisfied that was the

10 case.

11 Q Now, let me talk for a minute about some of

12 the other types of problems you had to face. There was

13 talk during the passage of the legislation by some people

14 that, well, humanitarian aid for fighting forces is kind

15 of an oxymoron, and there would be some definitional

16 problems that would be encountered.

17 You in fact did have to face certain

18 definitional problems that had to be addressed, is that

19 correct?

20 A That is correct. But I was told at the outset

21 that "humanitarian aid" meant essentially non-lethal aid.

22 Q One of the problems that you all had to face

23 and make a policy decision about — and let me hand you

24 Exhibit No. 2, which is a short memo to the file — and

25 by the way, the date on the top says March 9, '86, but

[JlieLASSfF^ED
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1 that is a mistake. I think it should be April 9, 198 6.

2 (The document referred to was

3 marked Duemling Exhibit No. 2

4 for identification.)

5 A Notice down here also it says April 9, so that

6 is a mistake.

7 Q Take a moment and look at it. It concerns

8 what to do about requests for funds to be used for

9 helicopters.

10 (Pause.)

11 A All right.

12 Q I believe some of the other documents that

13 lead up to this particular decision demonstrate that a

14 question came up in connection with a certain helicopter

15 called the Lady Ellen?

16 A Yes.

17 Q Which certain contra forces wanted NHAO to

18 help pay for the transportation of the helicopter from

19 the United States into the region. And this generated, I

20 assume, the question of whether or not this was getting

21 too close to that grey area between humanitarian and

22 lethal aid, and a series of discussions were held

23 resulting in this policy decision.

24 AX think that's true. It may not have been

25 exclusively the Lady Ellen that triggered this. I can

liNcmssr.ED
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1 recall that indeed at the very outset of KHAO's coming

2 into existence and beginning to work with the resistance,

3 that they had nade clear that one of the biggest problems

4 was the medical evacuation of wounded, and that they

5 would very much like to have helicopters.

6 And that was stated very early on. But at

7 that time, it was also considered that it would be too

8 problematical and too much in the grey area. Moreover,

9 of course, helicopters are extremely expensive.

10 So the subject — what I'm trying to suggest

11 is the subject had been, discussed before thm Lady Ellen

12 came along.

13 Q Now, when this and other problems like this

14 came up, there were occasions when you actually consulted

15 directly with the leadership, with the Intelligence

16 Committees, is that correct?

17 A Coggjcjt. ^ ^ ^-^^- -^

18 Q You met with, I believe. Congressman Hamilton

19 on one or more occasions?

20 A I did.

21 Q You met with the staff director of the Senate

22 Intelligence Committee, Bernie McMann?

23 A Correct.

24 Q Did you also during the startup period of this

25 program go around and talk to various members of Congress

uNCLIiSSSFJED
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1 about soma of the problems that Bight come up or just

2 generally what they anticipated?

3 A I did not do very much of that. There was a

4 little bit of that, but basically those kinds of contacts

5 were being kept by Abrams and by Jim Michael and Walker

6 and so forth. And I got the impression that they didn't

7 particularly want me to be involved in very many

8 contacts, with one general exception, and that is I did

9 appear a couple of times before the House Intelligence

10 Oversight Committee.

11 But I also talked informally to their staff

12 director on several occasions, including at the very

13 outset, when I invited them to send their accountants to

14 take a look at what we were doing and how we were doing

15 it.

16 They declined to do so because they felt that

17 would be undue involvement of the legislative branch in

18 an activity of the executive branch. But I did talk

19 repeatedly, directly or by phone, with several members of

20 the committees, and particularly their staffs.

21 It was more often than not contacts with

22 staff. I would go up, be summoned up sometimes to meet,

2 3 and discover more often it was really a staff group,

24 although one or another members of the committee might be

25 also present.

UN^^SSIFlED
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1 Q As you know, I have had access to your records

2 and I have received copies of many documents that I asked

3 for, I have the impression, having gone through the

4 files, that whenever controversy came up, areas of

5 questionable goods or things such as that, that you and

6 your organization seemed to take the conservative

7 approach in order to avoid creating a problem in a

8 sensitive area.

9 A That's correct.

10 Q I was going to ask you, would you agree with

11 that summary?

12 A Absolutely. We always took -- I always took,

13 because I was essentially running it and making the

14 policy for the organization, aside from of course the

15 policies that came down on us. But in terms of what we

16 did internally, I ran this in a quite conservative

17 fashion in the sense of trying to adhere strictly to the

18 guidelines contained in the legislation.

19 And there is a good reason for that. Not only

20 perhaps is it my temperament to manage things in that

21 fashion, but when George Shultz asked me to undertake

22 this job I asked him what were his objectives and what he

23 wanted me to do. And one of his specific statements to

24 me was: I want you to go right down the middle on this;

25 I don't want you skating close to the edge in terms of

SECRET
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1 th« guidelines that were contained in the legislation.

2 And it was clear to ne that George Shultz

3 wanted this thing administered in a way that would be

4 above reproach. And that's precisely what I tried to do.

5 Q Along that same line, let me now ~ let's taDc

6 for a while about the issue of mixed loads.

7 (The document referred to was

8 marked Duemling Exhibit No. 3

9 for identification.)

10 Q Let me hand you what's been marked as Exhibit

11 3. This is a siimmary memo that you did basically after

12 the fact, summarizing some of the events that came up in

13 connection with mixed loads. Let's talk about that for a

14 moment.

15 First of all, by mixed loads what we are

16 referring to are shipments which contain both some

17 humanitarian goods and some lethal goods, is that

18 correct?

19 A Correct.

2 Q Now, is my understanding correct that the

21 issue of mixed loads came up solely in connection with

22 flights or shipments within the region of Central

2 3 America?

24 A Correct.

25 Q Rather than flights from the United States to

ljNOtAi>Sir:«:J
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1 Central America?

2 A Correct

.

3 Q Let's first eliminate that other part.

4 To your knowledge, and as I say to your

5 knowledge, did any NHAO flights originating from the

6 United States Into the region contain any lethal aid

7 whatsoever?

8 A None whatsoever to my knowledge.

9 Q Okay. So the Issue of mixed loads only

10 relates to Inter-reglonal shipments?

11 A Correct.

12 Q Intra-reglonal shipments, excuse me.

13 A Correct

.

14 Q In connection with those Intra-reglonal

15 shipments, first let me ask you this. How did the Issue

16 come up In connection with the mixed loads? In other

17 words, I understand that NHAO had contracts with the air

18 carrier services to transport goods into the region. How

19 did the issue come up about whether NHAO would be paying

20 for shipments within the region?

21 Were these also NHAO contracts or were you

22 being asked to reimburse costs that had already been

23 incurred?

24 A No, these were NHAO contracts. Let me just

25 provide a little background. The resistance was based

UNCLffSSlF?ED
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primarily, as v« have alraady said, ^^^^^^^^| Th«y

also, how«v«r, had soma kind of a transportation

capability utilizing^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B

They had some aircraft of thair own which they

utilized for transport purposes, but their own air

resources were extremely limited, and therefore we

assisted thea with air transportation.

And that was transportation, air

transportation of various sorts. For example, part of it

was utilizing commercial air servic

He also moved some goods that we ourselves had

flown from the United

There was also, however, the question of

whether there could be drops of goods inside Nicaragua,

and that was raised with us, and I believe that the issue

of mixed loads came up primarily in connection with the

idea of drops inside Nicaragua.

And there the reason was that dropping

supplies inside Nicaragua was, of course, always a

dangerous undertaking. It was also dangerous for the

liNCLHiSSlF'.ED
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1 troops on the ground, who had to remain static for

2 several hours In order to be at a drop zone and pick up

3 supplies.

4 So because of the danger to both the aircraft,

5 its crew, and the troops on the ground, the operations

6 people recognized that the best thing to do would be to

7 send in a single aircraft which would drop the mix of

8 supplies that were required by the troops on the ground.

9 And that would include probably resupply of

10 zuBjDunition as well as a resupply of boots and clothing

11 and pharmaceuticals and whatever. So I believe that the

12 issue of mixed loads really arose first In connection

13 with the problem of dropping inside Nicaragua.

14 Q Okay. Now, in connection with dropping inside

15 Nicaragua, NHAO had a contract with a company called

16 Vortex, which on four occasions either did or attempted

17 to make drops directly inside Nicaragua.

18 Are these the flights you're referring to?

19 A I believe so. Now, Vortex was operating out of

20 Miami, as I recall, and I think that those were the

21 flights into Nicaragua.

22 But what I don't recall, quite frankly, is

23 exactly where those flights departed from. I'm sure they

24 must have started at least from Miami. Whether they then

25 stopped elsewhere before flying in, I don't quite recall.

ONi^lSSIFT?)
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1 I think that was not th« only organization

2 that was Involved In this. I don't recall, strictly

3 speaking.

4 Q Let me jump ahead for a second. There were,

5 as I vinderstand It, although reading the Mlaal Herald

6 story In the past week or so made me wonder whether Z

7 truly understood the Issue -- my understanding was that

8 there were basically two occasions when the Issue of

9 mixed loads had to be addressed In the concrete, rather

10 than In the theoretical.

11 And that was In connection with one shipment

12 that was split 93 percent humanitarian and 7 percent

13 lethal, and another occasion when It was 50-50.

14 A Yes. First of all, you are talking eUDOUt

15 Charc^y's piece, which I did not see, and which people

16 have told me about. He did call me prior to that and got

17 some Information, which he botched.

18 Q He seemed to.

19 A He was flat wrong on a number of things.

20 (Discussion off the record.)

21 Q On the record.

22 A Let me comment on those two flights he

2 3 referred to. They were in fact fllghts^^^^^^^^H

24 ^^^^^^H and those — I don't recall quite — it seems

25 to me — let me put it to you this way.

UNCL^^i^^ED
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1 Th« facta would seem to suggest that after we

2 got — after ve became clear on what the mixed load

3 policy guidance would be, which as I recall came to me

4 from a memo from Jim Michael on about January 6th of 1986

5

6 Q You might look on the document in front of

7 you. Exhibit No. 3 refers to January 3, a policy

8 directive.

9 A Okay, that's it.

10 Q You see the numbered paragraph at the bottom,

11 1 and 2.

12 A Yes.

13 Nov, that point three obviously is a quote

14 from the Michael memo.

15 Q You're referring to the top of page 2 of

16 Exhibit No. 3?

17 A Correct. And that point is an extract, a

18 quotation from Michael's memo on January 3. And my

19 recollection is that with that policy guidance, which

20 obviously does not specify only drops in Nicaragua —
21 it's a broader proposition than that — we then did

22 undertake to pay for mixed loads that were what^ would

23 ^ describe as lateral, that is to say from]

^^^^^^^^H for

25 Now, as a matter of practice we didn't need to

UNCDTSS^i^B
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1 do that v«ry often because, first of all, ve could fill

2 up those aircraft with our own NHAO supplies. So there

3 wasn't free space available for the nost part.

4 Secondly, the resistance had its own air

5 transport capability, as I mentioned to you, and/or they

6 were able to charter with their own funds other

7 transport. So that didn't mean we were their only source

8 of air transportation.

9 On the two flights that were referred to in

10 the newspaper article to which you referred, one of them

11 was in fact a mixed load which had, as accurately stated

12 in the article as I recall, about 7 percent lethal. The

13 second episode, the second flight, as that identified it,

14 that article identified it, was a different proposition.

15 We were told — we were given an intelligence

16 report from the field, which we then investigated

17 further, and we had some oral reporting on it as well as

18 written. But we were told that what had occurred is that

19 one of our charted flights that was flying from^^^^^B

20 ^^^^^^^Hwas only about half-full of KHAO material and

21 that one of the ground people ^^^^^^^^^decided that he

22 should utilize that excess capacity and put lethal on it.

2 3 We were told that man was told by his

24 superiors not to do that because it would be contrary to

2 5 our guidelines, and then when somebody turned his back he

unuLM^j*!??!
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1 want ah«ad and did It. And when th« aircraft arrived at

2 ^^^^^^B It was found to have 50 percent of its capacity

3 lethal supplies.

4 That was duly reported to us and NHAO called

5 the carrier and said: We will not pay for that flight

6 because it violated our guidelines. And the carrier

7 accepted that and said, all right.

8 Z do not know who paid the carrier for that

9 flight, but NHAO did not.

10 Q Was that carrier Southern Air Transport or,

11 excuse me, Airaach?

12 A Z believe it was Airaach. Yes, Z'a sure it

13 was Airmach.

14 Q Because it would have been -- it was an LIOO.

15 A Because one of my people, Phil Buechler,

16 telephoned Cynthia whoever —
17 Q Donlinger?

18 A Donlinger, who was the bookkeeper for Airmach,

19 and told her.

2 Q Right. I think I ought to put into the record

21 some of the specific information. This is based on some

22 CZA cables, some traffic there, that on either the 19th

23 or 20th of February of 1986 an NHAO-chartered LIOO

from ^|^|^|H|^^^^H^
2 5 consisted of — and Z have the exact poundage here, but

yNCLftSSlBEB
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1 It br«a]cs down into 93 p«rcent humanitarian and only 3

2 parcant — axcusa aa, 7 parcant lathal.

3 Than on tha 20th of Fabruary, anothar LlOO

flight laft — cargo for FDN, laft froa^^^^^^H

5 ^^^^^^^B which carrlad approxlaataly half and half

6 batwean humanitarian and lathal.

7 Thoaa vera tha two flighta you'ra rafarrlng

8 to?

9 A Yas, I balleva ao.

10 Q Nov — and than tha CIA inforaation indicatea

11 that some people vere "read the riot act" and future HHAO

12 charters would carry no lathal aaterial and FDN was to

13 rely on chartered DC-6 to shuttle lethal supplies from

15 To your )tnowledge, were there any other

16 occasions other than these two when the issue came up

17 about whether or not to pay for a specific shipment which

18 contained a aixed load?

19 A I don't recall any other. I may be wrong, but

20 to the best of my memory I don't recall any.

21 Q I don't have^any indication of any, and your

22 memo talked about those two particular flights and I just

2 3 wondered if there were any others that you knew of.

2 4 A The memo that you speak of is this Exhibit 3?

2 5 Q Yes, Exhibit 3 on page 2 — excuse me. On

mms h
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1 page 3 you refer In the middle of the page to two

2 examples demonstrating the effectiveness of the

3 monitoring system.

4 Z just wanted to make sure that, while you

5 call them two examples, they weren't just simply two that

6 you picked out of a larger group.

7 A No, no. I think those were it. And as I

8 recall, and perhaps you found in my files a memorandum to

9 me from Kevin Whitaker in which I asked him to research

10 this question.

11 There is in the files Whitaker 's memo to me, I

12 would have thought from about aroxind March or April of

13 '86. And I would have drawn on that memo in compiling

14 this.

15 Now, I'm pretty sure that — and his memo

16 addresses the whole issue of when did NHAO, if at all,

17 involve itself with mixed loads. And as I recall, he

18 came up with only — I think — now let me say this. I

19 wonder if there wasn't — well, wait a minute. Let me

20 look at this for just a minute.

21 Q Take your time.

22 A For some reason, it sticks in my mind that

23 there were three flights that had mixed loads, of which

24 one of them, the third, is this one that turned out to

2 5 have half, and that there were two others that had mixed

ONCtirSSJF^ED
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1 loads, of which this Is one.

2 Nov, I can't be absolutely sure, but I think

3 there might have been one other flight.

4 Q Do you recall what the percentage breakdown

5 was on that?

6 A All I recall Is that It was within our

7 guidelines, and I think by that — we never had — as you

8 can see from the policy guidance, there was no firm

9 number

.

10 I think we were using actually about 90-10.

11 The newspaper article to which you referred I think uses

12 80-20.

13 Q Right.

14 A But I don't think that was it. I think we used

15 as a rule of thumb — as a rule of thumb we used about

16 90-10.

17 Q 90 percent humanitarian and ten percent?

18 A 90 percent humanitarian and ten percent

19 lethal.

20 Q And you mentioned some of this off the record.

21 Let me get this on the record. Did you receive any

22 pressure from either Assistant Secretary Abrams or anyone

23 else at the State Department to allow more mixed loads

24 than the record reflects that were actually allowed?

2 5 A No, I was under no pressure whatsoever. As a

uNCL#SSIFi£D
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1 matter of fact, I thlnJc that in my files Is a memorandum

2 that I wrote after a conversation with Elliot Abrams In

3 which Abrams himself expressed some reservations because

4 — about mixed loads, because of the political

5 sensitivity of the whole Issue.

6 And Abrams was obviously acutely sensitive to

7 the political dimensions within the United States of

8 this, particularly as the Administration was going to be

9 going back to the Congress for further assistance to the

10 resistance.

11 So they had to keep their constituency in

12 mind.

13 Q Okay.

14 Now, let me show you Exhibit No. 4, which is a

15 summary from your files of — it appears to be a complete

16 summary of those air chartered flights from the United

17 States to Central America. ,ifr~|->

18 (The document referred to was

19 marked Ouemling Exhibit No. 4

20 for identification.)

21 A Yes, I think this certainly looks like it.

22 What's the date of this?

23 Q Here, this copy is better. ^r. ^

24 It's October 21, 1986. ^
25 A CanJLJ-SQiS at vour copy for a moment?

t^rd^rai^ED
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1 Q There's a note on the side indicating that a

2 copy was given to HPSCI.

3 A Yes, that is here. I'm not sure that that's

4 the date when it was actually created, but it may have

5 been.

6 This was put together, this exhibit was put

7 together, by Phil Buechler at the NHAO staff.

8 Q It just attempts to be a summary of ~
9 ' A I believe so. And it may even have been put

10 together to respond to a request from Latimer.

11 Q Okay. Let me go through a few of these

12 flights with you here. The first four flights were with

13 Connor Air?

14 A Yes.

15 Q Now, KHAO had a contract with Connor Air, as I

16 understand it, initially because that was the airline

17 company that t|Mk(3^^^9ple said they had been using up

13 until that point.

19 A Correct.

20 Q And you all decided to go ahead and continue

21 with the ssune air charter service they_ were using?

22 A Correct. That was one of the policy

2 3 guidelines, was do not disrupt the existing arrangements

24 of the resistance movement unless there is a terribly

2 5 good reason.

UNCtltSSlF'ED
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1 Q Who told you that, by the way, going back to

2 the beginning of this?

3 A Ollie North.

4 Q North told you that?

5 A Yes.

6 Q Basically, that the FDN and the UNO people had

7 an existing logistics network that bad been working fine

8 and NHAO shouldn't coae in and disrupt the whole thing

9 A Ollie North's point was, look, these guys have

10 built up with great difficulty their own logistics system

11 over the past year, during which they were receiving no

12 assistance from the United States government. Now the

13 U.S. government is back in the act. Let's not displace

14 or dislodge or replace their existing arrangements, which

15 seemed to be working perfectly well.

16 And that advice seemed, generally speaking,

17 good advice to me, because if they're handling it why

18 should we take it over in terms of the mechanics?

19 Q Okay. Now, going down, the second flight from

20 Connor Air was a flight on October 10th, 1985, from New

21 Orleans^^^^^H^^^^I which as I understand it had some

22 notoriety surrounding it.

2 3 A Correct.

>4 Q Would you go ahead and give us a brief

5 description of what problem arose in connection with that

uNcr/rssiFiED
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1 flight?

2 A Y«a. Vfhat happened Is that that flight

3 departed, as Indicated, from New Orleans and, unbeJcnovnst

4 to NHAO, Mario Calero, who was running the operation In

5 Kew Orleans, permitted an NBC television crew to fly

6 along on the flight.

7 I believe Mario himself was on the flight,

8 too. And I guess he was doing It because he felt this

9 was going to generate some )clnd of favorable publicity

10 for the resistance.

11 In amy case, they arrived, the flight arrived

12

14 airport for]

15 And as I understand it, the flight taxiied

16 over on landing to the military side of the airfield.

17 And when the aircraft stopped and the doors opened and so

18 forth, out came the TV crew. ^^^^^^^HHmilitary who

19 were on the ground were astonished, and I think were

20 concerned about what was going on.

21 And so they^Tpparently put the NBC television

22 folks into a van or something and drove them over to the

23 civilian side of the airfield so that they could be

24 processed through customs and immigration and so forth.

25 But that episode apparently was very

uNCLflf^lFiED
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•barraaalng tha ^^^^^^^^^^^^H or laaat thay

2 fait It waa, bacauaa It daaonatratad a dagraa — to tha

to tha a dagraa o'^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H

4 Involvamant with thla vhola arrtmganant.

And tha^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H chosa to make an

6 Issua of that with tha U.S. govamaant. In fact ao much

7 ao that thay auapandad thla arrangaaant and it vaa not

8 poaalbla to continue flying directly ^^^^^^^^^Hfor,

9 aa you will aaa from thla chronology, actually aaveral

10 months

.

11 So wa vara not able to fly

I

12 until February of 1986, and that apiaoda vaa a terrible

13 blow. It had certain other repercussions, too, because

14 Oliver North used that episode as an example of vhy he

15 felt NHAO ahould employ Robert Oven, and he claimed that

16 if NHAO had hired Oven and Oven had been along on this,

17 this vhola thing vould never have happened.

IS Personally, I'm skeptical, but that vas vhat

19 Horth argued.

20 Q Yes, I vill return to that issua a little bit

21 ^latar.

22 At any rate, because of this incident NHAO was

23 precluded essentially from using Connor and also from

24 being able to bring air supply goods right into'

25 for several months?
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Correct.

2 Q Nov, b«cau8« you could no longer us* Connor

3 and when you v«r« finally allowed to go ahead and have

4 some shipments resumed, some air shipments resumed, how

5 did the company Airmach come to be selected?

6 A Let me give you a little bit of background.

7 We — the negotiations with the governments in Central

8 America were entirely in the hands of the State

9 Department and/or others — NSC, CIA, I don't Icnov.

10 NHAO, myself included, were never part of .the

11 negotiations with those governments on the subject of the

12 transportation arrangements and what would be permitted

13 and so forth. He were kept completely out of that.

14 So that — I won't say necessarily even by

15 choice — we simply were not included. And I know that

16 there were several trips, for example, made into the area

17 by Bill Walker, for example, by^^^^^^^B I guess by

18 Ollie North, and so forth.

19 And they were trying to negotiate with the

20 ^^^^^^^^^^ All we were told, we were given the orders as

21 to what we would be permitted to do. And indeed, we were

22 told that when the flights did resume that only certain

23 carriers might be acceptable to^^^^^^^^^^Hand we had

24 to provide aircraft types; and side numbers and so forth.

25 There were a lot of constraints.

l^NdOSSIF^EB
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1 And what I'm trying to g«t across her* Is the

2 fact that v« were having to operate with a number of

3 constraints being Imposed upon us that we never

4 understood. They were s Imply a given.

5 Now, what happened on the matter of Alrmach,

6 apparently Olck Gadd, who runs Alrmach, approached Mario

7 Calero In New Orleans and, If I understand It, had dinner

8 with him, and the next day or so we had a letter, as I

9 recall, from Calero either to me or to maybe Phil

10 Buechler, because the day to day contacts were always-

11 between Calero and Buechler.

12 And as I recall, he said that Alrmach was

13 prepared to fly this, to undertake this business, and

14 that we should have a look at It.

15 Now, I don't recall whether ~ 1 think It's

16 almost certain that we would have double checked that

I^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H to determine whether or

18 not this is going to be an acceptable arrangement. And

19 we obviously were told it would be an acceptable

20 arrangement, because, as I say, we had to refer these

things usually througt^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B who

22 undertook to discuss it down through the channels with

24 And so that's how we came upon Gadd and

25 Alrmach.
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1 Q 0)cay. And when you w«r« looking around for

another coapany, you had r«c«lvad^^^^^^^^^^^Ha

3 of flv«, six, or s«v«n companlas?

4 A Z thlnX that's right, y«s.

5 Q And on* of th« companias on there was Southern

6 Air Transport?

7 A Ym.

8 Q And I believe you told us at one of the

9 interviews that you had talked with Hilliaa Langton, who

10 was president of Southern Air.

11 A Z did.

12 g But he didn't want the business?

13 A Correct. Let ae tell you what 1 told you.

14 What happened was that Z was in Miaai, Z guess for one of

15 our periodic operational neetings with the

16 representatives of the resistance, and Z went over to

17 actually, as Z recall, visit Vortex, Z think. And Z —
18 we had been in touch, Z think maybe Phil Buechler had

19 been in touch, with Southern Air.

20 And Southern Air was providing some ground

21 services to Vortex, but we were not paying Southern Air.

22 We were paying Vortex.

23 And so Z went over there just to look around

24 and see what the facility was like and so forth. And

25 Z've forgotten whether Z asked to see Langton or Langton

UNet*SS!FJEr
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1 beard I waa th«r« and said h« wantad to talk to a*.

2 In any cas«, I spent probably half an hour in

3 Langton's office at Southern Air, and he asked Be about

4 what NHAO was all about and what we were doing. And I

5 told him and he — as I recall, I did not make a

6 neaorandua for the record on this conversation, but as

7 recall it Langton said to ae that that was all very

8 interesting, but that Southern Air Transport was not

9 interested in doing NHAO business.

10 And the reason that it was not was because

11 Southern Air had been created originally as a CIA

12 proprietary, and then it had gone public. It beceme a

13 private coapany. And it was trying very hard to build

14 its coaaercial reputation as a responsible private

15 coapany that had nothing to do with the CIA.

16 And therefore, he did not want to coaproaise

17 Southern Air's iaage by undertaking contracts that were

18 politically sensitive, or soaething o f that sort.

19

20

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H The irony obviously is

22 was directly contrary to what Mr. Langton had told ae was

23 the policy and interest of his organization.

24 Q Now, when you contracted with Airaach for

25 their services, did you know at the time that Airaach

iitMi
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1 didn't own any airplanes and was simply going to broker

2 the contract?

3 A I don't )tnow when I knew that, but I certainly

4 knew it quite early in the game. It was clear to us that

5 in this whole world of air charters, which I had known

6 nothing about until I got involved in this, that there

7 are a lot of jobbers out there who undertake things of

8 this sort, that are fairly snail undertakings by a lot of

9 carriers ' standards

.

10 They're too small, they don't earn enough, and

11 the conditions are too awkward or difficult. So what you

12 find is that you are dealing with jobbers, if you will,

13 who themselves may not own aircraft, but who put the

14 package together and who charter the aircraft and find

15 the pilots or whatever.

16 My impression of Gadd was, first of all, I

17 thought that he probably did have aircraft, or at least

18 aircraft that he had under lease, and his own pilots and

19 so forth.

20 As we came to have some experience with him,

21 it became pretty clear that, if he had aircraft, he

22 didn't have very many, because, for example, at one point

23 when he was supposed to be doing a job for us he called

24 us up at the last minute and said that his aircraft had

25 mechanical difficulties and it was down in Marseilles,
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1 and tharafors ha could not perfont on his undertaking.

2 So It was not clear to me hov many aircraft he

3 had or if he had any. But ha certainly had control of

4 some

.

5 Q Do you know whether or not Connor was a jobber

6 or whether he actually owned the airplanes that he used?

7 A I have the impression that they owned their

8 airplanes, but I'm not sure.

9 Q What about Vortex and Markair?

10 A Markair, my impression is that they definitely

11 owned theirs.

12 Who else did you ask about?

13 Q Vortex.

14 A I thought that Vortex owned at least one of

15 its aircraft.

16 Q When did you find out that, at least for some

17 of these flights, if not all or most of them, Airmach was

18 subcontracting the work out to Southern Air Transport?

19 A Not until long after the fact. I don't think

20 we found that out — well, it was probably — I can't

21 recall directly, but it was long after we had even ceased

22 dealing with Airmach.

23 By the way, we ceased dealing with them

24 because, for a lot of reasons, we were not satisfied with

25 their performance. And we complained. I complained to

UNCCmiFJED
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1 ^^^^^bacaus* her* again Is this problea of, they seeaed

2 to be the designated carrier.

And conplained ^°^^^^| a"<^ ^^^Haaid:

4 Well, I thinX we had better continue it a little bit

5 longer because of all of these complications and

6 delicacies surrounding the whole business of the airlift,

7 if you will.

8 Q Let Be stop you here for a second. Did you get

9 either the impression — did you get the impression from

10 something^^^^^^^^ either said or implied to you that

11 there were other activities that Diclc Gadd was involved

12 with for the government, and that one of the reasons why

13 he would — they wanted to continue to use him in this

14 endeavor was to sort of pay him back for work he was

doing in connection with^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H?

16 A Yes. When we complained about nonperformance

17 and a variety of things, his people weren't showing up on

18 schedule, their behavior was less than professional, we

19 had complaints from Project Hope that when his guys went

20 out to load at Dulles that they were inept or inefficient

21 or whatever, so there were a lot of problems with it.

22 And when I conveyed all that ^°lH^B Y^^i

23 ^^^^^^indicated that there was something which he didn't

24 want to go into detail on, but that somehow the U.S.

25 government owed Gadd something, and that he apparently

^^oimifm
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1 had undartaJcan — had performed sooethlng for which ha

2 had not bean adequately compensated, and the idea of

3 continuing to give him this business for another two or

4 three flights was going to be a form of compensation to

5 Gadd.

6 Nov, mind you, we were getting something in

7 return for what we were paying out. But in a certain

8 sense, the contract was being channeled to him and

9 continued with him even after we, HHAO, as the client

10 were not satisfied with his performance.

11 Q Right. Now, there came a point in, Z believe,

12 April of 1986 -- I'm a little fuzzy on this, but I think

13 it was looking at some of your notes. There was a

14 reference somewhere to the statement coming to you from

15 ^^^^^^^H: "We have done enough for Gadd."

16 A Yes, Z vaguely remember something like that.

17 Q What can you tell me eUsout what you recall

18 about what finally happened when you were able to go to

19 somebody else besides Airmach?

20 A Well, first of all these arrangements, the

21 details of all these arrangements, were all conducted

22 really between Phil Buechler and Cynthia. And I only met

23 Gadd, I think, once or maybe twice at the office, when he

24 came into the office and we set up the initial contracts

25 and so forth.
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1 And I think that — w«ll, I don't )cnow. I

2 hava to gat my oeoory straight hara. I think that what

3 happanad was that aftar^^^^^in affact said, all right,

4 wa'va dona anough for Gadd, then I guaas va informed

5 Gadd, va informed Airmach, that wa would not be placing

6 any further flights with then, and that was all.

7 And I don't recall, quite frankly, whether

8 there was any recriaination over that or not. I don't

9 recall whether Cynthia said, hey, wait a ainute, why are

10 you cutting us off or something. I don't remember.

11 But I do know that when^^^H told us it was

12 no longer essential that w« keep using Gadd, that ve did

13 then terminate it, and that was it.

14 Q Okay. One question about Vortex. It has been

15 alleged by people before other committees of Congress

16 that Vortex as a company — one of the owners of Vortex

17 is a man by the name of Frank Moss, and that he was a

18 "suspected drug trafficker."

19 Did you have any information or any indication

20 whatsoever that the company of Vortex or anybody

21 associated with Vortex was other than on the up and up as

22 a legitimate business?

23 A Absolutely not. Everything I knew about it

24 was that it was a legitimate business. But I have to say

25 that I guess we did not spend a lot of time investigating
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1 the company or its background or the people In It. I'n

2 sure we must have checJced Dunn 6 Bradstreet or something

3 of that sort to find out if they had a reputation.

4 Z can recall that Phil Buechler, who handled

5 these kinds of things for me on a day to day basis, was

6 very pleased with the kind of can-do spirit of Vortex. I

7 never heard that name that you just mentioned, Moss. I

8 never heard that name.

9 The only two people whom Z recall — and Z

10 visited do%m there once and Z met — Z'm sorry, Z can't

11 remember their names, but there was one fellow who Z

12 thought was the president of it, with an Hispanic name of

13 some sort; and the other fellow, it's the guy that Phil

14 dealt with constantly and who was very helpful to us, and

15 he has a straight Anglo name of some kind. Z've

16 forgotten what it is, Parker or something or other.

17 Q Just to finish up on this, Z believe it's been

18 — the allegations are — no, that's another company. Z

19 will get to that in a second.

20 (Discussion off the record.)

21 Q Z misspoke about something, the name Moss.

22 Actually, this may be the name you're referring to. The

23 allegation — or no, there's not an allegation.

24 Apparently a man by the name of Mike Palmer —
25 A Mike Palmer, that's the name.

GNGLftSSIFIED
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1 Q Who Is the vice president of Vortex, is

2 currently under Indlctnent In Detroit for marijuana

3 smuggling.

4 A I heard that, I think probably about two

5 months ago.

6 Q Okay. According to information that, as I

7 say, other committees received, some time in March one of

8 its airplaines was searched by Customs, and Palmer stated

9 that the airplane was a "State Department mission" that

10 Involved covert CIA operations.

11 A When was that?

12 Q March of '87, which doesn't even make any

13 sense.

14 A It's a long time after we had anything to do

15 with them.

16 Q But at any rate, you had no information or

17 suspicion or indication, anyway, that Mr. Palmer or his

18 company were at all involved in illegal activities? '

19 A No knowledge of that at all.

20 Q Now let's go to Mr. Owen and quickly tell the

21 story. First of all, let's start with Exhibit No. 5.

22 (The document referred to was

23 Duemling Exhibit No. 5 for

24 identification.)

2 5 Q This is notes that you took of a conversation

UNCLASSIFIED
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1 you had with Mr. Oven on, I believe, September the 18th,

2 1985, Is that correct?

3 A That's correct.

4 Q He came in to talk to you about the

5 possibility of being hired to assist NHAO?

6 A Correct. And at this time I was trying to put

7 together a staff for NHAO.

8 Q And if I can quickly summarize some of this,

9 he said that he was well acquainted with the contra

10 leaders, he was well acquainted with Ollie North, he

11 worked closely with him, he had no connection with the

12 CIA or Department of Defense.

13 He gave you a general background and stated

14 that he could be of much help and benefit to NHAO, is

15 that correct?

16 A Correct.

17 Q Now, what did you tell him at the time?

18 A I told him at the time that — let me look at

19 my own note here. I think I have a pretty good

20 recollection.

21 I told him at the time that we were indeed

22 trying to put together a staff and I could see that his

23 credentials certainly made him a plausible candidate, but

24 that I did not at that time see a particular role that he

25 could fill and that his own background and experience
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1 would equip hia for.

2 And I b«llava I also mentioned to him that I

3 was attempting to put together a staff entirely from

4 people already on the payroll of the U.S. federal

5 government, because I could get them seconded to my

6 operation at no cost. Their own agencies would pay their

7 salaries.

8 And also, I could get them more quickly and if I

9 would have hired a civilian from outside of the

10 government, such as he, there might be some problems

11 quite apart from the cost. There might have to be a

12 clearance procedure or an employment procedure. I simply

13 didn't know.

14 But in any case, I gave him what I considered

15 was a polite but rather noncommittal reply.

16 Q Okay. You just reminded me of another area I

17 just wanted to ask one brief question about. I think you

18 have already done these calculations. Of the total

19 amount, $27 million, that was appropriated and ultimately

20 spent by your organization, what percentage of it was

21 taken up with administrative costs, salaries?

22 A Yes, we calculated that very definitely. It

23 was approximately one percent of the $27 million.

24 Q Thank you.

25 Now, after this meeting with Mr. Owen on the

.SECRET
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1 18th — I hand you Exhibit No. 6, which is the notes you

2 took of the conversation you had with Lieutenant Colonel

3 Korth on the 24th of September, 1985.

4 A Correct.

5 (The document referred to

6 was marked Ouemling

7 Exhibit No. 6 for

8 identification.)

9 Q Before ve get to Mr. Oven, let me just ask you

10 briefly, he told you at this meeting that his estimate

11 was that the war in Central America was costing the

12 centres $2 million a month?

13 A Correct

.

14 Q And that of that amount, he thought that $1.25

15 million could come from NHAO, in other words to reimburse

16 the centres for the humanitarian costs?

17 A Correct

.

18 Q Do you have any understanding of how the

19 figure of $27 million had been selected as an appropriate

20 amount to spend in that time frame?

21 A I was told that figure was plucked out of thin

22 air.

23 Q I think that's probably correct.

24 Now then, towards the bottom of your notes for

25 that day, your conversation, it says: "North wants me to

UNCLAS^IFSED
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1 use Rob Ovan. He is 'can-do' and )cnows th« scena."

2 That is assentlally a aumnary of what Colonal

3 North told you?

4 A Correct.

5 Q Did he describe to you In any way what

6 relationship he had with Rob Owen?

7 A He did not go into it in any detail. Owen

8 himself had previously mentioned to me, as we have noted,

9 that he )cnew North. And North here indicated that he,

10 North, was a good friend of Owen.

11 He gave me no description of what their

12 relationship was, but I think that Chris Arkos probably,

13 since he knew all of these people, Arkos may have filled

14 me in on it to some degree and said that Owen is very

15 close to North.

16 What seemed to be the case was that Owen, by

17 his own description, was clearly publicly associated with

18 support for the contras, working to support the contras,

19 and of course as a private citizen, not in the

20 government, he was obviously at liberty to do whatever he

21 wanted to do with the contras.

22 North's own sympathy and knowledge of the

2 3 contras and sympathy for them was well known. And so I

24 just looked upon that relationship as being, that is to

2 5 say the North-Owen relationship, as being part of this

uNetftssir^iiB
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1 whole crowd of Republicans who are helping the contras

2 and so forth.

3 Q Okay. I think you referred to Mr. Owen as a

4 "true believer."

5 A That's what he called hioself. He called

6 hinself a true believer and as a stronger supporter of

7 the President and as a firm believer. I think he used

8 such expressions as, I'm a true believer in the cause.

9 Q Now, did you — did Colonel North tell you

10 that he had been and was continuing to use Mr. Owen to

11 make, physically make payments to contra leaders from

12 funds located in North's office?

13 A Absolutely not. He made no mention of that.

14 Q Did he ever tell you that he was using Mr.

15 Owen to transport or to convey information about military

16 assistance to the contras, carrying munitions lists to

17 and from contra leaders, providing Colonel North with the

18 military needs of the contras in order for North to go

19 out and find funding or actual materiel for them? Did he

20 tell you that?

21 A Absolutely not. He never told me anything of

22 that sort.

2 3 Q Did he tell you that he was using Mr. Owen to

24 transport or to transmit intelligence information from

25 the U.S. government to the contra leaders in Central

UNCmSSFSED
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1 America?

2 A No, he did not. On the contrary, I would say

3 that Colonel North represented Owen simply as being a

4 nice, energetic guy who likes the contras.

5 Q Now, after Colonel Noz-th's conversation, this

6 didn't change your mind any aUsout hiring Mister ~ about

7 not hiring Mr. Owen?

8 A No.

9 Q Let's go to the next exhibit, No. 7, whictx is

10 a letter you received dated October 3, 1985, from the

11 AAA's, the three directors of UNO, Adolpho Calero, Arturo

12 Cruz, and Alfonso Robelo.

13 A Correct.

14 (The docviment referred to was

15 marked Duemllng Exhibit No. 7

16 for identification.)

17 Q,,„ We don't need to go into the details, but

18 essentially this letter from UNO asked you to give

19 serious consideration to hiring Mr. Owen's company, IDEA,

20 Institute for Democracy, Education, and Assistance, as a

21 designated organization for UNO to facilitate and help

22 UNO in connection with the NHAO program?

23 A It doesn't ask me to consider it. It asks me

24 to do it.

25 Q Right. Actually, it says "Please consider

^NCmSIFIED
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1 this a formal request."

2 A All right.

3 Q Kov, when you received this letter did you go

4 out and hire Mr. Owen as a result?

5 A No, I did not.

6 Q How then, just a few days later on October the

7 10th, we had that situation with the NBC crew aboard the

8 Connor Air flight. And on October the 17th — here are

9 your notes. Exhibit 8. On October the 17th, there was a

10 RIG meeting which you attended, Colonel North, Assistant

11 Secretary Abrams, and others, and the situation in

12 connection with that flight was the central topic at that

13 meeting, is that correct?

14 A That's correct.

15 (The document referred to was

16 narked Duemling Exhibit No. 8

17 for identification.)

18 Q And in that meeting. Colonel North was very

19 vehement — and correct me if I am not being fair, but he

20 was very vehement about the fact that Rob Owen should

21 definitely be hired by NHAO, and that if he had been on

22 board this would never have happened; is that correct?

23 A That is correct.

24 Q You have a specific or separate recollection

25 of that meeting. Colonel North being very much an

bNeiASSSFSED
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1 advocata for Rob Oven?

2 A Yea.

3 Q Now, what happened at that meeting in terms of

4 the other participants and what was finally decided?

5 A Well, as you have just suggested, North very

6 vehemently and vigorously advanced the view that if we

7 had Rob Owen on board working for NHAO, that this kind of

8 episode would have been avoided.

9 Ha argued that NHAO needed soma kind of an

10 axpediter in the field to work to get things moving.

11 North had been saying regularly — this meeting, after

12 all, is mid-October. North had been saying for the

13 better part of a month or six weeks that we weren't

14 getting the assistance moving fast enough.

15 And I don't recall whether in this meeting,

16 but I do note from my earlier notes of my office call, he

17 invoked the name of Bob MacFarlane and Jeane Kirkpatrick.

18 And there was quite a lot of talk about heat from the

19 White House.

20 In fact, since we don't have it in front of

21 us, but I guess it was Poindexter who raised the problem

22 with Under Secretary Whitehead at the State Department,

23 saying why isn't this stuff moving faster. And I was

24 obliged to write a letter for Whitehead's signature back

25 to Poindexter.
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1 So there was a lot of heat and pressure about

2 why isn't It moving. And so North also played that

3 theme, and basically he said, you know, you've simply got

4 to have Owen to handle this.

5 And Z saw myself essentially isolated. The

6 discussion — I continued to say I didn't really see the

7 necessity for that. Z certainly didn't see the necessity

8 for a middleman somewhere between NHAO and UNO, because Z

9 felt that we could work directly with UNO without having

10 some kind of a middleman.

11 But this conversation was essentially North

12 advocating it, Z resisting it, Elliot Abrams in the

13 conversation a little bit discussing some of the pros and

14 cons a bit, the others as Z recall not saying anything

15 particularly.

16 And finally Elliot Abrams turned to me and

17 said: Well, Bob, Z suppose you probably ought to hire

18 Owen. Well, in bureaucratic terms the jig was up, since

19 1 was the only person who was speaking out against this.

20 So Z said, all right, 1 will hire Owen, but Z will hire

21 Owen only under some very specific conditions.

22 Do you want me to outline those?

23 Q That's okay. You've got it in your memo here.

24 A They are laid out here. And Z would like to

25 note that both Owen and North agreed to these conditions.

UNCCHISSIFiED
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1 Ollie North typically, which is the way Ollie

2 behaves, then of course when he's got what he wants he

3 then becomes sweetness and light and very congenial.

4 Q Okay. At any rate, this then led to Owen's

5 coapany, IDEA, getting a grant or a contract with NHAO?

6 A Correct

.

7 Q Now, the terns of that contract, and I don't

8 have them in front of me, but they essentially, first of

9 all, require that the work of IDEA has to be specifically

10 limited to humanitarian work?

11 A The contract was very explicit, very carefully

12 drawn. The lawyer that we had working us from the legal

13 advisor's office drew up the contract, and it contains

14 lemguage drawn from the statute.

15 Q It also requires Robert Owen personally to

16 devote his full time services to the work under this

17 contract?

18 A Correct.

19 Q It specifically prohibits him personally from

20 engaging in any activities associated with lethal

21 military aid or anything like that?

22 A Absolutely. For the time which he is under

23 contract, he is specifically precluded from having

24 anything to do with lethal material or assistance. ^

25 Q Now, Mr. Owen testified under grant of
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1 Imunlty b«£or« th« Coiiiaitt««s -- his depositions vera

2 also taken — In which he described aloost — well,

3 basically not skipping a beat, in connection with the work

4 he had been doing for North then getting a contract with

5 NHAO, and specifically admitted that during the time

6 frame of his contract with NHAO he continued in his trips

7 in Central America to deal with contra leaders in

8 connection with Billtary matters, to assist Lieutenant

9 Colonel North, and specifically described, if I can just

10 summarize it, a time in I believe late March or early. —
11 late February or early March, when he accompanied a

12 flight carrying weapons, not a NHAO flight but a flight

13 carrying weapons, into Central America; and that when

14 some problems — strike that.

15 He accompanied a flight, an empty flight, into

16 Central America which was going to pick up weapons from

17 ^^^^^Hand then transport them to the southern forces.

18 And then a problem came up in connection with the weapons

19 not being ready, and so the flight went on ^°^^^^^^^|
20 and there was all kinds of activity there and eventually

21 the thing turned into a bust.

22 But essentially, he admitted to several days

23 of activities in connection with trying to get these

24 weapons to the southern front.

25 He also described other trips where >>a was

l^N^ASSir:k:3
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1 essentially, as I understand it, filing two trip reports,

2 one for you telling you what he was doing in connection

3 with NHAO and then a second report for Colonel North

4 telling him the other things he was doing.

5 Did you have any awareness of this dual role

6 that Rob Oven was playing?

7 A I had absolutely no awareness of any of that.

8 My attitude towards that is that those activities were a

9 direct violation of his contract to us. I had no

10 knowledge of those activities at the time that he was

11 carrying them out.

12 And as Z say, had I Icnown, it's clear that in

13 my view at least that was a direct violation of his

14 contract. Moreover, as you have referred to these

15 reports, we did ask that he do trip reports, which are

16 all on file with us, and of course there's absolutely no

17 mention of any of that kind of activity in those trip

18 reports.

19 Q Now, your not knowing about those activities,

20 is that based upon an attempt by you not to know?

21 A Absolutely not. I was not trying to look the

22 other way or put on any blinders, by no means.

23 Q Okay, thank you.

24 (Discussion off the record.)

25 Q Let me hand you — I will start with Exhibit
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1 No. 9. These are going to be a series of notes you took

2 at your meetings with Colonel North or RIG meetings on

3 miscellaneous subjects.

4 (The document referred to was

5 marked Ouemllng Exhibit No. 9

6 for Identification.)

7 Q First of all, on No. 9 Is the meeting you had

8 with Colonel North on September the 11th, 1985. This was

9 within a week or two of when you actually started?

10 A Correct. It was within a week, less than a

11 week.

12 Q You went and talked with Colonel North or

13 Colonel North came to your office?

14 A I went to talk to him.

15 Q You understood he was somebody who was

16 somebody you needed to know or needed to talk to?

17 A I was told that nobody in Washington knew more

18 about the contras than Oliver North.

19 Q And in this meeting on the 11th, he basically

20 gave you a little bit of history of some of the efforts

21 down in Central America with regard to the contras. He

22 told you that they had — that the contras had sufficient

23 military equipment, they didn't have adequate transport

24 capability, but that they were going to be chartering two

25 Caribous, which are a type of airplane; but that
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1 basically their principal problems were specifically

2 getting hiimanltarlan aid and assistance, which of course

3 Is what your program was geared to do, Is that correct?

4 A That's correct.

5 Q Towards the bottom of the first page of your

6 notes, the very bottom, It says: "May 1984 money gone.

7 Suddenly FON on Its own, starting logistics from

8 scratch .

"

9 And on the next page It says: "July '84,

10 money stared again. Today, excellent resupply system."

11 Did North Indicate to you In any way where

12 this money supply was coming from that started In July of

13 '84?

14 A Not that Z recall, no.

15 Q Did he ever tell you that foreign countries

16 were contrlbutlng,,j|B|tim for the contras starting at aibout

17 that time? ^^^^^ -'*-

18 A No, he did not.

19 Q Did he ever describe for you any of his

20 activities with either General Secord or Albert Hakim or

21 any of those people?

22 A No, he never mentioned that.

23 (The document referred to was

24 marked Duemling Exhibit No. 10

25 ISIIAI m ^AF identification.)
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1 Q Exhibit 10 Is a Mating on Octobar tha 1st,

2 198S. On tha sacond paga — if you naad to raad tha

3 contaxt, go ahaad. But on tha sacond paga at tha top,

4 thara's a coupla o£ Itaaa I vantad to ask you about.

5 First lat na go do%m to vhara It saysj

6 ^^^^^H ^^ says on tha third Una down undar^

7 ^^^^^Byour nota says In rafaranca tof

Airstrip baing praparad."

9 A Yas.

10 Q Do you hava any indapandant racollactlon of

11 that convarsation «id what was said at that tiaa?

12 A Not raally. Part of ay problaa is that Z

13 cannot disantangla what I say hava subsaquantly haard

14 about that froa what I aight hava known at tha tiaa.

15 What Z suspect is that it was a fairly brief

16 rafaranca, siaply saying that there was an airstrip being

17 prepared which was going to be availetbla for use by the

18 resistance.

19 Q Did anybody say anything about any connection

20 the embassy In^^^^^^^^Bpay have had with that air

21 strip that you recall?

22 A No, Z don't recall any.

23 Q At the top of the page it appears to be —
24 A Let ae look at what happened.

25 (Pause.)
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1 A y«s, go ahead.

2 Q At th« top of th« paga, it looks to b« that

3 this was cosing fron Lleutsnant Colonsl North, that h«

4 was saying something about can us«, "Mr. Green said to

5 call," and then he's got the name "Maximo Gomez" and a

6 phone number appears, ^^^^^^^^^^^^H and then an

7 arrow that says "will airlift the stuffi

8 Do you have any Independent recollection of

9 what those notes are referring to?

10 A Well, not really. I think that it goes back

11 to the previous page on this matter of food, and that if

12 we did contract for some food^i*^— '^"^ ^V

13 the way, that embassy^^^^^^^^Hcable that's mentioned

14 at the bottom of page 1, that as Z recall refers to an

15 initiative from the embassy, not something that we

16 solicited, but the embassy saying that a particular

17 person, I think maybe an American citizen, well and

18 favorably known to the American embassy, is in the food

19 business in^^^^^^^nd he would have come in and said

20 to the American embassy ^"^^^^^^^ ^^V' ^^^ want to

21 buy some C-rations and stuff like that? Because I am

22 .producing those kinds of things for thei

23 I can provide those, I can sell them to you.

24 So the embassy simply passed that on and said,

25 if you guys are interested in buying C-rations, there's
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1 this guy that's well and favorably knovn to us ovar hara

3 Nov, Z think what than happans hara Is that

4 what wa wars told or North aald — if you dacida to do

5 that or if this does happen, you can get the stuff

from ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^Hand that the way

7 you did that would be to call Goaez, here was his

8 telephone number, and I think tell hia Mr. Green said

9 that we should call you and can you arrange to fly this

10 stuff in.

11 I think that's what that's all about.

12 Q I think that's probably a pretty fair

13 assxusption.

14 Did you know that there was an individual

15 located in^^^^^^^^^py the name of Felix Rodriguez,

16 who went by the name Max Gomez?

17 A I did not. No, this is all totally new to ae

18 at this point.

19 Q I believe there is other evidence to indicate

20 that in fact Mr. Green was the code word that Colonel

21 North would use in connection with —
22 A I gather that's the case.

23 Q And that Maximo Gomez is in fact this

24 individual, Felix Rodriguez, located ^"^^^^^^^^K
25 But essentially, what you just related to me is all you

UN(^SSiFi£D
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1 can recall Independent of anything anybody els* nay have

2 told you about this?

3 A That's correct.

4 g Okay. Thank you.

5 (The document referred to was

6 marked Dueallng Exhibit No. 11

7 for identification.)

8 Q Exhibit No. 11 are minutes — well, not

9 minutes, but your notes of a RIG meeting of November 1,

10 1985. Toward the bottom of that first page of your

11 notes, under item number 6, the whole thing starts off

12 with "RHD checkpoints." So Z guess these are items that

13 you are intending to discuss at the meeting?

14 A I would think so, yes.

15 Q And then it says "Robelo very frank that" —
16 talking about Alfonso Robelo?

17 A I think that must have reflected a

18 conversation I had with Robelo.

19 Q Okay. And he was a contra leader in

20 connection with factions in the south?

21 A Correct. He would have been talking about the

22 southern front.

23 Q The very last item under number 6 says

|

24 very touchy," with "very" underlined.

25
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1 A Correct.

2 Q "Not posslbla to sand any supplies directly,

3 perhaps through UNFDO later."

4 I guess all I'd asking Is, do you recall In

5 fact that the government °^^^^^^^^^^ lllce the

6 government of ^^^^Hj^^vas very, very touchy about any

7 overt connection that NHAO or any overt presence of NHAO

8 Inslde^^^

9 A Yes. It was represented to me that

was far more touchy^^^^^^^^^^H and thati

11 was not only very touchy edsout having any support for the

contras^^^^^^^^^^^^^H but they also were playing

13 any games behind the scenes, the way^^^^^^^^^^^were

14 In fact supporting It behind the scenes, but didn't want

15 It known.

16 ^^^^^^^^Bnot only didn't want it happening,

17 but they weren't going to help,

18 Q All right. My question then is, when you

19 understand this or when you hear something like this, I'm

20 trying to fit that in with the brief reference that had

21 been made in the October meeting about an airstrip being

22 prepared]

23 Did you ever make the connection between the

24 fact that the government^^^^^^^^^P<'as very

25 sensitive about this and yet North was talking about some

mm%%ifm
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

kind of airstrip b«lng prepared?

A Hell, Z think what I inferred was that the

airstrip — and here again, I 'a not sure whether I can

disentangle later ]cnowledge. But I think Z inferred that

the airstrip that was being prepared was in a very remote

part^^^^^^^^^^Hthat was a seoi-

clandestine undertaking, and that perhaps the govemsent

Iwas not to be inforaed about it.

And if it were — and this often happens in

that and perhaps other parts of the world.

And as an illustration, for example, I was

told that some of the regional authorities, military

authorities, police authorities, because there is no army

^^^^^^^^^^1 but let's say the police authorities along

the border with Nicaragua, looked the other way on some

of the activities that the contras were conducting,

whereas the attitudes in the capital, ^^^^^^^^H would

have been much more negative.

Q Okay. Now let me turn to another subject

here. Let me hand you Exhibit No. 12.

(The document referred to was

marked Duemling Exhibit No. 12

for identification.)

FE^^a«iiijcj*t/| ifm
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1 g There's only on* brief reference I want to as]c

2 about in here, but generally these are documents in

3 connection with a SIG meeting, S-I-G, which stands for

4 Senior Interagency Group, is that correct?

5 A Correct.

6 Q On May 15, 1986. This was a meeting at a one

7 step higher level than the RIG, and I believe one of the

8 pages here shows the participants toward the end.

9 A It shows probably Michael Armacost as chair.

10 Q It shows Under Secretary Armacost as chairman,

11 Assistant Secretary Abrams, yourself, and some others

12 from State. It shows Sam Watson from the Vice President's

13 Office, and North and Ray Burkhart from the HSC.

14 Now, the question I want to ask you about was

15 contained on page -- I believe there's nothing else in

16 here that I'm particularly interested in. Do you see the

17 number at the top where it says 4331?

18 A Yes.

19 Q Starting at the bottom of that page —
20 A Where it says "With the end of NHAO funding"?

21 Q Right. Let me read that into the record. It

22 says:

23 "With the end of NHAO funding March 31, there

24 is a discussion of alternative sources of funding for the

25 Nicaraguan Democratic Resistance.^^^^^^^^Hnoted that
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1 th« Int«lllgenc« Authorization Act would allow the CIA to

2 iapleDent a full non-lethal program if funds can be

3 transferred for that purpose."

4 I will skip a few sentences.

5 "^^^Hstated that, if bridge funding is not

6 obtained, resistance forces will encounter serious

7 operational problems in July-August. There was some

8 discussion of State soliciting funding from third

9 countries or a general public appeal for donations."

10 Z wanted to ask you eibout if you can

11 elaborate at all upon the discussion of State soliciting

12 funding from third countries, with the preface that at

13 this point the existing legislation specifically

14 authorized the State Department to solicit from third

15 countries assistance for the contras. So there was

16 nothing untoward about the discussion.

17 But do you recall anything specific about the

18 discussion?

19 A I do not.

20 Q Do you recall — you said you don't recall,

21 but let me throw a few things out and see if any of it

22 prompts your memory.

23 Do you recall any discussion about the fact

that ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^Hmight be countries

25 be willing to contribute money for the contras?
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1 A I r«ally don't renembcr.

2 Q Oo you recall Assistant Secretary Abraas

3 saying anything at this meeting about the fact that at

4 this very tloe he was In discussions or his office was in

5 discussions with General Slnglaub about General Singlaub

soliciting funds from ^^^^J^^^^^^f^^^^Pwith some

7 type of a wink or governaent approval?

8 A Z don't have any recollection of that.

9 (Discussion off the record.)

10 Q I have handed you what's been marked as

11 Exhibit No. 13, which is a four page letter from an

13 individual by the neuae of Lee Mason with a conpany called

13 Hondu Carib Cargo, with an address in Grand Cayman,

14 British West Indies, addressed to Mr. Philip Buechler of

15 your office, dated January 20th, 1986.

16 (The document referred to was

17 marked Duemling Exhibit No. 13

18 for identification.)

19 Q In siunmary, the letter offers the services of

20 this particular company in connection with, I believe,

21 making some flights into the region for NHAO.

22 First of all, was this company solicited in

23 any way to make a proposal to NHAO?

24 A No, this letter arrived In our office entirely

25 unsolicited.

tiNCtmSSIFiEU
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1 Q Okay. Old Hondu Carlb Cargo Avar gat any kind

2 of contract vlth NHAO to provlda any aarvlcas?

3 A No, thay did not.

4 Q Basically, what was tha response to this

5 latter?

6 A I'm not sure If we even responded. I don't

7 think ve were very Impressed. You will note that It Is

8 hand printed on thalr letterhead. That doesn't look like

9 much of a business. If they can't even afford a

10 type%n:lter.

11 So I don't think we ware Inprassed and I don't

12 even think ve responded.

13 Q I had mentioned earlier In my examination

14 allegations about a man named Frank Moss, and I

15 incorrectly associated that name with Vortex. The name,

16 according to the allegations, is actually associated with

17 this company, Hondu Carib.

18 And I noted In the last page of this letter

19 there's a notation that has some numbers and then his

2 name, Frank Moss.

21 First of all, you don't know anything about

22 Mr. Moss?

2 3 A I don't. It's — if there was any action

24 taken on this, It would have been perhaps by Mr.

2 5 Buechler, to whom it is addressed.

gnclE^sfied
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1 I can't tall you offhand whether that is Buechler's

2 handwriting or not.

3 Q Do you have any infomation or indication in

4 any way that Mario Calero had any connection whatsoever

5 with Hondu Carib Cargo?

6 A No. I have no Icnowledge of that, no

7 indication.

8 Q Correct ne if I'b wrong, but there was an

9 incident. One of the things NHAO discovered was that

10 approximately $25,000 or thereabouts of NHAO funds had

11 bean used by sons contras improperly in connection with

12 some purchase of weapons or something?

13 A Correct.

14 Q And that money was reimbursed to NHAO?

15 A That's correct.

16 Q So to your knowledge, none of the $27 million

17 ever ended up in providing lethal aid in any way? On the

18 one occasion you can recall something, you were

19 reimJsursed?

20 A That is correct.

21 Q And Rob Owen talked about the use of pro forma

22 receipts by some suppliers ^^^^^^^^^^Bbecause it was a

23 way of sort of getting imaginative credit down there.

24 What did you know about the use of pro forma receipts?

25 A That was a bit complicated, because when we

^ B cA^'%>|:i i

iBfcD
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1 first started we thought we would worJc on the basis of

2 so-called pro forma invoices, which is a standard

3 commercial practice, in order to quote a price and

4 quantity and that sort of thing.

5 And then we were planning that there would be

6 pro forma invoices, which we would then approve in

7 principle, and then the purchase would be made and the

8 true invoice would come back.

9 We discovered that was going to be cumbersome

10 and time-consximing, so we did away with that, and we

11 dispensed with the notion of using pro forma invoices,

12 However, we did find out that on a couple of occasions

13 people did submit to us what I would describe, not as pro

14 forma invoices, but as fraudulent invoices, that is to

15 say invoices that purported to be an actual — a document

16 representing an actual transaction which in fact had not

17 occurred

.

18 And one such episode was the one that you just

19 referred to. Another episode — and curiously, both of

20 these occurred in the south, not in the north. And the

21 other episode had to do with a firm with which we

22 contracted for some shirts and pants.

23 Q Do you recall the name of the company?

24 A I think this was the one, I think it was

25 Duque-Estrada. The other one I think was Creaciones

bNCOSSIFEED
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1 Fancy, the one that had actually the $26,000, I think,

2 and that was Creaclones Fancy.

3 It was Duguue-Estrada , and what really

4 happened was that they gave us fraudulent invoices on

5 which we paid, but what they did was take the money and

6 buy cloth and buttons and sewing machines and

7 manufactured the shirts and the pants and so forth.

8 And we spent a long time investigating that on

9 the ground. Mr. Ortega and the staff investigated that.

10 Q Those are the questions I had. I think we can

11 probably finish up. If there is anything we need to come

12 back with you on, I will let you know.

13 That will complete the deposition and, as I

14 say, we'll get back in touch with you if we need to go

15 any further with any of this.

16 (Whereupon, the taking of the instant

17 deposition ceased.)

18

19 Signature of the witness

20 SIGNED AND SWORN TO before me this

21 day of , 19_

22

23 Notary Public

24 My Commission expires:

UNCt/ISSIRJEP
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Plight* CcoB U.S. _
•. Plight cl«acanc*«
b. AcctpcabiliCy of chosen carrier
c. Maignation of entry point (aay be remote (roa UNO's

area of operations)

Warehousing
a. Oeteraining where supplies must be warehoused
b. Controlling release of supplies from warehouses

Internal surface transportation
a. Designating carrier and types of vehicles to be used
b. Controlling passage of vehicles through checkpoints

Internal air transportation
a. Designating carrier
b. Controlling numbers of flights by clearance procedures
c. Designating airfields to be used (may not be most con-

venient to UNO operations)

Controls exercized by regional commanders
a. Se<]uester supplies and release them only as they see fit

(this is definitely the case]
b. Control of transportation, chec

NHAO:RWOueraling: 12/17/35

UNCLASSIFIED 2 f XHIBIT
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SUBJECT: POSITIOMINC OF NHAO SUPPLIES

RET: DIRECTOR i7251*

1 . THIS CABLE OUTLINES STATION

'

TRAJISSHIPMENT OPERATION TO BE RUM

FREE TO SHARE IT HITH COM AS APP

BACKGROUND,QlB IS CHARGED WITH

MONITORING AND VERIFYING THE ARRIVAL,

ULTIMATE USE OF MATERIAL SUPPLIED BT

FORCES. (THE REASON FOR THIS IS TO kl

POSITIONING HHAO PERSONNEL IN THE Fia_
CARRIES HITH IT A SERIES OF UNWANTED COMPCRATIOMS.)

2. IH^^^BSTATION IS TO MONITOR THE ARRIVAL OF AU
EQUIPMENT BrouatnOrNHAO FLIGHTS. THE STATION SHOULD

REPORT BYJHHHII INTELLIGENCE C*BLE TIME OF ARRIVAL OF aiOTTS
AND DETAIlSlIST OF MATERIAL OFFLOADED. REPORT SHOULD

COHaUDE BI ADVISING IF MATERIAL WAS STORED OR IMMEDIAiai
TRANSSHIPPED . TO FACILITATE THIS REPORTING THE STATION WILL

BE ADVISED REGARDING THE TIME OF FLIGHTS AND THE MATURE AND

AMOUNT OF CARGO.

NHAO
PLEASE FEEL

WAY OF
NSIBILITT OF
SHIPMENT AND
THE RESISTANCE
NECESSITY OF
INC WHICH

885i

3. SECONDLY, STATION IS TO REPORT IN DETAIL ON ONVARD

SHIPMENT OF THE SUPPLIES. THIS REPORTING SHOULD DESCRIBE IN

DETAIL THE CONTENTS OF THE LOAD, THE TYPE OF AIRCRAFT AND THE^

ULTIMATE DESTINATION OF THE CARGO. (HHi^AviLL BE ASKE^

TO REPORT RECEIPT OF THE SHIPMENT AND VERIFY THAT THE SUPPI5es;

HERE IN FACT USED BY THE RESISTANCE FORCES.

4. THIRDLY, STATION IS TO CONFIRM THAT NONE OF THE

SUPPLIES fRE DIVERTED TO^HIH^HORGANIZATIGN. THISllS

•« TEMPO AFTER USE »*
REVIEWED FOR RELEAS
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PACe 0002
TOT: (Mat^JUl 86 OIXEOOft 677959

CRUCI
unoL\
Ipprqe

THIS
Via
UNDERLI

^WHICH MILL REQUIRE STATIOM'S
Dl THlMBakP 3TATI0II 15 HSKEO TO Mil

SENIORflflHlBjCSFFICIALS INOUD^NCflH^H ANT
ON TNETHsONSDNDeRLIINC OOR RARDLIIfE roSITION IIS

STATION HAS BEEN PROVIOCO BAOCCflOUND PAPCX ON
IP IT lU^U^NCER AfAIUBLE PLEASE ADVISE AND VE
JIT IT. mEo^ BRIEFINGS IT IS »

PIT IS ALSO nffORTNT TO POINT OtfT THAT SUPPLIES
VOL BE MADE AVAIUBLE TO FRS UNITS IN THE FIELD ?IA NHAO, IF
THET (THE UNIT COHMANDANTES) SO REQUEST. (FYIO: SPECIFIC PLANS
TO THIS END ARE BEING MADE.)

lATION SaPOLD FEEL FREE TO REPORT

^^^__^_ BACXGROOND INFORMATION
ON THE FtmCTIONINC OF THE TlUNSS8I?RQ&fieatATICN. TO
FACaiTATE THIS THE STATION WILL BE ASBggb IN PTj
LUISON CONTACTS WITH ONO/FDN PERSONN^HSofED^^^^^TO
MANAGE THEIR END OF THE TRANSSHIPMENT BVION.

8359

7. THERE OBVIOUSLT VILL BE OTHER QUESTIONS JHICH UIU
ARISE, HOWEVER, THE FOREGOING PROVIDES GENERAL CUIOaiNES.
PLEASE ADVISE IF THERE ARE ANT QUESTIONS.

8. FILE:
SECRET.

>

ORIG: C/LA/CAl
(); REL: C/U/CAl
END OF MESSAGE

END OF MESSAGE

.DECL OAOR DRV HUM 4-62. AU

»* TEMPORART WORKING COPT

Cl^\^i "bv*^

REVIEWED FOR RELEASE

DATc 1 s MAY say
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March 9, 1996

f >x

^^i7
Memo to the rile

Policy Decision concerning Helicopters

Jim Michel telephoned w'it'ot 9 to discuss my memo of April 1

to Elliott Abcams requesting guidance on helicopters for UNO.

Michel said he had discussed the issue with Bill walker,

and they had agreed and so advised Abrams that it would be

imprudent at this time to assist UNO in connection with
helicopters. Michel said that if hel icopter ( s ) were to be

marked, configured and used exclusively for medevac purposes,
it might be possible, but any amount of dual use would create
problems of a perceptual and practical nature.

Therefore, the guidance at this time is that NHAO should
not act affirmatively on any request involving expenditure of
funds for the overhaul, maintenance, operation or transport of

helicopters.

RWDuemling:4/9/86
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Nicaraqjan -ijinanitdf lan Assistance Office (NHAO)

Policy on 'Mixed Loads* J*

<J
D«attlon

'^8

•Nixed loads' refers to the practice of combining numani-
tai^ and letnal supplies within the same delivery load.

Pol% as it evolved:

— fcember S. 198S : At a nearing of the HPAC Western Hemi-
splS Subcommittee, Mr. Abrams promised Congressmen Barnes and
Leik that the Sub-committee would be informed if the Adminis-
tran decided to interpret the law to allow NHAO-funded ve-
hi4 to be used to transport weapons.

— fcember 18, 1985 : Messrs. Michel and Duemling called on
HFVChairman Hamilton to discuss tne mixed loads issue.
Ha^on stated that the legislative history is ambiguous on
tha issue, expressed tie opinion that using NUAO-funded
vebiles to transport weapons would be 'skating close to the
edfl and suggested a 'oest and faithful effort' in that tne
'palpal use' of such vehicles would be humanitarian and 'in
thi«erwnelming majority of cases* tne vehicles would be put
toMnitarian uses.

— fcember 18, 1985 : Duemlmg briefed SSCI Staff Director
Mclfi on Hamilton' s views. McMahon indicated that SSCI
Ch«tn Ourenberger was inclined to a .nore liberal interpceta-
tianan Hamilton, but ne did not offer to pursue the issue.

— Iwary 3, 1986 : Micnel sent Duemling a policy directive,
reating inter-agerrcy consultations and approved by Abrams,
coining the following points:

— The Conference Committee on ine Intelligence Authoriza-
tion Act for ?yas, meeting in November 1985, provided a

tlarifying' liberal interpretation of SHAO's autnority in

Ae matter of funding vehicles:

— On the basis of this clarification, and suosequent
Bundings with appropriate iiemoers of ine Congress, NHAO
s provided witn tne following guidance:

1 NHAO was authorized to pay for deliveries of Tumani-
arian assistance, including inside Nicaragua.

I NHAO grants involving vehicles and transportation ser-

ices must specify tneir humanitarian purpose and pronioit

my modifications that could inflict bodily narm.

6»H

untussw
IXHrBIT
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I 'Howevec, the grant need not preclude absolutely the
sansport of mixed loads. Rather, it should be explained
It the beneficiary that transport of lethal items should
« avoided if possible, that incidental transport of sucn
<em3 in mixed loads is permissible if separate transport
•uld be impractical or unduly hazardous, and that in any
#ent the primary and predominant use of NHAO-funded trans-
it must be the delivery of humanitarian assistance cora-
•dit ies.

*

--yacy 10- 1986: ARA/CEN sent a memo to Abrams enclosing
talis points tor the oral briefing of Congressmen Barnes and
Le* (pursuant to the December 5 commitment) on the NHAO
vfii^-f'^ndinq policy. This memo states that the HPSCI Staff
Oi[#»f >*<! already been briefed on the policy. The talising
poi# repeat the substance of the policy guidance sent by
nii^ to Ouemling.

•n;e|ticy in Practice

Fli<M from the U. S. to Central America : SHAO contracted with
prii* 'J- S- *ir carriers to ship humanitarian supplies pur-
charf ih the U. S. to destinations in Central America. All
3uaifli'3*"-3 were cleared by U. S. Customs agents for compliance
witi'- S- laws (including no shipment of weapons). In addition
t(iel»"^i"9 ^""^ departure of all sucn flights was monitored by
NHM •'f '•'^'•^'* Of their designees. In no case was tnere ever
any i*ention to ship weapons, nor any evidence that weapons
jec,it).i'jfal\y introdvjced onto these flights.

Fllf,;i within Central America : SHAO paid for the transport
wi tu» ^^ht-f *1 America of two categories of supplies:

:. Supplies procured in the U. S.: tnese were initially
lelivered to rear-area bases and t-ien transshipped m
{ailer quantitites to several forward areas.

1. Supplies procured in Central America: these were simi-
lirly moved from me point of procurenent to tne forward
i/eas.

jistriDution was accomplished prmaril/ oy NHAO contracts
wits local surface and air carriers, though for a limited period
of ti* t'''° ^- S- carriers were also used. 'Tie resistance -nove-

menl I'self was able to move some supplies on the few operation-
al rt«ioles and aircraft in its posjession, 3ut NilAO iii not
compeijate the resistance for any costs incurred, m par-, be-
cau»« these snipments were always nixed loads and difficult to

moniU'-

UNCUS8IFIED
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Secauae of the stringent requirements set Cortn in the
poUcy guidance, NHAO decided essentially to pursue a policy of
avoiding mixed loads. This was feasible because the quantity
of non-lethal supplies needing to be transported, and the des-
perate need of the resistance for these supplies, made it pos-
sible and reasonable to completely fill the contracted capacity
of trucKs and aircraft with exclusively non-lethal loads.

All NHAO grants specifically included the language con-
tained in the policy guidance concerning mixed loads. In addi-
tion, the policy was repeatedly briefed to tne resistance move-
ment's logistics staff.

Compliance with this policy was monitored by U. S. intel-
ligence agencies in Central America, and their findings were
duly reported to Washington. Tiese reports were reasonably
complete and comprehensive with respect to air transport, less
so with respect to trucks, due to the nature of tne two nodes
(large, infrequent loads were easier to keep tabs on than small,
frequent loads )

.

Two examples will demonstrate the effectiveness of the
monitoring system:

1. The system reported tnat an NHAO-chartered L-lOO air-
craft arrived at a Central American base on February 19
with a cargo of 47,736 lbs. of supplies purchased by NHAO
in the U. S. Prior to departure the fallowing day, 3,163
los. of grenades belonging to the resistance (representing
7% of the total load) were added to the cargo before the
entire load was flown onward to a forward area. To tne
best of its knowledge, this was the only occasion on whicn
NHAO paid for a aiixed load .

2. A second L-lOO flight on February 20 from tne same in-
termediate point of departure to the same destination con-
tained a cargo half consisting of lethal supplies oelonging
to the resistance. On February 25, intelligence sources
informed NHAO tfiai cargo Handlers nad erred in utilizing
unused capacity on tne NHAO-chartered flight to add tne
lethal material. 3ecause tne mixed load policy nad clearly
been violated, NHAO refused to pay tie carrier for t-iis

flight.

This monitoring system was important to NHAO because it

also monitored and reported on movements and deliveries tnat
were not funded by SHAO, tnus making it possible for SHAO to
distinguish clearly between its own charters and those funded

UNCLASSIFIED
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by the resistance movement itself. The situation could other-
wise have proved confusing, because the resistance independently
contracted witn carriers also used By NHAO. This 'dual use' of
the same carrier did create confusion among journalists, who
interviewed flight crew members tnat were uninformed as to who
was paying for which flights. Sometimes these crews handled
exclusively humanitarian supplies and sometimes mixed loads,
and some crew members wrongly assumed -- and so informed jour-
nalists -- that NHAO paid for both. (However, one journalist
reported that a crew member told nlm that NHAO supplies snipped
from the U. S. were fully off-loaded before the aircraft was
subsequently utilized to carry mixed loads.)

In fact, only the carrier's management and resistance of-
ficials would have known tne identity of the contracting party
for every separate flight.

RWDuemling:2/17/97

UNCLASSIFIED
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mcyissite
1 DgposiTioN orj

2 Thursday, July 3, 1987

3 United Stataa Sanata

4 Salact Cooalttaa on Sacrat

5 Military Asalstanca to Iran

6 and tha Hlcaraguan Oppoaition

7 Washington, D. C.

8 Oaposltlon ofF

9 callad as a vltnaas by counsal for tha Salact CoBalttaa,

10 at tha offlca of tha Salact Coaalttaa, Rooa SH-901, Hart

11 Sanata Offlca Building, Washington, D. C. , coaaancing at

12 1:35 p. a., tha vitnass having baan duly svom by RAYMOKD

13 R. HESS, III, a Notary Public in and for tha District of

14 Coluabia, and tha tastiaony baing takan down by Stanonask

15 by RAYMOND R. HZER, III, and transcribad undar his

16 diraction.
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AVVBRAMCES:

On b«half of th« Sanat* S«l«ct Conaltt** on Secret

Military Assistance to Iran and the Nlcaraguan

Opposition:

TDfOTHY WOODCOCK, ESQ.

HANK FLYNN

On behalf of the House Select Coanittee to

Investigate Covert Aras Transactions with Iran:

ROBERT GENZMAN, ESQ.

10 On behalf of the Central Intelligence Agency:

11 RHONDA M. HUGHES, ESQ.

12 On behalf of the Defense Intelligence Agency:

13 BILL ALLARO

TOP SECRET/CODEWORD
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PR0CEBDIMG3
WUwraupon,

called as a wltnass by counsel on bshalf of th« Sanata

Salact Coaalttaa and having b««n duly svom by tha Notary

Public, was axaalnad and tastlflad as follows:

EXAMINATZOlf

BY MR . WOODCOCK;

Q Najor^^^^^^^^Bwould you stata your naaw

for tha racoird, plaasa?

A H^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B
Maj or^^^^^^^B I'm Tla Woodcock and I'm

Associata Counsel for tha Sanata Salact CoBBlttaa on

Sacrat Military Assistance to Iran and the Micaraguan

Opposition. This is a deposition held under the auspices

of the Senate Coaalttee. It is also held under the

auspices of the House Coaaittee on the Iran-contra

Investigation. Robert Genzaan of that Caaaittae is hare

and representing that Coaaittae.

Accordingly, this is an official inq[uiry of

tbos* two Coaaittees, and the inforaation that you impart

to these Coaaittees aay well be useful in the

investigations under their enabling resolutions.

Let ae begin by briefly going over your

background. First let ae state for the record we have

msnED
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Mow during this p«rlod of tia*, say beginning

in Jun« of 1985, did you occasionally attand Bastings of

tha Hostaga Locating Task Forca?

A Corract — sporadically in tha beginning. Z

baliava thay aat onca avary two vaaks or ones a month.

Q What did you undarstand tha Hostaga Locating

Task Forca to b«?

A It was a clearing housa for intalliganca

'batWMB a nuabar of agancias — DL&, CIA, Stata, and DEA,

tha Dmg Enforcaaant Agancy.

Q Tha FBI?

A Tha FBI as wall, excuse «•
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Ii«t • back up In tla« h«r« a bit. Major

If I alght. FroB Jun* of 1985, whan you

vara working vith^^H||H|^^H|^^^H I gathar

would uaa you as a raaourca from tima to tiaa at hia

Hoataga Locating Taak Porca aaatinga; ia that corract?

A Yaa, corract.

Mow did thara coma a ti»a whan you bagan to

attand thaaa Hoataga Locating Taak Forca naatinga with

UNCaSSIFIED
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any regularity?

A In th« S«pt«Bb«r-Octob«r tiaa fraa* I ballav*

I was attandlng thaa with soma regularity

.

Ln fact I~

began to attend thea with regularity, I believe, in about

Noveaber.

Q Nov in attending these aeetinge did you reach

a point where you becaae at all frustrated with the

Hostage Locating Task Force?

A Yes.

Q Nhen would you think that feeling developed?

A Towards the end of Noveaber, the beginning of

Deceaber. Z felt th»t it had ceased to function as it

was designed. The various agencies that were attending

always seeaed to be less knowledgeable in fact than they

should have been. In other words, there was information

that was available at the TS level that they didn't seea

concerned with, and I would bring it to their attention

urgency.

TS level?

And it didn't seea to have as auch a sense of

MR. GENZNAN: Did you say inforaation at the

THE WITNESS: Yes, at Top Secret. At the Top

vNcnssinED
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S«cr«t or Top S«cr«t/Cod«vord l«v«l. Th«r« would b« bits

and piacaa that I would bring In and would aay wall, I've

aaan a CIA raport that aaya auch and auch. What doaa CIA

think? Oh, that 'a a good and valid raport. And I waa

not ruda anough to quaation why didn't you bring it up at

thia aaating. But I juat thought that th9 group ahould

ba Bora forthcoaing as a clearing housa.

BY MR. WOODCOCK: (Raauaing)

Q Kow aoaa ot tha paopla who wara attending

thaaa aeetinga, let ae auggeat aoaa naaea and aee if you

can add to thaa. Would^^^^^^^Hba on* of thaa? .

A Yes.

Q

A Yes^occasionally.

Q ^^^^^^^^Hv * rapraaantativa CZA;

that correct?

A Correct.

And^^l^^^^^^^Bwas a DOD or DIA rap?

A ^H^^^l^^^^as a CIA/DO rep —
Oix«otorata of Operations.

Q Did ha have a relationahip to tha Oapartaant

of Defense?

A Not that I 'a aware of.

Q And Abrahaa Azzaa?

A Waa repreaentative of DBA, the Drug

mmssm
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Enforc«aant Agency

Q And Janes Wallace, did Jama* Wallace represent

the FBI?

A Yes, he did.

Q Nov did a Colonel Porter represent the

Department of State?

A Either Colonel Porter or a representative from

his office was generally in attendance at the meetings.

Q His office, would that have been Ambassador

OeUdey's; is that correct?

A That is correct.

Q Do you recall what Colonel Porter's first name

was?

A No. I'm sorry, I don't. I don't generally

call Colonels by their first name.

Q "Colonel" suffices; is that correct?

A Yes, sir.
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Q Nov, r*tumin9 to th« latter part of tha fall,

1985, and your axparianca with tha Hoataga Locating Taalc

?orca, do you racall during that pariod of tiaa

axpraaaing your fruatration vith tha Hoataga Locating

Taak Forca to a Captain in tha Nhita Houaa Situation

Room?

A Yaa.

Q Do you racall who that was?

A Kavin willay, I baliava.

Q What waa tha upahot of your convaraation with

Captain Willay?

A Wall, ha said that Ollia North ia tha guy that

IJNttllS»D
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1 raally counts on th« hostages. Hs's ths guy who Is

2 rsally ths aovsr and the shaksr, and if I vantsd to make

3 contact with sonabody that was working on that problem

4 that It should be Colonel North.

5 Q Now let me ask you how did It happen that you

6 were speaking to captain wllley?

7 A I had had a long relationship dealing with him

8 on intelligence matters. The White House Situation Room

9 would call up and ask for background on a very informal

10 basis. They would take products of intelligence from DIA

11 and CIA and %rrap them together for briefing books for the

12 White House and sometimes they would question or request

13 some additional background on why something was

14 important.

15 And over a long period of time we developed a

16 relationship with Individual analysts.

17 Q And you developed such a relationship with

18 Captain Wllley, I gather.

19 A Yes.

20 Q What branch of the service was he in?

21 A Air Force.

22 Q Did Captain Wllley, having detected your

23 frustration, encourage you to go see Oliver North?

24 A Or to call him. He gave me his telephone

25 number. I declined it, however, at that time.

mwmB
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1 Q Old thar* con* a point vh«n you did tak* him

2 up on hla offar to gat In touch with Ollvar North?

3 A Yaa. It waa In nld-Dacaabar.

4 Q How did that contact occur?

5 AX callad Colonal North <md axpraaaad ay

6 fruatratlon and said I didn't ballava tha Hoataga

7 Location Task Forca waa functioning In a trua and correct

8 moda, and ha agraad and forthwith Invltad aa to a aaating

9 which waa going to ba hald at tha Old Exacutlva offlea

10 Building.

11 MR. 6ENZMAN: Can I Intarjact? Whara you

12 apaclflc aa to your fruatratlona?

13 THE WITNESS: I waa apaclflc In that I said

14 that tha Hoataga Locating Task Forca waa not functioning

15 aa it had baan daaignad, aa a daarlng houaa, and ha

16 agraad and had indicated that thara waa a naw task forca

17 to ba foraad.

18 BY MR. WOODCOCK: (Raauaing)

19 Q To tha baat of your racollactlon thia was in

20 aglrexiaataly aid-Dacaabar; la that right?

21 A Yaa, air.

22 Q Now ha invltad you to a aaating. Old you than

23 go to tha aaating?

24 A At that tlaa I contacted tha Chalraan of the

25 Joint Chiefa to aaka sure that I had peraisslon to attend

UimS$tFI!D
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1 such • ••tln9, and was glvan pcraisalon to attend. I

2 also rsqusstad parmisslon from DXA in that It was ovsr at

3 the Whit* Housa.

4 Q Whan you want to th« Basting, did you go by

5 yourssl£? ^^^^^^^^^
tooJc^^^^^^^^^^^Hlwith Bs froB the

7 tarrorisB section or the countartarrorisa section of DIA.

8 Q Did Lieutenant Colonel North know in advance

that^^^^^^^^H was

10 A Not during the phone call. However, I did

11 call bade to his office to ask paraission for hl^'to

12 attend and got peraission froa the JCS and DIA for hia to

13 attend.

14 Q Nov the aeeting that you attended, do you

15 recall the date?

16 A I believe it was just before Christaas.

17 Q At our last aeeting you thought it aight have

18 been Daceabar 23. Does that sound like the right date,

19 or could it be the right date?

20 A To the best of ay recollection, yes, sir.

21 Q tRien you arrived at the aeeting, who do you

22 recall was there?

23 A Two representatives froa DIA, Mr. Charles

Allen froa CZA. believe there ver«^^^^^^^H^^H|
^^^^^^^^^^H Colonel North, and Z don't raaeaber

BNtHSSIflED
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1 of th« other parties at this time who vara thars.

2 Q Do you know whathar Stata was raprasantad?

3 A I ballava thara sight hava baan soaabody.

4 Yas, I ballava thara was soaabody thara froa Ambassador

5 OaJclay's o£flca. I think It was his deputy.

6 Q Who would that hava been at the tlae; do you

7 recall?

8 A His naae escapes aa.

9 Q Oo you recall either DEA or FBI being

10 represented at this aeetlng?

11 A Z believe there was a representative froa FBI;

12 I think Jia Hells or an associate of his was there.

13 Q Now Z gather that aany of these people you had

14 never seen before; is that correct?

15 A That is correct. Many of the faces were new

16 and that is why I would not have recognized thea at the

17 tiaa.

18 Q In fact, aany of those faces you never saw

19 again; is that true?

20 A Soae of thea Z did. Mr. Allen Z saw

21 fraqoently. Colonel North Z saw frequently.

22 Q Now at this aeetlng what was the topic?

23 A The topic was the foraation of a new Hostage

24 Location Task Force under the auspices of CZA, Mr. Allen

25 specifically.

mmmi
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1 Q Oo you recall wh«th«r thar« vara any

2 rapraaantatlvaa from tha Olractorata of Oparatlona at CIA

3 at thia aaatlng?

4 A I balleva thara vaa at laaat ona. I'm not

5 aura. I raally can't aay. To ba qulta apaclflc, I don't

6 raaaabar aaalng anybody froa tha 00 thara.

7 Q Would that hava baan rapraaantatlon that you

8 would hava hopad for In thia group?

9 A Z would hava thought It had baan atranga If

10 thara hadn't baan aonabody froa tha DO thara.

11 Q Za that bacauaa you had hopad thia group sight

12 taka on aoaa operational activity?

13 A No. But intalliganca, for intalliganca to ba

14 valuable and for intalliganca to ba collactad in a

15 meaningful manner it ia important that the operationa

16 people know what it ia you are looking for.

17 Q Nov were you called upon in the courae of this

18 meeting to put forward your otm views of the state of

19 hostage location rescue efforts?

20 A Yes.

21 g How did that come about?

22 A I believe it was Colonel North who turned to

me and aaid, Majorj^^^^^^Hvhat do

24 say. And Z made a brief atatament that Z waa not a

25 diplomat, that Z waa not a stataaman, that Z waa a

oNcnsno
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1 soldlM: and that I was working on a olsalon which was,

2 hopsfully, to s«« th« hostages frssd In ths Middle East

3 by ths gathering of Intslllgsnc* to locate those hostages

4 and that heretofore I didn't think It had been a very

5 well coordinated effort.

6 Q Old you bring to the attention of the group

7 gathered there any feeling on your part that the

8 govemaent had not even properly explored the range of

9 options that Bight be available for hostage location zmd

10 rescue?

11 A Yes.

12 Q Do you recall what the reaction was to your

13 presentation?

14 A There was general agreeaent.

15 Q Nov do you recall any other persons taking the

16 floor and aafclng reaarScs on the subject?

17 A Yes. Colonel North Bade sobs reaarks about

18 hostages being traded for HANKs.

19 Q And when you say HAHKs you aean HAWK alsslles;

20 m^l**^ correct?

21 A Yes, HAWK anti-aircraft alsslles.

22 Q How did those reaarks suddenly — or, should I

23 say, how did those reaarks coae to be aade?

24 A To the best of ay recollection, he aade a

25 reaark to the effect that soaethlng about even if the
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1 laat hostag* that can* out was tradad for 80 HAWX

2 aisallaa, a raaark in pasalng which aoaavhat ahocked me.

3 Q Lat ma aaa If Z undaratand. Tha raaark that

4 ha mada waa avan if tha laat hoataga waa ralaaaad in

5 axchanga for 80 HAWK oiasilaa; la that corract?

6 A Or words to that affact.

7 Q Did ha conplata tha thought?

8 A I don't raaanbar tha axact contaxt. It was

9 just usad in — ha was not rafarring to futura tradaa of

10 that aort. Ha aada nantion of tha fact that tha laat had

11 baan tradad for aiaailaa, a fact that I waa unawara of.

12 MR. 6ENZMAN: Whan h« aaid "laat" you thought

13 ha aaant tha aoat racant hoataga that had baan ratumad?

14 THE WITNESS: Yas, air.

15 BY MR. WOODCOCK: (Raauaing)

16 Q Do you racall whathar ha idantifiad it or just

17 idantifiad it aa tha last hostaga?

18 A I think it was just laft as tha laat hoataga

19 or tha Boat racant ralaaaa or worda to that affact.

20 Q Nov do you racall what tha reaction waa to

21 this idaa of Colonal North 'a?

22 A Daad ailanca.

23 Q Do you racall whathar this raaarlc of Colonel

24 North

'

a recalled to your aind anything!

25

UNCDCTED
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1 A YM.

2 Q Hofw was that?

3 A Thar* vaa a praaa placa, a FIBIS placa —

4 Foralgn Information Broadcast translation of an Iranian

5 editorial which aada aantlon of trading U.S. arms for

6 hostagaa In Labanon. And I Bantlonad — after I

7 racovarad froa tha Initial shock, I Bsntlonad to Colonal

8 North that I had saan a placa In tha prass.

9 Q Old you do that In front of tha rast of tha

10 group?

11 A Yas.

12 Q Old you Identify that It was an Iranian

13 editorial?

14 A Yes.

15 Q Oo you recall what Colonal North's reaction

16 was to your revelation that this editorial had come Into

17 being?

18 A He was — he seemed somei^at surprised. He

19 said, I hadn't heard that or heard of It.

20 MR. GBMZMAN: What led you to make this

21 cesBant about this place of Information from your file?

22 THE WITNESS: Because there were some other

23 pieces In the editorial vhich bore some substance to tha

24 type of group that was holding the hostages. I did not

25 consider the trading arms for hostages, is not a place of

liNGtmiflED
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1 inforaatlon, lnt*lllg«nc« Infomatlon. I had totally

2 dlar«9ardad it. But In reading through It I had raad

3 that and disregarded that.

4 But aa I racollactad, based upon Colonel

5 North's statement, perhaps it had been a very in-depth

6 piece, a factually correct piece.

7 MR. GENZMAN: Was there discussion about

8 secrecy that led you to sake this conent about a news

9 report such as this?

10 THE WITNESS: Discussion where?

11 MR. GENZMAN: At the tiaa that you made this

12 coanent.

13 THE WITNESS: There was no discussion of

14 secrecy — at the meeting at the Old Executive Office

15 Building?

16 MR. GENZMAN: Yes.

17 THE WITNESS: There «ras no discussion of

18 secrecy. Obviously ve were all cleared for high level

19 Top Secret/Codeword intelligence as group members, but

20 tHIi specifIc reference to secrecy and the level of

21 s^Hlitivenasa of this intelligence was not discussed that

22 I remember.

23 BY MR. WOODCOCK: (Resuming)

24 Q I think What Mr. Genzman is driving at is, as

25 Colonel North made this remark about HAWXs being involved

mssiFiHD
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1 in fraaing tb* last hostage^ and you th«n bring up th«

2 aubjact of this adltorlal

3 ^^^^^Bwhat was It that pronptad you to do that?

4 A Simply th« fact that I had rsasabarad that It

5 had baan an unclasslflad prass placa and that this was

6 surprising to na and I wondarad If ha had saan that, just

7 to lat hla know that this vaa In fact at laast In

8 unclasslflad raala, avan If Z had dlsragardad It at tha

9 tlaa.

10 Q Whan you say you dlsragardad It, do you aaan

11 you disballavad that portion of tha aditorlal that

.

12 assartad thara had baan an aras-for-hostaga trada; Is
'

13 that right?

14 A Complataly. I didn't ballava tha U.S.

15 Govamaant would ba Involvad in anything Ilka that.

16 MR. 6ENZMAV: Did Colonal North axprass any

17 concam about oparational sacxirity?

18 THS WITNESS: I don't racollact that ha did at

19 this aaating. Latar Z was brlafad or axtanslvaly

20 rilnilail of tha sansitivenass of tha cavaats that wa had.

21 BY MR. WOODCOCK: (Rasuaing)

22 Q Did anyona althar than or tharaaftar coaaent

23 on Colonal North's coaaant about tha 80 HAWK alsslles and

24 hostagas or your rajolndar rafarring to tha Iranian

25 editorial?

uNcraiD
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1 A Do you nean the s<UBa day as th« maatlng?

2 Q Either at tha maatlng or tharaaftar — any

3' tlaa.

4 A Yas. I ballava Mr. Allan mada a ranarlc about

5 "0111a talking too much at thdsa aaatinga", or words to

6 that affact.

7 Q That was not at tha maating, howavar; is that

8 corract?

9 A It night hava baan just aftar tha aaating or

10 latar. Z baliava it was latar, at soaa latar data.

11 Q Did anyone at tha meeting coaaent on this

12 exchange. Lieutenant Colonel North's reaark and your

13 rejoinder?

14 A What are you specifically referring to?

15 Q Z'a siaply trying to determine whether this

16 exchange generated any further coaaent or whether it

17 occurred in an isolated context where North aakes a

18 reaark, you answer, and then it's on to other things. In

19 othar words, did it become a aatter for discussion?

20 . A It did not becoae a aatter for discussion.

21 "tMltt saaaad to be something that people were either

22 unaware of or were not willing to make a great deal of

23 comment on. There was some silence after my remark about

24 tha Iranian editorial, and I believe we moved on to other

25 svibjects, to the best of oy recollection.

UNCOtSMD
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1 Q Nov did you iindcrstand vhll* you w«r« at this

2 masting that you w«r« a candidat* for meabarship in the

3 CIA Hostaga Location Task Forca?

4 A Prior to ny arrival at tha maating, no. Once

5 I was thara I was volunteered as a repressntative.

6 Q You were voluntsered by whom?

7 A I believe Colonel North or Mr. Allen made some

8 remark that he would accept me as his team leader or

9 chief of staff, organizer, et cetera.

10 Q Did you know Mr. Allen before this meeting?

11 A No, sir. Z had heard his name, but I h«d not

12 met him.

13 Q Did you have any idea how it was that you

14 suddenly came into this position?

15 A Mentioning my background as having worked upon

16 investigating the hostages since June, Z gave him a brief

17 summary of my background in terms of that, emd I believe

18 that Mr. Allan or Colonel North -- I'm not sure who —
19 made the remark, well, you're my man or you're the guy

20 I'v* baan looking for, or words to that effect.

21 Q Did this meeting on the 23rd, then, include a

22 discussion of tha broad range of options that might be

23 used in hostage location emd rescue efforts?

24 A Yes. I think I made mention of tha fact —
25 and perhaps Colonel North reiterated — that one of the

mitmm
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1 thlnga that should b« don« 1« to looK at a broad«r range

of optlons^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^M

3 ^^^^^^^^Kf^^* full rang* of options that could b«

4 avallabl* to fr«« thess hostages. I bsllsvs Colonsl

5 North Bad* Bsntlon of ths fact that h« was asksd on a

6 regular basis was there anything new on the hostages, and

7 he felt this way that a fuller range of options should be

8 stated.

9 Q Did he tell you where these questions were

10 coaing froa?

11 A At one time, Z believe in the March or April

12 tiae fraae, he sent a PROF note or a computer note to Mr.

13 Allen that said the President of the United States

14 regularly aslca ae, three tiaes a week, about the status

15 of the hostages. Is there anything new? But Colonel

16 Horth seeaed to exaggerate his relationship as well.

17 Q with the President?

18 A Yea.

19 Q Was that a PROP note that you saw at the time?

20 A I*B not sure if it was a PROFs note or there

21 was a^^^^^^^^aessage. I 'a not sure what the naae —

22 it's a counterterrorisa linJcup between POD , CIA, I

believe State, and us. aight be called^^^^^^H I

24 forget the exact title of it.

25 Q That was an interagency emergency

ONGDCTHI
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1 conunlcatlon network?

2 A It 1« a fiinctlonlng network. It's not an

3 emargency natvork. It la a computer link, a secure

4 computer link, and I believe he sent It to Mr. Allen, who

5 showed ma a copy.

6 Q I gather it doesn't generate hard copy, does

7 it?

8 A Yes, it generates a paper copy.

9 g Z gather, then. It was your recollection that

10 this particular communication that you saw referring to

11 the President's constant Inquiry was one that you saw at

12 the time; Is that right?

13 A Yes, sir — "at the time being approximately,

14 I believe, March.

15 Q March of 1986?

16 A Yes, sir.

17 Q Now, Major, Z gather that during this meeting

18 you learned for the first time that you might have a role

19 la this Hostage Location Task Force of the CZA?

20 A Yes, sir.

21 Q And what did you do following the conclusion

22 of the meeting, armed with this knowledge that you might

23 have a bremd-new assignment?

24 A I believe Z went back to the Pentagon and

25 discussed it with my section chief, and Z believe made

IlilMIlD
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1 aantlon of It to th« Exacutlv* Assistant to Llsutanant

2 Gansral Moallsrlng, Colonel Staa«y at th« tins, and ths

3 attltuda was, wall, If Colonel North wants you, Colonel

4 North gats you. It did not saaa to ma to ba a choice in

5 which I had auch say.

6 Q So whan did you affectively join the CIA

7 Hostage Location Task Force?

8 A I believe the first day I reported was the

9 27th of Deceaber. It was right after Christaas. I asked

10 Mr. Allen if I could take Christaas Eve off, and he

11 soaewhat hesitantly agreed, I believe.

12 Q But he did agree?

13 A Yes, sir.

14 Q Now when you arrived at your new position I

15 gather you were physically located at CIA headquarters at

16 . Langley, Virginia; is that correct?

17 A Yes, sir.

18 Q Where did you go to report for work?

19 A I initially worked out of Mr. Allen's office,

20 tl* no for Counterterrorisa.

21 Q When you say NIC, that's National Intelligence

22 Officer?

23 A Yes, sir.

24 Q That office is locate<!

25 the CIA headquarter building; is that correct?

mmma
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A Correct

.

Q Was th« offica praparad to racalva you

physically?

A No.

Q Was thara a parlod of tlma whan you sought out

such fundaaantals as secratarlas and phonas and dask and

so forth?

A And an offica, yas, and safas and a sacura

araa, yaa.

Q Whara did you ultimataly and up?

A I baliava in tha and of January-Fabruary tima

frasa wa occupiad tha spacaM^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H the

old spacaa of tha Offica of Ganaral Counsal, who had

racantly dapartad to a nav building.

Q And that is whara you finally raaidad; is that

corract?

A Yas, sir.
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Do you recall who th« DEA point of contact

was?
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1 A That leads into a discussion of DEA's role,

2 which we will get into shortly, I 'a sure, in terns of the

3 meeting with the two DEA agents.

4 Q Let me ask you, however, just to isolate on

5 this particular portion of your experience, if you can

6 recall who the DEA contact was. If that is several

7 identities, then we can reserve it for later.

8 A To the best of my recollection, while we had a

9 formal relationship with Mr. Azzeua —
10 Q That is Abraham Azzam?

11 A Abraham Azzam, I believe at Colonel North's

12 direction we were told that there were two DEA agents

13 that would be most useful to our efforts and we were to

14 use them as points of contact for this special effort.

15 So while we had a formal relationship with Mr. Azzam and

16 he may have in fact been a member, there were two other

17 DEA agents who we were specifically told to contact.

18 Q In regards to a particular initiative?

19 A In regards to the sensitive initiatives in

20 BdHprtla to the hostages in terms of intelligence, that

21 tHaa* had been specially designated by Mr. North, Colonel

22 North, to be points of contact for special initiatives or

23 special projects.

24 Q And was that any special project relating to

25 hostages?

WWKD
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A Y«s. Th« Imprasalon I had was that Mr. Azzam

vaa out of tha knowlcdgaabl* raala In tarms of tha

apaclal projacta. I ballava I vaa told that ha waa not

to know or waa not claarad, or worda to that affact.

Q I gathar alao from what you'ra aaying that in

addition to hla not balng claarad and not balng a point

of contact for DEA that thaaa othar two aganta wara

conaidarad to ba tha contact for DEA.

A Vlhila Mr. Azzaa, Abrahaa Azzaa, waa our

official contact or conduit to DBA for formal raguaata

and whatnot, wa wara diractad by Colonal North to gat

togathar with thaaa two DEA aganta and to do that fairly

quiclcly. And Z baliava wa mat with thaa at tha and of

Oacaabar.

Q Right. And wa will gat into that in a nlnute.

But what I'H trying to focus on hara is whsthar Colonal

North raprasantad that contact with thasa aganta would

atand in liau of contact with Mr. Azzaa for purpoaaa of

a||P*s raprasantation on tha Hostaga Location Taak Force

A No. It waa not to ba conatruad that thay

would rapraaant DEA in a fonuil aansa, aiaply that thay

wara vary usaful contacta for aourcas, intalliganca, and

24 spacial projacta. Thay had baan apacially daaignated by

25 Colonal North to gat with thaa and find out what they
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1 lcn«w and us* th«a as rasourcss or special rasourcas from

2 DBA.

3 Q Z gathar that othar than Mr. Azzaa and these

4 two other OEA agents that there were no other OEA

5 representatives who were brought into the Hostage

6 Location Task Force of CIA.

7 A Mo, not that I can reaeaber.

8 Q So I gather that to a certain extent failing

9 to advise Mr. Azzaa was in effect failing to advise DEA

10 as an entity; is that correct?

11 A Z believe Colonel North stated — in fact, he

12 had aade arrangeaents with the Departaent of Justice to

13 have these two individuals specially designated as

14 special resoxurces. I believe he aade mention of that or

15 Mr. Allen aade aention of that to ae soaetiae in January.

16 Z tended to disbelieve that they had been designated in a

17 foraal sense because they seeaed to have their own

18 regular jobs and did not seea to be tasked to work on a

19 spaelal project.

20 Q What I 'a really driving at here is these two

21 agiBta could be seen in one of two capacities. They

22 could be seen as support for the Hostage Location Task

23 Force or they could be seen as siaple representatives

24 bringing information back froa the Hostage Location Task

25 Force to DEA.

llNtBSSTO
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1 A I doft'^ «•• th« distinction.

2 Q Wall, l«t a* draw th« distinction and •• if

3 this helps you. If thsy ars support for DEA, than thsy

4 may b« opsrationally involvad. Thsy nay go and do things

5 for ths Hostaga Location Task Forca, wharaas in another,

6 if thay ara siaply raprasantativas, than thay would ba

7 taking inforaation aithar to or froa DEA to tha Hostaga

8 Location Task Forca but would not nacassarlly ba

9 otharwisa a rasourca for tha Hostaga Location Task Force.

10 A Thay were not so Buch a resource or a point of

11 contact or in a support Boda for tha Hostaga Location

12 Task Force as they were a special resource for an am of

13 Colonel North's. He used thea and he dealt with thea and

14 we were encouraged to get in contact with thea to glean

15 additional intelligence froa thea that he felt was

16 useful

.

17 Q Did you understand froa Colonel North that

18 part of their duty was to keep DEA fully inforaed of the

19 efforts of the Hostage Location Task Force?

20 A No.

21 Q Nov let Be return just a aoaent to Mr. Kzzam.

22 You testified earlier that you were aade aware that Mr.

23 Azzaa was not to be inforaed on aany things because he

24 had not been cleared; is that correct?

25 A No. He was cleared for the coapartaented

mwm
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Information and r«f«r*nc«d sod* of th« reports. However,

I was, I believe , advised by Mr. Allen and Colonel North

that In terns of^^^^land^^^H— who I will refer to as

the two DBA agents -« I was not to discuss their role

with Mr. Azzaa, Abe Azzan.

MR. GENZMAN: Did either of thea say why you

were not to have nuch contact with Mr. Azzaa?

THZ WITNESS: Those two DBA agents were under

the iapression that Mr. Azzaa had bean once a very active

field agent but was now very auch in a slow retlreaent

type of aode, and it was not entirely suitable for this

action-oriented role.

BY MR. NOODCOCK: (Resuaing)

Q Now the two agents who you've now referred to

bynaaeas^^^^Ban^^^^His that^^^^^^^H^landJ

A Yes, sir.

Q Your testiaony today, to the extent it has

xmtmmA to the two DEA^^ents as a tandea is a reference

land^^^^^^^^lis that correct?

A Yes, sir.

MR. WOODCOCK: Let's go off the record a

second

.

(A discussion was held off the record.)

(A brief recess was taken.)

TOP SECRET/CODEWORD

llHEUSSm
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MR. WOODCOCK: Let's go back on th« record.

MR. GENZMAN: Didyot^ind it unuaual that it

was your understanding that^^^^^Han<^^^^Hwar«

reporting up the chain to Kzzaml

THE WITNESS: Somewhat, yes. Once I net the

individuals I perhaps understood a little bit better why

they were not reporting through Mr. Azzaa.

MR. GENZMAN: And what was your understanding

at that point?

THE WITNESS: That they were special field

agents detailed by Colonel North to work, to assist hia

in this problea, that they had been of assistance to his

in the past.

MR. GENZMAN: Thank you.

BY MR. WOOOCOCX: (Resuaing)

Q We're going to return tc

^^^H before the day closes, Majoz^^^^^^^^H but let

e ask you, if I might, if you could describe, after

coaing to the CIA Hostage Location Task Force, what the

r—ponaibility of the Hostage Location Task Force was.

What was its function?

A The function of the task force was to analyze

intelliaence of the location of the U.S. hostag
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Q Nov th« dlssaalnatlon of analysis of th*

Inforaatlon rslatlng to th« hostages, how frsqusntly did

that occur? Lst b« first say did your analysis rssult in

a final product that you than dissaainatad?

A Yas, sir.

Q What form did that taka?

A It was a raport which was writtan ones a vaak,

ganarally on a Friday, and Z baliava tha first ona

startad on January 3.

Q So at tha and of tha first waaJc you vara

It is that right?
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Q Nov, you a«ntlon«d that Colonal North apok* to

you at tlaaa about tha Stata Dapartaant. Did you avar

laam froa Colonal North that ha vaa concamad about

aharing hoataga Inforaation with tha Stata Dapartaant?

A Yaa, air.

Q Old ha axpraaa to you what it waa that ha was

' concamad about?

A At ona point I had aantionad to Mr. Allan that

I had baan In contact with an Individual at tha Stata
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1 Q That vaa^^^^^^^^l ia that correct?

2 A y«a, air. And I vaa apaclflcally dlractad,

3 during that talaphona call on a aacura Una with Colonal

4 North, that I vaa not to dlacuaa anythlng^^^^^^f^^^H

5 of any natura that vaa operational In any way, ahapa or

6 fora, and I aaaurad Colonal North that X had not aharad

7 any Intalllganca with hla but was alaply maintaining

contact^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H

9 Q Lat ma back ovar thla territory . 1 gather

that your contact^^^^^^^^^^fvaa firat made Icnovn to

11 Mr. Allen and that you then received a phone call'£roa

12 Colonel North; la that correct?

13 A Z'b not aura It vaa Colonel North calling me

14 or Z called hla to brief hla on another aubject, and he

15 reminded me of the aecurlty caution at that time. But I

16 do remember a phone call where he warned me to

17 apaclflcally be vary careful.

18 Q Did he learn of your contact

19 through you or through Mr. Allen?

20 . A I believe It vaa through Mr. Allen.

21 Q Did Mr. Allen ever join in Colonel North'a

22 concern about the State Department on operational

23 mattara?

24 A Yea, air. I vaa told to be very careful in my

25 deallnga vlth the State J)epartment and don't dlacuaa many

si
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of thmmm subjects that w« discussed regularly

Q ^^^^^^^Hor anyons sis* in ths Stats

Dspartasnt? Was it ths Stats Ospartasnt ot;^^^^|that

was ths problsB?

A This spec ifie instancs vai

but at anothsr

tias Colonsl North mads connsnts about ths Stats

Ospartasnt not bsing involvsd opsrationally, or words to

10 that sffsct.

11 g That hs did not want ths Stats Ospartasnt

12 involvsd operationally?

13 A Yss, sir.

14 Q Nov, did that Bors gsnsral statsasnt about not

15 wanting ths Stats Ospartasnt involvsd opsrationally also

16 COBS froB Nr. Allsn, or is this just Colonsl North?

17 A It was ay iaprsssion that Nr. Allan

18 rssaphasizsd this to as, that it was bassd upon Colonsl

19 North's concsm.

20 v~ Q So it was not a position that Nr. Allan

21 • HBO—srily gsnsratsd hiasslf, but hs was snforcing ths

22 visw of Colonsl North; is that corrsct?

23 A Yss, sir.

24 Q Do you rscall shortly aftsr your location with

25 ths Hostags Location Tost fQrCfc.»t CIA Nr. Allan brisfing
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1 y<M|aR th« arBa-for-hdatag«a Inltlativa?

2 ^'» Y««, air.

3 Q How did that coaa about?

4 A Ha told ma that It vaa vary aanaltiva

5 information and I vaa not to diacuaa it with anybody at

6 tha Pantagon.

7 Q Lat aa stop you hara. Did ha know that you

8 alraady vara awara of thia, or waa thia aiaply in tha

9 contaxt of Mr. North 'a aarliar raaark at tha fonutiva

10 aaating of tha Hoataga Location Taak Forca?

11 A Ha aantionad that Colonal North oftan ialkad

12 out of achool, Z baliava was tha coaaant, and that ha

13 apacifically than mantionad that any diaeussion of ans

14 for hoatagas was to ba traatad as a vary, vary sansitiva

15 aattar — vary cloaa hold was tha phrasa ha usad — and

16 that I was not to discuss it with anyona without his

17 pamission. And that was to includa anybody at tha

18 Pantagon or anyona within CIA.

19 Q Now, irtian ha aaid that Colonal North spoka out

20 of aoflbol, I gathar ha was rafarring to tha aarliar

21 raiMiSiltoB Dacaabar 23; is that corract?

22 A Yas, sir.

23 Q Now, did ha alao at this tiaa adviaa you that

24 thara wara in fact arma-for-hostagas initiativas, ona or

25 Bora, undar way?

HHSBSSlfltB
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k- Mo, Bir.

Q Or just that th« topic was a topic to b«

traatad with graat sansitlvity?

A Ha notad that tha topic was a topic to ba

traatad with graat sansitlvity.

Q Did you, vhila you vara with tha Hostaga

Location TasX Forca, bacoaa avara ot irtiat sight I guaas

b« taraad a sub-coapartaant within tha Hostaga Location

Task Forcal

A Yas, sir.
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Now In that position Z gath«r you did com*

llnforaation. How did that bappan?

K 1 was Inforaad by Mr. Allan that thara vaa a

aparata chemnai^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H

H^H^^^HWhlch was sansltiva, and vhila initially I had

soma ]cnowladga of it, it was to ba sub-coapartaantad

Has tha tara^^^^^^uaad at that tiaa?

Yaa, sir.

Did you, throughout th* coursa of your tanura

with tha Hostaga Location Task Porca with CIA, gain any

ora substantiva knowladga of what

coaprisad?

A I laamad that it was a back channal

i^i^iva^^^^^^^^^^^^m^miH|^A
^H^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H And laamad through

tanura up till about March, tha March-April tiaa fraaa,

that it apparantly involvad aras-for-hostagas

.

you racall^^^^^^^^^^^^^Hvho

primarily working with Mr. Allan on this channal?

UftCDtSSMD
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2^ * Thar* was a Mr. Cava, Z baliava, who vaa also

working with Mr. Allan.

Q And Mr. Cava appaarad approxlmataly March,

aarly March, of '86?

A Approxiaataly that tlaa.

Now you and^^^^^^^^^^rara naarly saat-

ataa; ia that corract?

A Yaa, air.

Q And I gathar you would bava pickad up aoaa

Inforaatlon, parhapa avan through inadvartanca, fi

[just by baing so closa to hla; is that corract?

A Yas, sir.
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UNCUSS

MR. WOODCOCK: L«t • go off th« record just a

••oend.

(A dlacuasion was hald off th« racord.)

MR. HOOOCOCX: Back on th« racord.

BY MR. WOODCOCK: (Rasuning)

Q Do you racall in aithar tha and of February or

BNcnssm
(l.-M)
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•arly March having a convarsatlon vithl

about th«r« b«lng an aras-for-hostagaa daal undar way?

A I mantlonad in ay study of tha options — I

was working on an options papar, and I aantionad ona of

tha things that had baan discussad or had takan placa In

tha past was tha ams-for-hostaga, and I aantionad soma

disgust it, and^^^^^^^^^Vagraad that was bad

buslnass and mantlonad that, vary sacrativaly, that it

was not apparantly a daad issua, and by that I assuned

that ha maant that thara wara still soaa afforts undar

way in that ragard.

Q In othar words, you infarrad froa his

stataaant that it not balng daad nacassarily iapliad it

was aliva?

A Yas, sir.

Q Do you racall, again parhaps in tha Fabruary

tina fraaa, travaling yoursalf to London to naat with an

Individual by tha naaa of Aalraa Nir?

A Yas, sir.
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Q Nov was I right vh«n Z asked you originally

vhathar thia raquast occurred in tha Fabruary tina frame?

What la your recollection of the appropriate time?

A Z believe it was the February-March tiae

frane. Zt vae early spring. Zt was daap and rainy.

Q Nov I gather having worked on these]

— and Z gather that was at Mr. Allen *s request; is that^

right?

A Yes, sir, and at Colonel Rbrth.'* request.

Q You were aware that Colonel Nortlr made the

request, or did you face to face or over the phone get a

request froB hia on that?

A Z spoke to Fawn Hall and got specific

directions froa her as to hov Z vas to aeet and greet Mr.

Nir and therefore Z knev that it was in fact being

dix*cted froa Colonel North's office.

Q And Z gather you understood that Mr. Nir was a

representative of the Zsraeli govemaent; is that

correct?

A Yes, sir. He was the special advisor to the

President on counterterrorisa.

intcassinED

(159)
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1 Q Now did you laam that from Mr. Allen or Miss

2 Hall or Colonel North, or all three?

3 A From Mr. Allen.

4 Q Now, Z gather that you then did travel to, was

5 It, London, England to meet Mr. Nir?

6 A Yea, sir.

7 Q When you arrived there you did in fact meet

8 him; la that correct?

9 A Yea, air.

10 Q And he had a codeword greeting; ia that

11 correct?

12 A Yea, air. I believe the phraae waa Z waa to

13 aay to him worda to the effect, I'm the man from Mr.

14 Goode, and apparently Mr. Goode waa Colonel North 'a

15 phraae name or code name, and he had aome appropriate

16 reply, and then we recognized each other. Z waa also

17 provided a deacription of Mr. Nir by Mr. Allen, and Z

18 believe Colonel North did deacribe him over the phone to

19 B^ later or earlier when Z got the call from Fawn Hall.

20
,
Bft dmacribed him and Z remembered the deacriptiona were

21 much different.

22 So Z waa aomewhat confuaed.

23 Q Did you manage to ayntheaize them when you saw

24 him?

25 A Yea, sir.

BNttSSStFf
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1 Q Whan you mat Mr. Nlr did you hav* any

2 dlacusalon with hia othar than paaalng of thaaa

3 codavorda?

4 A Wa paaaad-- va had our convaraatlon and I

gava hlW^^^^^^^^^^ftand I vaa — triad to maka

6 that Z vaa in fact talking to tha right individual, and I

7 mantionad tha nana of tha laraall attacha to tha United

8 Stataa, aaaiatant military attacha, Zur Z baliava his

9 nana ia, and Z aaid aomathing —- ahould Z gat in contact

10 with tha aaaiatant ailitary attacha, and ha aort of put

11 hia handa up and said no, that ia not an appropriate way

12 to Baka contact, or vorda to that affact.

13 g Nhat was that?

14 A Zt was not an appropriate way to naka contact,

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^Hrafaranca

16 afforts. Zn othar words, tha ailitary chain was, or

17 contact with tha Eabaaay was not tha corract procedure,

15 that if Mr. Allan needed to get ahold of hia he was to

19 get ahold of hia. Zf Z was to get ahold of Mr. Kir it

20 woold be through Mr. Allen and not through Colonel Zur in

21 any way, shape or fora, which confinied for ae that ha

22 waa faailiar with the Zaraeli Eabassy and in fact he was

23 an Zsraeli and the guy Z was supposed to meet.

24 Q Did you have any other conversation with him?

25 A Specifically regarding what, air?

llfflKO
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1 . Q W«ll, I'Bi asJclng for your b««t recollection.

2 Did you talk to hin about Colonel North or Mr. Allen or

3 your reeponeibilities?

4 A Yes, sir. He asked me where I was froo, I

5 believe was the expression, and Z said well, I worked for

6 — I was presently working for Mr. Allen, and he said are

7 you from Ollie's office or how are you involved? And I

8 simply said that I was military attached to Mr. Allen,

9 associated with Colonel North. And he said, oh, or words

10 to that effect. He was trying to pin me down to type me

11 by whether Z was part of the White House, CZA, Defense

12 Zntelligence Agency, Army, or what Z was.

13 Q Zt would have taken a fair eutount of peeling

14 of the onion layers to get to the heart of that one,

15 wouldn't it?

16 A Yes, sir.

17 Q To your knowledge, did he get to the heart of

18 the onion by talking to you?

19 A No, sir. Z just simply indicated that Z was

20 Bilitary and that Z was working for Colonel North and

21 that that was really all he needed to know. Zf he needed

22 to gat hold of me, it would be through Colonel North or

23 through Mr. Allen, but that Z was specifically working

24 under Mr. Allen at that time.

25

MSfffED
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Q And I gath«r at that tima^^^^^Bmad* known

to you that h« had participatad in tha aaa* kind of an

exercis* several months earlier; is that correct?
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A Y«a, sir, which apparently involved th« OEA

ag«nt«

.

Q And whan you say that , that ia ^^^^^^^Hand

ia that right?

A Yaa, air.

Q Did you laam at that tiaa froa^^^^^^lthat

waa in fact^^^^^l and^^^^Vin hia aarliar affort?

Did ha identify thea by name?

A I think ha referred to thea aa "thoae biaboa

froa DEA".

Q Whan ha referred to thea in that way, what

iaage ceuae to your aind? Waa it the iaage ol^^^^Hand

Yea, air.

You had in fact aat thea by then?

Yaa, air. Z aat thea at the end of Deceaber

at the direction of Mr. Allen, or with Mr. Allen at the

direction of Colonel North. We all aet.

Q Well, thia ia probably a good tiaa to get into

^^^^^^^^Han^^^^^^^^^and your knowledge of their

efforta. I gather that, froa what you have aaid, you

firat aat^^^^^^^Hand^^^^^^lin late Deceaber

early January of 1985-1986; ia that correct?

A Yea, air.

Q How did it coaa that you aet thea?

lilTOFIRl
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A Colonel Horth was Insistant that w« gat

together and meet with thea.

Q And when you eay "we", who are "we"?

A That Colonel Worth , Mr. Allen and I elt down

In a meeting wlth^^^^^^^Vand^^^^^^^^^^H all

the same time, to discuss hostages.

Q And why was Colonel North so insistent that

you sit do%m with these two men?

A Because he felt that these two individuals had

resources and sources in the area which could be useful.

g Now, was this something he told you or you

learned this from someone else?

A This was something that be told us — that

they had been very useful to him in the past and they had

some information which could be useful and some sources

which could be useful.

Q So did there come a point where you met

Land

Yes, sir. We met, strangely enough, at tlie"

Old Irish Brogue Inn, or the Old Irish Pub, a bar which

featured an Irish band, after work one night, about 7:30

or 8:00.

Q Now do you have a recollection as to where

that was?

A Apparently it was a meeting place that Colonel
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1 Korth had usad bafor* and Mr. Allan was faalllar with Its

2 location. X follovad hin In his car. It was away from

3 Langley and way out In tha woods. It saaaad to ma tUsout

4 a 15 or 20-minuta driva.

5 Q Bayond Langley?

6 A Yes, sir.

7 Q You don't ramambar what town it's in?

8 A No, sir.

9 (A discussion was hald off tha racord.)

10 BY MR. WOODCOCK: (Rasuaing)

11 Q I will just sunmariz* for tha racord. Wa went

12 off tha racord briefly two, I won't say, sal f•^ascribed

13 pub-crawlars have identified the gathering place as the

14 Old Brogue Irish Inn or Irish Pub or some variation

15 thereof, and it is in Great Palls.

16 Now when you say we went to this inn, that is

17 you and Charles Allen; is that correct?

18 A Yes, sir. I followed Mr. Allen in his car.

19 Q Nhen you arrived, this was after work, I

20 gltter, In the early evening hours; is that correct?

21 A Yes, sir.

22 Q When you arrived was Colonel North there?

23 A No, air.

24 Q And I gather neither of you had met these men

25 before; is that correct?

hi
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1 A To th« bast of my racollactlon, y«s, air.

2 Q So how vaa It that you datamlnad who thay

3 wara?

4 A It was, I bellava, aarly avanlng, and tha bar

5 vaa — tha pub was fairly aopty. Wa wara to maat In the

6 bar and Mr. Allan mada mantion of tha fact that ha had

7 sat thaa bafora, I baliava. Thars vara only tvo othar

8 individuals alraady at a tabla in auits, sitting thara,

9 ao thay vara fairly aaay to distinguish^and I^Ainl^a

10 valkad up and aakad thaa if thay wart^^HBand^^^^B and

11 thay said yas.

12 And va introduced oursalvas.

13 Q Nov vhat vas your iapraaaion upon aaeting

14 thasa tvo fallovs?

15 A That thay vara — 1 can only daecriba tham as

16 straat agants. By that I aaan thay aaaaad to ba straat-

17 smart but vara not vary knovladgaabla of othar Fadaral

18 aganciaa nor outsida of thair otm, nor Icnovladgaabla,

19 cartainly, in any vay, shapa or form, about tha Middle

20 Bast or international relations or politics or the

21 allltary. But they did have a fairly good grasp of the

22 lover elaaants of human nature.

23 Q Would you acknovledge that you aight have

24 described these people at one point as being tvo street

25 toughs in camel hair coata?

ONCl*SStftEO
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1 A Y««, sir.

2 Q Kov, wh«n you mat thas* two man did you know

—

3 let me strlka that. Aftar you mat thaaa two paopla, how

4 long did it taka North to arriva?

5 A I believa ha arrivad about an hour aftar the

6 prescribed meeting time, which was eUsout normal for him.

7 Q North time?

8 A Yes, sir.

9 Q Ware you and Hr. Allen able to engage in any

10 substantive discussions with these people before he

11 arrived?

12 A I was very hesitant to engage in substantive

13 discussions with them because of the sensitiveness and

14 this being em uncleared area, and I thinJc ve talked in

15 generalities about the Middle East, and I tried to feel

16 out and get a sense of their backgrounds. And I think I

17 took that time to eat dinner, since we came straight from

18 work.

19 Q Nov whan North arrived, what happened?

20 A He ordered a round of drinks emd a second

21 round of drinJcs, I believe, and very in-depth substantive

22 discussion about vary sensitive material was held,

describing to^^^^^^^^Handl

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^hvery much

25 Secret information that the CIA and the White House were

BMOttSSIflEO
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awar* of regarding tha hostages.

Q Nov, did this appear to be new information to

thea?

A They appeared to be faniliar with portions of

it and they made reference to tome of the efforts they

had made with CIA previously.

Q Nov, this conversation, I gather, Mr. Allen

and Lieutenant Colonel North vere also participating in

it; isn't that correct?

A Mr. Allen and Colonel North were the primary

discussers. They put out the information. I vas in a

learn and listen mode from them. Z didn't normally

discuss Top Secret/Sensitive information in a pub.

Q Hell, let me ask you that question. Did your

discussion of such a topic in the pub environment cause

you emy concern?

A Yes, sir.

Q And trtiat vas the source of that concern?

A It seemed a little unusual to be holding a

wa^^inq like this outside of a government building. If

thair* vas a proper place <md time for such a meeting, it

should be held In a proper environment, and this vas sort

of a nev atmosphere to me. But it didn't feel right.

Q There came a point, I gather, in the course of

this conversation when a band struck up and the

IJNCnSSSIFIED
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1 convarsation had to attain higher daclbals in order to

2 continua; is that corract?

3 A Yas, sir. w« wars sitting fairly closa to an

4 Irish typa of band and it was — if you vara to try to

5 affactivaly mask a convarsation it was probably vary

6 affactiva. I don't think anybody could hava haard us

7 four or fiva faat away. Laaning ovar tha tabla, it was

8 vary difficult to haar tha convarsation that was taking

9 placa right thara.

10 Q So avan anong yoursalvas it vaa hard to haar

11 ona anothar; is that corract?

12 A Yas, sir, somatlaas.

13 Q I can saa whara that Bight ba a vary affactiva

14 scraan.

15 A I bacaaa lass concamad than, but Z still was

16 concamad.

17 Q Nov Z gathar that tha inforaation that was

18 baing provided in this discussion was largely flowing

19 tvom Mr. Allen and Colonel Horth and, to some extent, you

to^^^^^^Hand^^^^^^^^fand not the other

21 around; is that right?

22 A Priaarily from Mr. Allen, with Colonel North

23 adding additional pieces and background, and I would

24 occasionally join in and say yes, but, and clarify a

point. ^^^^^^Band^^^^^^BK*!^* Interject
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occasionally that thay had spacij

had told hia that such and auch,

tory aaong

Soaa of tha Infomatlon saaaad rathar, shall

va say, odd.

Q And you would Includa tha]

that ganra; la that corract?

A Yas, sir.

Q Naa thara any othar InforBation that thay

providad that you can racall along thosa Unas that might

hava found ita way lnto^^^^^^|^^^^|bad it appaared

in papar fora?

A Thay Indicatad that thay had soaa sourcasl

Ihad accasa to various aitd sundry portions'

"of Lahanon in taras of thair drug daallngs, thair drug

daalings baing thair profaaaional DBA Agancy daalings

with paopla in tha Middla Eaat. Thay particularly

Mpitionad paopla who,^^^^^^^^^^H had accasa

of this information, which I fait would ba vary unuaual

.

Q ^^^^^^^^^^^^^Vould hava to tha

information; ia that rj^

A Yas. sir

J
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^Q^^^o yoj^recall any diBcussion at th« Old Brogue

froa^^^^^Hand^^^^Habout th«lr low opinion or

difficulties with the CIA desk officer?

A Yee, sir.

Q Do you recall what the character of their

problea with this officer was?

A Yes. They had apparently taXen a trip — I

believe it was to Europe t~ earlier to aeet with a|

to attempt to verify access to a hostage, Mr.

Buckley, through some mode of bona fides.

Q What had^^^^^^adone that caused thea so

much concern?

A They said that he changed the rules in the

middle of the game.

Q And the rules were the rules that applied to

the sufficiency of the proof to deaonstrate access to Mr.

BucUey; is that right? -- ^^^^^^
A Jfas, sir. I believethat what^^^^^Hand

back with^^^^^^^H^^^^HHI
r, and once that was provided to^^^^^^lhe went

baok and said, well, now I have a list of questions fc

you to go back to your source, and^^^^^^^^andl

indicated that that was not possible or that the source

was unavailable, that there were difficulties.

Q Did they tell thea that or did they tell you

K1OTE0
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that^^^^^^guastioned tha sufflciancy of tha quality

of tha proof?

A Yaa, air. I thlnX thay aald thay ware

inaultad by that,^^^^^^^Ml_thlnJc. aantionad to

latar on that^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

loaat

Incorract about tha proof that was provided.

Q Did thay lapart that Information to you at

thla maatlng?

A Thay Indicated that ha vaa In aoaa way

displeased with thea and they Indicated that they were

displeased and had no Intentions for future dealings with

hla or with the Directorate of Operations at CIA.

Q The entire Directorate was off their do list?

A As far as Z was concerned from ay

conversation, yes. "These guys" was, I think, the way

they put It.

Q "These guys" being the 00?

A Yes, "these guys froa the DO".

Q At least the way you say It, It Is

alliterative.

(Laughter.)
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Q Nov did th«r« coa* a tla« vhan you traveled to

N«w York to avaluat* a aourc* that had b««n uncovred by

mc

A Y«a, air, two sourcas.

Q Nov lat na ahov you vhat I vill aarlc aa

Exhibit Nuabar 1.

(Tha docuaant rafarrad to vaa

aarkadf^^^l^VExhibit

Nuabar 1 for Idantlflcatlon.)

I vould aalc you If you racognlsa thla

docuaant, which Z ballava coaprlaaa four pagaa.

k Yaa, air, I do.

Q What la that?

A It la a aaaorandua for tha racord that Z %rrote

on tha 15th of January baaad upon aaatlnga In Nav York on

13 and 14 January vlth tvo DEA aourcaa. Z vrota this

aaaorandua bacausa Z vaa unaura of ay rola and Z naadad

to hava a %rrlttan racord of It.

Q Wa vlll gat to that point In juat a aoaent.

• did It happan that you caaa to go to Nav York In the

' first placa?

A Mr. North and Mr. Allan told aa to go to New

York.

Q And do you recall having separate

conversations with each nan with respect to this

HI
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1 dlrttctlva?

2 A I b«ll«v« at th« Old Brogu* w« aqr««d or, I

3 should say, th«y agrsad that Z should go wlth^^^^^^^H

4 and/or ^^^^^^^Vto N«w York In th« near futur* to meet

5 with their very good sources that they had on the

6 hostages.

7 Q Nov when you say at the Old Brogue Inn, it was

8 only one point at which you all gathered the Old Brogue

9 Inn; is that correct?

10 A Yes, sir.

11 Q So when you refer to that, it is always that

12 meeting; is that correct?

13 A Yes, sir.

14 Q So at that time it was understood or at least

15 the subject was raised of you going to New York?

16 A Yea, sir.

17 Q Nov following that did you question these

18 directives at all?

19 A Yes, sir.

20 g Bow did you do that?

21 A I indicated to Mr. Allen that I vas not an

22 op«rations individual. I vas an intelligence analyst.

23 g And you vere at the Old Brogue at this point?

24 A No, sir. We were back at the CIA.

25 g So this was a day or so later?
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A This was b«twa«n tb« tlaa v« B«t at th« Brogue

and th« tlB* I departed for New York, and Z expressed ay

doubts as to whether that was a suitable role for an

Intelligence analyst to be In.

Q What was his reaction to that?

A Go anyway.

Q Did you raise the Batter with emyone else?

A Z asked hla to raise It with Colonel North,

but he Indicated that the discussion was closed and that

Z would be going.

Q Did you discuss It with anyons other than Mr.

Allen?

A Yes, sir. Z discussed It wlth^^^^^HZ

believe, and later wlthJH

'and Indicated that while Z had knowledge and background

In the Middle East this was an area that was new to ae

•aA Z was on unsure ground. Z didn't feel It was proper.

What did^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H tell you

•to do?
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

A They Indicated that they felt Z had a

sufficient knowledge of the siibject matter and that It

was basically Z needed to be very specific when I came

back In terms of my feelings of whether Z felt these guys
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v«r« rallabl* sourcaa, based upon ay toovladga of tha

Nlddla Eaat and baaad upon sy Jcnowladga of tha aubjact at

hand, which was hoatagaa.

And thay provldad ma with aoma flald polntars

on how to go about tha astabllshing of a ralatlonshlp, at

catara

.

Q Did you quastlon Mr. Allan at all aa to why

aomaona from tha Olractorata of Oparationa wasn't aant up

to parform thla evaluation? ^.^^-i^—«_

ha indicated that^^^^^Hp^and^^l

^^^^uad indicated in a previous conversation at tha Old

Brogue Inn that they didn't trust anybody from the 00,

which Z remembered aa being the caae.

Q Nov when you went to New York, what happened?

A I met with two different sources, as indicated

by^^^^^^^Hsxhlhitl, and I spoke with them and

discussedwith^^^^^^Hand^^^^^^^Htheir background

and their interest and any knowledge they might have of

the hostages.

g Now these are sources that you evaluated. One

land tha other was a

La that correct?

A Yes, sir.

Q Did you form an opinion]
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A Y«s, sir. In th« raport Z Indlcat* both

m««ting«, on« on 13 and on« on 14 January, war* attended

by^^^^^^^Band yialdad littl* or no substantiv*

Intalliganc* on th« hostagaa.

Q Old you in fact davalop tha opinion that

parhapa thia fallow waa gatting his intalliganca from

raading tha navapapar?

A Yas, air. Hall, Z davalopad an opinion that

ha had littla knovladga of tha acta, littla aubatantiva

knovladga or trua accaaal

I thought ha was laading us on.

MS. GENZKAN: And who is tha "ha" that you are

rafarring to?

THS WITNESS)

fait his inforaation was not vary vorth%ffaila.

BY MR. WOODCOCK: (Raauaing)

Q Did you form any opinion aa to whathar or not

ha was axaggarating his contacts?

A Yas, sir. Z baliava ha did. I baliava ha had

frianda who had friands who had frianda who had friands

who night hava soma information on tha hoatagaa, but the

connection waa vary tenuous at beat, and it would be

yNCBSWO
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difficult to arrange.

Q Nov you also p«rfonn«<l|

,i« that right?

A Y«s, sir.

Q And I thinX in sunaary your report ia that he

more promising^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B is

that correct?

A Yea, air.

as Majo

Wov when you vent to this meeting did you go
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A I was Instructad by Mr. Allan and Mr. North to

go aa an Individual who had an intaraat in saaing tha

hoatagaa ralaasad.

Q Hara you to play tha rola of a privata

citizan?

A That is how Z undarateod ay rola to ba, yaa,

air.

Q And you than did not go draaaad in uniform;- ia

that corract?

A No, air. I vaa apacifically diractad by Mr.

Allan and Colonal North to lat b« hair grov long and not

ahov up in uniform at any tima during ay attandanca at

tha Hoataga Location Taak Forca.

Q Now I gathar it caaa to your attantion at aoma

point during tha couraa of this aaating that at laaat ona

of tha paraona you vara intarviaving vaa avara that you

vara aaaociatad with tha anad forcaa

;

ia thate^ corract?

A Yaa, air.l

Q Which vaa not knovn to thaaa paopla; ia that

COKXACt?

A No, air, not at tha firat naating. At tha and

of tha firat aaatingfl^^^^P^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^I

Irafarrad ma^^^^^^^na Majox^Hm^which

aurpriaad ma bac^ua* I had not told him that I vaa a
^

Major and tharafora I could only aaauma that!

IJNIKwit
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1 and^^^^^^Hhad told th«a that I was a Major in tha

2 o.s. axsad forcaa.

Q Had you apokan to^^^^^^H and

4 about th« gulaa you would uaa in aaatlng with thaaa

5 individuals?

< A Yas. I spoka to thaa about it bafora thay

7 vara thara, amd I baliava Colonal North aantionad in fact

8 that I would go as, whan you go, you will kind of go as a

9 privata citizan, and Z apoka with thaa bafora I laft

10 about ay rola and how Z was to raprasant aysalf , which Z

11 thought I was a littla uncoafortabla with bacausa I fait

12 it was a aisraprasantation.

13 But, in any casa, Z discussad it with thaa,

14 and thay said yaah, usa a privata citizan, or words to

15 that affact. And daapita tha fact that Z discussad that

16 with thaa thay apparantly aada tha aourca awars.

17 g Did you quastion thaa at all about tha

18 aourca 's knowladga that you vara a Major?

19 A Yas. Z mantionad it to thea back in tha hotel

20 aftnr wa laft tha initial aaating with tha sourca and

21 thay agraad that yaah, thay aight hava scrawad up and

22 Bight hava aantionad Z was a aajor. And Z was soaavhat

23 displaasad vith that fact, vhich iaaadiataly aada thaa

24 avara that Z vas an aaployaa of tha U.S. Govamaant and

25 not a privata citizan, as Colonal North and Mr. Allen had

tINWSlflE
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1 • pr«a«nt Bysalf, and that ttaay basically, aa far as I

2 was concerned, blav ay cover. And Z was dlaplaasad with

3 this as wall.

4 Q You in fact andad up giving soma aonay to tha

5 second source; is that correct?

sir. ^^^^^^^^land^^^^^^Hhad

7 reqpiested of Mr. Allen that $100 ba aada available to the

8 second source, basically for his tlaa and effort coalng

9 into New York City to aeet with us, and I was

10 specifically instructed to draw $100 froa soae CZA fund,

11 which there was a receipt for, to give to the sourde for

12 compensation for his, tlae in coalng down.

13 Q Now let a* ask you this with respect to

^^^^^^^sxhibit Nuaber 1. Is there anything in that

15 report that is inaccurate or that should be changed?

16 A This is a little over • year and a half froa

17 seeing this.

18 K8. HD6H2S: Maybe you would want to take a

19 few ainutes to read the entire report to refresh your

20 raoollection.

21 THE WITNESS: I really don't think that is

22 necessary. I will quicUy flip through it.

23 MR. WOODCOCK; Why don't we go off the record

24 while you take a look at it.

25 (Pause.)

esoKsnEo
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MR. WOODCOCK: Lat's go back on th« record.

BY MR. WOODCOCK: (Raaualng)

Q Major^^^^^^^^^lyou hava had an opportunity

now to raad througb^^^^^^^^VExhibit Hunbar 1. la

thara anything about it that you now in hindaight find to

b« inaccurata or that you would lika to corract?

A Thara is nothing apacific that I aaa in thara

that Z know to ba factually incorract at this tlaa that I

can raaaabar.

Q Mow Z gathar that upon ratuming to

Waahington, D. C, you vrota up thia raport and

diatributad it to Mr. Allan, aaong othara, la that

fflCDBSffltD
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eo«T«et?

A

Q

A

Y«s, sir.

Old anyon* •!• r«c«lv« it?

y«s, sir. B«ln9 in a position of an outsider

at CIA, I was a littls uncomfortabls with doing what I

axpsctsd was Dirsctorats of Operations job and I

providsd, Z bslisvs, a copy of this to ths Dirsctorats of

Oparations^sithsr^^^^^^lorfl^^^^^^H^^ Z bslisvs

vas^HH^I^^^^H an<^^^^^^Hrsad also

provided a copy to Ouana Clarrldgs, Dsvsy Clarride

Q Whan you dslivsrsd

^ou discuss your sxpsrisncs vithi

A Yss, sir. Z bslisvs that is lAsn vs hsld our

convsrsation about thslr lack of Xnowlsdgs about ths

Hiddls Bast and Z bslisvs Z bscaas avars at that tias

that thsss vsrs ths saas guys that hs had dsalt with, I

bailsnrs, in ths prsvious suaaisr and had not had good

rMOlts with.

Q This is ths "two biabos" convsrsation?

A Yss, sir.

Q That would havs bssn, Z gathsr, shortly aftar

you rstumed froa Nav York?

INCtlSSSlfiE!)
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1 A YM, air.

2 Q Kov, did you also B««t with th« Dlractor of

3 Central Intalllganc* shortly aftar your ratum?

4 A Yas, air. I ballava It was aroxind tha 20th of

5 January Mr. Allan raquastad that Z go in with him and

6 brlaf tha Olractor on tha sourcas and thair usafulnass.

7 Q Was Mr. Allan of tha opinion that thasa raally

8 Bight ba uaaful aourcas?

9 A Yas, sir. Ha vantad to axplora tha

10 possibilitias.

11 Q What was tha purposa of briafing Mr. Casay?

13 A To obtain funds, sir.

13 Q Now whan you want to this briafing, who was

14 prasant?

15 A Mr. Allan and Z and Mr. Casay.

16 Q How did tha briafing precaad?

17 A Mr . Allan introduced • and said this is Major

^^^^^^^^^H Ha's tha taaa laadar of ay Hoataga Location

19 Task Forca, racantly foraad. As Z praviously briafad

20 y««» Colonal North has an intarast in expanding sourcas

31 on tastaga intalliganca gathering and aatarial and he

33 apant sobs tiaa with a couple of sources in New York and

33 ha would like to tell you about thea now.

34 And 1 very briefly auaaarizad ay contacts with

35 tha individuals up there and Z think Mr. Caaey aakad ma

lIltCtKSSIfIB
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1 1£ Z thought th«y v*r« vorthvbll*, and I indicated Z

2 thought that on* of thaa was worth pursuing. And Z was

3 asksd bow Buch aonsy do w« n««d, and Z think Mr. Allan

4 caas up with a figur* of $25,000.

5 Q Old you gat th« impression or did you gat any

6 understanding froB Mr. Casay that h« was faBiliar with

7 the OEA agents who were involved in this Batter?

8 A No, sir. He aade very few coBsents during the

9 meeting, to the best of ay recollection.

10 Q Has it aade plain to bia that this was a OEA-

11 generated effort, at least initially?

12 A Zt was aade plain to bia that this was

13 soaething that Colonel North had an interest in and that

14 there were two DEA agents involved at Colonel North's

15 direction.

16 Q Do you recall either^^^^^^^^Hoi

17 or both of thea, referring to having received fast boats

18 froB Colonel North?

19 A Z do reaeaber conversations held soaetiae

20 daring ay tenure at the Hostage Location Task Force that

^Hj^^^^Hand^^^^^fhad indicated that they soae

22 boats froa 0111*.

23 Q Sob* boats froa Olli*?

24 A Or a boat

25
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' Q Did th«y t«ll you vh«th«r th«s« boats vara

otor boats or ataaaars or what thay vara?

A No, air.

Q Did you hava any iapraaaion as to what thay

vara?

A I baliava Z had tha iaprassion at ona point

that ona of thaa vas a fairly quick boat, but I can't

tall you vhat I basad that
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Z b«ll«v« in our last

a««tlng you said that th«r« was a point vhars Mr. Allan

told you that Colonel North had one* told hia that the

Prasidant was willing to go to Laavanworth if it was

necessary to get the hostages released. Do you recall

that?

A Yes, sir.

Q Do you recall what the context of that reaark

was, how it caae up?

A I was arguing with Mr. Allen about what I call

the options paper.

Q And that is the paper that you submitted to

Lieutenant Colonel North on April 24, 1986; is that

correct?

A Yes, sir.

Q And we will get to that in just a moaent. So

tHis discussion occurred in the context of your

dlseussion of the options paper; is that correct?

A Z believe so, sir.

Q Now when Mr. Allen aade this reaark to you,

what did you understand hia to aean by reference to

Leavenworth? laAi^^i a#%A||P'!li

(191)
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1 A That Mr. Allen was tailing na that Mr. North

2 had told hlB that tha Praaldant had told — excusa ma,

3 Colonal Korth — that ha waa willing to go to graat

4 langtha to fraa tha Amarican hoatagaa.

5 Q Now whan you —
6 A And I aaaumad by that to includa activltlaa

7 which wara illagal, which I did not baliava.

8 Q You ara awara that Laavanworth ia tha aita of

9 a military inatallation, ia it not?

10 A Yaa, air. It aoundad peculiarly ailitary in

11 tha context and not aonathing lilca tha Praaldant would

12 aay.

13 Q Hara you awara at tha tima that Laavanworth

14 waa alao tha aita of a maximua aacurity Fadaral

15 correctional inatitution?

16 A Yea, air. Z'a awara now that it ia. At tha

17 tine, I waan't awara of it. I aaauaed that bacauae there

18 ia a ailitary one there, I gueaa I aaauaed that it waa a

19 Federal facility,- but it aoundad, the way it waa phrased,

20 it: 0eanded peculiarly ailitary in context and it sounded

21 n«k eaethlng that a civilian would aay.

22 Q Did you take it that President Reagan would go

23 to Leavenworth auid coaaand ailitary forcea to get the

24 hoatages out, that that waa what Colonel North waa trying

25 to convey?

wmms
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1 A I just took th« ••nt«nc« at fac* value, that

2 tha Pr«ald«nt was willing to go to Lsavsnworth If h« had

3 to. I think that was meant to construs actlvitias that

4 psrhaps wars not lagal, and X didn't baliava that tha

5 Prasldant, bacausa of Colonal North's rola in

6 axaggarating his ralationship with tha Prasldant, I felt

7 that that was probably an exaggeration as well.

8 Q And I gather you had had some exposure to that

9 exaggeration by that point; is that correct?

10 A Yes, sir.

11 Q How would you characterize trtiat Colonel Korth^

12 how Colonel North would exaggerate his relationship with

13 the President?

14 A I can't reaeaber or recollect a specific thing

15 other than the President asks ae three tiaes a week

16 about, and I was in Colonel North's office on a nunber of

17 occasions, ac you have seen froa his calendar, and Z

18 never saw, heard, or had any specific information about

19 any direct contact between the President and Colonel

20 Kerth irtiich was unusual, in ay opinion.

21 Q What do you aean it was unusual?

22 A If there was as auch a connection between

23 Colonel North and the President as he alleged, at least

24 during the four or five hours Z spent over there at one

25 period I would have heard "your meeting with the

vHmmi
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1 Pr«aid«nt" or vorda to that affact coma up. I navar

2 haard anything lika that. 1 navar haard that ha waa off

3 maating with tha Praaidant, to call him thraa or four

4 tlaaa a vaak. If ha vaa avallabla, yaa, ha waa available

5 or no, ha la oaatlng with aomabody froa CZA^^^^^Hor

6 worda to that affact.
^^^^^*

7 But I navar haard of a aaating that ha was

8 having with tha Praaidant. That ia why I considarad his

9 rola axaggaratad. It waa tha aort of thing — axcuaa ma,

10 I want to aaka a point — it waa tha aort of thing that I

11 think ha would hava told or aada a point, if Z had a

12 aaating with tha Praaidant today, Z think ha would hava

13 said that, amd Z did net haar that froa hia during ay six

14 or aight-aonth aaaociation with hia.

15 Q Zn othar words, you would haar aoaa ganaral

16 stataaant about tha fraquancy of aaatinga but you navar

17 haard any particular atataaant about a particular

18 aaating; is that corract?

19 A No, air. Z navar haard, othar than rumor,

20 that ha had aat with tha Praaidant. Z had haard that he

21 waa on« of tha individuals who was kay in convincing tha

22 Praaidant to go into Granada, but Z was not awara of the

23 specific instances. But Z did not know of any aaetlngs

24 that ha had with tha Preaidant between the tiae 1 was

25 associated with hia In Oeceaber of 1985 and tha time that

mmm. *j
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1 I laft that offlc* th« 24th of May, at th« and of May In

2 1986.

3 Z haard of no subatantlva contact betvaen him

4 and tha Prasldant.

5 Q And Z gathar what ha allagad during that time

6 was tha ganaral fraquancy of aaatin^s othar thani a

7 rafaranca to particular maatinga that ha had during that

8 pariod of tisa?

9 A No, air. Ha didn't allaga to hava had any

10 maatinga. Ha, Z think, axaggaratad hia contact on thia

11 ona maao that Z indicatad, that tha Praaidant of tha

12 Unitad Stataa aaka ma thraa tiaaa a vaak. Z aaauaad that

13 vaa through intaraadiariaa, that Adairal Poindaxtar vaa

14 aakad by tha Praaidant, and that Colonal North vaa tha

15 action officar to anavar tha quaationa. Z think ha

16 axaggaratad his rola in that aa wall.

17 That is basad upon an intuitiva faaling that

18 is difficult to daacriba at thia tiaa.

19 g Wars you faailiar with tha operation of

20 Ness's office at all, the rolea of individuala?

21 Jt K I knew the people who worked there, yea, air.

22 Q Prasuaably you had soaa expoaure to Fa%m Hall;

23 is that correct?

24 A Yes. Z met her on a nuaber of occaaiona.

25 Q And how about Craig Coy?

rnrnm
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1 A Y«s, air. H« was an Air Fore* officer

2 asaignad — or Coast Guard? H« was an offlcar assigned

3 to work for Colonsl North as wall as Bob Earl.

4 Q Bob Earl was also assigned to Colonel North?

5 A Yes, sir.

6 Q What were Craig Coy's responsibilities, as you

7 recall?

8 A Z know that he was not Involved with this

9 particular subject matter of Interest on the hostages. I

10 think I was told to sort of keep the sensitive stuff away

11 froB hla, or words to that effect. Z don't think he was

12 heavily Involved In the subject, and Z think he had other

13 duties.

14 Q Was he playing a najor role In policy

15 foraatlon, from your ability to observe?

16 A Z don't believe so.

17 Q How about Robert Earl? Nhat was his role?

18 A Bob Earl was acre of an action officer for

19 Colonel North, and Z believe Z once asked about his

20 x4||||lklonship with Colonel North, did he work for Colonel

21 uStth, and be said he worked with Colonel North, and Z

22 nade sentIon of that to Mr. Allen one tine and Mr. Allen

23 made It very clear to me that Colonel Earl worked for

24 Colonel North.

25 Q Were you able to observe whether Mr. Earl had

SiiULnc
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1 a )cnowl«d9a of tb« hostag* Initiative?

2 A Y«>, sir.

3 Q Did h«?

4 A Y«s, sir, as far as I was avars. If I could

5 not g«t hold of Colonsl North on a particular subject,

6 particularly a hot subj set, it was o)cay to talX to Bob.

7 That was ths quota from Mr. Allan.

8 Q Hov about, let's say, the DBA operation?

9 Would he have been knowledgeable of that?

10 A Yes, sir, I believe he was. He seeaed to be

11 Colonel North's backup.

12 Q Let ae put the question differently. Has

13 there any topic you felt you could not talk to Colonel

14 Earl aUsout in North's absence?

15 A No.

16 Q Now, in April of 1986 you coapleted an options

17 paper on the hostage question, and I'm going to have this

18 marked as^^^^^^^l Exhibit 2 and ask if you would take

19 a aoaent to look at it and identify it, if you would.

20 (The docuaent referred to was

aarked^^^^^H^B Exhibit

22 Nuaber 2 for identification.)

2 3 MS. HUGHES: Is this a good tiae for a break?

24 MR. WOODCOCK: Sure.

25 (A brief recess was taken.)

fe.;,^
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MR. WOODCOCK: Let's go back on th« racord.

BY MR. WOODCOCK ; (R««u«ing)

Q Maj or^^^^^^^^^B you hava had an opportunity

to ravlav what has baan aarkad aa^^^^^^^Vsxhlblt 2;

la that corract?

A Yaa, sir.

Q Nov, la that tha options papar you rafarrad to

aarllar in your taatlnony that you had a dlscusalon with

Mr. Allan ovar?

A Yas, air.

Q How did this papar coma to b« craatad?

A At tha initial aaating with Colonal North and

Mr. Allan in tha Old Exacutiva Building, Colonal North

indicatad ha vantad to axplora all of tha options.

Q And this is tha maating that occurrad in

Oacaabar of '85?

A Yas, sir.

Q So this papar ia in part tha fulfillmant of

tha purposa of tha CIA Hoataga Location Task Forca as you

uadArstood it; is that corract?

A Yas, sir.

Q Now this papar raally is dividad into what

appaar to b« two parts; is that corract?

24 A Yas, air.

25 Q Thara ia a covar naaorandua which Is addressed

^'^
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fro» you to Lieutenant Colonel Oliver North.

A Yee, air.

Q And in that ia a reference to the ama-for-

hoatagea option; ia that correct?

A Yea, air.

Q Then, appended to that are —
A A full r«mqe of optiona.

Q Za there anything about your diacuaaiona with

Mr. Allen that cauaed thia paper to take on a form that

appeara to turn it into two different papera?

A Yea, air.

Q What ia that?

A Th« aecond aection of the paper, you will

note, appeara to be a complete range of optiona. This is

what I aubaitted to Mr. Allen for the optiona paper,

vhiA I vaa intereated in aeeing be delivered to Colonel

North.

Q Then, when you subnitted thia range of options

ONcrra
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1 to Mr. All«n, what was his reaction?

2 A That Z had laft out an option.

3 Q That option being th« arma-for-hostaga option;

4 is that correct?

5 A Yas, sir.

6 Q So what happanad as a result of that insight

7 on his part?

8 A He asked ae — he directed ae to describe the

9 ams-for-hostages channel, and in fact I indicated that Z

been kept out^^^^^^^^^^^^^^and was

11 coapletely privy to all of the inforaation. And he

12 indicated that he would assist ae in the writing of that

13 portion, so Z drafted an option and he aade considerable

14 changes to that option in two different drafts.

15 Q Nov in the course of your discussion with hia

16 jUsout the aras-for-hostages option I take it that you

17 aade known to hia that that was not an option that you

18 favored; is that correct?

19 A That is correct, sir.

20 Q Did you tell hia that if you were forced to

21 slaply incorporate it into the paper you aight withhold

22 your signature froa it?

23 A Yes, sir.

24 Q Did Mr. Allen aake soae concession to you

25 based upon this position you had assuaed?

i/ffCDra
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1 A Y«s, sir. I indicated that I fait that ha

2 should sign this particular papar, zmd ha said, no, I

3 should taka cradit for my work. I fait that was rather

4 stranga bacausa ha was always insistent on signing the

9 weeldy reports to Admiral Poindaxter, and why ha would

6 want ma to sign the options papar, even though it was the

7 basis of my work, most of my work was what he signed in

8 terms of production of intelligence, struck me as

9 somewhat strange.

10 But after X had discussed, after Z had drafted

11 my first draft of the options on the arms-for-hostages, Z

12 had a number of what we call bullets, lines, that ware

13 drawbacks or things that I had problems with —
14 encouraging terrorism, the assumption to encourage

15 terrorism — and there were a number of items, there were

16 five or six different bullets, X believe, short blurbs.

17 Q Now did you negotiate with Mr. Allen about

18 presenting your views to Mr. North?

19 A Yea, sir. Z said if the paper had to go this

20 waq|J|M only way X would aign it is if Z was allowed to

21 s«fl#it to Colonel North and explain my reservations

22 about it.

23 Q So he acceded to that, Z gather.

24 A Yes, sir.

25 Q What happened then?
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1 \ 1 d«llv«r*d th« pap«r to Colonel North, Z

2 b«li«va at th« and of April, and discuas«d with Colonel

North ay rasarvations about tha back channel initiative,

the araa-for-hostagea.

Q Now you referred to it aa the bade channel

initiative. I gather that that haa a particular aeaning

to you, the tera "back channel"; ia that correct?

8 A I believe that waa the way that Mr. Allen

9 firat referred to it, and that waa aiaply the way it waa

LO referred to rather than talking about araa-for-boatagea

becauae it waa a generic term that you could diacuaa

without saying aoaething that in fact waa conaidered by

Mr. Allen to be very aenaitiva.

Q "Back channel" ia a term that ordinarily

denotea not tha ordinary coaaunicationa ; ia that correct?

A Yea, air.

Q Not tha ordinary chain of coaaend; isn't that

correct?

A Yea, air.

20 Q la that what you took it to aean in thia

21 instance, too?

22 A Yea, air.

23 Q Nov, did anyone elae other than you contribute

24 — and Mr. Allen — contribute to the itea that haa been

aa^^^^^^H Exhibit
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A Y«a, sir. Tb« basic pap«r that I vrota raally

vaa tha itasa^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^f

^^^^^l^^^^^^l^^l That vaa baalcally tha papar that

vrota, and that vaa a covpilatlon of afforta by many of

tha aaabars of tha Hoataaa tiscatlon Tar.k Forca taanl

and It vaa in fact,

vhila I draftad It, it vant through many drafts in its

procaaa.

And this back channal initiativa was tackad on

at tha and just bafora it was submittad.

Q So that you put it out for ganaral raviav

bafora you coaplatad it; is that corract?

A Tha back portior

not tha front piaca.

Q So that itaas^^^^^^^^^^^Hvant through

tha Hoataga Location Taak Forca parsonnal?

A Yas, air.

Q And you ratainad your aubordinata aditorial

aotlwrity ovar it; ia that corract?

A Yas, sir.

Q And than aubjact to Mr. Allan; is that

corract?

A Yas, sir.

IfflWStfifD
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1 . Q Mow, did you, as a result of your discussions

2 with Mr. Allsn, finally affix your signaturs to ths

3 blfurcatad vsrsion of ths options papar?

4 A Yas, sir, only with tha condition that I

5 axplainad to Colonal Horth ay rasarvations about it.

6 Q Corract, and your signature doas appaar on the

7 Exhibit, does it not?

8 A Yes, sir, it does.

9 Q A copy of your signature appears on the second

10 pa9«, or at least that page denoainated as 7437?

11 A Yes, sir, it does.

12 Q Now did you have a meeting with Colonel North

13 about this paper?

14 A Yes, sir, I did.

15 Q And that was soaatime in late J^ril; is that

16 correct?

17 A Yes, sir.

18 Q Did you bring to his attention your views

19 about the lead option, or at least the first option on

20 ife» the aras-for-hostagas option?

21 A Yes, sir.

22 Q How did that presentation of views proceed?

23 A Z said that while Mr. Allen had affected ay

24 analytical view, that he was acre of the opinion that it

25 was an effective option than Z was, and that the words

mmm
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1 tbmt. w* had coa« up with v«r« In fact mor* hi* than aln«

2 but a coaproala* v« did hava. Mr. Allan was

3 knovladgaabla that an aras-for-hoatagas daal had baan

4 auccaaaful in tha paat and that I had not baan Involvad

5 with thla, and ha affactad that thla analyala ahould ba

6 colorad by tha facta — l.a., that it had baan auccaaaful

7 in tha paat.

8 I Indicatad that daapita that it had baan

9 auccaaaful In tha paat, that juat bacauaa It vorkad it

LO vaa not naeaaaarlly tha right thing to do.

Q In othar words, your position vaa it ahouldn't

ba a U.S. policy avan if it did work; is that corract?

A Basically yas, air. It vaa bad businaaa.

Q And you convayad that to Liautanant Colonal

North; is that corract?

A I convayad that to Mr. Allan and ha was quits

irata with b«, and ha aaid goddaa it, Ollia knows all

thia. Just put tha words do«m.

L9 Q And that was how tha first part of tha report

20 cmm into baing; is that corract?

!1 A Yas, air.

22 Q Nov whan you got to Liautanant Colonal North,

23 I taka it this saating took placa in his offica; ia that

24 corract?

25 A Yaa, sir.

mmmj}
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Q Wh«n you got to his offlca did you axchanga in

a praaantatlon of your vlavs on thla flrat option hov you

dlafavorad It?

h Yaa, air.

Q Hov did that go?

A Ha mat for about an hour and 45 mlnutaa with

various Intarruptlona , and Z axpraaaad ay rasarvatlons

and By chackllat of rasarvatlons for ths first option.

And ha aald that 'a not axactly iirtiat you'va aald hara.

And I aald, wall, that Is not what Z'va aald hara, but

this Is ay opportunity bacauaa of ay aqrr««>«nt vlth Mr.

Allan to axprass ay rasarvatlons to you.

Q Now who alsa was prasant?

A No on*, sir. Just aysalf

.

Q Tha aaatlng Is Intarruptad parlodlcally and

that, I gathar, alongatas tha Ufa of tha aaatlng; Is

that corract?

A By phona calls, by Colonal North having to

stap out for a alnuta hara emd than coaa back and aay

v^jpii vara wa.

21 ' Q Now, was this discussion cantarad aolaly on

22 tha first option, or did you gat into tha othar options

23 as wall?

24 A No, air. Wa apant tha bulk of tha flrat part

25 of our aaatlng talking about that, and I axprassad ay

uirassM
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1 dl««atl«faction with that as a functioning option, and he

2 was quit* tightlippad about it and oads no conasnts on my

3 noting that it was against official U.S. Govsrnmsnt

A policy. H* mad* no conasnts on th« fact that it

5 encouraged terrorism. He made no comment on any of the

6 items that I brought up, with the exception of its effect

7 on the Gulf war.

8 And he asked if X thought it would have a

9 significant effect, and I said, based on the equipment,

10 yes, I felt that key items of equipment could have a

11 significantly adverse effect on the Gulf war.

13 Q And when you made that comaent, did he react

13 to that?

14 A He raised his eyebrows, I believe.

15 Q So Z gather this was not a rough and tumble

16 give and taXe discussion of the first option?

17 A Z expressed my doubts and he listened.

18 Q But he did not rejoin, for the most part; is

19 that correct?

20 A No, sir, which some what surprised me.

21 Q You were anticipating perhaps some real give

22 and take in the conversation?

23 A Yes, sir.

24 Q Do you recall, after this meeting, having a

meeting or in^^^^^^^^^^Ho^'ice?

^'ia^
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A _ I r«D«Bb«r at sob* tlm* going up tc

>f£lc« in do%mtovn 0. C, y«s.

Q~ Do you plac* it in tiaa, b«for« or after this

meeting with Colonel North?

A I'm not sure when it occurred during that

time, to my recollection.

Q Do you recall why it was you went to|

jffice?

'A To the best ot my recollection, he said that

he had some notes on items that we had previously held

discussions on, and Z said Z would like to get together

with hia to tallc about that and take some notes. And

land^^^^^^^^Hwere not very accurate

recordkeepers

.

Q Did they keep any records at all, do you know?

A After meeting with^^^^^Hin his office

was able to find or to see nothing that was written down

in any fora.

Q Here they able to compensate for their

apparent absence of notetaking with pazrticularly fine

rM»ll?

A No, sir.

Q Did thay suffer the consequences, then, of

having incomplete notes and incomplete memories?

A Yes, sir.

9i
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1 Q Now, was ther« anything about going tc

2 ^^^^^^Hofflc* that struclc you aa odd with respect to his

3 purported assignment to the NSC?

4 A Yes, sir. He was working in a rather — I

5 shouldn't say — well, it was not the )cind of office that

6 one would think is associated with the NSC. It was

7 snail, rather crowded, not very well furnished, and he

8 seemed to have no specific area dedicated to that NSC-

9 designated task. He seemed to be just another guy

10 working out of his DEA office at his regular job.

11 g Did you get the impression that he, along with

12 his NSC assignment, retained many of his ordinary DEA

13 functions and assignments?

14 A Yes, sir. Apparently he retained all of his

15 regular assignments. It was as though — it seemed to me

16 as though he had assumed his NSC advisory role as an

17 additional duty — I would strike NSC advisory role ~

18 his duties dealing with Colonel North as an additional

19 duty and that he was not given a special status or

20 project.

21 Q You were iible to leave your position, I guess,

22 sometime toward May of 1986; is that correct?

23 A Yes, sir.

24 Q During that period of time the record, I

25 think, now reflects that from approximately May 24 to May

TOP SECRET/CODEWORD
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1 28 tha McFarlan* dalegatlon vlaltad Tshran in an «ffort

2 to pursua the ams-for-hostag«s policy. w«ra you aware

3 that that was undar way or undarfoot at th« tlma that you

4 wars leaving?

5 A Ho, sir. I Icnow that I ballava Z want down at

6 th« end of May with the Idea that Z would sea Colonel

7 North before Z left, and Z believe at the time Z went

8 down there he wasn't in the office, and it seeaed to me

9 that they said that there had been an earlier

10 conversation where he was out of the office or he was

11 around sooewhere, but not there at the time that Z went

12 over, Z believe, that week to say goodbye.

13 He was not available to say goodbye to, and Z

14 was not informed of where ha was or what he was doing.

15 Q Were you aware of an increased activity on the

part of your associates^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^Hduring

17 this period of time?

18 A Z knew that there was increased activity on

19 the part of Mr. Allen. Z don't remember if

20 was gone yet. He was making efforts in the same way I

21 Bade an effort to get clear of this "bad business". He

22 was trying to effect his release from this task force,

23 which was originally slated to last only a short period,

24 say six weeks, and that we had been there six months

25 already. And he was working to see himself replaced as

nd^sfftu
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wall on th« tasX fore*.

Q War* you awar* In th« coura* o£ your tanur*

with tha CIA Hoataga Location Taak Forca of an Individual

by tha nana oCl

A Yaa, slrT

Q How did you coma to know hla, if you did coma

to ]cnov him?

A I knav that ha had baan claarad into tha two

subcompartments of tha program, and that ha on a nuabar

of occasiona had aasiatad Mr. Allan in tha adlting of tha

waakly raport.

Q Whan you say ha was claarad into tha two

subcompartmants you ara rafarring ^°^^^^|^^^^H ^"

ona?

A No, air. Not that. I was talking about tha

—

can I rafar to thasa two, tha|

subcompartmants

.

Q Lat ma put tha quastion diffarantly. Did you

undarstand or davalop an undarstanding that

in addition to baing claarad into tha two

uDcoapartmanta was also claarad into^^^^^^^^^^H or

did you hava any Jcnowladga of that ona way or tha othar?

A I didn't hava any taiowladga that ha waa

cleared into^^^^^^^^^^H I was awara that Mr.

used him for an editor and as a sounding board for some

:T/CODEWORD

slh'i^iu ill]
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Q Did you taow what hla poaitlon waa with CIA?

A I waa told at ona tiaa. I don't ramember

axactly what it waa.

Q Now, to put aona othar charactara in context,

you'va taatifiad that you mat Gaorga Cava aomatima, I

ballava, in March of 1986. Would that ba corract?

A Yaa, air.

Q Did you ]cnow what hla rola waa, why ha had

baan callad into action?

A Z baliava it waa bacauaa of hia akilla.' Z

ballava ha had aoma connaction wit

fintarprating or tranalating or

aoaathing to do vith^^^^^^^^^^H Z waa diractad, in

ao many worda, to kaap my noaa out of hia buainaaa and

did, and waa glad to.

Q I gatbar you than did not hava much

intaraction with Gaorga Cava; ia that corract?

A I mat him onca or twica and aaw him a number

of timaa waiting for Mr. Allan to return or at a meeting

with Mr. Allan, trying to gat hold of Mr. Allan.

Q And I gather you alao mat, while you were at

CZA, ^I^^^^V^i^^^^^^^^^^K ^*

A Yea, air.

Q Did you aver discuaa with thami
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or th« ams-for-ho8tagas program?

A I cannot recall a specific instance where I

discussed that with then. But I believe Mr. Allen

indicated that someone from the DO side was aware or

involved in that effort. ^g^^^^^^^^^
And you also ]cnew^^^^^^^^^|is that

correct? ^^^^^^*^*

A Yes, sir. I had known hia from a previous

assignment overseas as well.

Q Did you have any understanding as to whether

i^as either a participant or witting, as they

say at CIA, of^^^^^^^^^^^^^gthe arms-for-hostages

effort?

A I assumed he ]cnev at least a portion.

Nov, also about the tia* that you were getting

ready to leave the Hostage Location Task Force of the

CIA, there was an effort under way from the DEA agents to

release th« hostages. Were you aware of that? This is

towards tha end of May of '86.

A There were a number of efforts under way in a

number of different areas. I'm not sure which one you're

referring to.

TOP il»?.iF![P
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1 Q This one would have Involved ransom for

2 hostages in the amount of approximately $1 million a

3 hostage.

4 A There was some discussion of cash for the

5 hostages, but early on in my discussions with DEA they

6 mentioned it a number of times, but I, in terms of a

7 specific recollection, shortly before my departure I

8 don't remember. I don't have any clear recollection of a

9 $1 million amount for the hostages through any particular

10 intermediary.

11 Q When you spokti toH^^^^^Habout your

12 experiences with the DEA agents, did he impart to you

13 that he had cautioned the DEA agents against meeting with

their soxirce or any of their sources ^"^^^^^^^^^^^^M
15 A Z believe during — no, I don't have any

16 recollection, any specific recollection. There was some

17 discussion^^^^^^^Hbut in what regard Z can't be very

18 specific. You have to remember these were often 18 and

19 19-bour days, six days a week, and so things tend to get

20 fussy when you are very tired.

21 Q The DEA agent projects, let me turn to them

22 for just a moment as a general topic. Was it your

23 impression that Colonel North had somehow placed the DEA

24 projects into Mr. Allen's bailiwick?

25 A No, sir. It was somehow my impression that
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1 th« DEA agents w«r* almost uncontrollsd varlablas In the

2 aquation. As it was, th* DEA agants would typically, if

3 thay could gat monay froa CIA for a particular project,

4 would usa CIA sinca thay had, since my masting with the

5 Director of CIA in which I presented my view of the

6 sources and Mr. Allen asked for $25,000. Mr. Casey's

7 comment was, get it from the DO, the Directorate of

8 Operations, and that seemed to end Mr. Allen's efforts to

9 get money because he was not willing to go there to get

10 it.

11 Once Mr. Allen's role and failure to get any

12 money for them happened, then they seemed to lose more

13 Interest in Mr. Allen other than a source for information

14 or intelligence from time to time.

15 Q Here they a regular — were they in regular

16 contact with the Hostage Location Task Force?

17 A Thay were in regular contact with Colonel

18 North. On a number of occasions Mr. Allen would direct

19 me to get together with them and meet with them because

20 ha had gotten another call from Ollla that they had been

21 la oontact with Ollle, and my feeling was that Colonel

22 North wanted to have them work with Mr. Allen but that

23 the DEA agents preferred direct contact with Mr. North.

24 Q When Mr. Allen would ask you to have these

25 meetings with them, would you go ahead and have them?

HNfflSJERfB
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A I would tal)c to them on th« phon* or I would

m*«t with th«H, and I would b« in contact with them, i

visited then at their office one time. They came up to a

hotel one Sunday. I met them at Colonel North's office

once or twice. But I would say I've had a total of eight

to ten or twelve — maybe eight to ten meetings with them

during the five or six-month period.

Q Nov, those meetings, vera they of sore

frequency in the early part of your tenure than the

latter, or were they spread out evenly over the six

months?

A More frequent at the beginning, less frequent

late.

Q Any reason for the diminution of frequency?

A Personally I felt that they vera not very

useful as sources, that Z didn't really care to deal with

them.

Q Hera you eUsla to assist thea much?

A I was able to provide thea some assistance,

et cetera, and they would refer

questions to ma. I had soma reservation about

talking to them over an open telephone. They did not

have a secure line in their office. And so if we were

going to meat to discuss classified information I
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1 wouldn't do It ov«r an open phon*. So that hlndarad than

2 soaavhat

.

3 Q Do you )cnov whathar thay had any aacura

4 conmunlcatlona davlcaa, Ilka a KL-437

5 A I vaa not avara of that. All ny contact with

6 than vaa ovar tha phona or paraonally, ovar tha opan

7 phona.

8 Q Nov, do you racall having a convaraatlon late

9 ona avanlng vlth Mr. Allan vhara ha rafarrad to Ollla and

10 hla contra nonay?

11 A Yaa, air.

12 Q Hov did that coma about?

13 A Tha apaclflc context that It cane up In, we

14 vere talking about — I believe Mr. Allen and I vere

15 talking about money and he made an offhand remark to the

16 effect that Ollla vaa already Into hla contra money for

17 the hoatagea, that he vaa ualng hla contra money. And Z

18 knev that Colonel North had a role, acme aort of role,

19 some aort of deallnga vlth the contras. But I'm a Middle

20 East expert and that vaa outalda my area.

21 And Z vaa almply not Intereated In It.

22 Q And aa a Middle Eaat expert, Z gather you had

23 certainly an underatandlng of vhat the reference to

24 hoatagea vould mean; la that correct?

25 A Yea, air.

TOP
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1 g Did you hav« an undarstandlng froa th« remark

2 as to hov It was that monias aarmarlced for th* contras

3 would and up balng used for th* hostages?

4 A No, sir. And I did not ask. I did not know

5 If this was officially appropriated fiinds or private

6 funds or govemfflent funds or what sort of funds they

7 were. He just aade the fact that Ollie was already into

8 his contra money for the hostages, that It was a remark

9 made in the context of monies in general, and that there

10 was a shortage of fvmds in efforts to free the hostages.

11 Q Old that shortage relate to the particular

12 projects that were under way to seek the release of the

13 hostages?

14 A I don't remember what the context specifically

15 was in reference to. I think it had to do with paying

16 sources, and Z knew that there were certainly funds

17 available for the collection of Intelligence and that no

18 efforts were spared in that regard. But that generally

19 in terms of monies being paid, it was for sources or to

20 get access to sources.

21 Q Now, the sources were these, the OEA sources,

22 or were there more sources than just DEA sources that

23 were in need of payment?

24 A I don't remember specifically what the

25 conversation was referring to, simply that there was a
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1 sbortag* of funds, that Colonel North's funds for these

2 efforts were short.

3 Q For the hostage efforts?

4 A Yes, sir.

5 Q And that he, as a result, was resorting to or

6 digging into contra money?

7 A Yes, sir.

8 Q Let me ask more generally and outside the

9 context of this particular conversation —
10 MS. HUGHES: Off the record for a second.

11 (A discussion was held off the record.)

12 BY MR. WOODCOCK: (Resuming)

13 Q Do you recall when this conversation occurred?

14 AX would estimate it was at least halfway

15 through my tenure, my five or six-month tenure at the

16 Hostage Iiocation Task Force, which would put it somewhere

17 in probably the March to April time freuie, Z would guess.

18 Q Can you relate it to your trip to London? Was

19 it after that?

20 A I can't place it specifically.

21 g How, during this conversation where this

22 remark was made I gather from your earlier statements

23 this was late at night; is that correct?

24 A Yes, sir. I assume that it could have been

25 any day of the week. I know that typically on a Friday

TOi
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1 night v« would 8p«nd till midnight th«r« preparing the

2 report, sooetimes 1:00 or 2:00 in the morning. During

3 the week we would run sometimes 6:00, 7:00, 8:00, 9:00 at

4 night, but Fridays were particularly brutal.

5 Q I gather no one else was present other than

6 Mr. Allen, or was his secretary within earshot, to your

7 knowledge?

8 A I don't recollect there being anyone around at

9 that time.

10 Q So it was you and Mr. Allen, to the best of

11 your recollection; is that right?

13 A Yes, sir. That doesn't mean there wasn't

13 somebody else around. I just cannot remember anybody

14 specifically being there.

15 Q Do you recall whether Mr. Allen's secretary

16 was even available at that point?

17 A Mr. Allen's secretary is located in a

18 different area. We were in the Hostage Location Task

19 Force spaces. Mr. Allen's secretary was located on an

entirely different down a^_^^^*^^^^^^^^^^^^L

Actually he had officea^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^and later

moved to ^*^^^^^^^^^^^| ^^ ^*

23 different office spaces at one time, and his secretary

24 earlier was at his office at the NIO for Counterterrorism

25 and later she moved down to his office with the]

TOP
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1

2 Th« secretary for th« Hostag* Location Task

3 Forca was locatad at our spaces, not Hr. Allan's

4 secretary.

5 Q I see. If this conversation took place when

6 you were putting the report together, then would there

7 have been a secretary still there to finish up the

8 report?

9 A Typically yes, sir. Her desk, however, was

10 located outside of the doors, and she wouldn't

11 necessarily have been privy to It.

12 Q Now I don't want to confuse yoor taatlmony

13 here. Do you associate this remark with one of those

14 late Friday nights that was a report-writing night, or

15 was it another lata night?

16 A I can only recollect that It was dark outside,

17 that I was sitting at the table very tired when Mr. Allen

18 made the remark. I can't associate it specifically with

19 the preparation of the report or any particular night of

20 the week.

21 , Q Do you recall writing out a list at one point

the^^^^^^^^^^^^^^Kfforts were

23 ongoing while you were the Hostage Location Task Force of

24 the CIA?

25 A Yes, sir. I remember writing what was

mmm-n
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t«ntativ«ly call«d th« Initiatives Under Way. Whathar

th« initiative* had any aubstanca or not, vm included all

of them, and there I believe, some^^H^^^H

reported initiatives. Some of these were spurious; some

were in fact not really initiatives but were just press

reflections of an initiative.

But we Bade an analysis of all of the reported

initiatives that vere under way and it became very

confusing at one point. Colonel North was doing things.

Mr. Allen was doing things. The OEA guys were involved

in efforts.

were aany, many people doing

many, many things

.

And I said I can't tell the players without a

scorecard. I need to write all these do%m, and at one

point I did and Z included thea all. And we had a file

on initiatives.

Q Mow who helped you put that together?

A Mr. Allen,^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

tmembers of

our teaml^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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1 canvassed avsrybody to say what Initiatives ara you aware

2 of.

3 At one of the biweekly Hostage Location Tas)c

4 Force meetings, when we pulled all the individuals In, I

5 threw it up in the air and said what initiatives are you

6 aware of. That is where the initial list came from, and

7 it was^^^^^^l and then as the list grew, it grew

8 larger and more complex.

9 g So I gather that some of these initiatives

10 were U.S. Government-inspired and some of them were

11 private Initiatives; is that correct?

12 A Yes, sir, apparently.

13 Q Now when you say "apparently", that is an

14 initiative, if it had a U.S. Government role you didn't

15 )cnow it; is that right?

16 A Yes, sir. X was not privy to all of the

17 initiatives under way.

18 Q Now, these initiatives, if you can rscall, how

19 many of them were associated with Lieutenant Colonel

20 North?

21 A That would be a hard question to answer. If

22 amybody was aware of them, in my opinion, it would be

23 Colonel North. He seemed to be more aware of ongoing

24 efforts. We kept him informed of things we became aware

25 of. He seemed to be the one, the keystone.

tI
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Q Would Robart Earl be awara of which ones would

be North initiatives?

A Ha vazy wall might. He would be more

knowledgeable about that than I would be, I assume.

Q Has this list disseminated?

A An earlier copy, yes, sir, was disseminated.

I provided a copy to the State Department, and I believe

Z provided a copy to the FBI.

Q Now was a copy of this, to your taiowledge,

left with the Hostage Location Task Force of the CIA when

you left?

A Yes,
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(A discussion was bsld off th« record.)

BY MR. HOOiXOCK: (Rssuaing)

Q Lst • put on th« rscord what you just said

whila v« v«r* off ths rscord. Major^^^^^^^Hvas

asksd whsn ths list of proj acts,]

^^^^^Hvas coapilad, and lat m« suanarizs his

tsstiaony.

Hs said that ths list was formally constructed

in Fsbruary of 1986 and that it was regularly amended

froa tine to time as new projects cans to the attention

of the Hostage Location Task Force; is that correct?

A Or alleged projects or alleged initiatives.
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Q H« also said that th« Hat vaa dlsaaalnatad

soaatlB* in March of 1986; la that corract?

A Yaa, air.
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(A dlscuaslon was held off th« racord.)

MR. WOODCOCK: L«t'8 go bacX on th« record.

BY MR. WOODCOCK; (R««ualng)

Major^^^^^^^Hyou with th«

Hostage Location Task Fores, I bsllsvs, until

approximately the end of May; is that correct?

A Yes, sir.

Q And you then left the Hostage Location Task

Force^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

^^ is that correct?

A Yes, sir.

Q Nov I believe in our last meeting you said

that you were eager to leave the Task Force; is that

correct?

A Yes, sir.

Q And that after leaving the Task Force you, in

your words, dug yourself a foxhole and kept out of both

Mr. Allen and Mr. North's or Colonel North's way; is that

corrvet?

A Yes, sir.

Q And I gather what you meant by that was that

you wanted to avoid being called back into the Hostage

Location Task Force; is that correct?
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A y«s, sir. Th« original agra«o«nt was very

short tara. It was supposad to ba six waaks. I had the

laprasslon that Mr. Allan, onca ha got his hands on ma,

was not going to lat oa go under any circumstances except

for tha fact that my pending reasslgnaant, which was

6 delayed 90 days, and I sloply did not Inform him that my

7 assignment had been delayed 90 days.

8 Z simply returned to the Pentagon on my

9 projected data of departure, which was at the end of May.

10 Q And as far as you ]cnow you vara not

11 discovered; correct?

12 A Yes, sir. ^^^^^^^^
MR. WOODCOCK: Major^^^^^^^Hl, you

14 can balieva it or not, Z have no more questions for you,

is and I appreciate your patience. Zt took longer than I

16 had anticipated, and Z know you cams hare later than you

17 had anticipated, and so Z thank you for your time and

18 patlanc*.

19 THE WZTNZSS: Thank you for having me.

20 MR. GENZMAN: Z have a couple of queatlons.

21 BY MR. GENZMAN:

22 Q Could you describe vary briefly the cause of

23 your eagerness to leave the Task Force? Could you just

24 summarize?

25 A Yes, sir. Z didn't want to be associated in

omssmFB
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1 any vay^ shap* or fora with vhat^^^^^^^^^Happarently

2 had lad ae to ballava was mora aras-for-hoatagas whan ha

3 told a* that tha laaua was not daad In, Z guaaa, April or

4 May. I aaauaad that thara vara going to b« aoaa aort of

5 afforts in that ragard and I didn't want to ba aaaociatad

6 with thaa.

7 I advisad against it, and ay counsal had baan

8 givan. Whathar it was ignorad or takan was a aoot point

9 at that point. I also, in tha March tias fraaa, daspita

10 tha eavaats placad upon aa, inforaad tha Assistant

11 Chairaan of tha Joint Chiafs of Staff in March that Z

12 baliavad that back in Oacaabar-Novaabar tiaa fraaa that

13 an aras-for-hostaga swap had takan placa, and his

14 raaction was sttinnad. Z think his words vara: Oh, Jaaus

15 Christ.

16 BY MR. NOODCOCXl (Rasuaing)

17 Q This was Ganaral Noallaring; is that corract?

18 A Yas, sir.

19 Q And vhwi you inforaad hia of that, you vara

20 aoting In contravantion to tha instructions you had baan

21 givan by Mr. Allan; is that corract?

22 A Yas, sir.

23 BY MR. GENZMAMt (Rasuaing)

24 Q Z hava ona furthar quastion. Z sight hava

25 nissad an aarliar ansvar. You aantionad aarliar that
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1 Oir*ietor Caa«y had talksd about getting Bon«y from DO.

2 A Yas, air. Ha dlractad Mr. Allan to gat tha

3 monay tram tha Dlractorata of Oparatlona.

4 Q And Z ballava you Indlcatad that Mr. Allan was

5 not willing to go to DO.

6 A Yaa, sir.

7 Q Can you giva tha raaaon for that?

8 A _I^baliava ha vaa involvad in aoaa sort of

9 btiraaucratic atruggla with 00, tha Dlractorata of

10 Oparatlona, and Z vaa vamad bafora going ovar to CIA

11 that it vaa a political minaflaid that I vaa atapping

12 into and that I vaa likaly to gat "both ay laga blovn

13 off". And ao I uaad ay contact ovar thara to try to atap

14 vary carafully.

15 Q Waa thia political Binafiald any part of your

16 raaaon for baing aagar to laava?

17 A Yaa, air. It la vary difficult to ba at an

18 agancy, a Fadaral agancy irtiich la aaparatad froa youra to

19 b« undar tha oparational control of an individual yat

20 afclll ba aavloyad by a diffarant agancy. I vaa a

21 Mtdiar, an officar in tha O.8. Aray aaaignad froa a

22 Joint Staff to a Fadaral agancy vorking for a guy in CIA

23 and aaaaabling a taaa of axparta froa all thaaa othar

24 aganciaa and had no trua oparational control ovar thaa

25 othar than vhat I vaa abla to influanca through ay
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1 piawBal will.

2 And I was abl* to do that for six montha, but

3 I vaa, franUy, vary tlrad of holding it togathar.

4 MR. 6ENZMAN: I hava np furthar quaationa.

5 Thank you vary such for your tiaa.

6 (Nharaupon, at StSS p.B. , tha taking of tha

7 inatant dapoaition caaaad.)

8

9 Signatura of tha Nitnaaa

10 subaeribad and avom to bafora • thia day of

11 ., 1987.

12

13 Notary Public

14 My Coniaaion Bxpiraat -

,2'
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IS January 1986

KEHORANCON FOR TBE RECORD

SOBJECT: Trip Rtpott

Partially Declassified/Released on 3f^6&S
under piovisions ot E 12356

by K Johnson. National Security Council

\. At tb« dlcactlon of LTC North oi tba HSC la coordlnatloa with ns.

Allan (1IZ0/C7) I undactook a two day trip to Saw Tock City to Mat with

two Deu9 Enfoccamant A^ancy (DCA) tourcai to avaluata thaa and any

Intoriaation thay had on OS hoatagaa In Labanon . Tba IndlTlduali

ialntalo a«tan«lva cootaetX'

tiay waraTolad by OEA a^anti

['"'^^^^^l^^^^^^V " ^*^"9 potantially utafoT lo~~ouc

afforta to tt9* Civa Aaatlcana cuciantly bald lo Labanon. I pcaaanttd

ayaaie aa a prlvata Individual, rapcasantlng othat bualnaaaBao who would

pay for ralaaa^d PS boatagaa. Two ttaatlnqa waca bald

SPECIAL ACCiSS REQUI'imiissmrK:
ER TS0095-87

!«;*./< <?/^1
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4. During botb ••tlo^s h« Indlcattd that ht prtfctttd to act aa anlot.cdlary for ho.ta,. Infor.atlon, and would ba\l[u^, to tr.5,"toLabanon to act In our bah.lf . a. va. not Int.ra.t.d Id ,at to, «y .".„
up front' to .aka additional InquUla. for ua but Indlcatad If ^
'^^^^^?*.Ill.E12aim-!l«a-iiM*rva^I.« light naad 'brlbt onav ta ,pr,4d

SPECIAL ACCESS REQUIRED
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14. B« Indicattd h« would b* contacttnq^B^i^Wfc ^° ttatt work:

In this caqacd and would 9«t back to ua witbla a waak.

15. Soucca ?vaIuatlon ;^[JBB*narqatle and pcobablv raaourcaful.
ha la fully awara of tha danqar^tnvolvad tot biaaali

Hla Intataat la bot
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24 April 1986

MEMORANDUM FOR: LTC OUv«r North
N«ttonal s«curt.ty Council

PROM:

N 7436

SUBJECT: Optiona to S«cur« tt)« R«l«aa« of OS e«ta9«B

Th* back channal initlativ* with lean could wall ratult in tha
calaai* of tba hoata9«t. Iran has aubatantlal lnflu*aca ov«c tb« captors
and probably could affact a ralaasa of Aa«ri.can hoataqai if Ayatollah
Khomeini intarvanad dlractly to giva h i_i_^appcoval, ayn though Iranian
in^^«nc^ov«^th^ho<ta«tt^] ; Ti 1 n I a hadmmi^m^^m^^^^^^^H^^I
^^^m^^^^^^^l^^^^P Tha Stataa to na<«
concaaaions to Itao. Iran la vary intacaatad in acqalrinq crucial
tlitacy aqulf

Partially Declassified/Released m II f^6 89
under provisions o( E 12J56

by K Jofiiison. Naiional Sectrir/ 'Jcuncil

uneii^siwEfl
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On« drawback to thia initiJtava is that aith^t th« Iranun Cov.tnmant
ot on* o( tb« factlona wUhin th« Gov«fn««nt might puSlicly •xpos*

y}Ha*iSS\i^^|^^
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DEPOSITION OF J. EDWIN DIETEL

Friday, June 5, 1987

IINflttSafl»T - * ^
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U.S. House of Representatives,

Select Committee to Investigate Covert

Arms Transactions with Iran,

Washington, D.C.

The Committee met, pursuant to call, at 10:22 a.m., in

Room 2226, Rayburn House Office Building, with Patrick

Carome presiding.

On behalf of the House Select Committee: Patrick Carome

and Bruce Fein.

On behalf of the Senate Select Committee: Paul

Barbadoro.

Also Present: David P. Holmes, Assistant General

Counsel, Office of General Counsel, Central Intelligence

Agency, Washington, D.C, and Paul Schilling, Office of

Congressional Affairs, Central Intelligence Agency.

(247)
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1 Whereupon,

2 J. EDWIN DIETEL

3 having been first duly sworn, was called as a witness herein,

4 and was examined and testified as follows:

5 EXAMINATION ON BEHALF OF THE HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE

6 BY MR. CAROME:

7 Q Mr. Dietel, for the record, my name is Pat Carome

,

8 I am staff counsel with the House Select Committee to

9 Investigate Covert Arms Transactions with Iran. Also

10 present is' another lawyer from our staff, Bruce Fein, and

11 an attorney from the Senate Select Committee. Both

12 committees were established -- I'm sorry, Paul Barbadoro' is

13 the attorney for the Senate Select Committee. Both

14 committees were established pursuant to resolutions and have

15 various enacting roles. The CIA was providefl^^th copies

16 of both the resolutions and the rules. I have today

17 provided you with another set of those rules for you to read

18 if you wish.

19 The mandate of both the House and Senate

20 Conunittees, which we are now — the mandate of both the

21 committees is to investigate the circumstances primarily

22 surrounding the Iran affair, but also the United States

23 Government's involvement with the contras. This deposition

24 is being conducted pursuant to those rules.

25 Could you please briefly describe your

IttUPi «ASMD,%
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' educational background, starting with college and law school,

2 and then briefly state the positions you have held since

3 law school, including year.

^ A I graduated from Southern Methodist University with

a 1964. ]|H|^^^^^^^m^^^^^^^^^H|
6 ^^^^H|H I went to law school at G.W. and graduated in 1969,

7 J.D. I went back to Georgetown and took an LLM and graduated

8 in '73, I believe.

9 I joined the General Counsel's Office in 1973 as

10 an attorney, and I have held various management positions

11 throughout the office, and now I am the Deputy General

12 Counsel.

13 Q What are the positions that you have held in the

14 Office of General Counsel?

15 A I was an attorney in what was then the General Law

16 Division. I was the Deputy Chief of that Division, I was the

17 Chief of that Division. I was the Associate Deputy General

18 Counsel and Deputy General Counsel.

19 Q When did you become Deputy General Counsel?

20 A 1982, I believe.

21 Q And you have held that position both under Stanley

22 Sporkin and under David Doherty; is that correct?

23 A Correct.

24 Q And you —

25 A For the record, not the entire time that Stanley:ie record, not tne entire
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1 Sporkin was the General Counsel.

2 Q You took that position during the time when he was

3 General Counsel?

4 A Correct.

5 Q Did there come a time in late 1985, November 1985,

6 when you participated in a briefing by two CIA employees

7 concerning CIA support for a flight to Iran?

8 A Yes.

9 Q When do you recall that briefing having occurred?

10 A The evening of 25 January, Monday. 25 January 1985.

11 25 of November, 1985. 25 November.

12 Q That was a Monday evening?

13 A Uh-huh.

14 Q Could you describe the events of that day that

15 pertained to that briefing, starting with whatever happened

16 before the briefing?

17 A My recollection is late in the day Mr. Sporkin asked

18 me to join him explaining that John McMahonhad called and

19 asked his advice about some activities that apparently had

20 occurred over the previous weekend. And Stanley asked me to

21 sit in at that briefing in his office.

22 Q Could you recall what time Stanley asked you to sit

23

24 A I cannot. It was late in the day, that's the best

25 I can pinpoint the time^ J^<ia% #nyi|\ the end of the workdaywmM.
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1 if not at the end. it may have been 5 or 6 o'clock, but it

2 was late.

3 Q Did Mr. Sporkin tell you when he had been in touch

4 with John McMahon before that on this subject?

5 A I don't recall if he did. He may have.

6 Q what did Mr. Sporkin tell you in advance of the

7 briefing about what had gone on?

8 A I don't have any recollection of our having an

9 extensive conversation. He just asked me to join him, and

10 these two' folks showed up and we sat down and listened to

11 what they had to say.

12 Q Who showed up?

13 A Well, I subsequently learned the — what I believe

14 to be the names of the two individuals were^flHHH^H and

15 ^IH^^^^V '^^^y were introduced but I don't remember

16 their names myself and associated with the meeting. I

17 believe those to be the names of the two individuals who

18 were there.

19 Q Before this meeting, did Mr. Sporkin tell you that

20 this was a highly sensitive matter?

21 A I'm sure he must have.

22 Q Did anyone else attend this briefing —

23 A No.

24 Q — by the two individuals?

25 A No, there were fQpWiVl)Pl^ ^^^ room, those four:here were fouwBVliPAP ^^^
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1 that I described.

2 Q And where did this meeting take place?

3 A In his office. Mr. Sporkin's office.

4 Q And about whit time Of day did this meeting take

5 place, that you can best recall?

6 A As best I can recall, at the end of the day.

7 Q So it was shortly after Mr. Sporkin told you that

8 the briefing needed to take place; is that right?

9 A Uh-huh, correct.

10 Q Who said what at the briefing?

11 A The best I can recall it was a fairly short meeting.

12 These two individuals — I can't be specific as to whicK of th

13 two individuals — described to us what had happened over the

14 previous weekend. But the sum and substance, they came in and

15 gave Stanley the facts as they knew it and basically left.

16 Q How long did that meeting take?

17 A I can't recall but I would guess 15 or 20 minutes,

18 maybe half hour.

19 Q What were the facts that these two individuals

20 related during the briefing?

21 A As I recall the facts, they described a flight that

22 had taken place. The purpose of the flight was to deliver

23 what I remember to be described as a part of a large shipment

24 of missiles, and that was — My recollection is they described

25 the first was delivered to Israel, and my recollection is there
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1 was a switch, that is, a trade that these missiles were taken

2 there and off-loaded for replacement missiles which were on-

3 loaded, and the objective was then to take the on-loaded

4 missiles on to Iran.

5 Q And you understand at this time that already missiles

6 have been transported from the United States to Israel, off-

7 loaded in Israel, and then on-loaded again with another plane

8 — I'm sorry — and then different missiles are loaded in

9 Israel. And then those different missiles are taken on to

10 Tehran; is, that your understanding of what was described?

11 A That's my recollection of what was described.

12 Q Was anything said about how the American missiles

13 had gotten to Israel?

14 A I have no recollection of that, and I have no

15 recollection of a fact that you just added, which was that

15 they were shipped from the United States. I don't have a

17 recollection that that was discussed or — it may have been,

18 I just don't have a recollection of that.

•(9 Q But you said that newer missiles arrived in Israel;

20 is that right?

21 A Correct. The point I'm trying to make is I'm not

22 sure I can say that they were originated from the United

23 States over that weekend. I don't remember that — the point

24 of origin of those particular missiles that weekend being the

25 United States.
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' Q But you do remember there being two events of

2 transportation: one to Israel and one from Israel?

3 A That is my recollection, correct.

* Q what was the volume of missiles that you recall

5 being discussed at this briefing?

6 A My recollection was it is in the order of 400 to

7 500. The reason I have that recollection is because it was

8 explained that it was the first of several shipments. I have

9 the recollection of the number 2,000 being discussed and it

10 struck me that that would mean there would be three or four

11 flights in order to deliver the totality. Now, that's my

12 recollection.

13 The problem I have is I understand that there's been

14 some dispute about that as to whether or not I have the time

15 right in not confusing it with what may have transpired

16 several months later. My recollection was constructed a year

17 after all these events, that is, in November of '86.

18 Q You are sure that you were at a briefing on

19 November 25th; is that right?

20 A Absolutely, and missiles were discussed at that

21 briefing, to the best of my recollection.

22 Q Is what you are not sure about whether it was —

23 A Whether I —

24 Q — Tows or Hawks that were discussed?

25 A I have no recollection of anjL. specific missile. Whatno recollection of aPlL. spec
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I have a recollection of is numbers in the 2,000 and only

2 roughly a fourth of those could be taken at any one time.

3 Now, whether I am confusing that with information I may have

^ learned later, I can't be certain because I've only had to

5 reconstruct this and think about it in November of '86. But

6 when I originally tried to reconstruct it, my recollection

7 was they were talking about 2,000 in November.

8 Q Putting the question of numbers aside, do you have

9 a firm recollection that at the November 25th briefing it was

10 discussed 'that there had already been one flight and that

11 that was the first of a series of flights to deliver a larger

12 total amount of material?

13 A My recollection in that respect is really tied to

14 the numbers, because I had this distinct recollection of

15 the 2,000 number and a quarter of it is all that the plane

16 could take at one time. That's why I have this recollection

17 of several flights having to be made in order to make the

18 total delivery.

19 Q At the time you were — withdraw that.

20 When over the weekend did you understand this

21 flight to have occurred?

22 A I'm not sure it was described in any particular

23 timetable at the meeting. It had just occurred over the

24 weekend.

25 Q Would it surprise you that it seems that the plane

lUluLHudirifiipi
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' involved may have still been in the air on its return

2 journey from Iran at the time you were meeting?

3 A It wouldn't surprise me because I was subsequently

* trying to reconstruct and I've heard others describe what

5 they knew the facts to be, no.

" Q Was the question of the need for finding, or the

7 possible need for a covert action finding, discussed between
:2- j>- •^-

8 you and Mr. Sporkin before this briefing took place?

9 A I don't have any recollection of the discussion

10 we had before the meeting took place, if we had any at all.

11 Q You don't recall whether or not Mr. Sporkin said

12 John McMahon says we need a finding on this question?

13 A No, I don't have any recollection of whether he

14 said that or not. I'm not saying he didn't say it, I'm

15 saying I have no recollection of his having had a discussion

16 with me in that regard at all.

17 Q Do you recall yourself or someone else telling

18 George Clarke before this briefing occurred that he should

19 not attend the briefing because it was too sensitive a

20 matter?

21 A No.

22 Q What types of questions did you or Mr. Sporkin

23 ask the CIA employees that came over to do the briefing?

24 A I don't have any recollection of our asking

25 particular questions at all.
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' Q What was it that Mr. Sporkin wanted to find out?

2 A What had transpired over the weekend and what John

"* McMahon apparently was concerned about.

^ Q And what was it that Mr. McMahon was concerned

5 about, as you understood it at the time?

° A Well, I had had no direct conversations with him so

7 I don't know that I gave that any thought at the time since

8 the question as you ask it, we were there to try to understand

9 what had happened and then advise McMahon if anything should

10 be done aboUt it.

11 Q When you say that a certain eunount of missiles had

12 already been moved the previous weekend, did you understand

13 that missiles had moved both to Israel and from Israel?

14 A That's my recollection.

15 Q How would you characterize the attitude of the two

16 CIA employees who were briefing you at this briefing session?

17 A They came and they described what they understood

18 to characterize the events and answered any questions. If

19 you are asking me if it was hostile or anything like that, it

20 was not.

21 Q Were they nervous?

22 A They didn't seem to be.

23 Q Were they tight-lipped?

24 A I don't know what you mean by that.

25 Q Were they reluctant to explain the facts?

.i*^'*?
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' A Didn't seem to be.

2 Q Was there any mention of Lt. Colonel North at this

3 briefing session?

a
^ A I don'^'t have any recollection of thAt. I wouldn't

•' have known who that person was at the timely I '^^ never met

" him, so I'm not sure I would necessarily focus on whether his

7 name would have meant anything. His name wouldn't have meant

8 anything to me, so I'm not sure I would have focused on and

9 remembered his name being mentioned.

lU Q Was Dewey Clamdge's name during the briefing, to

11 the best of your recollection?

12 A I have no recollection of his name being mentioned.

13 Q How about Richard Secord?

14 A No recollection of his name being mentioned.

15 Q Richard Copp?

16 A No

.

17 Q What was said about the relationship of the

18 National Security Council to this flight or flights?

19 A I don't believe I — I have no recollection of any

20 reference to the National Security Council being mentioned

21 at the briefing of these two individuals.

22 Q What eibout the issue of whether or not this was a

23 mission involved or directed at obtaining the release of

24 American hostages? Was that something that you were aware of

25 during the briefing?

^:r^X\ imtmm^
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1 A I don't have a recollection of the two people

2 coming and speaking on that subject. I have a recollection

3 of that being thought of as the purpose, or at least one of

4 the purposes of this activity, but I can't associate that,

5 one, with the meeting or; two, with those specific days of late

6 November '85.

7 Q Did either of the CIA employees during the briefing

8 say anything at all about efforts to obtain rights to overfly

9 foreign countries during the weekend efforts?

10 A I, don't have any recollection of that in the

11 briefing.

12 Q Do you recall that that did not come up?

13 A No, I can't say that I have a recollection that it

14 didn't come up.

15 Q What was said about the question of the remaining

16 flights in the series of flights to be performed during the

17 briefing?

18 A The best I can recall is that they described the

19 activities over the weekend and that others were to have to

20 take place in order to complete the overall activity. I have

21 no recollection of their saying with any specificity when or

22 how those might be undertaken.

23 Q Did either of the CIA employees doing the briefing

24 ask is it okay for us to continue on with the additional

25 flights?

I. . *- V ^
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A I don't have any recollection of their asking any

such question.

Q Did either you or Mr. Sporkin give any indication to

the two individuals that further flights should not take

place until some further authority was obtained?

A I don't believe so. I don't have any recollection

of any such instructions.

Q What happened after the briefing by these two CIA

employees?

A Two people left and Mr. Sporkin decided that he

wanted some other advice and thought on what he should tell

John McMahon.

Q Did he call John McMahon immediately after the

briefing, to your knowledge?

A I cannot recall his doing that.

Q What did he do at this point?

A He called a second meeting, and that second meeting

occurred shortly after the two briefers left, and he asked

George Clarke and Bernie Makowka to join him.

Q Do you have a firm recollection that both of those

individuals came into this meeting?

22 A Yes, I do.

23 Q If I told you that Mr. Clarke firmly recalls that he

2* wasn't there, would that change your recollection?

25 A No, it wouldn't

liflifr^iSlyMtfFlHiT^
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Q What was discuss*»rt a«- *v,scussed at this meeting after the
briefing?

A Mr. sporkin described what he understood the facts
to be and we then discussed what should be done, if anything

Q Let me stop you right there. what did Mr. Spor.in
say about the facts as he understood them at that point?

A He basically described the flights that had
occurred.

Q You mean to say flights, plural?

A Yesj__^

>^^mean to say. my recollection is,, flights from
into Israel and from Israel to Iran. That's why I'm using
the word Plural. He described missiles - my recollection is
-- missiles being transported as I've described, as we were
told. And the issue was; is this Kind of activity require
a presidential finding.^ we talked about that and came to the
conclusion that our legal advice to the Deputy Director of
central Intelligence was that we believed that would be the
best course to take. And my recollection is he then asked „r.
Makowka to start drafting such a finding.

Q was there any discussion of whether or not Mr.

McMahon had himself raised the question of whether a finding
was needed during this meeting?

^

A My best recollection is that - let me strike that
and say: i have "o "collection that Mr. McMahon asked whe
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a finding would be needed or not.

My best recollection is Mr. McMahon asked for Mr.

Sporkin's advice. Now, let me add to that the fact that I

wasn't privy to the conversations between Sporkin and

McMahon. I have not talked to John McMahon on this at all.

My best recollection is and the way it was characterized was,

what should we do. I recognize that there seems to be some

difference of opinion as to whether or not Mr. McMahon asked

Mr. Sporkin, or suggested to Mr. Sporkin that a finding was

needed. ,

I can't be helpful on that because I have no

recollection nor did I participate in any conversation that

might reflect on that issue.

Q What were the factors that the attorneys at this

meeting considered as weighing in favor of requiring a covert

action finding?

A Whether or not the activities met the statutory

requirements, that is, whether or not these activities were

non4intelligence collection activities, and whether or not

they were of such a nature as to in fact involve the

employees of CIA as opposed to non£agency employees.

Q Was there any additional concern about the

political sensitivity of what was beiiw^Uft^ertaken and,

therefore, a greater concern to try to dot all the "i's" and

cross all the "t's"?
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1 A I can't associate a heightened political concern

2 with this particular meeting and the activities that same

3 day in our office. I know that certainly became a point of

4 importance over the next few weeks as this — and months — as

5 this continued, that our office continued to deal with the

6 matter. I can't associate heightened political concern on

7 November 25th, 1985.

8 Q In any event, at some point during the evolution

9 of this Iran arms transaction it became clear to you that

there was fi high -- to put it colloqually -- flaX potential

—

11 A Yes —

12 Q, — for this initiative; is that right?

13 A I think that was of — when you use that term, I

14 would suggest that that was a concern even that first day.

15 Q And what do you mean by that?

16 A That is, there was a very sensitive operation; few

17 people were to know about it. And i£ it was to be done and

18 be successful, it had to remain a very tightly guarded

19 secret.

20 Q In addition to just operational security, there

21 would also have been a large political problem if this came

22 out; is that right?

23 A I think that's correct.

24 Q Was there any discussion at this first meeting among

25 the lawyers as to whether or not the finding being discussed

jwlHbfartguiHfeirm
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would call for notification of Congress?

A I can't remember whether or not we discussed it

on the evening of 25 November or not. I now have no

recollection of discussing that particular point on that

evening.

Q In any event, at some point was the subject of

congressional notification discussed?

A It was.

Q And this is in either that evening or the following

day?

A Well, it could be, I don't have any independent

recollection of precisely when it was discussed.

Q When it was discussed, what was the nature of the

discussion?

A My recollection is we thought that certainly could

be an option that the President could choose to make. It

would obviously have to be a presidentially directed

construction. It couldn't be unilaterally made by the

General Counsel or the DCR, anybody less than the President,

in our judgment.

Q Do you know who raised the subject of

congressional notification? ^^

A No, I have no recollection who may have raised

that.

Q At this meeting, was specific language for a

rfwrMhHcaBfrtlmFP
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finding discussed?— and I'm going back again to the meeting

among the four lawyers on the 25th of November.

A I diSi'fKave any recollection of t4lk of word-

smithing anything'St th^^^lnt. ^Jly recollection was 4B

talked about the activities themselves that h«i. occurred and

concluded that a finding jShould be prepared and that Mr.

Makowka was assigneS^ that tsalc. ^^-

"l don't have em independent recollection of anybody

saying, well, should we use these words or these words or

those wordk. I don't have any recollectiotf^of those kimte. of

discussions taking place the SVeniWg of the 2?th of November.

Q Do you have any recollection of Mr. Sporkin

dictating something to his secretary that evening?

A No.

MR. CAROME: Would you mark this as an exhibit,

please? I will just call it ED-1.

(A document was marked

Deposition Exhibit ED No. 1

for identification.)

IMUSSIBEL
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J
BY MR. CAROME:

2 Q Mr. Dietel , I show you what has been marked as

3 Exhibit 1 to this deposition, and ask if you recognize what

4 that is?

5 (Witness perusing docanervt.)

g THE WITNESS: I don't know that I've ever seen

1 this before. I can speculate as to what it is from —

BY MR. CAROME:

g Q First of all, why don't I ask you, do you know --

4Q it says a^ the top, "From^HfP shorthand notes 25 November

198 5." Do you know what ^^Hrefers to?

A That's Mr. Sporkin's secretary,/

Q How does she spell her last name?

A

Q Is it possible that Mr. Sporkin dictated this

sometime on that evening to his secretary?

A It's possible.

Q But you don't recall that having happened?

A No.

Q Is the contents of these shorthand notes in

concurrence with your understanding of the nature of the

discussion among the four lawyers that night?

A I have no recollection of sitting down with a

piece of paper that night and focusing on specific language

of the finding. I'm not saying it didn't occur. I say —

imASSD.
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1 my point is I have no independent recollection at this point

2 of having something in hand that evening.

3 In fact, I have the opposite recollection. I

4 have the recollection that we, as I've already described,

5 talked about the briefing that we had just received and left

g Mr. Makowka with the task of coming up with language.

7 Q At that meeting among the four lawyers on the

g 25th was there any discussion about whether a direction

g should be given that no further flights take place without

further noljice from the Office of General Counsel?

A No, I don't have any recollection of such a

discussion or a decision to issue such an order.

Q Was there a sense of urgency that a finding be

gotten, drafted and on the record at that point?

A Yes.

Q Do you know where that sense of urgency emanated

from?

A Well it emanated from Mr. Sporkin. Mr. Sporkin

felt we ought to do something as quickly as possible. That's

why he had a meeting with the people that had some expertise

in this and why he set this in motion as quickly as possible.

And his idea was, to the best of my recollection, to have

something immediately that he could put forward.

Q Do you recall whether Mr. Sporkin' s urgency was

focused more on the planned additional flights or was it
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focused on the fact that the weekend activity had already

transpired?

A I believe he was thinking that this ^otal effort,

as the effort that had started and was in our understanding

going to continue, needed a finding in order to have a basis

to proceed. So he obviously didn't want to have a legal

impediment to that and set forth doing what he thought was

required, which was to produce a finding that could cover

this, the entirety of this activity.

Q ' Both past and future, is that right?

A Correct.

Q During this meeting among the four lawyers was

there any discussion at all of CIA assistance to obtain

overflight rights over any foreign country such as either

or any other country?

A I have no recollection of that. I have

subsequently learned that there was some — there was some

activities in that area, but 1 cannot associate nor do I have

any recollection of their being discussed on 25 November.

Q Was it primarily the flight activity by the CIA

proprietary airline that was, in your mind, driving the need

for a finding?
r
A Yes.

Q And you don't recall the question of overflights

and overflights assistance being a factor in the decision
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1 that a finding was needed?

2 A No.

3 Q How long did this meeting among the four lawyers

4 take?

5 A I would guess maybe a half an hour. That's the

g best I could narrow it down at this point.

7 Q So about what time of day would that be, by the

3 time this meeting was getting underway?

g A Well that was later in the evening, maybe 6:00

to 6:30. .

Q And how did the meeting end? On what note?

A The meeting ended with the tasking of Mr.

Makowka to draft the finding that we all agreed was

14 appropriate.

Q Why was Mr. Makowka selected to do this task?

A I can't have any specific recollection of that,

and I've tried to think about that since because normally

it would have been Mr. Clarke. That he's the individual

that was most heavily involved in the legal support to

covert activities.

On the other hand, Mr. Makowka had recently

become ^^^ ^IHB^^HHJI^^^^H^'^*^

problems associated with that, so that may well have been the

reason. But I don't know that I focused on that and have any

specific recollection and specific answer to your question.

JMIliMe*.
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Q Do you know whether Mr. Makowka had ever worked

on the drafting of a finding before?

A I don't know if he had or not.

Q As far as you know, he might never have been

involved in the drafting of a finding before?

A He may never have been.

Q Did Mr. Clarke ~
A Let me put it this way: I know of no finding

that he had ever been involved with.

Q And Mr. Clarke typically was the main person

involved in the drafting of findings, is that right, at this
^

time?

A I'm not sure I can say the main person,

the primary person at our offices

J»,

3 ^"^m^^^HjiHi

He was

who

I
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1 had the most expertise on that subject.

2 As you probably know, we have a lawyer who

3 resides at headquarters who also has expertise in that area.

4 So that is why I'm distinguishing between somebody at our

5 ^'^^mii^^llBi^^^lB^^ opposed to the very

6 few lawyers that we have at our main headquarters building.

7 Q And at that time that was Mr. Mayerfeld, this

g other individual; is that right?

g A Correct.

10 Q . And that was someone whose work Mr. Clarke

11 supervised, is that right?

12

13 supervisory responsibilities for Mr.

14 Q In any event, Mr. Makowka is told by Mr. Sporkin

15 that he is going to do the initial work on drafting a finding,

1g is that right?

U A That's my recollection.

Q And then what happens?

A Then we all leave, with the exception of Mr.

Makowka.

Q And was it your understanding that Mr. Makowka

was to finish drafting a finding overnight?

A I'm not sure that I would say that he was to

finish. I think the expectation was, maybe unsaid, but the

expectation was Mr. Sporkin wanted to begin looking at

.A-.-^r^fTSMmA^^yu
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•J
language by the following morning. And so the expectation

2 was Mr. Makowka would pen the paper and have something for

3 Mr. Sporkin to begin dealing with the next day.

4 Q What happened on this subject the following

5 morning?

g A I don't have any recollection of that. I

1 understand there was a meeting. I can't remember being

3 involved in that. I have no recollection of being involved.

g I may have but I don't have any recollection of it.

, MR. CAROME: Can we mark this No. 2 and 3.

(The documents were marked

Deposition Exhibit EO Nos. 2

and 3 for identification.)

BY MR. CAROME:

Q Mr. Dietel, I show you what has been marked as

Exhibit 2. It is stamped "Draff at the top and appears to

be a draft covert action finding. And I ask if you have ever

seen that document before?

A I've seen documents that resemble this.

Q Do you recall seeing that on Tuesday, November

26th?

A NO.

Q If I could just go back to the meeting the night

before among the four lawyers.

A Um hum.
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1 Q What was said on that subject about the subject

2 of hostages?

3 A I can't associate that subject being discussed

4 that night. I just don't have a recollection of that being

5 discussed.

6 Q Did it seem at that meeting among the four lawyers

7 that Mr. Sporkin had additional information about what was

8 going on above and beyond that that he had received from the

g two briefers?

10 A.I didn't have that impression.

11 Q I will show you what has been marked as Exhibit 3.

12 It is a two-page document. One is a memorandum dated

•J3
November 26th for Admiral Poindexter, and it is signed by

•j^ William J. Casey, and attached to it is a covert action

15 finding. And I ask if you have seen that document before;

1g and if so, when you saw it first?

A I have seen this document. I have no recollection

1g of seeing it in 198 5. My recollection is seeing it sometime

ig
in the November-December time period in 1986.

Q Exhibit 1, Exhibit 2 and Exhibit 3 — all

contain references to the ratification of acts that had

already taken place. Do you recall any discussion on that

subject either on the evening of November 24th or at any

other time?

A That was a subject of discussion. Exactly when

^isciiSfltL
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•J
the ratification theory was first brought up, I have no

2 specific recollection. It was in that time period discussed

3 with the idea that that might — that might be a legal

4 theory to support that which had already occurred.

5 Q Is it possible that that subject was discussed

g on the evening of November 25th?

1 A It's possible.

g Q Do you have a recollection whether or not it was?

A No.

IQ Q . What was said on the subject of ratification

when it was discussed? Whose idea was it?

A I have no recollection of an individual

proposing the idea. The discussion of a theory is — would

be whether or not it would have any legal validity.

Q And what was said on that point?

A I think those that were involved in the discussion

agreed that it may have a legal basis and there would be no

harm in trying to use that as a theory to cover that which

had already occurred.

Q And when you say cover, what is the purpose or

effect of the ratification?

A I'm sorry, I don't understand your question.

Q What was the purpose or effect of including a

ratification clause in the finding?
24 jz-

Well, the theory was that the President not only

UNCLASSra
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1 could approve that which is going to occur but that which had

2 occurred. And that was the legal basis on which the

3 ratification theory was proposed.

4 Q You said that the subject of notification of

5 Congress was raised either at the first meeting among the

5 four lawyers or around that same time. Do you recall what

7 was said on that subject once it finally was out on the

8 table?

g A My only recollection was that, as I've already

10 explained, , that that would have to be a decision that only

the President could make.

12 Q Was there any discussion to the effect that this

13 was an instance where notification properly ought not to be

made?

A I have no recollection of that kind of

1g discussion occurring.

Q What is your first recollection of anything

having to do with this arms itOr^Iran matter after the meeting

among the four lawyers on the evening of November 25th?

A The only other recollection I have was at some

point thereafter Mr. Sporkin may have described subsequent

events at a meeting or meetings which I was in — which I

was present. I can't be any more specific than that. I

have no way to pinpoint when that might have been, but the

best I can recall it would have been in the next month or two.
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1 That would be December of '85 or January '86?

2 A Correct.

3 Q And what do you recall Mr. Sporkin saying on

4 this subject?

5 A I don't have a vivid recollection of any

5 specifics. As I've already mentioned, it may have been that

7 in the later meeting or meetings he may have been more

3 specific in terms of numbers and the fact that I may now have

g that confused with the November 25th, 198 5 briefing.

1Q
' I can't be any more helpful than that because I

•)•) just can't sort out the details of those specifics and

•]2 precisely when I learned them.

<2 Q Let me see if I can sort out a few things. Did

—

^

you ever find out or wfere you ever told or did you ever

learn that the finding that you had discussed in late

November had been signed?

A Yes; but that was in the November 1986 time

period.

Q And in November '86 you learned that the finding

had been signed, is that right?

A I learned that a finding had been signed.

Q Did you connect that with the November '85

finding?

A I learned in the November 1986 time period that

John McMahon had written a memo of the record on, I believe,

JHUSmiL.
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1 the 5th or so of December reporting that he had been told that

2 a finding was signed.

3 Q Do you recall —

4 MR. CAROME: Why don't I just mark that memo as

5 an exhibit?

(A document was marked

7 Deposition Exhibit ED No. 4

S for identification.)

g BY MR. CAROME:

1Q Q 'Mr. Dietel, here is what has been marked as

11 Exhibit 4, and I ask if that is the memorandum you are

12 speaking about?

13 A It appears to be.

14 Q Did you see that at around the time it was

written?

A No.

Q You didn't see that until November 198 6 or so.

1g is that right?

A Correct.

Q In paragraph 3 of that Exhibit 4 there is a

reference to — "He informed me later that night that a

finding would be required," referring to Sporkin.

Does that refresh your recollection as to whether

or not a phone call was made to McMahon that evening?

A I have no recollection of him calling McMahon

1 1wm^.^^^^^^^pmjji
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1 that evening. I'm not disputing that there may have been a

2 phone call, I have no recollection of one.

3 Q In any event, in the late '85, early '86 time

4 period you did not hear anything about a finding being signed;

5 is that right?

6 A I have no recollection of that in that time

7 period.

3 Q In the January 1986 time period, were you aware

g that additional findings were being drafted and/or signed?

^Q A.I only knew, without any great importance being

^j placed on it, that Mr. Sporkin was at the White House working

^2 on this general subject. I'm not sure I can be any more

13 specific in my recollection than that.

1^ Q Do you understand that Mr. Sporkin was working

•(5 with Oliver North at that time period?

Ig A I'm not sure I knew the particular participants

<y at the time. I cannot identify any specifics that would lead

me to that conclusion that were associated with the January

*Q 1986 time period.

Q Were you contemporaneously aware that two lawyers

in the Office of General Counsel, a Mr. Roseman and a Mr.

Call, were working on a draft finding on the subject of Iran

in very early January 1986?

A I'm not sure I knew that at the time, and

certainly didn' t focus on ^t^ . .^hey would have been the
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1 logical persons if Mr. Makowka would have been absent.

2 Certainly Mr. Roseman.

3 Q During 1986 and before November 1986, were you

4 aware that the Central Intelligence Agency was involved in

5 shipments of missiles and other military hardware to Iran?

g A Repeat the time period you're interested in,

y please.

g Q At any time prior to the public disclosure of

g the Iran episode, during 1986.

10 A During 1986? Was I aware?

11 Q Of any shijanents involving the CIA of missiles

^2
or military equipment to Iran.

13 A Only what we've been discussing.

14 Q Only what you learned about in November, is that

what you're saying?

A No. I said that there were further dii1g
" nu. J. sdiQ tnat Tuiere were rurtner discussions

over the next several months about this general matter. I

do not recall with any greater specificity when that might

have been, only to have a fairly certain recollection that

it was over the next two months or so.

Q Prior to the public disclosure of this episode

we've been discussing did you ever learn anything relating to

the subject of diversion of funds from the Iranian arms

transactions to anyone?

UNGUSmiL
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Q When Mr. Sporkin left the Agency to go to the

Federal bench and he was succeeded by Mr. Doherty, do you
— il

know whether or not Mr. Doherty Was briefed at all on these

Iranian arms transaction issues?

A No.

You don't know whether or not he was?

I do not know whether he was or not.

Did you ever discuss these matters with Mr.

Subsequent to the public disclosures?

Prior to the public disclosures? Let me ask you

Q

A

Q

Doherty?

A

Q

that first.

A I have no recollection of any such discussions.

Q What was your involvement after the public

disclosure of the Iranian arms transactions in the CIA's

response to the disclosure?

A My first involvement was I was called on a

weekend, I guess it was the weekend of 20-something November,

and asked to come to the Agency and explain my recollections

to several people that were in the General Counsel's Office;

and among those people were Mr. Doherty, Mr. Makowka, Chuck

Cooper from the Department of Justice, one of his employees,

and there may have been others in the room.

Q Do you recall the date of that meeting?

A No. I could guess. It must have been over the
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1 weekend of 22-23 November. I believe that was the weekend.

2 Q That would have been following Director Casey's

3 testimony on the Hill on the subject?.

4 A I guess it would have if that occurred on the

5 21st. Did that occur on the 21at? :=r

5 Q I believe it did. -^.. *.

7 Prior to Director Casey's November^Zlst testimony

g on the Hill, were you involved in discussions about what had

g transpired in the area of the Iranian arms transactions?

10 A , I may have been. I don't have a specific

recollection of those discussions or involvement at this

12 point.

ig Q Returning for a moment to the January 198 6

time frame, do you have any recollection of hearing of the

involvement in these matters of Richard Secord?

A No.

Q Do you recall any discussions on whether or not

the Iranian arms transaction should include a third-party

agent or a middleman or a commercial cutout?

A My only recollection about the term "third party"

was in my mind I had it associated with Israel.

Q What do you mean by that?

A That is, that that was a term being used for

their participation.

Q At what point do you understand or do you recall

llwllB HluMV Uflui
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1 that subject coming up?

2 A In the November 1985 time period. It was private

3 parties. Private parties.

4 Q And that was language included in the finding

5 drafted over November 25th and 26th, is that right;

6 A Yes.

1 Q Do you recall why that language was included in

g the finding?

Q A My recollection was to miniinize any political

10 sensitivity in terms of that country being involved in this

11
effort. That's my recollection.

12 Q So that third parties or private parties will be

13

14

15

referred to rather than the country of Israel?

A That's my recollection.

Q Did it occur to you at the time that that was a

1g somewhat misleading description of the way the transaction

17
was being structured?

^P A No, it didn't.

MR. FEIN: Would third parties include Al/|ft

«- Schwimmer ?

^ THE WITNESS: The word "third parties" was not
21

-_ used.
22

MR. FEIN: Private parties?
23

THE WITNESS: I don't know — I don't know of
24

that individual. I don't know who that is. 00282

...• i irf>^ wii Ilk 111Btrtbf™"
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1 MR. FEIN: He was a private businessman in Israel

2 who, in conjunction with Ghorbanifar, initiated the Iranian

3 arms deals with the United States.

4 THE WITNESS: Well l!^^ no recollection of that
A

5 name.

6 BY MR. CAROME:

f Q Am I correct that you never saw any of the

g findings that were drafted or signed in January '86 on the
e

g subject of Iranian arms transactions until the story broke in

•JO
the press?

,

A I can't say I never saw a draft of the finding.

I certainly never saw one that was signed until, until the

time you're speaking about; that is, until after it broke in

the press. I never saw one that was signed. I can't say I

never saw one of these drafts somewhere along the way in the

November time period.

Q I was speaking of the January 1986 time period.

A I have no recollection of seeing or being

associated with specific language of drafts in the January

time period at all.

Q Do you recall at any time in the discussion of

this matter Mr. Sporkin directing that no copies of the

finding or findings be kept at the Agency?

A I have a very vague recollection of that type of

instruction in November 1985.

'-Jif^jiimminHin
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1 Q Do you recall that type of instruction having been

2 given with respect to any other finding that you've known

3 about, or is this unique in that respect?

4 A I don't know of any other such instruction, but

5 I'm not an expert on all the findings nor have I seen any

g great number of them or been involved in them. So I can't

1 say one way or the other that this is unique, or would be

g unique.

Q Q Is there any institutionalized manner in which

4Q someone at the CIA monitors a finding for which there has

been a Presidential instruction that there be no notification

of Congress for the purpose of deciding when it is that

Congress should be notified?

A Not to my knowledge.

Q Is there any person who has that responsibility

at the Agency?

A Not to my knowledge.

Q Aside from the particular shipment or shipments

of missiles that we have already discussed, do you know

whether or not the Clf^ Office of Legal Counsel been called

upon for advice on the subject of delivery of military hardware

and military materiel to Iran by the CIA proprietary airline?

A Repeat the question, would you, please?

Q Aside frcxn the matters of shipments to Iran that

we have already discussed, do you know whether or not the

UNI"! As;5M^
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1 Office of Legal Counsel has been asked for advice on

2 deliveries by these — the or a CIA proprietary airline of

3 military materiel to Iran?

4 A I do not.

5 Q You're not familiar with that subject coming up

g other than in the context we've been discussing about this

•7 morning?

g A I'm familiar with the subject coming up. Whether

g it came up in terms of our office being involved in requests

1Q for opinions on the subject is one I'm not familiar with,

those kinds of requests. I am vaguely familiar with the fact

that there may have been some other support that the

proprietary did only after learning about and reading what

has been in the press and been part of our own internal

investigation.

What I'm not — what I'm trying to answer for you

is whether or not I knew of any legal requests coming in on

those subjects contemporaneous with the events occurring,

which I understood was the point of your question, and I do

not know of any such.

Q What has been discussed on that subject more

recently?

A Oh, I have some vague recollection that there were

either requests for or support to the May flights, but this is

all information that's either been in the press or in

Jiaiyi^iim.
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investigations. I have no contemporaneous recollections of

any of this at the time the events were occurring.

MR. CAROME: I'm just about done.

(A document was marked

Deposition Exhibit ED No. 5

for identification.)

BY MR. CAROME:

Q Mr. Dietel, I show you what has been marked as

Exhibit 5, it is a page out of Stanley Sporkin's desk

calendar, at least that's what I understand it to be, and for

the date November 25th, 1985.

There is a 2:30 entry and I'm having difficulty

reading the subject of the entry, and I'm wondering if by any

chance you can help me with what that says.

A 2:30 entry?

Q Yes. It looks like it flows,J.ntQ^:45,^what is

written." ^- -^^

A It says, "Meetipg with thfi^eOOCI »» homosexuals,

10 minutes."

Q Okay. Do you know what that refers to? Do you

nNiik itAiMPtfjU I

'
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know whether or not that has anything at all to do with the

Iran transactions?

A I do not.

MR. FEIN: That was another flaw in Ghorbanif ar '

s

character.

MR. CABORE: Actually, t£ad no. idea that that's

what that said, but now'that you read it that's what it looks

I don't have any-other questions. -^

10 * ^^- BARBADORClt :^A^e some^ Do you want' to ask

11
yours?

12 **^' FEIN: I ^st have on« question..

13 EXAMINATIOJ^ ON_BEHALP OF THE HOUSE SELECP-,COMMITTEE

14 BY MR. FEIN:

15 Q In your experience was it unprecedented that a

16
middlemMp^ the type of Seco^j^ind Hakim wtaili_sell arps

that were- cbtaJjwdl^roB^e CI*^^iili& •e-ca^ed j>*ofit or

markjj,up as a paSt of Sfeir covert operationsr

1^
A I don't have enough experience with all the kinds

of things we do in this area to make a judgment. I have no —
I have no other ^exai^le o^^at happwiinsu^ I know of nonsuch

exeunple of thaT" happening . '"—l\ -:- ^

^ MR. FEIN: !Hjat's all I Inve. ^

IMASSIEIEL
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1 EXAMINATION ON BEHALF OF THE SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE

2 BY MR. BARBADORO:

3 Q Mr. Dietel, what did you do to prepare yourself

4 for this deposition today?

5 A I did nothing.

6 Q You didn't review any documents?

7 A No,

8 Q You didn't discuss this, your proposed testimony

9 with anyonel

10 A .That's correct.

J1 Q You didn't discuss it with Mr. Sporkin or with

12 anybody at the Central Intelligence Agency?

13 A I did not discuss it with Mr. Sporkin. I

14 discussed it with these two gentlemen coming down in a very

15 general way, nothing in particular about any particular

events.

Q Do you keep a calendar of your meetings?

A I have a calendar.

Q And you didn't review that calendar before coming

20 down here today?

A I did not.

Q Do you ever make notes of any meetings that you

attend?

A I do.

Q Do you know whether you made any notes of any of
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1 the meetings that have been referred to in this deposition

2 today?

3 A I do.

4 Q Did you keep those notes?

5 A I didn't make any notes.

5 Q Oh. I misunderstood.

7 A You asked if I knew if I made any notes.

8 Q Thank you for being so precise.

9 You did not make any notes of any of these

^Q meetings?

A I did not.

12 Q Do you keep working files on subjects that are of

12 concern to you?

A Yes.

Q Did you keep any files on these matters?

A No.

Q Could you describe for me what your job entailed

when Mr. Sporkin was General Counsel?

A Yes. When he became General Counsel I continued

to function as the second deputy in the office, which I had

been under the previous General Counsel, and the title of that

job was the Associate Deputy General Counsel, and the

function of that official or that officer was to be the

managing attorney in the office, to be responsible for the

management of the office in personnel matters, making sure we

UmmiEiEflm.
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1 had the right staffing and it was distributed correctly,

2 and spending a lot of time on management issues.

3 I continued in that capacity as Associate Deputy

4 General Counsel until the then Deputy General Counsel was

5 reassigned to another position in the Agency.

6 Q When was that?

7 A In the spring of '82, I guess. And at that point

8 I assumed the job of the Deputy General Counsel, but

9 continued to spend most of my time on the same issues I had

10 as the Assofiate Deputy General Counsel; that is, as the

11
managing attorney in the office.

^2 Q And you continued in that role during the entire

13 time that Mr. Sporkin was General Counsel?

A Correct.

Q How frequently did you meet with Mr. Sporkin?

A Very frequently.

Q What is the proximity of your office to his?

A Next door.

Q Do you each have your own secretary?

A Correct.

Q Do you feel that you had Mr. Sporkin' s trust?

A Yes.

Q Did Mr. Sporkin keep you informed of what was

going on in the office?

A Generally.
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Q Were there things that Mr. Sporkin was involved

in that he would deliberately not tell you about?

A Not to my knowledge. You need to understand that

there's two important facts. I spent most of my time on

matters that I was respoijeible for solving; and, two, I had

to be prepared to be the Acting General Counsel when he

wasn't there.

Now he was not absent very frequently, so 1 did

not have to spend much time making sure that I knew how to

10 deal with 'a particular matter in his absence. He traveled

11 very little and he was there 99 percent of the time, so I did

12 not concern myself with this second responsibility as much as

13 I would have had he been absent more frequently.

14 Q It strikes me that your memory about these events

15 is spotty, to say the least.

16 A It is?

17 Q c. -4^S there any document available that would be

18 helpful to you in refreshing your recollection that you have

19 not reviewed?

20 A Not to my knowledge.

21
I

Q Did you play any role inj^^^^^^^^^^^^B'T'

22

23 ^ I have^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H primarily when

24 Mr. Sporkin either wasn't available or was absent; and that

25
being very infrequently, I didn't routinely do that. I didn't

JMAMifa.
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review them necessarily on their way to him. In other words,

/ I wasn't the filter.

Q You anticipated my next question.

A I wasn't the filter of everything that went to

Stan Sporkin.

Q Have you ever met or spoken with Colonel North:

JJUCii£<U£lCa,
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1 A Never.

2 Q Have you ever spoken with Charlie Allen?

3 A Yes.

4 Q Did you speak with Charlie Allen during the fall

5 or winter of 1985?

6 A No.

7 Q Did you ever see Colonel North visit Mr. Sporkin

g at his offices?

A No.

10 Q Did you ever see Charlie Allen visit Mr.

11
Sporkin' s offices during the fall or winter of 1985?

A Not that I can recall.

13 Q Your first memory of having any knowledge or

^^ association with the Iran arms initiative was on November 25,

.,5 1985, then; is that, right?

A Correct.

Q And I just want to review that day briefly with

you to find out what you can remember and what you can't

remember.

You can remember being asked to sit in on a

meeting with Stanley Sporkin sometime on the evening of the

25th; correct?

A Correct.

Q And you remember that that meeting yas attended,

in addition to you and Mr. Sporkin it was attended by two
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members from the Ci;t(^^^^^^^^7

A Correct.

Q And you do not remember the names of the two

individuals?

A I do not remember the names of the individuals.

Q And you remember that the meeting was called

because Mr. McMahon had expressed some concern to Mr. Sporkin

about something that had happened at the CIA during the

previous weekend?

A , Correct.

Q You can remember that that something had something

to do with the use of a CIA proprietary?

A Correct.

Q And that that something concerned the use of the

proprietary to transport missiles?

A Correct.

Q Do you recall learning that that concern about

the proprietary and the missiles — strike that.

Did you learn about the missiles before the meeting

from Mr. Sporkin or during the meeting from the

officials?

A I can't recall that fine distinction. I can't

recall whether Mr. Sporkin described what he knew or had been

told when he asked me to come to the meeting. I have no way to

sort that out.
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1 Q You cannot remember whether any reference was made

2 to the National Security Council during the meeting; correct?

3 A I have no recollection of that reference.

4 Q And you cannot remember whether Colonel North's

5 name was mentioned during the meeting; correct?

6 A Correct.

7 Q You cannot remember whether Richard Secord's

S name was mentioned during the meeting?

g A Correct.

10 Q .

'^°^ cannot remember whether the subject of

11 hostages was discussed during the meeting?

12 A No. But I want to make sure that I'm clear that

13 it's my recollection that the subject of hostages was

14 discussed in this time period. I can't be precise as to

15 whether or not that subject was mentioned at the meeting

1g because the meeting was focused on what these two

iy people knew that had transpired in terms of the shipment

1g
itself. That was the focus of the meeting, what had actually

ig
happened in terms of their knowledge of what had been shipped

2Q and where and so on.

21 Q So you think hostages were discussed at some

point that day but you don't remember whether it was discussed

during this meeting?

A That's correct.

Q Do you remember whether anybody said where the

.t^t "liiwiiiilillPlftHiM
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1 missiles were transported from and to by the proprietary?

2 A I can only describe to you again my reconstructing

3 my recollection in November '86. And my recollection was

4 that -- I have the recollection of being told that missiles

5 were taken to Israel, off-loaded and other missiles in their

6 place were substituted — if you will, traded — and those

7 then weri taken to Iran. That*ff ny recollection.

8 Q So that I'm clear, you're saying that the CIA

9 proprietary was used to transport missiles from somewhere to

10 Israel and that those missiles were off-loaded and that other

•J1 missiles were loaded onto the proprietary and that then the

12 proprietary was used to transport those missiles from Israel

13 to Iran?

14 A That's my recollection.

15 Q And you -recall that being discussed at this

1g meeting with you, Mr. Sporkin and the two members from the

17 CI. __

A That's the best I can reconstruct what was

ig described at that meeting.

20 Q You do not recall what kind of missiles were being

2< shipped, do you?

A I didn't, I didn't — and I'm not a missile

expert, and I'm not sure if I was told I would know one from

the other. I don't have a recollection.

Q Do you recall whether they were missiles

\minL.
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manufactured in the United States?

A NO.

Q And you don't recall whether the missiles were

transported from the United States to Israel, do you?

A As I've already said, I have no recollection of

the origin of that original shipment to Israel. It may have

been discussed, I just don't remember.

Q Do you remember whether there was any discussion

about what the purpose of this shipment was?

A . Not at the meeting.

Q Do you recall any discussion about who had

authorized the use of the proprietary?

A No.

Q And you don't recall any discussion at the meeting

about obtaining overflight clearances?

A No.

Q And you don't recall any discussion at the

meeting about Dewey Clarridge?

A No.

Q Immediately following this first meeting there

was a second meeting with you and Mr. Sporkin; correct?

A Correct.

Q And that was attended by Mr. Makowka and Mr.

Clarke?

IHMIEIEII^
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1 Q And the purpose of that meeting was to review

2 what you had learned during the previous meeting and to

3 determine whether the activity required a finding?

4 A What should be done, I would characterize it.

5 Q Okay. And at this second meeting a conclusion

6 was reached that the activity that was described to you

7 required a finding; correct?
i

8 A That was our legal judgment; yes.

9 Q Do you know, do you remember who it was that

10 first came . to that conclusion?

•J1 A I don't remember that.

•J2 Q In any event, you recall that it was your

13 conclusion as well as the conclusion of the other lawyers

14 who were at that meeting?

15 A Correct.

jg Q Could you tell me why you thought a finding was

yj required here?

^Q A Because this activity was not an intelligence

•jg collection activity. It was something other than that, and

20 it seems to me that's what the language of the statute that

n* establishes the requirement for a finding mandates.

22 Q If the CIA proprietary were used to transport

oil drilling equipment from, let's say, hypothetically, the

United States to Spain. Would that require a finding, in

your judgment, if it were done solely on behalf of people

rtiJnUMI IW^Aff'WP'^ Pli i
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1 unconnected to the United States?

2 A Probably not.

3 Q In fact, the proprietary is used all the time by

4 private parties to haul any number of things and a finding is

5 not obtained; correct?

g A That is correct.

7 Q If the proprietary were used to fly something

3 into Iran by private parties or by other governments other

9 than the U.S., and it were totally unconnected to any U.S.

10 initiative,, would you have concluded that a finding were

•j'l
required?

12 A I'd probably want to know what was being

13 transported.

Q If it were something other than missiles or

military equipment, if it were oil drilling equipment, for

example, would you have felt that a finding would have been

y, required;

A I'd probably have to look into whether or not

there were any other restrictions on dealing with that

country or not.

Q Again, my assumption is still that these are

parties unconnected with the United States Government that

are going to use the proprietary. Would that make a

_ difference in your mind?

25

'.MUS^IL
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1 Q Would you say that if the people who are using

2 the proprietary to transport equipment to Iran were totally

unconnected with the United States Government that it would

4 not require a finding?

5 A No. I would want to know if there were any

g restrictions on dealing with that particular country. In

other words, if there were restrictions on trading with that

g particular country, I don't believe that we could sanction,

g knowingly at least, our proprietary doing that for private

^Q parties.

Q Okay. You were aware in 198 5 that there were

restrictions on the sale of U.S. military equipment to Iran

by any country, weren't you?

A I was not.

Q You were not? All right.

Well, tell me, in this case what — what I'm

getting at with these questions is to try to determine what

it was in your mind that caused you to come to the conclusion

that a finding was required in this case since you do not

recall any discussion about the U.S. Government being

connected in any way to this initiative —

A The U.S. Government was connected with this

initiative.

Q — other than by the use of the proprietary.

A That's enough.

tmASSiU,
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Q Could you explain to me what it was that in your

mind triggered the requirement of a finding here?

A Our Agency was involved in supporting this

activity.

Q Let me give you an example. Our search of your

records have shown that the proprietary was used^

and there was no

finding obtained.
I

Would you say that that was a violation of law?

A • I can't make a judgment on that without doing

some research in terras of what the restrictions are in terms

of dealing with Iran. I don't know the answer to —

Q Well, in your raind what was the difference between

what I've just described to you and the shipment,

'using the CIA proprietary, and the

shipment in November of missiles which you concluded required

a finding?

A I guess there was some understanding, and I can't

be any more specific than saying it in that way, that this

was part of a Government-supported progrsun. In other words,

it was not some, merely some private party shipping apples

somewhere.

Q And it was a Government-supported program in some

way more than merely having the proprietary used; correct?

A Correct. In other words,. it _yas not some private:. In other words,. it _vas
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party getting apples in Washington and shipping them to Iran.

Q I'm doing this to try to jog your memory because

it seems to me that there must have been some discussion at

this meeting about how this was in some way more of a

Government operation than merely the use of the proprietary.

A What meeting are you speaking of?

Q I'm speaking of the second meeting on November 25,

1985, where you concluded that a finding was required.

A I can't be more helpful to you, other than to say

I think it .was clear at that point that the activities were

in support of a Government effort with respect to the

hostages. It was a Government effort. It wasn't some just

private parties trying to get the hostages out.

Q So by the second meeting, you are quite sure that

the subject of hostages did come up?

A At least in that day^iort^o time period.

Q Well, if it —

A I understand what you're asking but —

Q If it played a role in your decision that a

finding was required, it had to have come up at least by the

time of this meeting; correct?

A I understand. Yes.

Q And you would agree, then, that it must have come

up, wouldn't you?

A It must have come up.

liMCUSSIfl£iL
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Q And it was your understanding, then, wasn't it,

that this initiative involving the transportation of missiles

in some way was connected with the release of the hostages in

Lebanon?

A Urn hum.

Q Can you give me any more information about how you

thought it was connected with the release of hostages in

Lebanon?

A I just don't have any other specific events or

matters of discussion that I can share with you. I don't

have any recollection that's that specific.

Q How about general? Is there anything else that

you can tell me about how this exchange of missiles was

connected with the release of hostages?

A Well, that was to me a primary or certainly a

major aspect of this whole activity. Now precisely when --

I can't be precise in terms of when we discussed or focused on

that particular aspect of the activity.

Q Did you understand that this was in some way a

United States Government effort to gain the release of the

hostages?

A Urn hum.

MR. BARBADORO: Just for the record, his answer is

yes.

mmm
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BY MR. BARBADORO:

Q Correct?

A Yes.

MR. FEIN: Could I just interject?

Why did you reach\bta»<t conclusion if the arms were

shipped out of Israeli inventory^ Why wasn't this an Israeli
1

effort to gain the release of the hostages?

THE WITNESS: That was simply a trade. That was

simply a trade.

MR. FEIN: What was a trade?

THE WITNESS: That is, missiles from United States

stocks were being substituted for those that were eventually

going to Iran. That was my understanding.

BY MR. BARBADORO:

Q Do you have any idea whether anything was said

about who in the United States Government was supporting this

initiative?

A No, I have no recollection of that.

Q Is it fair to say it was not your understanding

that it was a CIA initiative? Because then there's no

question that a finding would have been required; correct?

A That's correct. Yes. It's my recollection that

this was merely in support of, CIA was merely facilitating

and assisting.

Q In an effort by some other part of the United

iUiCUSSfflL
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states Government with this initiative?

A Correct.

Q Do you recall anything further at the second

meeting about the form in which this finding would be drafted,

what would be in the finding?

A No.

Q And you have already testified you have no

recollection of Mr. Sporkin actually sitting down and

dictating a draft of a finding at the meeting?

A 'No.

Q You don' t recall whether there was any discussion

at the meeting about the finding applying retroactively to

activities that had already occurred?

A I have no recollection of that being discussed;

it may have been.

Q And do you have any recollection --

A It was certainly discussed either that evening or

the next day. I do recall being present when it was being

discussed.

Q Who was discussing it?

A Whoever was present at the meeting. I can't be —

Q Okay .

A I can't be specific in terms of when it was

discussed and therefore I can't, obviously, say who discussed
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Q I'll represent to you that -- on a slightly

different subject -- that I took Mr. McMahon's deposition a

couple of days ago. Okay? And in that deposition Mr.

McMahon said that his concern as to why a finding might be

required was that the proprietary had been used, but that when

Mr. Sporkin returned and told him a finding was required,

Mr. Sporkin told him it was not the use of the proprietary

but the use of the CIA to obtain overflight clearances that

was the event that required a finding.

' Does that in any way refresh your memory as to

whether overflight clearances were discussed at this meeting?

A No. I mean, it's in McMahon's memo, but I am-

telling you I don't have any recollection of being involved or

even knowing about the issue of overflights until I got

involved in this in November of 1986 and having access to

McMahon's memo. I never seen it before and never had the

occasion to even know that this was an issue or had been an

issue over the previous weekend, apparently.

MR. BARBADORO: If we can go off the record for

just a second.

(Discussion off the record.)

MR. BARBADORO: Back on the record.

BY MR. BARBADORO:

Q When did you first see the finding that was

drafted in November?
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A I can't recall but wouldn't dispute that I may

have seen it Tuesday, the 26th of November. I can't recall

Sitting down with a piece of paper or being involved in

meetings on that day.

Q Are you reasonably certain that you saw it

sometime in November or early December of 1985?

A I'm not reasonably certain of that.

Q So you think you might have seen it at some point

but you're not sure?

A That's correct.

Q The finding is in front of you and it refers to

actions by private parties — is that the phrase that is' used

there?

A That's correct.

Q And your understanding is that "private parties"

made reference to the government of Israel; is that right?

A Correct.

Q Can you tell me anything about how you came to

that understanding?

A I have the recollection that Israel's involvement

was very sensitive, and I have the recollection that it might

be appropriate not to directly refer to that in the finding.

And it's a vague recollection; I can't remember precisely when

that might have been discussed but I assume it was very early

*<?!!*'..'»_. tlM£U££l£l£L
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Q The finding in front of you does not refer to the

desire of the U.S. Government to open up relations with Iran

as one of the purposes of the finding.

A Um hum.

Q Do you recall any discussion during this November

time frame about the desire of the U.S. Government to open up

relations with Iran as one purpose for the activity for which

a finding was required?

A Not specifically delineated as such.

Q ' Well, if you want to expand on that, please do.

A I don't have any recollection of that being a

point of discussion at the time period you're talking about.

Q Okay. Either general or specific, you have

absolutely no recollection of that being discussed?

A No, no recollection at all.

Q After that finding was prepared, or since you

don't know — you have no specific recollection of the fact

that it was even prepared —

A Correct.

Q After that meeting on November 25 when do you next

have a recollection of Mr. Sporkin raising this issue with

you?

A My recollection can't be precise in terms of time,

other than to say I believe it to be over the next two months;

that is, December '85 or January '86.

wmilSSlElEL
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Q Did Mr. Sporkin ever tell you whether this finding

had been signed?

A Not to my recollection.

Q Did anybody ever tell you that this finding had

been signed?

A I came to learn of the signing or not signing of

various finding in the November-December 1986 time period,

but not before.

Q And during the month of January 1986 did you know

anything about findings on the Iran arms sale being prepared

within your office?

A I cannot recall any events that associate my iseing

involved or knowing about it in that time period.

Q So you have no memory of any findings being drafted

in your office during the January 1986 time period?

A No.

Q Have you ever —

A Other than to include that I have a recollection

of Mr. Sporkin attending meetings at the White House related to

this general matter.

Q Did he ever tell you what these meetings were

about?

A He may have.

Q You can't remember whether he told you or not?

A Well, I've already told you that I have a
\J
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1 recollection of learning of these continuing events over the

2 next couple of months, and I've already mentioned to you I

3 may have the fact of the 2,000 number confused in terms of

4 time between the original November 25 meeting and events

5 that occurred over the next two months.

6 Q But do you have any memory of Mr. Sporkin telling

7 you anything about what he was doing going to the White

8 House in January of 1986?

9 A I don't think anything other than what I've

JO shared with you already.

11 Q Have you ever discussed this matter with Dewey

12 Clarridge?

A I don't believe so.

14 Q You are aware that Mr. Clarridge ' s testimony about

15 these events is that in the November time frame he thought that

1^ oil drilling equipment —

A Yes.

Q — had been shipped?

A Yes.

Q Do you recall any reference made to the use of the

proprietary to ship oil drilling equipment in this November

1985 time frame?

A No.

Q And you have no knowledge of anybody in the Office

of General Counsel discussing this issue with Mr. Clarridge

llELASSIfJEIL
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in the November-December '85 time frame?

A No.

MR. BARBADORO: That's all I have.

MR, CAROME: I have a couple of other things.

FURTHER EXAMINATION ON BEHALF OF THE HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE

BY MR. CAROME:

Q Just to clarify what you recall being told on

November 25th by theJ^^^^^H people, you recall being

told that it was a newer type of missile that was being

brought into Israel by the proprietary and that the

proprietary was bringing out of Israel an older type of the

same type of missile; is that right?

A Urn hum. Those facts were told to me in what I

now believe to be that original meeting.

Q How did Mr. Sporkin handle his transition out of

the Office of General Counsel? Did he brief Mr. Doherty on

what was going on?

A I was not present at any such briefings.

Q Are you aware of whether or not he did something

along those lines to bring Mr. Doherty up to speed?

A No.

Q Did he have any briefings with you to sort of

tell you some things that you ought to know now that he is

going to be gone?

A No.

iMiSSlflEIL
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•horthand note*, 25 November 1985

fi«vt been briefed on Che efforts being made by private parties

CO obtain the release of Americans held hoatage In the Kiddle

East. I find It In Che national Intcreat to provide whatever

V /
assistance necessary to aaslsc In Chat endeavor. Accordingly,

V.

I am ^Ir^ctlng the CIA co provide whaccver asslscance Ic can to

chose privaCe parcles In C^elr attempc co achieve Che release

of Che Americans held hostage. Such asslscance Is to Include che

provls^o^ of cransporcaclon , com.AunlcaC Ions , anc ochcr aupporc

necessary co achieve chls Imporcanc objecclve. I underscand that

as part of these efforts certain foreltn materiel and munitions may

be provided to the Governaen^ of Iran which is taking steps co

facilitate the release of the Americans held hostage.

Because of che extreme sensitivity of this operation, in che

exercise of my consc Icuc ional authorities I order the Director of

l. _

Central Intelligence not to brief the Congress of the United Scaces

as provided for in section 501 of the National Security Act of

1947, as amended, until such time as I may direct otherwlae.

This written finding ratifies all actions caken by U.S. Cover=-

Bene officlale in fureherance of chls effort. /

/ \

Partially Ceciassifieil/feleased orl.^^fii&i2^1

ijnder provli'.ns of E.0. 12356

by 2. Re^er, Nrticr.al Sec^iiiy Council

/

dU/^ J3S^

.33, V^^
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or S E C R E 1

UNCLASSIFIED 6R%e2'

rinding Pursuant to Section 662 of the Fofig n

Assistance Act of 1961, As Amended. Concerning
Operations Undertaken by the Central Intelligence
Agency in Foreign Countries, Other Than Those
Intended Solely for the Purpose of Intelligence
Collectfo"-y~

have b«*n briefed on the efforts being made by private
partieB^o obtain the release of Americans held hostage in the

Middle East, and hereby find that the following operations in

foreign countries (including all support necessary to such
operations) are important to the national security of the

united States. Because of the extreme sensitivity of these
operations, in the exercise of the President's constitutional
authorities, I direct the Director of Central Intelligence not

to brief the Congress of the United States, as provided for in

Section 501 of the National Security Act of 1947, as amended,
until such time as I may dirtct otherwise.

SCOPE

Hostage Rescue
Middle East

'ariially Dfciassided/Released on ^~la-f^&
untlcj provisions ol E 12356

by K Johnson. National Security Council

DESCRIPTION

The provision of assistance by the
:entral Intelligence Agency to
private parties in their attempt to
>btain the release of Americans
)«ld hostage in the Middle East.
Such assistance is to include the
provision of transportation,
communications, and other necessary
support. As part of these efforts
certain foreign material and
munitions may be provided to the
Government of Iran which is talcing

steps to facilitate the release of
the American hostages.

All prior actions uken
Government officials in

of this effort ari her
ratified.

by U.S.
furtherance

rfcby

The White House
Washington, D.C.

Date:

c^iih/ in^

mmm
TOP SECRET
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Ayv>iot>ji oc ynsi

cS Noverter 193S

Miy,0RA!OL'M FOR: Vice Admiral John M. Poindexter, U^^N
Deputy Assistant to the President

for National Security Affairs

SUBJECT: Presidential Finding on Kiddle East

Pursuant to our conversation this should go to
the President for his signature and should not be
passad around in any hands below our level.

Attachment:
As stated

CL BY 00CS074
RVW OADP.

CrrAj ^/o
'A-
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yNClAS^IFlEO
Section £62 of the

I ha
parties t

Che Middl
in foreig
such oper
the Unite
these ope
tutional
Intellige
as provid
of 1947,

autho^Jtie^ J d!rec''^H °n-''^
President's consti-

nce not to brief ^H V ^ Director of Central
ed for in SectiL Jni^^^"" °^ '^^ ""^^ed states,
as amended! S^tU such°ti'''

^^^i°"-l Security Act
,
until such time as I may direct other-,;ise.

SCOPE

Hostage Rescue -
Middle East

DESCRIPTION

The provision of assistance by theCentral Intelligence Agency to

nHt^J^^.l^^""^^^ -" «^^^i^ attei.pt toobtain the release of A^nericansheld hostage in the Middle East.Such assistance is to include theprovision of transoortation,
coir.-nunications, and other necessary
support. As part of these effortscertain foreign materiel and munitionsmay be provided to the Government
of Iran which is taking steps tofacilitate the release of the
American hostages.

All prior actions taken by u sGovernment officials in furtherance
Of this effort are hereby ratified.

The White House
Washington, D.C.

Date:

CxrA/ '^/a3
uifm

(317)
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S>

7 Oecenber 1985

\
\JH FOR THE RECORD

ECT: MSC Mission

* EXHIBIT

l.'VOn S«turd4y, 23 Novenber 198S. Ed Juchniewicz (sked m if I was
aware of all the activity transpirinq on the effort to get the hosuges
out. He showed ne a cable to asking that «e pass a nessage to the

charge froa the Deputy Assistant to the President for National Security
Affairs, The aessage assured the charge that only the Secretary of State
and Ambassador Oakley were aware of the operation. 1 told Juchniewicz
that I was unaware of the specifics of the operation but due to the

sensitivity of the operation. It was appropriate that we pass
correspondence between the NSC and the ambassadors overseas, but only

coainuni cations, that we could not be Involved without a Finding.

2^0jWJonday^h^5th of Novjeinber, while visiting the Office of the

000. B^B^B^BB^^BB«as present and had given Clair George a Spot
Report on a flight thatf^p^UHBJUH had made in support of the NSC

mission. I went through tn^overr|?a^po^ing cut that there was no way

we could become involved in any ifiplenentation of this mission without a

Finding. Mr. Juchniewicz explained that we did not make the
arrangements. When General Secor^ visited the Agency he tried to get

leads on airlines that night be available to move equipment to the Near

East in a secure fashion. We tol4 hln we did not have any such airlift

capability. However, Mr. Juchniewicz' said It was pointed out to General

Secor^ha^here was a connerclal airlift that night do it owned by^^^^BBBBMH General Secord then took it from there and made
arrangements for a flight on a strictly coimercial basis.

3. Somewhat distressed at tnis turn of events, I irrmediately

informed our General Counsel a fter confirming wiin Dewey Clarridge our

involvement. I instructed the! personnel to irmedlatelv go over and

brief the General Counsel and so advised the General CounMl at 6:15, the

evening of 2S November. He informed me later that nightyihat a Finding

would b« required, not so nuch from the airlift standpoi/t, but from our

involvement In Influencing foreign government officials^© assist the

mission. A Finding was prepared the next day. The Finding w» cleared

with tne Director who called McFarlane and Don Regan to ascertain that.^

indeed this had Presidential approval and to get assurances thit a i —,^
Finding would be so signed. After repeated calls to^AlSC personnel onv "^Q
27 Moveober and during the week of 2 December continuously rece1v1n5___;:ii^

reassurances of the President's Intent to sign the/lnding, we were

notified on 5 December that Indeed the Finding was signed. The President

directed us not to infonn Congress for the reason^ of the safety^_ind

secure release of the hostages until he so directed
"

^//V //2V UNCUSSIFltD
fi::'. ..^5j:

CL BY CCS^Jff?
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NAME: HIR216002

PartUy DMlMllM/RaiM^ed

RPTS DOTSON

DCMN GLASSNAP

mms,M
V^o\Tb-\M^\s-^

DEPOSITION or FATHER THOMAS DOWLING

Tuesday, August 4, 1987

U.S. House oi Representatives,

Select Committee to Investigate

Covert Arms Transactions with Iran,

Washington , D . C.

The Committee met, pursuant to call, at 10:05 a.m., B-352,

Rayburn House Office Building, Thomas Fryman presiding.

Present: Thomas Fryman, on behalf of the House Select

Committee

.

Henry J. Flynn, on behalf of the Senate Select Committee.

James E. Kaplan, on behalf of the Senate Select Committee

Also present: Frank U. Dunham, Jr., on behalf of the

Witness

.

-^ft ofcj

provWom o( E.0. 123J« V
Nalioful SMurity Council
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Whereupon. UN%WO
FATHER THOHAS DOWLIKG,

was called for examination by Counsel for the House Select

Committee to Investigate Covert Arras Transactions With Iran,

and having been duly sworn, was examined and testified as

follows

:

EXAMINATION BY COUNSEL FOR HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE

BY MR. FRYMAN:

2 Would you state your full name for the record

please ?

A Thomas Francis Bowling.

2 What is your occupation?

A I am a priest and also an executive director of

Latin America Strategic Studies Institute.

2 In what church are you a priest?

A The Old Roman Catholic Church.

2 Does that go by any other name?

A Old Catholic.

2 What is the distinction between Old Catholic Church

and the Roman Catholic Church?

A Papal authority, it put it simply. The Old

Catholic Church is not under the aegis of the Vatican. Its

primacy is in Ultrecht in Holland.

2 Is there a head of the Old Catholic Church

comparable to the Pope in the Roman Catholic Church?

UIHSSIFiED
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A No. The See of Honor would be something like the

Episcopal or Anglican situation where Canterbury would be

the See of Honor, but not necessarily a See of Authority.

2 Approximately how many members does the Old

Catholic Church have in the United States?

A Approximately, the last I have seen, and this is an

approximation, is around half a million.

2 And approximately how many members worldwide?

A Possibly a million. Hainly--the rest of them would

mainly be in Europe. Actually, I take that back. Several

million, because there is some in Brazil. In fact, I

understand there may be as many as two million independe°nt

Catholics in Brazil.

2 Is this church also known as the Celtic Catholic

Church?

A The Celtic Catholic Church is an independent

Catholic Church that would derive--its bishops would derive

its validity of orders from the Old Catholic line, so, yes.

Although it's just a small group within the, under the

generic term ''Old Catholic'*.

2 Are you a part of the Celtic Church?

A Not now.

2 You were at some point?

A I worked with them for several years, yes.

2 What years?

UNCUSSIFIED
Vr:Kbi
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A From about '^&'"Vif'*^9 until '85, I believe.

2 When you say you worked with them, what do you mean

by that?

A I was always under the tutelage of the archbishop.

Archbishop Verostek, who ordained me.

2 But you had an association with the Celtic Church

as well?

A That is correct, yes.

2 Could you describe that association?

A I actually had a small parish in San Francisco

under their authority where we practiced the Keltic Right.

2 But you remained under the direction of Archbis-hop

Verostek?

A Yes. Because he was my ordaining prelate, and ue

had an arrangement.

2 What sort of arrangement?

C
A Well, that I would work with the yj^eltic Catholic

Church but beyond his, I guess you would call it, general

C
jurisdiction. But, specifically, I worked with the ^eltic

Catholic Church.

2 When were you ordained?

A '75 .

2 Do you remember the date?

A Movember 15.

2 And where was this?

UNCtASSIRED
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A In San Francisco.

fi What church?

A Trinity Episcopal Church.

2 Uere you ordained as an Episcopal priest?

A No, under the Old Catholic Church by Archbishop

Veros tek

.

2 What is the relationship between the Old Catholic

Church and the Episcopal Church?

A They uere simply using part of the church for

services on a particular basis, this particular Episcopal

Church. In Europe, there has been inter-church union for a

long time.

2 But between members of the Episcopal Church and the

Old Catholic Church?

A Yes .

2 Do you go by the title Father Dowling?

A Yes , correct .

2 Where do you presently reside. Father Dowling?

A In San Franciscc

8 What is your present employment? You mentioned you

work for the Latin America Strategic Studies Institute. Do

you have a church at the present tine?

A I am associate pastor at a church in San Pablo,

California, Saint Monica's Old Catholic Church.

UNCLASSIHED
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full-time job?

HIR2 16002

2 Uou]

A Mo .

2 How much time do you spend there?

A If I an in the area, which I have been lately, I

practice, I have Sunday services and do some counseling, but

it is not by any means, at this moment anyway, it is not a

full-time job.

2 How many members are there in that church?

A In the parish itself, about 25 to 30 members.

2 Is there another priest?

A Yes.

2 Who IS that?

A Father William Arvogast.

2 Is he the priest in charge of the parish?

A Yes. He is the pastor.

2 And you consider yourself associate pastor?

A That is correct.

2 Are there any other associate pastors?

A No.

2 Oo you have an affiliation with any other church at

this time?

A No, I don't.

2 Now, do you still come under the direction of

Archbishop VerosteK?

A Yes.
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2

A

UNCk^e PAGE

What is the address of the church. Saint Monica's?

I don't have the number exactly. It is on^^^^^^l

Isan Pablo.

P-a-b-1-o?

Yes . California

.

What is your date of birth?

August 19, 19U7.

And your social security nunber?

A

A

Q

A

2 Where did you obtain your undergraduate degree?

A I went to the University of San Francisco in San

Francisco .

2 Did you obtain a degree?

A I obtained a degree through Saint Patrick's

Seminary

.

2 Do you have an undergraduate bachelor's degree?

A Yes . They add it onto the theology courses . I uas

a couple courses short when I left USF, so the bachelor's

degree is actually awarded.

2 When were you at USF?

A '65, roughly, to '69.

2 And you left a couple of courses short of--

A I uas a couple, yes, about two I think, two

courses .

2 Was there any reason you did not finish?

UNCIHtSSIFIED
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It was just a matter of not getting all the units

2 And you went to Saint Patrick's?

A Saint Patrick's Seminary, yes.

2 Where is that?

A Menlo Park, California.

2 When did you begin there?

A The fall of '69.

2 And you obtained a degree there?

A Yes .

2 When did you obtain that degree?

A In '74.

2 And uhat degree?

A A Master of Divinity.

2 And you also obtained a bachelor's degree?

A Yes. It may have been actually through the--there

was a college attached in Mountain View by the same name.

2 Is Saint Patrick's Seminary a seminary of the Old

Catholic Church?

A No.

2 What

—

A Roman Catholic Church.

2 It is a seminary of the Roman Catholic Church?

A Yes .

2 Were you raised as a Roman Catholic?
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A Yes

e

priest ?

PAGE

Was it your intention to become a Roman Catholic

A When I entered Saint Patrick's, yes.

S Why did your plans change?

A Well--let's see, that is a real subjective question.

I think there was a lot of turmoil in the church at the

time. My oun sense of what the church, what was going on m
the church radically changed through my seminary training,

and when I left the seminary, I was given the option by the

Old Catholic Church in early 1975 to pursue orders with

them. It wasn't a radical departure from Catholicism, in ray

opinion

.

2 Did you have the option to become a Roman Catholic

priest?

A Yes. X was never thrown out or expelled.

2 What is the relationship between the Roman Catholic

Church and the Old Catholic Church?

A Well, the Catholic Encyclopedia, which I spent some

time reading lately, defines the Old Catholic Church as a

church with valid orders, something like the Orthodox

Church, the Eastern Orthodox Churches. That is the status

the Roman Church gives it. It's technically not in union or

not m union with Rome, but, in other words, the actions of

an Old Catholic priest are considered to be valid actions

UMIiUSSIFIED
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sacramentally . just as the actions of an Eastern Orthodox,

Russian Orthodox, Syrian Orthodox would be considered to be

valid actions sacramentally.

2 Did you have to go through some procedure to be

received into the Old Catholic Church?

A Yes. It uas just a small ceremony.

2 Did that constitute a break of your ties with the

Roman Catholic Church?

A I would say the active ordination was the final,

was probably more of a break.

2 In your capacity as a priest of the Old Catholic

Church, is it your understanding that you can perform any

services on behalf of the Roman Catholic Church.

A Hot in the normal order of things, no.

2 What order of things could you perform such

service ?

A Canon 844 of the Roman Catholic Canon Law, Section

2, states that a priest in valid orders can in an emergency

situation or in a situation where there is no regular

Catholic, Roman Catholic priest attending to the Catholics,

then a priest of valid orders, a priest in valid orders,

it's permissible for Roman Catholics to attend that service

and receive the sacraments.

2 It is your understanding a priest of the Old

Catholic Church is a priest in valid--

\iHttJsa©
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Absoluteiy ,

2 Would that be true of an Episcopal Church?

A That gets questionable.

e What is the difference?

A There's a debate. I would say a dialogue, going on

right now between the Roman Church and the Anglican Church

over that issue. There was a papal announcement, a rather

strong one, around 1890 by Leo XIII where he declared

Anglican Orders to be null and void. Since then there has

been a lot of progress, and I would think the average priest

considers the orders are probably valid.

To ray knowledge, there has not been an official'

statement made regarding Old Catholic Orders.

2 And just for the record, what is the official

statement that you are referring to?

A It's in the Catholic Encyclopedia, another

of

f

icial--the Almanac, the Catholic Almanac, the official

Roman Catholic Almanac. And I believe in that statement by

Pope Leo XIII, there was a specific statement to the

validity of Roman Catholic Orders, but I am not sure of

that.

2 Have you ever served in the military?

A No . I have not.

2 Beginning with your graduation from Saint Patrick's

Seminary in 1974, would you just list the positions you have

UHASSIFIED
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272 held in the church chronologically?

273 A Sure. I was first attached to--there uas an Old

27U Catholic parish in San Francisco, Saint Justin's, attached

275 to Trinity Church where I was ordained.

276 2 What years were those?

277 A '75 thr ough--well , through summer of '76, and then

278 we set up. several groups set up an ecumenical chapel at the

279 Council of Churches Building, and I was involved in that for

280 about a year and a half, two years.

281 e So that IS about '76?

282 A I would say the middle of '76.

283 2 To '78?

28U A Yes, '78, correct.

285 2 And that was your only church affiliation?

286 A Yes.

287 2 An ecumenical Chapel?

288 A Yes. Several groups used to participate. There

289 was a Presbyterian group. The aegis was controlled by the

290 Council, San Francisco Council of Churches.

29 1 2 And then after that?

292 A I set up an ecumenical mission in the Tenderloin of

293 San Francisco called Saint Andrews. And it was mainly

294 geared for older people, the elderly. At that time,

295 particularly, there were thousands of indigent elderly in

296 the Tenderloin, and we had services, weekly services. I ran
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bus trips--in fact, one year I spent a year doing counseling

in one of the hotels in the Tenderloin.

e What year uas that?

A I think '79.

G 1978-1979?

A You mean the mission?

e The period .

A '78 to approximately '81, early '81.

S Did you have an affiliation with any other church

during that point?

A Well, at that time I started to work the Keltic

Catholic Church also. In probably early '79.

2 Is that the parish you described earlier?

A Well, the mission, yes, the mission uas in the

Tenderloin

.

Q Ue uere talking about Saint Andrews in the

Tenderloin?

A That is correct.

Q Ue uere also talking earlier--

A No . No , no

.

2 If you would just then--during the period you uere

associated with Saint Andrew's in the Tenderloin, uere you

associated with any other church?

A No, I uas not.

2 You were with Saint Andrews from '78 to '81?

uNeraFO
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That is correct.

2 And after that what?

A Ue continued Saint Andrews, but I moved it to a

Presbyterian Church where we shared facilities, the Seventh

Avenue Presbyterian Church. In other words, I broadened the

outreach from being in a rather--in the Tenderloin to a more

residential area of San Francisco.

2 Mas that move m 1981?

A That was in '81, yes.

e How long did you continue there?

A Through '84, actually.

2 And in that approximately three-year period, was

that your full-time occupation?

A No. I also worked with the San Francisco Chamber

of Commerce for several years in that period, '81-'82.

2 what were you doing there?

A X was the neighborhood business representative.

2 Any other church affiliation?

A During that period, no.

2 And then after 1984, what church affiliation did

you have?

A Well, '86--'85 I was doing a lot of house Masses.

Ue kept Saint Andrew's alive as a community by going around

to several house Masses, particularly among Nicaraguan

people. I got invited to do several house Masses, and we

UNCUSSIFIED
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would do them on a regular, i£ possible, a regular period of

tine. There was a retired Roman Catholic priest who helped

me out when I wasn't around.

e But this was still as a part of your work with

Saint Andrews ?

A That is correct, yes.

fi And that goes through '85.

A Pretty much, yes. Yes.

2 What after that?

A Then I joined up with Saint Monica's as associate

pastor right around January--! think it was early '86.

2 Now, other than your church activities, you

mentioned working for the San Francisco Chanber of Commerce?

A Yes.

2 You mentioned the Latin American Strategic Studies

Institute

.

A That is right.

2 What other professional activities have you had?

A I also worked in the travel business during the

late '70s for the local travel company. Gray Line.

2 Gray Land?

A Gray Line. The same as they have here.

2 What did you do there?

A I was in sales

.

2 Any other business activity?

UNCLASSIFIED
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Q What did you do for the San Francisco Chamber of

Commerce as a neighborhood business representative?

A I would represent the Chamber. There was concern,

particularly at that period of time, over the fact local

businesses were not sharing in the wealth, so to speak, and

there was a lack of concern for small businesses, so I would

go out to the small businesses and try to bring them in,

actually get them to be members, if possible, of the

Chamber. Ue worked on all kinds of street cleaning

projects, neighborhood restoration types of things.

2 Have you ever been employed by or have any contact

with any intelligence agency--

A Ho , sir

.

2 --of the United States Government?

A No , sir

.

2 You mentioned the Latin American Strategic Studies

Institute

.

A Yes.

2 What is the nature of that organization? Is it a

corporation?

A It is registered in the District of Columbia as a

nonprofit corporation. Its purpose is to promulgate

information concerning issues in Central America.

2 When was this founded?

UNMSIFIED
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2 Were you the founder?

A Myself and Cornelius Barrington.

2 Who is he?

A He is the Associate Director of the Institute.

Research. I would put it more directly, he is in charge of

the research library. We have developed quite a library on

Central America.

2 Is this a full-time occupation for him?

A It has been. yes.

2 What did he do before?

A He was a management consultant.

2 With what firm?

A I am not sure. He had something called, this is

Health Management Services or--he was in health care anyway.

2 What had your prior association with Mr. Barrington

been?

A I had worked with him briefly on developing a jobs

program for the indigent in San Francisco.

2 Was Linda Guell involved in the founding of the

Latin American Strategic Studies Institute? Which I guess

is also known as LASSI, its initials.

A Yes.

2 Was she involved with LASSI?

A Yes.

UN6{^SIFSED
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2 In what capacity'

A She offered a shell corporation. Western Legal

Foundation, which was inactive at the time, to us, to

reinstate it as LASSI .

UNetl^SIFIED
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Q Was the name changed?

A Yes.

2 So it really--! don't want to be technical about

this, but the organizational structure was in place before

1985, and there was a name change, is that correct?

A And a board change, et cetera. Place. Well, not

place so much as Dust a board change, name change.

S Nou, when the name was changed to LASSI in 1985,

who became members of the board?

A Myself, Cornelius Barrington, and Father Leonard

Smith

.

e Who is Father Smith?

A He is a retired Roman Catholic Priest living in San

Francisco

.

2 Were there officers of LASSI as well?

A Ves.

2 Who uere the officers?

A I am President, Father Smith is Secretary, and Mr.

Barrington is Vice President, and ue had some changes, so I

am not even--he may be Treasurer right now. I don't know

what the last papers said. But, anyuay , I was President-

Treasurer at first, and ue may have changed that.

2 What was the reason for changing this organization

mmmm
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that uas in eKistence into this new structure that went

under the name of LASSI?

A Well, it uas very simple. Instead of starting out

fresh going through the full process of applying for a new

organization, when ue were offered an existing organization,

ue just simply took that on.

2 Let me rephrase my question. What was the reason

you needed an organization?

A Okay. My thinking at the time, and Mr.

Harrington's, was that a systematic information network

needed to be developed exposing what, in my opinion, and

other people's opinions was going on in Central America,"

particularly regarding Nicaragua, but also regarding

economic development in El Salvador, Guatemala.

2 What were the deficiencies in this regard that you

had observed that made you feel there was a need for this

sort of organization?

A Well, I found a tremendous lack of information

getting out. If you want to put it on the side of the

democratic, what was happening in Central America regarding

the development of democracy, the potential for common

development, I found there was a tremendous amount of

information coming from groups that opposed the Reagan

policy, for instance, or the policies of the various

governments down there, except, of course, the present
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government in Nicaragua. And I just ielt that if I was

going to do anything, it should be systematic, that people

needed to get information.

e What was the origin of your interests in Nicaragua

and Central America?

A Well, you may or may not know, San Francisco has

about 50,000 Nicaraguans , the Bay Area, about 180,000. My

interest really developed by meeting several Nicaraguans

over the years. It was actually through my work at the

Chamber. I met several of them through small businesses, a

lot of them have small businesses. And they found out that

I was also a clergyman and they felt strongly, they invited

me to a few meetings of some groups they started, the

committees, or ad hoc things, and they were sort of feeling

very forlorn, particularly around '83 or '84, that their

point of view was not getting out.

2 So your interest in the region grew out of this

contact?

A That is correct, yes.

2 And you began reading publicly available

information?

A That is true. Books, you name it.

2 And you concluded that there was a shortage of

information

—

A That is correct. ^^IS."
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2 --from a particular point of view?

A That is correct.

2 And you began LASSI in order to meet this need?

A That uas basically the reason, to put it in a

systematic way, yes. I certainly didn't--

2 Nou you say Linda Guell turned this existing

organization over to you. I think that is a fair phrasing

oi what you said?

A Yes.

2 Did she continue to have any association uith it?

A She stayed on to help us with the books, accounting

procedures, et cetera.

2 Was she an officer?

A No.

2 Uas she a board member?

A No

.

2 Uas she an employee?

A On a consulting basis, yes.

2 Did LASSI open a bank account?

A Yes

.

2 Uhat bank?

A Sovran Bank in Alexandria.

2 Any other bank accounts?

A Yes. Ue had an operational account in San

Francisco .
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2 What uas the reason for an account in Washington,

D.C. if you and Mr. Harrington and Father Smith were all in

San Francisco?

A Well, our intention, if things had gone the way ue

had planned, uas to actually have a Washington office and

wor)<--I mean, I realized very early on if ue are going to

disseminate information that this is the information capital

of the world probably.

So I had absolute plans to develop a Washington

presence

.

2 Were the Washington bank accounts or bank account

and the San Francisco bank account opened at the sane time?

A Approximately, yes. I think they were opened— it

uas the early part of '86. I am not sure of the exact

dates .

e What bank was the account in San Francisco?

A The Hybernia Bank.

Q You described that as an operational account?

A Well, in the sense that ue did some public document

stuff. For instance, ue put out something called

Misconceptions of Facts Regarding Nicaragua, and we actually

put them out in San Francisco.

2 Did you receive funds from LASSI? Did you receive

a salary?

A I received expenses, and I received a minimal

Uf^SSIFSED
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n Bank or the Hybernia

Bank account?

A There uas--well, the only expenses were--I would say

Sovran. Sovran. When I say salary, income which I was

clearing

.

9. Did you consider the Sovran account the more

significant of the two accounts, the larger account?

A Yes , yes

.

e Do you know Adolfo Calero?

A Yes.

2 How did you meet him?

A I met him in San Francisco at one of these ad hoc

committees the Hicaraguans put together.

Q When did you meet him?

A It was sometime in February of 'St.

2 This was before you established LASSI?

A Oh. yes.

2 Do you recall who introduced you?

A It was at a meeting . I may have even gone up and

introduced myself. He was a speaker at a meeting in San

Francisco

.

& Did you talk with him for a period of time?

A No, not at that meeting. Maybe shook hands with

him.
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Did you see him on other occasions in '8><?

A Yes. I think he came out to San Francisco in June,

and there was an ad hoc committee set up to organize the

trip to San Francisco.

2 Were you a member oi that committee?

A Yes , I was

.

2 Do you know why you were selected for that

committee ?

A I am not absolutely sure, but I suspect it was

because oi my having been in contact with several people in

the Nicaraguan Community and also they knew I had had some

contact with the business community in San Francisco.

2 Did you spend time with Mr. Calero in connecti-on

with your work on this committee?

A In June?

2 Yes.

A Hot really, no. It was partly a social trip for

him, too.

2 Did you have other contacts with him in 198U?

A Yes. One more in September. He came out again to

San Francisco.

2 Uhat was the purpose of that trip?

A That was to speak to the Commonwealth Club. No,

wait a minute, I could be ahead of myself. It was to speak

to several groups of people anyway. I am not sure it was

UlieMSSlFEED
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60 1 tha Conmonwealth Cluh. S«v«zal ssEvica ozganlzations

602 anyway.

603 2 W«ra you involved in tha planning for that?

60^ A I did soma help, yes. Ua also had a church service

605 that he--uell, he actually didn't attend it because he was

606 late.

607 2 Did you have any further contact with Hr . Calero in

608 198U?

609 A Ho, sir.

6 10 S So you met him in February for the first time?

611 A Right.

6 12 2 And then he made two other trips, one in June and

6 13 one in September?

614 A Right.

615 2 Did you receive any money from Hr . Calero in 198i4?

616 A No. sir.

6 17 2 So all of the work you ware doing was on a

6 18 volunteer basis?

619 A Absolutely.

620 2 Kow, turning to 1985, did you sea Mr. Calero at any

621 time in 1985?

622 A Yes. I saw him in January of '85.

623 2 Hhat was that occasion?

62<4 A He had invited ma down to tha cam^sj

6 2s|^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^|and saw

UKOiASSIF^ED
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niani--and met hin ^^^^^^^^^^flater on that w««k, toward th«

end of Januaiy. I am not sure exactly when it was.

S He paid for your trip?

A Yes, he did.

2 How was that paid?

A I believe through his credit card, the flight.

S What about your other expenses?

A He gave me a couple, a few hundred dollars m
traveler's checks. It was a rather minimal amount.

2 Did he give you any other payment other than to

cover expenses for that trip?

A No, sir.

2 How long was that trip?

A naybe ten days

.

2 And did you accompany tlr . Calero on the trip, or

did you meet himi

A I met himI

2 Who accompanied you on the trip?

A It was one oi the Klcaraguans from Miami. I think

It was a gentleman by the name of Jose Tefel.

2 Any American accompany you?

A No, sir.

2 Did you meet any Amttxieans on that trip?

A I briefly met Congressman HcColluii|

2 Anyone else?

-=6^ ^S^
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A Hell, whttn I want to thtt canps, it saams liKa thara

uece several Americans.

2 Did you meet Rob Ouan?

A I met Rob Owen at the Hiani Airport ior like five

minutes. I was introduced to him.

2 By whom?

A Adolfo Calero.

2 Do you know what Hr . Owan was doing there?

A I do not. That was my first encounter. I had never

met him before .

2 Was It a chance encounter?

A I believe so. That was ay impression.

2 Was it your impression that Hr . Calero's meetiTig

with him was a chance encounter?

A It seemed like it was.

2 They just passed each other?

A Yes, exactly. Ha was going soma place. I think he

was going to Washington, I was going ^^^^^^^^^^^^H I

don't know where Rob Owen was going.

UN^SSIFIED
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HR. FRYHAN: Back on th« racord.

B5f MR. FRYHAK:

2 Father Dowling, bafota tha braak, ua ware talking

about youz trip with Hz. Calato^|^^^^^^^Hin Januaty 1975.

You indicated that tha tzip lasted approximately ten days

.

A Cozzect.

2 Youz expenses uere paid, but you received no other

conpensation ioz the tzip?

A Correct.

2 I believe we were talking about what you consi(I«red

a chance encounter with Rob Owen in the Hiani Airport as you

were leaving ^^^^H^f^^^g is

A That is right.

2 Hhat did you do on this ten-day trip?

A I went into the cami^^^^^^^^^^

\d had a religious

serv]
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I was introduced to lots oi paopl«

knd also taXan out to tha placa callac

uhich was like a cami

e Anything else?

A I was at the U.S. Embassy briefly.

2 Who did you meet there?

A I met maybe ioi iive minutes with the ambassador

2 Did you meet anyone else?

A Again, Congressman HcCollua.

2 Anyone else?

A Nobody that I can remember. There were severaJt

staii people, but nobody I can remember.

2 What else did you do on this trip?

A Well, I went

2 What did you do there?

A That was mainly a visit to a very elderly

g e n11 eman i^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H

2 What did you understand the reason that Hr . Calero

was taking you to Central America and paying your expenses

for this trip?

A Well, one of then was to have a religious service

lUfELASSIFlED
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because he said there had been no teliglous sarvlces in

there for six or seven or eight months. He kneu I had an

interest in the subject and he wanted ne to see first hand.

2 So you understood he uas flying you from San

Francisco to Central America to perform mass?

A That is correct.

2 That uas the principal purpose of your trip?

A That is all we talked about, right.

S Did he know you were not a Roman Catholic priest?

A Yes .

2 Uas he a Roman Catholic?

A Yes

.

S Do you speak Spanish?

A At that time. I certainly did not.

2 Did you perform the mass in Spanish?

A Yes, I got through it by studying the phonetic

system and having whatever was not essential done by others.

2 Did nr . Calero ever indicate why he particularly

wanted you to perform this mass?

A No.

2 He didn't give you any indication why he couldn't

find a priest who was geographically closer than you?

A As I found out subsequently, there have been

tremendous problems with that simple fact, that they have

not been able to get priests who were geographically closer

inigUSSlFlED
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e Do you know ii h« tii«d to gat a priast in Miani,

ior exampla?

A I think they hava baan constantly trying to gat

ptiests to go in thare.

2 Did you hava any discussion with Hr . Calaro about

the fact you were not a Roman Catholic priest?

A I believe I mentioned it to him, but I said I have

valid orders and X askad him whan tha last time was that a

Roman Catholic priest had been in there and he said it had

been a long, long time.

Q Was 2.t your understanding that the persons who'

attended the mass ware members of the Roman Catholic Church?

A My understanding was that they were members oi~ all

kinds oi churches. There is a vary large Protestant

Evangelical community among tha contras. vary large.

& And they participated in the mass?

A We did not hava communion because there wer<

people. The mass was just said. There was no giving out of

communion because it would have been logistically

impossible

.

2 Did you have any further contact with Hr . Calero in

1985 after this trip in January?

A Yes, I did.

2 What was the next contact?

A I met him again in Washington, D.C. before Easter

U^ASSIFSED
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770 oi that year. It was the latter part of March or the early

77 1 par t of April

.

772 2 Did you come to Washington to meet with him?

773 A Ves.

7714 2 How did he contact you? Did he call you in San

775 Francisco?

776 A Ue had a couple of phone conversations, maybe two

777 in February and March. I mentioned to him that I was

778 interested. He mentioned to me after the trip. I should

779 say. would I occasionally speak on the issue. X thought

780 about it and said that I would.

781 2 He mentioned this in the phone conversations?

782 A Yes.

783 2 Then he asked you to come?

784 A He may have said something about it when I met hira.

785 Just before I left Central America. I met him briefly down
t

786 there. He had come in.

787 2 And he asked you to come to Washington to meet with

788 him in March or April?

789 A Yes . I may have suggested the actual meeting

790 because I said. ''Well, I would like to talk to you.*'

791 2 Did he pay your expenses?

792 A Yes. he paid for the air faze.

793 2 How did he pay for that?

791 A His credit card.

UH^ASSIFSED
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Did he send you a ticket?

PAGE 34

No. I used his credit card number at a travel

He had given you his credit card number?

That is correct, yes.

Was it an American Express card?

That is correct; Yes, sir.

How long did you stay in Washington?

It was not longer than a week. I would say

possibly six days.

2 And he paid your expenses here?

A Actually, no, he did not that particular week. I

believe Western Goals had put me up in a hotel.

2 At that time, was Western Goals an organization run

by Linda Guell?

A Correct.

2 What did you do during this week in Washington?

A I met with Calero once or maybe twice and I met

several people. X met Mr. Ketamorris . I met Hr . Owen.

2 What did you understand was the reason they wanted

you here for a week, they being Calero and Guell?

A There was no real decision that I needed to be here

for a week. I suggested that Calero and I needed to talk if

I was going to do any speaking on what I saw was going on in

Nicaragua or in Central America.

^rc
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iTust felt that I needed to talk. There was no

decision that I needed to stay a specific anount of time.

2 Hou much time did you spend with Caleio during this

trip?

A Not much. He had a feu basically pretty

perfunctory meetings.

2 Less than an hour?

A At most, maybe an hour or an hour and a half, I

would say

.

•

2 Did you talk about your proposed speaking

engagements ?

A Yes.

2 Anything else?

A That was it, yes.

2 Did he give you any money during this trip?

A Ho, he did not.

2 Hou many other times did you see Mr. Calero in

1985?

A Numerous, numerous.

2 nor* than ten?

A I would say so, yes.

2 At some point in 1985, did you begin to b«

compensated by Hz. Calero?

A I was compensated for expenses, yes, sir.

2 Nothing else?

l«ftlASS\F!ED
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That is correct.

2 Were you performing services for Hr . Calero after

this meeting in Washington in the spring?

A No, sir.

2 Did you assist him?

A naybe you ought to define services.

2 Did you provide any assistance to Mr. Calero?

A I thought you meant religious.

2 No; any assistance.

A I went out speaking to Rotary Clubs, various

organizations . The agreement uas that he would compensate

me for my travel expenses and the incidentals on the road.

I did a lot of traveling in 1985.

2 How did he compensate you?

A Traveler's checks.

2 Did he give you a block of traveler's checks in

advance or reimburse you after you occurred the expenses?

A Essentially it was a reimbursement. I would call

him or call his--whoever--in Miami and just say, ''This is

what I need.'' It was basically an honor system.

2 Why didn't you use his credit card number?

A Well, you can't for anything but airline travel.

2 Did you continue to use the number for air tickets?

A Yes .

2 How, you say you saw him numerous times after the

bMassified
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SECRL
A That is correct.

e Were these meetings in connection with speaking

tours ?

A Speaking tours or ii I uas in Washington and he was

in at the sane time, ue would meet. I don't believe I saw

him in Miami at all that year, again. He had one tour that

we did together, a speaking tour.

2 Uas there any substantive discussion in any of these

meetings that you had with Mr. Calero about any matter other

than speeches that you were giving or speeches that he was

to be giving?

A Yes; the area of public relations was my major,

concern. So I would often speak with him personally or on

the telephone about the need to have a systematic public

relations campaign for their point of view.

2 What was his reaction to that?

A Always positive. He agreed, at least in words.

2 How, are you aware at sone point he retained a firm

owned by Richard Miller to do public relations work for him?

A Yes, but much later in our chronology.

2 Did that come in 1986 according to your

understanding?

A Yes. I mean that is when I was aware of it.

2 Have you met Mr. Hiller?

n.r
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e When did you first meet hia?

A In jogging my menozy. I may have met him socially

at a party in July 1985 in Uashington at former Congressman

Kuykendall's office. I was told by him that he met me

there, but I met a lot of people--

2 When is your first recollection?

A ny first absolute recollection is March of 1986.

2 Who introduced you then?

A Adolfo Calero.

2 A couple of Congressmen have beTi mentioned this'

morning. You mentioned Congressman HcCollun in connection

with your trip^^^^^^^^^^^^ Has youz meeting with hin

a chance meeting that had not been planned in

advance ?

A Yes.

2 How much time did you spend with him in Central

America?

A I joined him to see the campi

^^^^^^^^^^H I would not say we were even alone at any one

time .

2 Have you had contact with him since that trip?

A Yes.

2 Of what sort?

A Him personally, very little. I have had contact

UH^|VSS\F"a
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2 Concerning what?

A Basically the public relations, the need to get

information out regarding Central America.

2 Who have you dealt with on his stafi?

A Mr. Forrest, Vaughn Forrest, and Hr . Donald

Mor r issey

.

2 And your contacts with the Congressman have been

limited ?

A Just basically hello, how are you. There have been

very few conversations.

2 Now you also mentioned a meeting with former

Congressman Kuykendall that you believe was in July of -1985?

A That is correct.

2 What was that occasion?

A There was a party in celebration of the fact that

they got the--the humanitarian aid bill had been passed in

June of 1985. I was in Hashington and I was invited by

Adolfo Calero to the party.

2 On how many other occasions have you met

Congressman Kuykendall?

A In the last two years, three or four, maybe.

2 What ware those occasions?

A Once I went to see him, after the party at his

office, just about getting a program started with LASSI,

U»ttllftSS!F!EO
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PAGE 40

2 What else?

A Other times would have been informal meetings

.

2 When you discussed the PR program/ did you discuss

funding for LASSI?

A Yes.

2 Did he offer you money?

A No, sir.

2 Did you ask for money?

A I asked him if he could help us raise soma funds,

Yes , sir

.

2 What did he say?

A Kore or less, but nothing came of it.

2 In describing your meetings with Calero, you have

indicated that the frequency of the meetings increased

substantially in the latter part of 1985 whereas you had had

infrequent meetings in 1984 and infrequent meetings in early

1985, but toward the end of ^9S^, you were seeing him on a

frequent basis?

A I would not say a frequent basis. We did a

speaking touz together of Utah, Southern California, and

Colorado in September of 1985, so I obviously spent some

time with him then. I would not say I mat Adolfo that

frequently, maybe once a month. It was usually here in

Washington

.

Ult^ASSIFSED
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2 How would you characteiize the frequency oi your

contact uith Calero in 1986?

A About the same

.

e Were you involved in speaking tours uith him in

1986?

A Not with hire personally, but I did do some

speaking , yes

.

Q Were your dealings with hin in 1986 limited to

speaking or public relations matters on behalf of the

Nicaragua resistance?

A Yes, yes, absolutely.

2 Was he continuing to pay your expenses in 1986?

A He did pay some expenses in the early part of '1986.

2 Did you use his credit card number for plane

tickets ?

A Yes.

2 Did he send you traveler's checks for other

expenses ?

A Yes, sir, in the early part.

2 Did he give you any other compensation other than

reimbursement of expenses in 1986?

A Yes. There was a check that I declared as income

actually or I am declaring as income, 43,000.

2 That was from whom to whom?

A That was to me from somewhere in Miami. The check

Ur^BSSIFSED
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cama from Hiami
. I am not sure exactly--but it was from him '

essentially

.

2 What was that for?

A Basically I needed some money to--I asked him for

some money for living expenses at that time.

2 That was a check to you, not to LASSI; is that

correct?

A That is correct, sir.

2 Do you know the total amount of traveler's checks

that you received from Hr . Calero?

A I really don't, sir.

2 Would you estimate that it was in excess of

«1 0,000?

A It is around that figure. It could be $12,000, I

have gone back. I don't have the records of that. I asked

him about it and he didn't have the records, so--

2 Are you familiar with an organization called CAUSA,

C-A-U-S-A?

A I certainly am.

2 What is that organization?

A It is an educational organization that is primarily

funded by the Unification Church. They have had lots of

conferences around the country in the last few years.

2 Is the Unification Church the church that is headed

by Reverend Moon?

UNCtftSSIFSED
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A That is correct, sir.

2 Have you had any involvement in CAUSA activities or

programs ?

A I have been a speaker at several CAUSA conferences.

S On the subject of Central America?

A That is correct; it is always the subject of

Central America.

2 In what period of tine did you give these speeches?

A Throughout 1985 and into 1986. I think the last

one I gave was in June of 1986.

2 Here you compensated for these speeches?

A I was compensated minimally.

2 So much per speech?

A Basically they would give a couple hundred dollars

if you came to speak. It was not much, but it was

compensation, yes.

2 Were they speeches in different areas?

A Yes , sir

.

2 All in the Hest?

A Host in the Hest, yes. I can't think of— I may have

given one in Minnesota.

2 Who was the individual in CAUSA that invited you to

give the speeches?

A Various individuals. They wara divided into

regions. Ambassador Sanchez bacana rathaz friendly, Phillip

UNfitlSSIFIED
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Sanchez, who is the President oi CAUSA.

e Can you identify hiii for the record?

A Yes, he was fornerly Ambassador to Honduras and

Colombia, Phillip Sanchez, President of CAUSA, USA.

2 You say he was Ambassador to Honduras?

A The United States Ambassador, correct.

8 And he is now the director--

A The president, that is what he calls himself.

S Do you know if Linda Quelle has any association

with CAUSA?

A She had some indirect association with them.

8 What did you understand that to be?

A Hell, I met her at a CAUSA conference. This i'5 my

understanding, I have not seen anything definite, but X '

think they may have helped her Western Goals at one time, X

am not sure

.

2 What is the basis for your belief of that?

A Her statement to me.

2 That they contributed?

A That they contributed, yes.

2 What was her role in the conference at the time you

met her?

A She was simply there as a guest, as X was.

2 Are you aware of contributions by CAUSA to LASSX?

A There have not been any to my knowledge.

yMlflSSIFSED
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2 So you ace not aware oi any?

A No. Thece have not been any.

2 Are you aware of any other contributions by CAUSA

to Mr . Calero ?

A Mo, sir.

2 Any other organization involved in any way with

Nicaragua?

A No. sir.

2 Do you know Oliver North?

A Yes , sir .

2 When did you first meet hin?

A I met him in June of 1986.

2 Do you remember the date?

A The 5th stands out in ity namory, but don't hold me

to that.

2 How did you happen to meet him?

A It was in the basement of the Hhite House

.

2 Who arranged the meeting?

A It was not an arranged meeting. It was literally a

passthrough. He was walking out and we were walking in.

2 What were you doing in the basement of the White

House ?

A I was going to visit Patrick Buchanan.

2 Had you known Hx . Buchanan?

A No, sir.
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Q Was this the first time you were going to meet hin?

A Yes. sir.

Q Uho arranged that meeting?

A Colonel. Peno

.

S Uho is he?

A At that time he was working at the State

Department. He is a U.S. Army colonel, and tlr . William

Bodie. They were working for Under Secretary Snyder. I

believe

.

[Discussion off the record. )

By MR. FRYHAM!

2 Your first meting with Mr. Buchanan, then, was also

approximately June 5, 1986?

A Yes , sir

.

2 What had your contacts with Colonel Peno and Mr.

Bodie in the State Department been?

A Well, I met them sometime previous to that through

Congressman McCollum's office. Actually, I think I met them

in Congressman McCollum's office.

2 Was this with Mr. Forrest and Mr. Horrissey?

A I believe it would have been Mr. Forrest. I don't

think Mr. Morrissey was working at that time for Congressman

McCollum

.

2 When was that?

A Probably sometime in 1985.

URCLASSIFIEO
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2 Early 1985? It would hav* baan beiota Juna 1985?

A Kot necessazily. Ua aza talking Juna of 1986. It

was soreetlrae in 1985. I don't know whan really.

2 What was the meeting in Congressman ncCollum's

office ?

A Basically they were just up visiting Hr . Forrest.

I came in and we were chatting about sona oi my experiences

and what I thought should be done. They ware working

closely with the Office of Public Diplomacy at that time in

the State Department.

2 Who did you understand headed up that office? .Has

that Otto Reich?

A It was in the transition period. Somebody by the

name of John Blanken, Ambassador Blanken headed it up.

2 And your understanding was that Colonel Peno and

Mr. Bodie were associated with that office?

A Yes.

2 And they ware meeting in Congressman McCollum's

office in connection with their work for that office?

A Yes.

2 What was the subject discussed?

A Mainly we talked about tha naed to gat information

out to the general American public. Colonel Pano had a

great interest in tha Catholic Church in Nicaragua, the

persecution and whatever.

tfSfelASSiFe
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2 Do you know the basis for that interest?

A He is Cuban and he shared a sinilar experience, I

believe

.

2 He is a Roman Catholic?

A Yes .

8 Was there any discussion about the old Catholic

Church?

A No. Ue didn't really discuss religion per se, but

we discussed the relation of the church to the Sandinistas.

2 This meeting in Congressman HcCollua's office was

with Mr. Forrest?

A I am certain it was.

2 Mas the Congressman there?

A No, sir.

2 It was you, Kr . Bodie, Colonel Peno, and Mr.

Forrest?

A Yes.

2 How did you happen to attend this meeting?

A Coincidentally

.

2 You just dropped by?

A Exactly.

2 And that was the first time you met him?

A Yes, sir.

2 That was sometime in 1985?

A It could have been early 1986, but it was quite a

mUSSIFIED
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you or LASSI evar z«c*'iv«

any funds iron the State Depaztment?

A Mo, sir.

2 In no way that you are aware of?

A Absolutely not. I can state that categorically.
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A At that stage, LASSI would have, well, I was still

flying on the credit card in terns oi airline use.

e Mr. Calero's?

A Yes. In terms oi expenses here, it would have been

LASSI because ue were given a grant to do some work for the

resistance by IBC in March of 1986, from Richard Miller's

organization

.
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HR. FRYHAH: Of£ the record.

[Discussion off the record. ]

MR. FRYHAH: Back on the record.

BY HR. FRYHAK:

2 Father Douling, have you consulted a calendar which

refreshes your recollection about the date of the meeting

with Mr. Buclianan?

A Yes. sir.

2 What do you believe the date to be?

A The 5th of June.

2 1986.

A Correct.

2 Who went with you?

A Colonel Peno and Hz. Bodie.

2 This is the occasion where you ran into Colonel

North in the baseiient hallway?

A Correct, sir.

2 Hho introduced you to Colonel Korth?

A Colonel Peno andxor Hz. Bodie. They knew hin.

2 What did they say about him?

A They said. ''That is Ollie Korth. '" I had heard of

UNIiSSIHED
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2 Did you shake hands?

Yes, ue hands ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H

e Hou long did that last?

A It uould not have been noie than five minutes

because ue were waiting for Hx . Buchanan.

your understanding

Bodie had an ongoing working relationship with Mr. Buchanan?

A I don't know if I would say working. I would say

they knew him enough to pick up the phone and sat up

meetings with him. I believe they shared soma of the same

views regarding Central America.
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2 Did you have some understanding about the

organizational relationship between the Office of Latin

American Public Diplomacy in the State Department and Mr.

Buchanan's operation in the White House?

A Mo, sir. It was never brought up or mentioned in

my presence.

2 But it was your understanding that Colonel Peno was

able to pick up the phone and talk to Mr. Buchanan if he

wanted to?

A I saw him do it.

2 And you saw he was able to set up a meeting with

Mr . Buchanan?

A Yes , sir

.
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How, in^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^Hthls

time that you had with Colonel Morth. was there discussion

of provision of funds directly or indirectly by Colonel

North for you or for LASSI?

A

BH^SSro

J
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NAME:

1801

1802

1803

1804

1805

1806

1807

1808

1809

1810

1811

1812

1813

1814

1815

1816

1817

1818

1819

1820

182 1

182 2J

1823;

182^

1825

HIR2 16002 UNSLASSIFIED PAGE 75

I mentioned I would have to give up,

essentially give up LASSI if I didn't get some funds. It

uas not a direct appeal; I just said we're having problt-ras .

Actually I uas mentioning that to anybody and everybody I

met, not the public officials but people I would normally

meet, you know, ue needed help or else the thing was going

to go under, and Colonel North suggested that I get in touch

with him the following week, that he might be able to help.

HHttHSSW
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2 Now, you say Colonel North suggested that you

contact him the next ueeK about--

A Correct.

--about funds for LASSI.

Yes .

And you did so?

I did so, yes.

Did you call hin, did you neet hin?

I called him and then came in to meet with him.

Mhat occurred in the meeting?

UNSASSD
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NAME:

1851

1852

1853

18514

1855

1856

1857

1858

1859

1860

186 1

1862

1863

186U

1865

1866

1867

1868

1869

1870

187 1

1872

1873

18714

1875

HIR2 16002

A Iimiteii
PAGE 77

ng, a I tacall. I can't

asked me for the bank

account of LASSI, bank account number.

2 And you gave hire the number for Sovran Bank?

A That's correct, sir.

2 Did you discuss amounts?

A No, sir— wait a minute, did we discuss it at that

meeting? He may have said—he may have mentioned «5,000. Ha

said there might be--it wasn't anything too definite. He

said It might be an increment of «S,000, he would talk and

check with the private source.

2 Is this «5,000 per month?

A He didn't say exactly per month. He just said

there would be increments at «S,000.

2 Was that amount satisfactory to you?

A Well, I wasn't asking for any specific amount, to

be very frank with you. I was rather delighted to get any

assistance from this private source.

2 Did he identify his private source?

A Not at that meeting.

2 Did he later?

A Yes.

2 What was it?

UNGlltSSIHED
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NAME:

1876

1877

1878

1879

1880

1881

1882

1883

188U

188S

1886

1887

1888

1889

1890

189 1

1892

1893

189U

1895

1896

1897

1898

1899

1900

usl ILy p»<5E 78
u.mnvm\"

"
HIR216002

.A He told me it was the Scaife Foundation.

2 When did he identify it?

A Probably later that month sometime

.

2 What discussion did you have with Colonel North

about the uses to which LASSI would apply these funds?

A A public relations program.

2 What do you mean by that?

A Arranging for speaking arrangements for myself,

furthering the fund-raising ability of the institute, doing

white papers on various subjects, setting up a phone where

people would call in from around the country and look for

specific information regarding Nicaragua or El Salvador,

Honduras

.

2 Did you discuss the objective of this public

relations program?

A It was to affect public opinion favorably toward

the Reagan position inside, regarding Central America, or--I

would go farther than that; my position was to affect public

opinion regarding the evolution of democracy in Central

America

.

2 Was that with an eye toward influencing the votes

of the Congress ultimately?

A Well, I would--if you want to say ultimately, but

there was nothing specific mentioned about Congress.

Obviously the goal long-range would have involved that.

r.
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NAME:

1901

1902

1903

1904

1905

1906

1907

1908

1909

1910

1911

1912

1913

19m

1915

1916

1917

1918

19 19

1920

1921

1922

1923

1924

1925

HIR2 16002 PAGE 79

2 You say he Taentxfied the Scaiie--! believe that is

spelled S-c-a-i-f-e--roundation--

A Right.

2 --as the source of these funds, in another meeting

several weeks later?

A Yes , sir .

2 How did the subject of the source of funds come up

in this?

A I might have asXed him--I thought about this--I may

have asked him. these are legitimate private funds? Nothing

I had--I had not received anything at that time, but I said

this money we are receiving will be absolutely private

funds, and he said yes. of course, they are coming from

Scaif e

.

2 And did you begin to receive funds?

A There was a--money was received in the account. I

believe the end of June 1986.

2 Now, you had previously in March of 1986 received

«25,000 from Richard niller's organization; is that correct?

A Correct.

2 What do you understand was the reason for that?

A That was for--to put out * 'misconceptions of fact''

and for general upkeep of the institute. That was at Hr

.

Calero's behest.

2 Had you met Richard Hiller as of March 1986?

lOH^FIED
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KAME:

1926

1927

1928

1929

1930

1931

1932

1933

193U

1935

1936

1937

1938

1939

19140

19<41

19M2

1943

19M14

1945

1946

1947

1948

1949

1950

HIR2 16002 PAGE 80

_ A As I testified previously, I may have net him

socially at a party, but I had not met him at any business

meetings

.

And your first meeting with him occurred uhen#

again

:

A It seems to me it uas early March.

2 At the time of the grant?

A Yes .

KR. DUNHAK: That is getting confusing now. He

thinks he met him in '85 in a passing kind of uay, not to

discuss anything of substance, and then met him in March of

•86.

THE WITNESS: Correct.

BY MR. FRYMAH:

Q At the time of the grant?

A That's correct.

2 Mr. Calero arranged the grant?

A He suggested that he do that, yes.

2 Then after the meeting with Colonel North where you

give him the LASSI account number, am I correct that amounts

begin to be deposited into that account?

A Correct, sir.

S And the initial amounts are in approximately «5,000

increments?

A That's correct, sir.
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MAKE

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

19614

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

HIR216002 imssinED PAGE 81

•_ .
^ *'*"^ ^* "*^ your understanding that Has nonay that

was being deposited pursuant to your discussion with Colonel

North?

A Yes, sir.

2 Here you aware that Mr. Hiller was involved in the

transfer of those funds?

A I became auare

.

2 At what point?

A Again, specifically I don't know. Sonetine during

sunner ' 86

.

2 Hou did you becone aware?

A I believe in a phone call with Colonel North or

something, his name came up, as you Know, if ther* ware any

problems with anything like that. Richard Hillaz was soaeone

to contact.

2 How much money do you understand that LASSI

received as a result of your conversations with Colonel

North?

A I believe it was a total of 50,000.

2 Following your meeting or your series of meetings

with Colonel North in early June of 19^6, did you meet with

him further during 1986?

A Yas . Uhen, I'm not sura. I may have mat him once

or twice more during the summer.

2 How many total meetings would you estimate that you

wmvm
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NAME :

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

198U

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

199U

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

HIR2 16002 wmm PAGE 82

had with Colonal North after thasa initial naatings that you

have discussed?

A Oh--

2 More than ten?

A After the initial meetings? I don't think so. I

estimated--! thought at one time it might have been around a

half a dozen,

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ It could have been between

SIX and ten.

HR. FRYMAM: Could you read that last answer back.

[The answer referred to was read by the reporter as

above recorded . 1

mmm 003S8
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NAME:

2051

2 52'

2053

2054

2055

2056

2057

2058

2059

2060

206 1

2062

2063

20614

2065

2066

2067

2068

2069

2070

207 1

2072

2073

2074

2075

HIR2 16002

you had a number of other meetings with Colonel Koith in

1986?

A Yes , sir .

2 What uere these meetings about?

A Mainly about--I felt very strongly about the need to

get the word out to, you know, out oi the Beltway, and I

:ust felt people weren't getting the word about what

uas--what the stakes were in Central America. And I also--a

couple of times I may have mentioned to them, at least on

the telephone, that LASSI could be very helpful in this

educational process, and would be if we were properly

funded

.
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NAHE'

2076

2077

2078

2079

2080

2081

2082

2083

208(4

2085

2086

2087

2088

2089

2090

209 1

2092

2093

209t4

2095

2096

2097

2098

2099

2 100

HIR216002 mmsm PAGE 86

2 An I coirect that tha ganaral subjact of your

continued neetings with Colonel North was your public

relations effort?

A And the need for funds in the institute and any

ideas he would have.

2 Let me very briefly cover another subject, and I

will cone back and we will hopefully wind up before too

long .

You mentioned one trip to Central America with Mr.

Calero

.

A Yes

.

2 Have you made any other trips to Central America?

A Yes , sir

.

2 When?

A January of '86.

2 Was that the only other trip or have you made

trips--

A I made one last August.

2 August of '86?

A Yes.

2 Any others?

was down the re --^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^Hp- in

February of this year.

2 All right. So you have bean there a total of four

times?

UNCUkSSIHED
-f-
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NAME:

2101

2 102

2 103

2 1014

2 105

2 106

2 107

2 108

2 109

2 110

2 111

2 112

21 13

2 114

2 115

2 116

2 117

21 18

2 119

2 120

2121

2 122

2123

2 12U

2125

HIR2 16002 yNGlASSIHED PAGE 87

A That's correct, sir.

2 Now, what was tha purpose of the January '86 trip?

A I went down there--I went down there with another

gentleman, an older gentleman who wanted just to sea what

was going on. and he went with ma. I did have a religious

service

2 Who was the older gentleman?

A A man by the name of William Riordan.

2 Who was he?

A He was involved with the Knights of Malta. He had

met me and wanted--asked roe if I was going down, ha just

wanted to go with me.

2 He paid for your trip?

A No , sir .

2 Who did?

A At that time it was Adolfo Calero's credit card.

2 Did you see Calaro there?

A No, sir.

2 Did you see any other Americans while you were

there?

MR. DUNHAM: We are talking about the trip with

Riordan?

MR. FRYMAN: That's right.

THE WITNESS: I was a bit out of action at that

UNDlASSinED
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NAME;

2 126

2127

2 128

2 129

2 1 30

2 13 1

2132

2133

213U

2 135

2136

2137

2138

2139

2 mo

21U1

2 1^2

2 143

2 1 44

2145

2 146

2 147

2 148

2149

2150

it^tlio^ays into it I got

HIR216002 lll%Hnl^fl-I^ICrVll-IHII PAGE 88

tine. Abou-(J^t1(5 '^ays 'int'o' it I got the wint«E ilu that was

going around that year, so I was knocked out ior about five

days. So I don't recall--no, I don't think so.

BY HR. FRYHAH:

e Hou long a trip was this?

A Again, maybe ten days at the outside.

2 Uho invited you to perform the religious service?

A I had asked if anybody had been in there since I

went in and they said no, there had been no priest at all.

So I said, uell--it was a year after that. So I said it

might be appropriate to go down again.

2 And the second trip was in August of 1986?

A Yes.

8 What was the purpose of that trip?

A Again, I went down with a staff member from Mr.

McCollura's office.

2 Uho was that?

A Mr. Morrisey, Donald Morrisey.

2 Uhat ware you

—

I had been^^^^^^^^^^^^Hbef ore and he had had

an opportunity to go to see things ^^^^^^^^^^^^H and so he

suggested--we talked about it and we went to]

2 Uho paid for this trip?

A LASSI, including his part of it.

ONDUSSIHED
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2151

21S2

2153

2 ISM

2155

2156

2157

PAGE 89

Q including Mr. Ilortisey's part?

A Yes.

S What was the purpose o£ LASSI paying ioz his part?

A Well, ha had no noney to go, and X ialt we would

get--I would get some contacts, particularly in the private

s e c t o r ^^^^^^^^^^^^H One my long-range LASSI

IS to eventually do economic reports.

iCUSSIflEO
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NAME

2158

2159

2 160

2 16 1

2 162

2 163

2 164

2 165

2166

2167

2 168

2 169

2 170

2 17 1

2172

2 173

2 17U

2 175

2176

2 177

2178

2179

2 180

2 181

2 182

HIR216002

DCMK KOEHLER
umsno

PAGE 90

2 What Americans did you meet on this trip?

A We met some people at the embassy. He met

Ambassadoi

Q Anybody else?

A Who was the military colonel down there? I can't

remember his name

.

MR. OLIVER:

BY MR. FRYMAK:

2 Anybody else?

A Several American military people, because they took

us for a helicopter ride out to see one of the rural--oue of

the rural, I don't know what they call it down there--anyway

,

uhere they get food out into the rural communities.

2 And you say you made a final trip in February of

1987?

A That's correct.

2 Who was with you on that trip?

A Kysc

2 Who paid for that trip?

A LASSI.

UNCLASSIFIED
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NAME:

2183

2184

2 185

2 186

2 187

2 188

2 189

2 190

219 1

2 192

2 193

2 194

2195

2 196

2 197

2 198

2 199

2200

220 1

2202

2203

220U

2205

2206

2207

HIR216002 UNCfflflED PAGE 91

2 Did Colonel North arzanga ioz you to maat a

gentleman in Philadelphia named John Hirtle< I think that is

h-i-r-t-1-a.

A Yes , sir

.

2 Did he also arrange for you to meat a gentleman

named Clyde Slease?

A No , sir

.

UNCU^FIED
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NAME:

2208

2209

22 10

22 1 1

22 12

2213

2214

2215

2216

2217

2218

2219

2220

2221

2222

2223

222U

2225

2226

2227

2228

2229

2230

2231

2232

HIR216002 UNtASSIRED PAGE 92

Q Did he mention Mr. Slease to you?

A Yes, sir.

Q Did he arrange for you to meet a gentleman named

Dan McHichael?

A No , sir

.

Q Did he mention Dan KcKichael to you?

A No, sir.

2 Did rir . Slease mention McMichael to you?

A Yes , sir

.

2 Uhich occurred first. Colonel North mentioning the

name of Mr. Slease or his arranging the introduction with

Mr. Hirtle?

A I really don't Know. All X know is that I went up

to see Mr. Hirtle in, I think it was early November,

something like that, of 1986.

2 Let's focus on Mr. Hirtle. How did Mr. Hirtle's

name come up with Colonel North?

A As I mentioned earlier, as I testified to, in the

him^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H I

mentioning if we are going to do this, we need some serious

funding, and is there any--do you know of anybody? And he

says, well, there is a gentleman I want you to meet in

Philadelphia who has access to speakers involved in the

World Affairs Council, et cetera.

2 And he arranged an introduction?
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NAME:

2233

2234

223S

2236

2237

2238

2239

2240

2241

2242

2243

2244

224S

2246

2247

2248

2249

2250

2251

2252

2253

2254

2255

2256

2257

HIR2 16002 mmmii PAGE 93

A Actually, he garoe rae his number and I called him

and then he invited me up to have dinner with him.

2 And this was in the fall of 1986?

A It seems to me like it was early November of--yes,

I'd say early November of 1986, yes.

2 Did you meet anyone other than Hirtle?

A No, sir.

2 What became of this?

A Nothing really. We talked vaguely about plans,

what needed to be done in terms of--we talked about setting

up a speaking tour. That is the one specific thing that

came out of it. It never happened, but we did talk

specifically about that.

2 Did Mr. Hirtle tell you about other fundraising

efforts he had been engaged on behalf of Colonel North.

A It seemed to me he mentioned something about an

earlier process that, you know, basically about how he was

able to make some contacts, and I think he made a comment

somebody in--Pittsburgh , was it? I don't know what the guy's

name is, but somebody in Pittsburgh.

2 So you talked about possible fundraising, but I

take it from your answer you never got any money as a result

of meeting with Hirtle?

A You got it.

2 Going back to Slease, you say that North mentioned

ONStASSIFIED
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2258

2259

2260

226 1

2262

2263

2264

2265

2266

2267

2268

2269

2270

2271

2272

2273

2274

2275

2276

2277

2278

2279

2280

2281

2282

wmmHIR216002
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Clyde Slease':

A You knou, I'm not even sure of that. Now that I

recall, I think the way it happened, Hirtle mentioned Slease

and Hirtle had a brief phone call, I had maybe a one-minute

phone call with Terry Slease.

2 What was that about?

A Just giving me Dan KcMichael's number.

2 Who did you understand Dan Mcnichael to be?

A He was with the Scaife Foundation.

2 This phone call was again probably in November of

1986?

A Yes , sir

.

2 What did he say McMichael's position was?

A He didn't have a high position. He didn't say
.

specifically

.

2 What was the reason he was giving you McMichael's

number ?

A I was going to make an effort to see if we could

get some funding from Scaife for LASSI.

2 I thought you were already getting funding from

Scaife?

A By that time I began to realize with Miller

involved, I had some questions. I had some questions.

2 What do you mean, you had questions?

A Well, if it was being suggested I talk with Scaife,
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KAME

2283

22814

228S

2286

2287

2288

2289

2290

2291

2292

2293

229M

2295

2296

2297

2298

2299

2300

230 1

2302

2303

2304

2305

2306

2307

wwmsmHIR216002 i IIVIlK-MalflrlM II II PAGE 95

the question cane to me: why would I--we were already

getting the funding. I was somewhat confused at that stage

of the game, where the funding was coning fron.

2 Did you speak with Mcflichael?

A Eventually. In January of 1987 actually.

Q Uhat was said in that conversation.

A Ue :]ust talked about what needed to be done m
terms of public relations. Again, we sympathized,

empathized, but basically they said they had no noney.

Q Did you ever receive any contributions as a result

of your conversations with Slease and HcMichael?

A No , sir .

2 In the LASSI account at the Sovran Bank, was that

bank account the source of funds for the operating account

in service or were funds deposited directly into the San

Francisco operating account?

A That was the source.

2 All funds originated in the Sovran bank account and

then you transferred such funds as needed to San Francisco?

A That's correct, sir.

2 Now, in the records that we have obtained from the

Sovran Bank as well as fron your, or fron LASSI, there

appears to be total of approximately $93,000 in receipts

from January 1986 to May of 1987 of which you have

Identified 73,000 as coning either iron Richard Hiller or

ONCMSSIFIED
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2308

2309

2310

231 1

2312

2313

23114

2315

2316

2317

2318

2319

2320

2321

2322

2323

2324

2325

2326

2327

2328

2329

2330

2331

2332

HXR216002 UllUI nilallFICJJ PAGE 96

irora Korth,

A Yes.

2 There is a deposit of SU.OOO in January oi 1987.

What is the source of that deposit?

A I believe that is fron Western Goals. That uas a

start-up grant to LASSI.

2 That uas Linda Guell's organization?

A Yes.

8 There is a further deposit in December of 1986 of

*10,000 apparently from the F. H. Kirby Foundation?

A Yes.

2 What is that?

A To LASSI from F. M. Kirby, it was a check.

2 What is F. M. Kirby?

A It is a mall foundation that used to help

foundations, and through Linda Guell's advocacy he gave it

to LASSI.

2 Is there an individual named F. M. Kirby?

A I believe there is.

2 Have you met him?

A No, sir.

2 Do you know where the foundation is based?

A It used to be somewhere in--Hew Jersey, something

like that.

2 The contact is Linda Guell?
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NAME:

2333

23314

2335

2336

2337

2338

2339

23M0

2341

23U2

2343

23UU

23US

2346

2347

2318

23M9

2350

2351

2352

2353

235U

2355

2356

2357

HIR2 16002

..MNClffle
PAGE 97

2 In the Sovran bank account theie are disbursements

of several thousands on occasions payable to the Sovran

Bank. For example, the record indicates a disbursement of

«10,000 on September 26th, 1986. Do you know what that

relates to?

A It was probably a transfer to, it was probably a

check to the operational account.

Q In San Francisco?

A I would assume so if it is that large. For us,

that is a large sum.

2 The operational account is at the Hybernia Bank in

San Francisco?

A Yes.

2 What branch is that?

A It is Gary and 10th.

2 The account is in whose name?

A It would be under Western Legal Foundation,

because, actually, at that time the tax papers still said

Western Legal Foundation or LASSI. It's slash LASSI. I

think that's the way it was.

2 All right. Did you ever in any way transfer any

monies from LASSI directly or indirectly to Oliver Horth.

A Ho , sir

.

2 Have you ever appeared before a Congressional

UNtASSIFIED
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2358

2359

2360

236 1

2362

2363

2364

2365

2366

2367

2368

2369

2370

2371

2372

2373

2374

2375

2376

2377

2378

2379

2380

2381

2382

HIR2 16002

conraittee ?
WLMED PAGE 98

A Yes, SIX.

2 How many occasions?

A Once

.

Q Uhen uas that?

A I think it was April oi 1985.

2 Who arranged that appearance?

A It was one of the staif people on tK* epmaittee at

that time, on the--was the House Foreign Aiiairs? Or

something like that. It was a subcommittee on the Western

Hemisphere anyway. It was a staffer.

2 Who put you in contact with the staff person?

A Hell, it seens to me I had met the staffe^^^H

when he was down with Congressman HcCollum.

2 Do you remember the name of this person?

A I don't, sir. I really don't.

2 The staffer was ^^^^^^^^^H with Congressman

McCollum?

A With the trip Congressman HcCollum took, yes. He

was not one of Congressman HcCollum's personal staff. He

was somebody on the committee.

2 And how did you happen to be in touch with this

staffer?

A Well, he met me crossing the street right by one of

the House Office Buildings, and he--thoughf Congressman

HNi^ra
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2383

238U

2385

2386

2387

2388

2389

2390

2391

2392

2393

239M

2395

2396

2397

2398

2399

2M00

240 1

2U02

2403

2404

2405

2t406

2M07

HIR216002 UmSSIFIED PAGE 99

McCollum's office, he was able to get in touch with me later

on that day and asked me to come over

.

2 To come over and testify?

A Yes.

2 Did you have any contact uith anyone in the

Executive Branch about your testimony before this committee

in April of 1985?

A No , sir .

2 This wasn't arranged to your Knowledge thought the

State Department in any way?

A No, sir.

2 So far as you are concerned, it was just a chance

encounter uith this staff person on the street?

A That's right.

2 Which led to a call from Congressman McCollum's

office and they contacted you?

A Yes.

2 What preparation was there for your testimony in

April of 1985?

A Very little. It was done the same afternoon.

2 Here you part of a panel?

A No. What happened, it was just a f ive-minute--I

think it was a five-minute timeframe that one of the

Congressman had and he turned it over to me to testify on

what I say in the camps. So, it was rather short.

PLASSIFIED
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2 Did you identify yourself as a Catholic priest?

A I think I used the word Catholic, yes. I have not

seen the transcript myself.

2 Is that the way you normally identify yourself, as

a Catholic priest, rather than a priest of the Old Catholic

Church?

A Well, I normally identify myself as an Old Catholic

or Catholic. When I say Old Catholic without going into it.

It generally means people look at the gray hair in ny head,

and, to be very frank, unless you get into the theological

discussions of this thing, it gets a little technical.

MR. DUNHAn^ You contend you are a Catholic pri'est,

are you not?

THE WITNESS: I am.

KR . DUNHAK^ The others are Roman Catholic priests.

THE WITNESS: Mr. Owen will be testifying like he

was there. It wasn't lik« I was trying to hide anything. I

resent some of the things made publicly about my trying to

hide it. If I were trying to hide it, why would I be an

associate pastor in an Old Catholic Church?

BY HR. FRYMAN:

2 Was Congressman McCollum present when you

testified?

A No, sir, I don't believe he was--no. As far as I

know, he is not on that committee.

UNCWIHED
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2 He was not present in the room?

A No. I don't think he had anything to do with it.

e You don't know if he was aware that you were going

to testify?

A I don't think so.

e Okay. I want to ask you about several individuals,

A Sure.

e Rob Owen, you mentioned you net him at an airport

in Miami. Have you met him on other occasions?

A Yes. I met him in March and April of 1985, and

possibly May. I think the last time I saw Rob Owen was May

of 1985. And I actually stayed at his apartment for a

couple of days in April of 1985.

2 Hhat was the reason for that?

A Well, the obvious reason for Washington, not

spending *150.00 a day in a hotel. He just said it was

available if I wanted it, and I said, thanks.

2 What other contacts have you had with Rob Owen.

A Outside of that, none, really.

2 Spitz Channell, do you know hin?

A I met the man once

.

2 What occasion?

A In January of 1987.

2 Where?

A In Rich Miller's office.

UNtASSIFIED
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What was the reason?

I was there to present a speaker's bureau program

Spitz asked me to prepare and see xi he would fund

HIR2 16002

2

A

to him.

it.

2 What was Channel! doing there?

A He was there for other things. I just came in for

about 15 minutes and presented it to him and he had several

of his staff people there, and then I left.

2 Did you present this to Channell as well?

A Channell was in the room when I presented it. yes.

2 And it lasted about 15 minutes?

A At most . yes

.

2 That is your only contact with Channell?

A Yes.

2 An individual named Dan Conrad who was an assistant

to Channell?

A Again. I met him at that meeting. I think I met

him one time with Linda Guell when I was looking for funds,

and I may. if my memory strikes me. I may have met him again

in Rich Miller's office in passing.

2 Rich Miller's partner. Frank Gomez?

A Again, in passing. I never had a substantive

conversation with him.

2 Substantive dealings with IBC have been with

Richard Miller.

UlASSinED
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A Absolutely.

2 You described one raeetingi

Is that the only time you met hiit?

A That's right.

e You discussed one roeeting with Pat Buchanan. Have

you ever met hira on any other occasion?

A No, sir. I have not. ^^.^_^^^^^_^_^^_^_^^_^_

You one meeting ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H

Have you ever met him on any other occasion?

A No, sir, I have not.

2 Phil Mabry.

A Yes, I know him.

2 How do you know him?

A I met him at a council meeting in San Francisco.

2 What did your dealings with him involve?

A I don't know how to describe Phil Habry except he

tends to, you know, ha has said a lot of things about a lot

of people including myself. He seems to go back and forth

on this issue, from pro-Sandinista to anti-Sandinista . I am

never sure what side of the fence he is really on, and I an

not sure if anybody else is either. I have gotten to the

point I really have trouble believing just about anything he

says. I haven't had any recent contact with him.

MR. DUNHAH: I have.

HR. FRYMAH: Off the record.

UNCUSSIFIED
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BY HR. FRYHAK:

2 Going UljcK to your meetings with Colonel North, at

a meeting with Colonel Horth in June of 1986, was there a

discussion of Colonel Horth arranging for funds to be paid

to a lawyer for Mr. Calero? Do you recall any discussion of

that?

A Mo, sir, I do not.

2 At a meeting with Colonel North in August of 1986,

did you discuss Robello? Do you recall ever discussing

IMIASSIFIED
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A I am sure we may have. It is quite possible.

2 For the record, who is Robello?

A Alfonso Robello. He is actually on the new board

oi the Nicaraguan resistance and he was on the old one also,

the United Nicaraguan Opposition.

2 What would your association with hin have been?

A It's been very minimal.

2 Did you ever have any discussion with Colonel North

about the former leader of Haiti, Devalier?

A Yes. I believe there was a picture or something

regarding Robello. I had come across that piece of

information, and I can't remember where.

2 Could you explain that?

A Yes. There was a picture of--I believe Robello at

one time got the Order of Merit or whatever from Papa--not

Papa Doc, but Baby Doc.

2 Why were you relaying this information to Colonel

North?

A I found it humorous to be frank with you, that is

all. I don't believe there was any great--I can't think of

any other reason. Well, possibly because Robello fancied

himself as representing the more liberal end of the spectrum

and then somebody told me, I can't remember who told me now,

but somebody told me there was this picture of him receiving

UmSSiFIED
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the Order of Merit iron Baby doc. I found that rather

incongruous, that's all.

2 In your meetings with Colonel North, was there any

discussion about you taking a job uith the White House?

A No , sir . Never

.

2 Ever working for Judge Clark?

A Absolutely not.

2 Admiral Poindexter?

A No , sir

.

2 Do you recall telling Colonel North in October of

1986 and discussing a scheme of two weeks earlier?

A You have to be more specific.

MR. DUNHAM: We need a little more there, Tom.

BY MR. FRYMAN:

2 Do you recall discussing with Colonel North that

Elliott Abrams should not go back at that time?

MR. DUNHAM: Go back where?

2 I'll leave the question stand if you understand it,

A I really don't understand it. I really don't.

Abrams should go back?

2 Should not go back now.

A I would really have to be--

MR. DUNHAM: Do you have anything to refresh his

recollection on that? Or a reference?

MR. FRYMAN: I'll let the question stand if you

IMtLASSIFIED
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2S83 don' t

.

258M THE WITNESS: I don't really reisember it. It seems

2585 strange I would make a statement about Elliott Abrams.

2586 BY MR. FRYMAH:

2587 S I'm asking if you recall.

2588 A I really don't, no.

2589 e Did you ever have any discussion with Colonel North

2590 about whether you had been in the Nicaraguan Embassy?

2591 A Never. First of all I've never been in it. There

2592 would no no reason for me to discuss it.

2593 2 There was never any discussion with Colonel North?

2594 A No, never.

2595 HR. FRYMAN: off the record.

UNtftSSiriED
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( 1 :M0 p.m. 1

BY MR. FRYMAM:

2 Father Douling, ate you faniliar with a bank

account under the name of Pakefield Enterprises?

A No , sir

.

S Are you iamiliar with an organization named

Pakefield Enterprises?

A No, sir.

KR. FRYMAN: I have no further questions.

EXAMINATION ON BEHALF OF THE SENATE SELECT

COMMITTEE

BY MR. KAPLAN:

S Father Douling, as I introduced myself this

morning, I am Jamie Kaplan, Associate Counsel with the

Senate Select Committee.

1 will be brief. You have been very patient today and I

appreciate it.

Father Dowling, you mentioned this morning in

response to a question put to you by Mr. Fryman that you

were never employed by a United States Government

intelligence agency.

A Yes.

2 Did you ever receive any money from a United States

lEUiSSIHED
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Government intelligence agency other than the money you

testified this morning came at the direction of Colonel

North?

A No, sir.

2 Did Colonel North himself actually ever give you

any funds or traveler's checks?

A No, no. Those traveler's checks were not given to

me by Colonel North.

2 So all of the traveler's checks came from Mr.

Calero ?

A Yes , sir .

2 Did you receive traveler's checks at any pint i'n

time from any other source related to the Nicaraguan

resistance?

A Well, from the resistance, it was from Kr Calero's

direction. He may not have put them in the mailbox.

2 Did Kr . Calero send you traveler's checks at

certain times?

A Yes.

2 Hou would you know those checks were from him?

A I would ask him or call him or write a quick note

saying I needed such-and-such.

2 Were all those checks spent on travel expenses?

A No. Ky phone bill went from a normal person's

phone bill to something outrageous since I was making calls

UNCLASSIFIED
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all over the country. They were spent on things that were

related to what I was doing.

MR. DUNHAM: May I talk to my client a second?

MR. KAPLAN- Sure.

(Discussion off the record. 1

MR. DUNHAM: Uould you read back the question about

Colonel North?

(Whereupon, the record uas read by the reporter, j

MR. DUNHAM: I think he needs to amplify that

answer. I think the ansuer he gave uas literally accurate,

but there is a situation which I think the witness should

disclose to you which could be construed--that answer could

be construed as inaccurate based upon things he concluded,

not things he knew.

BY MR. KAPLAN:

Q Okay.

Can you amplify?

A I was never given personally any money by Colonel

North. There uas one incident where X mentioned to Colonel

North that certain expenses needed to be taken care of— it

was the week of the vote, the last vote which was late June

of 1986--for two people because they had been out a lot of

expenses. One of them was Mr. Maybury and Mrs. Guell who

was in the process of putting people up in the Hotel

Washington. She had no money.
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So I mentioned it to him. He said, ''Would you

corae by and pick up a package?'' I handed them the package.

I did not see the contents of the package.

2 When you said that Colonel North said to you,

'•Would you come by and pick up a package,** uheze did he

want you to come by?

A His office .

2 Did you go to his office?

A Yes.

2 He gave you a package.

Could you describe it?

A It was a package with two envelopes in it. That

was all.

2 To the best of your recollection, what was your

assumption at that time as to what was in that package?

A I presumed he was going to defray the expenses; it

was money for that.

e What did you do with that package?

A I gave it to the two people involved.

2 Did either Kiss Guell or Mr. Haybury say anything

to you afterwards that would indicate the contents of the

package?

A Ho, sir.

2 I think immediately before we went off the record

and you conferred with your counsel, the question I asked

UmSSIFIED
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was whether traveler's checks given to you by Hr . Calero or

people connected in some fashion with the resistance were

spent on travel expenses in behalf of the resistance.

I believe you responded af f irnatively to that

question

.

Yes .

Uho is Kathleen Douling?

My mother

.

Do you recall giving any traveler's checks to your

A

2

A

2

mother ?

A X may have in exchange for cash.

MR. KAPLAN: x will have then marked as Deposition

Exhibit Nos . 2-A and 2-B. We have marked as Dowling

Deposition Exhibit 2-A and 2-B what purports to be copie's of

traveler's checks drawn on Banco Delpinchina. Exhibit 2-A

is a copy of the front and back of one traveler's check; and

2-B is the copy of the front and back of two traveler's

checks all in the denomination of $50.

[The documents marked Dowling Exhibit Nos. 2-A and

2-B follow: 1

x**x*x*«** COMMITTEE INSERT x*x******

Mmim
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BY MR. KAPLAH SECRET
2 Father Douling, is that your mother's name on the

front of the check?

A Yes.

2 If you could turn the pages of each exhibit and

look at them, I take it there is no signature on the checks

on 2-B, but on the copy of the back of traveler's checks 2-

A, is that your mother's signature?

A Yes.

2 Do you recall the circumstances under which you may

have written those two checks to your mother?

A It may have been just for immediate cash.

2 Where does your mother live?

A In San Raphael.

2 Just for the record, San Raphael, California, is in

Mann County?

A Yes, that is right.
|cav-C-/-

2 Before we ^^0'^those checks, do those checks

refresh your recollection as to the circumstances under

which you gave them to your mother?

A Hell, they actually came, some of the checks were

actually sent to her house because obviously they were

unsigned checks. So I would ask Calero to send them to her

place if I was not in and about. So that would be the

circumstances

.

wmm&
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e Do you recall any better the circumstances under

which you would have written traveler's checks to your

mother in July of 1985 and August of 1985?

A July of 1985? I don't know.

2 If you don't recall--

A I presume unless she had loaned me > it could have

been a loan, it could have been just that I needed the cash,

you know.

2 But your testimony today is that to the best of

your recollection, these checks were written out to your

mother in exchange for cash?

As far as I know, yes, or it could have been a

loan

.

2 A loan to your mother?

A No, that I might have borrowed from her.

2 And you were using the traveler's checks to repay

the loan that she had made to you?

A It might have been an expense that I had to pay. I

am thinking there might have been a telephone bill at about

that time.

2 When did you first meet Linda Guell?

A In March of 1985.

2 Who proposed the use of Western Legal Foundation to

create LASSI?

A Linda Guell.

UNHASSIHED
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2 What prompted that proposal?

A Because I mentioned that I was thinking oi setting

up a non-profit to deal with information in a systematic

uay .

2 Do you recall when that proposal was made?

A It was probably somewhere around April or Kay of

that year, something like that.

2 So as I understand it, you mentioned to Linda Guell

your interest in creating something like LASSX?

A Yes, exactly.

2 She proposed in return that you could use the

Western Legal Foundation as the corporate framework for

setting LASSI up; is that correct?

A Yes.

2 How well did you know Linda Guell when she proposed

that you could use Western Legal Foundation?

A I had only met her a couple of months. She was

very involved at that time in the freedom fighter situation.

2 Were you surprised by her proposal?

A Ho. It seemed logical instead of going through the

whole process

.

2 Part of the whole process being applying for tax-

exempt status and the like?

A Yes, since the corporation she was suggesting was

more or less essentially non-functioning.

UNCOlSSiriED
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2 When did the transfer actually taXe place?

A We put it through Curtis Herge. He was the lawyer

of record. His office basically did nothing, to my

surprise. According to the books, it shows we made them.

The name change was made official only recently through

their office in the District of Columbia.

2 Where did the funds come from?

A The initial funds came from Western Goals and after

that from LASSI itself.

2 You mentioned this morning that you drew a minimal

salary as Executive Director of Lassi. What was that

salary?

A Since a lot of my expenses were paid, we are in the

process of looking at that, it is several thousand dollars.

We are probably looking at five or six thousand dollars.

2 Over the course?

A No. We are talking about 1986 now. There are

other things, one of them I mentioned.

2 So your salary for 1986 would have been five or six

thousand dollars?

A Fron LASSI itself, yes.

2 Did you receive a salary from some other

organizations ?

A There were some other increments in there. I think

I mentioned *3,000 that I was considering income.

^~
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2 Any other sources of income in 1986?

A There may have been a couple of speaking

engagements for CAUSA. If I remember, it was *600.

2 Is LASSI still an ongoing institution?

A Well, ue don't have any money. We are in the

process of getting the tax stuff straightened out.

2 That is my next question.

How much money is left?

A Less than $100 in each account. I am keeping the

accounts alive right now.

2 How would you break it down? I realize I am asking

you to estimate the breakdown, but how would you break down

the use of the JwaVD or so dollars that made its way into

LASSI's accounts.

A I would say about *35,000 went through the

operations account in San Francisco, roughly. Several

thousand were paid in consultant fees to Linda Guell, I am

not sure, maybe »6,000. Then several thousand dollars were

expended on the trips to Central America last year.

2 Approximately how much was spent on them?

A Three or four thousand dollars, I forget. It is in

the books. Most of the balance was paid for my expenses

here in Washington. I actually tried to save some by

renting an apartment for a while.

2 What would you approximate those expenses to be?

UimSSIFIED
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A Somewhere around 30 to 35--that is including a good

part of this year, so ue are talking about a period oi well

over a year, uell over a year.

2 I want to ask you a few questions about your use of

Mr. Calero's credit card.

A Sure.

e Was your use of Mr. Calero's credit card monitored

in any fashion?

A Not really, no.

2 He gave you the credit card nunber during what tine

period ?

A In late 1984 for the first trip down here.

2 Did he give you any instructions as to how and when

to use that credit card nureber?

A Ho. He said I could use it for trips when I went

out to speak or to meet with groups, setting up meetings, et

cetera

.

2 Did you tell him when you used the credit card?

A No, I did not.

2 Did he ever ask you when you used the credit card

for a particular piece of travel?

A Ho.

2 What class travel did you generally travel?

A Always the economy; always.

2 Who chose your hotels?
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A Usually I did. I would have the travel agent make

an arrangement sometimes. It would vary.

2 Mas there an effort on your part to stay in economy

hotels as well?

A Yes, if I could.

2 Did anyone ever speak to you about charges that had

been made to Mr. Calero's account?

A No .

2 I believe Colonel North's calendar shows you had a

meeting with him on November 17, 1986.

Do you recall the substance of that meeting?

A I had recently been in Philadelphia and I was

talking about that.

2 Was there any discussion of the events of the

moment?

A None. The only thing he said, he was really in a

rush, I think it was less than five minutes. He seemed

really more intense than usual.

2 When you mentioned the trip to Philadelphia, I take

it It is the trip you testified about earlier in response to

Hr . Fryman's question?

A Yes .

2 Did Colonel North ever mention to you anything that

related to the sale of arms to Iran?

A Absolutely not.

UNIMSIFIED
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fi Did Colonel Hoith ever say anything to you about a

diversion of the iunds iron the sale of arms to Iran to the

contr as ?

A Absolutely not.

2 Did Colonel North ever mention to you or did you

ever become aware of an account in Switzerland called the

Lake Resources account?

NO/ sir, not until I read it in The Washington

Post.

2 Not until public disclosure?

A Right.

S I take it that the same would b« true fox any

conversations that you had with Richard Miller over the time

of your relationship with him?

A Yes, about any of those three or four questions you

just asked me, absolutely not.

nR. KAPLAN: I have no further questions. I

believe Kr . Oliver may have some questions.

EXAniNATION OH BEHALF OF THE HOUSE SELECT COHIIITTEE

BY HR. OLIVER:

2 Father Dowling, I am going to try to have a few

follow-up questions to some of the things Hr . Fryman has

already covered.

Wuss/f/ra
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2 You mentioned in connection with the congtessioifal

hearing that you testified in the spring of 1985.

A Yes.

2 That you had met a staffer from the committee

walking across the street?

A That is right.

2 Mas that staffer Jake Dunman?

A No. sir, it uas--if you mention the name I will be

able to tell you.

2 But It was a staffer from the Foreign Affairs

Committee ?

A No, I am not sure of that. He was on the trip to

Central America. I am not sure what his name was. It

should have been Foreign Affairs. I just assumed that.

MASsra
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2 He was with Mr. McCollum?

A He was one of the staffers with Mr. McCollum.

There may have been others.

2 Mhere were you crossing the street that you

happened to meet him?

A Somewhere around the Capitol here.

2 He ran into you?

A Yes. He said, ''How are you doing?"' and the next

thing I got the phone call.

2 From whom?

A From somebody in McCollum's office.

2 Mho was that?

A Probably one of the secretaries just saying>

''Could you be at the committee meeting?*'

A What did they tell you they wanted you to do at the

committee meeting?

A They were very indefinite. It was a spur-of-the-

moment thing. All they suggested was that I might say what

I saw when I was down there

.

2 How did Congressman McCollun's office know where to

reach you J

A Because I had been on friendly terns with Mr.

Forrest so he knew where to reach me.

2 Where was that?

A Probably at some hotel. Was it at a hotel? It was

WRUiSSIFIED
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April 1985. I stayed in a lot of places in Washington.

2 Your recollection is he called you at your hotel,

not at somebody's office?

A No. It was wherever I was staying, yes.

2 When Mr. McCollun's office told you the time and

place of the hearing, what did they tell you the subject of

the hearing was?

A It was the Subcommittee on Western Hemisphere

Affairs. I believe the debate was the humanitarian aid

bill .

2 When you went to the committee meeting, how did you

identify yourself to the Congressman who yielded his time to

you?

A I didn't really talk to him. Since this stuff came

out in June, I believe it was Congressman Lagomarsino. I

didn't talk to him. One of his staffers came up and said,

•'He will yield his six minutes to you,'' and I said fine.

2 Who was that staffer?

A I don't know.

2 How did he know to come to you?

A Because I came in. I had a collar on. He assumed

who I was and then he asked me if I was Father Dowling . I

said yes and he said, ''When Congressman Lagomarsino ' s time

comes up, he will yield it to you.'"

RPTS LYDA
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C That was not the same staffer you met going across

the street?

A No , sir

.

2 After the hearing, did you discuss what you had

said with any of the members of the committee or any of the

staff?

A No, not rally.

2 You just walked out of the room?

A There were several witnesses after me. I think it

was the time Sister Nancy Donavan gave the report on contra

atrocities

.

2 Did you refute what she said?

A I gave an opinion. If you have that in front of

you, I have not seen it since then, but I gave an opinion

about the type of people I saw in the camps. I could not

specifically refute each individual incident that she

mentioned, of course.

2 Mas it a rather unpleasant exchange that went on at

that time?

A There was no exchange except I was booed by people

in the committee room, which the chairman naturally stopped.

2 After the hearing, did you talk with any of the

other witnesses?

A No, no. I went over and sat down for a while next

HJiSSIFIED
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3068 to Calero--w"Iio is the actor who was there, Robert Foxworth, I

3069 believe, also testified.

3070 So I chatted with him for a while and left.

307 1 2 Mr. Calero was there. You indicated earlier that

3072 Mr. Calero knew you were a priest of the Old Catholic

3073 Church.

307M A Right.

3075 2 Do you think the committee had the impression that

3076 you were a priest from the regular Catholic Church?

3077 A Well, the chairman, Hr . Gejdenson, said publicly

3078 that he had it. My purpose of going in there was not to

3079 discuss my priesthood, but to discuss what I personally saw

3080 m the camps.

3081 2 When did Mr. Calero learn that you were not a

3082 regular Catholic priest?

3083 A Back in 198^ because I had a service in the

3084 Presbyterian Church which I was using at that time which he

3085 was at.

3086 2 When you met Congressman McCollum in 1985 in

3087 Central America, did you tell him you were from the Old

3088 Catholic Church?

3089 A I don't know. I really don't.

3090 2 Did any of his staff members. Vaughn Forrest or

309 1 anyone, ever learn you were from the Old Catholic Church?

3092 A X mentioned it to them. When you say Old Catholic,

«NW«D
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and you don't go into a detailed explanation, sometimes

people don't know, they may think you are talking about the

hairs on your head

.

HR. DUNHAM: How do you know?

THE WITNESS: I don't knou. I said I was uith the

traditionalist group, uith the Latin mass.

BY MR. OLIVER:

2 Mr. Calero understood the distinction?

A Yes. He is not a theologian either, but he

essentially understood the difference.

2 Did you ever have discussions with members or staff

of the committee after this story broke about your

appearance uith Congressman Gejdenon's committee?

A No , sir

.

2 You never discussed it uith any of them up until

this day?

A No, sir, I have not.

2 I would like to switch for a moment to your trip to

Philadelphia. Did you meet anyone else besides John Hirtle?

A No, sir.

2 Did you ever arrange for a speech in Philadelphia

for Arturo Cruz?

A No, sir.

2 Do you knou uhether he made a speech up there?

A I believe he had.

imssra
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e This had been prior to your trip to Philadelphia?

A I am not sure of that. The speech I am talking

about happened a feu months ago, I believe.

e Do you know whether Hr . Hirtle arranged that

speech?

A I don't know if he arranged it or not. He was part

of the committee that was organizing it. I don't know if he

personally arranged it.

e You mentioned that you traveled to Central America

with Mr. Riordan who is active in Knights of Malta?

A He is a Knight of Malta.

B Did you have a discussion about the Knights of

Malta with Mr. Hirtle?

A No, I don't think so.

2 Did you have a discussion about Knights of Malta

with Mr. Slease?

A No, sir. Our conversation was literally less than

a minute, my only conversation with him.

2 Were you aware of any other Knights of Malta who

contributed to the activities in Central America that

related to the church or your activities?

A No, to my knowledge there have been none. To the

church, no direct knowledge at all.

2 Did Colonel North ever mention to you the Knights

of Malta?

'- .^i-
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A I don't think ue ever sat down and discussed ther

It may have come up in passing, but I know it was never

anything serious.

2 Other than Mr. Riordan, do you knou oi any other

Knights of Malta who were involved in contributing money?

A X am not sure Mr. Riordan was.

2 I just wondered if you know who were.

A Ko.

2 Do you know a man known as Roy Godsen?
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A No , sir

.

2 Ace you familial with an organization known as

Prodemca?

A Yes , sir

.

2 What do you know about that organization?

A I know it assists the freedom fighters when they

come to town and arranges meetings.

Q Did you have any contact with them?

A I have been to a number of meetings.

S When was that?

A The last function of Prodemca, maybe a year ago.

It has been a while

.

2 Did you ever discuss with them the need for funds

for LASSI's activities?

A No.

2 Were they aware what you were doing with Mr.

Calero?

A I presume they were. They must have been aware

that I was involved with Calero, sure.

2 Who introduced you to the Prodemca people?

A It seems to me I went to one of their functions.

It could have been Boscoe Metamorris or someone like that, I

met Penn Kimball at the IRD, Institute of Religious

Democracy

.

2 What is that?

UNIMSSIFIED
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A non-profit organization that writes reports on

religious persecution around the world.

2 Here you involved with this in any way?

A No. X went to get on their mailing list.

2 Did you discuss with Penn Kimball what you were

doing?

A Not really, no.

2 How did you find out about the Institution of

Religious Democracy?

A It has been mentioned several times as a leading

group that talks about persecution in the church. I don't

remember who specifically told me. It was an institute Z

had heard about and I wanted to talk to them.

2 Did you receive any funds or support from them .for

your activities?

A Absolutely not.

2 Do you know Bruce Cameron?

A No, sir, I do not.

2 Linda Guell was a good friend of yours as we

learned earlier.

A Yes.

S Did you become aware of the problems Linda Guell

was having with Spitz Channell?

A Yes, sir.

2 How did you become aware?

00-'i38
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2 What did she tell you?

A Uell. I knew that the were having a problero with

regard to his taking over of Western Goals

.

e And she was opposed to his taking over Western

Goals?

A It seemed to be working for a while. I was not

privy to all the paperwork, the intricate details.

2 You mentioned earlier that Spitz Channell might not

be too favorably disposed toward you because of the

difficulties he had with Linda Guell.

A No, I don't think I said that.

2 Well, perhaps you didn't, but you were aware that

they had had difficulties?

A Yes.

2 What specifically were the difficulties?

A Again, I am not sure of the dynamics. I know there

were some problems with the takeover of Western Goals by his

organization, the National Endowment for the Preservation of

Liberty .

Q Was she concerned because of what NEPL was doing?

A She seemed to be. He did not get into a tremendous

detailed discussion about this because my interests were

different on this issue. I was not involved in the

intricate details of it.

mmm
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2 But you have temained involved with Linda Guelle

since ?

A She has helped us do the books, sure.

2 She has helped arrange funding sources?

A Well, nothing recently.

2 Hell, the *10,000.

A That uould have been October when the letter was

written

.

2 It was December of 1986?

A Yes.

2 You disbursed some funds iron LASSI to her?

A For consultants work. she has done a behemoth 'job

on the books and keeping lots of things going.

2 Since that December grant, our records indicate you

gave her somewhere around $7,000.

A That could be correct. Yes, sir.

2 Mere you aware that Jane McLaughlin had had a split

with Spitz Channell?

A Yes. For one thing I saw her, I believe it was on

ABC News.

2 Did you discuss that with Linda or Jane before you

saw it on ABC News?

A I knew vaguely that there was a split, but it was

not directly of concern to me.

2 But in January of 1987, you made a presentation to

mssro
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Spitz Channell?

A Yes , sir

.

e Even after this split, you had already seen Jane

McLaughlin on television?

A No, it was before that.

MR. DUNHAM: Jane Mas not on television. She was

on television a number of times, but you saw her on

Nightline; right?

THE WITNESS: Nightline or whatever.

MR. DUNHAM: After the Channell indictment?

THE WITNESS: I don't know. I know it was on TV.

BY MR. OLIVER:

2 Do you know Scott Miller?

A No

.

2 John Donohue of Pittsburgh?

A No, sir. I just suddenly got the flash, that was

who Hirtle was talking about> but I don't know him.

2 Did you ever meet Otto Reich?

A No, sir.

2 Jonathan Miler?

A Yes . sir

.

2 When did you meet him?

A In March of 1986 briefly in Walt Raymond's office

at the NSC.

2 What were you doing there?

UHeiASSIFIED
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A Just talking about public relations. He was very

concerned that not enough had been dona^

2 Who put you in touch with Walt Raymond?

A Ambassador Peter Daily.

2 How did you know Ambassador Peter Daily?

A I met him at the World Business Council where I

spoke at one time.

2 When was that?

A It would have been January of 1986, I believe.

2 He suggested you go see Walt Raymond?

A Yes. I gave a speech and he was impressed and

said, ''You may want to talk to Walt Raymond.'"

2 And Jonathan Miller was there?

A Hot at the meeting. It seems to me he was in and

about the office and I shook hands with him.

2 What did you discuss with Walt Raymond?

A Public relations strictly.

2 About what?

A What needed to be done to get the message out about

what was going on in Central America.

C What did you tell him needed to be done?

A I told him a first-class PR campaign.

2 Did you ask him for assistance or to involve you in

any way?

A No. He was very specific that he was not an

4
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Q Did he indicate to you what efforts they weie

making in the public relations field?

A A little. He talked about the Office of Public

Diplomacy. It uas very general stuff.

2 Was Peter Daily involved in that?

A No. It uas just a reference.
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anyone in VTie legislative Oepaxtment?

A Ho. sir. I don't thinK I met with anybody outside

of Kagan and Abramsl

There were no subsequent meetings

.

2 You indicated on one of your trips to Central

America that you met uith Ambassador!

A That is correct, yes.

Q Who arranged those meetings?

A Hr . Morrissey.

fi Why did Mr. Horrissey arrange those meetings?

A He uas looking at some oi the medical work that' the

Army uas doing down there. I believe they have been

involved uith some of that stuff. It uas a perfunctory sort

of meeting uith Ambassadoi

2 Did Mr. Morrissey have direct access to the

ambassador ?

A

2

A

access

2

uit

A

2

Hell, we went in there.

Why did he have access to the ambassador?

X really don't know. He seemed to have direct

there? Why did you meet

We met him— I don't know to be very frank with you.

It didn't seem very unusual to be meeting with a

mmmi
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A We had a helicopter that took us out to see the

delivering of food to the people, so maybe it had something

to do with that, I don't know.

2 They took you to see delivery of food to the

people ?

A Yes .

2 To which people?

A The peasants, the campasino!

2 What kind oi a helicopter, American military?

A Yes, sir.

D i d ^^^^^^^^^^^H a r r ange

A We are presuming. I didn't see him pick up the

phone

.

2 What was the purpose of having you see this?

A Well. I believe that the, whatever they call the

civilian program down there, whatever it is, they felt that

not too many people had seen it and it would be good.

fi Did they indicate to you who was paying for that

food?

A Ho, sir, they did not.

\iHms\m
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2 Why Mas the American embassy so inteiested in

showing you that?

A They may have been interested in showing Morrisey

that also. I uas there and went along with them for the

ride .

2 Uas Colonel North involved in setting up those--

A Not at all.

e Did you talk with him after you came back to the

United States?

A I told him X had been there, what I had seen,

that's all.

2 You indicated that you met Rich Miller or Rich

Miller thinks he met you at a party at Dan Kirkendahl's

townhouse m July 1985?

A That IS correct.

2 What was the purpose of that party?

A I believe it was to celebrate the humanitarian aid

victory

.

2 Who else was there?

A A lot of your, I mean a lot of conservative groups

were represented.

2 Was Colonel North there?

CNJUSWfl
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2 Was Elliott Abrans there?

A No. sir. I don't believe any government official

was there. I don't recall running into any of them any way.

2 You were in Washington in August of 1986 prior to

your departure for Central America?

A Yes, I was.

2 Why were you in Washington?

A Probably to just go from Washington down, you know,

make arrangements, final arrangements, for the trip.

2 What kind of final arrangements did you make?

A A travel trip, getting Horrisey set up, et cete'ra.

2 Did you meet with Congressman tlcCollum in August of

1986?

A No, I don't think so. I don't believe he was there

actually. It was a recess at that time.

2 I would like to--

MR. OLIVER: I would like to make this telephone

message as Exhibit number 3.

BY MR. OLIVER:

8 This telephone message was in the documents turned

over by Spitz Channel's organizations to the committee and

it is dated 8-11-1986 to Linda at 11:36 in the morning, and

at says, while you were ont_Jathet Dowling, the telephone

number it leaves i^^^^^^^^^Hthe message is, he is at

limssim
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Congressman McC

A Yes.

e He uill be there for the next five minutes. Does

that refresh your recollection about meeting with

Congressman McCollum?

A No, I am sure I didn't meet with him. In fact, the

date would indicate that he was probably on recess.

e Did you meet uith someone else in Congressman

McCollum's office?

A I probably met with Morrisey preparing for the

trip .

e Do you remember talking to Linda Guell prior to

your meeting in Central America in August 1986?

A I am sure I did .

2 Was she involved in any way in this trip?

A Well, I was using a travel agent that she knew, so

that may have been, we may have talked about the

particulars, the particulars of the trip, but that would

have been about it.

2 Who was that travel agent?

A I don't use it anymore. It is down here in

Washington somewhere. I would have to, I can't remember

which agency it was really.

2 I have no further questions. Thank you. Father.

MR. FRYMAN: I have one final question. When was
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34914
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3503

3504

3505

3506

3507

3508

3509

35 10

351 1

3512

3513
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the last time you spoke to Olivet North?

THE WITNESS: I think you just told me. Whenever

that--one of you mentioned a meeting I had with him in

November

.

BY MR. FRYMAN:

2 What is your recollection?

A That is my last recollection.

Q You have not spoken with him in 1987?

A Absolutely not. Whatever date you gave me of that

meeting

.

MR. DUNHAM: November 17, 1986.

MR. OLIVER: I am sorry, I have a couple more

questions

.

BY MR. OLIVER:

2 Who is Jim Pasado?

A He is a gentleman who works with LASSI out in San

Francisco

.

2 What is his job?

A He doesn't have a job, he helps us with organized

speaking engagements. He goes around speaking on the issue.

2

A

2 How did he happen to become involved with LASSI?

A I met him when I spoke before the retired group of

intelligence officers a few years ago, his particular

Ulffi^SSIFIED
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branch, and ue got tb~be' IrieiTJrr^ . That's basically it.

2 Did he organize just speaking engagements, did he

organize other things for you?

A That's about it.

2 Did LASSI or other people working for you gather

information on domestic opponents of the President's

policies in Central America?

A No, that has not been one of our functions.

Q You never did pass on any information about

opponents of the President's policy to the FBI or government

officials ?

A No .

2 Do you know General Singlaub?

A Yes , sir

.

2 Hon do you know General Singlaub?

A I met him through Adolfo Calero.

2 Were you ever involved in any of his activities?

A No , sir

.

2 Did you ever receive any money from him?

A Not to my knowledge. That *3,000 Adolio Calero

sent me could have--at the time he could have mentioned

something about General Singlaub, but the check did not

indicate that, so I have no knowledge of that, and I never

discussed it with General Singlaub.

2 Did you ever meet Brett Sciaroni?

UNIilMooiritiJ
5f:CF
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Yes, sic.

2 Hou did you come to met hire?

A I met him socially at Colonel Peno's house.

2 Did you ever discuss any of your activities with

him?

A I am sure I did. In terms of public relations and

what I was doing? I am sure.

2 Did he ever mention to you what he uas doing?

A Sure

.

Axey
2 Did he talk to you at all about any work thatNRf

was doing for Colonel North at the HSC?

A Mo .

2 Did you ever seek any information from Phil Mabry

relating to the Christie Institute?

A Phil Kabry volunteered that Information at one

time. I never received it.

2 What information did ha provide?

A Basically their publications.

2 Why did he volunteer that information?

A Because Phil Ilabry, as I indicated earlier, has the

tendency to go from one side of the fence to the other. On

one month he will be on one side and the next month he takes

the opposite side.

2 Do you know why he would supply that information to

you?

umssiHED
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3564
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357 1

3572

3573

3574

A He knows uheie I stand.

2 Uhat did you do with tha Iniorraation?

A I thinX I just left it, filed it. I didn't do

anything with it. There was nothing, believe n>e , there was

nothing extraordinary about it. Anybody could walk into

their offices I am sure and get the same information.

MR. OLIVER: I have no further questions. Thank

you .

MR. FRYMAN: Mo questions.

(Adjourned at 2:35 p.m.)

IINtJlSSIfe
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DEPOSITION OF ROBERT C. DUTTON

Friday, May 4, 1987

U.S. House of Representatives,

Select Committee to Investigate

Covert Arms Transactions witn Iran,

wasnington, D.C.

The Committee met, pursuant to call, at 2:20 p.m., in

Room H-328, The Capitol Building, Ken Ballen and Ben Buck

presiding.

Present: Ken Ballen and Ken Buck, Staff Counsel on behalf

of the House Selectte» Committee «n Covert Arms Transactions

with Iraui; Paul Barbadoro, Counsel, on behalf of the Senate

Select Committee on Secret Military Assistance to ^e Iran and

the Nicaraguan Opposition; Vwti Dowd and Sara Dawson, on behalf

of the witness.
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liNE'iSSinED
MR. DOWD: Counsel for Mr. Dutton understand that

the reporter is a Notary in the Commonwealth of Virginia and

the State of Maryland, and has no objection to this reporter

administering the oath for purposes of this deposition and

has no objection to the form of the oath,

BY MR. BALLEN:

Q Would you give your complete name?

A Robert Charles Dutton.

Q Mr. Dutton, I would like to show you what I have

preraarked as Dutton Exhibit Number 1, a copy of a memorandum

dated April 8, 1987, prepared by me. Have you reviewed this

memorandum, sir?

A Yes, I have. I

Q And is that your handwriting that has corrected the

various points in the memorandum? .

A That is correct.

Q And is that memorandum an accurate reflection of yoi.

previous interviews with staff of the House Select Committee

and the Senate Select Committee?

A It doesn't cover everything we discussed but it

does cover the major points.

Q What it covers, is it an accurate representation

of what you said?

I believe so.

Q Themk you.

prorfaloiM of LO. 12356

lriM» Nalioiul SKurity CouncU KiAssra
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Mr. Dutton, how long did you serve in the Armed

Forces of the United States?

A About 26 and a half years.

Q Which branch of the service?

A United States Air Force.

Q What in general were your responsibilities with the

United States Air Force?

A I was a pilot the entire time. I served most of my

career in the area of special operations, which includes

unconventional warfare, counterinsurgency, counterterrorism.

I served from the squadron level through Headquarters Air

Force level. I was mostly in the operational side of the

Air Force. I dealt in current operations, things that are

going on right now. I was involved in a number of special

operations. I don't know how much detail you want,

Q

A

Q Did you know General Richard V. Secord?

A Yes, sir.

Q How did you happen to know him?

A I met him I believe it was in 1964, the first time,

He was involved at that time with the First Air Commandos.

We served in Vietnam and Thailand at the same time.

I remained an acquaintance of his until 1976 when

UNCUSSIFIED
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' I went to work for him in Teh«ran in the Air Force section of

2 the Military Assistance Advisory Group. We were stationed

3 together there two and a half years and returned to Washington

4 D.C. I went to work on the Air Staff, General Secord went to

5 the Office of the Secretary of Defense, and we have remained

6 friends since.

7 Q When did you retire from the United States Air Forci

8 A 1 May 1986.

9 Q What was your rank when you retired?

'0 A
,

Colonel.

^' Q And did General Secord offer you a position which

led to your retirement?

13 A I had made a decision that I was going to retire at

'* which time he talked to me about a position, and did make an

'8 offer to me.

18 Q What was his offer?

17 A His offer was to come to work for Stanford

'* Technology Trading Group International, which was a partnershi

of himself amd Albert Hakim. We would be working Internationa

projects.

He did tell me that he had a special operations, th

^^ did not involve the company, that he was working to support,

^^ and that he needed my help on, and it had to do with an

^* operation in Central America, an air operation, and that they

2' were having a great deal <)^ A^MI^^ f^ffr ^^' ^'^ ^® needed

'mmm
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help on that, and that is probably, that would be the major

thing that I would be tied up with at first.

Q What date did you start?

I started on the second of May.

And what was your salary?

Five thousand dollars a month.

The special operation, air operation in Central

America that he described to you, was this Stanford Technology

business or not?

A No, it was not.

Q Were you to be separately compensated for your

efforts in regard to this?

A No, I was not.

Q How did General Secord describe to you the purpose

of the air re-supply operation? Did he say where in Central

America it would be?

A Yes, sir. The re-supply operations themselves would

be in^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B Nicaragua, that would be operating

out of^^^^^^^^^Hthat they had a small fleet of aircraft

that would be delivering arms, munitions, uniforms, medicines,

to the contras both at the forward operating base and!

I^I^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^Ko forces

Nicaragua.

(Discussion off the j^cv^

BY MR. BALLEN:

Q Were you to be separately compensated?
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Let me ask you this question: in fact, were you eve

separately compensated for this operation?

A No, I was not.

Q So your only salary that you received in connection

with it was your regular salary from Stanford Technology

Trading Group International?

A Yes, sir.

Q You also performed other business for them?

A That is right.

Q Off the record.

(Discussion off the record.)

BY MR. BALLEN:

Q Let me clarify your answer. Delivering them both

forward operating bases^^^^^^^^^^did General Secord

mention to you deliveries inside Nicaragua

A At the beginning, yes. We were to drop inside

Nicaragua, I don't recall us discussing

to any length at that time. Within the next week after

I first started there, we discussed it as a separate issue.

In fact, the airstrip was being built in northwestern Costa

Rical

Q Did General Secord ipUaSMrf^lf^ ^^^^ approved this

operation?

A He told me that we were working at the behest of
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" the White House.

2 Q Did he tell you that this was a clandestine

3j operation?

4| A Yes.

I

5
1 Q Run at the behest of the White House?

6 A Yes.

7 Q Now, as part of the project, were you to both

8 supply munitions and other goods to the FDN in the north and

9 also attempt to open up the southern front?

10 A That is correct.

11 Q Now, sir, your responsibility in connection with

12 this air supply operation was what?

13 A When I first joined the operation on the first of

14 May, the aircraft were in very poor condition. There was a

15 lack of spare parts. We weren't able to keep them flying.

16 Because the aircraft weren't flying, we weren't making any

17 deliveries.

18 The troops, especially in the south, were in dire

19 need of assistance, and I was asked to become as familiar as

20 I could with the entire operation down there, make whatever

21 changes needed to be made, assist in facilitating getting spare

22 parts, and basically getting the operation working. It just

23 wasn't working.

24 Q Sir, did there come a time in managing this air

25 resupply operation that you met Lieutenant Colonel Oliver

IINCLASSIFIFD
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urassm
North of the National Security Council?

A Yes sir.

And what were the circumstances, do you recall?

A To the best of my knowledge, it was —

Q Let me ask this question. Did there come a time

when you met or talked to Oliver North?

A I talked to him on the phone, I w©±d- say probably

a number of times before I ever met him, and the first time

I met him was away from the White House, and it was in Vienna,

Virginia;

Q Did you come to learn that North was the person

at the White House who directed the airlift operation?

A That is correct.

Q Sir, you mentioned your responsibility in connection

with this operation. Were you told by General Secord and

Oliver North where the funds were for this operation, where

they were coming from?

A Eventually General Secord indicated that the funds

were coming from Geneva. Any expenditures that I dealt with

which would be invoices, would be sent to me, I would review

them for correctiorv, necessary completeness, get any questions

answered that I thought General Secord might have. I would

present them to him, and if he approved them, then he would

call Mr. Hakim to effect a wire transfer to whoever would

require the funds.

DNtlfcSW
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Q You are now referring to the actual physical location

of the funds as coming from Geneva; is that correct?

A That was my understanding, yes.

Q Let me ask a more general question. Did Colonel

North and General Secord tell you that the monies that were

supporting this operation were privately donated monies?

A That is correct.

Q Did they also tell you that there were limits to that

money?

Absolutely.

What did they tell you in that regard?

There was not a bottomless pit of money, that we

had to be very careful in handling the funds that we had. We

had to account for the money as it was spent, which we did.

We could purchase those things that were necessary to complete

or to accomplish the mission, but we were not to spend anything

extra and anything that we felt that we really needed, we

needed their authority to procure, such as the new aircraft,

the fifth aircraft, that we finally got; some special

navigation equipment; storm scopes for the aircraft.

Q This was both Oliver North and General Secord?

Both indicated to you the limited nature of the funds involved?

A That is correct.

Q Did they also describe to you their concept that

they didn't want to see the contras ' cause destroyed beforeto see the contras' cause

i!N(ii km\tl
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Congress could vote additional funds, that this was the purpose

of the operation?

A It was my understanding the purpose of the operation

was to keep the contras alive and growing. Colonel North did

tell me that the forces in the south were growing at a rate of

approximately 150 a day, and that was going to require more

food, medicines, uniforms, and weapons, and, therefore, we

had to get the operations working as quickly as we could.

Q Did General Secord ever discuss with you the

legality of the operation?

A Yes, he did. At the initial briefing that he gave

me in the office on the second of May, I questioned whether what

we were doing was proper and legal, and he assured me it was,

and gave me a copy of a legal opinion which had been signed by

Sandy Martin, that stated in relation to the Neutrality Act

that as long as we did not deliver personnel, that case law

showed that we would stay within the law concerning the

Neutrality Act. And in a separate discussion, we talked about

the Arms Export Control Act, that we could not ship any weapons,

munitions either through or from the United States, and that

we would always be careful never to do that.

Q What was your knowledge as to where the weapons were

being shipped from?

A My understanding was they were coming from Europe.

Later on in the operation, I came to, understand that they were

•

iiMHi &Q<!inrn
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Q Who was involved in that?

A Tom Clinesl

Q Now, did General Secord also tell you at that time

that the air resupply support for the contras was further lega

because you could not be in violation of an Appropriation Act?

A That was discussed. I would say that it is probably

an accurate statement. It was probably done more in the form

of a question, how could you be in violation of an*^Act and

these were privately donated funds, the Act didn't apply in

any case.

Q Referring to what is commonly called the Boland Act?

A Yes.

Q Now, did Secord further explain to you at that time

the covert nature of this operation?

A To the degree that the sensitivity of the operation

was in dealing with the Central American countries that we

were working with, and who we were supporting. If, in fact, th

operation became public knowledge

^^^^^^^^^ or those

reasons, it had to remain clandestine.

Q Do you recall him also expressing to you in that

vein that it had to be sensitive , clandestine, because of

possibly revealiiA CiKi iAettm |9i PiflW of the donors to the

MMssinnr
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UNCUSSIFIED 12

program? Did he mention that to you?

A As I recall, the identity of the donors was

sensitive, but I don't believe it added sensitivity to the

operation.

Q Did he say anything in regards to the fact that

exposure in the press in the United States could needlessly

irritate Congress before they had an opportunity to vote again

A That is an impression I got. I don't remember a

particular discussion where the effect of Congress being

needlessly antagonized was the issue. The greater issue was

the people that were supporting us.

Q Did General Secord, during the month of May, begin

furnishing you with a KL-43 encryptible communications device?

A Yes.

Q And could you describe that a little? What is a

KL-43?

A A KL-43 looked like a small portable computer and

had a little screen and a keybo

I

If I were to prepare a message, I would type it out

in clear text, encrypt it, and then prepare to send. I would

call whoever I needed to send the message to, I would tellneeded to send the messaj
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them I had a message for them. They would set up their machin

to receive, tell me they were ready.

Q How did General Secord obtain the machine?

A My understanding was he got it from Colonel North.

They had been provided by NSA.

Q And who else had them besides yourself and General

Secord?

A Mr. Langton of SouthemAir Transport and Raphael

Quintero. Mr. Gadd had one of the machines but we did not

communicate with him once I came into the operation.

The Chief of Station CIA, ^^^^^^^Hwhom only

knew as^^^H had one.

Colonel James Steele, the Commander of the Military

Group in El Salvador had one of the machines.

At one point in the operation he turned it over to

Max Gomez or Felix Rodriguez for a period of about a month, am

then took it back, and Bill Cooper, the manager of the

operation.

MR. DOWD: That is Max Gomez, also known as Felix

Rodriguez?

iii^f!!mm
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1 THE WITNESS: Yes, and Oliver North had at least one

2 in the office.

3 BY MR. BALLEN:

* Q And the code operated via secret tape, is that

5 correct?

6 A We received a cassette of tapes once a month, just

7 before the beginning of the month.

8 Q From whom did you receive that?

9 A We would receive them from Colonel North's office.

The mechanics of it varied but the normal way was Shirley

1' Napier, the Administrative Assistant, would go down to the

White House and meet Fawn Hall, who would give her a package

containing -- If I was going to be able to get the taj

distributed to the other members, then I would receive all of

them. If Colonel North was going to see^fHbefore

Mr. Quintero, then he might keep that one.

Q Did you travel through Central America soon after

you started working at STTGI?

A Yes, I did.

Q When was that, sir?

A That was in the latter part of _May^ ^roundthe 20th,

somewhere around there.

Q What was the purpose of the trip?

A This was the initial visit. It was to get eyes and

hands on the operation, actually take a look at the aircraft,

all of the assets that ^we h^d, i.." meet the people, and become

May, around the 20th,

UNCUSSIHEI
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UNCLASSIFIED

IS

truly familiar with what the problems were and try to figure

out why the operation wasn't working.

How many aircraft did the operation have at that

time?

A We had four.

Q And briefly, what kind were they?

A We had a Maule, which is a light single engine

aircraft that we used more for a taxi to get to the other

forward operating bases.

We had two C-7 DeHavilands, and one C-123, which

was also a twin engine transport.

That was the 19th of May, the first time.

Q And how many flight crew and mechanics were

stationed there, approximately?

A The average over the time I believe was 19.

Q And at that time did you have an opportunity to

inspect the warehouse that was maintained for the operation?

A I did.

Q And what in general did it have in it?

A At that time, we had one very small area that we put

some of our spare parts in. It was totally inadequate for

the numbers that we should have had and would need.
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Q Were there any rifles among the weapons?

A Yes. AK-47 rifles, HK-21 machine guns. There were

uniforms, bundles of, many bundles of uniforms.

Q That was at your main base

A Ves, sir,

Q That would be|

A Yes.

A We were attempting to establish

la place we referred to as either West or the Plantatio

which was on the northwestern coast of Costa Rica, just below

the Nicaraguan border, right on the seacoast. We had a 5600

foot strip there that we had built.

Q Who had initially ordered the construction of that

airstrip?

A My understanding was General Secord and Colonel

North had initially had it constructed.

Q Now, when did the air operation, to the best of your

knowledge, that you took over in May the management of, when

had that operation begun?

A My understanding was around the first or second

month, either January or February.

iiNp.!hmB
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Q Do you know how many successful drops of munitions

and other supplies had been made by the time that you had

taken over the operation?

A To my knowledge, there had been no successful drops

by the organization to the south -- the southern forces. Ther

had been some drops inside Nicaragua to the northern forces,

but I don't know how many.

Q So did you know about a SAT drop that they made?

Yes., I was told about SAT. I knew about it after.

That was to the south?

Yes, that is why I said our organization --

Maybe you should clarify that a little further.

There had been, once I went down to visit, I was

told and shown on the map where a Southern Air Transport L-IOO

had made a drop to some of the southern forces wherein they

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B loaded the supplies they were going to dro;

then flew a rather lengthy trip, penetrated from^^^^^^^^H

^^^1 to make the drop.

Q With reference to the airstrip that was being

constructed in Costa Rica, did Oliver North ever tell you that
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Q This is what Colonel North had informed you?

A Colonel North and General Secord one, and/or the

other.

Q Sir, what was the financial administrative setup?

Specifically what role did x^^M/^^M play. Corporate Air Servic

and East, to the best of your knowledge?

A To the best of my knowledge, the invoices that

I received would show expenditures, I would receive invoices

from East Corporation, which I understood had consultants such

as people that built the airstrip down in Costa Rica. Their

salaries were paid through East, and other support items. If

they helped us procure parachutes and that sort of thing,

these sort of things would show on the invoice. Ace was

the means by which the air crews were paid and I would receive

a separate invoice for that.

Q This is what you were referring to earlier, that

they would tell General Secord of the invoice and he or you

would contact Mr. Hakim?

A He would normally contact Mr. Hakim. If he was

unable to contact him at the time, or if he wasn't around,

then I was to call Mr. Hakim.

Q Referring back to your first trip to Central

America, specif ica 11v^^^^^^^^k^rhcdidiifWi meet with when

limR
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you arrived there?

A We were met by Mr. Cooper, who is managerj

That evening --we didn't mention Raphael Quintero

flew down there with me,

The second evening, Raphael and Felix and myself

sat down and Felex described some of this backgroundl

Q Did you meet at that time three crew members who wer

from Great Britain, or British?

A Yes, three. Two pilots and a load master or kicker,

had been hired for the operation before I came on board. They

were just arriving down there when I went down.

Q What was the plan behind hiring the British crew

people?

A My understanding, since I wasn't there when they

were hired, my understanding was that they were hired to fly

missions that would go to the interior of Nicaragua, wherein

American pilots would not cross the border. We American pilot

UNCUSSinFO
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fly^^H^^HH^^^^^^^^^^^^out to the

2 operating bases on the border. They would stay outside of

3 Nicaragua, and likewise, the flights to locate equipment and

4 munitions in a basi^^^^^^^^^^H they would fly those missic

8 The idea was that the Brits would then fly the

6 missions into Nicaragua itself. Unfortunately, when they got

S
' down there, while they were advertised as having been highly

• experienced multi-engine people, it turned out that one of

9 them did have, one of the pilots had some experience in multi-

^0 engines', the other was a helicopter pilot, who had very littl«

^' experience. They were never of any particular value. They

^2 never flew operational missions for us. The pilots didn't.

^3 I believe the kicker — loadmaster, flew one or two missions.

^* Q Now, Mr. Dutton, back to the plan behind the

^' British crewmen. Did Colonel North inform you of the plan?

^^ A I believe General Secord did.

^^ Q Did you ever have any discussions with Colonel Non

^* about that?

** A I probably did, especially when we were discussing

*® the problems we were having with them, that we discussed what

^^ the purpose had been 2uid the fact they were not going to do

'' what it was we wanted, or needed done.

*' Q Now, because of problems you were having with thesf

^* individuals, did there come a time in mid-June where

^' Colonel North 4,U^t}Qfized^aa\iUu|*iM^°'^^ ^^ American mamned

i
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crews inside Nicaragua?

A Yes.

And in about the middle of June again, did you seeV

to construct additonal space in the warehouse that you already

had?

A Yes, we did. We, as I said, one of the big problen

with getting the aircraft flying and keeping them flying, was

having adequate spare parts for them. Therefore, we hired a

separate individual to be stationed in Miami at Southern Air

Transport to acquire the supplies that ve needed, the spare pai

for the aircraft and then to forward the

Once down there, we needed to have a place to store

them out of the weather £md someplace to get it organized.

Additionally, we had got approval to put a ramp in

do%m by our warehouse so we could move the aircraft down and

have them close where we needed to trork on them.

Q Who authorized the expense involved?

A To my knowledge, Mr. Secord.

Q Off the record.

(Discussion off the record)

UNCUSSIFIED
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1 BY MR. BALLEN:

2 Q Does this rcmak your recollection?

3 A Yes. As far as who authorized the payment, it woul

4 have been General Secord and Colonel North. I was probably

5 informed by General Secord but it would be something they both

6 agreed to. Yes, we were going to make the expenditure.

7 Q If General Secord said yes, we are going to spend

8 it, it would be something to the effect yes , Ollie approves

9 making the expenditure?

10 A • Ollie and I agreed to do it.

11 Q Now, after you returned to the U.S. in late May,

12 did you receive communications from Oliver North?

13 A Yes.

14 Q Did he tell you the need, the urgent need to get

^' arms to the Contra troops?

1* A Yes.

17 Q And what, if anything, did he say at that time

^* concerning new recruits?

1» A I believe I mentioned before that the force was

*® building at a rapid rate, and that not being able to supply

them would put them in jeopardy, and that we had to do every-

*2 thing we could to get a viable air operation working that

*3 could support this force.

24 Q Let me show you what I pre-marked as Dutton

*• Exhibits 3 and 4, #id #ijkk, Yfiu^^take a look at those. Let
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' me direct your attention to what I am referring to on 3 is ]ust

2 the very last paragraph.

3 A Okay.

^ Q On the back.

5 A All right. Okay.

fi Sir, do you recognize these exhibits?

A I recognize this one as being mine, and that is

8 Exhibit 4, as one that I sent to Colonel North

9

10

Q And what are these? You say you sent to Colonel

North. What are these exhibits? What do they represent?

A Well, they represent communications dicussing

firstly the general condition of the operation. Colonel North

was looking for some help to fix some of the FDN aircraft that

were broken that they weren't able to fix them. He was lookin<

to see if there were some things we could do to fix the runway

down at the Plantation, because we had stuck anl| airplane in

the mud there because water was flowing under the runway

unbeknownst to us, and for the first time, he introduced the

fact we might get another aircraft, which we did definitely

need, because this is the first time it was brought up and

opened the door for us to now improve the operation.

Q That is Exhibit number —

A Three.

Q That is dated what date? Approximately the middle

of June?

UNCLASSIFIED
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1 A Yes, the 16th of June

2 Q That is referring to Exhibit number?

3 A Four.

4 Q Referring to number 4, that would be another KL-4 3

5 message, is that correct?

6 A Yes sir.

7 Q Transcription?

8 A Yes. I am sending the message to Colonel North

9 telling him we are ready to fly and the C-7 mission that we had

10 had arranged to get some munitions to the southern forces.

11 Q You had also informed him in that message that we

12 are looking for another aircraft?

13 A Yes.

14 Q Now, sir, what steps at this time did you take in

16 addition to the possible purahHBB of another aircraft, to

18 atteitqpt to speed air deliveries to the forces. Contra forces?

1^ Did you look to purchase a jet engine?

18 A Oh, we looked to get — we had to replace a jet

^' engine on the 123. We had an accident that had destroyed the

2^ one engine and we were looking to purchase a spare. Not only

2^ a jet engine, but we were going to purchaae spare engines for |

22 both the C-123 and the C-7.

23 Q By the end of June, had any successful missions been

2* flown to the southern forces?

28 A The C-7 I believe flew one or two successful

I

UNCLASSIFIED
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missions.

Q Did that C-7 require any special refueling?

A Yes.

Q Needs?

A Ves.

Q In order to carry any kind of load which eventuallj

I believe was down as low as 4 or 5,000 pounds of munitions.

They could not carry enough fuel to fly^^^^^^^^^^^ldown to

the drop zone and return. Therefore, with the help oi

Q Directing your attention to on or about the middle

of July, '86, did you have a meeting with Oliver North,

Richard Secord and Albert Hakim?

A Yes sir.

Q And during this meeting did North discuss his

contacts on Capitol Hill?

A I don't recall a specific contact.

Q What was the general nature of the discussion?

A The general nature of the discussion was how we we:

going with the operation, what was being done for us to becom«

operation^, where did we stand as far as how long we would be

in operation.

Q Let m«.«3k.atbi% QUQAtV^AiiBJil^s there, do you recalmmm
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1 BY MR. BUCK:

2 Do you recognize Exhibit 9?

3 A Yes, I do.

4 Q Would you tell me what it is?

B A On the thirteenth of August, we received the first

6 Q Is it a KL'>'43 message?

7 A Three KL-43 messages.

8 Q What are the dates of the three?

9 A They are all on the thirteenth of August. Two of

to them on the thirteenth. There is no date on the last one.

11 Q Would you imagine that is around the same date?

12 A Yes sir.

13 Q Who was the third one from?

14 A aob Earlfi;

18 Q Who is it sent to? Do you know who it was sent to?

10 A I believe it was to General Secord.

17 Q Did you read this at the time it was sent?

1* A Probably.

1* Q Do you recall discussing this with General Secord?

20 A I believe I did. 1

21 Q I am interested in the first part of the first

** sentence. Let me read it to you. My reading is that it

23 results from your report last night that ^^^^^^^^^H had

2* been directed hands off by DCI. That would be a report from

28 General Secord to Bob Earr?

I

UNCLASSIFIED

I
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1 a meeting between Oliver North and Felix Rodriguez?

2 A Yes.

3 Q What occurred during that meeting?

4 A Colonel North asked me to have Felix come to

5 Washington. Felix had become a rather serious problem for

6 security reasons. He was talking to a number of people about

7 the ope'-ation. Colonel North and General Secord were both

8 very disturbed by that, because it could have caused the

9 operation to become known.

Q ' I am sorry to interrupt. How did you know that he

was causing a problem, who had told you?

A Colonel North and General Secord. We thought if

Colonel North talked to him in the White House, in the office

rather, that it might impress him enough that he would no

longer be a security problem.

Q And did that conversation occur?

A Yes, it did.

Q Sir, after your first trip to — let me just show

you at this time what I pre-marked Dutton Exhibit number 2 and

ask you to take a look at it.

A Yes, I recognize it.

22 Q How did you recognize it?

23 A This is a reorganization plan that I drew up,

2* starting in, I guess I began it right after I came back from

2* the first time, and we finished it in raid — just before I

iiwri/iocinrn
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1 went down the second -- for my second trip in June.

2 The first pages of it go back through the wiring

3 diagram, what we referred to as the reorganization plan that

4 outlined a new organization that was going to control, direct,

5 the operation, wherein General Secord and Colonel North would

6 ostensibly not be part of the operation any longer, and that

7 a ".ew group, known as BC Washington, or Benefactor Company

8 Washington, would take over the responsibilities.

9 Q Was that in neune only?

10 A That was in name only, and it was in fact General

11 Secord and Colonel North romawad exactl^y where they had been
•

12 in the organization, but because of zmother lawsuit and with

13 the problems with Felix, General Secord had asked me to present

1* this new organization and inform Felix that North and Secord

15 were no longer in the operation, with the hope if he told the

16 people he had been talking to that in fact North smd Secord

17 were out of it, that they could then continue operating withou-

1* being bothered by these outside forces.

Q Sir, what are the last couple of pages?

A Once we had the reorganization plan put together,

and as I said, in July our discussions started centering

around the fact it looked like the $100 million was going to

be voted by Congress to support the Contras, the idea was once

that money was voted, what_would ^i^gf5^ j^l''^^^
organization

that we had set up.

lat would haopen .viLtl^Uie
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In order to make a presentation to the CIA, we

prepared a list of all the assets and the expenditures for the

operation which showed that we had a total value of somewhere

in the vicinity of $4 million. It showed what our costs were,

what sort of inventory of munitions and other supplies we had,

a description of other assets, all the assets, the idea being

this is a package that Colonel North could take to the CIA

7 ^aV-
and hand to them and say this is the operation h^*t is in beinj

if when you get the SlOO million, this is the way you want, if

you want to take this organization over, here is what it is.

At least you know now what it is.

Q Did you show this document to General Secord once

you had prepared it?

A Yes.

Q And did he approve it? \

A Yes.

Q Did you show the document to Colonel North once you

had prepared it?

A General Secord took it to Colonel North.

Q That is what General Secord had told you?

A Yes. In fact, they did some editorial work on some

of it. It was Colonel North's work.

Q How do you know that?

A General Secord said that he wanted — I had never

heard of Project Democracy, and they had added that into the

I
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^ first general paragraph, so I didn't know where that came fron

2 and he told me Colonel North put that in.

3 Q Just to ask you several questions about the documer

4 the value on the assets, is that something that you determinec

8 A No, General Secord had most of the knowledge on the

8 And in terms of the inventory at the warehous^^^

7 j^^^^^^l ^^ °^ 22 July, '86, who had conducted that?

• A To the best of my knowlege, that was Mr. Cooper an*/

he was working with the local UNO representative, who kept

^0 a complete inventory of all of the assets that went into the

^1 warehouse at all times.

And the last page, page 14 of the document, the

'3 various options that were presented to the CIA, who had

'* explained those options to you?

A General Secord.

Q And these options — there were two options

presented, is that correct?

A Yes, that is correct.

Q The first being what?

A Sale of the entire operation to the CIA.

Q And the second option?

•* A For them to take over operational control and then

**
I
we would stay in place as a proprietary and continue to run t>

• operation for them.

•• Q And which was the preferred option?
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A To sell it outright. We did not want to continue

in the operation if it wasn't absolutely necessary.

Q In that proposed sale, was the reason that the

assets were valued so you would have a figure?

A Yes, eventually. The major idea was though, to put

in perspective the value. It could have been given to them bu

here is at least a value of what is there before they said

forget it, we are not going to have anything to do with it,

they should at least know what was there.

Q Did Colonel North tell you that after this plan was

presented to him that he had discussed the sale of the assets

directly with Casey of the CIA?

A I don't ever recall a specific discussion where he

said he had discussed it with Mr. Casey.

Q But the plam was that Colonel North was to discuss

the sale of assets on behalf of the organization with the CIA?

A That is correct.

Q Sir, in addition to the assets, there was the

resupply assets, also the airstrip was among them, is that

correct?

A That is correct. p!

yMOUSSlFIE
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Q And you endeavored to tell the value of the airstri

in addition to the other assets?

A You could say that it was to sell it. Again, it

was to put a value on it, to say this is part of the operation

this is part of what the organization is made up of, and it

has value and we estimated it to be this much.

Q Wasn't the purpose that the assets would be bought

and then run as a proprietary, perhaps as a CIA proprietary?

A However, CIA would want to do that.

Q Let me show what has been pre-marked as committee

exhibit number 5. Do you recognize that document?

A Yes, it is one of my KL-43 messages to Lieutenant

Colonel North.

Q And referring to about two-thirds of the way throug!

the message, it says "this matches what Dick said to you about

getting a firm plan from the CIA as to their program for air

support.

"

A -Yes.

Q And earlier in the message it was to inform that

the ownership of the assets were to belong to a Panama based

compauiy and upon collection of their support, they would be

returned to that company for future disposition?

A Yes.

Q Was there any discussion with North at this time as

to his seeking to get a firm glan so you could present tbat to:o get a firm glan so ymMM
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1 the people In Central America?

2 A We are at the 20 August time frtne right now. At

3 this time, there were a number of things we were looking for,

4 what all of the various options could be as to how we would

5 dispose of or move the assets once the CIA came in and took

6 over. There was a problem wil

7 Q Let me ask the problem with^^^^^^^^^^^^^^had

8 he expressed the view that the assets belonged to the Contras?

9 A Yes, he and I think with Max's help, had

10 Q . Max being Felix Rodriguez?

11 A Yes sir, was convinced that the assets belong,

12 assets being the aircraft, the munitions and everything,

13 belonged to the Contras and therefore, if we were to leave,

1* the assets would stay amd they belonged to the Contras.

18 General Secord's position was that they did not

1* belong to the Contras, they were in fact purchased by a privat

17 company, and -that they belonged to that company, and they were

^' being used to support the Contras.

^* Q What was Colonel North's position in this regard?

A I believe that he agreed with General Secord.

Q Did he tell you so?

A Be agreed with General Secord.

.Q Let's take a break.

** (A short recess was taken)

28

ONOLASSIFIED
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^ BY MR. BALLEN:

* Q During your management of the air resupply

^ operation, how frequent was your contact with Colonel North?

A Over the telephone, KL-43, almost daily, if not

everyday, but I rarely saw him. Maybe saw him eight or ten

' times throughout the entire operation.

' Q And your contact -ith General Secord?

A It was whenever he was in town, it -would have been

daily.

Q Sir, let me show you this document which I didn't

mark. This is a KL-43 message. I will ask you to take a look

at it.

A Okay.

Q Do you recognize that meassage, sir?

A This is one that I received from General Secord.

Q And what is he describing to you? It is dated.

What is the date?

A It is dated the tenth of September. I have now

arrived down^^^^^^^^^^^^H I arrived there the evening of

the eighth. On the ninth.

Q Why did you go down there?

A Again, we were still not flying the missions,

accomplishing what we set out to accomplish. We were able to

fly aircraft a little more, but weather was a problem, making

contact with the Contras down in the operational areas was antras down in tne operati
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1
I

continuing problem, and we were flying missions but nothing

2| was being delivered because we couldn't find the troops to

3 deliver them or they couldn't identify their own position

4i where we could get to them.
i

5] Q In fact, did you not fly a mission on the ninth of

6 September?

7 A I did, to find out first hand exactly what those

8 problems were.

9 Q Did you fly inside of Nicaragua?

10 A • Yes, I did.

11 Q Let me, before you get to that other exhibit, show

12 you what has been pre-marked as Exhibit Number 6.

13 A Yes.

14 Q Do you recognize this document?

15 A Yes. This is a message sent after the mission on

16 the ninth of September to Lieutenant Colonel North.

17 Q In that message did you ask for any help he could

18 give in terms of weather and for locating troops?

19 A Yes, that is correct.

20 Q Did you call Colonel North late that night at home,

21 personally call him_^ not on the KL-43,that night?

22 A Yes, I did.

23 Q And at that time did you tell him that you had

24 flown personally to Nicaragua?

25 A I described --. J was describing the problems that
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1 we encountered on the mission and from the way I was describin

2 it, he made a deduction and he said you flew on the mission,

3 didn't you? I say, yes, I did.

4 Q What did he say?

5 A He said, don't do it any more- He said you are

6 too valuable, you know too many of the people, too much about

7 the operation, and we can't have you exposed.

8 Q Now, sir, if you could refer to that, referring to

9 the other document which I had as Exhibit Number 7.

10 A ' Okay.

11 Q This is one that you were referring to earlier

12 dated September tenth?

13 A Yes.

1^ Q I am sorry, to General Secord?

1' A No, to me from General Secord.

Q What does it say?

1^ A It is General Secord' s reaction to the mission that

^* I flew on the ninth. We spent an hour flying around inside

19

20

21

22

*^ being able emy time we flew a mission to get the delivery on

2* the ground. That and in discussions about this later it was m\

Nicaragua at very low altitude trying to fund the forces that

we were to drop to. After an hour, we had been completely

unable to find anybody, so we brought the load home, and

General Secord' s reaction was that we had to ^JMt/jsome way of

costing us $6 or $7,000 every time we flew a mission, they were

UNCLA!;.SiFiFn
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very long and very difficult, and we had to make them pay off

by getting the goods delivered somehow.

Q There was a problem with funds. You couldn't spend

limitless --

A That is correct, and trying to keep the money in the

fuel fund to where we could continue to fly. We couldn't be

wasting it on missions we weren't delivering anything.

Q And General Secord in this message, refers to a

surge. What was the purpose behind the surge of the southern

force?

A If we could find a way that we could, in fact, get

deliveries made to the southern forces. General Secord had

okayed us keeping both C-123s and both C-7s down there to fly

as many missions as regularly as possible to deliver as much

of the material in the warehouse to both the north and south

forces

.

Q What is meant in that message when it talks about

a force feed operation?

A This is a force feed op don't go again unless we

can drop without contact. What that means, we were going to

get the munitions down into their area at some place where we

could find them and we were going to be flying. In other words

here are the goods, they are now in your lap, get them and use

them.

Q Let me show yuu ^fjia t has been pre-marked Exhibit
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I
Number 8, and ask you if you recognize that document?

A Yes. This is a message from me to Colonel North.

Q And in general does this message describe the

deliveries of munitions to the south?

A Yes, it does.

Q Were you sending regular almost daily reports to

Colonel North to inform him of the surge in the south?

A Yes, starting probably around the eleventh or

twelfth of September, we had found a way where we could locate

drop zones that were easily identifiable on the map to where

Icould inform the forces there is going to be a load on

the ground at these coordinates and this place on your map

so they could tell us how to get to them and find them.

We tried that, and it worked, and therefore, now

we had determined all right, we were going to be dropping

everyday if we could find, if we could have a primary drop

zone, we wanted to drop to an alternate in case that one was

under weather. We would take a load down there everyday, I

could give a report at the end of the day, and the troops

became very successful at this.

Q Sir, referring, it says in the message, "have

photo proof of load in center of drop zone, positive ID of

drop down photo proof."

Were these photographs that were taken of the drop

zone to avoid the flights -•

Mi'
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2 Q And were these photographs subsequently put into a

3 photograph album?

* A Yes, they were.

5 Q Why were they put into an album? Who did it?

6 A When I returned from^^^^^^^^^B I believe that was

7 around the -- I had just before leaving, gone through a stack

8 of photographs that the troops had down there, which included

9 pictures from air drops that showed drop zones. We call it a

10 Parrots beak. It was easily identifiable, had the load on it.

11 What I wanted to do was with picture evidence, try to describe

12 for the people up here what the problems were and how we were

13 dealing with the operation in Nicaragua.

14 So I put together a photo album that included

15 pictures of the aircraft^^^^^^^^^l which showed|

16 ^^^^H showed some of the people we had working there, working

17 on the aircraft, and it had pictures on to show the kind of

18 weather that they were flying into and through.

19 It had pictures of the drop as the load came out

20 under the parachute and pictures of the load on the drop zone

21 so people would have positive evidc ice that the loads were

22 delivered on the ground.

23 Q It also had a picture of you in there with a HK-21

24 machine gun.

25 A We had ^yCtfiWon .3 C-123. I was sitting in the back
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1 of theC-123 with some of the other crew members.

2 MR. BALLEN: Off the record.

3 (Discussion off the record.)

* BY MR. BALLEN:

5 Q You described one of the purposes of the surge

6 being to get supplies, badly needed supplies, to the southern

7 forces, is that correct?

8 A That is correct. In addition, since we had the

9 aircraft now working and we had a means to make the deliveries

in part since we had all the aircraft working now, we had

a means of making the drops, we were building up a case for

the fact that the operation was now in fact a successful

13 operating air resupply operation and that that would be looked

I* at by CIA as something that was now a viable operation for

15 them taking it over, purchasing it, or whatever reason, where

16 they came into the operation.

17 Q Was it your understanding at that time that North

18 had met with^^^^Hand Casey of the CIA in order to effectuate

19 purchase of these assets?

20 A Yes, sir.

21 Q And that this was something that both General

22 Secord and Colonel Oliver North had wanted to happen?

23 A Yes, sir.

24 Q Sir, what did you do with the photograph album once

25 you prepared it? ||MPIAOCiPCn
wnlmie risited ourI gave iit UMoVjw;^Vomi»
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offices in Vienna.

Q And what did he say when you gave it to him?

A He was very pleased with it and said that he was

going to take it to the top boss, which I assumed to be the

President

.

Q Why did you assume that to be the President?

A I had never heard him use that term before about

anybody else, any of the other players. It was always some

very general association or term. I never heard him say the

top boss. That was just my impression.

Q Did he ever mention to you at any other time the

President of the United States?

A On one occasion after we got -- when I had returned

and we had the operation working, he mentioned that while I

would never get any medal for what we had done, that one day

the President would shake my hand.

Q Now, about this time when the drops were successfully

being made to the southern forces, how many drops were being

made? Do you know the number of pounds, how many drops, and

what kind of poundage of munitions were dropped to the southern

forces?

A We were making a drop almost every day and I would

say we had probably accomplished between 15 and 20 drops, and

had put somewhere in the neighborhood of 180,000 pounds of

munitions and supplies on the ground.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Q ,
Sir, did at that time. Colonel North ask you to

arrange a trip for him down to Central America to take a look

at the operation?

A Yes. J

Q What exactly did he say he wanted to do?

A He asked that I call down to Southern Air Transport

and get the Jet Star set up. We would make a flight tc

I, spend the night, and fly tol

visit the people there, the troops, so he could talk to them.

He was very proud of them at that point and thought it would

be a short trip.

Q Proud of them for what they had done during the

month of September?

A Yes. We didn't want to put him — he never made th

trip. The trip was never made because I believe it was becaus

of all the business on the Iran part of the operation that his

schedule was such we were never able to accomplish the trip.

Q During the month of September were there FDN or '

Contra representatives aboard the planes?

A Yes. We would carry, we call them Sp2mish speeUcing

radio man with a little ported^le radb that the plan was when

we get in the area of the drop zone, we had a pre-set frequenc

thatfll^would pass to the ground forces and we would be on it

and then the troops on our airplane, the Nicaraguans could

talk to him and if.w^^weren' t directly over their drop zone

00516
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or he wanted us to come to him so they could get directions.

We tried that over and over and we never made, to

my knowledge, we never made contact. Maybe once or twice, but

it never saved a mission for us.

Q Did any of these individuals carry personal weapons

of any kind, to your knowledge?

A The FDN representative would carry an AK-4 7.

The others did not have personal weapons down there

and I do not recall whether they were carrying a weapon or not

Q Let me just ask this question. Was it more

advantageous from your point of view, to make these missions

during daiigtet, nighttime, dusk — what time of day was

optimal?

A At this time of the year it was the rainy season,

emd at night would have been the safest time

IINCLIOTI
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Q On or about October fifth, what occurred with

reference to one of your flights?

A Bill Cooper, our manager and Buzz Sawyer, Gene

Hasenfus, and an FDN radio man flew a mission daytime. They

flew down the Pacific Coast side, entered!

They were going to a new drop zone that was a little farther

to the west than we had dropped before, and for some reason,

Mr. Cooper decided to cut the corner off and enter Nicaragua

from farther to the west than we had before.

In doing so, he evidently flew over eui area where

Sandinista forces were. The aircraft was hit with what we

believe was an SA-7 missile and was shot down. Gene Hasenfus

wore a sport parachute that I understand now that his brother

had given him, but he had that on, he was able to get out of

the aircraft and was subsequently captured I believe a day

later.

Q Did the other men have parachutes on or not?

A No, they did not.

Q And did you inform General Secord and Colonel Nort

when you learned of this?

A As soon as I got the word, yes, I did.

Q And did Colonel North attempt to get a search

operation underway?

UNCLASSIFIED
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It cou:

have ditched in the water, any number of things could have

happened. We wanted to get aircraft out looking for it.

Within a few hours though, the word — I got a cai;

that Cuban radio was carrying a report that the Sandinistas

had shot down — I think the first report was a C-47 — in

southwestern Nicaragua and since ie knew that is where Mr.

Cooper was flying, we assumed that that probably was what had

happened. That was veht had happened. That was verified shor

thereafter.

Q And sir, was there a discussion between yourself.

General Secord and Colonel North as to the payment of death

benefits to Cooper emd Buzz Sa%«yer?

A Yes. Mr. Secord determined on his own, while ther<

was no contractual requirement and nothing had ever been talk<

about as far as death gratuity or benefit, that he just felt

the right thing to do would be to pay the survivors — Buzz

Sawyer's wife and Cooper's three daughters a debt benefit of

$60,000 each, and I was told by General Veeord that he had

requested the wire transfer be made. It was not made immedia

and by the time tbe ..Vfiopnfcs J'^* ^QiQfl.' 3° t° date, that ha

flffisifmi
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. not been done.

2 Q Was there any contemplation of any death benefits

, for the FDN representative on board that flight?

- A I don ' t know

.

g Q I have no further questions.

g
BY MR. BARBADORO:

. Q Just a couple of things. Could I go through this

s month by month?

a In May of is it '86, how many successful drops by

aircraft, were made to the southern front troops in May of '86?

Your answer was?

A None .

13 Q How about in June of Sff 86?

14 A It depended on when the C07 mission went. Either I

)g June or July there were two. Then after that there were none

10 until September.

17 Q And how many successful drops were there in

1$ September?

19 A I can't give you the exact number. My estimate

20 would be 15.

21 Q That is all.

22 BY MS. BUCK:

23 Q Would you please look at this?

24 MR. BALLEN: It is Exhibit 9.

28

UNCUSSIFIEO
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1 BY MR. BUCK:

2 Q Do you recognize Exhibit 9?

3 A Yes, I do.

4 Q Would you tell me what it is?

5 A On the thirteenth of August, we received the first

6 Q Is it a KL«'4 3 message?

7 A Three KL-43 messages.

8 Q What are the dates of the three?

9 A They are all on the thirteenth of August. Two of

10 them on the thirteenth. There is no date on the last one.

11 Would you imagine that is around the same date?

12 A Yes sir.

13 Q Who was the third one from?

14 A Bob Earl^.

18 Q who is it sent to? Do you know who it was sent tol

16 A I believe it was to General Secord.

17 Q Did you read this at the time it was sent?

1* A Probably.

18 Q Do you recall discussing this with General Secord?

20 A I believe I did.

21 Q I am interested in the first part of the first

** sentence. Let me read it to you. My reading is that it

2' results from your report last night that^^^^^^^^^^ had

24 been directed hands off by DCI. That would be a report from

28 General Secord to Bob Earl^

UNCLASSIFIED
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46

I don't know.

Do you know what OCI refers to?

Yes, Director of Central Intelligence.

At this point in time who would that be?

William Casey. . i

Can you tell me whol

What does it meim that they had been directed hand:

off by Mr. Casey?

A Well.^^Hhad been assisting us with the support

for the southern front, locating troops, passing communication

back euid forth. So 1 am sure what they were referring to is

that he had been told not to deal with the operation, with our{

people any more, don't talk to them.

Q So, is it your understanding that this is an attem

by the Director of Central Intelligence, Mr. Casey, to separa

himself a little bit more from your activities?

A Yes.

Q Was that consistent with what you understood the

CIA's role to be?

UNCLASSIFIED
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1 Q The CIA's role vacillated. They were —

2 A Let's determine who in the CIA's role vacillated.

3 A We would get word that, well — we would understand

4 that the CIA could pass weather and intelligence information

5 to us.

6 You say we?

7 A The people^^^^^^^^^^l General Secord, and myself.

• Q You got word from General Secord, is that correct,

9 that the intelligence officials —

10 A ' That was always true from the beginning, that was

11 part of the law said they couldstill provide intelligence data

12 to the FDN, which would include weather.

13 Q Whose understanding of the law was this?

14 A General Secord. And mine once he told me about it.

IB There were times that we — I would hear from

ie Raphael Quintero that he had talked to^Hand the CIA, whoeve

17 was talking toHHfrom the CIA had said they needed to back

1* away from the operation and not be involved.

Q Let me interrupt you right there. This is not an

isolated incident?

A No.

Q Of the CIA instructing its official in Central

America to back away from the private supply operation, is th.

correct?

A That is correct.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Q Continue.

A Now, that didn't mean that they did.

Q But it was your understanding that the CIA from

Headquarters was directing the officials in Central America

to back away. Whether the official in Central America obeyed

or not was another question. Is that a clear understanding

or not?

MR. DOWD: State what your understanding is.

THE WITNESS: My understanding is that there were

times when they would emphasize staying at arm's length. The

were other times that they did not emphasize it.

MR. DOWD: By "they" you mean?

THE WITNESS:' Headquarters, Headquarters that you

referred to.

MR. BALLEN: What is your basis of this knowledge?

Is that something General Secord told you, or Oliver North,

or who, or Casey? How did you get that information?

THE WITNESS: I would get that information from

talking to the people that were^^^^^^^^^^H^^I as to what

sort of cooperation were they getting

Raphael would pass to roe that^^Hwas being told t

back away or nobody was bothering him, that they knew that —

when thei|set up the flight that went intc

since the Aiii^ gtfiilm. MlJ%.KI#4li^>€""" they hxvegot the

HUiSSinEf
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the military group and ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H it

2 would have been very difficult I think for that to have

3 transpired and headquarters CIA not know about it at all.

4 BY MR. BUCK:

6 Q Okay, what I 2un trying to get from you is an idea

6 when — you mentioned Ambassador, did you feel that the State

7 Department was supporting your activities?

• A I don't have any way of knowing whether they were

• actively supporting it.

10 Q ' Were these individuals acting outside of the scope

11 of their authority from headquarters in the CIA and State

12 Department or did you feel that they were being told by CIA

13 Headquarters and State Department to assist you in your

14 operation?

18 A I don't know.

!• Q Okay.

17 MR. DOWD: Did General Secord have a meeting with

1* Director Casey?

18 THE WITNESS: He tolJ me he did.

20 (4R. DOWD: Did he report to you the substance of

*^ those meetings?

22 THE WITNESS: No, not in detail.

23 MR. DOWD: Generally?

24 THE WTINESS: Generally it was the conduct of the

2' operation to support the Contras and discussion of the Iran
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Exhibit 9.

[iMSSIFIED

MR. BALLEN: I just have one question on the

BY MR. BALLEN:

Q The first part of it is a message from Bob Earl^,

correct?

A Yes.

Q Asking you to pull out the forces?

A Yes.

Q What did that result from, to your knowledge?

A I don't know what specifically brought that about,

whether it was, I don't know what caused it. It came as a

surprise.

Q What happened when it cane as a result of that?

A When the message came?

Q Yes.

A I iiranediately contacted General Secord, who then

sent the next message back to them, back to Bob Earl^, and

really, to Colonel North's office.

Q Did you ever have any discussion with Colonel North

did you ever get any direction from Colonel North to pull out

like that as opposed to Bob Earl?

A Bob Earltto my knowledge, would not have had the

authority to tell us to bring the people out. When I got this

to me, this was word from Colonel North.
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Q Did you have a discussion with Colonel North #about

this particular message on the pull-out and why it had been

issued, whether he wanted you to do it?

A I am trying to remember. I can't recall. We did

discuss later whether I discussed it directly with Colonel

North or not, I don't believe I did. I believe General Secorc

discussed it with ''olonel North, and came back to me and said

we are not going to pull the people out and we are not going

to give in to the threats that have been made by Felix to

go public,!

Q This was after General Secord had an opp'o~rtuiuty t(

speak to Colonel North about it?

A As I can best recall, yes.

MR. BALLEN: Thank you.

BY MR. BUCK.

Q You mentioned before on your first trip ^°^Hf

[that you met the British air crew?

A Ves.

Q Is that correct?

A Yes.

Q And it was your understanding that the Brits were

to go into Nicaragua?

A Missions that were flown into Nicaragua itself woi;

be flown by the Brits. That is why they were hired.

iiUSSIFIEfl
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1 Q How did you develop this understanding?

2 A General Secord told me.

3 Q And do you know how he was aware of that?

4 A No, I don't know how he was aware of it.

5 Q Okay.

6 BY MR. BALLEN:

7 Q Didn't you earlier testify on that point you also

8 had discussions with North either through Secord or —

• A Yes, that was the theory was they were to be hired

^0 to fly in-country missions. That was both Secord and North.

11 BY MR. BUCK:

12 Q You remember discussions with Colonel North on tha

13 A Since I talked to him about the Brits, I am sure

we discussed what they were there for, and the fact that they

weren't going to be able to fly missions into Nicaragua. So,

yes, I can say yes, I discussed that with Colonel North. |

17 Q What were your general in^ressions of Felix Rodrig

1' A My initial impression was that he was influential

and with some very high — the Vice

President — since it didn't take him long to tell me about t

*' Q You gained that impression from him, not the Vice

** President?

A Right. As it turned out, he became a major proble

** in the conduct of the operation. He interfered with the

*' operation, the operational side of it. He wanted as much

WW} flRftlFIFn
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control of the money as he could. He wanted a $10,000

emergency fund that he himself could use. He wanted control

over our fuel fund. He wanted to be the big man in charge.

He did not want to work for somebody else.

He also had asked for Xerox machines and

refrigerators and all sorts of things that he was keeping dowi

room^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Q What did you consider were his motives for doing

this?

A Money

.

Q That is brief.

A I will repeat, your best information cem be gotten

from Raphael Quintero, as to his motives and why he did most

anything. Raphael knows him very well.

Q Who would he receive money from?

A Raphael said that^^^^Hhad been paying Felix

$3,000 a month for the last couple of months, which was in

violation of his retirement, which was supposed to be a full

disability retirement, with CIA.

Q Why was he receiving this money?

A Obviously, I don't know why he should have but he

evidently he talked to Ramon and said he needed that money

for expenses or for living, or whatever, and^^^^Hshould pay

it to him.

Q Mr. Dutton, could you look at Exhibit 2 again. Co;

NCUSSIFIED
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1 you tell me what the purpose again of Exhibit 2 was

2 A Two purposes. It was set originally -- well, there

3 was three, it was set up one, as a reorganization plan,

4 actually an organizational plan, because we didn't have an

5 organization that you could put a wiring diagram and say who

6 is here, this is in charge. It was an attempt to identify who

7 had specific responsibilities for operations, for maintenance,

8 and for support, to let all the people know who they worked

9 for and then who they should take instructions from.

10 The very first paragraph, as I mentioned before, was

1' to identify a theoretical company — B.C. Washington, that was

12 now taking over the operation so we could pass information

13 to Felix that in fact North and Secord were no longer in the

1* operation

^B The third purpose was when we added the last portic

1® of it, which was all of the inventories and pricing out, which

gave us now a package that Colonel North could use to take to

the CIA and say there is the operation, that is already in

being, and here is how it is organized, here is what it is

worth, so you can put that in your decision as to how you

intend to take over or how you intend to go into operations

*^ in Central America when you get the $100 million

23 MR. BARBADORO; Off the record.

'*
I

(Discussion off the record)

2B
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1 MR. BUCK: Back on the record.

2 BY MR. BUCK:

3 Q You mentioned that this document was to be presented

4 to the CIA to help them decide how to take over the operation

5 or whether to take over the operation. Is that right?

6 A It was given to Colonel North to use however he saw

7 fit, but —

8 Q Okay.

9 A If you wanted to use it as a talking paper, wanted

10 to use it as a document to leave with the CIA so they could

11 know what was there. I don't know exactly how he handled it

12 but that is what it was prepared for.

13 Q 1 em trying to determine whether it was the

1* intention of your company to sell these assets to the CIA or

IB not?

16 A If the CIA wanted to purchase them, then the idea

1^ was to sell them. It was also discussed that it could be given

1« to the CIA.

1* Q So you are unclear about that?

20 A That is correct. That was General Secord's decisio

21 Q And you had never heard what General Secord's

22 decision was on that matter or did you ever hear what General

23 Secord's decision was on that matter?

24 A No. I think he was waiting to hear what the CIA

28 wanted to do and that he was basically willing to do whatever

iiNHimm
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they wanted to do, but rightfully it was his feelings that th

assets belonged to a private company and they should be

reimbursed for them.

Q Did he ever talk about a profit that he would make

from the CIA?

A NO.

Q You said that was General Secord's decision. Did

ever communicate any feed back from the discussions with the

CIA whether this would be a sale, a gift, reimbursement?

A No.

A At this point in time, what is the time frame now

on this?

A Which part? At this time?

Q Right.

A We are talking September, mid to end of September,

right up until the fifth of October. Everything changed at

that point.

Q During this time, what was Mr. Gadd's role in your

orgemization?

A He had no role in the operational side of it. He

was still, he would provide the Ace and East invoices for

services that they had delivered.

Q Did he have d|iilM,M4^ejilih,.^b4£.luad of discussioi
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did he have with Mr. Secord?

A He had none that I can recall with Mr. Secord, and

at this period of time, let's see, I talked with him when we

were setting up the radio network, I would say once a week.

Q When did Mr. Gadd's role become markedly decreased?

A Probably in June. I was still very dependent on

him for background and how the operation was set up and how

would we purchase! the aircraft, who would inspect them, because

we had serious problems with them.

Q What was Mr. Secord' s contact with them?

A To my knowledge, Mr. Secord didn't talk to him at

all. He didn't want to.

Q After June?

A Yes.

Q What would be your feeling about Mr. Gadd's role

in amy decision making capacity after June?

A Zero.

Q Again, I want to try to recharacterize some of your

statements. If I am not fair make sure you correct me.

You mentioned before that the FDN had someone aboard

the flights. What point of time, was that a change in policy

at some point in time?

A Not really. We, in June we tried to fly a mission

with C-123S to the south. We took a Spanish speaker because

we had to have somebodfcr-uljc^cpuld talk to the ground forces.

^SSIREO
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At that time, we happened to tak^^^^Hvith us. We determine

taking^^^^Von every mission was probably not a good idea

that he was^^^Hj^^^^H The FDN offered to have one

of their people fly along with us so that they could in fact

talk to people on the ground. And since hardly any missions

were flown, they did not have one on board for the two C-7

missions .

So once we started flying again with the 123s, they

were on board regularly.

Q What time period did you start flying again?

A September.

Q You gave the photo album to Mr. North. He said he

would take it to his top boss?

A Yes, sir.

Q Was there a reason he couldn't have said I am going

to take this to the President? I am wondering. The word

top boss seemed odd to me.

A All I can tell you is what he said. All I can

tell you is the words he used.

Q I have no more questions.

BY MR. BALLEN:

Q I have one question. When you drew up this

document in July and presented the options on these, the optic i

were furnished to you by General Secord?

Yes,

l^rfsh' UNCLA
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1 MR. BALLEN: No further questions.

2 (Whereupon, at 4:20 p.m., the deposition was adjourned.)
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1821152 Jun 86. C-7 set to fly nission across fence tonight.

Max will monitor flight on 4060 MHZ from his room. If he can get

details (i.e. , .VSN ti.-.e and drop coords via secure mea.ns) , he

will pass to r.e on machine. Max hopes to have info on medicine

f rem ^^^H^l later today. Hethinl^they might donate. I have

core details if you need. ^^^^^^^^H people starting sheemetal

work or: C-123 today. I have bill working jet eng plus looking

for another toad. Bob. 3T

/.

'^^ c*l^ c^ CLtiiV 1.

5A%

U<3v^W

^-^^Xjk.U>."vC».v . f^^x^^'

'^Cv.n'lC^^*!^
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13;il5Z Jur. 86. C-7 set to fly ^iission across fe.-.ce tcnicr.t.

.Max will r.or.itcr flight cr. 4060 MHZ frc.-n his room. If he car. ce

details (i.e., .^'.SN ti.-e a.-.d drop coords via secure T^ear.s) , he

will ^^^^tc .-,e en r.achir.e. .Max hcpes to have i.ifo en -edici.-.e

f rc.Ti^^^^^Blater today. He t hi.';iks_they might donate. I have

sore details if you need. ^^|^^^^H people starting sheer.etal

work or; C-123 today. I have bill working ,et eng pl'^s lco<ing

for another toad. 5cb. 3T

National Secj'J'"y
Council
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RECALL iMf-Et'IATELr. BRlNCi Twt
1AINrc-;ANCC ANt-AISCRCWS 'Xr OF T'Hg<;e

OUIETL/. BUT OIJIC^LV. LEAVE Act THE
eO'Jl.e.'^SNT. INCL'JMNQ AIRPLANES. BPINiS
BACK Or;LV PERSONAL SOU IP. :. CESTROY
RE'JI JTRATION PLATE* ON ft/C IF POSSIBLE .

'iN.r lAMAr-tZ THE A/C. 3. aI^H||H
BOB. BACON. ANO OL«STEA^ 'WOULt

15C.E-^HER. -HE AIRFIELD REVERTS TO
BACON. S CONTROL. *. CiTEfiJ? 13
RECONSIIERl.NiS MEETING W/ YiX AND MAY
CALL YOU. ?. IF HE HELPS PERHAPS THIS
TWlNiS CAN BE PATCHED BACK TOGETHER FOR
THE TRANSITION. BUT FOR THE MOMENT THE
PEOPLE MUST BE GOTTEN OUT iDF THERE. BT

fi
4 671

veSCRET^
t

l3:34?rAUGS6 1. THERE 19 MORE THAN I

>OLLARS WORTMOF EOUIPWENT. SPARES,
[LOCATED AT|H|H I PRESUHC YOUR NSQ

RESULTS FROM TELECON T«»ITH OLLlt. IF SO
I MUST REMIND YiXi THAT THESE ASSETS ARE
OWNED BV UIALL RESEARCH CORP AND THERE
IS NO INTENTION OF ABANDONING THEM. 2. I

INSI\t ON IMMEDIATE MEETING BETWEEN BOB
AND'«X££LB OR I WILL SEEK OUT TWC
AMBASSADOR AND RESOLVE THE ISSUE. DICK

ESULTS FRCjt^YOypI. "/ READING IS IT RgSijL
S£P0RT LAST NIGHT THAT||^ AND|^B| HAD
BEEN t'lPECTED HANDS CFF BY DC I. COMBINED
WITH MY REPORT THAT JIM DIDN. T WANT TO
MEET WITH YC'i.i. SijPPO*£DLY AT DIRECTION
OF THE AMBASSADOR^^^^HE THREAT OF A
LAW SUIT AGAlNSTH^^HfpoR AIR PIRACY
HAS APPAPE\TLY PEAl^^CISCNED THE
ATMOSrMEP.E F'lR ,:l«: AND FOR TwE
Arfi: iAt'OR .iP»ji.T 'Hg '..JOD INTENTIONS OF
THE COMPANY. BT.

ami^^^fj:^^
jil^SL^^-

UNGLA3Si^'2LD
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,1435 SRS. Local^^^^^^^H 06-16-86r~~
Msi^'"*/] /cs^^L

1. Lop«z/FOM r«c«iv«d MSJ. tzom tha £«m. Th«y arc vary happy

awaiting Caribu. Can wa sand tham tomorrow?

Drops taJca placa at^^^^^^Hand^^^^^^^^^^H

3. Wa hava run out of funds. Pis sand ASAP, Ramon again using money

of his own. Also construction not startad for sana reason.

I leava tomorrow morning for^mH^^ ^^^^^^^^^I^^^IB
but will ba back lata afternoon sana day.

FIN

\.^^^^^ ^^^^MB\ )- \- -i- ^ )h

U^ldlLi J /.^cL<-.f C T iL^U> i^XbuaJL,^. (^l^ o^--a^ e>^ i^ijtuA'L

/

\U'^i H

^' UNCLASSIFIED
Partially Decl.issi.'.e/ 'Peieased on/izJu^fl©'

under ?roi/i::)n<- of E.G. P356
oy 3. Reger, ;;:ti..:dl Security' Council
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2^Al< -, ^<.

i*Ji^
1 ; 1 •* I'orAuG:it- FPM MAi: . . ref /qmr
C If'TU-JrlON WI DICf LA'?T NITE. IN
i"T''- >TEtLE LA'fT WEEI- . I REOUEfTEi:
'E -^At E THE 'E.ITi.iATION CLEAR To

|

"• T,:, 7'_iE OWNER'fHIR OF THE AIR^-ffET-
am: Af :.oi:iatei> eoijip. he wa-j to i,nform
,-:r T'-'-T '..JHILE "HE A-J-JET-J WERE MAt'E
A'-ArLAe-Lt TO 'HE 'lAiJ-fe. THEV BELONoEt' TO
A ;:Vir..'A.'>lA BA'fEL COMPANY ANI' THAT UFON
COMRLETrOM OF THEI= 'fUPRORT IwORf HERE
--lEv' JE'E TO :^E RETURNED TO '^HAT COMPANY
-OF F:jT'.FE [r^PO'flTION. STEELE FELT
^^^^H^jJiJULr HAVE TROUBLE GETTINi.t

l^m^l'j ACCEPT THI^ until he COULD
-'^E M-'.i^^ 'Y=E OF fUPFORT WAf COMNi.i IN
TO RE -LACE U-^. THI> MATCHES igHAT ['ICK

•^AII TO ^OU ABOUT CiETTING A FIRM PLAN
irqijM THE CIA AS '0 THEIR RROlSRAM FOR AIR
I-UCFCR'. "'HIO 'vIE MU-9T uET A'JAP AND PAS'S
~0 :-''~ELE TO PAVE THE WAV FOR OUR
C'ERARTi.iRE. IF WE t'ONT GET IT. OUR
>JI-HL-RAWL COULI' &E A MES'JY AFFAIR,
f. -.irjCAT ynij TALK TO rTEELE ANI- CONFIRM
~^^^ >jE ape iiOlrJCi AFTER THE CIA =LAN AND
WILL. ADVlbE -Jl^ AC.AP. BOB BT.

@)
"Hfler prov,3K,r,s or E lii^T^^
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UNCLASSIFIED

^ / , ^Pf ^<^'

:0Cft[ ^luf.^

ON A/r
IIPCULAP
APCRCX :

'Vf>o :oor^efL36 i.arf.ived at
EARLY 17>^^WITH ALL MACiIC

MOP'K ING..^K6AN E:-:PANCINij

JEARCH P«S|rn in area TOR
ri,-g. NO llGHTINii'J OR RAMO lONTACT.
fZARCHED FROM A/O WITH BINOCULAR* BIJT

•JOT^INji^A^PMF^Et' TO CiO TO ALTERNATE
['r.^^mH^H|. 8i.iT

= ce^^^ei^?^keti_,f.ne[, to primary DZ
AM' continue:' T'j SEARCH UNTIL UlTOL. WJ--;

UA; ."iET7INi."i iaJOR-tc fV THE r^INUTE AND
A&fOLUTEi_y MO INt'I'IATION O^ANYBODY ON
':-'E i.'iRuUNr'. THEREFORE RET. WITH
-OAC. 1. >JE -'AVE eOTy A/r R:??vP^>Nr> ARE
UilL-INCi TO BRINi.^ SO'H OF THEM t'OWN

TOMORROW IF w:: =ERMITJ AND WE CAN GET A

&E"^TER H'E^i^WHERE TROOP'S ARE. WILL
WOR^ WITull^Hjjp-O CiET WX REPORTS. ANY
HELP FORM /M^JOULD BE APPRECIATED BOTH
FOR WX AMD FOR LOCATING TROOPS. WE GOT
SOME MEI'ICINE FROM FARM TODAY AND WILL
BRING IT IF C'ESIRED. 5. UNDERSTAND
SANr'AMSTAS SHOT [OWN ONE OF THEIR OWN
A/C yESTERI.AV. .C-47. IT HAPPENED UP IN
AREA WHERE OUR C-^^S HAVE BEEN WORKING.
4.S0RRV F'jR NO GOOtS TONIGHT BUT WOULD
HAVE BEEN COMPLE'^E WASTE TO THROW IT OUT
>il"'-t ABSOLUTELT MO CONTACT. PLS ADVISE
"IW /C'J >JANT ': GO FROM HERE. BOB BT.

• 53M8
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UNCUSSIHED
: -JM-iJIfEFS*! 1. ARRIVED A-^ 'lOORC INATE^
EAFL.' l^:"'LvWlTH ALL Mf^'hl'l ON A/C
^0=>IN'-,. SECiAN E::FANMNi:n CIPl'JLAR
tEarch pattern in area ROR afrro:^ J5
"IM. •0 f I.iHTINi.i>=. ijR RAI'IO CONTACT.
:C-.R-:^c: -=0'^ -/C with EiINOOULAR-i BUT

•^-iFT gr. TO 'lO Tij ALTERNATE
.B'.T SEVERE wr:.

^c^.IriT^:' '."r. -E'^'-FNEI' TO FRI'tARY bZ
an: : ON'TIm.eI' "O fEAROh until laOOL w:'

^.Af 'iE— InCt >JOR-fE BV THE MINUTE AN!'

ABI-OLUTEL/ MO IMt ICATION j^ANV&0[>Y ON
^-E '.iRClMI'. tuepecmPe ret.with
-OAD. l.'^E HAVE BC'H A/0 REfi^^ND ARE
'-01 --iNOi TO BRINCi BOTH OF THEM DOWN
TOMORROW l^ w:- PERMITS ANI' WE CAN uET A

BE'^ER: IDEA OF WHERE TROOP'?. ARE. NEED
'O KNOW IF THE/ HEARD Uf. IF THEY DID
NO". THEY ARE fOMEWHERE OTHER THAN
: 1 . UN.' i4. 1 iW. WHA' WA'i W^^^Tj^'ORS AREA

I^ITL'- WILL WORK MITH^^^^^TO i.iET

<" reropt;. any help from you would be
ARccECIATEi BOTH FOR WX AND FOR LOCATINii
'=OOPr. WH COT JOME MEIICINE FROM FARM
"::Av :,f.,i WILL BRINCi IT I- DE9IRED.
:. .'M E=-=.'Ar.;D JANIANIJTA.; 9HuT DOWN ONE
:" "'-'e:- :wm a/c yejtefday. .c-47. it
-.-.-cctj-v F ;nj area where OUR '.-71 HAVE
;ii'i >jcp» :-i:.i. 4.t0rry fop no .lOOC"?
':-.:",-- B." »JOUlD -IAVE been COr>'RL£"!"E

^.Ar~E Tj 'hfow it out with ab>jolutel/ no
".'~.:~, PL J AIVIJE HOW YOU WANT TO 'lO

-:-M i-E-E. BOB BT.

Partially
Deoassifiea/Roieire^ o„ 1/ Pt« gp

r MM





^^.1^

0903302SKM4 X. ARRIVED AT C00RMNATE9
EARLY t7||^MXTH ALL MAGIC ON A/C
NORKINIfe^BlAN EXPANDING CIRCULAR
SEARCH f^^g^ IN AREA FOR APRROX 30
nir4. N<y^PMTINQS OR RADIO CONTACT.
'SEARCHED PnOm A/C WITH BINOCULARS BUT
NOTHINQ^ATT|MP^D TO GO TO ALTERNATE

PRE^NTE^US^RTTURNED TO PRIMARY 02
AND CONTINUED TO SEARCH UNTIL l«fOL. WX
WAS SETTING WORSE BY THE MINUTE AND
ABSOLUTELY NO INDICATION "J^ANYBOOY ON
THE GROUND. THEREFORE REtJ^HIhITH
i-OAt'. ;.WE HAVE BOTH A/C ReSSdWUd ARC
WILLING TO BRING BOTH OF THEM DOWN
TOMORROW IF WX PERMITS AND WE CMt SET A
BETTER IDE^J^JHERE TROOPS ARE. WILL
WORK WITH^^^^BrO GET WX REPORTS
HFLP FORM YOU MOULD BE APRRgCTflTFP BOTH
FOR, MX AND FOR LOCATING TROOPS, WE GOT
SOME MEDICINE FROM FARM TODAY AND WILL
BRING IT IF DESIRED. 3. UNDERSTAND
SANDANISTAS SHOT DOWN ONE OF THEIR OWN
A/C YESTERDAY.. C-47. IT HAPPENED UP IN
AREA WHERE OUR C-7S HAVE BEEN WORKINS.
4. SORRY FOR NO GOODS TONIGHT BUT WOULD
HAVE BEEN COMPLETE WASTE TO THROW IT OUT
XITH ABSOLUTELY NO CONTACT. XLS-ADMME <_
HOW YCL! WANT TO GO FROM HERE. BOB BT.

^SW>^<c»

Pamally Declassified/Released on llhr^ ftS
under provisions OT E 12355

by K Jonnson, NaUonal SecuMty Council
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UNCUSSIFIED

PREVENTED US.
AND' CCiNTINUEI'

O-^OJJOZSEPafi I. ARRIVED AT COORCINATES
EARLY 1717L WITH ALL MA6IC ON A/C
WORhlNd. BEGAN EXRANMNG CIRCULAR
9.EARCH PATTERN IN AREA FOR APPROX 3S
MIM. NO •Jl'iHTINi.iS OR RADIO CONTACT.
r.EAPiCHEr' r = OM A/C WITH BINOCULARii BUT

[Et' TO CO TO ALTERNATE
BUT SEVERE WX.

^TURNED TO PRIMARY DZ
TO SEARCH UNTIL ISOOL WX

WAS CETTlNOi WORSE BY THE MINUTE AND
ABSOLUTELY NO INDICATION iD^ANYBODY ON
^HE LiROUND. THEREFORE f^'ET^HH WITH
LOAD. ;. WE HAVE BOTH A/C REAdT AND ARE
WILLING TO BRIN'3 BOTH OF THEM DOWN
TOMORROW IF WX PERMITS AND WE CAN GET A
BETTER IDEA OF WHERE TROOP'S ARE. NEED
TO ^ NOW IF THEY HEARD US. IF THEY DID
NOT. THEY ARE SOMEWHERE OTHER THAN
1 1 . -1N/S:4. l:::W. WHAT WAS Wj^^TROOPS AREA
AT 171?L'' WILL WORK. WITh|^H||KtO GET
w:: REPORTS. ANY HELP FROM YOU WOULD BE
APccECIATEI BOTH FOR WX AND FOR LOCATING
TROOPS. WE uOT SOME MEDICINE FROM FARM
TODAY AMt' WILL BRING IT IF DESIRED.
r'.UNIEPS'AND SANDANISTAS SHOT DOWN ONE
OF 'HEIR OWN A/C YESTERDAY. . C-47. IT
MAPFENED UP IN AREA WHERE OUR C-7S HAVE
SEEM WORt ING. 4. SORRY FOR NO GOODS
TuNlGhT BUT WOULD HAVE BEEN COMPLETE
WASTE TO THROW IT OUT WITH ABSOLUTELY NO
: jr;"!"ACT. PLS AI'VISE HOW YOU WANT TO GO
="?.0M HERE. BOB BT.

Partially Declassit;p,l/R,;)B.iseil on J.

I

under provision,; ci ' :,
'

>

by K jjn;;s^n. r;i: .. ; / ••
'
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iCUSdii'lED

*"'
r-;.":' "jP:, .-e r-s,vr c = : = "s:' o . ;;:-4

:. : i-.'t Aii-tA- HE NEs:';; si." ":•"• w-j.^
i '-:£ Z'£LZ\€^:B.V. J. HAVE NOT C'ECEIVEt'
-"•''"" E "~' •? 'i-~E>'E.''!~ ^PCif^ IAN .ET.

•"-: :-'iS-.'" .:z: i" Tirr^Av . t'ou may want
: ;--i-_ HI^- --riZ- BE •Jf.Z I .iET t^ A-iAP.
, :-o -:-:: "OPir; or 'he rijjioN s-efopt?.

:AVZ 'OMN JENC ME A •: / CF THE LAS'
'.Ir 'E-ORT Ofi THE t-ACHINE. OUR . . TOF
JO-r-SE? APE -,ETTI.NG BRIEFIMCi'; USING OUR
~?=IAL-. I HOPE '0 HAVE THE
>^--.TV'iT".' "0 '.ilVE SOME OF •'HE
'Z~'^Zr--il -V-^E'_.- BOON. I.VE DONE A LOT

=FA::,i.iI\":i ON WHAT VOU 'SUV'S HAVE
OOMP'-UHEI'. 00 KEEP iJIVINia ME T'r-'ING'S

:
5=Aij ABOUT BUT TLY jAFE. BOB ST.

Oeclassided/Released on / (Fc'S 8P\
"irtef provisions or E 12356
J^roson. National Security Council fA50
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; : 1

4

7 1'.' :%•:aI % p? n ma.: . . - e? .: :.?

: tf'tL^-ssrt'N w: im la^t •11-5. :

I'M JTSELS i.A*T WEEK, r ?£"•"?=•:

• E MAJ.E TmE •SIThATIl-N .rL-EAC: ^
-^ TO r-£ CWNEP-SHIP OF "WE AI^ -i^ETi
-Mt ^rJOCIATED E0U:='. HE WAA TO IMFOP"!
.-:i« T'-i^T -.JMILE 'HE A«.?ETi wEPE MAC'E
AvAr;.Aei_£ ':• Tue IAK'^Z. they BELONi.iEt' ro
A ::-;nA,MA &^r£:. COMPANY AND THAT JFON
.:nPlETXOM of THEIF: -iUFFOftT wORt- '-'ERE

"-EY WEFE TO BE FETnRNED TO "^HAT COMFANy
-:•= FLiTi.RE C'liPO'sITION. •jTEELE FELT

iCiJi-l •-'AVE TROUBLE 'iETTINiJ
ACCEPT THI<j UNTIL HE COULD

-ES AUiST -YFE OF 'fUFPOFT MA'S COI"lNCi IN
': =E"l.AC£ U'4'. T:-.l7 MATCHES WHAT MCK
^•Air. TO '^OU ABOUT CiETTING A FIRM PLAN
c-cijM THE CIA A'5 TO THEIR FROCRAM FOR AIR
--•.FFOFT. 'Hi; we mij-;t i^et asaf and fass
'0 :-TcEL£ to fave the way for our
T'Efartmre. if me C'Ont ijet it. our
wit-ht'rawl could be a me's'sy affair.
fU'SCiE-ST rOU TALK TO STEELE AND CONFIRM
TiJAT we ARE CiOINQ AFTER THE CIA PLAN AND
WILL At'VlSE HIM AjAP. BOB BT.

R D 4 60r

J

[JNCL^iSS'iBED
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'£p;

'ttHILE OTHER
•

'^i.'CS WILL
TAKEHHHi ANt>

-•T'AD 10^
rc'-iveii Tc
"I^S.TOMORF
.''AD PRESENTLY'
: -123 TAKES lOK Ll
"^-'.'T Z/r^v _S ON 2.'C-\:
-jf'=\.oav. hxll t-ien load both a/c wn
S'-ILT-UP LOAt'S AND FLY 2-SHJP TO
VCRTHERN TROOPS AND RET TOMHHHl CAN
COMPLETE MSN WI 2/Hft RESERVE. WILL "START
WORKING ON SUPPORT FOR OTHER SOUTHERN
rORCES. RALPH CAN HELP GET PARACHUTE
SUPPORT FROmB^HIUNFORTUNATELY LOOKS
LIKE WE NEED "t 00 CHUTES TO CLEAR
>IAREHOUS£ . EVERYTHING WE CAN DELIVER TO

nrwEM TO Ria SAVES US. 2.T.S.
»LS SEND FAWN.. END OF PLAN. FOR BLUEBIRD
SAT EVE REPORT -FLEW ALL 5 A/C TODAY.
COOPER AND I DELIVERED lOK OF GRENADES
^IfFOR RIGGINQ. WIL^TAK^IOK OP
MORTARS TOMORROW. MEtH||HHITODAY.
HE ESPECIALLY HAPPY WI US NOW SiNCg HE
BELLIED FDN DC- 3 IN FRI. 60 HI W.^i

IhE,S ok. (^THER C-123 DELIVERED lOK

fwx D.S. BUT GOT LUCKY.
HAVE PHOTO CROCF OF LOAD IN CENTER OP
VZ. <-.--> DELIVERED IV l

c-OPWAPD ?ASE TODAY. WILL CONFIRM W]
PALPh WHO SETS L.OAD TOMORROW. SUN EVE.
P.EPOP-^. FLEW 2/C-123 TODAY, OTHER A/C OK

\0 WORK. COOP AND I PUT ANOTHER lOK
\f', PIGCED AND READY FOR US TO
CiF THERE TO N0RTH^J0j2C-12^^

VZ N0.2.J^H||H[H|^|Hii
r-SITIVE ll- OF Dr. PHOTO IrOO?. HAVE NOW
rLIVgPEr' 'ZV IN 2 DAYS . TAKING TOHOHROW

jF-

[
RALPH COMING TOMORROW WI FUEL

^^i^SNEY. APPROX 20K NEEDED. WILL ADVISE
='. AN FOR WEEK TIJES. I RTB APPROX THURS.
=: C-123 NOW ARMED WI HK-21/7.62 MACINE
y."^ ON AFT RAMP, BRING ON MI -24. PFS.
rtND FAWN-CAN, T CONTINUE ON MILK AND
COOKIE 7. RGDS BOB.

UNCLASSIFSED

Partially Declassified /Released onJlJWSSl
under provisions of LO. 12356 ^

by B. Reger. National Security Council
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UNCUSSIFIED

.T- iJL^r'^AO INt'TCATEJ No PftOEtL£:t .>:"H
iCMEf- --j -'S WIREI' ftEOi.'T.-:Er' ANiJUhT t.OmC

-:rE Ai.iC. '-r^Lr REAL FRO&LEM F=C'.' - : j
' JI'M^ :.- VIEW If. i:M>=''MeiLlTy OF
-|."--ATTF" - . -<I..WE HAVE Ai.^F.EEI- TO PUT
^.L. " "t >1AN IN ?;AN;:h HOUSE TO INS^URE
•NO rO:.:A"EPS. . WHILI '/.E AGREE WE THAT
rOL-TTERi. ^"O'.'Lr- BE A PROBLEM WE ONLY
:'.': 7 i:£n. THI'i PART OF
-•^r- "lE^^PEAL. .PRirir-LEW. OUR CONlERN I

J

^HA-JBBArvir AM&Af-fAIOR APE >%riNr-, TO t'O

^=:F ff^TcOPEFTN XT'^EL" -JIMIE AFTER MUCH
-'TZr-iizz r-rji' EFFOp-' ujE now have no ACCEf';
^,--. T^ey :;;,,-.)- fEEM TO BE ABLE TO HELP.
JULiCE'fT rOU P'i^^^UErTION ALONi.i THESE
lINE9 BAC:- ToJHB^AylNCi THAT WE ARE
A^fO OONOERNEI^^BCiUT SOUATTERb BUT mORE
:LNrERNEr as to what the/ -^FE i.ioiNi.^ to
['0 ABOLT ~

-iB nlORE^jFCRTANT PROBLEM.
MOREJVeP. AMB ANI^^^^NEEI '0 THINK
ABOUT ^HAT HAPPEN-:- AF^ER CIA i^OE 5 BACK
I'i-r-: .-ZEL['. :0 WE r.IVE THE PROPERTY
BAC- OP --Il-L CIA .-JANT TO 'JbE IT"' BOB
BT.

5?5Si.

Partially
Dpclasafied/flelease.l ooJjFgfigR

under provisions 0/ E 1-355^
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DEPOSITION OF ROBERT EA,

Saturday, May 2, 1987

RXT
Paftially Declassified /neleas'^d on^o>)3»^7

under provii.ons of E.O. 12356
"^

by B. fic^er. National Security Council

House of Representatives,

Select Committee to Investigate Covert

Arms Transactions with Iran,

Washington, D.C.

0^"l

The committee met, pursuant to call, at 3:30 p.m., in

Room 901, Hart Senate Office Building, W. Neil Eggleston

(Deputy Chief Counsel of the House Select Committee) presiding

Present: W. Neil Eggleston, Deputy Chief Counsel; Mark

Belnick, Executive Assistant to the Chief Counsel; Terry

Smiljanich, Associate Counsel; Richard A. Arenberg, Administra

tive Assistant to U.S. Senator George J. Mitchell; Victoria F.

Nourse, Senate Select Committee; Richard Cullen, Administra-

tive Assistant to Senator Paul Trible; and Dennis Dean Kirk,

Esquire, Counsel for Robert Earl. {j(^54*7

(547)
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2

. ROBERT EARL,

3 was called as a witness by counsel for the Select Committee,

* and after having been duly sworn, was examined and testified

5 as follows:

6 EXAMINATION BY COUNSEL FOR THE SELECT COMMITTEE

7 BY MR. BELNICK:

8 Q Would you state your ncime for the record?

9 A Robert Lawson Earl.

10 Q You are a member of the military?

11 A Correct.

12 Q The rank of?

13 A Lieutenant Colonel.

14 Q Lieutenant Colonel, let me read to you an order

15 that was entered by the United States District Court for the

16 District of Columbia in a proceeding entitled "Senate Select

17 Committee on Secret Military Assistance to Iran and the

18 Nicaraguan Opposition, the United States Senate, Washington,

19 D.C."

20 The index number is Miscellaneous Number 87-0099,

21 and this is the text of the order.

22 "Upon consideration of the application by the Senate

23 Select Committee on Secret Military Assistance to Iran and

24 the Nicaraguan Opposition, upon determining that the

25 procedural requirements of 18 U.S.C

m^\T\ OT?/^
MMSIFPj
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1 been satisfied, and upon consideration of the application of

2 Independent Counsel Lawrence E. Walsh, under 18 U.S.C.,

3 Section 6005(c), to defer this order for twenty days from the

4 date of the Select Committee's request for the order, it is,

5 this 30th day of March, 1987,

6 "ORDERED That Robert Earl may not refuse to testify,

7 and provide other information, at proceedings of the Senate

8 Select Committee on Secret Military Assistance to Iran and

9 the Nicaraguan Opposition, on the basis of his privilege

10 against self-incrimination, and it is

11 "FURTHER ORDERED That no testimony or other

12 information compelled under this Order (or any information

13 directly or indirectly derived from such testimony or other

14 information) may be used against Robert Earl in any criminal

15 case, except a prosecution for perjury, giving a false state-

16 ment, or otherwise failing to comply with this Order, and it

17 is

18 FURTHER ORDERED That this Order shall become

19 effective on April 19, 1987."

20 MR. EGGLESTON: My ncime is Neil Eggleston, Deputy

21 Chief Counsel of the House Select Committee. The House

22 Committee similarly has obtained an order compelling your

23 testimony immunizing you from the use of the testimony, and

I will identify the document simply for the record and have it

« . :'',-' 1 .
*

«

25 put into the record. V • ^ \ ^
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1 It was also signed by a United States District

2 Judge in the District of Columbia. The caption reads,

3 "House Select Committee to Investigate Covert Arms Trans-

4 actions with Iran," Miscellaneous Number 87-0105. It is

5 dated March 30, 1987 and provides on April 18, 1987 -- signed

6 by Judge Robinson. Obviously, it is after April 19. I would

7 ask this as well be made part of the record.

8 "On consideration of the application by the House

9 Select Committee to Investigate Covert Arms Transactions with

10 Iran and the memorandum of points and authorities, and

11 exhibits, in support thereof, the Court finds that the pro-

12 cedural requisites set forth in 18 U.S.C. Section 6005 for

13 an order of the Court have been satisfied. Accordingly, it

14 is

15 "ORDERED that Robert Earle may not refuse to provide

16 any evidence in proceedings before the House Select Committee

17 to Investigate Covert Arms Transactions with Iran on the

18 basis of his privilege against self-incrimination, and it is

19 "FURTHER ORDERED that no evidence obtained under this

20 Order (or any information directly or indirectly derived from

21 such evidence) may be used against Robert Earle in any

22 criminal case, except a prosecution for perjury, giving a

23 false statement, or otherwise failing to comply with this

Order.

"FURTHER ORDERED That this Order shall become

24

iluASS!fi[9
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effective on April 19, 1987."

Let me just simply say, I think I have previously

provided your counsel with a copy of the rules establishing

the committee. I have got them here with me. If you would

like to look at those, you are entitled to them as well.

MR. BELNICK: For the record, this appearance here,

also pursuant to compulsion of defendant, is pursuant to

subpoena. I would mark for the record the subpoena and

notice of deposition, dated March 16, 1987, which the Senate

Committee . served on Colonel Earl.

(The documents referred to were marked as Earl

Exhibit No. 1 for identification.)
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UNITED STATES Of AMERICA
(EongrEHH of the l^nitzb Btatts

^^^iiUSSinf^
Notice of

Senate Deposition

To
Robert Earl

„ (Srceting:

]31CaBE take notice that at o'clock
March 24

19.
87 Hart Senate Office Building, 9th floor

ofthe staffofthe Select Committee on Secret Military Assistance to Iran and the Nicaraguan

Opposition of the Senate of the United Slates, will take your deposition on oral examination

concerning what you may know relative to the subject matters under consideration by said

Select Committee. The deposition will be taken before a notary public, or before some other

officer authorized by local law to administer oaths; it wilt be taken pursuant to the Select

Committee's rules, a copy of which are attached.

UNCLASSIFIED

(Siuetl under my hand, by authority vested in me by

the Select Committee on Secret Military

Assistance to Iran and the Nicaraguan

Opposition on March 16 1987

I' a ^v
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Congresi£{ of tfje V^nittt Btatzi

To Robert Earl

., 6rtet{ng:

pursuant to lawfuZ authority. YOU ARE HEREBY COMM.i.VDED to

appear before the SELECT COMMITTEE ON secret military

ASSISTANCE TO IRAN AND THE NICARAGUAN OPPOSITION \of the

Senate of the United States, on ?l?£5iLi.l , ISU^,-

at tl22. o'clock ^' m., at their committee room Hart Senate

Off ice Bui lding, 9th Floor
^ ^f^„ „^ ^j^^^

to testify what you may know relative to the subject matters wider con-

sideration by said committee.

Pursuan t to Committee Rule 6, this Subpoena directs appearance

at the deposition whose notice accompanies it. You mus t bring

with you the materials listed in Attachment A.

Ji^ereof (ail not, as you wiU answer your default under the pairu and pen-

alties in such eases made and provided.

fp^ any Select Committee staff member or U. S. Marshal

to serve and return.

6iben under my hand, by order of the committee, this

J-6 day of
"^^^^

, in the year of our

^ • •
' Lord one thousand nine Jufnd/e^ gyufg^ghty-seven

vice Lnairman
Warren Rudman
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ATTACHMENT A

ROBERT EARL

The respondent, Robert Earl, shall produce:

1. All documents referring, relating
to or discussing Robert Earl's position on the staff of the
National Security Council ("NSC"), or any activities by Mr. Earl
as an NSC staff member, or the activities of Lieutenant Colonel
Oliver North, or the activities of any other NSC staff member or
principal.

2. All documents discussing or relating to:

a. Arms transactions directly or through third-
parties with Iran, Israel, Manucher Ghorbanifar, Adnan Khashoggi,
Yaacov Nimrodi, Amiram Nir, or Al Schwimmer, or Lake Resources,
Inc., or any companies owned by, controlled by, or affiliated •

with, the previously named persons and companies; or arms trans-
transactions directly or indirectly or through third-parties with
the Contras or any forces opposed to the Government of Nicaragua.

b. American hostages; or

c. The Contras or any forces opposed to the
Government of Nicaragua, including assistance or efforts to
assist such forces.

3. All documents relating to any of the persons or
entities listed on Appendix 1.

4. For Saudi Arabia, Switzerland, the Cayman Islands,
Panama, Bermuda, El Salvador, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, Honduras,
Guatemala, Israel, and Portugal:

a. All correspondence, telexes, or other
materials relating to communications to or from individuals or
entities in these countries;

b. All statements, checks, deposit slips, and
other materials for bank accounts in these countries,

whether such correspondence, telexes, other communications,
and accounts are those of the responedent or otherwise.

5. All of Robert Earl's appointment books, diaries or
calendars.
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A. The documents called for by the foregoing requests are
for the period January 1, 1981 to date.

B. The term "document" is used in the foregoing requests in
its broadest possible sense and means all things or media of any
kind on which or from which information can be transcribed or
recorded including, but not limited to, writings of any kind,
computer printouts, cables, telexes, memoranda, letters, tape
recordings, calendar entries, diary entries, bank statements,
notes, other financial records, etc.

For any questions regarding this subpoena, contact Arthur L.
Liman, Chief Counsel, at 224-9183 or Mark A. Belnick, Executive
Assistant to the Chief Counsel, at 224-9974.

"^iCiasSirif"
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MR. BELNICK: In connection with the document

request attached to the subpoena, do I understand all

documents responsive to our subpoena have been turned over

by you to the Independent Counsel?

MR. KIRK: Every single one.

MR. BELNICK: Everything you had that was relevant

was given to Independent Counsel, is that correct?

THE WITNESS: And more.

MR. BELNICK: Approximately when did you turn it

over to the IC? Three weeks ago?

THE WITNESS: Two weeks, two to three.

MR. BELNICK: Two to three weeks ago?

MR. KIRK: Yes.

MR. EGGLESTON: You are appearing here today

pursuant to a subpoena served upon you, I think, through your

counsel some time ago. I don't have the subpoena here with

me today, but, again, this deposition is being conducted to

that subpoena.

It also called for production of documents. I

assume that your response to Mr. Belnick is the same as it

would be to us, and that is the documents that you have have

been provided to Independent Counsel, is that correct?

THE WITNESS: Yes.

MR. BELNICK: As I have told you on behalf of both

^teil a^d siyaelf, our understanding is that the documents youmm
rrnp nrr'.ppT'-
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provided to the Independent Counsel are going to make their

way to us in some shape or form through the White House and the

tlSC. We have not yet had a chance to review all of what the

White House has because of national security concerns. I

have seen some copies this morning, but not all.

My House colleagues haven't had a chance to see any

yet. SO we will work that out with the White House. That

is not your problem. Once we have had a chance to work out

the ground rules in subsequent sessions, I am sure we will

have some questions for you about those notebooks.

BY MR. BELNICK:

For the record. Colonel, what is your address?
Q

A

Q

A

Q

A

Q

A

Q

A

Where are you currently employed?

Headquarters Marine Corps.

Where is that?

It is in Northern Virginia.

Briefly, where were you employed?

At the NSC, National Security Council.

When did you start work on the NSC staff?

Approximately mid-February is probably the best

way to characterize that. There has been, there were

differing dates on the orders that were cut at Headquarters

Marine Corps. Rather than nail it down to the 20 or 15, I

think mid-February is the best way to characterize it.

i&^^srfifii TOP RFOPF-T
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Q 1986?

A ^ 1986, correct.

Q When did you leave the NSC staff?

A 1 January 1987.

Q Did you resign?

A No.

Q What were the circumstances?

A I was re-assigned.

Q By the Marines?

A By the Marines.

Q Could you tell us what your — I understand you

went to Annapolis.

A Yes.

Q Graduated?

A 1967.

Q Was then a Rhodes scholar?

A Yes.

Q How many years did you spend at Oxford?

A Three.

Q When you finished at Oxford, tell us what you did -

summarize, if you could, from then until the time you joined

the NSC staff.

What year did you leave Oxford?

A 1971.

A variety of Marine Corps tours subsequent to that,

fi.<?*^'f<fif Tnp grr'Pr'T
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a combination of command and staff operations and non-

operational assignments.

You want me to go through all of those?

Q No.

A All right.

I was assigned to the advanced amphibious studies

group in Quantico, Virginia, in the summer of 198 5 and had

been there for a week as a new assignment, having just come

from the Naval War College for a year.

Then I was assigned temporary additional duty -- •

TAD is what we call it. That is not a permanent change

station but a temporary assignment to the President's Task

Force on Combatting Terrorism, and served there for

approximately seven months until mid-February 1986, when

I was re-assigned permanent change of station to work on the

NSC staff.

Q Did Greg Corey work on the staff task force, as

well?

A Yes, he did.

Q Did you seek assignment on the NSC when that para-

terrorism task force job was over?

A Let me explain that.

Q Sure.

A It is a little more difficult than a_y.ei ^f "o

on that.
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Each of the political services assigned one member

to the 'working group of the Vice President's task force as

well as other members. The CIA had a member; the State

Department had a member.

One of the recommendations of the Vice President's

task force was to strengthen intercombat terrorism at the

NSC. Previously there had been one person assigned to follow

that, and that one person following it, amongst other

duties, and therefore not full-time, not one dedicated person,

so the recommendation was to create a staff, a small staff

so a full-time staff could be devoted to improve interagency

coordination on terrorism.

The strategy, if you will, to implement that

recommendation that was, I understand, approved by

Admiral Poindexter in consultation with Admiral Holloway,

who was executive director of the task force, was to tap this

pool of expertise that had suddenly been created on terrorism,

half a dozen officers who had studied it for seven months,

and seemed to waste, to send those people back to the

service to do non-terrorism things, that it made sense to

get up on step with this talent.

So, the officers were informally polled as to who

wanted to go back to his parent agency or who was available

to go to another assignment on terrorism within the

Washington bureaucracy, which included_ thg State Department,icracy, wnicn inciuaea t
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as well as the NSC.

Some of the officers chose to go back to their

parent services; some were working on terrorism already in

that billet. And some of us chose to say, "I am available

to move on."

I was one of those who said, "I am available to

continue to implement the policies of combatting terrorism."

As I understand it, Craig Coy, Lieutenant Coy

and I, were the two that were selected to go to the NSC^

Lieutenant Bailey went to the State Department, and I think

that everybody else v}^^ back to a parent agency or

organization.

Q Had Ollie North worked on the task force?

A Well, he wasn't a member of the working group

that I am talking about amongst the half a dozen officers,

but he was part of — he was the Senate person I referred

to as being the one person assigned, and so he was a member

of one of the interagency review groups of the task force,

there being a senior review group and an intermediate

level review group.

At that level he participated in the deliberations

of the task force, yes.

Q When did you first meet North?

A Lieutenant Colonel North and I are classmates

from the Naval Academy. He had startec^ _ou^ io t^he sa^iestarted out^ xa the-saipe .
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class as I, the class of 1967. But in — I guess, I am not

sure which leave period it was -- I think spring leave, but

I am not positive of that. One of the leave periods he

was involved in a very serious automobile accident with a

number of other classmates and spent a considerable time

in the hospital and wound up having to be what we call

"recycled" in the class of 1968.

I don't recall him from the Naval Academy, but

my first recollection was when we were assigned together

as students at amphibious warfare school in Quantico,

Virginia, as captains — and I am not recalling the year

right now -- we were there five months for a course -- but

it was in the early 1970s, say a couple years, 1973, 1974,

something like that, although I will also say when I first

saw him the first time, something about him seemed familiar,

and just couldn't place it and have not to this day.

•'f^Cl^XiilicO
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I may have seen him at the Naval Academy, but I don't

specifically recall. From that time on, we had several

overlap assignments on occasion in Marine Corps, transfers;

for example, after AWS I went to Okinawa, Colonel North stayed

in Quantico and went to a further school, but then went to

Okinawa, so part of our year on tour in Okinawa overlapped.

He was up in the Northern part of the island as the officer

in charge of a, what we call the Northern Training Area, a

very good training area, that was units on island, and went

to conduct training.

I was responsible for some reconnaissance units that we

would periodically go up to conduct training. So I had

professional conduct with him there as well, and that sort of

thing, which included personal friendship, as well, that

developed from then on.

Q Do you work together with him now at Marine Head-

quarters?

A No. He is assigned to a different staff section

than I, he is in PP&O, Plans and Operations, and I am in

RD&S, Research, Development and Studies.

Q When you got your assignment to the NSC staff, what

was it?

A Well, as I previously mentioned, both Lieutenant

Commander Coy and I were assigned subsequent to his recommenda

tion, I think recommendation number three for the Vicemmm
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President's Task Force To Combat Terrorism, report to

strengthen international agency coordination. So we knew

that we were going to the NSC staff to augment the counter-

terrorism office, although when we were assigned, we were

told that because of personnel constraints in numbers, there

were no openings on the NSC staff per so, so we were assigned

to what is called the Crisis Management Center, CMC, which is

an adjunct to the NSC, but different in various ways, such

as trips, TAD trips, or things like that.

The NSC staff had its own administrative section,

travel, so forth, that you could get your orders to go on a

trip right from there, whereas the CMC operated through the

military, and I think it is a separate budget that funds the

Crisis Management Center through DOD. So we would have to

go to, I think. Boiling Air Force Base to get orders or submit

your travel reports.

Q Where was your office at DOD?

A At first we had no office — Lieutenant Commander

Coy was able to arrange from a previous contact on the

domestic side who he had worked for as a White House fellow

some temporary offices which we used for about a month until

the arrangements ultimately occurred. A suite, 302, was

eventually provided to us in early May, as I recall, is when

we finally moved in there. It was right after the Tehran

Visit by Bud McFarlane.
^<L ' ' V '* i\
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Q We will get to that. The temporary offices were

just you and Lieutenant Commander Coy?

A We were upstairs in the fourth deck of the Old

Executive Office Buildfhg, and Colonel North was in the suite,

Suite 392.

Q Then all three of you moved into 302 around sometime

in May?

A In May.

Q As I understand it, 302, Suite 302 was a two-level

office.

A Right.

Q Lieutenant Colonel North was downstairs, outside

his office were secretaries Fawn Hall and Barbara Brown.

A Although Barbara Brown came quite late. It took a

while --

Q She worked for you?

A And they finally realized three guys and one

secretary was too much for one secretary and finally hired

another secretary.

Q But finally it was Barbara Brown, Fawn Hall on the

first level.

A Correct.

Q Upstairs were you and Coy?

A Yes.

Q Anybody ejlse upstairs? I M '
j, ^^ 4 ,\ Jl | | |

'^
j »
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A There were three offices upstairs. The middle

office was available most of that time. When we first con-

sidered moving into the suite, or knew we were moving into

the suite when they were constructing it, there was, as I

recall, an Air Force officer in the White House situation room

who was going to move on to the staff as well. But then he,

before all this happened, received orders from the Air Force

and was reassigned from the White House. When we moved into

302, that office was vacant. Ultimately, a Marine, I think he

was a captain, I am not sure, I never saw him in uniform, •

I

think he was a captain, lawyer, Jock Scharten moved in, who

worked for NSC Counsel, Paul Thompson.

Q There were safes in Suite 302, as I understand.

Were there any — am I right, there were safes?

A Yes.

Q Were there any safes upstairs?

A The floor loading would not support safes. There

were no safes.

Q They would have been downstairs, in any event?

A That is right.

Q The two safes were downstairs?

A There were more than two.

Q How many were there?

A Well, there were two in the little coat room, I guesjs

we would call it, and then I think about four outside of that

,!ri '?}_-
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along the wall in front of Barbara Brown's desk. So it may

only be three, three or four.

Q Three or four along the wall in front of Brown's

desk?

A Yes. So a total of five or six, approximately.

I could be off by one or two.

Q Did you have access to all of those five or six

safes?

A I had the combination to all those safes, yes.

Q Did you have occasion during your work in Suite- 302

to go into every one of the safes in the office?

A I don't think I ever had to open Lieutenant Colonel

North's safe, the one in the, what I have called the cloak

room.

Q Is that near the electrical —

A If you are looking into the cloak room, there are

two safes and a shredder. It was the one in the middle,

the one beside the shredder, a four-door safe.

Q Did you have the combination to that safe?

A Yes, I did.

Q Did you ever open it?

A I don't think I ever opened it.

Q Did you see it opened?

A I recall seeing it opened in 392 when it was back

in Colonel North's old office. I am not specifically
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recalling seeing it open while we were in 302. But it must

have been.

Q Only what you can recall seeing. You don't recall

seeing it open in 302?

A Not that I am recalling right now.

Q When you saw it opened in 392, did you see what

it contained?

A It was right behind Colonel North's desk in that

room. It was open when he was there. On occasion, he would

pull something out of there. For example, I knew there was'

in there a file on a particuar terrorist who, I don't think

I really want to --

Q You don't need to mention the name.

A Right now.

Q Okay.

A So little -- that would be an example. I would have

occasion to know of something like that, but not the whole

contents, no.

Q Do you know what the safe, the same safe contained

at any point while it was in 302?

A I do not know what it contained, but I think it

was just moved from 392 down to 302.

Q You don't know what Colonel North stored in that

safe while it was in 302?

A I don't know. I assume it was the Seime thing that

mmn
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he had stored in —

Q Don't assume.

A Don't speculate, all right.

Q Did Colonel North ever tell you what he had in that

safe?

A No, he never told me what he had in that safe,

although we are getting to something that's possibly relevant,

which is at the time, I think it is in May or April, it was in

the spring, I think prior to his trip to Tehran with Mr.

McFarlane and' others, but it may not have been on that

occasion, it may have been prior to one of the other trips

that he made. But there was, he told me if he didn't come

back from one of those trips, that I was to destroy the

contents of the bottom drawer of that safe.

Q He didn't tell you, though, what those contents

were?

A No, he did not.

Q And you didn't look?

A And I did not look.

Q I have here what I believe is a rendition of Suite

302, the first floor and second floor, which I will have the

reporter mark for the record as Earl Deposition Exhibit 2.

(The document referred to was marked as Earl

Exhibit No. 2 for identification.)

mn^mn
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BY MR. BELNICK:

Q Let me show you Earl Exhibit 2, it is not drawn to

scale, just approximations. Without asking youlto vouch for

the beauty of it, does *his appear to be generally the layout

of the first floor?

A It has two safes. That may be true.

Q Roughly anyway?

A Oh, yes.

Q All I want to know, the safe that was Colonel

North's safe, the one you say he told you to enter the Bgttom

drawer if something happened to him and get rid of the

contents, which one is it? Is it one of these? Can you

make a mark?

A I would say this one. What throws me off is you

have to -- oh, this is five-drawer.

Would you make a circle around the one you think it

was?

(The witness complied.)

BY MR. BELNICK:

Q That is next to the shredder?

A Correct.

Q Now, we are going to get to May very fast, but let

me ask you: Was Colonel North your immediate superior at the

NSC staff from the time you started working there?

A Yes. Although technically I was senior to him

ocMj^:, y^^',j,
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because of my graduation date, as compared to his, but that

didn't mean anything in terms of assignment at the NSC.

There was no question in my mind that he had been there four

years and was the boss. He was my superior for the office,

that IS correct.

Q And Commander Coy's as well?

A Yes.

Q You and Commander Coy were on the same level?

A Yes.

Q Cet me just show, if I may, while we have — the

second page of Exhibit 2, which appears to be the sketch of

the second floor of 302, including desk and office. Is that

an accurate rendition of the second floor of 302 as you

remember it?

A Yes.

Q All right. Now, you were the Political Military

Affairs Section of the NSC, is that what it was called? You

smiled. What did I do wrong now?

A It's more complicated than that.

Q All right. I am sorry.

A If you look at the phone book or you called Public

Affairs at NSC and asked what Colonel North's description was

he would be described as Deputy Director for Political-

Military Affairs. He is shown that way in the wiring

diagram. But that wasn't where he really worked. He really
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worked for Admiral Poindexter direct, with no intervening

office, director or other layer within the NSC. And that

was for deliberate reason of cover and protection of those

who were working the counter-terrorism problem, and the same

reasoning that we on the task force chose not to put a little

sign out in front of your office that said "Vice President's

Task Force on Combatting Terrorism." We felt we might as well

put a bullseye if we did something like that. We didn't

want to raise our profile as being involved with that subject

and increase risk to the office or the staff or anything",

like that.

Craig Coy and I were assigned in the Crisis

Management Center, and we asked for similar treatment of —

similarly not to show us as working on terrorism but for

various administrative reasons that didn't happen, and if you

will look at the NSC phone book at that time, you will see

Craig Coy and I are listed as Deputy Directors or officers

in combat terrorism,

Q You answered the next three questions. In fact,

you, Mr. Coy and Mr. North were in one unit reporting

directly and specially to the National Security Adviser?

A Correct.

Q Any other members of that unit?

A Well, Fawn Hall, who was Colonel North's secretary,

and was listed as working for him. Barbara Brown was listed

^:iiflFD
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as working for Craig Coy and me.

Q_ Apart from that group?

A No, that was the Office to Combat Terrorism.

Q When did you first get briefed into, and I will

call the Iran compartment, and I mean, of course, the Iran

program that you know as a subject of this investigation.

A It was prior to Mr. McFarlane ' s trip to Tehran.

And I am not sure of the date. April or May. Sometime before

the trip. Colonel North, since he knew he was going to Tehran

with Mr. McFarlane and others and would be gone for a period

of time, needed some backup for working the problem back at

the NSC, that he would be gone. So there was now a need to

brief someone else into that compartment, and so he briefed

me into it and asked that I take care of certain things on it,

such as the communications.

We had secure communications with the McFarlane

party, and be able to set those up and brief Admiral Poindextejr

so he could brief the President on the status of negotiations

as they occurred, and I helped with various things on the

project, development of the operation and order to cover it,

contingency, press guidance, various things to help.

Q Where did North give you the briefing? In his

office? Were you alone is what I am asking. Were the two of

you together?

A I am not sure it was one discrete formal briefing.
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I think it was probably more likely bits and pieces over a

period, of time.

Q But ]ust you and he?

A Just the two of us, yes.

Q Taking all those occasions together, can you tell

us as much as you can recall of what North told you about the

program?

A This was a sensitive program, compartment, very

few people were in the box, and so, therefore, security was

extremely important and that I was being brought in because of

this need, and only me, the need-to-know principle was ruthles

ly applied to this compartment. The compartment was the

negotiations with the Government of Iran to do a variety of

thigns, and I think as part of that in briefing we talked

about the terms of reference or I looked at a copy, and we,

so part of this in briefing into the compartment would have

included the strategic rationale for the dialogue with this

group who we apparently felt was pragmatic, more pragmatic

than other elements within the Iran Government, and we could

possibly deal with and hope for a better relationship with

Iran after the Ayatollah died, and to forestall any Soviet

exploitation of the chaos that might follow the Ayatollah'

s

death, and on good faith, from their side, helping with the

release of our hostages in Lebanon, and as good faith from

our side, something to justify the risk that these people
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who were talking with us would be taking from the left wing

crazies within the Iranian Government, would be the sale of

some arms.

Q Did he tell y©u, while you are thinking, who the

people were who were involved in the compartment, aside from

himself?

A Again, taking the whole period of his departure,

which was my being brought up to speed on this complex

operation in a short period of time, I came to know that

Admiral Poindexter and his EA, Paul Thompson, were both in

the box, in the compartment. And so that would be it on the

NSC Staff as being fully in the compartment, I believe.

I may recall someone later, but I think ]ust the

four of us, although there were others on the NSC staff who

knew part of it. So they were in not all the boxes within the

boxes but some element of the box, and that would be Howard

Teicher, who was on the party and went on the trip to Tehran.

But his responsibility was more the geostrategic relationship

with Iran, and he had helped to draft in terms of reference.

Hoping to draft the terms of reference was Peter Rodman, so

he was, again, in the box a little bit, although not as much

as Teicher because Teicher necessarily knew more going on the

trip and doing the negotiations and seeing the spare parts

that were in the back of the plane that took the party to

Tehran.
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As far as I understand, Peter Rodman merely knew

about preparing the TOR, but, of course, looking at the TOR,

it tells you quite a bit, and so one can extrapolate from

that. I didn't know what he knew or didn't know. I don't

know how much Rod McDaniel, the Executive Secretary, knew. I

think most of the time I was there that I had thought he was

not in the box, but at the tail end, and certainly since then,

with some of the things I have read in the Tower Report that

has made me realize he, for all practical purposes, was in

quite a bit of the box.

Outside NSC, General Secord, and really whoever

worked for him, and my knowledge of people that were involved

with him and what he did, I am not sure right now I could go

back and say in May I knew that --

Q Robert Dutton?

A -- Bob Dutton — in fact, I am not sure he was

employed by — I am not sure.

Q I know what you are saying.

A Sometime later, he came on the scene. Whoever in

that group was potentially in the box helping General Secord.

On the Israeli side, Omni Romnier, who was

the terrorism adviser to the Prime Minister; at CIA, the

Director of Central Intelligence, Bill Casey,!

maybe I have overstepped what I should — I don't know on the

DOD — they are super-sensitive about cover.

mi^%m rni^vT3i._ /?^w?^^^^^*vy^^^f^^
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Q Vfou don't have to mention his title. His name and

the others are known and are in this record.

A The Tower Report didn't mention his name.

Q Did It mention Cave?

A George Cave. There was a Logistic Assistant for

Q Who handled the communications?

A It was the guy before|

the guy who replaced him.

MR. EGGLESTON:^^^^^^^^^

THE WITNESS: ^^^^^^^^^H Char lie Allen was

part of the box, but not all.

BY MR. BELNICK:

Q Did he mention whether anyone at State knew about

A There were references that the Secretary had been

briefed by Admiral Poindexter and that no one else below

that —

Q The Secretary of State had been briefed?

A Yes. But later on Ambassador to Combat Terrorism --

Q Oakley?

A Bob Oakley. — caune to OSG meetings and seemed to

know quite a bit — but that was later on, so I am not sure

how early on he knew what. He at later stages seemed to

know quite a bit.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Q Going back to CIA, did he mention whether Gates, Dewxy

Clarridge or Claire George was involved?

A I missed Claire George. He was certainly one. I

went out to a meeting at CIA, and he was there attending.

Claire George I should have mentioned earlier.

Dewey Clarridge, I can't recall at this time,

we are talking about in May, whether I knew Dewey Clarridge

knew about the box. Certainly later I knew that he did.

Q Robert Gates?

A I don't think there were any references to Robert".

Gates in May that I recall.

Q How about at the Defense Department?

A Let's see, the Secretary of Defense.

Q He told you the Secretary of Defense was aware of

it?

A Well, I 2un just trying to think whether he actually

told me that at one point. I can't recall that. But

initially, from the way we purchased the weapons through!

the DOD, I knew it was approved by

Secretary Weinberger. I knew that certainly sometime after

it.

There were people who also knew at State, but I am

not exactly sure who I knew in May. For example. Rich

Armitage, at some point I knew —

Q He is at Defense?
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A -- part of it. But I don't know if I knew that m

May,

Q How about in the White House, did Colonel North tei:!

you there had been a Presidential covert action finding?

Did he tell you that in May?

A I think I knew in May there was a finding.

Q Did you see the finding?

A I don't think I saw the finding in May.

Q Did you ever see the finding?

A I saw the finding in November for sure. I don't,

think —

Q When the news broke?

A Yes.

Q And the finding you saw in November was dated in

January of 1986?

A As it turned out, there were two findings. One

was dated, I think, 17 January, and the other one was dated,

I am drawing a blank.

Q 6 or 7 January?

A 6 or 7 January, the same month, yes, that is right.

Q Both signed by the President?

A Yes.

Q Did you ever see a finding relating to Iran that

was earlier in date than January, 1986?

A No, I don't think so.
UNCLASSIFIED
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Q To be more specific, you probably have seen

references in the Tower Report to a proposed finding in

November, 1985 that would have retroactively proved certain

actions that had been t^ken prior to that in the Iran compart

ment. Does that sound familiar at all from anything that you

have read?

A November, '85?

Q Yes. And if it doesn't, then you have answered the

next question. You never saw a finding or heard about a

finding like that?

A No, I don't think so.

Q Anything called a mini-finding?

A I have seen references to that, but I think my

knowledge of that is all subsequent. I don't think at the tim^

that I was at the NSC that, although perhaps during the

development of chronology period.

Q Not at any time period about that?

A I don't think so.

Q Certainly any findings signed by the President that

you have ever seen are the two from January, 1986.

A Yes.

Q You never heard the President signed another finding

in this compartment? You never heard whether the President

signed another finding in this compartment?

A No, I don't think so.

UNCUSSiriEO
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Q Returning to May, 1986 and your briefing, apart

from the President, did Colonel North tell you that anyone

else from the White House knew of this activity?

MR. LEON: How about the Vice President?

THE WITNESS: I was thinking of that. I don't

recall, from the timeframe, whether the Vice President was

mentioned or not.

BY MR. BELNICK:

Q When you were briefed in May by Colonel North, did

he talk to you at all about the pricing of the weapons thart

were involved in this program?

A I am having trouble differentiating the April-May

timeframe, which was my first dealing with this whole compart-

ment and the weapons and the pricing from a later evolution

where I was more substantially involved, and differentiating

what I knew about pricing this first time as opposed to what

I learned later.

Q Why don't you tell us what you learned about the

pricing and put a time on it, to the best of your ability.

We understand time has passed, and if you can't be precise,

]ust be approximate. Give us your best recollection.

A There was a multi-page listing of spare parts which

were the list of Hawk spare parts that the Iranian Government

wanted, and this was long paper with several columns of

information, a dozen or so parts per page down the left side

^ V Nil .HI nv^n n-nr-TiTT
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and would have the name of the part, the NSNOFSN, Federal

stock number, the quantity of the parts desired, and the cost.

Q The cost to the CIA?

A That's where I am getting confused with the later

timeframe. I know that at least in the second phase that I

knew there were two columns, and I can't remember now

actual or real, real or actual. That was always a point of

confusion, which was which. But one was the cost that the

DOD was charging CIA, and the other was the higher cost that

was ultimately going up a very complex circuitous chain

en route toward the Iranians, and I don't even know if it's

the one the Iranians got. I doubt it. I think Ghorbanifar

added on the top of that, and God knows who else. But I knew

there were two columns for prices.

Q At least as of when, what was the earliest you can

now recall knowing there were two prices? I recognize you

may have learned that in May. If it wasn't May, when do you

trace the evolution of your knowledge?

A In this timeframe of being briefed into the

compartment, April-May, Colonel North also told me, I think

at that time, that part of the money was going to help the

contras, part of the Ayatollah's money.

Q Is that how he put it?

A Well, I can't recall the exact words, whether he

said the Iranian Government, the Ayatollah.

mi>\i\} m/^n g«Tr^T?FT
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Q Whether he used the money, the Ayatollah, the Irania

Government, he told you part of the money Iran was paying for

the weapons was going to the contras?

A Was going to support the contras. Not necessarily

to the contras, but in support of the contra cause would be

the best way I could characterize it at this point.

Q Did he tell you how much was going for that purpose?

A I don't think so.

Q Did he tell you what percentage of it was going for

for that purpose?

A No.

Q Did he tell you how it was going to get to the

contras or to some place where it would be used for the

contras' benefit?

A No, not really. I will have to give some infer-

ential things that might be relevant on that. I knew from

at least the second time, prior to the Jacobsen release, that

the ratio between the two columns, the difference, was a

factor of 3.7, because —

Q Meaning the cost was —

A The higher price was 3.7 times higher.

Q — than the actual cost from DOD?

A Actual or real, whichever.

Q Right.

A And I also knew from calls that I would receive

iis-iNfn
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from the CIA, as for example from^^^^^^^^^^Hthat they were

expecting the money to show up m their Swiss bank account,

and it wouldn't show, and so it was late, and they could call

up and reverify the number of their account to be passed on

to Colonel North or General Secord to make sure that it

didn't get put in the wrong account by the digits being wrong.

So that I knew that it was coming from some other

Swiss account into the CIA's Swiss account. I mean, I think

that is partially relevant to your question.

Q Do yoil know who was setting the price to the Iranian

or the price that you believed was going up the line to the

Iranians?

A Like I say, it's still very confusing to me, the

route and who was negotiating with whom, and I knew it was

common knowledge among all of us that Ghorbanifar was an

untrustworthy individual and that he was no doubt taking a

profit and putting his markup on the thing, it is a way of

life of arms merchants, and like I say, I don't know who else

might have been doing that, perhaps the Israelis in some way,

either through Ghorbanifar, independently, or the exact route

IS very, is unclear to me.

Q Sure. But understanding that, did you have an

understanding of who was setting the initial markup?

Let me tell you what I hear from your testimony,

that you saw numbers indicating that the price to the
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Iranians so far as you knew would be at least roughly 3.7

times higher than the DOD price, right?

A Yes.

Q Now, it may have been that Ghorbanifar or the Israel

or other merchants were then slapping additional markup on

top of that, right?

A Correct.

Q So, let's leave that additional layer out of it.

Did you have any understanding of who had set the 3.7

multiple?

A No. The way that was derived the second time was

in order to show consistency of markup from previous arms

transactions. Colonel North and I took an aggregate of a

previous transaction, it may have been the May transaction,

I am not sure now which one, but in any case, did division to

show what the markup in aggregate was and used that factor

line by line in the list that we were talking about in the

November timeframe, I think, or not November, but in the fall,

prior to November.

Q So that you actually worked on figuring the prices

for that fall-1986 shipment?

A Well —

Q Or figuring them by using this formula that you

have just described?

A I am getting confused between shipments now. It

' f <-*'«-^--,v--»..! ""nv ^rr*T?rT
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seams to me that the 240 spare parts, 239 or 236, whatever

we finally could fill of the approximately 239 or 240 that

they requested, went with the McFarlane party in May, and yet

I am recalling doing this multiplication to that whole

laundry list again after that, after they had already been

delivered. So something is not tracking in my recollection.

There was in between a new list of parts that was developed

over time, coming from Amiram Nir, a list of replacements or

substitutes or -- replacements is the best word for parts

that were delivered in May that didn't work when they got.,

there. They were tested by the Iranians, they said they

couldn't get them to work, so they wanted parts that worked.

The original order asked for four, a quantity of

four, and only three were delivered according to the Iranians,

so they wanted one more according to their math. So there

was a great deal of confusion and deliberation on putting

together and sorting out what we had owed them and who would

pay for that, and it's kind of confused in my mind at this

point.

Q We may be able to get to it on the day that we have

your notes, maybe it will help with your recollection,

but do I understand, at least without reference to which

shipment, that at least on one of the shipments you worked on

calculating the price based on differentiations that had been

set in prior transactions?

•^^p .firr>T?rT
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A Correct.

Q Do you know, though, who was present at the creation

of the first differentiation, who had initially decided they

would pay at least, say, 3.7 times more?

A No.

Q Oliver North told you?

A No.

Q Did Ollie indicate to you who else knew that moneys
A

from the sales would be used on behalf of the contras?

A I can't recall whether he specifically told me '".

General Secord knew that, but certainlipy the thing that I

already mentioned about the accounts, it seems to me that I

knew that.

Q How about anyone else in the government?

A He had told me on one occasion that he had told

the Director of Central Intelligence, and as I ]ust described

for General Secord, I would put Admiral Poindexter in that sam^

category, that I can't specifically recall him telling me

that or how I knew that, but —

Q You felt you knew it?

A I just can't conceive of him not knowing from the wa^

he dealt with him. In my general understanding of the mode

of operation of Colonel North back briefing Admiral Poindexter

routinely on everything and anything, either by secure phone

call or cross note or memo or going over to see him personally

i?.v^iMt:l_ p'^^^NTM-im
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that he did that regularly and that was just the general,

my general understanding.

Q Do you recall when North told you that he had dis-

cussed the proceeds going for the contras with Director

Casey?

A The closest that I can bracket it is sometime

between May, when I first knew, until November, in that

intervening months — sometime in there, and I am just not

sure when.

Q Asid'e from Casey and Admiral Poindexter, did North

indicate whether anyone else in the government was aware of

this use of proceeds from the Iranian arms sales?

A I don't think so, not that I can recall.

Q Did you learn apart from conversations with North

whether anyone else in the government was aware of this use of

proceeds?

A Sometime prior to, I am not sure of the date, it

may have been November, it may have been earlier than that,

in October, I was aware of a memo that either the Director

of Central Intelligence had sent down for Admiral Poindexter

or the NIO, Charlie Allen had done for the Admiral, who

sent it down for Poindexter, but I remember there was a memo

dealing with the problem of OPSEC, an operational security

problem, with some Canadian financiers, and Richard Furmark,

I believe, is the naime . There was a memo laying out this

\nmB rrr/TSTy rti-i/<?wr^ i im
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potential problem —

I was about to say that was one of the examples.

I am not sure whether that had anything specifically on

diversion, maybe not. I may be mis-identifying that in that

category.

One other thing was on the -- date, Monday, the

25th of November.

Q November 24.

A The 24th, okay.

Colonel North showed me a memo thathad a reference

to a diversion or to 512 million going to help the contras.

Q Let me show you this document, which I will have

marked in a moment as Earl Exhibit 3. Does that appear to be

the document Colonel North showed you on November 24, '86?

A Yes.

MR. BELNICK: We will mark that as Earl Exhibit 3

for the record.

(The Document referred to was marked as Earl

Exhibit No. 3 for identification.)
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B«c)cQround . In June 1985, private American and Israeli citizens
commencec an operation tc effect the release of the American
hostages ir Beirut in exchange for providing certain factions m
Iran with U.S. -origin Israeli military materiel. By September,
U.S. and Israeli Government officials became involved m this
endeavor in order tc ensure that the USG would:

not object to the Israeli transfer of embargoed materiel to
Iran;

sell replacement items to Israel as replenishment for lilte
Items sold to Iran by Israel.

On September ^, the Israeli Government, with the endorsement of
the USG, transferred 508 basic TOK missiles to Iran. Forty-eight
hours later, Reverend Ben]amin Weir was released in Beirut.

Subsequent efforts by both governments to continue this process
have met with frustration due to the need to communicate our
intentions through ar. Iranian expatriate arms dealer in Europe.
Ir. January. 1986, under the provisions of a new Covert Action
Finding, the USG demanded a meeting with responsible Iranian
government officials.

On Febru ar\- 20 , a U.S. Government Qf_£lci al met wi

the first direc^JTS^Iranian contact in over five years. At
this meeting, the U.S. side made an effort to refocus Iranian
attention on the threat posed by the Soviet Union and the need to
establish a longer term relationship between our two countries
based or more than arms transactions. It was emphasized that the
hostage issue was a 'hurdle* which must be crossed before this
improved relationship could prosper. During the meeting, it also
became apparent that our conditions/demands had not been accurately
transmitted to the Iranian Government by the intermediary and it
was agreed that:

The USG would establish its good faith and bona fides by
unmediately providing 1,000 TOW missiles for sale to Iran.
This transaction was covertly completed on February 21,
using a private O.S. firm and the Israelis as intermediaries.

A subsequent meeting would be held in Iran with senior U.S
and Iranian officials during which the O.S. hostages would
be released.

Immediately after the hostages were safely in our hands, the
U.S. would sell an additional 3,000 TOW missiles to Iran
using the same procedures employed during the September 1985
transfer.

-gOP SECRET- ~TnP Q-FP P CT- SENSITIVE
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In early Warch, the Iranian expatriate intennediary demanded that
Iranian conditions for release of the hostages now included the
prior sale of 200 PHOENIX missiles and ar. unspecified number of
HARPOON missiles, in addition to the 3,00C TOWs which would be
delivered after the hostages were released. A subsequent meetini;
was held with the intermediary in Pans or. March 8, wherein it
was explained that the requirement for prior deliveries violated
the understandings reached in FranXfurt on February 20, and were
therefore unacceptable. It was further noted that the Iranian
aircraft and ship launchers for these missiles were in such
disrepair that the missiles could not be laujiched -even if provided.

From March 9 until March 30, there was no further effort
undertaken on our behalf to contac^th^Iranian Government or the
intermediary. On March 26 ,j^Hf^HH^^made an unsolicited
call to the phone-dro^in MaryTana which we had established for
this purpose. AHJJI^^V asked why ve had not been in contact and
urged that we "proceed "Bicpeditiously since the situation in Beirut
was deteriorating rapidly. He was informed by our Farsi-speakmg
interpreter that the conditions requiring additional materiel
beyond the 3,00C TdWs were unacceptable and that we could in no*
^aseprovide anything else prior tc the release of our hostages.
|HH^Bfl|ob served that we were correct in our assessment of their
^nabi^^y to use PHOENIX and HARPOON missiles and that the most
urgent requirement that Iran had was to place their current HAWK
missile inventory in working condition. In a subsequent phone
call, we agreed to discuss this matter with him and he indicated
that he would prepare an inventory of parts required to make
their KAWK systems operational. This parts list was received on
March 28, and verified by CIA.

Current Situation . On April 3, Ari Gorbanifeihr , the Iranian
^terroediary , arrived in Washington, D.C. with instructions from

|^° consummate final arrangements for the return of the
"tostageTT Gorbanifahr was reportedly enfranchised to negotiate
the types, quantities, and delivery procedures for materiel the
U.S. would sell to Iran through Israel. The meeting lasted
nearly a ^i^ night on April 3-4, and involved numerous calls to
Tehran.

A Farsi-speaking CIA officer in
attendance was able to verify the substance of his calls to
Tehran during the meeting. Subject to Presidential approval, it
was agreed to proceed as follows:

By Monday, April 7, the Iranian Government will transfer
$17 million to an Israeli account in Switzerland. The
Israelis will, in turn, transfer to a private U.S.
corporation account in Switzerland the sua of $1S million.

-ver SBCKgr SENSITIVE
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Or. Tuesday, April 8 (or as soon as the transactions are
verified), the private U.S. corporation will transfer
$3,651 million to a CIA account m Switzerland. CIA will
ther transfer this sum to a covert Department of the Army
account ir. the U.S.

On Wednesday, April 9, the CIA will cotnnence procuring
S3. 651 million worth of HAWF missile parts (240 separate
line Items) and transfe rring these parts ^0^/////^^^^

This process is
estimated to ta)(e seven wor)(ing days.

On Friday, April 18, a private U. ^aircraft (707B) will
pic)c-up the RAVnc missile parts at^^fand fly them to a
covert Israeli airfield for prepositioning (this field was
used for the earlier delivery of the 1000 TOHs) . At this
field, the parts will be transferred to an Israeli Defense
Forces' (IDF) aircraft with false markings. A SATCOM
capability will, be positioned at this location.

Saturday, April 15, McFarlane, North, Teicher, Cave,
and a SATCOM communicator will board a CIA aircraf:

ir FranXfurt, Germany, enroute tc Tehran.

On Sunday, April 20, the following series of events will
occur:

C.S. party arrives Tehran (A-hour) — met by
Rafsan^ani, as head of the Iranian delegation.

At A+7 hours, the U.S. hostages will be released in
Beirut.

At A+15 hours, the IDF aircraft with the HAWT missile
parts aboard will land at Bandar Abbas, Iran.

Discussion . The following points are relevant to this
transaction, the discussions in Iran, and the establishment of a

broader relationship between the United States and Iran:

The Iranians have been told that our presence in Iran is a

"holy commitment* on the part of the USG that w* are sincere
and can be trusted. There is great distrust of the U.S.
among the various Iranian parties involved. Without our
presence on the ground in Iran, they will not believe that
we will fulfill our end of the bargain after the hostages
are released.

TOP SECRBT
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ioroanitaftr »p«cific«lly mentioned that
Qhadhatli's «rforts to *buy* the hostages could succeed in
the near future. Further, the Iranians are well aware that
the situation in Beirut is deteriorating rapidly and that
the ability of the IRGC to effect the release of the
hostages will become increasingly more difficult over time.

We have convinced the Iranians of a significant near tenr
and long range threat from the Soviet Union. We have real
and deceptive intelligence to demonstrate this threat during
the visit. They have expressed considerable interest in
this matter as part of the longer term relationship.

The Iranians have been told that their provision o*
assistance to Nicaragua is unacceptable to us and they have
agreed to discuss this matter m Tehran.

We have further indicated to the Iranians that we wish tc
discuss steps leading to a cessation of hostilities b etweer.
Iran and

The Iranians are well aware that their most immediate needs
are for technical assistance in maintaining their air force
and nav^- . We should expect that they will raise this issue
during the discussions ir Tehran. Further conversation with
Gorbanxfahr on April 4, indicates that they will want to
raise the matter of the original 3,00C TOWs as a significant
deterrent to a potential Soviet move against Iran. They
have also suggested that, if agreement is reached to provide
the TOWs,

The Iranians have been told and agreed that they will
receive neithe r bl ame nor credit for the seizure/telease of
the hostages.

• TOP 6ECMT
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The residual funds from this transaction are allocated as
follows:

$2 million will be used to purchase replacement TOWs
for the original 508 sold by Israel to Iran for the
release of Benjamin Weir. This is the only way that we
have found to meet our comnitiaent to replenish these
stocks

.

$12 million will be used to purchase critically needed
supplies for the Nicaraguan Democratic Resistance
Forces. This materiel is essential to cover shortages
in resistance inventories resulting froir, their current
offensives and Sandinista counter-attacks and to
'bridge* the period between now and when Congressionally-
approved lethal assistance (beyond the $25 million in
'defensive' arms) can be delivered.

The ultimate objective in the trip to Tehran is to connence the
process of improving U.S. -Iranian relations. Both sides are
aware that the Iran-Iraq War is a ma]or factor that must be
discussed. We should not, however, view this meeting as a

session which will result in immediare Iranian agreement to
proceed with a settlement with Iraq. Rather, this meeting, the
first high-level U.S. -Iranian contact m five years, should be
seen as a chance tc move in this direction. These discussions,
as well as follow-on talks, should be governed by the Terms of
Reference (TOR) (Tab A) with the recognition that this is,
hopefully, the first of many meetings and that the hostage issue,
once behind us, improves the opportunities for this relationship.

Finally, we should recognize that the Iranians will undoubtedly
want to discuss additiona l arms and commercial transactions as
'quids' for accommodating ^IHJI^^BHH^^I^^^Hft Nicaragua,
and Iraq. Our emphasis oi^tn^sovietm^itaryand^ubversive
threat, e useful mechanism in bringing ther to agreement on the
hostage issue, has also served to increase their desire for means
to protect themselves against/deter the Soviets.

R£COMMEMDATIOH

That the President approve the structure depicted above under
"Current Situation" and the Terms of Reference at tah A.

Approve Disapprove

Attachment
Tab A - U.S. -Iranian Terns of Reference

TOP 6BCRET "TOP SECRET
STOSITIvr
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*Pril 4, 1986

I. BXSIC PILLARS OF L" . S . FOREICK POLICY (Optional)

President R««gan c»ai» into offic« at a tiaa whan Iran had
had a certain impact on tha Anarican political procaas --
parhapa not what you intandad.

Tha Prasidant rapraaantad and ambodiad Aaarica'a racovar>-
from a period of waaKnaai. Ba has rabuilt Aaarican military
and aconofflic strength.

Most important, ha has rastorad Amarican will and
••If-eonf idanca. Tha U.S. is not afraid to uaa its powar m
dafansa of its intaraats. Ha ara not intimidatad by Soviet
pressure*, whether on arms control or Angola or Central
America or Afghanistan.

At tha same time, wa ara prepared to resolve political ..

problems on' the basis of reciprocity.

We see many international trends -- economic, technological,
and political -- working m our favor.

II. U.S. POLICY T0WAW3 IRAN: BASIC PRINCIPLES

A. U.S. Assessment of Iranian Policy .

We view the Iranian revolution as a fact. The U.S. is
not trying to turn the clocK bac<.

Our present attitude to Iran is not a product of
prejudice or emotion, but a clear-eyed assessment of
Iran's present policies.

Iran has used 'revolutionary Islam* as a weapon to
undermine pro-Western governments and American
interests throughout the Middle East. As long as this
is Iran's policy, we are bound to be strategic
adversaries.

Support of terrorism and hostage-taXing is part of this

atrategie pattern. We see it used not only against us.

but against our friends. We cannot accept either.
Your influence in achieving the release of aU hostages,

return of those killed (over time) is essential.

Declassify: OADR
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We see your activity in many parts of the world,
including even Central America.

The U.S. )tnow« how Iran views the Soviet Union. But
•ubveriion of Western interests and friends ob]ectively
serves Soviet interests on a global scale.

Thus, our assessment is that a decisive Iranian victor^-
m the war with Iraq would only unleash greater
regional instability, a further erosion of the Western
position, and enhanced opportunities for Soviet
trouble-making

.

The U.S. will therefore do what it can to prevent such
a development. We regard the war as dangerous in many
respects and would lil^e to see an end to it.

B. Possible Intersections of U.S. -Iranian Interests .

Despite fundamental conflicts, we perceive several
possible intersections of U.S. and Iranian interests.
I propose we explore these areas.

First, the U.S. has had a traditional interest in

seeing Iran preserve its territorial integrity and
independence. This has not changed. The U.S. opposes
Soviet designs on Iran.

SWJWR

^ We are seeking an end to this
conflict and want to usT'ar. improved relationship with
Iran tc further that end.

Third, we have parallel views on Afghanistan. Soviet
policy there^ s naked aggression, a threat to all ir.

the req ion .^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
But our

)jective is the sane: the Soviets BTTst get out and
let the Afghan people choose their own course.

C. U.S. Objective Today .

We have no illusions about what is possible in our
bilateral relations. Perhaps this meeting will reveal
only a limited, momentary, tactical coincidence of
interests. Perhaps more. We are prepared either way.

In essence, we are prepared to have whatever kind of
relationship with Iran that Iran is prepared to have
with us.

SENSITIVE
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III. SOVIET MILITARY POSTURT

MOSCOW has designs on parts of Iran.

Afghanistan illustratas the price the Soviets are ready to
pay to expand areas under their direct control.

SusKDarize Soviet capabilities along border and inside
Afghanistan which could threaten Tehran.

U.S. is aware of Soviet activity;

IV,

Soviet plans! How they would do it.

Iranian support to Sandinista regime in Nicaragua aids and
abets Soviet designs -- malces O.S. -Iranian relationship more
difficult (SlOO million m oil last year, plus arms).

U.S. car help Iran cope with Soviet threat.

AFGHAN I STAK

May be real value for Iran and U.S. to find ways to
cooperate against Moscow in Afghanistan.

v>e need to know who you work with, what you already provide,
and devise strategy to exploit Iranian comparative
advantage.

V. HARDWARE

We may be prepared to resume a limited military supply
relationship.

However, its evolution and ultimate scope will depend on
whether our convergent or our divergent interests come to
loom larger in the overall picture.

What does Iran want?

-^Ef^P^T
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THE WITNESS: There's one other instance, I can

recall,-! think, an OSG meeting, but it may have been some

other type of meeting in Colonel North's office in which, as

I recall. Colonel North made a passing reference to, something

to the effect "Wait until it's learned the Ayatollah is fund-

ing the contras," or something like that, which was half in

gest, a little bit flippant, perhaps, but it was, it was

thrown out there, and I remember my reaction to it and

wondering what others' reaction to it would be, because I

wasn't sure the assembled were in the box.

BY MR. BELNICK:

Q When was this meeting?

A I don ' t know.

Q Was it a cover-up meeting? Do you remember who

else was there?

A I said I think it was an OSG meeting, but I am not

sure. It may have been some other meeting.

Q Who else would have been there?

A One representative from State, CIA, two representa-

tives from CIA, usually, one from FBI, one from the Office

of the Secretary of Defense, and one from JCS.

Q If it was an OSG meeting, that would have been the

complement of peop

A Yes,

Q Before I go back to who might have been there,

lo*- mp no bacTf '
'•. .fy to place the date of it. Was it after
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the Tehran mission in May, 1986?

A. I believe so. Because if it were before, it

wouldn't have made the same impact on me.

Q So it was some time before June, starting in June

of 1986 forward, and it was before the November disclosures?

A Yes, I believe so.

Q Can you place it any better between those two holes?

A No. One big blur.

Q Going back to who might have been there, if it was

an OSG meeting, were the representatives of the different',

agencies that you have named usually the same persons?

A Usually, yes, although there were some substitutions

if individuals weren't available.

Q

A

Q

A

Q

Defense?

A

Q

A

Who was usually there from JCS?

General Miller.

If he wasn't? Miller?

General Kelley.

Who was there usually from the Department of

Rich Armitage.

If he was not there? Mr. Sanchez?

No. But one of the other deputies at that level.

Specialty in — special operations.

Q You may think of it, or we will find it. How about

from the FBI? 1 ,•<>"' I A ^^ » *

!:NvlA:';'iHtP
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A Oliver Reveil.

Q- If he was not there?

A I would have to have access to my notebook, which

has phone lists on it. I can piclc it out from there. I am

not recalling the name right now.

Q Who were ordinarily the CIA representatives?

A Dewey Clarridge and Charlie Allen were the two

primaries, and they had alternates.

Q Who were their alternates?

A Names, not one of my strong points.

Q Do your best.

A ^^^^^^^^^Hwould have been Charlie Allen's

substitute. I will come back.

Q Apart from what you have testified to so far , can

you recall any other references to the issue of, or to the --

yes, to the matter of the Ayatollah paying for the contras or

use of proceeds from the Iran transactions to support or

benefit the contras in some way?

A Not that I am recalling right now, no.

Q Did you ever hear any total amount that was avail-

able or intended to be used for new transactions to benefit

the contras?

A No.

Q Do you recall at the OSG meetings, was there ever

a representative from the State Department?
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A I am sorry, I missed that. I didn't list that?

Q- If you did, I didn't hear it.

A You are right. Normally the State Department was

represented, and that would have been Ambassador Robert Oakley

and then he was relieved by the current Ambassador at Large,

and I can't remember his name. Each of them had deputies

who would have been substitutes in their period.

Q I would like you to just think for a moment, the

comment about "Wait until people find out the Ayatollah is

paying for the contras," as you think and recall the comment

now, how clear are you that it was an OSG meeting?

A I am not clear on that. That is my best guess at

the type of meeting that would have been in his room for the

remark.

Q Can you think of another sort of forum in which

he might have made a remark like that?

A Not really. It could have been an ad hoc meeting

of some group of people.

KR. SMILJANICH: Bremmer?

THE WITNESS: Yes, Bremmer.

BY MR. BELNICK:

Q Did Colonel North ever assert anything with respect

to whether the President knew or didn't know about diversion

or use of proceeds from the Iran transactions?

A Not prior to November — * ' '
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Q Twenty-five?

A. Twenty-five or 26. I am not sure of the date.

Q You are referring to the date when Colonel North

was terminated on the NSC staff or when he left the NSC

staff? I don't want to use the term "terminated" with a

counter-terrorism person. When he ceased to be employed by

the NSC staff. Was that the day?

A Either that day or the next day. I can't place

the day precisely. It was either Tuesday or Wednesday of

that week.

Q I know we will get to it in sequence, but why

don't you tell us now what you are referring to?

A Colonel North -- well, earlier in the day, after

the press conference --

Q That was the Attorney General's press confer-

ence?

A Yes. We had been getting lots of calls for

Colonel North.

One of the calls that Ccime in was from the

President, and Colonel North was not in the office, so

his secretary. Fawn Hall, arranged for the call to be

either transferred, or they gave whoever was calling for

the President, she gave that person the number where he

was so that — well, to try and get the call transferred.

i!N!:U:^A'i'^'
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A So either later that night when he returned to the

office-or the next night when he returned to the office, I

am not sure which of the two nights it was, prior to leaving,

he turned and said, I think that we must have been talking

about that call, because the remark that I recall was that he

said, and you know that the President, you know what the

President said, something like that, that it's important

that I not know, something like that. I am not quoting,

words to that effect.

Q Who else, if anybody, was present when North said •

this to you?

I think Craig Coy was also present.

Where were the three of you?

We were at the top of the stairs in our office.

The top of the stairs leading to the second floor

A

Q

A

Q

of 302?

A Correct.

Q Your best recollection, then, is there were the

three of you there at the top of the stairwell, correct?

A Correct.

Q Do you recall anything else that North said to you

about his conversation with the President in that discussion?

A No, I don't think so, just that.

Q Did you say anything in response?

A No, I don't believe I did.
J

' *\i ^ ''
^. '^ ;

*~
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Q Did Commander Coy?

A" I don't think so.

Q What did you understand to be the antecedent of

the President saying, "I can't know it" or "I shouldn't know

it" or the words that you used?

A My belief or my understanding of what that meant

was in reference to the contra diversion.

Q And just what was the basis for your having that

understanding, Bob?

A I can't recall why I thought that, but it seemed

obvious to me at the time, if I could recall what led up to

that conversation or the exact words of the conversation, it

might be clearer. But I recall the recollection that that is

what I thought.

Q Apart from that conversation, which you have just

described, did Colonel North ever comment to you about the

President's state of knowledge regarding use of proceeds from

the Iran sales?

A I don't think so.

Q Did anyone else?

A No, I don't think' so.

Q Have you ever seen any documents that at least on

their face were addressed to the President that dealt with

, 00606
use of proceeds from the Iran arms transactions? ^

A Well, the memo=mo that, you just sh^ed me is written
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in a form that talks to briefing the President and has an

approved or disapproved line in the recommendation. So this

memo --

Q This memo is Earl Exhibit 3. Had you seen Earl

Exhibit 3 prior to Monday, November 24, 1986?

A I can't recall that I did. But I must have, because

at the time Colonel North showed it to me, I think I was

drawing a blank on the document, and Colonel North said,

"You remember , that is the one that you changed the date on^

"

There is a date that's marked out and that looks like my

handwriting.

Q The number 13 looks like your handwriting?

A Yes, It looks to be my handwriting.

Q Do you remember crossing off a date on this document

and writing the 13?

A I don't remember it.

MR. LEON: It might not be.

THE WITNESS: Sorry?

MR. LEON: It might not be.

THE WITNESS: It might not be. Off the record.

MR. BELNICK: Sure.

(Discussion off the record.)

MR. BELNICK: Let's go back on the record.

BY MR. BELNICK:

Q One Dosaiiiilitv Colonel Earl has mentioned off the
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record is the possibility that he was proofreading this

document at some point, as you had termed, the proofreader

of last resort, and may have made some corrections, and you

pointed us to a page which bears our Bates number stamp

N-596, part of Earl Exhibit 3, and you have pointed to a

proofreading correction under the paragraph that has

capital B, 1, 2, 3, the paragraph beginning "second", typed

et cetera,

and someone has put a "N" after the "A", so it reads "a

Iraqi victory."

Does that appear to be your "N", or do you

remember that you did that?

A I don't remember I did that, but it could well be

my handwriting, but I don't clearly recognize it as such. A

printed "N" is hard to ensure. But it's plausible.

Q In any event. Colonel North said to you, when he

showed this to you on November 24, you had seen it earlier?

A That I had made this correction, which I recall

that he recalled that and was surprised that I didn't.

Q Unfortunately, we have all become experts in some-

thing called system 4 dealing with numbers and codes.

A That is all right. They will change it. We are

also the poster boys for the Ophthalmology Foundation next

year. It has all worked out.

Q Did you notice this document. Earl 3, as we have it

um AN-SifiFii
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and as everybody has it, does not have a system number on it?

Correct? None that you can see? And I can tell you, there

is no copy that anybody has given us that has a system 4

number on it.

A I don't see one.

Q It also doesn't have the kind of cover sheet that

we are now tragically used to seeing with NSC documents. It

says the National Security Council, to, from, all these

stamps and things. Do you recall having seen — my first

question is, do you recall having seen this document in a

form where there was a system 4 number and heading, "National

Security Council" addressed to somebody, from somebody, with

a date?

A No, I do not.

Q All right.

Were documents prepared in your tenure at the NSC

staff for use at the NSC which were outside the system

completely?

A Yes.

Q On what occasions did that happen?

A A lot. Anything that was in one of Colonel North's

highly comparted projects, it was in his judgment, and I

assume confirmed by Admiral Poindexter since he received them

and they are objected to, they were too sensitive for system 4

there would be a non-log memo that was hand carried to
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Admiral Poindexter, if it were, for example, a memo going to

Admirat Poindexter, and there were many of those prepared.

Q Where were they filed? Let me ask you first, I

take it those documents -- and correct me if I am wrong --

were not sent to Jim Radzimsky for filing in the system 4

safes, correct?

A Correct.

Q Where were the originals then and copies of those

documents fil^d?

A Filing was not one of Fawn's strong suits, so it's

hard for me --

Q Where were they supposed to be filed?

A I am not even sure of that. There were possible

candidates, I think, is the best that I can come up with

where they might have been; one would be the chronology file

Fawn maintained, the office chronology or chronology of

North-prepared documents.

Another would be the functional file for that

particular subject on which the memo dealt. It's possible,

but I don't recall, there would be a so-called non-log file.

Q Non-log or outside the system documents also were

not routed at any time through the Executive Secretariat,

am I correct?

A That is correct. •,
. ;

Q Apart from this document. Earl Exhibit 3, did you

(
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ever see another document that described, discussed or

referred to any use of proceeds from the arms transactions to

benefit or support the contras?

A I have a vague recollection of something, and I am

not sure if it was the Tower Commission or something that I have

seen since November, or what, but I have a vague recollection

of a reference to some sort of parenthetic remark about suppor

to the contras, or something like that, on one of the

versions of the' chronology . I don't know where I got that, --.

whether, like I say, it's from Tower or something I have read

in the paper or something I haveiheard since then, or whether

I knew that from having seen it in the week or two of

preparation of chronologies or what.

Q Was that week or two of chronology work all prior

to the Attorney General's press conference on November 25?

A Yes.

Q Did you know prior to November 25 or November 24

whether Bud McFarlane was aware of the use of proceeds for

the contras?

A No, I don't think I was.

Q You did not know one way or the other?

A No.

Q You did know, of course, though, McFarlane was

briefed into the compartment, you knew he had gone to Tehran.

Yes.

i'N*;iA.s:sififli
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Q Going back to the time you were briefed in the

compartment, what did Colonel North tell you was Israel's

role?

A Well, Israel was a very important facilitator and -

gees, how can I characterize it?

Q Instead of --

A They would help with logistics.

Q Specifically, what were they supposed to be doing?

Help with logistics.

A They received and stored the spare parts and weapons

when they arrived in Tel Aviv.

Q They positioned them there?

A For subsequent transfer to Iran when authorized.

Q Yes.

A They provided a 707, unmarked 707 for the transfer,

flying in of the party and the parts. They provided

facilities —

Q Let me ask you this, did North or anyone ever tell

you one role of the Israeli transaction was to provide

plausible deniability to the American Government?

A I am not recalling that specifically. I can't

recall.

Q What did you understand from Colonel North Israel

was to get, if anything, for its role in this transaction or

these transactions? , t . .

.,t)-^
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A Hopefully, they would get one of their hostages

back. They had had at least two that I recall, and maybe

more, military men shot down or captured on patrol, at least

one of whom was believed, with some degree of hope, belief,

that he was still alive and being held in Lebanon.

Q Anything else?

A Not specifically, just the general cooperation

between close allies and friends and a mutual desire to

deal with terrorism in the region, and hostage taking was,

a

mutually troublesome phenomenon, to say the least.

Q Did North tell you about anything that had occurred

in 1985 in this compartment when he braefed you into it?

A I don't think so. I knew either then or later that

Michael Levine had been involved in some beginning parts of

it, but I am not sure exactly what, and it would be hard for

me to differentiate what I have read now in Tower from what I

knew then.

Q Generally speaking, prior to all the disclosures

after November and Tower, do I understand that you did not

know about specific shipments that had been made in 1985

and what the Israelis' role had been in those and/or the

American Government's role? Am I correct, you did not know

about those things until subsequent to the disclosures?

A I think that is correct, yes.

Q He explained to you what Israel's role was in the
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compartment, logistical support and so forth. What did he

tell you was General Secord's role?

A General Secord also helped with the logistics,

provided pilots, for example, for the aircraft, for the

Israeli aircraft that flew the party into Tehran, flew the

weapons into Tehran, providing aircraft and crew for some of

them ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^1 to

on at least one of the occasions, was involved in some way

with the transfer of funds that I knew from getting the calls

from CIA where they hadn't arrived yet.

During the McFarlane mission to Tehran, General

Secord remained behind in Tel Aviv and established a CP man

post, I think, in a hotel in Tel Aviv, I am not positive, I

think it was though, I think my notes will show the hotel

room number and stuff, which was an alternate means of

communication or backup means of communication with the

party in Tehran, so we just didn't have to depend on the link

from Tehran to CIA Headquarters and thence to the White House.

But we had another means of communicating with the party

direct from Tel Aviv.

Q You understood at the time that General Secord was

not an employee of the United States Government?

A Yes.

— -^orstood he wasn't with the CIA or the Defense

\
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A Correct.

Q- Did you understand that he was working for the CIA

or the Defense Department?

A Well, I knew that he was working in this amorphous

structure that was referred to as Democracy, Inc., Democracy

Incorporated.

Q Who called it that?

A Colonel North, and that that structure was supportiv

on this project and was with full knowledge of the CIA and

that -- so while not formally an employee of the CIA, none-

theless it was with their knowledge, and they provided a

false passport, for example, for General Secord —

Q The CIA did?

A Yes. So it's kind of a quasi middle-ground state.

Q If I talk about CIA proprietaries, you, of course,

know what I mean?

A Yes.

Q Did you understand Democracy, Inc. to be a CIA

proprietary?

A No, I don't think it was.

Q What did you understand it to be? Did North describ

it as a formal incorporated entity or something else?

A Well, I was never briefed into that box, so un-

like the Iran episode, my knowledge of that is acquired from

bits and pieces, just my proximity of answering phone calls

• ' ^ ,•••.
.
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and helping where I could, not from being in a box.

Q- From those bits and pieces of knowledge, what did

you conclude was the nature of Democracy, Inc?

A I concluded that it was a private-sector group that

was doing certain things that the U.S. Government could not or

would not do.

Q Did you understand this private-sector group,

Democracy, Inc, was making a profit or was getting compensated

in money for doing what it was doing?

A I didn't know that. But it seemed to me that they

had operating expenses in support of this department, this

operation, that I would have guessed were coming from that

in some way.

Q Let me --

A For example, provision of chartering a Leer Jet

for bringing Jacobsen back from Cyprus to Wfl^sbafcen was

provided by Democracy, Inc.

Q Did you think that the only thing they were getting

was their expenses covered or that they were getting compen-

sated, being paid a fee, making a profit?

A I don't know about that. And with the same logic

of what I would have thought, I don't know. It doesn't

strike me as unreasonable that they would get a salary

for the employees that were doing this, so there was some

being applied for the running of this.

iii'fiK^itrnf

©
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Q Did North ever tell you whether that was so?

A- No. I am speculating now, and perhaps I ought not

to do that.

Q I don't want you to speculate. No one else ever

told you what "Democracy, Inc", in quotes, was getting out

of it either.

A No.

Q You understood Democracy, Inc. to be Secord's

enterprise, whatever that was?

A Yes.

Q Did you know a man named Albert Hakim was involved

with Democracy, Inc.?

A I knew that. I think I knew then he was a business

partner of General Secord. I certainly recall that he was

with General Secord and some of the CPs that were established

in some of the hotels for negotiations with the Iranian

Government and that he would be talking to the Iranians and

transferring the word to us what they were saying about the

release of the hostages, for example.

Q Do you know whether General Secord had a security

clearance at the time? Did you ever find out whether he did

or didn't?

A I don't know.

Q How about Albert Hakim?

A I don ' t know

.

*. ' ' •
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Q Did Hakim ever come to the OEOB while you were

there, -to your knowledge?

A I don't think so. I don't think I have ever met

him. I talked to him on the phone.

Q Secord, did he ever come to the building?

A Yes.

Q How did he come in? Would he be cleared in the

normal way?

A Yes

.

Q Did he ever talk to you about Khashoggi and his

role in the transaction?

A I don't think so. I think all of my knowledge of

Khashoggi is the Tower Report and post-November.

Q Ghorbanifar is a name you knew?

A Yes.

Q You understood him to be the Iranian intermediary?

A Yes.

Q There are other details about Iran, but since we

have a limited amount of time today, I would like to jump

to the November period. When we come back again, we will

do more on Iran. There were disclosures of the Iran program

in the foreign press at the beginning of November. Do you

recall that?

A Yes.

Q Then were you asked to work on, as you have alluded
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to before, the chronologies?

A' Yes.

Q Who asked you to work on that?

A Colonel North.

Q What did he tell you was the project?

A He said that Admiral Poindexter wanted a chronology

prepared which would be, since everyone who worked on the

project only had bits and pieces of it, even Colonel North,

knowledge of, the project did not go all the way back to the

beginning, to get ail of the facts about the operation, the

project, together for use by Admiral Poindexter and the

President so that that would be a source document from which

testimony would be derived for use in briefing the Congress

at whatever time that was authorized.

It was originally done on a contingency basis,

that there had been no decision taken yet on when or if the

Congress would be briefed.

Q Were you told during the period of working on the

chronology to shade the facts in any way?

A No. There was never any intention for all of the

facts to go into the testimony, the briefings. There were

even brackets, suggested deletions or material that was

provided for use by Admiral Poindexter for his knowledge or

background use but was too sensitive or otheprfise inappropriate

for use in a briefing for the Hill
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For example, the name of one of the individuals

in Iran.. There was never any instruction or statement

that I can recall that says "shade the facts" or anything

like that, but there's no question in my mind if we were

trying ultimately to create a document that would explain

the strengths of the Iran Initiative, if there were two

ways to say something, that you would choose the one that

emphasized the benefits the United States was getting out of

this rather tjjian the one that tended to minimize those. That

seemed to me to be a clear driving force in the exercise.

Q Did you observe any effort or hear any discussions

whether the chronology ought to make the President look more

involved, less involved, more knowledgeable, less knowledge-

able, anything of that sort?

A Not that I can recall. I don't think so.

Q Who else worked on the chronology so far as you

knew?

A Colonel North, Lieutenant Commander Coy, General

Secord, George Cave, Mr. McFarlane — when you say work on

it, I mean they at one time or another came in and gave some

input that we would then use to help correct because, as I

said earlier. Colonel North did not have full knowledge of

this.

Q I understand.

A I think also Howard Teiche:
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Q At some point in the examination, but not today,

we wilL show you various drafts we have of the chronology,

but we have-- I just wanted to ask you about one feature

of those drafts. Some of them say maximum version, and others

don't. So do you recall two different, shorter and longer,

chronologies being prepared more or less at the same time?

A There were so many drafts of the thing that it's

very confusing. But maximum draft means, to me, or meant to

me that was the version that had everything in it that would

have been for use, for reference use by Admiral Poindexter

or the President, or whoever needed to know all of the facts

of the operation from which to make judgments on how to

proceed and what to do.

Q Do I take it that you recall that one of the

versions of the chronology had something about the contras

getting the benefit of some of the proceeds from Iran?

A I have this vague recollection somebody talked about

that, I am not sure whether I saw it or whether I am here

reading about it or hearing somebody comment on it, but

somewhere I have this memory in one of the versions there was

some kind of cryptic reference to it, but that may just be

my garbled recollection of preee-garbled versions of this.

Q Exhibit 3.

A I don't know.

Q When the witness said this, he was referring to
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Exhibit 3. Right, Bob?

A. Yes.

Q Let's go later in November. The President has a

press conference on a Wednesday, I believe, which was

November 19. Thursday is the 20th, Friday is the 21. Now,

that Friday is the day, just to bring you back in time, when

the Attorney General advises that he has been asked to take a

look and see what the facts are related to the Iran program.

Were you in the office that Friday morning?

A Our office?

Q Your office.

A Yes, I was.

Q Did you speak to Colonel North on that day?

A Yes.

Q Do you recall a conversation with him in the morning

with reference to, or at some point during the day with

reference to the Attorney General's inquiry and the matter

at hand?

A I recall a conversation, I think in the afternoon,

but I am not positive of that. I think — I don't recall

whether I got an intercom call or whether I had seen Colonel

North as he came back into the office from the meeting, but

I recall being told to bring my Iran file to him.

I recall taking my file, which was a duplicate file

of some of the things that he had, and going down to his
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office and handing it to him. And he was, I believe, in

the process of going through files and pulling materials out

and placing them in stacks on his desk, and I am not sure,

but possibly also putting some materials in the burn bag,

but that's even vaguer. That may be another memory that is

mixed in now.

But I think he received my file, took the documents

out, and I believe either handed me the file back or put

that separately down on the table and added the contents

of my file to the stack on his desk. This seemed to me

different from any previous of my files that he had, so I

asked what was going on, and he said something, and again I

can't recall the exact words, but something to the effect

that "It's time for North to be the scapegoat, Ollie has been

designated the scapegoat", or something like that. The term

"scapegoat" is what I recall.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Q Did you ask him what he meant?

A- I don't recall asking hxm what he meant, but I

must have. I recall that at some point there was a discussion
«<^

of the Department of Justice or the HE, or Attorney General,
A

some reference to that in that way, sending some people

around to just take a look at the details, that — I think

also in the same conversation, but again, I am not positive,

there was some reference to the briefings of the Congress

hadn't gone well, and there were discrepancies or more ques-

tions were raised than answered, and there was a problem of

some sort, oh, and that at the, I think at the end of the

meeting, but I am not sure, he had just come back from a

meeting across the street.

Q In the West Wing?

A In the West Wing of the White House. He mentioned

that he had asked, he had said to the Attorney General or

asked the Attorney General, "Can I have" or "Will I have 24

or 48 hours" — he didn't say both, he said one or the other.

I can't recall whether he said 24 or 48, but he asked for

that.

And he told me that the Attorney General had said

something like that he didn't know whether he could have

thatmuch time, something like that. Again, I am not quoting.

Q Did Ollie tell you with whom he had met across the

street at the West Wing? I take it he mentiqfied the Attorney
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1 General.

2 A. I don't think he mentioned anyone else specifically.

3 I don't recall, he may have, but I don't recall.

4 Q You do recall the Attorney General?

5 A Yes. As the person that he had talked to and had

6 this remark, I think at the end, but I am not positive.

7 Q Did you understand he had ]ust come from seeing

8 the Attorney General at the West Wing, in the West Wing?

9 A That was my understanding from the fact he had just

10 come from a meeting, from one of the usual meetings of

11 principals, I believe. I would believe Poindexter was there,

12 but I don't know that, and that -- so from what he told me,

13 it was my understanding that the Attorney General was at that

14 meeting that he had just attended.

15 Q Did he explain at all what he meant by the time

16 has arrived, whatever, for North to be the scapegoat? Did

17 he explain what he meant?

13 A No.

19 Q Did you understand him to be referring to an

20 agreement having been reached he would take the blame for

21 something? I am telling you how I interpret it.

22 A I interpreted it, I guess, similarly, that from

23 what he was obviously engaged in, that it was -- let me

o^ back up for a minute. ,

^

25 ^ ^""- Ui»l':-ri;jJ!r!Lt;
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A I have, from my own reference, categorized phase

one, two and three in this dcimage control operation from the

leak we started with, phase one being no comment/deny, no

comment, where possible, some sort of cryptic, artful truth,

where possible, deny it if there's no other way, but to

protect the compartment. This had been done in the past when

there had been leaks on the fringes.

I think there was a Jack Anderson column at some

point in the past, and that same policy had worked in the

past, and the press interest died down and went away. Phase

one included, though, preparation of the chronology and the

development of testimony for what I have since called phase

two, which was briefing of the Congress and ultimately the

people on what could be briefed to them about the compart-

ment, if it beccime necessary to go from phase one to phase

two.

Phase three is what I believed we were now in, which

was termination of the compartment.

Q And termination of the compartment, including

getting rid of all the documents related to the compartment?

A All the sensitive, all the inner boxes, not the

total box, that had already been briefed to the Congress, but

the sensitive material within the box within the box within

the box, however far it went.

Q What did you understand — what do you mean by the
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inner box? What was the sensitive material you understood

had to -be disposed of?

A That was never clear to me, and I erred on the side

of my own sanitization of records and assuming that something

might be in the box or point to the box and lead to the box

and, therefore, ought not to be around, but included some

sensitive things that we can't go into right now, but

basically anything that would lead to possible loss of life,

the hostages would be killed or some of the intermediaries

we were dealing with in Iran might be killed from their side,

possible widespread killings of Americans overseas, as we had

had at the Pakistani Embassy being burned after the rumors

spread that the U.S. Government had perpetrated the seizure

of the mosque in Mecca back in, whatever year that was, but

those sorts of things.

Q Did you understand that anything relating to the

use of proceeds from Iran for the contras was also something

that had to be gotten rid of?

A Certainly. It was my belief if that came out, the

Ayatollah had been stung and that he was unknowingly funding

the contras, that seemed to me to be something that would

lead to the deaths of the hostages.

Q What was in your file that you had handed over to

Colonel North on that Friday, November 24?

A I have only been able to recall a few of theave only been able to re<
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documents in there.

Q Tell us what you recall.

A One is what I have already talked to, the long

paper, several pages that had the parts list and prices on

it, anything associated with prices and parts.

Q That is the long paper list you have described

earlier in your testimony today?

A Yes. I have at least one copy of that in there.

Let me think now. There is a couple others — I think the

operations order for the McFarlane trip and all of the materia

associated with that, such as the contingency press guidance

in terms of reference, all of those sorts of things whereby

duplicate copy or working copy was in my file.

Q Were there PROF messages in your file?

A I don't recall. It's quite likely there were

relevant PROF notes on that subject that I would have filed

in there to be with all of the sensitive Iran stuff, but I

don't recall any one specifically.

Q We haven't discussed it yet at this deposition, but

when I talk about the SL-4 3 machine, do you know what I mean?

A Yes.

Q That was a special device you had in there too, is

that right?

A Yes.

Q Although we haven't hit the subject yet, you
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communicated on that machine from time to time to Bob

Dutton -and others involved with the Democracy, Inc. contra

operation down south, correct?

A As well as on the Iran project.

Q That you have answered. Did you have CL-43

transcribed messages in your file that you handed over to

North?

A My answer would be the same as for the PROF list.

I can't recall a specific one, but it's entirely possible,

there could have been some that were relevant. I don't

recall

.

Q Did you understand what North intended to do with

your file documents once you gave the documents to him?

A It was my understanding, from all that I heard and

was observing, they were going to be destroyed.

Q Was there any shredding in progress in Suite 302

at that time when you brought your file down to North that

you observed, any shredding that you observed?

A I don't think so.

Q Who else was in the suite at that time?

A The suite or the office, Ollie's office?

Q Let's start with Ollie's office. I understood

that was you and Ollie. Is that correct?

A Correct.

Q Was Fawn Hall at work at that time? The best youJail at v<ork at that time
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1 can remember.

2 A.I would assume so, but I don't recall.

3 Q How about Barbara Brown? You don't specifically

4 recall?

5 A No.

6 Q How about Coy, was he at work? You don't specif ical-

7 ly recall?

8 A No.

9 Q All right. Tell us what happened, continuing on

10 this same day after you handed your files over to North.

11 Did he tell you to do anything more?

12 A Basically, the conversation ended.

13 Q What did you do?

14 A I went back upstairs to ray office and started to

15 review my files to see if there were any other things

1g besides the document or file that I had just handed to Colonel

•)7 North that would either compromise that which I believe was

Ig being destroyed or lead to that, point to that, and, like I

19 say, it is a little unclear to me what exactly to look for, so

20 I erred on the side of destruction.

2< Q Did you find documents at that time?

A Yes.

Q What did you do with them?

A I either ripped them up and put them in my burn

bag or if -- I know on at least one occjasion I shredded some
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documents. I don't know if it was that day. It was probably

that day.

Q Did you have a shredder upstairs, or was the only

shredder on the first floor?

A The only shredder was downstairs.

Q Do you recall seeing any shredding in process that

day on the first floor in which North and/or Fawn Hall were

involved?

A The only recollection that I have is, I have an

image of Fawn standing in front of the shredder with a pile

of documents. That's the only one I specifically have.

Q Was there a day during this period when you remember

handing her documents to shred or being given documents to

harid to Fawn Hall to shred?

A I am not sure it was this timeframe or a merger of

an earlier memory months before that has migrated into the

same timefreime of I think Colonel North going through some

documents, and I was on the way out of the office, handing

me the docvunents and saying, "Would you stick those in the

shredder for me on the way out?" But I don't know for sure

that it was in this timeframe.

Q Do you know whether any documents were altered on

Friday, November 21?

A No.

Q Do you know whether any documents were altered on

• - • • '.a i
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any day prior to that day?

A - No.

Q How about any day after that day?

A No.

Q If they were, you weren't involved in it, is that

correct?

A Correct.

Q Do you know on the 21, when the file disposition

was in progress, that the Attorney General was planning to^

come in by the next day?

A No.

Q But —

A On Friday?

Q Yes.

A I knew the request, if you will, and I don't

recall whether it was 24 or 48 hours, but there was a sense

of urgency about that, not knowing how much time was avail-

able. At some point later in the day, I got a call from

Paul Thompson, who advised me that some team or other, some

people from the Justice Department, would be coming over some-

time on the weekend, and it was unspecified when, but he was

:just alerting us we had to be available on call to come m

and open up the office whenever this might occur.

Q But even earlier, before that call from Thompson,

you understood from North's comment to you that sometime very
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soon the Attorney General's people were planning to come over?

A- Yes. It was unclear whether it was going to be

Saturday, Sunday, Monday, or exactly when.

Q YOU understood that by the time you started

disposing of the files?

A Yes.

Q Anything more on Friday?

A Not that I can recall at the moment.

Q When you left the office Friday, do you recall^

whether Colonel North and Fawn Hall still were there?

A I think when I left the office, that only Colonel

North was there, but I am not positive of that.

Q The next morning is Saturday, November 22. Did

you go to work that morning?

A I got a call from, I believe, VJhite House Signal,

but I am not sure now whether it was Paul Thompson calling

.e or whether a message was relayed through the White House

Signal, but somebody called me to say "Come and open up the

office," that colonel North wasn't available, couldn't be

found. so I went in and opened up the office.

Q Just let me ask you. Back on the 21st -- do you knoj.

Tom Green?

A Yes.

Q Did he come to Suite 302 on Friday, the 21st, before

you left?

to buite Ju* ^" ..^^--j,

ONCLAECiflED
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A Not that I recall. He may have, but that I recall.

Q. Now we are back on Saturday morning. You get a

contact from White House Signal, et cetera. Do you go to

302 and open up?

A I recall driving through the gate and parking on

the street between OEOB and the West Wing. I wasn't sure

whether I ought to go up to Paul Thompson's office or over

to Paul's office. I recall considering that, but I don't

recall what my solution to the dilemma was. I went to one

of the two places first. I do recall I did eventually,

either directly or secondly, go to the office and open it up.

Q You were the first guy to arrive at 302 that

morning?

A Yes.

Q Now, do you remember, were files laid out when you

opened the office up?

A This is another one that I cannot recall, whether

the circular table in front of Colonel North's desk had files

on it at that point when I got there or whether it was empty

and I added all the files for them to review.

Q In any event, the table you are referring to --

which I imagine you are going to tell me, the AG representa-

tives reviewed documents, right?

A Yes.

Q That on Exhibit 2 is the_table jn^irked "conference
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table" in North's office, right?

A - Correct.

Q Okay. Did the Attorney General's people arrive

next or someone before them?

A At some point, I am not sure exactly how much later,

but I think what happened next was that Paul Thompson brought

over two representatives from the Department of Justice,

Bradford Reynolds, and I think his name is John Richardson,

introduced nve, said they were there to look at files on the

Iran project, and then I think Paul Thompson left.

Q And Richardson and Reynolds started their review?

A Correct.

Q Do you recall their asking you for any specific

docvunents, files?

A I recall that they asked for more documents, or

maybe all of them. If the table was empty, they asked for

all the documents; if the table had some of them arranged,

they asked for more. I recall going behind Colonel North's

desk into this credenza and going thorugh files in his

credenza pulling them out and looking at the subject title

to see if they were relevant and putting some of them that

were I believe relevant onto the table for their review.
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So I looked through all those documents behind Colonel North's

desk, I couldn't find them. I will go into that more if you

want. They were subsequently found.

Q Where did you find them?

A I didn't find them, Colonel North found them. When

he came in, I told him of their request for them.

Q Now, Richardson and Reynolds were in Colonel North's

office, you were in there with them?

A Initially, I was in there looking for the files in

the credenza, and I also from his desk placed a call to him to

let him know that I was in his office and the people were

there, and to see if he had gotten the call and was en route,

and he had said, yes, he had gotten the call, and he would be

there in a while. I am not sure exactly how much later, an

hour, or maybe two hours later.

Q That was the substance of your conversation with

him?

A Yes.

Q He arrived next at 302. Was he the next person to

come in?

A No.

Q tVho came next?

A The next thing that happened is that they left to

go to lunch with the Attorney General. On their way out,

in the passageway, they ran into Colonel North coming in.
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They had a brief conversation in the hallway, and then Colonel

North came into the office.

Q Did you overhear their conversation?

A No. I observed it, I was on my way out and saw

them down there talking to Colonel North. So I never got out

of the office when Colonel North arrived.

Q North came into the office?

A I told him of the request of the te

He said he didn't know where they were

filed and started looking around, and apparently found them.

I am not sure that he found them while I was still there or

while I was on the same floor with him. My recollection is

when Richardson and Brad Reynolds returned, there was a file,

an empty file folder on the desk that had not been there

before that Bradford Reynolds held up and said, "Now, that is

very sensitive," because it was empty, and I couldn't explain

why it was sensitive.

Q We get protection of documents like that from the

White House all the time.

A Colonel North was out of the office at that time.

When he returned, he explained they had been filed in one of

these files over here.

Q In front of Barbara Brown's desk?

A Yes, and had taken them and put them with!
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1 Q Before the AG team came back, did you and North have

2 any coaversation apart talking about^^^^^^^^^^^^^f

3 A Not that I can recall the substance of, although

4 there were a couple little parts that I recall before the AG's

5 teams — before they returned.

6 Colonel North continued to review documents, and I

7 think found others that were suitable for the category that

8 we had been looking for the day before.

9 Q Termination?

10 A Termination.

11 MR. LEON: Where was he looking for those, among

12 the files they had just reviewed?

13 THE WITNESS: I don't think so, but I am not posi-

14 tive. I think it was other files back on his desk. I am

15 not sure where — oh, and one of the things he told me when

16 he first came in was that the shredder had broken the night

17 before, because I reached up to turn it on, and sure enough,

18 it wasn't working. Then when he was compiling material —

19 BY MR. BELNICK:

20 Q Can I stop you there for a second. Bob? Was the

21 shredder bag full?

22 A I don't recall.

23 Q Was the machine the kind of machine you could see

24 the bag, or would you have to open it? Was the bag visible?

25 A I think it was.

iiiM.;iiiS'nt<^
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1 Q It didn't work. Did he ask you to find a working

2 shredder?

3 A He didn't ask me. I intuited it from what he was

4 doing. I told him I was going across the hall to CMC where

5 I knew they had a shredder and see if we could get in there.

6 The door was locked, so I couldn't get in. And at some

7 point -- the recollection that I had, rather than speculate

8 how we get to it, is of Colonel North with a file and a

9 stack of documents that I knew from all of this were to be

10 shredded, had Paul Thompson standing beside him and in some

11 way a reference to going over to the sift room with a hefting

12 of the documents -- I am not exactly sure what, but I knew

13 what he meant, and I don't know what Thompson knew or

14 inferred from that.

15 Q Did Ollie have the documents he was carrying in

1g folders?

^j A I think it was one folder with a bunch of papers in

^o them, but I am not sure.

«g Q Do you know what kinds of papers they were? You

20 say they were the kind that qualified for the Termination

2-1 Department. Do you remember — what were they, PROF messages,

22 something else?

A I don't know.

MR. LEON: This kind of folder? .

MR. BELMICK: The record can't see that.

^'N'!':\!mh.
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MR. LEON: Accordian-type folder.

THE WITNESS: I don't recall whether it was

accordian or the kind that doesn't have sides on it, just a

manila folder open. It could have been either.

BY MR. BELNICK:

Q Did Colonel North and Thompson walk toward the West

Wing together?

A I am not sure. I think they did.

Q In any event, they weren't there when the AG team

returned?

A That is right. I was alone.

Q The AG team came back, said hello, and they started

to do that good work again?

A And asked about the new folder without any documents

in it.

Q Other than that, it was the same as the morning

had been, more exciting review?

A At some point, Colonel North came back. I don't

know which one it was, Reynolds or Richardson, told Colonel

North the Attorney General would like to speak to him. So

Colonel North called the Attorney General.

Q In his office, from his office?

A Yes. He was sitting back there talking to him. I

believe it was to him. He called him sir, and were arranging

for a meeting the next day. Whatk heard from Colonel North's

* ' ' f t
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1 end of the conversation is that he wanted to take his family

2 to church in the morning. I think they settled on a time in

3 the afternoon. I don't recall the time.

4 Q Did anything else happen that you recall before

5 you left the office, apart from the AG people continuing

6 their review, anything said, anything that you heard or saw?

7 A Not that I can recall right now. I don't think so.

8 Q Were the Attorney General's representatives, as

9 you observed them, dead-pan as they observed the documents?

10 Did they show happiness, glee, tears from what you saw?

11 A No.

12 Q Did they leave before anyone else?

13 A Yes.

14 Q About what time?

15 A Mid afternoon.

^g Q North and the AG were there when you left?

^j A Yes.

^a Q Did you speak to North again before Monday?

19 A No.

2Q Q Did you speak to anyone about this subject matter

21 before Monday, from the time you left the office on Saturday?

A No, I don't think so.

Q So the next day when something happens, if I am

correct, that involves this matter and you is Monday,

November 24?
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A I believe so, yes.

Q- You go to work, 302?

A Right.

Q And what happens?

A I am not sure when Colonel North came in. I think,

for whatever reason, he was a little later than normal that

day. In any case, when I first saw him in his office, I

asked him how it went yesterday, the day before, with the

Attorney General. And he said that they had talked about this

document and directed my --

Q You are pointing to Exhibit 3 when you say "this

document"?

A Yes. He pointed out to me the paragraph —

Q With the "N" ~

A No, the 12 million.

Q That is on N-594, correct?

A Yes.

Q He was holding this document.

A Well, I am not sure whether he handed it to me

f61ded back or whether he handed it to me — I started to

page through it.

Q He gave you the document?

A Yes. So that I saw this paragraph.

Q The paragraph which begins "$12 million will be

used to purchase critically needed supplies for the Nicaraguan

I i J • .
• J
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1 Democratic Resistance forces", et cetera?

2 A- Yes.

3 Q What did he say when he directed your attention to

4 that paragraph?

5 A Again, my memory is only little bits and pieces of

6 this thing. At some point, he talked about parts of his

7 meeting with the Attorney General the day before, which I

8 remember that there were more than the Attorney General

9 present, there were several people present. He also mentioned

10 at least one of them was an FBI agent, although I don't know

11 how he knew that or why. They had talked for, I think, a

12 couple of hours, and at the end that they had shown this

13 document to him and asked him about it and that when he had

14 acknowledged this paragraph in question that there was a

15 sigh from the assembled people.

16 Q What do you mean when he had acknowledged it?

17 A That he had started talking about it or telling

18 them about it.

19 Q Did he indicate to you how it happened that this

20 document hadn't been destroyed?

21 A No

.

22 Q Did he say in words or in substance that he had

23 missed this one?

24 A I don't know whether he said that or not.

25 Q Do you have any. recoligation <©€ that?
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A No, I don't. I mean, that was my inference from

the situation, but I don't recall it being said.

Q Do you have any recollection of whether he said he

had made a comment to the Attorney General about his Miranda

warnings or his rights?

A Yes. He said at the end -- when they talked

apparently some detail more about this episode. Colonel

North apparently turned to the group or to the Attorney

General and said something, again I am not quoting exactly,

but 3ust the thrust of it was since you didn't warn me of my

rights or because -- well, I am not sure of his words. I

will just say since you didn't mention my rights or warn me

of my rights, does this count?

A Now, your conversation with North, the one that you

have ]ust been describing where he shows you the document

and tells you about his discussion with the AG people on

Sunday, anything more? Did he tell you what was going to

happen, did he ask you to do something?

A Not that I can recall, no. He seemed to me un-

clear what was going to happen.

Q Did he appear agitated or upset?

A No.

Did he ask you to take any action of any kind?

Not that I can recall.

Did anything else happen that day that you recall
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1 that relates to this matter we are discussing?

2 h. This is Monday.

3 Q This is Monday, the 24th.

4 A Not that I am recalling right now. I might

5 remember something later.

6 Q We are getting near the end of my allotted time for

7 today, and I would like to finish up if we can this week.

8 November 25, that is the day of the Attorney General's press

9 conference. Did you go to work that day?

10 A Yes.

11 Q And did you have any conversations with North before

12 the press conference that you remember?

13 A Let's see -- well, again -- let me give you the

14 pieces I can recall.

15 Q Give me your memory of the day.

16 A There was discussion of a press conference coming

17 up, the time wasn't certain. I think it was first scheduled

18 for 11:00 and slipped to 12:00, and from 12:00 it was delayed

19 We knew there was going to be a press conference. I knew

20 prior to the press conference Colonel North had submitted

21 his resignation on a PROF note to Admiral Poindexter, and

22 prior to the press conference Admiral Poindexter 's resigna-

23 tion came through on a PROF note to all of the NSC staff —

24 Q You watched --

25 A I think, on either that morning or the morning
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before Monday, and I am not sure which, Monday or Tuesday

morning. Colonel North called both Lieutenant Commander Coy

and me into his office to say that from now on that we would

be dealing with the, really the compartment, the Iran

hostage pro]ect, Lieutenant Commander Coy and I would no

longer be working it.

Q You watched the press conference?

A I didn't catch the beginning of it. I had occasion

to -- I wasn't going to sit there and wait for it to come on,

so I was in my office doing work and had occasion to go down-

stairs and was surpised everyone in Colonel North's office

was watching the press conference. Nobody had given me a

yell. I am not sure when I came in on that. I think I

missed all of the President's part of it, but I may have

caught the tail end, I am not sure.

In any case, I go in and watch some of the press

conference, and at some point, the buzzer sounds outside,

indicating someone wanting to get in, and Tom Green arrives,

comes in, and Colonel North asks if he could have some time

with Tom Green. And so all of the rest of us who were

watching the press conference leave Colonel North's office,

and I think most of us went upstairs, although I am not sure

everyone made it, the phone may have been ringing, and some-

one may have answered the phone and came up later and left.

Q Upstaj

V

:airs there was anot^ev television?
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1 A Right. On the table opposite Lieutenant Commander

2 Coy's office.

3 Q You hear the Attorney General 's announcement --

^ you are watching television on the table outside Coy's

5 office. Coy is there.

A Craig Coy is at his desk, and I am in the chair.

' Q Was there any conversation you remember during the

°
Attorney General's press conference or right after his

9 announcement?

10 A At some point, either when the Attorney General

11 mentioned the diversion or at the end of the press conference,

12 or, I eim not sure exactly when. Lieutenant Commander Coy

13 asked me or said that he didn't know about that, did I know

14 about it? It being the diversion. I was sitting in front

15 of him, so that he was behind me, and I just continued to

16 look at the TV set and did not answer the question.

17 Q Now, anything else, any other conversation connected

18 to the press conference at the time you were watching it

19 or immediately after it ended? If not, then I am going to

20 ask you --

21 A I don't think so.

22 Q Just give us, because the time is arriving, what

23 else you recall about that day, the 25th, that is relevant

24 here subsequent to the press conference. Is that the day

25 that you have ttje conversation ,late»r ^n the afternoon with
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Colonel North at the top of the stairs?

A • It's either that day or the next day, I am not sure

which. I think on both days Colonel North was, at least for

the afternoon of that day and certainly the next day, was gone

from the office most of the day. For example, on Tuesday

morning, he came m and left, I think, to go to Tom Green's

office and then came back at night. So it's one of the two

nights he came back to pick up his briefcase and things prior

to going home.

Q Apart from the conversation concerning the

President's call, which may have taken place on the 24th,

leaving that aside, is there anything else that you are about

that day that pertains to what we are talking about here?

A I am sorry, which day?

Q The day of the press conference, the 25th. I am

sorry, I may have said the 24th, I mean the 25th.

A The NSC security changed the combination on the

office. If you want to know more about that —

(Witness conferring with his counsel .)

THE WITNESS: I am not sure of the day again,

either that day or the next day. Fawn Hall came up into my

office with some documents and asked if I would take them

out. lijXjf''
^''^

BV MR. BELNICK: **

Q Tell us about that. This is either on November 25
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or November 26, right?

A Correct.

Q Tell us everything you recall about that event.

A She came into my office, had some documents, asked

if I would take them out. I took them, and I think I folded

them and put them in my suit coat, which was hanging up on

the wall, and she left. Sometime /^)ter she ccime back and

said that she couldn't have me do that or she didn't want me

to do that, she asked for them back, so I handed them back

to her or went over to my suit coat, took them out, handed

them to her, and she proceeded to begin to conceal them

on her person.

Q Where were the two of you? In your office?

A In my office.

Q Upstairs in 302?

A Right. In front of my desk.

So with her doing that, I walked out so as not to

be present while she —

Q I understand.

Then did she ask you to see if you could see any

of the documents?

A Yes. She asked if I could see anything. I think

she did a turn, and I couldn't see anything.

Q And then what happened?

A She left my office and ultimately left the suite.
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1 I am not sure whether it was direct or an intervening period.

2 I think she left before I did.

3 Q Did you look at what the documents were when she

4 handed them to you?

5 A No.

6 Q Could you tell whether they were PROF notes or

7 what they were?

8 A No, I don't recall what they were.

9 Q Did she tell you why she wanted them out of the

10 office?

11 A No.

12 Q Did you have any understanding why she wanted them

13 out?

14 A My understanding was that that was the only way

15 she could get them out. One of us would have to carry them

16 out.

17 Q Did she tell you whether she had been asked by

18 North to get them out of the office?

19 A I don't recall that she did, no.

20 Q Has she ever told you why she wanted those documents

21 out of the office?

22 A No.

23 Q Has anyone ever told you that?

24 A No

.

25 Q In any event, as far as you know, she took them out
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1 of the office?

2 A- As far as I know, she did. I do not know that she

3 did.

^ Q Did North show up at the office during this period,

5 during the day that this was occurring?

6 A The two nights in question are confused to me, and

7 I can't differentiate either one. But I think I have a

8 recollection that at least one one of those nights the two

9 of them walked out together, but I am not positive of that.

10 Q Was it a night when she had the documents secreted

11 on her?

12 A I don't know. It could have been the other night or

13 the same night. I don't know.

14 Q Was she very agitated when she came to you with

15 the documents?

16 A Yes.

17 Q Did she say anything to you aside from "Take these

18 and get them out of here"?

19 A She may have, but I don't recall.

20 Q And you didn't look at the documents?

21 A No, I did not.

22 Q How many documents would you say there were?

23 A I don't know. I would guess half a dozen.

24 Q Six?

25 A Yes. "*^''"- ^iA.-^i*-*'^M
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1 Q Where were we?

2 A The number of documents, and I don't know the

3 number, my guess would be about six, but that's a very rough

4 guess. It could be quite a few more, but maybe only two or

5 three. I ]ust don't recall.

6 Q In any event, the way it ended, as far as you

7 remember today, is that she left your room with the documents

8 on her?

9 A Yes.

10 Q And at some point left Suite 302?

11 A Yes.

12 Q Did she ever tell you any time whether she had

13 delivered those documents to North?

14 A I don't think so. I had heard that, but I think my

15 hearing of that is since November. Whether it's the press

1g or -- what you are saying is not unfamiliar to me, but I don't

17 think it's from the period we are talking about. I think it's

ig subsequent knowledge.

Q Subsequent to, using a term we have adopted.

North ceasing to be employed at the NSC staff, did he ask

you to take any documents out for him or to terminate any

other documents?

A No.

Q Did you and Fawn Hall have a conversation subsequent

to the event you have ]ust described involving the removal
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1 of the documents in which you agreed not to discuss what had

2 happened with anybody?

3 A We had -- one of the nights -- let's see, what night

4 was that? Friday -- walked out together, and our cars were

5 parked in the saune garage, and we had a conversation in the

6 garage that I have repressed almost totally. I cannot recall

7 almost anything from that conversation. I can recall at the

8 end of the conversation wondering whether I had crossed the

9 line that I perhaps shouldn't have or whether in her agitation

10 she had misinterpreted what I said, and I was worried -- i

11 asked her if you get a question, did you prepare your testiraon;'

12 or did anybody help you with your testimony or your statement

13 as to that, I asked her that, and she said no, that she didn't

14 know what the answer to that was, and so I said no.

15 Q That would be an outstanding answer. Does any-

15 thing else about that conversation creep back in now?

17 A I recall her being very agitated and excited, and I

13 recall that I was worried about her, her emotional state,

19 and I was trying to console her and to help her and to get

20 her back in control. But we were both concerned about every-

21
thing that had happened.

Q Sure.

A And what we were going to do and knowing that we

24 had interviews coming up and not knowing what could be shared

25 ^"-^ shouldn't be. 'MVi.^ ^4 •. \ * T • K ..i-r;/l
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1 Q When is the last time you have spoken to Ollie

2 about these matters?

3 A About these matters?

4 Q I know you see him from time to time, I would

5 imagine, at Marine Headquarters. I am not interested in your

6 considerations unless they pertain to this.

7 A No.

S Q When is the last time you spoke to him about any

9 of these matters?

10 A I think -- I don't think Colonel North was thefe

)1 on Friday.

12 Q That is the day after Thanksgiving.

13 A The day after Thanksgiving.

14 Q How about over that weekend?

A I don't think so. I think the last time that I am

1g recalling right now was the day before Thanksgiving, which

4j was the Wednesday.

^a Q When you had the conversation -- when you may have

had the conversation at the top of the stairs?

A If that was the day, but he certainly came back

that night. So if that wasn't the night, even if the conversa-

tion at the top of the stairs was the night before, I would

have seen him on Tuesday.

Q Tuesday or Wednesday?

A So>rry. If it was Tuesday, the conversation at the
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1 top of the stairs, I still would have seen him on Wednesday.

2 Q ^ The day before Thanksgiving, 1986?

3 A Correct.

4 Q That, as you recall it, was the last time you spoke

5 to him about any of the matters we have been discussing

6 today?

7 A Yes.

8 Q Let me ask you one other question, because I know

9 you have to go, and you have been very patient. Do you

10 remember there was a restricted interagency group on Central

11 America that Elliott Abrams chaired?

12 A Yes.

13 Q Did you attend meetings of that group from time to

14 time?

15 A There were several groups, and I am not sure as to

1g the nomenclature which was a RIG, which was a SIG.

•)7 Q Which was a IG —

ig A Which was an IG. I know I was not allowed to

ig attend one of the meetings when I tried to go in Colonel

20 North's place. I had called General Abrams' office to see if

21
it was acceptable for me to be a substitute, he was not able

22 to return my call. I went down to the situation room to

fill in, if that was advisable, for Colonel North, which I

tried to do on anything that he was doing, and was told by

Elliott Abrams no substitutes.

i.Nfi •••ll-l} II
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1 Q Principals only?

2 A . Principals only. So I left.

3 Q Did he tell you also or did someone tell you on

4 that occasion they were going to discuss that "sensitive

5 subject"?

6 A I heard that. That's ringing a bell, but I am not

7 sure who said it or what.

8 Q Did you understand what the subject was?

9 A No.

10 Q Do you remember a meeting of IG, RIG, SIG, of

11 some alphabetical thing that rhymes with IG, on Monday,

12 November 24, the day that North told you about his conversa-

13 tion with the Attorney General?

14 A Yes, there was one, whatever group it was, in

15 Colonel North's office, and I recall Elliott Abrams coming

1g to that meeting. I did not attend the meeting.

Aj Q You don't know what the discussion was at that

ig meeting?

A No.

2Q MR. EGGLESTON: I will just take a second.

BY MR. EGGLESTON:

Q This pricing sheet that you told us about, did you

work with anyone at the Central Intelligence Agency on the

pricing issue during the summer of 1986?

A After the May shipqentoc A After the May

UNi!'. ANSlMt i'
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1 Q You had said that you thought even after the ship-

2 ment, you continued to have dealings and --

3 A There was a meeting after the Tehran trip and the

4 transfer of that package, I have forgotten the number now,

5 240. Basically, the 240. I recall meeting at CIA Headquarter

6 sometime after that, which would have lead up to the Jacobsen

7 release, at which a pricing was a subject, and we even had a

8 calculator, and so I was doing some math at that meeting,

9 yes.

10 Q Did your sheets which showed the price differential

11 between the CIA, DOD price and the Iranian price, or at least

12 the 3.7 differentiation you have talked about, were those

13 used during the course of the meeting?

14 AX think, I am not sure, but I think I had my

15 copies of that, but those would not have been on the table

1g as a discussion item for all assembled. It's my recollection,

17 not being sure who all was in the inner boxes in that meeting,

•|g and I think, for example, Nir was not to know some of the

19 details of that particular calculation.

20 So, no, it was not used generally by this group.

2} It was dealing with logistics matters and including in part

22 the pricing.

23 Q Do you know anyone at the CIA who was within that

24 inner box on the pricing?

25 ' No, I do no
' DNUAliSlflB
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BY MR. BELNICK:

Q . One other quick thing, then we will pick a day.

Do you recall attending a meeting on August 12, 1986, in

Don Gregg's office, Burkhardt was present. Ambassador Coor,

William Walker from the State Department --

A Yes.

Q Can you just tell us everything that you recall abou :

that meeting?

A It was a meeting — and I am not sure who initiated

It, whether it was Ambassador Coor or Don Gregg, but it se'emed

to be a follow-up meeting to a meeting several days before

that Don Gregg had with Felix Rodriguez, in which he asked

me to come down to hear what Felix had to say, since Colonel

North was out of the building or out of the country, not

available, and that meeting discussed the problem, if you will

I think, that was raised by Felix Rodriguez, which concerned

the interim period between when the support that was current-

ly being provided by various means and the transition to when

the CIA would begin their support, and some problem with the

aircraft that were down there in the current scenario and

misunderstanding between^^^^^^^^^^^^^on the side

and others as to who owned the aircraft, whether they belonged

to the contras or whether they were merely in support of the

contras and what would happen to those aircraft once the CIA

.uppo.. ..,.„. ||N;;[;.vSIhm''
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Q Did Gregg mention any other complaints by Rodriguez

at that August 12 meeting that you attended, or concerns,

complaints ?

Let me be more narrow, because we are at that time.

Specifically, did Gregg mention that Rodriguez was concerned

about the guys who were involved in the support operation for

the contras, that those people included Tom Clines and others

who had been associated with Wilson Temple and were a bad

bunch? Did Gregg mention that?

A That was mentioned in one of the two meetings.

Q You were at the meeting with Gregg and Rodriguez?

A Yes. I thought I said that.

Q I am talking about the 12. Was it mentioned at

the 12?

A I think so, but I am not positive, and the reason

I think so was the CIA representative, and I know —

A

A Yes. Expressed some problems with the Cuban-

American community in that interface and that there were bad

characters in certain parts of this that were on the fringes

in supporting the contras and that this was a problem, that

there were bad characters on the fringes.

Q Let's go back to the meeting that was four days

earlier, on the 8th, when Gregg asked you to come down and

hear Rodriguez's complaints. You knew at that time that

'"^^ i ^^jiia^il
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1 Rodriguez was in touch with North on various matters relating

2 to contra support.

3 A I knew from I think the day before, or two days

4 before, whenever Colonel North left, ]ust prior to when that

5 meeting was going to be held, he knew that there was, that

6 Felix Rodriguez was coining into town and that Don Gregg

7 wanted him. Colonel North, to see him together, I think, I am

8 not positive of this. In any case, there was an occasion

9 that the name Felix Rodriguez/Max Gomez was raised in that

10 I think I knew I was going to have to sit in for Ollie at

11 that meeting.

12 So I asked who the hell is Felix Rodriguez? And he

13 gave me a little bit of background.

J4 Q This is Ollie?

15 A Colonel North, yes. About his Vietnam background

15 and that. I think something about having insinuated himself

17 into this support mechanism between the support mechanism to

the contras and^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^J but

19 officially in there, and he was causing problems, something

20 like that.

21 Q Did you understand the support mechanism to be

22 part of Democracy, Inc.?

A Yes.

Q And did Ollie tell you that he had worked to some

extent with Max Gomez/Felix on this support operation? You

iiM:i:\siMhi
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knew Ollie was working with Democracy, Inc. on the operation?

A- Yes.

Q Did Ollie tell you thathe had been giving instruc-

tions to Rodriguez?

A I don't think so. I think it was merely this

reference that Rodriguez had insinuated himself into the

organization and was giving rudder orders, and it was not his

place to do so.

Q But Gregg had wanted North to be in on the meeting

with him and Rodriguez, correct?

A Yes.

Q North couldn't be there, so he sent you?

A Yes.

Q You went?

A Yes.

Q There were the three of you there, Gregg, Rodriguez

and you?

A I am not sure if Sam Watson sat in on that or not.

Q Sam Watson was the Vice President's aid also?

A He worked for Don Gregg.

Q He may have been there, you don't recall?

A He may have been there, or he may have been at the

other one.

Q August 12?

A Yes.
llNl;usSlf!^l]
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Q First of all, what did Rodriguez say to Don Gregg,

or Watson, if he was there, or you about his relations with

North on contra support?

A I am not recalling anything specific.

Q Tell me what you recall about the conversation

generally.

A When we have my notes, it will be better.

MR. KIRK: Off the record.

(Discussion off the record.)

BY MR. BELNICK:

Q We don't have the notes of their part of the group

at the White House, and, Dennis, I don't know if what you

said was on the record, but it is certainly correct, and

I will put it on the record, that Colonel Earl does have

detailed notes. We don't have the notes here to benefit us

or him, and that you have told me that those notes are

detailed, and they may very well be detailed on these meetings

in August.

So what he is giving us today is subject to correc-

tion with those notes. The most you can do is tell us what

you recall. If anything changes when you see the notes, that

is fine, and it will be perfectly understandable. So with

that preface, if that is acceptable to you, Dennis, just tell

us, and then we will get you out of this hot room, what you

recall about the meeting with Gregg and Rodriguez and perhaps
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Watson on August 8, 1986.

A. Rodriguez was relaying his version of the problem

that had arisen, there was some problem between]

land Democracy, Inc., the people providing the

air support to the contras. Rodriguez released it was

Kunderstanding the aircraft belonged to the

contras, whereas they ,^^^^^^^^^^^H and X think the

contras were being told by the Democracy, Inc. people when

their operation terminated, they would be taking the air-

craft.

So there was mutual escalation of threats and

counter-threats between these two parties, and Felix was

asserting that one of his, one of

would have to accompany every flight to make sure they came

back^^^^^^^^^1 so they didn't fly off and never return or

that fees would be charged landing rights for every takeoff

and landing. There was a mess.

There was a charge of air piracy being pursued by

Democracy, Inc. because Felix Rodriguez had appropriated a

Democracy aircraft, unauthorized through the mayor of Miami,

to a in^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H I

hope my notes can sort it out a little better. That is what

I recall.

Q When Felix was saying the Democracy, Inc. was

asserting the plane, belonged to them, who was making the
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assertion, Secord, Dutton, both?

A . I don't know. We'll have to look at my notes.

There may be a point where there's reference to Rafael

somebody who I didn't know, I wasn't sure.

Q It IS late. We don't have your notes.

one other question: When North told you about

Rodr.guez, before he left, did he tell you that he had a

confrontation with Rodriguez two months earlier with Dutton

present about problems with the supply operation?

A Not. that I recall. He may have . I don't recairit

The recollection that I have is that Colonel North didn't

think very highly of —

Q Gomez /Rodriguez?

A Yes.

MR. BELNICK: Before you think the same of me,

thank you for your cooperation. We appreciate it.

= *- c^n n m the deposition in the
(Whereupon, at b:JU p.m., t-i"= t-

above-entitled matter was concluded.)

(iOL.i^\o'^^i^
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PROCEEDINGS
Whereupon

,

ROBERT LAWSON EARL,

called as a witness by counsel for the Senate Select

Committee, having been previously duly sworn, was further

examined and testified as follows:

EXAMINATION ON BEHALF OF THE SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE

BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

Q Good morning. Colonel Earl. This is a

continuation of your deposition pursuant to the orders that

were marked at the last session, and you recognize that you

are still under oath.

A Yes, I do.

Q Bob, I have before me copies of notebooks which we

have received from the White House and I eui told that these

are the notebooks that you produced, copies of notebooks that

you produced in response to our subpoena and the House's

subpoena, and they went to the Independent Counsel and then,

as we discussed the last time, to the White House for review

to delete certain material that the White House considered

irrelevant

.

I have copies here . We have entered into an

understanding with White House Counsel as to the terms and

conditions on which we can use these notebooks at the

deposition with you, and I have discussed it with you off the

TOr ggeitli'Il/CODBWOBP
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racord. But let me just put on the record the relevant

portion of that understanding.

Specifically, you are not to discuss on the record

any extremely sensitive intelligence sources and methods. If

any of my questions, in your judgment, call for the

disclosure of extremely sensitive intelligence sources and

methods or if there is anything in the notes of yours that I

show you that reflects same, please ask to go off the record.

I'll as)c the court reporter to leave, and then we can discuss

what the problem is and make sure that you don't name or cite

any of those extremely sensitive intelligence sources and

methods

.

Also, Bob, please avoid disclosing the names of

any foreign countries where the disclosure might so embarrass

the foreign country involved that it could have an adverse

impact on the foreign relations of the United States. If any

such matter, in your judgment, arises during the course of

this deposition, please ask me to go off the record and again

the court reporter will be asked to leave and you can explain

your concerns to me and we will work something out

appropriately to avoid any such disclosure.

Is that clear?

A Understood.

Q Okay. Let's go right to the notebooks or the

copies of them, and let me ask you first was it your practice

- TOP ODGRCT/GODDWOnD

Ul
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while you were employed on the NSC staff to keep notes on a

regular basis of your activities, conversations, meetings and

so forth?

A Ves.

Q Would you describe to us for the record how you

kept the notes when you made the notes, as a general matter?

You kept them in steno notebooks?

A I kept theo^in some small notebook, wound up with

stenographic notebooks that fit conveniently in the pocket so

I could have it conveniently with me in the office, out of

the office, wherever I was, in order to take notes from a

phone call or a conversation or meeting, because I do not

have a great memory and I need to make notes to myself.

Q Fine. So these notes were contemporaneous with

the events that they recorded?

A Yes.

Q What I'd like to do now is start going through the

notes and asking you in most cases to tell me what they mean

and see what recollection they trigger. You'll notice that

at the bottom of the pages there are handwritten numbers.

I'm pointing to one that's numbered 150. I imagine those are

nuabers which the White House put in, and since we have an

agreement right now, the White House or Independent Counsel,

I don't know who — I take it you didn't put those numbers

on, right?

-. Igo r B eniiTj'OfflBBuawp
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A No.

Q Since part of our agreement that the White House

has asked for is that we will not at this point make copies

of these notes, we'll use the numbers to refer to those pages

and then work out with the White House getting any necessary

copies so that the deposition is understandable.

I'm pointing now to an entry from your notebook

that I believe is the notebook which covers from the

beginning of your work at the NSC Staff in February 1986 into

mid-June, and I'm holding the page numbered 150.

I can't tell what date this was written on. It

seems to be sometime in March, when I look back at page 153.

But the entry says "328-1125 — Rich Miller", then "Room 170?

— Adolfo Calero." Have I read that correctly?

A Yes.

Q Do you recall what that note refers to?

A Ko. It doesn't trigger a specific recollection.

Q Who Is Rich Miller?

A Rich Miller is an individual who would call for

Colonel North or stop by the office to meet with Colonel

North on occasion.

Q Do you know what his role was?

A No. At the time — I have learned a lot since

then, so I have to try and differentiate what I know now as

opposed to what I knew then. I knew that he would consult

. TOP anoncT/GODCwonp-
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with Colonel North and that —
Q L«t na ask this. Did you know that he was

connected with fundraising on behalf of the contras?

A No, I don't think froB the bits and pieces that I

was able to observe, I don't think that I concluded that at

the time. I knew that he was somehow associated with that

area of responsibility of Colonel North, meaning keeping

abreast of contra activities. But I had no specific

knowledge of how he fit into that. *
-,**i

Q Did you learn more about his role prior to the

time or by the time that you left the NSC staff, or is it all

subsec[uent to the disclosures in November 1986?

A Well, most of it is subsequent to November. There

are some things that just by proximity and being there for

nine months that I acquired before that time.

Q Can you give us just a general stei:tement of what

you learned before November of '86 about Miller's role. Rich

Miller's role, that is?

A Well, one specific recollection is of a piece of

paper or a memo that I saw at one point on Colonel North's

desk that dealt with a supposed Saudi businessman who was

offering money for the contras, and it was some sort of a

scam essentially, and Rich Miller and Colonel North had been

fooled, I guess, by this particular individual who was posing

as a wealthy Saudi.

jao> iKeiuiT/copciiTor.D -
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So that's one recollection. There's another one

later that Z think we'll cone to, unless It's redacted, and

aaybe I ought not to mention it to see whether it's redacted

or not.

Q Let's see if we come to it. Is the other

recollection that you have, though, relating to Rich Miller

connected to contras or Iran?

A Yes.

Q Let's go off the record.

(A discussion was held off the record.)

Q Back on the record. The court reporter has

returned. Bob. Would you please now tell us what your other

recollection relating to Rich Miller is as of this moment?

A Well, I have a recollection that somewhere in my

notes, and when we come to it probably more will recur, but

there is a reference to, I think, what is a Swiss bank

account number for Lake Resources that apparently I was asked

to pass to Rich Miller.

Q While we've hit that subject, let me ask you a few

questions about it.

A Wait a minute. I'm not sure if that's right. It

ay have been the other way. It may have been Rich Miller

calling me giving me that data, but there's a reference in

there that has Rich Miller's name and this account number and

stuff. I'm not sure right now which way the information was

TOP gSCMT/COPSWORP '
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passed

.

Q When we get to it, independent of whatever 's in

your notes, however, when did you first hear about the Lake

Resources account; do you remember? Was it around the time

of May?

A Well, I would have guessed after May because there

is that reference in the notes. It clearly was at least in

the May time frame, but I can't recall anything before May.

Q How did you become aware of it?

A It may be this event that is in the notes of

someone, and I'm not sure whether it's Rich Miller giving me

the number or Colonel North giving me the number for him, but

there was a reference to Lake Resources as being an account

that was used for certain purposes. This is a hostage-

related event that I am recalling.

Q Prior to the disclosures in November of 1986, did

you learn who controlled the Lake Resources account?

A I don't think I ever knew for sure, but from

references and bits and pieces my judgment would have been

that it was an account that I would associate with what I

called Democracy, Incorporated. It was in some way an

account that was useful to the private sector people who were

supporting the contras.

Q Did you have an understanding before November 1986

of who had authority over that account — to sign, withdraw,

-TOP SgCnET/GODDHORP '
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gat racords?

A No, that was never clear to ne.

Q Did you have any authority with respect to that

account?

A No.

Q Oo you know if Colonel North had signature

authority?

A No, I do not know.

Q Oo you know if Mr. Secord had such authority?

A I don't think I knew that either.

(Witness conferring with counsel.)

THE WITNESS: That's what I was about to say. I

don't think I knew that, but in the context of the arms

transactions on the Iran operation, CIA would call me to say

that the money had not arrived in their Swiss bank account

and would give me their number to make sure that the number

had been passed directly, and to inquire why the monies had

not shown up. And I would be asked by CIA to confirm that

number with either Secord or North so that it would be passed

on to whomever.

So that I knew General Secord was involved in that

in some way, but it wasn't clear to me that he had signature

authority, but that he was in some way involved.

BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

Q What about Mr. Hakim? Did you know whether he was

TOP OBeHBT/eODDWORD
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involved with the account and, if so, to what extent or in

what capacity?

A I think I knew even less of that. I think I knew

that Hakim was a business partner of Secord and that he would

sometimes be on the other end of the line in the CP that

would be established in whatever capital in Europe that the

negotiations happened to be taking place in. And so that I

knew from those events that h« was part of the party that was

involved in negotiations with the Iranian government

representatives. But right now those are the only two

associations with Hakim that I can recall.

Q Okay, fair enough. Let me take you to another

page in the notes. This one is number 148 in the lower

righthand corner. It seems to be an entry or series of

entries for 22 March 1986. And I'd like you to go down that

and let's take it reference by reference so that everyone can

follow.

It starts at the top. It says "contra

contributions". Does this say "call" or "car"?

A Car.

Q "Car. Rich Miller", and there's a telephone

number, ^^BM^. Then over on the right it says "Kate". I

don't know if it will be easier for you just to look at the

whole thing and just go down.

A I think it's better if I put the page in context

"TOP OECRET/COODWOnD
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and th*n v« can go In detail as you need to.

Q Fine. Why don't you take a look at the whole page

and put it in context?

A The event that this calls to aind, that Z think

this refers to —
Q Meaning the whole page?

A The whole page. Let me say no, I think up to this

line.

Q Right up to the double line above C.A.T.f!

A Well, no, this one does, too.

Q So the whole page generally?

A This one may not. I'm not sure what that one is.

Anyway, most of the page certainly, if not all, refers to, I

think, if I'm placing this to the event that I eun recalling,

and on at least one occasion, but Z think twice, in my tenure

on the NSC staff we would get as a matter of routine from

White House correspondence a form letter that the white House

had to respond to certain inquiries that would be received in

the White House.

This was a form letter that was intended to

respond to someone who wrote to the white House and conveyed

a desire to contribute to the contra cause for humanitarian

purposes and help them. And the form letter had on it at the

bottom, after thanking them for the correspondence and

applauding the sentiments, made reference to at least, I

TOP CECnET/CODEWOnD
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think there were, two agencies that would qualify as

potential sources that the person, if he so chose, could

contribute to.

And it seemed to me from the context in which we

got this, a routine piece of paper with a buck slip on it,

that it was a matter of routine within White House

correspondence to periodically review such form letters, that

they had to make sure that they were up to date. And so

Colonel North was being asked to ensure that the letter was

updated and all the information was correct.

It came to me. I don't know whether Fawn sent it

to me or Colonel North sent it to me. But I was asked to do

the leg work on checking the letter out and I think I asked

Colonel North who would be a good person to check with. I

think I checked with several people — one, the State

Department; two, the CIA; and, three, Richard Miller — to

give them the names of the two organizations that were on the

list to see if they were still in existence and still valid,

whether this was an appropriate thing for White House

correspondence

.

And so this page is listing organizations that

from those various sources were coming in as potential

nominations to be vetted and ensure that there was no problem

with them. And I think by the double circling that I wound

up picking that one, the Nicaraguan Humanitarian Foundation,

TOP OCenCT/eODEWORD
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and Friends of the Americas - yes, that's a one there - as

th« two that went into that version of the letter, that the
others fell out for whatever reasons, or these were the best

candidates to qualify for what that letter was attempting to

respond to.

Q Let me ask you a few specific questions, now that
you see Rich Miller's name on this entry in the context that
you have just described. Do you recall, does that refresh
your recollection as to what you may have known about his
role in respect of contra fundraising at that time in 1986?

A It suggests ~ and I recall — that he was 'in some

way knowledgeable about all these organizations and that he

had some degree of knowledge about this subject.

Q The National Endowment for tihe rrr-amtfltuit uf
Lib«ty is listed in your notes, it says "Spitz Channell

PR." Why did that organization fall out at that time, to use

your expression? H
A I can't recall whether there were specific factors

that were addresssed in conversations with either Rich Miller

or State or CIA people that excluded ones, or the other way

of the two leading candidates coming to the fore.

Q Do you recall to whom you spoke at the State

Department for information about these organizations?

A No, not specifically, but it's likely that I would

have called the Office of Public Diplomacy that was oriented

TOr OCeRBT/OODCWOnD
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toward the Latin American affairs.

Q The notes on page 148 mention also Rob Owen with a

telephone number. Did you know Rob Owen at this time, March

1986?

A I think I did, yes. Yes.

Q And who did you know hin to be in respect of these

natters?

A I knew that ha was a friend of Colonel North and

that he, as with Rich Miller, would call or come in to see

him on occasion. .

Q Did Spitz Channell con* into the (EEfAk* on

occasion at that time?

A Yes.

Q Do you know what his relationship was with Colonel

North?

A No. Again, another person who would call or stop

in for a meeting with Colonel North on occasion.

Q Now I want to span not only March but the period

through the November '86 disclosures. What was your

understanding by November of Rob Owen's role — anything

different than what you just told me?

A Hell, from the context of his coming and going and

phone calls it seemed to me that Rob Owen was frequently in

the region.

Q Central America?
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A Yes. And that he would either have just come from

there or be about to go In relation to his either phone calls

or visits.

Q Were you aware of any of his check cashing

activities on behalf of Colonel North?

A Ko.

Q Did you know that Colonel North had traveler's

checks in the office?

A No.

Q The first you heard zibout it was watching TV

yesterday?

A Yesterday.

Q What about this name — excuse me. Am I correct

that Rob Owen's name is on here because he was also suggested

to you as someone to call to check these organizations or one

or more of the organizations?

A No. The name would be associated with the

director or the leader or the person, the president, the

figurehead, someone to have a name associated with the group

•c that if it did need to be looked into further that you had

a point of contact. For example, Friends of the Americas is

run by a gentleman by the name of Woody Jenkins, and I guess

this group here, the Nicaraguan Development Council —

Q Bosco Madamores and Rob Owen.

A Right, that those were two points of contact. It

TOP 0ECnST/CO0BWOni>-
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•••a* — you know, that's a lata antry, but It's twica. In

soaa way that's assoclatad with tha FDN.

Q Okay. Lat's nova down tha paga. "C.A.T.fJ

DEA." What's this naxt word?
I

A Nags, I think;

Q And then it says^^^^^H Is C.A.T.F. a reference

to tha Central American Task Force of tha CIA?

A I believe so.

Q And then DEA.

A Drug Enforcement Administration, I would assvme.

I'm getting no specific recollection off that, but that's ho«

I would interpret that.

Q So you dqn't recall what thaff anitx^refers to?

A Mo. >-*

Q Were you familiar with tha DEA operation relating

to tha Iran hostages?

A I was aware of one of them. You mayCS^nferring

to tha on* that's been so far in tha Committee, which was in

'85r vtfclb was before my time. But there was one in May when

Z was there that I was involved with, yes.

Q Which we understand to be either a continuation or

augmentation of what began in 1985.

A I assume so, too. I didn'^Nmow of the '85

iteration of it before.

g Why^n 'It yott tell us — or perhaps we should wait
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till w« get to notes about that, and we can take it up then.

A Either way.

Q Okay. Let me move to the next page of the notes

of yours that I marked, and that's page 14 0. Why don't you

take a look at that page? It seems again to be relating to

March 1986.

(Pause.

)

You've had a chance to look at page 140, Bob?

A Um-hun.

Q And I'm Interested in the information throughout

that seems to pertain to Mario Calero and Adolfo Calero.

What recollection do these notes trigger in you?

A Not much. Let me just make a general comment that

most of these are somebody calling up for North and North,

because he was in meetings or out of the country or wherever,

that I would be taking a message for someone. So I^^^dn't

necessarily have to understand it in order to copy it down in

my notebook, that I would at some point get it to Colonel

North and it would make sense to him.

Q Do you know who was asking whether the U.S.

Government had any evidence of Calero misappropriations?

A No, although it's within the brackets on this one,

and this seems to me —
Q You have to read it in because the record won't

show it.

TOP CECnET/OODEWOnD
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A Th« reference to Space A and some dates triggers a

aeaory, and asking the Pentagon triggers a meoory of some

groups that had humanitarian aid that they wanted to get Into

the region, and there was a program — and I forget the name

of the amendment — but there's a program where military

aircraft can be used on a certain basis to fly this material

from the United States to Central America.

And I think this gentlemen, Bennett, either had

done some flights like that or was asking In this case, so

I'm not sure If It's related to that or not.

Q All right. At the bottom of the page you have. It

looks like, $700,000.

A $700,000.

Q "Adolfo also uses this account '°^/^^^^|^^H
^^^^^Vvihat did that reference mean or who gave you that

Information? I'll ask both questions. What did It mean and

who gave it to you?

A I don't know who gave It to me.

Q And you don't Icnow what It means?

A No. This one's triggering a little bit of a

•aory.

Q "Conversion 35 percent on black market"?

A That somebody — that there was some discussion of

this as the way that additional monies had been gotten by

somebody, because of the black market, that It would go Into

-TOP ODCRDT>'eODg1>OnD
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an account and than ba convertad at a different rata. And I

think aithar hara or later there waa aoma discussion that

that waa one of the problama asaoclated with HHAO, the

Nlcaraguan Humanitarian Aaalatanca Office, and that that was

one of the cloalng, tightening of the procedures. That was a

lesson learned from this Iteration with $27 million that was

to be applied In the future to tighten things up.

Q Okay. Fair enough. We'll move to the next page

that I have marked, 139. Take a look at the notes there,

which also appear to be In the March 1986 time period. It

says "Slnglaub to — Steele,^^m^^^^^HHat
Eastern Standard Time, guidance ? Mlka Glmpany runs a

company in Arizona that obtains aircraft. To call Ami." Is

that Mir?

A That's Nlr.

Q "Friction with" —
A "Fixation"

.

Q "Fixation with proportional response."

A Vice something decisive.

Q Instead of something decisive. I take it those

two notes are referring to different things — the Slnglaub

note and the Ami note. Let 'a take the slnglaub note first

which also refers to Steele, and I take that to be a

reference to Colonel Steele.

A Correct

.

TOP CSCRCT/eeDEWORP-
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Q Do you recall what that note was about?

A No, not specifically, although in general it

seemed to me that General Singlaub was calling up on occasion

to try and help, that he was wanting to help the contras in

some way and would frequently call to just let Colonel North

know what he was doing or intending to do, or this seems to

me to fit that in some way. I'm not sure whether it's coming

from General Singlaub or who it's coming from.

It's possible that this was a note that I took

from General Singlaub. Let me read it and see. It doesn't

trigger the specific recollection, but that would be my best

guess — that this was a telephone message that I was to pass

on to Colonel North from General Singlaub. But I'm not

positive.

Q Let's take note two: Call Ami, et cetera —
referring to Nir. Now what's that about?

A Well, that's a note from me to pass to Colonel

North to tell him to call Nir.

Q What does the rest of it mean — "fixation with

proportional response instead of something decisive"?

A What time frame was this?

Q March 1986.

A Again I'm not getting a specific recollection, but

I'm kind of guessing that it pertains to ongoing discussions

of terrorism and responses to terrorism, and that this is a

ijiuii umilUX,i'Ll.HJEIIi.ll>U
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r«f«renc« to different philosophies on response to terrorist

incidents — the Israeli decisive response as opposed to the

U.S. proportional response.

Q This was before you had been briefed into the Iran

comparment?

A This is March? That's correct.

Q Page 138 of your notes, I want to refer to a

couple of things in there — not everything. In about the

middle of the page, underneath Kopp — which I take it is a

reference to Secord —
A Correct.

Underneath Kopp, it says "one month's supply of

codes —^^^^^^^43." Kow is the^^^^^^^Hreferred to

Jim

A

it's Jim

Q

A

I can't remember his first name. If it's Jim,

Let's strike the first name.

It wasn't clear to me whether he was

but one of the two.

Forty-three refers to the KL-43 machine?

Right.

And what does "one month's supply of codes" mean?

On a monthly basis^^^^^^^H office

provide our office with codes for the KL-43.

Q was^^^^^^^|the source of the KL-4 3 machines

\\m hmmn
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originally?

A Yes.

Q How do you know that?

A Originally. I don't know about originally. I

know he was the source of the codes. I know also that if we

had a problem with a machine, that it would break, that we

would call his office and he would replace it. ',

Q And who had told you to deal with him — Colonel

North or somebody else?

A It's not exactly that clear. There are certain

things you acquire Jcnowledge — you acquire by osmosis being

in an office. You walk into the office and there's

[dealing with Fawn and they are doing codes. So no

one told you that. But you can gather what the relationship,

or part of what the relationship is.

Q Did ha come to the office frequently
,f

A No, I wouldn't say frequently.

Q From time to time?
1^

A From time to time.

Q And you as«ociated him with the BL-43 machine?

A Y«». ^
Q Anything else?

A No, I don't think s<^ *; " ~'^"

Q^j^On the same page, 1*8, "fron. Rob Owen, Slnglaub..

met with CMoaandMJfcs'*., et cetera. Does that trigger any

ifOr CCGRCT/OODEWonD
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racollactlon? ^ *

A Not specifically, but it seems to me it's a phone

call from Rob Oven that I'm to pass to Colonel North, thaM

ha, Rob Oven, had met vith Singlaub or that Singlaub had met

vith the Commandants, these tvo Commandants.

Q Of the contras?

A Of the contras.

Q Okay. By the vay, are you familiar vith either or

both of Elizabeth Povell and Elizabeth Thomas? Have you ever

heard those names before?

A No, I don't thinlc so.

Q Let me move on to another pages of your notes,

136, and I'm interested solely in the note at the bottom of

the page, vhich says: "Cliff Smith vith Spitz' office,

extention 4709." Spitz is a reference to Spitz Channell?

A Correct. J

Q Vlho vas Cliff smith? '

A He seems to be someone in Spitz' office, from that

message. I don't knov.

Q Is this a note that indicates Cliff Smith vants to

apeak to North? Is that how you vould read it or remember

it?

A It doesn't trigger the specific recollection. But

if I vere trying to back-brief Colonel North on vhat had

transpired that day I vould say that Cliff Smith from Spitz'

TOP fBCnaT/'eODDWORD
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offlc* called and he's on extension 4709.

Q Page 135 of your notes there's a reference to

Austin with a telephone number, ^^^HJI^^Hb Then it says

Ellen Garwood, then Hood Jenkins, Friends of Americas, with a

telephone number. Did you know who Ellen Garwood was at^this

time? It appears to tMkiApril 1986.

A It's unclear to me whether I knew then or whether

it was later that I know. Sometime in the course of my nine

months there.

Q What did you learn about Ellen Garwood?

A I believe that Ellen Garwood was a contributor to

the contra cause, that she had contributed money.

Q Did you learn how much?

A No.

Q Did you learn for what purpose she was

contributing the funds — that is, what her money was buying?

A No.

Q Did you ever hear what the funds that were raised

from private parties was being used for? Did you know they

ware being used for weapons to some extent?

A That wasn't clear to me.

(Counsel conferring with the witness.)

MR. KIRK: Off the record a second.

(A discussion was held off the record.)

THE WITNESS: I would say it's possible.

COP CEOIUjT/OODCVWnD—
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Q

A

Q

A

Q

office?

A

Q

A

BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

What's possible?

It was for that purpose.

For weapons?

I wouldn't exclude It.

Did you hear any discussion to that effect in the

No.

You just had a view that probably weapons?

I don ' t even toow whether I ' d go that far —
probably as opposed to possible.

Q All right. Let's go to another page in your -^ *

notes,T^b23, which again is in April 1986, apparently, and I'm

interested in the notes that are bracketed at the top that

begin "Rich, Sparkplug". Is that a reference to Calero?

A I've learned that yesterday.

Q You didn't know at the time?

A No.

Q You keep watching the hearings —
A I think I ought to stop because it's confusing my

testiacny.

Q That's right. I think you ought to stop, too.

"Lives in Miami." Then it says: "Cruz?"

A I think that's my own guess, and so I guessed

wrong

.

90P BBCMT/OODCWOnD
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Q You guessed that Sparkplug was Cruz?

A or maybe that's Rich guessing, but that doesn't
Bake sense, i don't know.

Q Leaving that aside ~
A It wasn't clear to me who Sparkplug was.

Q Let me read this entry into the record. "Rich".
Does that mean it's coming to you from Rich Miller?

A I think so, yes.

Q By then did you know who Rich was and what he was
doing. Where he was coming up with information all the time
about contras?

A Let's go off the record for a minute and then we
can put in what is appropriate.

(A discussion was held off the record.)

BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

Q Bob, why don't you put on the record what you just
told me off the record concerning the lack of a formal
briefing of you into the contra comparment?

A I was never formally briefed into the contra

ccpartment, and at this time l an relaying messages.

Q This is April 1986?

A Correct, for Colonel North that don't necessarily
make sense to me. My own categorization of callers would be

that from having seen the way Colonel North would respond to

a message from that person or seeing that he met with him and

r"i^ irrnFT •nnnrirn in 1
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daalt with hla In a cooperative fashion that I would know by

those Indicators that this was a person that Colonel North

trusted or was in the compartment or in some way more

instrumental as opposed to someone that I didn't think was in

that category.

Q Rich Miller was in the former category as someone

who was either in the compartment or at least Colonel North

viewed as helpful or instrumental; correct?

A Yes.

Q So going back to the note on page 123, it says

"Rich", so this is information that apparently is coming from

Rich Miller and that you're going to pass on to Colonel

North, right — as best you can make it out?

A I think so, yes.

Q And it starts off: "Spar]q)lug — lives in Miami.

Cruz?" So that, as we have discussed, is either you or Rich

guessing that Sparkplug is the name for Cruz.

Then it says: "Clear statement that^^^^^^^His

undercutting him."

A That's!

Q

A I think it is.

Q UnderctfRing who?
|

ion in the camps
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wh«n th«y visited.

Now let's stop right there for a moment. What do

those notes mean? Do you know what th« reference te

^^^Hundercutting him" — I guess meaning Sparkplug?

A I believe so, but I'm not positive of that. It

seems to me that the message coning from Rich Miller is that

— I'm drawing a blank as to this quote — who would have

been saying that, whether that's supposed to be a quote of

Sparkplug oi^^^^^^H Again, I may have this backwards.

But in general the recollection that it's

recalling is that there was some difference in the public

diplomacy line between what the State Department was saying

from a public diplomacy posture as opposed to what the FDN

was saying — that this was in some way some feedback of a

nuance or a difference or a problem in the two philosophies

or public diplomacy approaches.

Q Let's go down the same page, 123: "Crile h*fe

tomorrov^*o ISmatone" , and the word "alone" is underscored,

"with Elliott." Is that a reference to Elliott Abrams, as

you recall?

A Yes, I believe it is.

^^^^^^^I^^^^^Hwhat does

(Counsel conferring with the witness.)

A I'm not sure who it's coming from. It may also

still be from Rich, although with the line across I'm not

TOP SECRET/COOEWORP •
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positlv* that whoever is passing along this nessaga — and I

think It's Rich Miller — is alerting Colonel North that Cruz

intended to be in Washington the next day, whatever, the day

after to meet alone with Elliott Abriuns, and I thlnJc whoever

the caller is is speculating that^^^^^^^^^^^^H

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^1 there is a

Q On the part of who?

A I don't know.

Q Abrans?

A I don't know. There was a problem within UNO

about this time, I believe, between the leadership and Cruz

versus Calero versus others, and this may be a reference to

that.

Q That's as best you can recall now, anyway, yes?

A Yes.

Q All right. Let's move on to your notes at page

100, which appears to be notes for the 24th of April 1986,

and here I believe we're looking at notes that to me refer to

the Iran compartment, why don't you take a look at the page

~ thi« is page 100, 24 April 1986 — and once you review the

notes see what you can tell us about what they mean.

(A brief recess was taken.)

BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

Q Colonel Earl, you've had a chance to look at page

100. Can you tell us what the entry for 24 April 1986 is all

TOP CECriBiT/OODBWOnD
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about?

A Yes. This Is about the tine that I was brought

into the compartaent for the Iran operation, because Colonel

North was going to be going to Tehran and needed bac)cup back

in Washington. So this, I think this is the notes of a

meeting that 1 believe was held out at CIA headquarters with

George Cave, Bert Dunn.

Q Who was Bert Dunn?

A Actually I may have already goofed, but anyway —
Q No, the name is on this record.

A Both of those are DDO people, although George was

contract, retired, in fact, all three of them are.B^^^^
Ls also DDO, so they are all potentially under cover.

Covers are blown in these things, I guess, routinely.

Q Well, their names are known, but we'll be

sensitive with them in any event at the public hearings.

Certainly we can take appropriate precautions because we are

sensitive to that whole matter.

What's the substance of the meeting, discussed as

beat you can understand.

A That should have been redacted.

Q The reference to something that should have been

redacted, if that was on the record, is to the name of an

Iranian, which is here and I will take a pencil and put a

circle around it, and certainly if we ask for this page, that

Tor GComj ir/GODEwonD
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naa* could certainly b« reacted froa it, although I can tell

you It does appear on other dociiaents, although I'm not aware

that the name Is public.

In any event, froa looking at the note on 100,

what's the substance of the discussion?

A It's a discussion of the logistics of the HAWK

spare parts that have been requested by the Iranians and the

CIA, working with their counterparts in the Defense

Department, are attempting to fill this order by referring to

part numbers, and the fact that some of the parts that have

been requested by the Iranians there are probleas associated

with it.

For exeunple, they may no longer be made and that

they have to go to a higher level of assembly in order to

satisfy the need for that and you can't buy that specific

part any more.

Q All right. Over on the right, aidway down the

page, it looks as if it says "only $200,000 different". Am I

reading that correctly?

A It says that, yes.

Q Has there discussion of pricing at this meeting,

as best you now recall?

A Yes, and that refers to this problem that I just

started talking about, about either the part is no longer

Bade and you have to go to a higher level of assembly in

TOP CECnBT/COPEWORD -
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ord«r to satisfy It and, tharsfora, thara is an increased

cost associated with buying a bigger part than you really

need in order to get the snaller thing which is now attached

or that certain items aren't even nade any nore and you would

hava to crank up the assembly line and do it. So this, I

think, refers — well, the arrow points to the higher level

of assembly. ^
So I think that's a specific reference to how much

difference there is if w^fill that need by going to the

higher order of assembly. It increases the total cost of the

order by^ $200, 000. '^^ %- *^ >
"^^

" «^

Q Was that fha exteirt of the ^lcin?r^»«cu8«ion\t

this meeting?

A There could well have been other discussions like

that on specific parts or ~
Q Was there any discussion of marking up the price

at that meeting?

A No.

Q You testified last time about the 3.7 factor. Was

thara any discussion of that at this meeting?

A No, Z don't believe so.

Q And as best you now know, the participants were

Gecrga, Bertj^^^^and yourself?

A No. There ware others.

~ ' Q Who? ^^

ifor onGnpp/coPBwonp
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A If this Is the v«etlng I'm recalling out at CIA —
which I think it is, but I'm not positive —

Q Then tell us who you think was there in a«Uition

to those I*ve named.

A Kow wait a minute. I'm starting to confuse

meetings. This may be a different meetings, since I'M».only

put those three names at the top. I'm recalling another

meeting. ^ ^ :, *
fit

Q Tell us about it, notwithstanding the note ftnd -=

knowing that it may be another meetiao^ Tell us..j^$«i^ tB»

meeting you recall .^ . _l'"~
^"^".

MeerivwL out' ^^
A Okay. I'm recalling a m«et£!%;j«Eit at CSTiii about

A A /-
this time tram». -j*-

Q April-Hay '86? -^ .'^' '-^

.

A Yes, at which Cotohel North and I attended for tb«

NSC and CIA rep^sentatives were — it was in Cl»ir George's

office —-~Clair George, Bert Dunn, I believe^^^^^^^^^| I

thinN^^^^^^^^^^and I'm not sure whether George Case was

there or not. I think he was. -^- W^- '

Q What do you recall at that meeting? *"

A Well, it was just a general operations briefing,

if you will, for the upcoming trip to Tehran and how to fill

the request and communications and passports and all the

logistics problems. It was operational discussion on how to

proceed with this approved mission that we were about to

TOP CECnBT/CODEWOnD
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•abark on soDetln* later, It turned out In Hay.

Q Was there discussion of prices at that meeting?

A I don't believe so, although there nay have been

some references to the generic problem of differences between

what the Iranians had rec[uested as opposed to what we could

fill and the incidental pricing implications of that.

Q Bob, moving forward, did there come a time that

you became aware of complaints from the Iranian side of the

prices being charged for the weapons?

A Yes.

Q When did you first hear of such complaints?

A I can't put a date on it, but it was sometime

after May, after the delivery of the first wave of parts, the

sampling, if you will — the pallet or so that went in with

the party — and it may even have been later than that, which

was the subsequent delivery of the rest of the parts. But

certainly after May, sometime between May and, let's say,

October, to put a bound on it at the other end, and I just

right now can't put — although there may be some notes and

references that will nail it down more — that the Iranians

had complained to Ghorbanifar, the channel, that they were

paying through the nose for these parts and that they didn't

understand the markup and why it was so expensive.

And so there was concern on the U.S. side as to

how to deal with that. And at one point the Iranians said

TOP 6Boiu]T/ce Dinfonp
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that they had the parts and their prices on microfiche and

that they were looking at what the so-called U.S. Government

price was and that, therefore, they Icnew what they were

talking about.

Q Do you remember them saying that in light of that

price that they believed that the markup to them was

something like 600 percent?

A I don't recall the specific reference of how much

higher, but certainly it was significant — a several-fold

increase that they complained eUsout. Anyway, that led — it

was always uncertain on our side how much of that was just

negotiating posturing on their part to be complaining and how

much was legit as to how serious their reservations were

about the actual prices.

But it resulted that we asked for these microfiche

that they claimed to be referring to, and, although it took a

long time, eventually that was provided through Nir, and we

got those and CIA analyzed then.

Q And what conclusion did CIA reach?

A Hell, I'm not sure. I never got the feedback

directly, but whatever they had seemed to be legitimate, that

in some way they were getting perhaps contractor information,

the cost of manufacture, if you will, in some way on some

sort of microfiche. There were 40-some microfiche that were

eventually forwarded to us.

Tor oceRBTy
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Th« solution to the problem that was worked out

was to explain to the Iranians that there were many levels of

pricing in the same way that MAC, the Military Airlift

Command, charges different rates for different passengers.

If I were to travel on MAC as a military officer, there would

be a certain rate per DOD. If you were to travel as a U.S.

Government employee but not DOd, you would pay a higher

price. Or, if a civilian were to be evacuated from an area

on a MAC aircraft and have to subsequently reimburse the

government, that would be a still higher price that he would

have to pay for the same seat In the same aircraft.

So there were layers of pricing involved. In the

same manner, there are layers of pricing that the U.S.

Government gives for prices. The U.S. Army pays a certain

price for a TOW missile part. Another country under FMS

would pay a higher price, and a country that was buying it

not only FMS would get a third price higher, or a commercial

transaction direct, not being through the government, would

be even higher.

So that there were all kinds of prices that were

possible and that's enough.

Q All right. Who was involved on the U.S. side in

this issue?

A Colonel North.

Q You?

-4ior ODGRPT/OODCWOnD
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A Wall, I was.

Q Who from the CIA?

A Wall, w* delivered the alcroflche when we got them

toHHHm^^^^so he took thea back and had then analyzed.

So hie division or the group of people, since it was a

compartmented program, within his division that were dealing

with this problem, these folks.

Q That's Cave, Dunn and

A And^^^^^^^^Hwere certainly aware of this issue

raised on the Iranian side and how ve were going to respond.

Q Was there any consideration of going back to them

with lower prices?

A Ko, X don't think so.

Q Why not?

A It just wasn't.

Q It was no surprise to the CIA that these prices

were coiMiderably higher than what they vitre paying to DOO,

was it?

A Didn't seem to be.

TOP CBCBOT/gQDTOOHfr-
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Z •xplaln«d, which eventually, as I recall, was the solution

that Bade this thing go away, was an explanation of different

layers of pricing on FMS and so forth and they didn't qualify

for the cheapest price.

-TOP ODGRPT/CODEWORD
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Q But one option that was not considered was

lowering the price to then?

A Not that I'n aware of.

Q Did anyone express the concern that by keeping the

price high In the light of the Iranian complaints the

operation was being jeopardized?

A Not really. The only other source that the

Iranians could have would be through black market, where the

markups would be much, much higher, and some of the materials

that we were providing probably weren't available on the

black market. So it was take it from us or not at all.

(Counsel conferring with the witness.)

Q As I understand from your testimony and others,

the purpose of the arms part of this transaction was as a

demonstration of good faith on our side, which it was hoped

would on the long range lead to a strategic objective of the

opening to Iran, correct, and in the near term would result

in the release of the hostages? Am I generally correct?

That was the purpose of selling arms, right?

A There were a variety of purposes and objectives.

Q Then let me ask it in a non-leading way. What did

you understand to be the purposes and objectives of the arms

sales to Iran?

A Well, from my first briefing into the program, the

terms of reference figured significantly, which had been

-TOP ODGHPT/OODIilWOnD
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drafted by Teicher and a State Department guy that was on the

HSC staff whose name I can't recall at the moment. And the

strategic value of the opening of this dialogue was clearly a

part of this whole evolution and it was always discussed that

the ongoing hostage situation in Lebanon, even though it

didn't involve Iran per se but because of Iran's degree of

influence over the believed hostage-holders, that we from our

side, the U.S. Government, viewed this as an obstacle to

bettering relations with the Iran government.

And because of the geographic location and the

Soviet menace on the northern border and the Iran-Iraq war,

all these other geopolitical concerns, that the hostage

situation was viewed as an obstacle to getting on and doing

things that were in our mutual interest and improving the

relationship. So really the answer to your question is yes.

I mean, it wasn't leading. It's the way I believed.

In other words, I've read a lot about, in the

press, speculation that the strategic dialogue was just a

cover or a justification after the fact to cover what was

really just a straight arms-for-hostages deal, and from the

inside I never viewed it as that.

Q Well, that's what I was saying.

A It was certainly a part of this whole evolution.

Q Where were two, and I've referred to them as the

long-term or strategic, what you call the geopolitical,

-TOP ODGIUjT/OOPBWOnD —
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objective, and then, in the near term, the release of the

hostages, which was interfering with all kinds of relations.

Correct?

A Yes.

Q And on our side the arms would come aimed at

achieving those two purposes — the opening of the dialogue

and the release of the hostages — and indeed on the other

side the release of the hostages would be their contribution

towards easing that obstacle that kept us from one another;

correct?

A Yes.

Q Given those objectives and given the geopolitical

objective, once the Iranians started to complain about the

price, didn't anybody say perhaps the pricing is interfering

with the geopolitical objective? Instead of the arms now

being a way to open a dialogue, we're in an argument; maybe

we should lower the price.

A I don't recall any conversations on that. And,

like I say, it was felt that this was posturing on the part

of the Iranians just to complain because by their nature they

complain that, looking at any alternative source, if any, for

what they were getting that they were not getting a bad deal

and that this was not a serious obstacle to the relationship.

Q Let me just try one more. I understand what

you're saying. But if the objective, if the overall
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obj«ctlv« la to op«n a dialogue and now tha mechanisa that's

b««n aalacted is opening an argument, wasn't there any

concern that the pricing had becone counter-productive and i|

was counter to the objective of getting involved with the

ame sale in the first place? You weren't selling ans to

sake a profit, as I understand it, right? That wasn't the

reason for getting involved with the arms sales to Iran, as

far as you knew?

A No.

Q If that wasn't the objective, then why not lower

the price? I'm just asking.

A You're not involved in the process. You're

looking from the outside and making what I certainly

understand is a reasonable question on your part. "But it

doesn't track to me. It doesn't make sense. I don't have

the same intellectual question or hangup because my own

perception of the relationship, from what little I gathered

by observing it from the bits and pieces that I saw — andH

didn't have a full appreciation, but I think I had a better

one than yours from looking out.

This was very much a^^^^^^^^Htrading

negotiation and each side bluffing and counter-bluffing, and

Ghorbanifar bluffing both sides, and never being able to

believe. It was a dance of artful negotiation and it was

TOr ODOnnT/OODDOORP
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inconcivabl., it would ..« to .., that from a negotiating
po.tur. that you could go back to th.» after having stated a
certain price and then say oh, well, we goofed and it's
lower. I mean, they would have run with that. You would
have given the inch that they would take a nile with.

^^^^^^^That'e not the way to deal with Iraniar

^^^^^^^^Hit seems to

Q Looking at it on the other end, was there any
consideration of the kind I have asked about given when the
price was set in the first place?

A I don't know. I'm extrapolating a little from
later knowledge, like you said, about the 3.7. i didn't know

about the 3.7 at this time.

Q In April 1986?

A I don't think, i think I acquired it later. I

think it was after the delivery of the 500, when we then had

the Iranians coming back, saying, developing a list of

complaints with the delivery of the 239 spare parts, that

certain ones didn't work. They had asked for a certain

quantity, say four of an item, and only three were supposedly

delivered. Where's the fourth?

So there began to develop a new list of things

that they from their side felt that we owed them based on the

original transaction, and we had to then develop compatible

pricing from ;^hat which had occurred before. And that's
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vh«ra I think I first became aware of the 3.7 factor.

Q Talking again about the period where there were

the complaints, did you hear any discussion on the U.S. side

in connection with that issue of the need to make sure that

funds were available for the contras in connection with the

price negotiations that were then in progress? Has that area

discussed?

A These meetings?

Q Not the meeting in April but we have sort of

jumped to the period between May to October, which you've

described as the period during which you became aware of

complaints by the Iranians about the prices. We've talked

about the microfiche and had a dialogue about the concerns on

the U.S. side.

A Right.

Q In connection with any of those discussions did

you hear contra needs discussed?

A Well, Colonel Noxrth had told me at some point —
and I don't know when; I think it was in this early time

frame — that part of the Ayatollah's money was going to help

the contras, and so there was a reference to that that he

made to me, I think just one-on-one, and that that was one of

the boxes within a box.

Q And that was one of the factors, as you understood

it, that influenced the price?

-TOP oDonij iii/capBvionD
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A Clearly I don't think I really correlated it

explicitly in my ovm sind that way, but clearly it was.

Q Was General Secord, to your knowledge, involved iri

the discussions May to October 2ibout the price complaints?

A Well, I don't have a specific recollection. I

can't recall him contributing to that in some way explicitly.

But in general General Secord was involved with these

negotiations with the Iranians, so it seems inconceivable to

me that he was not also contributing.

Q But you didn't have a direct )cnowledge of it?

A I can't recall one right now, but I may later.

It's inconceivable to me that he was not involved on that.

Q Once you were briefed into the Iranian compartment

and then in the months after, what was your understanding of

Secord 's role?

A Well, I would say that General Secord was a person

in the private sector who had an organization that was able

to got things done when elements of the U.S. bureaucracy were

unable to do so.

Q Did you understand whether his organization was

making a profit, making money on his participation?

A I didn't know that explicitly. My feeling at the

time would be — was that it seemed to me some of that which

I saw occurring, such as the rental of a Lear jet to bring

certain people and the return of a hostage to Weisbaden was

TOP ononriT>'eoDEwoRP
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financed by this private sector organization, so those sort

of expenses, It seened to oe, were probably coning from that

pot, but that's speculation on my part. I didn't know that.

Q Leaving speculation aside, did Colonel North ever

tell you whether the private organization that was assisting

here was being compensated in some way, a commission, profit?

A No, I don't think so.

Q He never discussed that with you?

A No.

Q Let's go to page 98 of your notes, and this

appears to be a discussion on, it looks like, April 2S or

thereabouts, with^^^^^^^Halso about the forthcoming

delivery to Tehran; am I correct?

A What's the date again?

Q I think it's April 25, judging by the date on page

99. There is no date on 98.

A Yes. This would be similar. It's probably a

follow-up discussion.

Q To the one on April 24, page 100?

A That he was calling me with some further

information that they didn't have back then.

Q For example, 209 Instead of 206 are now available

and so forth?

A Correct.

Q This pricing at the bottom, it says "$ figure with
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241, U.S. Any, $4,286,573.72; CIA, $4,103,819.64." What do

thoa* nuobcrs refer to, as you now recall?

A Okay. This Is^^^^^^Hpasslng to me that the

U.S. Army had calculated the total cost. Including the price

with part number 241, which was not on the sheet that the

Iranians had given us, and this refers to 241 being one of

those combined into a higher assembly of two other parts.

But, anyway, including that contentious part it would cost

that much. And the CIA's costing-out of that same collection

of parts was this amount.

And I think that's the difference between the two.

Q So the difference is recorded as $165,416. That's

about right, isn't it?

A Um-hum, was because of their differing

calculations on part number 241.

Q Okay. Let's see. Page 97. Is that an additional

reference to the arms shipment to Iran, the HAWK shipment, or

am I reading something else?

A Yes. Continuing discussions of part numbers.

Q Now on the same page near the bottom it says:

"not" —
A "Not provided" or "not being provided".

Q And there's a string of numbers and then

"partial".

A Part numbers.

—

i
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Q These are all part numbers? Okay.

A And then "partial shipment".

Q Let's move along to page 91, and I believe this

page Is referring to the Iran compartment and I'd like you to

tell us what the entries on that page are about. Maybe we

can first establish some nzunes. The notes refer to Abe. Is

that a code name for Hakim?

A Yes, although I think in the time freune that I was

writing this, which is —
Q April, I believe — April-May 1986. Let me look

at the nearest note that has a date.

A It's that general time frame. I didn't know that,

because X subsequently wrote in — and I don't know when, but

sometime later — that I learned who that was, but at the

time I wrote this note I did not know who Abe was.

Q Sam. Is that George Cave?

A Yes.

Q Adam. Who was Adam?

A Adam is Nir.

Q And Merchant is Ghorbanifar?

A Correct. 0-N, Oliver Korth.

Q Yes, that I understand. Why don't you tell us

what that is?

A Let me just read the whole thing and get it in

context, that will make the explanation a little more clear.

- TOP ocenDT/ooDnwoRP •
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Q Fln«.

(Pause.

)

A If ve want to spend more time, Z could probably

figure It all out, but let me just give a general at this

point. This is — and I'm not sure who is offering up this

option, but because of some problem that arose — and that's

the historic relationship of this whole thing, is just a

series of problems — some snafu, some problem, and this is

somebody's option on how to solve it with Abe, Hakim, to call

that person, that Iranian official whose name we won't

divulge yet, introduce George Cave to him on the phone to

talk.

And that —
Q That Nir would pass the suggestion to Ghorbanifar?

A Correct

.

Q So this is a proposal to solve a problem they had.

Anything else? That's what it's about?

A Yes.

Q Nov let me go down on the page. Can we go off the

record for a second?

(A discussion was held off the record.)

Q It says "Merchant to deposit dollars on Monday".

That's Ghorbanifar depositing what money — from his Iranian

A However he acquired it, if we ever find that out.

-TOP aEGRnT/'eODDWORD
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Q Now "George worried, we're so dependent on Ghorba

to bring unnamed Iranian out". What does that mean to you,

"George worried we're so dependent on Ghorba," ot cetera?

A That's a concern that a lot of us had, all of us

had, I think, and just George Cave expressing it explicitly

on this occasion, that the channel was so dependent on

Ghorbanifar.

Q Did you hear discussions after you became familiar

with the compartment that Ghorbanifar had never met a

polygraph he didn't flunk?

A Much later I learned that, very late in the game,

like October or September, that there were bum notices put

out on Ghorbanifar by the CIA. So I didn't know that then,

but my recollection is even up here everyone distrusted

Ghorbanifar, that you couldn't tell whether he was telling

the truth or not.

Everyone recognized that Ghorbanifar was

untrustworthy, that he was making up stuff and looking out

for his own interests, which were probably to make an

enormous profit^ but that it was the only channel available,

that at least it worked, that it was able through him to get

to th« Iranian leadership — these pragmatists or people we

were dealing with that were willing to talk about this and

seemed to want to have a more balanced relationship with the

United States.
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So it was not because everybody liked Ghorbanifar

or trusted him, but for lack of any other alternative, which

is what led to this pressure for search for a second channel

to get Ghorbanifar out of the loop so we could deal one on

one with the pragnatists in Iran that we wanted to deal with.

But because it worked, there was always a germ of

truth in some of the things that Ghorbanifar said, so you

could get intelligence value from some of what he gave you.

It took enormous analysis and vetting to separate the wheat

from the chaff.

Q In terms of some recent famous words, he wasn't

the most despicable man anybody had ever met.

A Yes.

Q Let's see if we can do a few more before we break.

Off the record.

(A discussion was held off the record.)

Q He'll take this one and then we will break. Page

85. We've passed page 89 and done that off the record, and

we're not interested in putting that on the record. So now

we're at page 85. I'm looking at the portion of the note

which reads: "Casey. Yes, he supports current."

A "He supports the current."

Q What does that mean?

A It's incomplete. He supports the current I don't

know.

i)
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Q Wall, you sea down on th« pag* also there's a

group of initials. It says "Roger on instructions. Yes, the

DCI supports the current plan/op."

A Operation. Let me read the whole thing.

(Pause.)

Q It appears to be an entry, based on the date at

page 84, or at page 86, rather, of May 5, '86. Does it refer

to the DEA operation at all?

A That's a possibility. I'm not sure.

Q If you look at the note at the top of the page **$l

Billion".

A For one alive, per live hostage, yes.

Then says^^^^^^^^^^l who believe is a

DEA agent.

A Correct.

Q And if this is going to start a long discussion,

we may want to do it when you come back, because I Icnow your

la%ryer has to go to an important appointment.

A Hell, it's not ringing any bells. This is clearly

a message that I'm to pass, a message from North for Admiral

Poindexter.

Q That's what all those initials mean?

A The following message from Colonel Korth for

Admiral Poindexter, "Roger on instruction. Yes, the DCI

supports the current plan/operation"

.

. TOP SEOnCT/'GODEWORD
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Q Now that's a message Korth wants you to give to

Polndexter?

A Correct

.

Q And does it refer to the DEA operation?

A I'm not sure. Certainly there's a reference to

that on the top of the page, but it doesn't necessarily mean

by the time we get down to here that the two references are

to the same thing, that it's still the same, and I'm drawing

a blank as to whether it is the same thing or something

different.

Q Do you have an itfdip«ndfiit recollection, and we're

going to talk about the DEA operation this afternoon — do

you have an independent recollection of whether the DCI did

support that operation?

A I don't have a recollection of that. I don't know

whether the DCI supported that or even knew about it, from my

knowledge.

Off the record.

(A discussion was held off the record.)

MR. BELNICK: On the record. We're going to break

now. We will resume at 2:00 p.m. Thank you.

(Whereupon, at 11:28 a.m., the taking of the

instant deposition recessed, to reconvene at 2:00 p.m., the

same day.)
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AFTESKOON SESSION

(2:10 p.m.)

Whereupon,

ROBERT LAWSON EARL,

the witness herein, having been previously duly sworn, was

further examined and testified as follows:

EXAMINATION ON BEHALF OF THE SENATE COMMITTEE ~ RESUMED

BY MR. BELNICK:

Q Good afternoon. Colonel.

Now we're on page 83 of your notes for the same

period, and I think page 83 Is still in May of 1986, from the

context it appears to be.

A We're going baclcwards? Oh, we are going

backwards.

Q We've been coming backwards from the back because

that's how they're ordered. It's to confuse the enemy, and

me.

Page 83, which appears, as I said, to still be in

7 May 1986, I'm Interested in the note that starts "Elliott".

Then it looks as if it says "R-squared" and there's a line —
"new mad scheme." What does that refer to? Who is R-

squared?

A I'm not getting a distinct memory, but my guess is

that it's Ronald Reagan.

Q Does Elliott refer to Elliott Abrams?

^TOV CCGnCT/OODinWRD L^;!V^23
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I think. That's th« only Elliott that i know.

KR. LEOK; How about Ben Elliott, the speech

writer?

THE WITNESS: Possibly. I knew him but never

really — well, on speeches, but I doubt it. You're right;

it's possible, but I don't think so.

BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuaing)

Q But take a look at the whole note and see if your

neaory is at least refreshed as to what it means.

A Those two relate.

Q Hell, tell se what you recall eU3out it.

A Okay. This is from — that looks like my

handwriting, although it looks like a different time than

when I wrote this. But anyway it looks to be a note from

Colonel North.

Q That Ghorba called?

A The merchant called. The merchant's in room 926,

and I think at the hotel, the Churchill Hotel in Portland

Square in London. Talks begin,

^^^^^^^^^^^^^and Nir him.

Q Had called Ghorbanifar?

A Had called Ghorbanifar. And this is the room

number where ha is.

f^ Q Rooia(j728) indicates where Adam was?

A Correct.

TOP CCCItET/CODEWOnD
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Q Then there's a thing that says "ON, order 508 TOWs

for Israel."

A j^^H
Is that^

I assume.

Allen?

This would be Charlie Allen. And this is again

for doing that, that that was a route.

Q He'll ignore the Allen comment, but ^^^H order

508 TOWs for Israel", is that^^Htelling you that he's

ordered 508 TOWs for Israel? Do you recall the question

being raised around this time of replacing the Israeli TOWs

which had been shipped to Iran in August and September of

1985, roughly, if not exactly, 508 TOWs?

A I don't have a specific recollection on when we

paid those back ultimately. I Icnow it was way long after the

original. That was one of the bones of contention from the

Israelis, that we didn't pay it back as quickly as they would

have liked.

So that in some way refers to that, but I'm not

sure from this whether it's coning from^^Hor I'm to tell

^^Hthat or what.

Q Let's go back, then, to the reference we started

-JTOr OCGRCT/^CODgWeRP
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out vith on th« pag*: "Elliott, R-squared, new mad scheme."

Any racollectlon today of what that means? If you don't

recall, you don't recall.

A I'm getting nothing from that one.

Q Does anything else on the page either help you

with that or refer to the matters we've been talking about?

For the record, I'm going to draw a red line, a red circle

around the comment attributed to Allen here and some other

material which I will suggest be redacted.

A I agree.

Q In the event that we request this page to be

declassified. And that's on page 83 that I drew those red

circles. Let's move on, if you can't recall.

A There's a possibility. Something just clicked,

and this may be it. This may be where he was at the time.

Q Where Elliott Abrams was?

A Yeah.

Q At the Intercontinental?

A Yeah, with that number. Because what I just

remembered was there was a time when Colonel North was

traveling on one of his trips where he said he saw Elliott at

an airport somewhere, and Elliott had not seen him. He made

that comment in passing — that his tradecraft, if you will,

of observing was better than Elliott's. So Elliott had

missed seeing Colonel North.
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So this nay hav* b«an thla tina frama, whan thay

vara both abroad aeparataly, but for aoma reaaon ona waa

trying to gat tha othar and that wa vara a clearing housa for

exchanging phona numbara and rooa nunbara in hotels. That's

juat a gueaa.

Q But the reference to R-squared, "new nad schene"

meana nothing to you now?

A Ko.

Q Let* a nova on. Okay. Tha next page I have marked

ia page 82 of your notea. which reads; "Falix,^^^^^^^^H

to Miami^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H" at

reference to Felix Rodriguez?

A Yes.

Q ^^^^^^^^^^H Is that^^^^^^^Hfrom the

American country^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H as

recall?

A I'B not getting a specific recollection of this,

but probably because it relates, it seems to relate to

something else that I recall — what we talked about before,

tha two maatings.

Q Thia is May 7, which is months earlier than the

August Beatings you discussed at tha last session of your

deposition.

MR. LEOH: Hera on tha May 8 calendar for North it

shows an Israeli general arriving, Thursday, May 8, the next

TOP aBcnPT/eepinronD
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day.

MR. BELNICK: I don't think that's the same

BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

Q What do you recall about the note?

A Nothing specific. It seems to be a message from

Felix that I assume, although I don't recall specifically,

that I assume I was to be passing to Colonel North.

Q Okay. Let's move along. The next page that

interested me was page 78 of your notes, which I believe is

still in the same May 7, 8, 9, 10, something like that, time

period of 1986. Why don't you look at that?

A The whole page?

Q I think the whole page for the most part, insofar

as it pertains to what we are interested in. It refers to

the same subject, seems to be referring to the Iran arms

shipment, replacement of Israeli TOWs and so forth. But I'd

like to know —
A Do you want me to indicate —
Q And Colonel North is also going to draw some

circles in red on things.

A Colonel North is?

Q Colonel Earl, things that he thinks ought to be

redacted from page 78.

(A discussion was held off the record.)

TOf gCGnCT/OODDIJOnD -
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A In answer to your question, yes, it is a

continuation of similar previous pages we were talking about

on Iran arms.

Q There's numbers here about expenses. Where were

you getting these price figures from? Are they coming to you

from Nir?
^^^

A No, I don't think so. I think it c*ould be coming

from CIA, from the logistics people.

Q Expenses for what? There are expenses listed here

totaling $3.8 million, $3.2 million, and then another big

number.

A What's the date OR^ this again

Q I think it's about May 7-8, 1986, is my best guess

based on the surrounding pages.

A Well, here's an example. This number here, the S3

million, $3.2 million is an example of an expense, if you

will, which includes the cost of the Israeli TOWs and the

transportation and packing cost of moving those TOWs within

the United States and en route to Israel.

Q And this is an expense that would be borne by

whoa?

A They'd be added to the price ultimately that the

Ayatollah would pay. I mean, he paid for the train delivery

to^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H
Q So the idea was to put, among other things, to put

TOP CECrUST/eeDEHORP -
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enough Into the price to the Iranians to enable you to cover

the expenses of replacing the Israeli weapons, In effect?

A Yeah.

Q In addition to whatever other markups there were,

correct?

A Yeah. I hadn't really thought of It In those

terms till you phrased it that way, but this suggests to me

that. Let me just caveat this by saying that this was my

first introduction to this whole thing and so these didn't

make sense to me at the time, and I had never really, until

you just mentioned it, realized that that's what was going on

here. I was just copying numbers down that I got from

somebody and having then available if needed.

And at times Colonel North would look for

something in the records that I kept, knowing that I kept

notes, but they didn't necessaarily make sense to me. So

yes, I agree with what you say, although that's based on ex

post facto knowledge. I didn't know that at the time.

Q Let me go to the next page of your notes, 77.

What I'm interested in is the note at the top, which seems to

say "lath ON to" —
A I think the Naval War College.

Q ^^^^^^^^^WCL-43, two What did that

mean?

A I think they're unrelated. The first one is that

TOP ODCIUiT/GODSWOnD—
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Colonel North had a plan to go brief, give a speech, or

something at the Mava l War College.

Then the^^^^^^^Hreference?

A ^^^^^^^^Hthat we were to ask him for two more

KL-4 3S because others were broken or needed replacement or

they needed two more; I don't know.

Q Now we move to page 76 of your notes. May 9, 1986,

and this looks like planning for the upcoming Tehran mission,

that is, things to say to the Iranians and so forth; is that

correct?

A Correct.

Q What does this mean: "Israelis want to be there,

offered two 707s. Israelis provide some degree of plausible

deniability"? What did those two lines mean? Let's take the

first one: "Israelis want to be there, offered two 707s."

A I read that without specific recollection, but the

way I read that, interpret that, now is that it meant that

the Israelis wanted to be part of this, that the option of

just the U.S. going in was not preferred by them, that they

would prefer to have an Israeli as part of this, that this

was a joint venture of sorts, they were a major player, and

they wanted to be there to participate, as, of course, it

turned out, with Nir attending.

They offered two 707s in this, at least one of

which — and maybe two, I'm not sure — were subsequently

TOP OEGRCT/CODEWOnD --
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us«d.

Q Now the line: "Israelis provide some degree of

plausible denlablllty". What did that mean? Who said It?

A Well, see, I don't Icnow who said It. As far as

what It meant, It was a suggestion that cover was a consuming

concern of this whole enterprise, to protect the cover of

this thing, and to the extent that we were dealing with a lot

of people In various countries and Ghorbanlfar, dealing with

all kinds of people, that the circle of knowledge of parts of

this was ever-expanding and of operational security concern.

And there was always a need for cover to explain

that which people could see, so that the covert operation

(ouild not be blown by the press or somebody else stumbling

onto something and not having a plausible explanation to make

It go away, as happened in the past, prior to November, when

I think there were some references in the press — I think it

was Jack Anderson — to an Iranian connection on hostages and

those things came and went.

Q This would enable who to deny what — the United

States to deny that it had any role in the arms that were

going to Iran?

A Well, in the context of coming right after the

7078, It suggests to me that if the movement of aircraft to

Tehran were picked up because of the necessity to file a

flight plan in certain portions of it, that the fact that it

(Pe> DDOnCT/GODEWeRD
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was Israeli would help provide protection of the operation,

that it didn't automatically point the finger that the United

States was doing this. Sure.

Q Was plausible deniability a term that you

associated with anyone in particular?

A It's a term of art that I'm very familiar with

from my days at the CIA. It's a general mode of operation in

establishing covert operations.

Q It's a CIA term, though, isn't it?

A Oh, definitely. If you set up a cover, if you

have a covert operation, unless everything that you do will

be seen by no one, ^hen what's the difference of doing

nothing, then? You have to do something that somebody can

see. you have to have an explanation for what you're doing

that does not give away that which you are attempting to keep

secret.

Q Let me ask you a question. There are references

on page 76 and others to the false passports, and we're aware

thati^^^^Bpassports were used on this mission to Tehran;

correct?

A Correct.

Q Was any thought given to the danger that that use

of false passports may have exposed the participants to in

terms of their possibly being arrested on a legitimate charge

in Tehran, which is not unknown to have taken captives from

TOP OEOnST/COOEWOnD—
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tia* to time?

A I'm not sure of the antecedents that led up to

that decision. I assumed that that was because that was

being requested by the Iranians, but I'm not positive of

that, that they had wanted us to come, that this was coming

again through Ghorbanifar, so you don't know who is making u]

what.

Q Precisely.

A But I don't know who asked for it and how it was

decided and blessed, but by the time I got to deal with it i'

was already a decision. And here the only discussion is

whether to go^^^^^^^^^^^|that there was an established

need for foreign documentation.

Q But whoever asked for it, you didn't hear any

discussion to the extent you were involved as to the risk of

using a false passport and exposing the carriers of those

passports to arrest?

A No, not on that -one per se. There was concern

with the fact that they could have been taken hostage, and

there was concern that all kinds of things could have gone

trrong with the mission that would have led to the cover being

blown. For example, we even in the operation order had

contingency press guidance developed for those sorts of

circumstances, if the party was taken captive in Tehran, what

would we say with Bud McFarlane there being held prisoner.

iJCP iDOnaT/OOODWORD
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Q That's why I was going to ask you what "plausible

dsniedDility" meant in this context. You were going to have

the former National Security Advisor and Oliver North in

these airplanes. Did people think it would be plausible to

deny that they were Oliver North and Bud McFarlane or was

there another theory?

A There are different scenarios of what is exposed

and how you react to it. That is certainly the worst case,

where the people that we were trusting to go and speak as

emissaries would jeopardize all that by blowing it and taking

them prisoner. That was the worst case, and there's only so

much you can do in that circumstance, but that would be for

something less than that, it seems to me, that the other

party in this dialogue had just turned 180.

Q Page 75 seems to be further discussion of the

plans for the Tehran mission; am I correct?

A Yes.

Q And it says here: "Gifts okay. Replica of Colt

.45s." Whose idea was the gifts; do you remember?

A No, not specifically. It occurred in one of the

briefings and conversations. It may have been George Cave,

someone who knew Iranians pretty well, made the protocol

point that whenever a visiting delegation would come to

discuss important things that there would be a symbolic

exchange of gifts, and that we would expect that from their

Tnr nnnnnfij'rnnTTTTiiig
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id« and what would we do on our aid*.

And that led to a discussion that they liked hand

guns and so these .45s were acc[uired and taken, but I don't

think they were given.

Q Hopefully not loaded.

(Laughter.)

Page 75 of the notes also contains this entry:

"When brief Weinberger, Casey, Shultz, et cetera, what if

they can't deliver." Explain those two lines to me.

A They are unrelated.

Q Give me the first one: "When brief Weinberger,

Casey, Shultz".

A This is raising the question of when are they to

be briefed on all the timing and so forth.

Q Who raised that question?

A Well, I haven't figured out from this whole thing

where it's coming from. That's why I was looking back on

what day of the week is this, because I had looked back and

seen this reference to Saturday a.m. meeting, so if it were a

Saturday it would have tracked.

MR. LEON: There was a meeting the 9th.

BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

Q Friday, May 9, according to Colonel North's

calender, which Rich is pointing out there is a meeting that

North has listed with Clair George an^^^^^^^H Cave and

^--.^^.-.^.^"£
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A That must be It.

Q Then later In the day, that same Friday, May 9,

there is an entry on North's calendar that says Bob Earl,

4:15.

A No. That was unrelated.

Q So looking at the earlier one?

A Yes. The reason I was thrown off was this

reference to the Saturday a.m. meeting, so I'm looking for a

Saturday, but it must have been rescheduled up a day to

Friday. So this is the Friday meeting, what I previously

described to you went around the room and said all the people

there.

So this is a significant operational meeting of

all the players in planning for this operation. And this was

kind of stream of consciousness, recollection, so I don't

know who said what. But it was discussed at some point in

the meeting.

Q Do you recall it being discussed that the

Secretary of State did not know anything about this operation

at that time?

A No. It doesn't necessarily mean that. He could

have known of previous iterations or whatever. But the

details of the Tehran trip by Bud McFarlane is the way I

Interpret that, when to brief them on this specific part of

TOP CECTCT/eODCWOnD
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th« operation.

Q So would It b« fair to say that as of that tlna.

May 9, 1986, you did not know whathar tha Sacratary of Stata

knaw about tha nlsslon or not; corract?

A Corract.

Q Tha Sana with raspact to Hainbargar?

A Hall, again it would ba corract to say that I

don't know to my dlract knowladga. I would circuastantially

baliava it fairly likaly that ha knaw at that point bacausa

wa had to gat his approval to buy tha waapons in tha first

placa and through that channal, through tha CIA to DOD, it

had to ba approvad by him.

Q But again you ara making that on tho basis of an

infarenca. You didn't know ona way or tha othor, corract?

A Corract

.

Q DC! Casay, though, you undarstood was awara of

this oparation?

A Yas.

Q Paga 74 looks lika mora of tha sama, mora

additional planning for tha mission, am Z correct, probably

coming out of that sama maating?

A Yas.

Q Now lat's look at paga 71 and I'd lika you to read

what I hava bracketed here in pencil, which starts:

A Okay.

JB^r-s ECMgjigOIIBHOnD
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Q To what do these notes refer on page 71?

A I'b just trying to get the specific. I know

generally what it is, but let's see if I can get it. Do you

have the page before? Oh, great, that's a big help.

I just don't quite have the specific on it, but in

general it refers to, well, the hostages and — maybe we

ought to go off the record and decide what needs to go on the

record.

(A discussion was held off the record.)

Q We had a discussion off the record concerning the

notes on page 71 and, based on what Colonel Earl told us

we're satisfied that the material there is both sensitive and

that it doesn't really pexrtain to the subject matter of our

inquiry, so we'll pass it by and go to page 70, the note in

the middle of that page which reads: "Radars, Taft to

release $6.5 million? Need this to start TOWs and spare

parts. If money today, 20th, equals,||^H.

Q What's it all mean?

A I'm not sure of the part numbers again, but it's

Icind of one of the last items in the list of originally 239,

240, 241, however many spare parts there were, in the laundry

list from the Iranians. There were two high-power radars

that were added on at the end, so this concerns them.

There were two radars in stock in Lederkenny, or
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•o««thing Ilk* that, Pennsylvania, that wer« available, that

w«r« being held for the Iranians, and so there was, if we

wanted to do certain things, ways to get that available so

that we could get thea If the decision were taken to send

then to the Iranians. But it required some action at a high

level on the part of the number two person at the Defense

Department.

Q What does the reference here mean to $6.5 millionl

A That's the cost of the radars.

Q The cost to whom? The cost to CIA?

A The cost. That's how much those radars cost.

Again, in this Catch-22 situation, that the Iranians wouldn'

put the money up until they had delivery, and DOD wouldn't

release the parts until they had the money. So that in order

to get movement on that there had to be a movement of money.

So that was a sticking point on that.

Q On the $6.5 million?

A Was for the radars. And this is merely a time

projection, that if the money were sent today, then whatever

today is on this date, then on the 20th the radars would be

ready at thl^^^^^^^^^^B It was looking at a time

for when the radars could be available for subsequent

shipping to Tehran.

Q Then it says "new cost $6,375 times 508." We come

up with $3,238,500. Now what did that mean, new cost?

iger fl Ponflii/gsBBHanB
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A Things were always changing. There was an earlier

reference that had a different unit cost, Z think, for the

TOWs. It was out on the column on one of those that you

showed me before that I think was slightly different. It was

$6,000-somethlng. $6,083. And this Is $6,375. So there's

about $300 difference In unit cost.

Q But Is this the cost that was going to be charged?

This was tad actual cost for^ replacing TOW missiles?

A This is ~
Q Just for the record, I'm looking at the

computation on page 70, the $6,375 times 508. The 508

clearly refers to the 508 TOWs that Israel shipped In 1985, I

believe. And the new cost of $6,375 is what I eun trying to

understand. Is that the cost per replacement TOW or the cost

of replacing each TOW to Israel?

A There's yet another price. Well, there is It.

Q The same price? Colonel Earl is-showing me the

seme price appears on page 78 of his notes.

A But this was always confusing as to which price,

real or actual, and I don't Icnow which one we've got there.

Q Here is another note on page 78, '*$822,500 in the

bank". Do you remember what that referred to?

A I'm not sure who I'm getting this from, whether

it's coming from CIA, which is possible, or coming from

General Secord, or Colonel North, somebody like that. It

aap ononnT/eeBimonD
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could b« fron althar.

Q I'll try to refresh. Do you recall Independently

what you meant or what was meant by $822,500 In the bank?

A No.

Q Let me try and refresh your recollection. Do you

remember having a conversation with Hlr around this same

time. May 10-12, something like that, 1986, in which he asked

you how much Israel would have to pay for the replacement

TOWs and you quoted certain figures?

A Could be. I don't specifically recall that.

Q Let me ask you to probe your recollection. Do you

recall any conversation with Nir in which you were quoting

figures as to the cost to Israel for replacing the TOWs?

A I'm not getting a specific recollection of it, but

it certainly fits into the pattern that Nir is one of the

people I would talk to and pass messages on for North or

whatever, or he would call up. He couldn't get North becaust

North would be In a meeting, so he would ask me, I need to

know this. So I was a middle man and relaying messages back

emd forth to people. And that is quite possible.

Q It would be consistent with that role?

A Sure. I'm just not specifically recalling it.

Q And if it happened, from where would you get the

numbers that you gave Nir?

A If he had asked for the cost to Israel, then I
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would go back to CIA and ask them, and that's — ilka this.

No, back her*, this one nay have come — the 707 cost.

Q On page 70 of your notes?

A If that's a Secord-provided aircraft, then the

cost would come from Secord. If it's a military aircraft, it

would come from CIA. Some of the earlier ones definitely

from because they did^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^1 All those numbers cjune from CIA.

Q The witness has just been referring to numbers on

page 78.

Continuing, do you recall learning In this time

period from CIA or Secord or someone that roughly $822,500

had been set aside for Israel out of the second TOW

transaction?

A I'm not specifically recalling that, no.

Q Do you remember any discussion of an amount

$822,500 which had been set aside for Israel in effect to

bring down the price that Israel would have to pay for the

replacement TOWs?

A There's something about that which you just

described which is just starting to ring a little bit of a

memory of something, discussions associated with it, but it':

not enough to say yes, I remember that. But I just got

something out of that that sounds familiar. But it still is

not tracking to this.

tor oBenBT/ eeMwoRg
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Q Still a very vague recollection. Well, let's not

worry about the note right now on page 70. Do you have any

recollection of where the Boney that had been set aside for

Israel for the replacements had cone? Where did that money

originate?

A The money set aside for Israel?

Q This "$822,500 in the bank", which had been set

aside for Israel to bring down the price of the replacement

TOWS. Do you know the source of those funds?

A No.

Q So if you were dealing with these funds or passing

these numbers on to Nir or anyone else at that time. May

1986, you were functioning, as I understand, as a conduit, a

simple messenger; correct?

A And not understanding quite a bit of what I was

writing down and passing on.

Q Okay. Page 69 of your notes looks like more of

the same, more data concerning the cost of the radar and

shipping and so forth of the HAWKs.

A Yes.

Q There's reference on this page 69 and elsewhere in

your notes to Phase II unit cost. What was Phase II?

A There were two kinds of radars, and the Phase II

was a more recent one, and it was too complicated or too

recent to be compatible with the HAWK system that the

TOP CECnijT/GODEWOnD
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Iranian* had, so it had to b« backwards-engineered to be

coapatible. So wa had to pay twice for it — to become Phase

IZ in the first place, and then bac}cwards to Phase I.

Q At the bottom page is a note^^^^^^^^^^H

with an address and an account number,

I Whose account was that?

A I don't Jcnow.

Q You have no recollection of what that number

refers to?

A No. I've seen in the tines subsequent, looking at

this with other people, that there are several bank account

numbers that crop up over time.

Q Oo you know what the initials^Hstand for?

A No.

Q Okay. Page 68 of your notes. The one I'm

interested in is the entry that reads: "Tom Clines,

associated with ship?" Do you recall the nature of that note

and what it meant?

A What time frame are we in again?

We're in mid-May 1986.

But it's before the Tehran trip?

Yes.

If it were after, during the Tehran trip I would

have a guess, but before it doesn't make any sense to me.

Q Did you know at that time of any involvement that

TOf eaoniff/eeDGwenp
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Colon«l North had with Toa Clln«s?

A No, Z don't thlnX so. Thar* nay hav* been some

press reports, but I don't know when, whether it was back

then or later, but except for press reports, no.

Q Let's look at page 64 of the notes. We're still

in Bid-May, 1986. I'n interested in the note at the bottom,

"Phase IZ, $2.8 to $3 million each, cheaper than Phase I.

andHH^m^m Is that

A Right.

Q. Tell me what that note means?

A This is again referring to the radars and that

even though — there was a paradox here that even though you

had to pay for the backwards engineering from Phase II to

Phase I, it wound up cheaper than if you bought Phase I

originally, which made no sense to me.

And^^^^^^^^l
A I think this is separate. ^^^^^^^^H doesn '

t

mean anything to me right now.

I think of the three the third is most likely, but

T^SBCRBT;' COPWORD
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Z*B not poaltiv*.

Q Let m« direct you to pag« 63, th« note: ^^^H|

K "Saturday through Hadncsday, 28 May."

Q "KL 43". Is that another rafaranca to sooa need

regarding a nachine?

A Wall, Z baliava it's^^H letting us know that he

vaa going to be out of the country until then, and that he

would check in with ue when he returned, because ve had just

had a problea or he had aade a delivery or something, so he

vaa just keeping in touch with us if there were a problem.

Q Then there's a whole series of alphabetical

letters and some numbers. Is that a code?

A Probably

.

Q Do you remember what this coded page 63 referred

to?

A No.

Q He'll take one final entry for today and then

we'll schedule to resume. Page 62 of the notes, 19 May, at

the bottom: "Charlie, conversation with Ghorba."

A "This weekend, more money moving Tuesday,

Saturday, Sunday, ready to receive Mr. Robert" — Mr. Robert?

Q "Boxes in good shape". "Boxes" refers to

hostages?

A Yes. "Ready when Robert hits P(T." Point Tango,

MP Jfl tHUJl'
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got it. When Robert — I'm trying to figure out who Robert

is.

Q Would it be Bud McFarlane?

A Yeah. That's the way I interpret it.

Q Tell me what you think the notes on page 62 mean.

A That Charlie Allen had had a conversation with

Ghorbanifar over the weekend. Ghorbanifar had told Charlie

that more money was moving Tuesday, that on Saturday and

Sunday they would be ready to receive* Bud McFarlane, that

the hostages were in good shape and that they would be* ready,

they, the hostages, would be ready when McFarlane hit Point

Tango, which is Tehran.

MR. BELNICK: Thank you. We will resume at a

later date.

(Whereupon, at 3:12 p.m., the taking of the

instant deposition recessed, to reconvene at 9:00 a.m.. May

22, 1987.)

Signature of the Witness

Subscribed and sworn to before me this day

of 1987.

Notary Public

My Conaission Expires:

y .u
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1 TESTIMONY OF ROBERT L. EARL

2 Friday, May 22, 1987

3 United States Senate

4 Select Committee on Secret

5 Military Assistance to Iran

6 and the Nicaraguan Opposition

7 Washington, D. C.

8 Continued deposition of ROBERT L. EARL, called

9 as a witness by counsel for the Select Committee, at the

10 offices of the Select Committee, Room SH-901, Hart Senate

11 Office Building, Washington, D. C. , commencing at 9^5

12 a.m., the witness having been previously duly sworn, and

13 the testimony being taken down by Stenomask by ANNE

14 PELLECCHIA HOROWITZ and transcribed under her direction.

15
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1 PROCEEDINGS
2 Whereupon

,

3 ROBERT L. EARL,

4 called as a witness by counsel on behalf of the Senate

5 Select Committee and having been previously duly sworn,

6 was further examined and testified as follows:

7 EXAMINATION ON BEHALF OF THE SENATE COMMITTEE - Resumed

8 BY MR. BELNICK:

9 Q Colonel Earl, you recognize you are still

10 under oath?

11 A Yes. ^ •

12 Q We will continue with your notes from last

13 time. We are up to numbered page 61, which is May 19,

14 1986. There is a reference to^^^^^^^^^Hand then under

15 it "1300 CIA" and there are somenames^^^^^^^B Secord,

16 Earl, North, et cetera. Could you please explain those

17 notes?

18 A I think that the arrow coming down tends to

19 point up to the line and that the two are related, and

20 that because of this 1300 CIA appointment with these

21 folks, the appointment with^^^^^^^^^was going to have

22 to be moved to 1600, so I think they are related in terms

23 of scheduling but not substance.

Q ^^^^^^^^^1 had nothing to do with the

25 meeting?

TOP SECRCT/CODCWORD
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1 A The meeting was Secord, Earl, ^^^^^^H Cave,

2 and Dunn at CIA.

3 Q He will be delighted to have had you so

4 confirm. I take ^^^^^^^^^^B ^^^ nothing to do with

5 the Iran compartment or anything else we are looking at,

6 right?

7 A No. As we talked last time, it was strictly

8 he was a consultant or one of the persons we talked to on

9 the task force, although this is May.

10, Q May '86?

11 A I'm not quite sure who we had an appointment

12 with or why on this date, it was probably with Colonel

13 North, but I'm not sure. That would probably show up on

14 his appointments calendar. It was not related; that much

15 I'm pretty sure of.

16 Q Okay. Old you have the meeting wlthl

17 Secord, North, ^^^^^H Cave, and Dunn that's recorded on

18 the May 19 entry?

19 A Do you know what day of the week? It must be

20 a weekday.

21 Q He can find out. I don't have it offhand. We

22 need a 1985 calendar — '86, rather.

23 A I recall a meeting.

24 MR. LIMAN: You indicated you asked whether it

25 was a weekday. Is that because you recall a meeting on a

TOP OCCRET/CODEWORD
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1 weekend?

2 THE WITNESS: That's what I started to think

3 about, but now I'm not sure. There is more than one

4 meeting. I have a visual recollection of one in the DDO.

5 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

6 Q Clair George?

7 A Clair George's office. I was thinking that

8 was a weekend, but now I'm not sure. It might have been

9 a weekday as well. But there were other meetings in

10 weekdays because I can recall one. At one of the

11 meetingis — it may not be the one with Clair George*^ but

12 on one of the meetings coming out through the front

13 entrance there were all kinds of people coming and going.

14 It was clearly a weekday.

15 And I also have a recollection of coming in

16 the back entrance on a weekend when nobody was around,

17 but that one may not have been the May time frame. That

18 may have been leading up to one of the later releases.

19 Q I have a calendar. May 19, 1986 was a Monday.

20 A Okay. I can't, independently of this, recall

21 that yes, it occurred on that day. It's probable that it

22 did, but it would have been one of the lead-up meetings

23 prior to the Tehran visit by McFarlane, North and others,

24 dealing with all the operational and logistics aspects of

25 the Tehran thing, trip.

TO? SECRET/CODEWORD
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1 Q Okay. Going dovm the page, still on page 61,

2 there is a reference to Nir with some numbers. is that a

3 description of him physically — 5 '7", 155 pounds?

4 A Yes.

5 Q What was the purpose of that entry?

6 A The purpose of that entry was to have his

7 physical particulars so that his^^^^Hpassport could be

8 prepared. ^^^^^

9 Q Okay. Let's move on. The next page I have

10 marked is page 57 of your notes, and from the surrounding

11 pages this is still May 1986. You will notice near the

12 bottom of the page it says "Weinberger", then "Casey,

13 George ,^^^^^^^BClarridge, Cave, Allen, Shultz, Koch"

14 K-o-c-h.

15 A Koch, Noel Koch, yes.

16 Q Now I want to go over this entry in some

17 detail. Let me ask you first who was Noel Koch?

18 A Okay. Noel Koch was — I'm not sure of his

19 exact title, but he was a fairly senior Department of

20 Defense official in OSD and worked, I believe, for

21 Richard Armitage, was a deputy to Richard Armitaga.

22 Q Did you meet Koch in connection with the Iran

23 initiative?

24 A I don't think so, but let me just read this

25 and refresh my memory on this entry.

TOP CeRBT/eODEWORD
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1 Q You are looking at the notes on page 57. You

2 can start anywhere. I have just marked the bottom

3 portion of the page.

4 A The bottom is what you are interested in?

5 Q Yes.

6 A May we go off the record for a minute?

7 Q Yes.

8 (A discussion was held off the record.)

9 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

10 Q Back on the record. Please proceed.

11 A I'm not positive of this, but from the

12 context, particularly the last two entries, I think that

13 this is an attempt to come to grips with who was in the

14 compartment and to what extent they are in the

15 compartment as far as knowing compartments within

16 compartments. So it is a listing of people who know at

17 least some of which, some of the compartment, the Iran

13 compartment.

19 Q Where did you get the list from?

2 A I think it was from Colonel North. That would

21 be my best guess, but I don't have a distinct

22 recollection of how I acquired that.

2 3 Q You can't recall in what context you got it?

24 A No. It's possible it was related to some of

2 5 these workups out at CIA and getting me up to speed on my

TOP aCCRIjiI'/OODEWOnP
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1 portions of the operation.

2 Q I was going to ask about this entry under Vice

3 President. Does that say "Fuller knows some of it"?

4 A Yes, it does.

5 Q That's a reference to Craig Fuller?

6 A Craig Fuller, yes.

7 Q Do you know which part of it he was familiar

8 with?

9 A No, I don't think so. I think my knowledge at

10 the time was strictly that.

11 Q Don Regan knows some of it? Is that who this

12 is a reference to, Regan?

13 A Well, it's written Reagan.

14 Q I understand. Who did you mean?

15 A I'm not sure. It's quite possible I miswrote

16 and meant Regan, but I don't know.

17 MR. LIMAN: May I ask, on this part you

18 indicate President, Vice President and Poindexter on top.

19 THE WITNESS: As being in the compartment.

20 MR. LIMAN: As being in the compartment. And

21 then after them you list Reagan.

22 THE WITNESS: And I think I mean Regan.

23 MR. LIMAN: You think you mean Don Regan on

24 that?

25 THE WITNESS: I think so. I'm not positive,

TOP SECRgT/ eODEWOnO
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1 but, as you correctly point out, it doesn't make any

2 sense. It's a redundant listing of the President, so I

3 think it must mean Regan, even though I wrote it Reagan.

4 MR. LIMAN: And the date of this note?

5 MR. BELNICK: There is no date, but it looks

6 like it's May 19.

7 MR. LIMAN: And, as I understand it, by May 19

8 you had been told that some of the money from the

9 proceeds would be funneled to the contras?

10 THE WITNESS: I'm not sure exactly when I knew

11 that.

12 MR. LIMAN: But you knew it in time in

13 connection with the Tehran trip, as I understand your

14 prior testimony is when you place it.

15 THE WITNESS: I think that's the best guess.

16 I cannot be positive exactly when, but I think the best

17 guess is that it's in this general time frame of workup

18 toward the Tehran trip.

19 MR. LIMAN: Now, when you are talking about

2 people knowing some of it, others knowing more of it, I

21 mean, you are indicating that people know parts of it.

22 Are you including in that compartment, what you call

23 compartment, the diversion of money to the contras?

24 THE WITNESS: My knowledge in writing this

25 note would not refer specifically to any particular fact

iUP SELKLiyCUUEWURD
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1 or part but merely generically that there is a big box,

2 referring to the whole Iran operation, and that there are

3 boxes within that or parts of that. But it doesn't refer

4 to any particular sub-box or sub-compartment.

5 MR. LIMAN: As you looked at it conceptually,

6 you see a compartment as a box which contains

7 information.

8 THE WITNESS: Correct.

9 MR. LIMAN: And that information is secret

10 information, whether it's top secret or codeword, but

IX it's secret information; correct?

12 THE WITNESS: It is classified information of

13 varying degrees of classification. But it is all further

14 compartmentalized and treated as a compartment separate

15 from its classification, and it may even include

16 unclassified data that is still compartmented.

17 MR. LIMAN: Now, if I can think of it in terms

18 of a box which may have different drawers in it because

19 it is sub-compartmentalized, within this general box of

20 Iran did you consider the diversion of funds to the

21 contras to be part of it?

22 THE WITNESS: Yes, I did.

23 MR. LIMAN: I'm sorry.

24 THE WITNESS: Being at least one part. It may

25 have been the innermost box or it may have overlapped

TOP ShCRET/CgpgWOR&
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1 with other sub-boxes, but it was within that compartment,

2 yes.

3 MR. LIMAN: And do you know now whether when

4 you talked about the fact that people knew some of it

5 whether you were referring to the fact that they did not

6 know that subpart involving the contras?

7 THE WITNESS: I do not know whether that

8 referred either way on that issue. It may or may not

9 have been part of it.

10 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

11 Q But if there is no qualification, if you are

12 just listing the people who know about it, then, as you

13 understood it, they knew about the whole box?

14 MR. KIRK: Off the record for a second.

15 (A discussion was held off the record.)

16 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

17 Q Back on the record.

18 A The answer to your question is that no, when I

19 wrote that I don't think I necessarily meant that even

2 the people who have no caveats attached implied that they

21 knew absolutely everything in the box. But it was some

22 sort of differentiation of people that clearly were only

23 in part of it, kind of incidentally, whereas the other

24 people were generally in the box, not necessarily knowing

2 5 all of it, however.

TOP SELKh 'iVLUtJEWORP-
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1 Q Who is Don Jones?

2 A I don't know. I'm not getting a recollection

3 at all. I don't know.

4 Q But why did you make the note? Why was it

5 relevant to you to know who was in the box in whole or in

6 part?

7 A What's the next page? Could I see the page

8 above it so I can get the context on both sides?

9 Q Certainly.

10 (Pause.)

11 A Can we go back one further page, please?

12 Q Sure. So now the witness has pages 56, 7,8

13 and 9 before him.

14 (Pause.)

15 A Okay. And can we go forward until we get to

16 the next date?

17 Q Sure.

18 MR. LIMAN: You can have all of your notes.

19 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

20 Q Here is page 55. Here we go. Fifty-four

21 starts a new date. It appears to start May 20.

22 MR. LIMAN: And the trip was May 27.

23 THE WITNESS: Okay. It appears that my notes

24 of this meeting at CIA headquarters on 19 May began here,

25 on page 59, and I was looking for how far they go

TOP SECItt '
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1 through, and I can't find the exact stopping point. But

2 I think — and I'm not positive of this — that we're

3 still in the meeting on page 57, that this is some

4 discussion in that meeting of who is in the compartment

5 and who isn't for the purposes of all assembled to know

6 who they could deal with and who not to deal with in

7 implementing the op plan and effect the trip.

8 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

9 Q Okay, fine. Thanks.

10 MR. LIMAN: Now there was no discussion at

11 that meeting of giving money to the contras?

12 THE WITNESS: No.

13 MR. LIMAN: So that when they were talking

14 about who knew and who didn't know, they were talking

15 really about the Iranian transaction as such?

16 THE WITNESS: Correct.

17 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

18 Q And you recall somebody saying at that meeting

19 that Secretary Shultz knew about the Iranian —

20 A That he was in the box generally.

21 Q And so was Noel Koch?

22 A Correct.

23 Q And so was Don Jones, who you can't recall?

24 A Yeah. I'm getting a blank on that name

25 completely. I don't know who Don Jones is.

Tor sgr?fT/^orifH"pr
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1 Q Did you know at that time that Teicher was

2 going to Tehran?

3 A Yes', I did.

4 Q Teicher you knew was going to Tehran but

5 nevertheless somebody said he only knew part of the

6 compartment?

7 A Yes.

8 Q And you can't recall now, as you answered to

9 Arthur before, what part he knew and what part he didn't

1 know?

11 A No, although I have some related information

12 before or after, I think after. My memory is that

13 Teicher didn't know much of anything about the arms side

14 of this and really only found out because he was in the

15 airplane, and that's when he was formally brought into

16 that part of it, or compartment.

17 Q All right. We are moving now to page 4 5 of

18 your notes, which don't have a date on them themselves

19 but the nearest date at page 47 is 22 May 1986. The part

20 that I'm interested in on 45 appears to be that — is

21 that your code again?

22 A That is — that wasn't my code. That was a

2 3 Nir code.

24 Q How would you have written this note? That

2 5 is, were you taking it from the telephone? was somebody

UMC'JS'^^"£D
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1 comaunicating this to you?

2 A Probably from the telephone, yes.

3 Q And this is the code that we can break with —
4 A That which you have.

5 Q The document we have. You can't make any

6 sense just out of looking at it, can you?

7 A I think I might.

8 Q Great. Go ahead.

9 A The first question from Nir is, are the

10 passports^^^^H and my response to him was yes, or would

11 have been to him yes. The second question is what is the

12 tail number of the first — and I will need the code.

.

13 sheet to determine exactly, but tail number indicates to

14 me aircraft, so he's asking for some aircraft tail

15 number. And I have to get the code to see exactly which

16 aircraft he is asking about, whether it's one coming into

17 Tel Aviv or one to Tehran or what.

18 How will it, the aircraft, identify itself to

19 the tower in Iran? Saturday. And I think that's the end

20 of that message.

21 Q Okay. Then next entry that I have marked is

22 at page 43, May 23, '86. And it's an entry in the middle

23 of the page that refers to Rich Miller on the left, with

24 the Lake Resources account number, "call Texas man", and

25 on the right is Ross Perot.

TOP SgCRgT/CODCWORO
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1 I want you to take a look at that whole entry

2 and then explain it to us, please.

3 (Pause.)

4 A Can I see —
5 Q Sure. Which page would you like?

6 A The one after this, 42.

7 (Pause.)

8 Q If you take a look at page 44, there are some

9 references to Rich Miller on that page as well.

10 A I'm just trying to get everything here. I'm

11 still confused on it.

12 (Pause.)

13 I am not sure whether this is —
14 Q Pointing to the note on page 43?

15 A Right. A call that I received from Rich

16 Miller with this information or if it's a note that

17 Colonel North has given me to give to Rich Miller.

18 That's why I'm looking for context and timing, to see if

19 I can get which one of those two. But it seems to me to

20 be one or the other.

21 Q Do you think Rich Miller may have given you

22 the Lake Resources account number?

2 3 A That's possible. I don't know which way this

24 goes.

25 MR. LIMAN: Will this be the first time you

TOP 3ECRET/'eODCWORO
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1 had the Lake Resources account number?

2 THE WITNESS: I think so. Previous to seeing

3 this the first time, again about a month ago, I would

4 have said that I didn't have any of that, and so I didn't

5 realize that at one point that I had been given the

6 account number for that. My recollection of account

7 numbers was strictly when the CIA called me up and said

8 the money hasn't arrived; here's our account number.

9 They gave it to me very carefully so that I could make

10 sure there was no error in passing the number on to

11 Secord.

12 But there are other numbers in my book as
.

13 well, such as this one, that I hadn't remembered.

14 Let me set the general context because I'm

15 still having trouble placing this exactly. This

16 eventually involved the DEA operation with a group that

17 had said that they would be able to obtain one or more

18 hostages and turn them over to the DEA agents, and it

19 eventually wound up being, the plan was to be an at-sea

20 turnover. And this is connected to that.

21 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

22 Q The note on page 4 3?

23 A The note concerning Ross Perot is because Ross

24 Perot's representative. Jay somebody, eventually came to

25 my office. Colonel North's office where I was. Colonel
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1 North was already abroad and was working the details of

2 this out and eventually wound up flying to the region to

3 be on board this ship for the turnover, if it had

4 occurred.

5 The reason that this is all confused in my

6 mind is that at one point in this week or two-week

7 period, working up and getting him briefed and getting

8 all this information about the Iran trip. Colonel North

9 had confided to me that the thing, that this whole

10 process had so affected him that he had even conceived of

11 a plan that he could get money from Ross Perot for the

12 contras by having him deposit some money ostensibly for

13 hostages, but that it would go to the contras.

14 MR. LIMAN: Would you explain that more?

15 THE WITNESS: Well, it was never clear to me,

16 because when I first me with —
17 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

18 Q Jay?

19 A Jay, and this DEA operation was occurring, the

20 remembrance of that conversation occurred to me, and I

21 feared that we were in that.

22 Q The remembrance of your conversation with

23 Ollie?

24 A Yes, that this was somehow related to that.

25 And it turned out subsequently that I was wrong.

TOP aECRET/eODEWORD
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1 MR. LIMAN: But was what Colonel North said to

2 you in sxibstance that the money that Perot had pleged to

3 help get the hostages could be used for the contras?

4 THE WITNESS: Yes.

5 MR. LIMAN: And therefore you were concerned

6 that when the Perot representative came to you, that that

7 was what was occurring and then you found out that no —
8 THE WITNESS: That it wasn't.

9 MR. LIMAN: And that he was giving the money

10 really for the hostages?

11 THE WITNESS: Exactly. I was greatly reAeved

12 once I realized what was actually occurring because that

13 troubled me. I didn't mind at all taking the Ayatollah's

14 money for that purpose.

15 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

16 Q But taking Perot's would be something else.

17 How much did Perot give?

18 A I don't think he wound up giving anything.

19 The DEA operation didn't materialize. There was no

20 transfer at sea. And that's where I think the money was

21 to have been transferred. I don't recall the amount, but

22 I think it was on the order of $1 million that was being

23 talked about for a transfer.

24 Q Did Mr. Perot deliver any part of that?

25 A Well, I think Jay, whatever his last name is~
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Q You can't recall his last name?

A No, but I think it's probably in my notes

elsewhere, had access to it out there.

Q Access to?

A The money, that he had brought it with him or

he had picked it up en route at a bank, or that he was

going to be the custodian of Ross Perot's money to affect

the transaction, if it occurred, when the hostage

materialized.

Q, So far as you know, was any of Ross Perot '.s

money delivered to North?

A Not to my knowledge, no.

Q Any walking around money, something to start

the operation to give to the DEA agents?

A Not that I know of, no.

Q What was your meeting with Jay?

A Well, again my recollection of this whole

thing is very confused. But he came to the office to get

more information about this operation that was occurring,

and I was trying to fill him in about an operation I

didn't understand. So I was not being very helpful to

him because I didn't understand what was going on.

At one point, I met, though, with a DEA agent

and acquired more details from him on the operation so

that I was able to then brief Jay and get the operation
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1 moving

.

2 One of the missing elements in the operation,

3 as it began to evolve, was a boat, a sufficiently large

4 and safe boat, on which to effect the transfer off the

5 coast of Lebanon. And so I went to JCS to see if we had

6 any naval vessels in the area that could be moved and

7 serve as a platform and received the answer back that

8 there was nothing at that point available in the eastern

9 Mediterranean.

10 Q Did you find a solution for the boat?

11 A Yes. I then turned to Dick Secord, who was at

12 that time in Tel Aviv, and explained to him that there's

13 this operation that I'm not sure of. It appears to be

14 occurring separate from the one we were working on

15 Tehran, and that I couldn't get a boat from other

16 sources. Did he have any ideas? And he did and was able

17 to get and did move a boat to Cyprus.

18 MR. LIMAN: Was that the Erria?

19 THE WITNESS: I believe it was, yes. I'm not

20 positive of that, but the name might occur in my notes

21 and we could confirm that.

22 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

23 Q Who suggested that you call General Secord

24 about the boat?

25 A I did. I was ad libbing without instructions
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1 and went the Defense Department was unable to provide I

2 knew that Colonel North had a lot of faith in General

3 Secord and that he seemed to be a person that could get

4 things done when the traditional bureaucracy could not.

5 And so I was sharing my problem with him to see if he

6 could help, and he could.

7 Q You telephoned him in Tel Aviv?

8 A Yes. I talked on the telephone. I'm not sure

9 how we communicated. We may have used a KL-4 3 for that.

10 I think we did, for protection of the information because

11 it was obviously sensitive.

12 Q How was Rich Miller connected to this DEA '

13 operation?

14 A Well, that's where I'm drawing a blank. I

15 don't know which way this occurs right now and the date.

16 There is something about the date that isn't tracking

17 right.

18 Q May 23? It was a Friday, if that's any help.

19 I, think they left for Tehran that day, didn't they? The

20 mission, I think, took off on the 23rd and got under way.

21 A I'm no longer certain. I'm pretty sure that

22 Colonel North was gone at this point; otherwise, I would

23 not have been groping for how to solve this problem. But

24 I'm not positive. Like I say, it could have gone either

25 way — either to Rich Miller or from Rich Miller. But I
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1 think this is a call from Rich Miller telling me to call

2 the Texas man, who would be Ross Perot, and give him —
3 Q The Lake Resources information?

4 A Give him this information, yes.

5 Q Do you recall whether Rich Miller had any

6 connection with the DEA plan, the DEA operation?

7 A I don't recall any subsequent involvement, no.

8 Q Or any involvement apart from telling you to

9 give the Texas man this account number?

10 A I don't believe so. I don't recall any right

11 " now.

12 Q Colonel North never discussed with you Rich

13 Miller's role or knowledge of the proposed DEA operation?

14 A Well, I don't think Colonel North discussed

15 the DEA operation with me at all, which was part of my

16 problem.

17 Q How did you learn of it?

18 A By putting everything together when this all

19 started to occur and getting in contact with the DEA

20 individual and getting the details on the DEA operation

21 from him.

22 Q Who is "he"?

23 A I'd have to have my calendar — not calendar

24 but list of phone numbers and names. It's one of the

25 ones on there.
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1 Q How did you know whether this was an

2 authorized operation?

3 A Okay. That's what I was looking for. Can we

4 go off the record so I can read this?

5 Q Yes, sure. Go right ahead.

6 (Pause.)

7 Back on the record. Colonel Earl?

8 A Okay. One of the names that you earlier asked

9 for, the DEA agent,^^^^^^^^^^^B is one of at least two

10 individuals that I knew Colonel North dealt with, that I

11 talked to on the phone, and may be the one that I mA
12 with in this time frame, although again it nay be the

13 other one. I'm not sure.

14 Q Was the other agent namec^^^^^ or was he one

15 of the other agents?

16 l^^^^^^i^^ Do y°u knovg^^^^^^|f irst name? Is it

17

18 Q I'm not sure. We'll check.

19 A I think so, but I'm not positive.

20 Q Having looked at some additional pages of your

21 notes, and let the record reflect that the witness has

22 before him pages numbered 40 through 44 of his notes, my

2 3 pending question was how did you find out that this was

24 an authorized operation in light of the fact that North

25 hadn't discussed it with you and that you were picking up
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1 bits and pieces.

2 A Well, there Is later a message that I sent to

3 Colonel North.

4 Q Reflected on page 41 of your notes?

5 -A Forty-one, that lays out what is occurring

6 back here in Washington that I'm trying to deal with and

7 seeking his guidance. And subsequently he — I don't see

8 in the notes —
9 Q You recall?

10 A I know that he confirmed to me about the DEA

11 operation and I think even said yeah, that's one I flbrgot

12 to brief you on or should have and didn't, or something

13 to that effect. There's no question in my mind that

14 after he got back to me, when I passed him the message

15 about what was occurring, he informed me to pursue it,

16 and 1 think confirmed my actions with Secord, that that

17 was the right thing to have done and so forth.

18 Q Did North ever tell you, either on that

19 occasion or subsequently, who was in the DEA box?

20 A No.

21 Q Okay. If I may have the papers, and the note

on page 40, in which you refer ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H ^^'^

23 that's the DEA agent, and these notes are additional

24 references to the proposed plan?

25 A The DEA operation. There are people being out
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1 in a particular place that I can tell you where, if you

2 need to —
3 Q It's not necessary. Page 39 of your notes, 24

4 May, code name for Ross equals Ralph. Is that Ross

5 Perot?

6 A Correct.

7 Q And this is more about the DEA operation?

8 A Yes, I think so. Let me read the rest of it.

9 (Pause.) ^^
10 Yes. The Ross Perot/DEA operation, yes.

11 Q What does this mean "he balked at first plan

12 depositing after delivery. He couldn't see second plan

13 either, cash, messy, hard to get over holiday weekend.

14 Wants failsafe plan since they ripped us off mvmr/ time."

15 A This was what really raised the issue with me

16 having to deal with Ross Perot's reservations with

17 certain portions of the plan as he understood it, and

18 that Jay was trying to acquire details for him. And not

19 being familiar with the plan I couldn't resolve, and so I

20 sun passing or making notes to myself to pass to Colonel

21 North, giving him feedback on how the thing was evolving

22 in Washington.

23 Q What did you understand Jay to mean when he

24 said that they have ripped us off every time?

25 A "They" being, I think, the Iranians or whoever

'TOP SCCRIIT/eODEWOnD
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1 was alleging that they could deliver the hostages — the

2 Lebanese Shia or faction in Lebanon.

3 Q Did you understand from Jay that there had

4 been prior attempts that Perot was involved in to get the

5 hostages out?

6 A I don't think anybody said that explicitly,

7 but by context in dealing with Jay there seemed to be a

8 longstanding relationship. To me it seemed that they had

9 dealt previously on hostage issues and so I was coming in

10 midway along in the operation, that people had dealt with

11 on this thing before.

12 Q Okay. On page 3 3 you have a note in the

13 middle of the page that reads: "JMP, RCM, and OLN —
14 long relationship". What was that note all about?

15 A I don't know. I'm getting a blank. It

16 doesn't appear to be related to anything top or bottom.

17 Q Those are Poindexter's, McFarlane's, and

18 North's initials, right?

19 A Yes, those are the three individuals, but I'm

20 drawing a blank on what it means, why I wrote it.

21 Q Okay.

22 A Not right now. I can't place it.

23 Q Does it help recalling this is the period they

24 are in Tehran — McFarlane and North?

25 A No.
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1 MR. LIMAN: Mark, can I ask some questions?

2 MR. BELNICK: Yes.

3 MR.' LIMAN: Did North tell you why they had

4 selected Bud McFarlane for the trip?

5 THE WITNESS: I don't think so, not

6 explicitly. The question didn't really arise in my mind.

7 It seemed logical to me, because of his previous

8 involvement on it, that he could be an ideal intermediary

9 because of his previous job — not in the government now

10 — for this meeting with senior Iranian officials. It

11 didn't occur to me to even ask the question.

12 MR. LIMAN: Did you know that North had a •

13 close relationship with McFarlane? It's been described

14 as father-son by some people.

15 THE WITNESS: I am aware of that now, but I'm

16 not sure when I read those press reports or heard Mr.

17 McFarlane having stated something to that effect. I

18 think that may have been after May, but I'm not sure what

19 I knew then. I think I knew that they had great respect

2 for each other — it was mutual — at that time.

21 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

22 Q Moving on to page 33, which appears to be a

23 note from May 26, at the top of the page is that a report

24 in from Tehran?

25 A Can I see the page before?
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1 Q Sure, page 34.

2 (Pause.)

3 A It appears to be my note that one of the radio

4 calls back from Mr. McFarlane concerned the issue of

5 whether to remain in Tehran to continue to negotiate, or

6 to leave Tehran. But I'm not getting anything else on

7 either side of it to give anything more than that.

8 Q Can you — excuse me one moment. I have an

9 emergency call here. Excuse me one second.

10 (Pause.)

11 Q When we broke we were looking at the message

12 on page 33. So McFarlane was looking for guidance as to

13 whether to stay in Tehran or to go. To whom was he

14 addressing that question?

15 A It would have been passed to Admiral

16 Poindexter and ultimately the President.

17 Q Do you recall passing the message to Admiral

18 Poindexter?

19 A Not specifically, but certainly anything that

20 I got would have been passed to him either personally or

21 in a phone call, or I would probably have gone over to

22 see him.

23 Q Do you have a recollection of what Admiral

24 Poindexter told you?

25 A No, not in the specific context of this remark
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1 and whether it occurred right here. My recollection is

2 that Admiral Poindexter was involved whenever necessary

3 in guiding the operation, and toward the later stages, as

4 it turned out that the Iranians were expecting something

5 different than what we had in our understanding —
6 whether it was miscommunication or deliberate deception

7 on Ghorbanifar's part and there was not this meeting of

8 the minds as had been hoped — that there were extensive

9 secure voice radio calls direct between Admiral

10 Poindexter and Bud McFarlane.

11 So that they would have worked out that sort

12 of thing, the tactics of the negotiations, directly. I

13 only could hear Admiral Poindexter 's side of the

14 conversation, although CIA can give you both sides.

15 Q All three sides, in fact.

16 At the bottom of page 3 3 there is a note "Jay

17 in D. C. tomorrow". That refers to Perot's

18 representative?

19 A Let me look. Yes.

20 Q And then part of that note reads: "0100

21 Beirut, Wednesday — transfer." I guess that's referring

22 to the proposed plan.

23 A The proposed transfer of a hostage, yes.

24 Q As part of this DEA operation, correct?

25 A Correct.
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1 Q Then the note reads: "300K immediately to

2 Lebanon to show good faith". Who told you that $300,000

3 had to be transferred immediately to Lebanon to show good

4 faith?

5 A May I see the next page after this one?

6 Q You have page 34 and 33. Here is page 32,

7 which does have a note about the PEA. It 's dated May 26.

A In there ^^^^^^^^^^^1
9 Q Then it says "Earl to Copp. I met with^

10 to get more details", et cetera.

11 (Pause.)

12 A I think that this would have — that I would

13 have received this information, particularly your

14 information about the $300K, froi^^^^^^^^^^^^ either

15 by phone or by personal meeting. I'm not sure which.

16 They were the ones who were dealing with the faction that

17 was claiming to have some control or suasion over the

18 hostages, the hostage-holders, and would be able to,

19 however they were going to obtain, at least one, that

20 there was a wrinkle in the negotiations, that this was,

21 from their side, the faction's side, a request that was

22 being relayed to help move this thing along.

23 Q Now did you understand the factions were

24 asking for ransom payments?

25 A Well, it's not clear to me exactly how this
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1 thing was going to occur. It was that through DEA's

2 contacts with this faction and their cooperation or work

3 together in the past on other things led to this offer

4 from the faction's side of some ability to be able to get

5 their hands on at least one hostage and maybe more, and

6 this that was involved would be transferred to the

7 faction that would be delivering.

8 Now what that money was going to be used for

9 by the faction was never clear, whether they were going

10 to use it to pay off the hostage-holders, in effect

11 acting as an intermediary on the bribe or ransom, or

12 whether it was going to be used to fund whatever their

13 operation was to acquire this hostage. That was never

14 laid out.

15 Q But our side of it — that is, the U.S. side

16 of it — was to pay money in exchange for getting the

17 hostages out?

18 A It was to pay money to the faction. The

19 transfer at sea would have been one hostage put on the

20 boat and $1 million would be delivered to the faction —

21 not the hostage-holders but the faction that had acquired

22 the hostage from the hostage-holders.

23 Q Do you know whether this faction was part of

24 the hostage-holding group or not?

25 A I knew they were not.
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1 Q How did you know that?

2 A Well, I know what faction is and I know it's

3 not the faction that's holding the hostages.

4 Q Okay.

5 A Off the record?

6 (A discussion was held off the record.)

7 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

8 Q Okay. Let's go to page 31, notes that appear

9 still to be on May 26 referring to Tehran. It starts:

10 "For JMP, guidance on team split or Bud's call".

11 A I'll read it for you, if you want me to.*

12 Q Why don't you read the notes? You will

13 recognize them better.

14 A Let me just read quickly both sides.

15 (Pause.)

16 All right. Okay. This is a note that I am to

17 deliver to Admiral Poindexter. Three points. Point

18 number one is that the team in Tehran needs guidance on

19 the issue of whether — guidance on whether the team

20 should split up, that some portion of the team should

21 return, which would probably be Bud and some of the

22 others, and that a residual would remain to continue to

23 negotiate, and that there were some hopeful signs, but

24 because of the mismatch on understanding at the beginning

25 that it was taking time to build confidence and converge
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1 on the solution — whether that would be a decision taken

2 in Washington by Admiral Poindexter and the President or

3 whether it would be delegated to Bud McFarlane to make

4 that judgment.

5 Secondly, do you know the time of Bud's

6 requirement here Thursday? One of the driver's for Bud's

7 return was that he had a speaking engagement or some kind

8 of obligation in Washington and so he would be missed

9 from that and op sec would be jeopardized if the press

10 began to pick up that he was gone from Washington for

11 this period. So it was an op sec worry — operational

12 security.

13 And three. Bud's wife, home.

14 Q We can pass that one.

15 A I think it's personal.

16 Q I'm sure it is.

17 Moving down the page, it says: "Bud, extreme

18 paranoia, met by Ghorba and^K et cetera. What are

19 those notes about?

20 A This is a note from Bud McFarlane which is a

21 recap of some of the issues, the status of the

22 negotiations as they are occuring there for me to pass to

23 Admiral Poindexter and further up the chain. Do you want

24 me to explain them?

25 Q If you would.
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1 A That our team in Tehran had been met by Ghorba

2 and one other person, who I prefer not to name.

3 Q An Iranian, correct?

4 A Correct. That there was extreme paranoia in

5 the country amongst the Iranians, although we knew that

6 going in. Just going there and seeing it firsthand and

7 observing it made it even more crystal clear that it was

8 not rubbish, that it was real, that these folks were

9 paranoid about us and that that was one of the problems

10 with getting cooperation, that this first meeting was

11 only a foundation meeting, as the way it turned out, that

12 there had been a bad faith accusation that not all the

13 supplies were delivered quickly on their part when the

14 team arrived without the 500 TOW parts, which was

15 apparently the misunderstanding between the two sides,

16 that the Iranians claimed at least that they thought the

17 500 parts would arrive, and so they accused us of bad

18 faith.

19 And Bud is saying here that they were able to

20 explain that very quickly, the miscommunications between

21 the two sides, and I think most people recognized that

22 Ghorbanifar was instrumental in causing that

23 miscommunication by his telling each side what he thought

24 it wanted to hear and not being a faithful intermediary.

25 Our plan had been to leave the crew on the
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1 airplane to protect the airplane, the TOW parts that were

2 on it and so forth, and that they didn't stand for that

3 and removed the crew from the airplane, but that they

4 eventually apologized for having done that. Again, that

5 was their first reaction on paranoia, but as they began

6 to talk to us they began to realize that they had

7 overreacted.

8 However, they still cannot overcome the trauma

9 of speaking with the great Satan. That is still a hangup

10 with them. The paranoia is real. And that Bud had

11 stressed to one of the Iranian intermediaries at this

12 meeting that we must first remove the obstacle, the

13 principal obstacle, all the obstacles to the

14 normalization of relations with the United States. In

15 other words, the hostage issue is the sine qua non.

16 without that, we cannot proceed with the development of

17 the strategic relationship, that that was an obstacle,

18 and Bud reinforced that with the Iranian side.

19 So that we accomplished that firsthand,

20 direct, for the first time. We've made that point in the

21 past to them, but never direct, and now we were making it

22 direct to them without this intermediary who was

23 filtering everything.

24 A couple of milestones that had been obtained

25 in this meeting, that with the time of several days of
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1 face-to-face negotiation that both sides apparently

2 agreed that they would end the rhetoric on both sides and

3 that they would begin to talk to each other on substance

4 without rhetoric, and that we needed to establish

5 communications directly between us and exactly the

6 mechanics of that weren't worked out from the U.S. side.

7 They wanted to have an actual team there to pass secure

8 information direct, but that was one proposal. But at

9 least the principle of establishing direct communications

10 between the two sides was recognized on both sides.

11 Two other points, one of which I didn't get

12 around to writing. It could have been — well, I don't

13 know what it was, but number two was that there would be

14 no further terrorist attacks against us, the United

15 States. That was again emphasized directly to them. We

16 previously had made that clear to them, but we never

17 really knew for sure that they had received it and

18 understood it and that it wasn't negotiating posturing on

19 our part, as conveyed by Ghorba, but that Bud felt he had

20 made that clear to them and they understood it.

21 But the bottom line was that further

22 maturation of this relationship was going to be painfully

23 slow and it was just going to take a lot of time, that it

24 was not going to be easy. It was something where we had

25 been wrong, I guess, in thinking that we had had this
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1 meeting of the minds enough that we could clearly expect

2 instant results, as in all the hostages to be obtained

3 for us and delivered and then go from there, that it was

4 going to be much more difficult than that.

5 Q Thank you very much. On page 30, at the

6 bottom of the page, which refers to the M. S. Erria, and

7 has other lines, am I right these notes again refer to

8 the ongoing DEA operation and Dick, who I take it is

9 Secord?

10 A Correct.

11 Q Is telling you that on May 27, 1986, per this

12 note, that the Erria is now on station in effect ready, to

13 receive the hostages?

14 A Correct, yes.

15 Q Was there any discussion anywhere at this time

16 as to whether the DEA operation which was going forward

17 and the Tehran meeting, which was simultaneously going

18 forward, were inconsistent with one another?

19 A I don't recall any specific addressal of that

20 subject in this time frame. More generally, though,

21 relevant to your question is a strategy, if you will,

22 that my observation is that the U.S. side was adopting on

23 the hostage issue, which was to proceed simultaneously on

24 multi fronts in that there were so many dry holes out

25 there as to what would succeed that you couldn't put all
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1 your eggs in one basket and try one approach, and that

2 that would be the most effective way to go at the hostage

3 issue, that because there were so many dry holes you had

4 to take that risk of occasional interference between a

5 couple of your initiatives, but that you had to

6 simultaneously proceed on a wide variety of fronts in the

7 hopes that eventually one would pan out and lead to

8 results.

9 Q Did Colonel North ever talk to you — strike

10 that. Let me start with Admiral Poindexter. Did Admiral

11 Poindexter ever convey to you a sense of the President's

12 view on the hostages? That is, we've heard that the

13 President was personally consumed with the problem of the

14 Americans held hostage and with the desire to obtain

15 their release. Did Admiral Poindexter ever give you any

16 sense of the President's feelings on that matter?

17 A Well, let me answer that in a couple of ways.

18 I'm not recalling a specific instance exactly as you have

19 asked the question, did Admiral Poindexter say the

20 President said such and such, but in this particular time

21 frame —
22 Q May '86.

23 A I was getting pretty instantaneous almost,

24 pretty direct and rapid feedback from the meetings that

25 Admiral Poindexter would attend with the President. For
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1 example, whenever there was an issue to be resolved, as

2 in some of the ones we referred to asking for guidance,

3 split the team and so forth, that Admiral Poindexter

4 would almost immediately thereafter or very soon

5 thereafter brief the President.

6 Q While the Tehran mission was in progress?

7 A Yes. The President received daily briefings

8 on it and usually more than once a day, I would say, that

9 he was being briefed on the ongoing operation. X don't

10 have a specific recollection of feedback from those

11 meetings, although there may be something in the notes.

12 But my general recollection is that the

13 President was being briefed on the status of the

14 operation, was aware of it, understood it, disappointed

15 as we all were with the slowness of it and some of the

16 problems, but — well, I can't really go much further

17 than that.

18 Then, wider than that, not just this time

19 frame or Admiral Poindexter, I had a generalized

20 knowledge of an intense interest and concern for the

21 hostages, the hostage issue, the hostage families.

22 Q On the part of the President?

23 A On the part of the President. One of the

24 recommendations, for example, that I got involved with on

25 the Vice President's Task Force, because there were
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1 hostage family meetings being asked for in that time

2 frame with the President, was a proposal to, if you will,

3 protect the President from the emotional pressures of

4 such a meeting by announcing publicly a policy that while

5 there were hostages held by, whether it is an Achille

6 Lauro or TWA 4 07, or a short-term thing or long-term

7 thing such as the Tehran one, the Tehran one during the

8 Carter Administration, or this one in Lebanon, that the

9 President, at least the President but perhaps also the

10 Vice President, but at least the President would announce

11 that it was a policy not to meet with hostage families so

12 that he would not personally be subjected to the emotion

13 of a distraught family coming in and making this

14 humanistic, this human appeal to his heart to do certain

15 things that in a more deliberate and considered fashion

16 and objective, considering the welfare of 230 Americans

17 and the implications for hostage-taking in the future,

18 might not be in the national interest of the country but

19 would be, if your scope, if your focus was strictly this

20 one hostage or this group of hostages and their families,

21 that the hostage family interest didn't necessarily

22 coincide with the U.S. government interests in this

2 3 particular aspect.

24 Generally we wanted the hostages back. We

25 certainly had coincidence of objective in that, but the
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1 tactics one would use and what one would be prepared to

2 do to effect that did not necessarily coincide. I and

3 others tried to float that idea as a policy and it was

4 considered in the interagency process. It was a very

5 sensitive one, but ultimately it was not accepted and it

6 was not printed up in the VP Task Force report.

7 But my involvement with that caused me to

8 realize how sensitive an issue this was politically, that

9 even though our people would acknowledge the merit of

10 that argumentation rationally, objectively, still there

11 was a political constraint against appearing to be

12 insensitive by announcing that you weren't going to meet

13 with hostage families, that that was considered to be

14 unacceptable politically, even though it would help the

15 President to be more objective, to remain objective in

16 dealing with hostage issues, that the Administration

17 could not be that callous as not to meet with hostage

18 families.

19 So I am aware of that whole discussion. I am

20 aware of hostage family meetings that were held with the

21 President and Vice President, and in all cases, as the

22 drafters of this proposal had anticipated, the principals

23 involved — the President and the Vice President — were

24 very much affected personally and emotionally with the

25 families and their appeal. And it just can't help but
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1 have some impact on an individual.

2 So my own feeling from dealing in bits and

3 pieces of this is that the President was emotionally

4 affected by the human concern of getting the hostages

5 back for the families, doing what he could.

6 Q And here was the additional concern also,

7 wasn't there, of Mr. Buckley.

8 A Oh, very much so. While there was always some

9 — the two cases of Mr. Buckley- on the one hand, and

10 other hostages, private citizen hostages as opposed to

11 U.S. Government employees on the other, were always

12 considered at least different in the sense that one was

13 there under orders from the U.S. Government and,

14 therefore, the government had a very strong obligation to

15 protect that individual and try to effect his return.

16 Similarly with private people, but not as —
17 the other case was even stronger. But there was a

18 general sense of obligation for any U.S. citizen that

19 happened to find himself in this situation. It was

20 mitigated a bit by the fact that the State Department had

21 over years been putting out travel advisories and that

22 these people had, by their own choice, chosen to ignore

2 3 the travel advisories and remain in a very dangerous

24 area, Beirut and Lebanon in general, since the civil war,

25 and that, therefore, they were on their own initiative,
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1 placing themselves in harm's way, which is quite

2 different from the U.S. Government employee who was being

3 directed by his government to go into that situation.

4 So there was some difference there.

5 Q Did you ever hear Director Casey talk on the

6 subject of the hostage release or Mr. Buckley's situation

7 in particular?

8 A No. I don't believe so. I was aware, again,

9 by this juxtaposition of people and ambience, really, of

10 dealing with the Agency, my judgment would be that thQ

11 CIA was consumed with this issue, that one of their own

12 was in harm's way, and that they were doing everything'

13 possible to try to seek his safe return, that they felt

14 that obligation.

15 Q Sure. I understand that. Did you hear that

16 from any of the Agency people with whom you were dealing

17 on the Iran initiative?

18 A Not that I can recall explicitly. It's almost

19 an irrelevant question to me. You didn't have to —
2 although the extent of the consuming nature of it made an

21 impact on me when I went out and visited another unit

22 concerned with terrorism in general, not specifically the

23 hostages. So they were peripherally involved, but not

24 directly.

25 There were some photographs or artist's
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1 Sketches — I forget which — luckily that had been

2 prepared and that were up there on the wall showing

3 before and after.

4 Q This was at Langley?

5 A Yes. The impact of this, that one of their

6 own was in harm's way and needed help, was obvious to me,

7 that people were very much concerned with this issue and

8 trying to do what they could to get him back.

9 Q Okay. Let's move on now to page 27 of your

10 notes. Bob, which appear to be on — well, let's go to.

11 page 28 first, which appears to be May 27, 1986, and it

12 seems to be reporting secure telephone conversation

13 between Admiral Poindexter and Bud McFarlane. Am I

14 right?

15 A Correct.

16 Q Would you just review those notes for us and

17 explain what they mean?

18 (Pause.)

19 A In this secure — well, it's telecom, but it's

20 really via secure radio, but the instrtiment that Admiral

21 Poindexter had in his hand was a telephone, in talking to

22 Bud McFarlane the first point that Admiral Poindexter

23 made was that he. Admiral Poindexter, had briefed the

24 President on the first hard copy message that Mr.

25 McFarlane had sent back, which was again — and if you
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1 have that message that might help me with later things.

2 MR. LIMAN: We do have that.

3 THE WITNESS: All right. That might help with

4 the second point, because I am unaware of those

5 conditions.

6 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

7 Q While we are getting it, let me say that in

8 the first meeting Mr. McFarlane reported that the

9 Iranians who he saw imposed all kinds of conditions above

10 and beyond whatever one thought had been agreed to,

11 including Israel would get out of the Golan Heights and

12 that the Da'Wa prisoners would be released and so on and

13 so forth.

14 MR. LIMAN: And that the arms had to be

15 shipped first before they would release the hostages.

16 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

17 Q Right.

18 A Okay. I think those are the conditions

19 Admiral Poindexter is referring to here. I am not sure

20 of point number three, but I think it may be a reference

21 to the proposal that was surfacing at that point in order

22 to force the issue of launching the second 707 from Tel

23 Aviv so that we could show good faith to them that they

24 were en route, but we would still have control over it so

25 that if they didn't deliver on their side that we could
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1 turn it around before it ever entered Iranian air space.

2 But I 'IE not positive of that.

3 Q Is that the turning around of the aircraft?

4 A Possibly, but it nay be something else. But

5 that's certainly one possibility, that that triggers.

6 Q Let me stop you there. Do you recall whether

7 an order was given during that trip for the second

8 aircraft?

9 A Oh, yes, that did happen.

10 Q Who gave the order?

11 A Well, I don't recall specifically. It seems

12 to me it was Bud McFarlane, but my recollection is it- was

13 cleared by everyone. I mean, everyone was aware of it.

14 It was in these phone calls and hard copy messages back

15 and forth discussing what to do to take action in

16 response to the situation as we then saw it, that that

17 was agreed to by everyone as the way we would proceed on

18 attempting to put a little more pressure on their side

19 and get some success out of this thing before the party

20 left.

21 Q Put more pressure on them by having the second

22 ait'craft carrying the arms leave Tel Aviv?

23 A Yes, so that the U.S. side could say they are

24 en route now. You have sent your folks to deal with the

25 hostage-holders. You show something from your side and
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1 we will have, and they will be here in X number of hours.

2 Q Did Admiral Poindexter approve that order, as

3 far as you recall?

4 A I can't recall specifically, but it's

5 inconceivable to me that that would have occurred without

6 Admiral Poindexter being aware of it and approving it.

7 That wasn't something that —
8 Q Same for the President?

9 A — that anybody would have generated on his

10 otm.

11 Q The same for the President as you understood

12 the chain of command in this?

13 A I would assume so generally. Whether that

14 specific level of detail of tactics would have been

15 briefed and approved by the President, I don't know. But

16 certainly the more general context in which that arose

17 seemed to me to be going to the President.

18 Q That order was given and then subsequently the

19 order was reversed and the aircraft was sent back?

20 A When they flew for several hours, two hours-

21 something, when they came to that point, at which we were

22 supposed to have something to show for it on the Iranian

23 side, there was nothing and we were getting continued

24 delaying and stalling tactics and the Iranians then —

25 the aircraft was ordered to return. I think it had a
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1 fail-safe built in. The crew was briefed that if they

2 got no conununications at that point that they would turn

3 around.

4 So even if we had a radio problem we were not

5 going to have inadvertent delivery of the second

6 aircraft.

7 Q Go to condition 4 on page 28 of your notes.

8 What does that say and mean?

9 A I think that — "what about the Wednesday New

10 York conunitment" —
11 Q Is that Bud's speech?

12 A I think again that's the op sec problem of how

13 do we deal with this speaking engagement that Bud had.

14 Q Okay.

15 A Then there is a reference to the plan at this

16 point, at 10:43 Eastern Daylight Time, that the plan was

17 to have the party depart, meaning local tomorrow, which

18 would have been noon, local Tehran time, the next day.

19 Q Arthur has the hard copy message from

20 HcFarlane.

21 MR. LIMAN: I will give it to you from the

22 Tower report because it is easy to read there. It starts

23 at B-lOO, which is their arrival, and it goes on to B-

24 103, which is another hard copy.

25 (A discussion was held off the record.)
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1 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

2 Q Okay. Moving to the next note on page 27,

3 which still seems to be May 27, is that a message from

4 the top by Secord about a decision by the Prime Minister

5 of Israel?

6 A Correct. This is a message from Secord that I

7 am to pass to Bud McFarlane and Colonel North.

8 Q And what is the message?

9 A The message is "Peres has directed Nir to

10 return to Israel with Bud McFarlane".

11 Q Did Secord give you any more information than

12 just that directive?

13 A I'm not positive, but I am getting an

14 indistinct recollection that there was some issue of how

15 the party would return and the routing and so forth, and

16 it was a possibility of bypassing Israel on the way out

17 in order to get Bud back for this meeting, if we were

18 going to preserve op sec, and that this pertained to

19 that, that Nir was wanted back in Tel Aviv. So I think

2 that relates to the routing issue and the timing of the

21 party coming out of Tehran.

22 MR. LIMAN: May I ask you a question? In

23 light of your prior recollection of a plane leaving, the

24 notes that went back to Washington, including the May 2 7

25 note, which is on B-115 of Tower, reflect a rather
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1 persistent request by the Iranians that the second plane

2 be allowed to leave and an obstinacy on the part of

3 McFarlane, saying that he will not let the plane take off

4 until the hostages are released?

5 You may know that McFarlane has testified that

6 while he was sleeping North directed that the plane take

7 off and that McFarlane cancelled it. Does that ring a

8 bell with you at all?

9 THE WITNESS: No.

10 MR. LIMAN: Do you have an actual recollection

11 of these events about the second plane, or is it all just

12 reconstruction of your notes?

13 THE WITNESS: I think there might be some

14 notes that might help. I have a distinct recollection of

15 dealing with Secord on the communications with the

16 airplane and talking to Tehran and implementing in real

17 time the flight and the turnaround and that time frame.

18 I know the airplane took off. I know it went to the

19 turnaround point, and I know it returned.

20 MR. LIMAN: But did anyone bring to your

21 attention that there was a disagreement between either

22 North and Secord — I mean, between McFarlane and Secord

23 or McFarlane and Ollie on whether that plane should have

24 taken off?

25 THE WITNESS: No, not really. It's possible,
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1 because it seems to me we had a very fluid situation here

2 and a lot was not as we expected it. And so people were

3 improvising and trying to decide how to deal with this

4 situation and split the party or not, and this issue of

5 part of the plane, did it at least go par'^ay, that it

6 seemed to me, one, that the staff dealt with this

7 proposal and that it would be approved or not approved as

8 it was investigated, pros and cons weighed and so forth.

9 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

10 Q ,
Take a look at the note on page 28.

11 A Oh, that's good. Wait a minute. Which plane,

12 though?

13 (Pause.)

14 Okay. This is good.

15 Q Looking at the notes on page 28 ~
16 A Correct. I think this is a message from Bud

17 rather than to Bud.

18 MR. LIMAN: What does it say?

19 THE WITNESS: I'm not sure of that now. Wait

20 a minute. Anyway, the message either for or from him is

21 "coming into a delivery", and I think that means

22 hostages. Counsel points out the previous entry that

2 3 puts it into some context. Guidance from Admiral

24 Poindexter was to continue as planned.

25 This is interim guidance for the party, that
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1 there are some issues pending for resolution, and the

2 interim guidance is to continue as planned, but that

3 there would be a call at 2:00 p.m. Eastern Daylight Time,

4 that Admiral Poindexter would call personally and resolve

5 the pending issues, whatever they were.

6 All right. Then down to the six points listed

7 under Bud. One is commitment to delivery, and I think

8 that refers to the hostages, the consummation of the

9 deal, the hostages in exchange for parts. Secondly, that

10 the aircraft is to take off tonight and I'm not positive,

11 but I think that refers to the 707 that held the bulk of

12 the HAWK parts.

13 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

14 Q The second one.

15 A The second aircraft. I'm not positive, but

16 that's the way I read it right now. Point three — okay

17 — is that if our Ambassador, the U.S. Ambassador in

18 Beirut doesn't report that the hostages have showed up in

19 Beirut, then the aircraft will turn around three hours

20 after takeoff.

21 Q So now you are more confident that those notes

22 refer to the second aircraft?

23 A Yes. Point four, that there will be follow-on

24 meetings between the Iranian side and the U.S. side.

25 This is eliminating the obstacle to progression of
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1 relations. That would solve it; then there would be

2 follow-on meetings and the relationship would continue to

3 develop.

4 Point five, that we, the U.S., would at least

5 be open to receiving any follow-on requests for

6 equipment. And, point number six, that at noon tomorrow,

7 which is 0530 Eastern Daylight time, our team. Bud's

8 team, departs.

9 MR. LIMAN: What day is that message?

10 THE WITNESS: You got me.

11 MR. LIMAN: Is that the 27th?

12 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

13 Q I think it's the 27th.

14 A Let's see. Yes, the 27th is on both sides.

15 MR. LIMAN: What time did they say they were

16 going to depart?

17 THE WITNESS: 0530 Eastern Daylight time is

18 the departure of the team. And that's — what is it,

19 seven and a half ~ it's 13 00.

20 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

21 Q Yes, 1300 hours, 1:00 in the afternoon.

22 A Tehran time.

23 MR. LIMAN: Yes.

24 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

25 Q So looking at those notes it's still your
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1 recollection that the order to the second aircraft was an

2 authorized one?

3 A Oh, yes. I mean, even though I still can't

4 quite — I don't know whether it's to Bud or from Bud,

5 but in some way it's my recollection that Bud is very

6 much aware of all this, either telling us the proposal or

7 we telling him.

8 Q And Admiral Poindexter is aware of it?

9 Indeed, he's given the guidance, correct?

10 A Hell, depending on which way that is. If this

11 came from Bud to me, I would have passed it to Admiral

12 Poindexter. If this is to Bud, it's coming from Admlrhl

13 Poindexter.

14 Q But either way Poindexter knows?

15 A Exactly, yes.

16 Q Thank you. Also, looking just again briefly

17 at the balance of page 27, there are a number of notes

18 there which, if I'm correct, refer to the continuing DEA

19 operation which is in progress at the same time as the

20 Tehran meeting, right?

21 A Well, they are intermixed.

22 Q Yes, but the references ^^^^^^1 ^° '^^V' ^°

23 Ross, that's to the DEA?
^^^^

24 A Yes, both operations are intermixed.

25 Q Do you recall when the government, our
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1 government, learned that Mr. Buckley had been killed?

2 A Do you have my calendar? Those —
3 MR. LIMAN: Do you remember what the event

4 was? If you just tell us the event.

5 MR. LEON: This is Ollie's calendar.

6 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

7 Q Was it in connection with the release of any

8 of the hostages?

9 A Well, I am trying to recall a memory I have of

10 an announcement, I think it was, from the Iranian side —
11 I mean, the hostage-holders, from Lebanon — that h^had

12 been executed.

13 MR. LIMAN: But that message came at the time

14 of the Libyan bombing. Well, they did announce at that

15 time.

16 THE WITNESS: But there was something before

17 that, I think.

18 MR. LIMAN: But you wouldn't necessarily

19 credit a message that came from the hostage-holders?

2 THE WITNESS: Oh, no, no.

21 MR. LIMAN: Was there some other harder

22 evidence that led you to conclude he had been killed?

23 THE WITNESS: Well, there are other people who

24 have all the facts together on that that would be able to

25 testify very accurately, Charlie Allen being one. There
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1 was a series of bits and pieces over time that had

2 accumulated that eventually caused the government to —
3 MR. LIMAN: Do you remember one of the

4 hostages in the Middle East and he was debriefed in the

5 summer of 1986?

6 THE WITNESS: Yes.

7 MR. LIMAN: And do I assume you saw the

8 debriefing about the fact that Buckley had been suffering

9 and coughing?

10 THE WITNESS: Yes, and that was further

11 details that confirmed what was believed but not kn<3tm

12 for sure at that point, that he had either been executed

13 or had died under interrogation or had died as a result

14 of neglect.

15 MR. LIMAN: Because at that time the demand

16 then became for the return of Buckley's body. Do you

17 remember that?

18 THE WITNESS: I don't recall when that became.

19 MR. LIMAN: But you remember that some change

20 did occur?

21 THE WITNESS: Oh, sure. At some point there

22 was no longer any doubt with it. and I think the Iranian

23 side virtually acknowledged

24

25
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24

25

BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

Q At the time of the Tehran mission you believed

he was still alive?

A That ' s why I ' d have to go back through my

notes. I'm not sure. Someone else who followed this

like Charlie Allen would be able to give you exactly when

we began to know this and the accumulation of evidence

that It was a very real possibility and people begaJf to

believe it. I'm not sure. It's a longer-term evolution

of belief that he was dead.

Q One other question before we go back to the

notes. Did you ever discuss with Admiral Polndexter that

any of the funds from the Iran transactions were being

used for the benefit of the contras? Did you discuss

that subject with him at any time?

A I don't think so. I don't think that ever

came up.

Q Did you ever hear him refer to it?

A I don't think so. I just don't think it ever

came up in my conversations with him and meetings with

him. My assumption was that he knew, but I don't think I

had any firsthand acknowledgement of that.
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1 MR. KIRK: Off the record.

2 (A brief recess was taken.)

3 Q This is a note on page 24. It's still May 27,

4 0115 Eastern Daylight Time. "We are departing because

5 the Iranians don't even have control of two hostages."

6 From whom did you get that message?

7 A I'm not sure whether it was direct or indirect

8 from somebody in the party. I don't know. I don't

9 recall who in the party it might have been. It may have

10 been Bud. It may have been Teicher.

11 MR. LIMAN: Somebody in the party?

12 THE WITNESS: Yes, somebody in the part, but

13 again it may not have been direct. It may have come

14 through Secord, because sometimes they had direct comms

15 when ours weren't.

16 Q But they were telling you that the people —

17 A That the party was departing because —
18 Q The people with whom we were dealing with

19 didn't even have control over two hostages?

20 A Correct, because that was one of the

21 compromise solutions that was arrived at in one of the

22 later stages. Well, how about two now? We'll give you

23 two now and work on the others later — I think. You

24 just triggered a memory. I'm not positive of that, but

25 even their fallback position — that's why the "even two"

-t'UP SECRET/ eODEWORB-
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1 makes some sense — that even this more modest

2 counterproposal from the Iranian side they couldn't

3 deliver on.

4 Q You have a note on the next page, 23, which is

5 May 28, 1986. It looks like a briefing by Bud McFarlane.

6 Is that what it is?

7 A Yes.

8 Q Bud briefing you or are you taking notes at a

9 meeting of him briefing someone else?

10 A What day are we on?

11 Q May 28. May 28 is indeed Wednesday. The

12 party was supposedly lifting off.

13 A Let me read this to be sure.

14 (Pause.)

15 I think it's coming from — I think this is a

16 message from Bud to me just recapping —
17 Q Tell us what the message was.

18 A That the U.S. delegation did come to Tehran

19 and were accepted by the Iranians. We, the U.S., have

2 opened a door that has been closed to us in the past for

21 many years, and now there is finally some air going

22 through this open door, that the suddenness of this

23 change has scared the Iranian side, the interlocutors,

24 from their side, but we expect them to come back to us in

25 some period in the future — a month, a week, several

-TOP bbCKLT/LUDEWeKO -
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1 weeks — that they, the Iranian side, are sobered by our

2 firmness, that they are serious in helpingi

3 and perhaps Nicaragua, which was one of the terms of

4 reference in some of the confluence of interest between

5 us and the Iranians on certain issues, that the whole

6 experience was very frustrating but nonetheless

7 worthwhile, and that they were intending to arrive at

8 Dulles 6:00 a.m., local EDT.

9 Q And that was Bud HcFarlane's position as he

10 conveyed it to you at that time?

11 A At 10:13 Eastern Daylight Time, correct.

12 Q And then you briefed Admiral Poindexter? That

13 would have been your practice?

14 A That would have been my practice, to, as soon

15 as he was available, and during the day, at some point

16 that day, he was certainly available that I could pass

17 that on to him.

18 Q And given the way things were going at that

19 mission your understanding would have been that

20 Poindexter would then probably have briefed the President

21 on what McFarlane had reported?

22 A On whatever he felt was appropriate from that.

23 Again, I'm not sure that the level of detail would go

24 forward.

25 Q Would you consider agreement to help with

TOP 3ECRgT/C0DEW0RB-
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1 ^^^^^^^^Hand Nicaragua would hav« been just a detail?

2 A I really don't have any basis to judge where

3 the detail line would be drawn with the President. And

4 then there's a follow-on note unrelated to that. At some

5 point after it there's my note that Admiral Polndexter

6 briefed the President at 9:30 and a question — I assume

7 that it's coming from the President — of whether we

8 should look at other alternatives and that there's a

9 possibility that Bud, vrtien he returned on that Thursdi^;'^

10 arriving at 6:00 Dulles, would have a meeting with the
e

11 President later that morning at 9:30.

12 Q Do you know if he did?

13 A Z think he did. It may not have been exactly

14 9:30, but I met the party at Dulles. It was early, at

15 5:30, and everybody went home in order to freshen up and

16 get ready. But there were plans to meet later that

17 morning at the White House complex. I'm almost positive.

18 I'm pretty sure that they briefed the President later

19 that morning.

20 Q Did you receive a report on that briefing?

21 A Not that I can recall specifically. There may

22 be some notes on it that occurred.

23 Q I haven't seen any.

24 A The situation by definition had changed at

25 this point now that Colonel North was back, and so he

fOf SECRET/GODEWOPJa
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1 would be talking to Admiral Poindexter, and so I may or

2 may not get some feedback from Colonel North.

3 Q Do you remember Colonel North telling you

4 anything about the briefing of the President?

5 A Not that I can recall right now. Nothing

6 substantive is jumping out. I think that I recall that

7 it was talked about after the fact a little bit in some

8 way, because I think I have a recollection that Howard

9 Teicher and Colonel North talked, because I think both of

10 them went to that meeting. But again I'm not positive of

11 that.

12 MR. LIMAN: Was the sense that you had one' of

13 disappointment?

14 THE WITNESS: If you were forced to

15 encapsulate this in one word, that would probably be the

16 fairest word, that a major operation with great risk had

17 been undertaken.

18 MR. LIMAN: And failed?

19 THE WITNESS: And failed, although the door

20 was not shut. There was some potential in the future,

21 but it was certainly disappointing that it had not

22 succeeded as folks at the beginning had been led to

23 believe, through Ghorbanifar, that things were going to

24 go. It certainly wasn't as anticipated.

25 So with those caveats I would agree with you,

geP b^LRET/CODCWORD—
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1 yes.

2 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

3 Q Okay. Let's take a look at page 20 of the

4 notes, which appears to be May 29. And there's a

5 reference to Rich Miller, "urgent", with an arrow

6 pointing to a line that says "Phil Mabrw contacted,

7 Western goals, and recant all he has said, news confer",

8 short for news conference.

9 What do those notes mean?

10 A I think there was a phone call from Rich

11 Miller with a message to be passed to Colonel North, the

12 substance of which was that this individual, Phil Mabfe,

13 had contacted Western goals, whoever they are, and was in

14 effect recanting all of his previous positions and

15 accusations and was about to hold a news conference in

16 order to do that.

17 Q That's as much as you recall now?

18 A One other addition, without knowing the

19 specifics, but my general sense from the tenor of this or

2 related ambience, for lack of a better word, was that the

21 previous position that he was recanting was a bunch of

22 accijsations about — well, I'm not sure what — things

23 adverse to the contra cause, whether it's corruption or

24 drugs or something that was unfavorable to the cause of

25 the contras.
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1 So that it was a favorable development for the

2 contra cause that he was now going to tell the truth and

3 say that he had been lying in the previous accusations or

4 statements.

5 Q Okay. There's a note on page 15. Take a look

6 at that note before I read any of it int6 the record.

7 Does that pertain to the Iran compartment?

8 A Could I see both sides?

9 Q I think this will help you. Page 16 is

10 completely redacted except for some names at the bottom.

11 (Laughter.)

12 This, I believe, is page 14.

13 A What date are we?

14 Q We're around the end of May or early June. I

15 think we're in June by now. Yeah, I think we're around

16 June 10, June 11.

17 (Pause.)

18 A I'm still trying to focus on the names. I'm

19 not getting anything, obviously, from the context. There

20 isn't any.

21 Q And I'm not sure whether it pertains to the

22 Iran thing, and I don't want to go into it if it doesn't.

23 MR. LIMAN: You know who Murphy is, don't you?

24 THE WITNESS: Ambassador Murphy.

25 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)
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1 Q He knows who the people are. We are just

2 trying to fit it in.

3 MR. LIMAN: Ambassador Murphy was Ambassador

4 for where?

5 MR. BELNICK: He was Assistant Secretary for

6 Near East.

7 THE WITNESS: Yes.

8 MR. LIMAN: What were the six initiatives that

9 were proposed?

10 THE WITNESS: I think if I could look again —
11 I think that pertains to Syrian terrorism. If you want

12 to go further, I can.

13 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

14 Q No.

15 A One of the points on the top part I don't

16 think — no, there are some names in there that lead me

17 to believe it was not Iran.

18 Q Let's go off the record a moment.

19 (A discussion was held off the record.)

20 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

21 Q Back on the record. Now we are in what

22 appears to be the middle of June 1986 on page 13. You

23 have notes that start the top "VAXB". Is that a PROF

24 machine, VAXB?

25 A It's not PROFS. It's not IBM, but it's a

•re^SECRET/CODDWOn^-
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9
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11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

dlffarent computer system that Is supposedly taking over

and consuming, replacing IBM. You get into proprietary

competition here.

Q All right. It's a message-transmitting

system, right?

A Yes.

Q Is this a message from Copp, namely Secord?

What I'm really interested in is the language that

appears next to the^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H

Is that "Central American proposal"?

A It could be covert action. ^

Q Why don't you take a look?

(Pause.

)

A Well, it still could be either.

Q Why don't you read the note into the record

and tell us what it means?

A The note is point number one.

Q This isl

A^ From

Ion the CA proposal, and I'm not sure whether it

is cover action or Central American. It could be either

one.

Q What about point number two? -

A Point number two does put it into a Central

American context, "provide secure training ir

Tey st:cKi::T/cuuEW RD-
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^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^Three is "provide arms and ammo."

2 Q Doesn't it seem to you from the context that

3 CA probably refers to Central America?

4 A Well, it still could be covert action in

5 Central America, so I still don't know. But certainly it

6 wouldn't be wrong.

7 Q Okay. Anyway, the context is referring to a

8 covert operation in Central America?

9 A Well, it may not be a covert action.

10 Q Some action in Central America.

11 A Yes. ^^^^
12 Q To whom did you conve^^^^^Hmessage?

13 A Can I see both sides?

14 Q Sure. What do you have there, 13?

15 A Yes.

16 Q That is 14. Here is 12.

17 A Are you sure that's 14?

18 Q Yes, only because it comes between 13 and 15.

19 A It's not misfiled?

20 Q I don't think it's misfiled. That's how it

21 was given to us anyway. Do you recall reporting this to

22 Admiral Poindexter?

23 A What date was that?

24 Q I think June 15, 1986 — June 15 or 16. June

25 15 happens to be a Sunday, so it may be June 16.
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1 A It's 16 or 15.

2 Q Probably 16.

3 A Well, your question strikes me a little bit

4 strange because I'm not sure whether Colonel North is out

5 of the country. If Colonel North is in the country, I

6 have no reason to report to Admiral Poindexter.

7 MR. LIMAN: Well, we have his diary. We can

8 find out.

9 MR. BELNICK: What does North show on June 15?

10 MR. LEON: On June 15 he shows nothing. On

11 June 14, nothing in terms of being out of the country.

12 He shows meetings all day the 13th and on the 16th he
'

13 shows meetings all day.

14 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

15 Q So he's in the country, and assuming that's so

16 then you would have reported this to Colonel North?

17 A That is my normal assumption, messages that

18 I'm getting from whoever or from Colonel North, yes.

19 Q Do you Icnow anything more about this proposal

20 that's reflected on page 13 of your notes other than what

21 you've written down here?

22 A I'm just trying to see if it relates to this

23 down here.

24 Q On page 12?

25 A Yes. The answer to your question right now is

gOP OgcnBT/eOPEWORD
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1 no, but let me see this.

2 (Pause.)

3 It may or may not be related. This —
4 Q Page 12?

5 A The bottom of page 12 appears to be some

6 discussion of terrorism or international terrorism in the

7 Central American region and the extent to which Nicaragua

8 has been cooperating with international terrorists or

9 states that support or contribute to terrorism.

10 Q Including the PLO?

11 A Correct. A base of PLO is Nicaragua is one

12 phrase. The PLO has cooperated with the Sandinistas.

'

13 There is a PLO base there.

14 Q Let's go back to page 13.

15 MR. LEON: Mark, I just noticed something. On

16 Tuesday, June 17, it says at 9:30 — I don't know what it

17 means, but it says "OLN returns". It doesn't say from

18 where.

19 MR. BELNICK: That's in Ollie's diary.

20 MR. LEON: It's in his diary on the 17th. I

21 don't know what that means. Maybe it jogs any

22 recollections for you?

23 THE WITNESS: No. My best reference would be

24 my calendar, if you have that.

25 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

TOP SECRET/'CODEWORP
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1 Q Let's take a look.

2 ( Pause .

)

3 Vickie will look for that while you are

4 looking at the remaining notes on page 13 , which appears

5 to pertain to pricing in the Iran arms transaction.

6 MR. LIMAN: The June 16 note?

7 THE WITNESS: Right. There is a note on 16

8 June where it defines actual, as in actual prices, as the

9 higher prices of the two between what were called real

10 and actual prices. So real —
11 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

12 Q Was the Economy Act price?

13 A Real — whatever price the CIA charged, was

14 charged by DOO, that's real. Actual is 3.7 times that.

15 Q And actual is what was charged to the

16 Iranians?

17 A It went forward in some way through that

18 intermediary and I'm not clear on it.

19 Q Apart from any markups?

20 A That Gorbanifar may have had on top of that,

21 that's correct.

22 MR. LIMAN: And you wrote the 3.7 factor and

23 that was to convey that the price that was charged to

24 Ghorbanifar was 3.7 times what the CIA/DOD price was?

25 THE WITNESS: Yes.

TOP CDORCT/GODEWOnP
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1 MR. LIMAN: Did you ever actually do the

2 arithmetic, have the number, the CIA/DOD price, and then

3 multiply it by 3.7?

4 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. I did a lot.

5 MR. LIMAN: And then was it rounded off,

6 because obviously the price that was charged to

7 Ghorbanifar was, as I recall it, $15 million or it wasn't

8 the kind of — you know, you didn't get the odd dollar

9 figure that you'd get if you used 3.7.

10 THE WITNESS: I don't really have a specific

11 recollection of that. My recollection, from your

12 question, is that about a ten or 12-page document which

13 had all the HAWK parts on it and the nomenclature and the

14 FSN and so forth and the quantity desired by the Iranians

15 had two columns on the right. One was the actual price,

16 which was the DOD price, and then I did the math of

17 multiplying each one by 3.7 to come up with the actual

18 price column.

19 And that led then to a number, an aggregate,

20 which may have been rounded off, but I don't recall what

21 happened to that or how it evolved from there.

22 MR. LIMAN: Were any parts stricken because

23 when you applied the 3.7 figure it was in excess of some

24 budgeted amount?

25 THE WITNESS: I'm not understanding the

TOP 3CeRET/C0DEW0n0
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1 question. Who budgeted it?

2 MR. LIMAN: Were you told that you could not

3 come up with a figure in excess of a certain amount?

4 THE WITNESS: No, not that I recall.

5 MR. LIMAN: So that if 3.7 yielded $20

6 million, then that would have been the price you would

7 have put down? If it yielded $15 million, that would

8 have been the price; correct?

9 THE WITNESS: I believe so. That seems to me

10 to be a logical result of the process, as I understood

11 it.

12 MR. LIMAN: But nobody told you that you had

13 to keep the price to be charged to Ghorbanifar below a

14 certain amount?

15 THE WITNESS: Not that I can recall, no.

16 MR. LIMAN: This, I take, it would refresh

17 your recollection that you were doing the arithmetic on

18 June 16?

19 THE WITNESS: Well —
20 MR. LIMAN: At least at that point?

21 THE WITNESS: Right.

22 MR. LIMAN: And did you do it also earlier?

23 THE WITNESS: My own recollection is that it

24 was later than this, but obviously it was at least as

25 early as June.

TOP SgCnET/CODDWOnD
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1 MR. LIMAN: But how could it be later than

2 that when the only other transaction for which we got

3 paid was in October and that was not — that was the

4 second channel transaction and it was a lower price?

5 THE WITNESS: As best I can relate, my

6 involvement with the 3.7 factor and the timing of it, I

7 think it pertains to the second list of parts owed the

8 Iranians that resulted after the transfer of the 500

9 parts and some of them didn't work. But it may have been

10 before. It appears to be.

11 MR. LIMAN: Let me see if we understand each

12 other on this. The Iranians paid for HAWK spares at the

13 time of the mission that McFarlane went and you knew

14 that.

15 THE WITNESS: The Iranian government I don't

16 think had — no, they wouldn't pay until they got

17 delivery. Ghorbanifar or somebody had come up with this

18 bridge loan that would make the transaction begin to

19 occur.

20 MR. LIMAN: You knew that Ghorbanifar had

21 paid?

22 THE WITNESS: Somebody had paid.

23 MR. LIMAN: And you understood that he was

24 paying at this 3.7 multiple?

25 THE WITNESS: At least.

TOP 3ECnET/C0DEW0RP
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1 MR. LIMAN: No, you understood that he was

2 paying the CIA, that he was paying Lake. Did you

3 understand who he was paying the money to?

4 THE WITNESS: I knew that there was an

5 account

.

6 MR. LIMAN: And he paid the money into that

7 account?

8 THE WITNESS: Yes.

9 MR. LIMAN: And you knew that the amount that

10 he had paid was 3.7 times what the CIA's cost had been,

11 right?

12 THE WITNESS: I never really consciously

13 focused on that. Nobody ever told me that, but that

14 certainly follows from the parts that I was aware of.

15 MR. LIMAN: You also knew that some of the

16 spares for which he had paid had been delivered, one

17 pallet's worth, right, in Tehran? Correct?

18 THE WITNESS: Yes.

19 MR. LIMAN: And you knew that the bulk of the

20 HAWK parts for which he had paid were still back in

21 Israel?

22 THE WITNESS: Yes.

23 MR. LIMAN: And when there were later

24 shipments in the summer of 1986 did you not understand

25 that those shipments were for the parts that Ghorbanifar

-gOP SECRJ,l/''LUCEWaRD
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1 had already paid for?

2 THE WITNESS: The later shipments? Do you

3 mean when the pallets were subsequently delivered?

4 MR. LIMAN: That's right.

5 THE WITNESS: My recollection is that the

6 timing of that delivery was to complete the deal as it

7 had been arranged because one hostage had been released,

8 Jenko, I think.

9 MR. BELNICK: That's correct.

10 MR. LIMAN: So that whatever money that

11 Ghorbanifar had paid for the HAWK parts had been paid in

12 May of 1986, even though some of those parts weren't

13 delivered until after the release of Jeryfo; right?

14 THE WITNESS: What date was that?

15 MR. LIMAN: Well, they didn't deliver the

16 additional ones until August 3, 1986.

17 THE WITNESS: Okay.

18 MR. LIMAN: Now, therefore, does that not

19 refresh your recollection that the arithmetic that you

2 did in which you used the 3.7 multiple was done in

21 connection with the May transaction?

22 THE WITNESS: Not necessarily, and let me

2 3 explain why. ' It seems to me that the arithmetic that was

24 done for conveying to the Iranian side through

25 Ghorbanifar of the prices for this transaction of the

-geP gBCRET/CODIj^<ORD
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1 500, which was delivered In two separate shipments, was

2 all done in the April-early May time frame or before, and

3 that this June time frame that we're talking about has

4 nothing to do with that because that's already done and

5 over, that we are now talking about the complaints that

6 are beginning to accrue from the Iranians with at least a

7 sampling of parts that they have.

8 MR. LIMAN: But, Mr. Earl, what other

9 transaction was there after Ghorbanifar paid in May for

10 the HAWK parts?

11 THE WITNESS: Well, I don't know. It's not

12 clear to me what was— I still don't know how that was

13 resolved, the second laundry list of parts.

14 MR. LIMAN: But you know, don't you, that

15 after Ghorbanifar paid for the spare parts in May that

16 the only additional transaction that was done with Iran

17 was the one involving the second channel; isn't that

18 right?

19 THE WITNESS: I believe that's correct, except

20 there is one caveat. This new list became a fairly long

21 list of complaints with the originals which led to some

22 different part numbers and different prices that had to

23 be resolved as to who was going to pay, the Iranian side

24 wanting it for free, that they felt they had paid for it

25 on the 500, and the U.S. side having to somehow come up
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1 with parts for which they had no money,

2 MR. LIMAN: But that was talking about an

3 adjustment, about making good to them.

4 THE WITNESS: On the original, yes, I agree.

5 MR. LIMAN: Now were you involved in the

6 pricing of the TOWs to the second channel? You'd have to

7 look at your notes? You don't remember that?

8 THE WITNESS: My recollection, before being

9 refreshed, I was much more involved in the second

10 transaction.

11 MR. LIMAN: You mean in the complex — what do

12 you mean by the second transaction?

13 THE WITNESS: Well, now I'm confused as to

14 whether it's the second transaction involving the second

15 channel, which was TOWs, as I recall, or the HAWK

16 complaints on the parts as opposed to the very first

17 pricing of the 500. But it seems from some of my notes

18 that I was more involved in the first one than I recall,

19 so I could have been.

20 MR. LIMAN: Mr. Earl, do you remember without

21 even looking at your notes that the second channel was

22 given a better price on the TOWs than had been given to

23 the first channel?

24 THE WITNESS: Not really, no.

25 MR. LIMAN: Do you have a recollection as to
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1 whether you applied a 3.7 multiple to the cost of the

2 TOWs to arrive at the price for the second channel's

3 TOWs?

4 THE WITNESS: I don't know whether I did or

5 not. My recollection is the 3.7 applies to HAWK parts.

6 I'm not sure that it applies to TOWs.

7 MR. LIMAN: And therefore at least by process

8 of deduction you must have applied the 3.7 multiple to

9 the May shipment because that's the only HAWK parts that

10 they were ever charged for.

11 THE WITNESS: If that's true, that the 3.7

12 applies only to HAWK parts, then it follows, what you

13 just said.

14 MR. LIMAN: Well, let's do arithemetic right

15 after lunch.

16 THE WITNESS: But my recollection of the way

17 the 3.7 was derived, which I had previously told you

18 about —
19 MR. LIMAN: Yes, and I've read it.

20 THE WITNESS: Was that it was in order to show

21 consistency from previous transactions or statements of

22 the price, and that we dealt with the aggregate in some

23 form of the totals and divided them and found out that

24 the factor was 3.7 and then applied them to this other

25 collection, new collection, new list in order to show
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1 consistency.

2 MR. LIMAN: But did you do that arithmetic

3 yourself?

4 THE WITNESS: Yes.

5 MR. LIMAN: And did you do that with the HAWKs

6 that the Israelis had contracted to sell to the Iranians,

7 the November HAWKs, whether it was 120 or 80 or 18?

8 THE WITNESS: I don't know which aggregates I

9 used to derive that 3.7. From Colonel North I had gotten

10 the aggregate numbers and did the math and found out. that

11 that number was 3.7 and then used that on a line-by-line

12 basis with whatever the list of HAWK parts were.

13 MR. KIRK: May we stop for a second and go off

14 the record?

15 MR. LIMAN: Sure.

16 (A discussion was held off the record.)

17 MR. BELNICK: We will break now for lunch and

18 return at 1:00.

19 (Whereupon, at 11:53 a.m., the taking of the

20 instant deposition recessed, to reconvene at 1:00 p.m.,

21 the same day.)
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1 AFTERNOON SESSION

2 (1: 10 p.m.

)

3 Whereupon,

4 ROBERT L. EARL,

5 the witness herein, having been previously duly sworn,

6 was further examined and testified as follows:

7 EXAMINATION ON BEHALF OF THE SENATE COMMITTEE - Resumed

8 BY MR. BELNICK:

9 Q Good afternoon. Back into the notes at page

10 13, there is a note at the bottom, June 17, that I

11 believe pertains to the Iran compartment — "Uriah II".

12 Do you remember for whom that was a code name?

13 A Not off the top of my head. It is in one of

14 the things that I provided for the Committee. It could

15 have been the President or McFarlane.

16 Q Well, I know Oliver North is listed on one of

17 these.

18 A No, it's not Oliver North.

19 Q As Uriah.

20 A Oh, is he?

21 Q Yes, he's Uriah on one of these. This is

22 Uriah II. Oh, well, we'll move on.

23 A Well, that surprises me, that Uriah I or Uriah

24 without a number is Oliver North, because I would have

25 guessed that this is somebody senior in the chain to

TOP aCGRET/CODEWOaa
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1 Colonel North, but it may not be.

2 Q I'm sure your document produced by the White

3 House, which bears our Bates number N-9267, which is

4 entitled Operation Homeport, one word, code sheet, and

5 you see "0. North, Uriah."

6 A I don't think that's one of the ones that I

7 was familiar with.

8 Q Well, all right. We'll just go on. Did you

9 have a code name or cryptonym at any time?

10 A No.

11 Q Here Poindexter is listed on page N-9055 as

12 Uriah.

13 AX think that's the code name I'm familiar

14 with.

15 Q So maybe Uriah II is — well, let's not guess.

16 Does this note that we were looking at on June 17 pertain

17 to the Iran compartment?

18 A Yes, it does.

19 Q Okay. And do you recall — can you explain

2 the reference, leaving out the name of the Iranian? Is

21 this a message you received from George Cave?

22 A Possibly, but I think more likely is it's —

23 well, I won't even say more likely. Two possibilities.

24 One is it is from Cave telling me of a conversation he

25 had had with this Uriah. The other possibility is that
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1 it's instructions for Cave to have a conversation with

2 the Iranian coming to me from, probably, North to give to

3 Cave

.

4 Q Well, whether it comes from Cave or is a

5 proposed message to Cave, can you explain what the notes

6 mean?

7 A Well, it says very specific: "Adhere to our

8 written proposal. Call us." My explanation of that

9 would be that it is guidance for this individual.

10 Q For Cave or for the Iranian?

11 A For the Iranian, and perhaps an admonition to

12 be precise on the specifics of the negotiation that's at

13 issue at this time and to call us and refer back to the

14 written proposal as opposed to any embellishment of that

15 that may be being done by others.

16 Q And then he's to be told, the Iranian, that

17 Uriah II, whoever that is, is unhappy.

18 A Uh-huh.

19 Q And has issued instructions no more talking

20 with the Iranians until there is a movement.

21 A Correct.

22 Q And "bullshit to proving ourselves" means just

23 that?

24 A Yes. From the Iranian side there is the

25 negotiating statement that we, the U.S. has to prove

TOP aCGRCT/CODEVJOnD-
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1 itself and we are rejecting that, saying no, it is not we

2 who have to prove ourselves. We have taken suitable

3 risks and it is you who have to deliver. So that's a

4 bogus argument.

5 Q Okay. We'll move on.

6 A Let me look at that list, please.

7 (Pause.)

8 I don't think this is it. I think there may

9 be another one, too.

10 Q , There is a note on page 11, which appears ^o

11 be June 16, 1986, "$5,820,000 apiece". Then it says

12 "radar". What does that note means? Is that referring

13 to the Iran compartment?

14 A I believe it is. I believe it's a dollar

15 figure.

16 Q For the HAWKs?

17 A No, for the high-power radars. If we could

18 cross reference to the other reference to prices on

19 radars, we can see whether that means each or per radar

2 rather than total cost for both radars. I'm not sure

21 right now. We were looking at that page earlier.

2 2 Q I am showing the witness page 100 of his

23 notes.

24 A That's not the page that I'm remembering. I

25 think there's something else that gives some prices on

TOP SECRET/CODCWORD
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1 radars and the only reason I referred to that is so that

2 we can figure out whether it ' s per radar or for two

3 radars. I'm just not sure which it is at this point. I

4 think it is per, because here is a reference to $8,000

5 each down here.

6 Q All right. On the same page, 11, of the

7 notes?

8 A Right. So I think that is a symbol for each

9 or per.

10 Q , Looking at these references to figures on page

11 11 can you tell us where you got them from?

12 A No. Nothing springs to mind. But the fact

13 that I'm multiplying by the 3.7 suggests to me that this

14 number probably came from —
15 Q That's the number $8,270.83?

16 A From CIA in some way.

17 Q And you are using the 3.7 factor?

18 A Yes.

19 Q To multiply?

20 A Correct.

21 Q The next note I would like to go over with

22 you. Colonel, is on page five. Let me show you the note.

23 A That time frame are we in now? I've lost

24 that.

25 Q This is still June '86. You will see the name

TOP SECRCT/CODEWOnD
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1 Ellen Garwood there and by context this note appears to

2 be around the end of June, June 23, June 24 of 1986. Can

3 you tell us what those notes refer to, including the

4 reference to Ellen Garwood with a telephone number?

5 A No. I'm not recalling anything. I )cnow who

6 Ellen Garwood is. I know she would come in to the office

7 on occasion and meet with Colonel North, and this may

8 just be establishing that she called in with a phone

9 number or that someone provided us with a phone number so

10 that Colonel North would be able to call her. I'm

11 recalling no context.

12 Q Did you know at the time that she was a

13 contributor of financial aid to the contras?

14 A I don't know in the June time frame whether I

15 knew that or not. At some point I intuited that, that

16 she was a wealthy individual who contributed. But as

17 early as June, I don't know. I may have.

18 Q Actually I said June 23. This looks more like

19 June 13, according to what's later on page five.

2 The next note I want to show you is on page

21 four, also dated June 13, 1986, and it reads:

22 ^^^^^^Uoesn ' t take the Corr threat too seriously. Is it

23 true he was going to beach this" — and ~then it's

24 oblierated. What's the word after this? It's

25 obliterated by the Top Secret designation.
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1 A Oh, I see. "Going to beach this weekend".

2 Q Well, that's some threat, let me tell you.

3 Now we're at the bottom of this.

4 (Laughter.)

5 Now is this to Corr, to Ambassador Corr?

6 A Yes.

7 Q This reference that we have now read from page

8 four of the notes. What does it mean?

9 A There was a terrorist threat against

10 Ambassatjor Corr at the time. He wasn't taking it

11 seriously because he was going on to the beach, and so

12 that was CIA's analysis of the threat.

13 Q You'll be as delighted as I to know that we

14 have just finished one notebook.

15 Now we have another notebook that the White

16 House has just produced to us this morning, as a matter

17 of fact, saying that it was only recently found, at least

18 for us, and this one. Colonel, appears to predate. Up

19 until now the one we were just going through was our

20 earliest Earl notebook. This one, I think, is earlier

21 and appears to go from — Vickie, what are the dates of

22 this? Does this go in order?

23 MS. NOURSE: Well, 10/3.

24 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

25 Q From October 3, 1985 to March 10, '86. So we
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1 want to go through some references that we have marked

2 here.

3 A May I see the cover of the notebook?

4 Q Moving into the new notebook for the period

5 just described, October '85 to March 10, '86, page 52,

6 there are references to Nir, the same Nir, I take it,

7 with whom you worked on the Iran program?

8 A Yes.

9 Q What were you doing with Nir on November 18,

10 '85? First of all, where were you at that time?

11 A On the Vice President's Task Force.

12 Q Combatting terrorism?

13 A Combatting terrorism.

14 Q Was Nir a consultant to that task force?

15 A I wouldn't use the term "consultant". That

16 has a special meaning to me. I mean, nobody was paid,

17 but he was one of the so-called experts on terrorism that

18 was brought in to advise and talk to the task force, yes.

19 Q So are those simply notes pertaining to advice

2 that he gave the task force?

21 A Yes.

22 Q Okay. You didn't know a thing about the Iran

2 3 program at this time?

2 4 A No

.

25 Q Or about any HAWK shipments that were being
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1 made in November of '85?

2 A No.

3 Q On page 61 this reference "mercenaries can be

4 tapped", that relates to the task force also?

5 A I think so. Let me just put it into context.

6 (Pause.)

7 Q It looks like it. Any of it has nothing to do

8 with —
9 A Yes, I think all of that is terrorism-related

10 discussi,on for the task force.

11 Q Let me show you a note that appears on page

12 115 of the same notebook. The date appears to be around,

13 if not on, January 16 of 1986. The notes are toward the

14 bottom of the page. You see the names "Rich Miller, Dave

15 Fisher, Nicaragua group raising funds, Roosevelt Room."

16 It said "Elliott Abraham". Does that mean Elliot Abrams?

17 A That's my, at that time, phonetic spelling,

18 Elliot Abrams, right.

19 Q From reading it and not knowing what it is, it

20 appears to be setting up some sort of meeting that will

21 be related to raising funds for the freedom fighters in

22 Nicaragua. You tell us what it is.

23 A Yes, I think you have described it fairly

24 well. It's related to a group raising funds in support

25 of the contras, I guess, and this is Don Regan. Again, I
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1 guess it took me a while to spell the name correctly.

2 But that's Don Regan and David Chew, who worked for him,

3 and setting something up in the Roosevelt Room and

4 confirmation, the date. And so these two people were

5 involved on setting it up.

6 Q Rich Miller?

7 A And Dave Fisher is somehow involved in setting

8 up this meeting in the Roosevelt Room. So I'm passing

9 that message to Colonel North. And I'm not sure whether

10 he called or who called.

11 Q Dave Fisher or Rich Miller?

12 A Yes. It's one of the two.

13 Q Okay. Now page 119, I'm interested in one

14 specific note on that page: "Who's Richard (relative to

15 Mr. Goode?)". What can you tell us about that note?

16 (Pause.)

17 MR. LEON: Do you have a date on that, Mark?

18 MR. BELNICK: 17 January '86.

19 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

20 Q Is the "Richard" reference to Secord?

21 A Well, I'm not sure. This is an asterisk, so

22 I'm looking to see if it was an asterisk for something

23 that may be blocked out. My best guess right now is that

24 that's a note to myself to ask Colonel North who's

25 Richard and that I don't recognize the name in the
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1 context of a message that I'm getting.

2 MR. LEON: Could it be Gadd?

3 MR. LIMAN: No, not at that point.

4 Q Not at that point. When did you first know

5 who Secord was?

6 A I don't know. I've never really thought about

7 that.

8 Q Did you first learn about him from Ollie?

9 A Yes, sometime. I met him at the office or a

10 phone call or something and something prior to the May-

11 April time frame leading up to Tehran, that I knew him,

12 but how much before that I don't know. But somewhere'

13 between those two periods, between January and April.

14 Q All right. On page 122 from the notebook I'm

15 interested in the note which I'll read into the record.

16 "Watson, two contra leaders, back to see VP" , and it says

17 "one, names — check that with CIA? Two, state of the

18 union intentions? Just guerrillas? Some political

19 types, too?" with a telephone number, 941-1468.

20 Now is the reference to Watson to the Vice

21 President's aide Sam Watson?

22 A I believe so. I can't recall any other Watson

23 that I knew.

24 Q You knew him from the terrorist task force,

25 didn't you?
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1 A Yes.

2 Q Now can you explain those notes that I have

3 just read about Watson, contra leaders and the VP?

4 A Okay. I think that the general subject of the

5 section relates to the issue of whether there were to be

6 some Nicaraguan freedom fighters in the audience for the

7 state of the union that would be acknowledged in the

8 course of the speech and would stand and be recognized.

9 Q That's what the reference to State of the

10 Union means?

11 A I think so.

12 Q What about the reference to two contra leaders

13 back to see VP?

14 A I'm not sure if that's related to that or

15 different because the names checked out with the CIA

16 right below it may be different than state of the Union

17 intentions and related to the separate issue of two

18 contra leaders, or it may be checking out the names of

19 the people who are to appear. I'm not sure.

20 Q Do you have any recollection or are you just

21 guessing?

22 A No, I'm guessing. From the context, it could

23 be either way.

24 Q You don't recall independently?

25 A No.
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1 Q Who did you consider to be in the contra

2 compartment box among people at the NSC? Were there

3 people in the Vice President's office who you felt were

4 part of that box?

5 A No, no. And again it's amorphous. Even as we

6 previously discussed for the Iran box, but even more

7 amorphous on the contra box, since I was, as I said,

8 never formally brought into that box. But my working

9 assumption was nobody on the Vice President's staff was

10 in the contra box.

11 Q What about Don Gregg?

12 A I don't know, but my working assumption is

13 that he was not.

14 Q Okay, fine. And did you ever learn any fact

15 that caused you to question that assumption?

16 A No, no, not really. There were the meetings

17 when Max Gomez came up, but that was all — completely

18 consistent with my working assumption that he was being

19 dragged into the box by his previous friendship with Max

20 Gomez, that it wasn't because he was in the box.

21 Q January 23, '86, appears to be numberedpage

22 123, notes that tead: "Jim Steele — problems about

^^^^^^^^^^^^^Hmessage to^^^^vtoday

24 and then Ambassador concerned."

25 A This is 23 January. Do you know off the top
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1 of your head the dates of what I just referred to, the

2 meeting? That was August?

3 Q August 8 and August 12.

4 A Well, that's not right. No, I'm not getting a

5 specific recollection. It's some reference to a problem

6 that these people needed to work out —^^^^H North,

7 Steele and the Ambassador. Let me read the full context.

8 (Pause.)

9 Below that on the same page is a more detailed

10 message i^elaying some of the problems. I think these are

11 related.

12 Q Some of the problems that Steele was talking

13 about?

14 A Right. And it concerns deployment bags, A-7A

15 straps, and Conex inserts, some confusion on equipment

16 back to New Orleans, which is a code name which I never

17 did know, where New Orleans was. I mean, it's not the

18 real New Orleans. 1,000 pairs of socks, backpacks, some

19 kind of problem related to equipment.

20 Q Let's go on. We're almost finished.

21 We will interrupt the sequence and I will show

22 you a document that I will ask the reporter to mark as

23 the next Earl Exhibit, whatever that is.- Let's just call

24 this — well, we'll call it Earl Exhibit lA. Would you

25 take a look at that document? It bears our Bates

'SOP gE<
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1 discovery stamp of N-604. See if you can identify it.

2 (The document referred to was

3 marked Earl Exhibit Number lA

4 for identification.)

5 A No, I don't think I've ever seen it before.

6 Q Do you recognize the handwriting?

7 A No.

8 Q Did you know someone named Bill at the

9 National Security Council on the staff, or a principal?

10 MR. LEON: Could that be a note written on a

11 notepad?

12 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

13 Q Why don't we let him think for a second?

14 A I'm not recalling one off the top of my head.

15 If I had the NSC phone book, I could flip through the

16 names to refresh my memory on guys that might be named

17 Bill, but right now I'm not coming up with anybody.

18 Q Was there anybody in the legal counsel's

19 office named Bill in Commander Thompson's office?

20 A No.

21 Q Nobody?

22 A I mean, the only Bill that leaps to mind is

23 Bill Casey.

24 Q I understand that.

25 MR. LIMAN: But it's not his writing.
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1 Q It's not his writing; I understand that. But

2 it leaped to some other minds.

3 (Laughter.)

4 But Rich was suggesting that perhaps somebody

5 wrote it on an NSC notepad who is not with the NSC. Does

6 that mean anything?

7 A Could be. I don't know.

8 Q You have no idea?

9 A No. But if you want me to search my memory

10 further in Bills at the NSC, if you have an NSC phone

11 book with all the list of names.

12 Q Off the record.

13 (A discussion was held off the record.)

14 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

15 Q While we are waiting, let's go on. There's a

16 note at page 160 which is March 6, 1986. You see at the

17 top it says "Nir, 1900", et cetera. Before I read it,

13 does that have anything to do with matters that we're

19 interested in?

20 A I think it does. I think it relates to an

21 Iran hostage, but I'm not positive. That's the way I

2 2 read it.

2 3 Q All right. Would you explain the note? This

24 is before you were formally briefed into the compartment,

25 wasn't it, in March of 1986?
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1 A All right. This is March, 6 March. Again,

2 I'm not sure exactly when I was formally briefed in.

3 Before, or refreshing from my notes, I would have guessed

4 early May, but obviously it was before that, from my

5 notes early April. It could have been as early as March,

6 possibly, but very doubtful.

7 Q All right. What does the note mean?

8 A It's a cryptic note from Nir passed over an

9 open phone, so it is intended not to be understood by

10 those not in the compartment, and I don't know what it

11 means beyond telling Colonel North that he, Nir, has

12 gotten in touch with the person in question, that the new

13 location, whatever "they", Nir and North, had agreed was

14 okay, that they were in a hotel in town with that person,

15 so to prevent that person from knowing the location of

16 the meeting, that he knew he was in a hotel but not —
17 they were protecting something about who they were

18 meeting with and why.

19 Q Okay.

20 A Will call William — and William is another

21 code name, and I think that's for — I was going to guess

22 North, but he would have used Goode, so it doesn't make

23 sense, so I don't know who William is. Nir is going to

24 call William as soon as he gets to the hotel about noon

25 Friday.
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22

23

24

25

Goods was?

right.
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MR. LIMAN: Do you know what the first name of

THE WITNESS: Now that's right.

MR. LIMAN: William.

THE WITNESS: Yes, that's right. So it is.

BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

That's a double code, then.

Well, it fooled me for a while, but I guessed

Let's go back to the Exhibit lA question we

were discussing. We now have a world-famous Federal

yellow book and here comes the document back. I am

putting Exhibit lA before you again, and there is a

listing in here in the yellow book under National

Security Council, under Latin American Affairs. Director

William Perry. Did you know a William Perry when you

were there?

A Yes.

Did you ever see his handwriting?

I don't think so. It's possible, but I am

Q

A

doubtful.

Q

Williams.

See if you, looking at this list, can see any

(Pause.

)

Did you know Bob Turner?

41UP JELULT/'COUJiWOUU
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1 A Bob Turner? No.

2 MR. LIMAN: This may be a moment to ask him

3 some other questions, if I may. Did you ever have any

4 discussions as to whether the NSC was covered by Boland?

5 THE WITNESS: Two answers to that question.

6 One is a generic one, that from talk just amongst people

7 at the staff my impression from that talk was that there

8 were all kinds of loopholes in the law, so I think that's

9 partially relevant.

10 But the specific answer to your question is I

11 recall one conversation at around the time Colonel North

12 was going to meet with or brief some members of one of

13 the Committees. I think he did that in the White House

14 situation room. And either before or after, but in that

15 time frame, I asked him about that argument, which I had

16 heard either from the newspaper or from talking with

17 people around the NSC how much applicability was the line

18 of argument that Boland did not apply to the NSC. Well,

19 I think I knew it was Boland.

20 My recollection was that there were a bunch of

21 laws that had relevance, and then I had a bunch of

22 phrases that I remember from them, and I'm not

23 necessarily sure which correlates to which, but I think

24 that it would have been, from the group of relevant laws

2 5 then, that there was an argument that I was aware of,
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1 that the NSC was exempted because it was not part of the

2 Intelligence community.

3 Ana so I asked that question of Colonel North,

4 if that argument had utility, whether it was a credible

5 argument. And the answer was — I don't recall the

6 answer specifically. I recall that it was a balanced

7 answer, a neutral answer. It wasn't hell, no it has no

8 applicability, and it wasn't oh, yeah, that's absolutely

9 right. It was a little grayer and more complicated than

10 that, that I would characterize as neutral or middle.

11 And so that's, I think, right now the only

12 specific conversation that I can recall on that subject.

13 MR. LIMAN: You said this occurred at the time

14 he was to brief one of the Congressional Committees?

15 THE WITNESS: I think so. I think that's why

16 I was asking him, because I knew that he had either just

17 had or was about to meet with some members of the

18 Committees.

19 MR. LIMAN: Do you recall that there was a

20 resolution of inquiry regarding Colonel North in, I

21 believe, the summer of 1986?

22 THE WITNESS: A resolution of inquiry? I'm

23 not recalling that term of art.

24 MR. LIMAN: Well, do you remember that he was

25 on the hot seat in terms of some kind of Congressional
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1 investigation?

2 THE WITNESS: Well, I think that's what I'm

3 referring to here.

4 MR. LIMAN: And that he ultimately gave an

5 interview to one of the Committees. Is that what you are

6 referring to?

7 THE WITNESS: I'm referring to his meeting

8 with members of the Committee in the White House

9 situation room at some point, summer, I guess.

10 MR. LIMAN: Was he concerned before he went

11 for that interview? Did he express concern to you?

12 THE WITNESS: I would say that there was •

13 concern, yes, that he was aware that he was going to be

14 doing this, and his concern involved what he was

15 authorized to say and going to say, I think.

16 MR. LIMAN: Well, you knew, for example, that

17 he was not in a position to disclose the use of the

18 proceeds of the arms sale.

19 THE WITNESS: Sure.

20 MR. LIMAN: And so he was in a very

21 uncomfortable position?

2 2 THE WITNESS: Yes.

23 MR. LIMAN: And I take it you realized that.

24 THE WITNESS: Well, I knew that there was

25 compartmented information that was not to be shared, yes.
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1 MR. LIMAN: When you say there was

2 compartmented information not to be shared, you didn't

3 understand that to mean that if a Congressman asked him a

4 question that he was free to lie, did you, in order to

5 protect compartmentalized information?

6 THE WITNESS: Well, that is the area of

7 concern that if there is a compartmented program that the

8 President of the United States said will not get briefed

9 to the Congress, how do you respond to a question that

10 refers to that which is in the compartment?

11 MR. LIMAN: Well, one way you respond, of

12 course, is by saying I'm not free to answer that

13 question. That's an option. And another option is to

14 protect the information by lying. That's correct, too,

15 right?

16 THE WITNESS: Sure. I mean, I would say a

17 cover story.

18 MR. LIMAN: But a cover story can be a lie,

19 right?

20 THE WITNESS: It can be, or it can be a half-

21 truth, a partial truth, a limited statement that

22 protects.

23 MR. LIMAN: But a lie is one of the options.

24 And, you know, without trying to make you more

25 uncomfortable than you probably feel at this moment,
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1 there are times that it's appropriate for a member of the

2 military to lie, such as when he's being interrogated by

3 enemy forces.

4 THE WITNESS: Certainly.

5 MR. LIMAN: And so what I've been trying to

6 find out is whether in the context of the way you looked

7 at things at the time, if a Congressional Committee put

8 questions that would uncover compartmentalized

9 information that you were not authorized to reveal, was

10 the response to treat it as if it were the North Koreans

11 and to lie, or would it be to say I just can't answer?

12 How did you see things?

13 THE WITNESS: Well, I was not directly

14 involved in the preparation of that testimony.

15 MR. LIMAN: I know that.

16 THE WITNESS: And so I was never addressed

17 with the question you are posing, and I was not involved

18 in the discussions, so I don't know.

19 MR. LIMAN: And you've never had a discussion

20 of that?

21 THE WITNESS: No.

22 MR. LIMAN: And when Colonel North finished

23 with his interview with the Committee I take it he told

24 you that he had been interviewed. You knew it took place

25 in the situation room.
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1 THE WITNESS: And I don't know how I knew

2 that, whether it was from others.

3 MR. LIMAM: Did he discuss it with you

4 afterward?

5 THE WITNESS: Well, there was no debrief

6 afterwards. If there was any discussion of it afterwards

7 it would have been just a passing reference. I'm not

8 recalling anything at the moment, but possibly.

9 MR. LIMAN: Did he express any relief to you?

10 THE WITNESS: Any relief?

11 (Pause.)

12 No, I can't even say that, although I will say

13 that that would have been my assumption, that the thing

14 was over and it was resolved in some way, which would in

15 some way convey to me relief that this situation of

16 concern is completed, is over.

17 MR. LIMAN: Was there any activity to prepare

18 Colonel North for his interview with the Congressional

19 Committee?

20 THE WITNESS: I think so.

21 MR. LIMAN: What do you remember?

22 THE WITNESS: My best recollection is that

23 Colonel North was trying to get guidance for this meeting

24 and was experiencing difficulty in getting that guidance.

25 I know that NSC Congressional Affairs was involved in
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1 that. NSC Congressional Affairs was involved in setting

2 up a meeting, so they were involved in a certain amount

3 of the preparation of it.

4 But I recall that he was having difficulty

5 getting guidance from Admiral Poindexter on the specific

6 reason, and Admiral Poindexter was on leave during the

7 time frame.

8 MR. LIMAN: Admiral Poindexter was away from

9 the office?

10 THE WITNESS: He was on leave, yes, out of the

11 office.
•

12 MR. LIMAN: Leave in civilian terms means he

13 was on vacation or out of the office for some other

14 purpose?

15 THE WITNESS: Yes.

16 MR. LIMAN: And the difficulty he was having

17 getting guidance was that Admiral Poindexter wasn't

18 accessible?

19 THE WITNESS: Yes, but it may have been more

20 than that. I'm not sure.

21 MR. LIMAN: But I'm trying to find out whether

22 it was more than that. Was it that he was a hot potato

23 and people just sort of were leaving him to fend for

24 himself? Or was that your impression?

25 THE WITNESS: My impression was that the leave
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1 was not accidental. The timing of the leave was just not

2 a coincidence.

3 MR. LIMAN: And did Ollie express that to you?

THE WITNESS: Well, I don't know how i

5 gathered that. I gathered that from his demeanor and

6 actions. I don't recall that he specifically said that

to me, but something about the way he was dealing and

talking or calling over the phono, trying to get to see

Poindexter, trying to prepare for his meeting, that is

the impression that I recall.

^^ MR. LIMAN: So that your impression of it,

12 your observation of it, was that Colonel North had some

13 information to protect and that he was being left to

14 figure out how to protect it on his own?

^^ THE WITNESS: I think that's a fair statement.

^^ MR- LIMAN: And being the type of person he

^'' was, he didn't complain about it? Or did he?

^^ THE WITNESS: Well, he did the job that was

19 required of him. He would have preferred to have

2 guidance, it was clear to me, but given that he wasn't

21 getting any he did the job, what was left to him.

22 MR. LIMAN: Did he tell you that one of the

23 subjects of concern to him was that they might ask him

24 where the contras were getting the funding?

25 THE WITNESS: I don't think I knew any of the
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1 specifics of the areas. We had no discussions of that.

2 MR. LIMAN: What other compartmentalized

3 information did you believe that he had that committees

4 that were inquiring about the contras might wander into?

5 THE WITNESS: Well, the connection to Iran

6 we've already talked about. I don't know whether there's

7 anything in my notes that will help on that. I am not

8 recalling anything specific beyond a general feeling that

9 perhaps some of this could have been politically

10 embarrassing to the President.

11 MR. LIMAN: Like what?
^

12 THE WITNESS: Whatever Colonel North was

13 doing.

14 MR. LIMAN: What was he doing that could be

15 politically embarrassing?

16 THE WITNESS: That the things, that whatever

17 he was doing to support the contras.

18 MR. LIMAN: And what was he doing to support

19 the contras, as you understood it?

20 THE WITNESS: Well, I mean I have bits and

21 pieces of it from my notes and my day-to-day involvement.

22 MR. LIMAN: I understand that. But, you know,

2 3 the notes have become so much of a crutch for you, if I

24 may say, that it's almost as if you weren't there and

25 that it was somebody who can just read the notes well.
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1 And what I'm trying to do, knowing, you know, that the

2 notes may refresh your recollection, they may lead you to

3 correct your recollection, but to assume for a moment

4 that Fawn made a mistake and shredded your notes as well,

5 you still would have been there. Some of these things

6 would clearly have left some imprint on your

7 recollection.

8 So I want you to throw away th« crulMh and

9 just see if you could tell me what you understood he was

10 doing for the contras with as much particularity as your

11 memory can summon.

12 THE WITNESS: Well, at any of the activities

13 that I knew that Colonel North was doing, like talking to

14 Jim Steele, Ambassador Corr, all of these people, that

15 that could be embarrassing to the President and the

16 Administration, that it would identify the loophole

17 through which the Administration was going and cause

18 Congress to pass legislation to close that loophole.

19 MR. LIMAN: Well, except that in 1986, in the

20 summer of '86, when we're talking about it, Congress was

21 on the verge of appropriating $100 million for contra

22 sujJport without virtually any restrictions, most of it

23 for lethal aid.

24 THE WITNESS: Well, I don't recall the vote

25 and the timing.

TOP SECRCT/COPSWORD .
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1 MR. LIMAN: Well, it was contemplated. It was

2 not a surprise when that appropriation bill came through,

3 because by the summer of '86 the handwriting was on the

4 wall.

5 THE WITNESS: Well, my recollection is that

6 there was an earlier vote that went the other way and

7 that this was another visitation of that and could have

8 gone either way. '-
s^

9 MR. LIHAN: So was there concern that if what

10 Colonel North was doing came out that the Congress could

11 have flip-flopped again?

12 THE WITNESS: Well, I'm not relating to thht,

13 to anything specific. I'm just saying generally. I'm

14 referring to nine months' worth of knowledge with that

15 statement

16 MR. LIMAN: Well, let's talk about things that

17 I think you probably knew that Colonel North was doing.

18 I mean, did you think that Colonel North was planning

19 military campaigns for the contras?

20 THE WITNESS: Even that one's hard to answer

21 in terms of being a military advisor and telling the

22 contra leadership how to do certain things or planning an

23 operation for them, no. In the context of being very

24 concerned with the contra cause and brainstorming of

25 ideas, yes. I mean, he was always thinking about what
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1 was going on in Nicaragua and related countries and

2 keeping abreast of the military campaign from an

3 intelligence viewpoint and brainstorming.

4 MR. LIMAN: Was he involved, so far as you

5 knew, in planning where the contras would get their air

6 drops?

7 THE WITNESS: I wouldn't be able to identify

8 when in the nine months I knew exactly what, but

9 certainly cumulation of involvement, passing on phone

10 calls, the KL-43 notes, that I eventually became aware

11 that this Secord operation was doing air drops in

12 Nicaragua for the contras and that Colonel North was '

13 aware of a lot of the details of that operation.

14 Now whether he was planning them, that I don't

15 know

.

16 MR. LIMAN: Were you aware that Colonel North

17 was concerned about the fact that the contras had not

18 been given funding by the United States Congress for the

19 lethal activities?

20 THE WITNESS: Was I aware that Colonel North

21 was concerned that Congress would not appropriate lethal

22 aid? Is that the question?

23 MR. LIMAN: Yes. Was he concerned about

24 getting the money for lethal aid?

25 THE WITNESS: Yes. I mean, he was aware that
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1 th« program under which $27 million had been appropriated

2 was not enough, yes.

3 MR. LIMAN: And you understood that that was

4 why money was being used from the Iranian arms sale for

5 the contras, right?

6 THE WITNESS: Hell, I was aware that some

7 monies from that were being used in support of the

8 contras. I didn't necessarily correlate it to the

9 specific deficiencies that you just identified, but I

10 knew it was in some way going to help the contra cause.

11 But whether it was for the purchase of arms or for the

12 air drop or for what facet of supporting the contras,'!

13 never did know that.

14 MR. LIMAN: Did he ever talk to you about the

15 fact that the contras needed bridge financing?

16 THE WITNESS: I have heard that term and I

17 think I have heard it before, whatever references there

18 are, since November, but I'm not positive of that. I

19 don't think that I didn't hear the term until Tower. I

20 think I heard it before.

21 MR. LIMAN: Did he ever tell you how much

22 money was being generated for the contras by the Iranian

23 arms sales?

24 THE WITNESS: No, he did not.

25 MR. LIMAN: Did he ever talk to you about the
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1 fact that the Secord operation needed money?

2 THE WITNESS: No. I don't believe he did,

3 although, related to that, it caused me to recall that

4 there would be notes that would come on the KL-4 3 that

5 were related to financial difficulties, that the pay was

6 late, or that people weren't being paid or something like

7 that, which would suggest a pay problem or a money

8 problem.

9 MR. LIMAN: Were you aware of any efforts to

10 sell the assets of either Project Democracy or the Secord

11 organization to the CIA once it was allowed to come back

12 in?

13 THE WITNESS: I recall that I think that there

14 was discussion of both giving and selling, that it was

15 not exclusive reference to either, that both

16 possibilities were talked about by various people. I

17 think that's correct.

18 MR. LIMAN: Who do you remember talking about

19 it? Who wanted to sell it and who wanted to give it

20 away? Because they are generally pretty exclusive

21 things.

22 THE WITNESS: Well, the two Don Gregg meetings

23 that we have previously talked about started in on that

24 issue of the transition, if you will, from what Secord 's

25 operation was providing and what the CIA would start up
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1 with. I am not really recalling any specific

2 conversation that I can say person X was saying sell,

3 person Y was saying give.

4 I can recall that^^^^^^^Hwas conveying the

5 view that the CIA didn't want anything from the operation

6 that was previously there , that the CIA's position was it

7 was going tc

8 HR. LIMAN: It wanted to^^^^^^^H right?

9 THE WITNESS: Yes. I mean, I understand the

10 conceptual distinction you are making in your question,

11 but it doesn't maXe any sense to ma because I'm not

12 recalling anything except that I heard both things talked

13 about.

14 MR. LEON: Well, what was Ollie's position?

15 MR. LIMAN: I'm going to come to that. It's

16 not a matter of conceptual distinction. Generally, if

17 somebody wants to give something away then they don't ask

18 for money for it. So either somebody said look, I prefer

19 to sell it, or they didn't. Do you have any recollection

20 of let's take first the position of the Secord group, the

21 owners? What was their position?

22 THE WITNESS: I don't think I can even

23 identify and distinguish the Secord group from Colonel

24 North or anybody else who might have talked about this.

25 The only other thing that I — recalling that there was
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1 discussion of both, it seems to me that the selling would

2 have preceded the free discussion, but I'm not even

3 positive of that. I mean, that would make sense to me.

4 And the way I am remembering all of this, that

5 there would have been an attempt to recoup some of the

6 money expended in purchasing these assets and other debts

7 or whatever and with the opposition that 1 have already

8 mentioned to that from CIA, of wanting ^°^^^^^^^^^^^|
9 ^^^^^^ft^^ follows to me logically that there would be a

10 position of giving away from that, which was also

11 rejected.

12 But I'm not positive of that. I'm starting to

13 speculate, which I don't really want to do.

14 MR. LIMAN: I thinJc what you're doing is

15 deduction and speculation, and I'm looking for memory.

16 THE WITNESS: No.

17 MR. LIMAN: Do you remember North's position

18 on any of this?

19 THE WITNESS: My only recollection is that I

20 think both were discussed, were talked about in that time

21 frame.

22 MR. LIMAN: Who do you remember discussing it?

23 THE WITNESS: I don't know. What I am lumping

24 into there is probably Secord and North, but I'm unable

25 to differentiate.
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1 MR. LIMAN: Dutton?

2 THE WITNESS: Possibly. I mean, I associate

3 that with Secord.

4 MR. LIMAN: Were you ever together with North

5 and Secord when they discussed this?

6 THE WITNESS: I don't believe so, no.

7 MR. LIMAN: Or with North, Secord and Dutton?

8 THE WITNESS: I can't recall that those things

9 were discussed in any of the meetings that I sat in on

10 with Dutton, Secord and North or any mixture of those.

11 MR. LIMAN: Have you testified to what ^

12 meetings you had with Dutton?

13 THE WITNESS: No.

14 MR. LIMAN: Tell US what meetings you had with

15 Dutton.

16 MR. KIRK: May we go off the record?

17 (A brief recess was taken.)

18 MR. LIMAN: Back on the record.

19 Colonel Earl, I understand that you are

20 talking about events that occurred more than a year ago,

21 that you were handling scores of other projects, that

22 many of these cases you were basically taking messages or

23 information for Colonel North and just passing it on or

24 doing vice versa, and that since you were not the prime

25 mover in these projects you were not always familiar with
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1 all the details and that they all leave imprints on your

2 memory

.

3 I also know that your memory can be subject to

4 correction when you look at the notes or even can be

5 subject to correction when you hear other witnesses

6 testify after you. And with all of those caveats and

7 bearing in mind that all that you are going to try to do

8 is make your best effort at recalling the substance of

9 what happened and what was said, can you tell us what you

10 recall of your meetings with Mr. Dutton?

11 THE WITNESS: Okay. I think my first meeting

12 with Bob Dutton was in a restaurant and I'm not sure of

13 the time frame. It may come later.

14 But it was a meeting over some problem that

15 had arisen and Colonel North was not available, and that

16 I was going to have to try to take care of it. And so we

17 met at a restaurant out near Tyson's Corner, because I

18 didn't know what he looked like when I met him, so I

19 recall having to arrange exactly where we would meet, and

20 he didn't know what I looked like either.

21 So that was the first meeting. If I could

22 remember what the problem was it might help the time

23 frame. I can't right now even recall the problem. There

24 are a couple of problems I recall dealing with him, so it

25 may have been one of those.
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1 MR. LIMAN: What problems?

2 THE WITNESS: One concerned Max Gomez and this

3 meeting, a couple of meetings, in Don Gregg's office.

4 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

5 Q In August of 1986?

6 A In August of 1986, so it could possibly have

7 been in that time frame. Another problem which is a

8 candidate, I guess, a possibility, although this one

9 seems a little late in time, is the shooting down of the

10 C-123, the Hasenfus episode, and that was October, I

11 believe. And it's possible that that was my first

12 meeting with him.

13 So one of those two are possible, or it could

14 have been a third that I'm not recalling.

15 MR. LEON: Let me help you in one respect

16 there. On June 25 Colonel Korth met with Dutton and

17 Gomez in his office and, according to different accounts,

18 woodshedded him, Gomez, on his conduct down there.

19 THE WITNESS: And what? Woodshedded?

20 MR. LEON: Reprimanded him. That was on June

21 25, the day the contra aid vote came through. Now could

22 it have been before then?

23 THE WITNESS: I don't recall that meeting. I

24 don't think I knew. Well, I know I didn't know Max Gomez

25 then.
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1 MR. LEON: As early as that?

2 THE WITNESS: My first meeting with Max Gomez

3 was in that very first meeting in August with Don Gregg,

4 so I know I wasn't in that meeting. I did not meet Max

5 Gomez. I did not. I don't think I knew Dutton then

6 either, but I'm not sure.

7 MR. LEON: Okay.

8 THE WITNESS: So those are two problem areas.

9 That's one meeting that I recall. I recall another

10 meeting with him, him being Dutton, with Colonel North,

11 and that was some time after the C-123 incident. Colonel

12 North was out of the country when the C-12 3 was actually

13 shot down, so it was at whatever point, however many days

14 after that he finally returned to the country and then

15 had a meeting.

16 I recall a meeting with Colonel Steele and Bob

17 Dutton and me in — I think it was in the Watergate

18 Hotel, and again that concerned some problem with the

19 operation. It may have been the Max Gomez thing or it

20 may have been something else with other internal problems

21 on the operation and Colonel Steele's inability to help

22 on that.

23 So that's what, three meetings with Dutton. I

24 talked to him on the phone a lot. I mean, I couldn't

25 begin to count the phone calls, but meetings, I don't
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1 think he ever came in to the Old Executive Office

2 Building. I don't think I ever met him there. He may

3 have come for other reasons that I wasn't there, but I

4 don't think I ever had a meeting with him. I think all

5 three of those that I'm talking about were meetings

6 outside the building. And right now I'm not recalling

7 any other meetings.

8 MR. LIMAK: What do you remember about the

9 Hasenfus affair at that meeting?

10 THE WITNESS: Okay. That was a meeting with

11 Colonel North, Bob Dutton and myself, and it was a

12 meeting to discuss the Hasenfus situation and the fact

13 that Hasenfus was captured and what to do about that,

14 what to do about the logistics on the bodies of the pilot

15 and the copilot.

16 MR. LIMAN: Well, was there discussion about

17 the fact that Hasenfus was working for Dutton?

18 THE WITNESS: No one specifically mentioned

19 that. It was clear to me from the context that that was

20 one of Secord's airplanes and that Hasenfus was a crew

21 member, a member of that operation.

22 MR. LIMAN: Was there any discussion about the

23 fact that the United States Government was denying any

24 involvement in it?

25 THE WITNESS: I don't recall specifically, but
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1 the statements that the State Department had been making

2 on that affair could have been discussed. I mean, that's

3 not inconsistent with kind of the subject and the broad-

4 ranging nature of what in my recollection was suitable

5 for discussion at that meeting.

6 MR. LIMAN: Do you remember anything about

7 talking about a cover story or whether there had to be a

8 cover story?

9 THE WITNESS: Not per se, not that I can

10 recall right now. Let me give you what I can recall from

11 it. There was an initial reference to getting a beeper

12 in on Hasenfus so that his location could be identified

13 in case there were, or to develop a potential for a

14 rescue, and I think there was some discussion about some

15 of the logistics on the pilots' bodies, funeral expenses,

16 and relations with the State Department on that aspect.

17 I also recall a list that Bob Dutton had drawn

18 up of questions, just hypotheticals, what-ifs, trying to

19 anticipate the way this thing could go, what could

20 happen, and what needed to be thought about and resolved.

21 And I recall that there was a phone call. This was in a

22 restaurant or a bar. There was a phone call from Fawn

23 for something that had to be picked up over there or

24 whatever, but anyway the manager called for — it was Mr.

25 McAlister and so he answered the phone and it was Fawn
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1 calling for Ollie.

2 And the phone message was that there was

3 something over at the office that had to be picked up, so

4 I wound up going back to the office in order to get this

5 and left the two of them to finish their conversation. I

6 went back to the office, got whatever it was that Fawn

7 had, and I think came back to the meeting, although at

8 that point it was — yes, I did. It was done at that

9 point.

10 I went out and they both got in their car and

11 left, and then I went. So I came back to this mee^ng

12 place.

13 MR. LIHAN: How many meetings do you recall

14 with General Secord?

15 THE WITNESS: There were — there's more than

16 one out at CIA headquarters, as in a few or maybe

17 several.

18 MR. LIMAN: At CIA headquarters?

19 THE WITNESS: At CIA headquarters — more than

20 one; maybe two, three or four. I don't know. This is on

21 the Iran hostage case. I don't think he was at that one

22 that I mentioned earlier in Clair George's office. I'm

23 not sure; he might have been, but I don't think so.

24 He was at one — I have a recollection of him

25 driving to the gate and waiting and that we met him there
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1 and proceeded in, and I )cnow he went in but I can't place

2 him in a room at which we had the meetings, one meeting

3 I recall was in Clair George's office; another one was in

^^^^^^^^^^^^^Hof fice; another was in a conference room

5 somewhere that ^^^^^^H folks had acquired and I just

6 don't know which one he is sitting in.

7 MR. LIMAN: Did you talk about pricing in any

8 of these meetings?

9 THE WITNESS: There is what I think is the

10 last meeting, but it may not necessarily be the last, but

11 one of the later meetings out at CIA headquarters, and I

12 think Nir was there. But, anyway, there was discussion

13 at that meeting of pricing, and I'm not sure whether

14 Secord was at that or not.

15 MR. LIMAN: Was that a meeting at which the

16 discussion was of pricing of future transactions or of

17 the Iranians' complaints?

18 THE WITNESS: I don't know. I can't answer

19 that right now.

20 MR. LIMAN: Do you have any recollection of

21 any meeting at the CIA in which there was a discussion of

22 the use of proceeds for the contras?

23 THE WITNESS: No.

24 MR. LIMAN: There was never any discussion

25 there about the fact that the Iranians might make that
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1 claim or that some of the financiers might claim that

2 they were shortchanged because money went to the contras?

3 THE WITNESS: I don't think so. This might

4 help, and I think we've already talked about it. There

5 was the issue that you alluded to of dissatisfaction with

6 the high prices. It had been an issue. I don't think at

7 that meeting that we were just talking about that the

8 Iranians eventually delivered these 40-some microfiche,

9 that that pertained to this issue of how to explain the

10 price.

11 But I'm not sure that this meeting that I'm

12 recalling, I'm not sure that that was the driving force

13 behind the meeting or whether it was the next delivery or

14 what

.

15 MR. LIMAN: So you remember meetings with

16 General Secord at the CIA?

17 THE WITNESS: Ves.

18 MR. LIMAN: Where else do you remember a

19 meeting?

20 THE WITNESS: In Colonel North's office.

21 General Secord would come fairly often.

22 ' MR. LIMAN: Do you have any recollection of

23 any discussions of those meetings?

24 THE WITNESS: Let's see. Well, I recall a

25 series of meetings in development of the chronology and
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1 General Secord is one of the participants in helping to

2 offer up the facts of the Iranian episode.

3 MR. LIMAN: Was he at more than one meeting on

4 the chronology?

5 THE WITNESS: I think so. I'm not positive,

6 but my recollection is that he was a significant

7 participant in that, that he had a lot of the facts and

8 figures and knowledge in his head, and so he was there

9 more than once in that week or ten-day or two-week

10 period, whatever it was.

11 MR. LIMAN: But do you remember Secord in

12 connection with meetings on the chronology?

13 THE WITNESS: Yes. I remember him there in

14 relation to secure voice telephone calls to the Iranian

15 intermediaries, Channel 2.

16 MR. LIMAN: Using your phone?

17 THE WITNESS: Using the commercial secure, the

18 commercial encryption device provided by, I guess —

19 MR. LIMAN: The KL-43?

2 THE WITNESS: No, a different one.

21 MR. LIMAN: Provided by the United States

22 Government?

23 THE WITNESS: No.

24 MR. LIMAN: No?

2 5 THE WITNESS: Provided by others.
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1 MR. LIMAN: Oh.

2 THE WITNESS: We can go off the record if you

3 want to go further into that.

4 MR. BELNICK: Off the record.

5 (A discussion was held off the record.}

6 MR. BELNICK: Back on the record.

7 THE WITNESS: I recall seeing General Secord

8 coining to Colonel North's old office, Room 392, and

9 either coming out of his office or waiting in the two

10 chairs in front of Fawn's desk to go in and have a

11 private meeting with Colonel North. So I recall seeing

12 him there on business with Colonel North but not a

13 meeting that I participated in.

14 And I recall one meeting at General Secord 's

15 home which was a follow-up meeting from, I think, one of

16 the CIA meetings, I think on a weekend, that we had had a

17 meeting at CIA and then there was some residual to be

18 discussed. So Colonel North and I drove over to General

19 Secord 's home.

20 MR. LIMAN: Oo you remember what you discussed

21 thare?

22 THE WITNESS: Well, I think it was Iran, but I

23 don't know which arms transaction or which episode. I

24 can't get it in time. I have a feeling it's later in the

25 process, so that we're talking about Channel 2 and the
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1 last shipment of TOWS, but I'm not sure of that.

2 MR. LIMAN: Now you've seen in the Tower

3 report at least some PROF notes in which North talks

4 about Lake as "our" contra company, "our" proprietary —
5 words to that effect. Did he ever use those words with

6 you?

7 THE WITNESS: I don't think so, although if he

8 did I would have interpreted it in an almost royal "we"

9 sense, not in the sense of the way I was struck in

10 reading it.

11 MR. LIMAN: Well, the royal "we" to me means

12 "I" and you use "we".

13 THE WITNESS: Okay. I've said it bass-

14 ackwards. In the context of that my feeling at the time,

15 when I was on the staff, before reading the Tower report,

16 was that there was this private organization, Secord was

17 doing this service, and that Colonel North had some

18 affiliation with it. I mean, he was getting information

19 from it or he was dealing with people on it, but that he

20 was not a member of it, that he was not a part of the

21 organization, that he was not a board of director, if you

22 will, of Democracy, Inc., which was a more familiar way

2 3 of referring to this firm.

24 MR. LIMAN: And you understand what a

2 5 proprietary is, don't you, in CIA terms?
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1 THE WITNESS: CIA proprietary, yes, I

2 understand.

3 MR. LIMAN: Did he ever speak of Lake or the

4 Secord organization as an NSC proprietary?

5 THE WITNESS: Not that I can recall, no.

6 MR. LIMAN: Did you view it that way?

7 THE WITNESS: I'm having difficulty with that

8 because I never really focused on it in those terms

9 before, and so I am doing this after the fact.

10 MR. LIMAN: Well, I don't want you to do it

11 after the fact. Let's just stop on that. Let me put the

12 question to you differently.

13 You understood that you were working on a

14 markup of 370 percent. That's the way you were doing the

15 arithmetic on prices, correct?

16 THE WITNESS: Yes.

17 MR. LIMAN: And you understood that this money

18 was going into an account in Switzerland, correct?

19 THE WITNESS: Yes.

20 MR. LIMAN: And you didn't think that this

21 money belonged to Oliver North personally, right?

22 THE WITNESS: No.

23 MR. LIMAN: And there wasn't any doubt in your

24 mind that Oliver North was not making money out of these

25 transactions, correct?

TOP SECRET/CODEWORD
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1 THE WITNESS: Correct.

2 MR. LIMAN: Now who did you think you were

3 giving a 370 percent profit margin to? I think you can

4 handle this without counsel.

5 MR. KIRK: Let me do my counsel's job, if you

6 please.

7 MR. LIMAN: I know that. I'm not trying to

8 embarrass him. I just want him to focus on that with me.

9 THE WITNESS: But my problem is I have never

10 really focused in the terms in which you identified.

11 MR. LIMAN: Then say that. I never thought of

12 who I was giving 370 percent to.

13 THE WITNESS: Okay. Could we go off the

14 record for a minute?

15 MR. LIMAN: Sure.

16 (A discussion was held off the record.)

17 MR. LIMAN: Back on the record.

18 Colonel Earl, at one point in time you

19 understood you were working on a schedule which would

20 provide for a profit margin, a gross profit margin of 370

21 percent, correct — doing it at 3.7 times cost?

2 2 THE WITNESS: Yes, it would be incorrect to

23 say that I had used the terms profit margin.

24 MR. LIMAN: That's my term.

25 THE WITNESS: That's your term, so that's even

TOP CECRET/CODEWnRn
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1 one step further than I took it in my own mind. But it

2 is the logical extension.

3 MR. LIMAN: I stand corrected. You understood

4 that Ghorbanifar was going to be paid substantially more

5 to the account than the CIA was charging, correct?

6 THE WITNESS: Yes, I think that's accurate.

7 MR. LIMAN: That's fair?

8 THE WITNESS: That's fair.

9 MR. LIMAN: And you understood from something

10 that Colonel North said to you that part of this money_

11 was going to the contras, correct?

12 THE WITNESS: To support the contra cause. ' It

13 may not have been going to the contras, but in support of

14 the contra cause.

15 MR. LIMAN: And did you ask him what kind of

16 arrangement he had with the account holders for that

17 money?

18 THE WITNESS: No, I did not.

19 MR. LIMAN: And you didn't ask him what

20 percentage was going to support the contra cause?

21 THE WITNESS: No, sir.

22 MR. LIMAN: And you didn't ask him how it was

23 going to the contra support?

24 THE WITNESS: No, sir.

25 MR. LIMAN: Did you think about whether it was
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1 b«ing used for the airlift operation?

2 THE WITNESS: Again, I'm not sure that I

3 consciously linked the two as you are suggesting, but

4 from what I knew —
5 MR. LIMAN: Let me just say that I'm not

6 trying to suggest it.

7 THE WITNESS: Well, that's not inconsistent.

8 I mean, that's logical, but I'm not sure I even linked it

9 quite as explicitly as you suggest.

10 MR. LIMAN: Let me try it differently. You

11 understood that Secord was involved in the airlift

12 operation; am I correct?

13 THE WITNESS: Yes.

14 MR. LIMAN: And you understood that Secord was

15 involved at least in the logistics of the Iranian

16 transaction?

17 THE WITNESS: And more than that, and the

18 negotiation.

19 MR. LIMAN: And in the negotiation?

2 THE WITNESS: Yes.

21 MR. LIMAN: The negotiation of the price to

2 2 the Iranians?

23 THE WITNESS: The total negotiation, which

2 4 would include price, I assume. I don't know that. I

2 5 mean, he was one who talked in Channel 2, was talking to
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1 the Iranians.

2 MR. LIMAN: Well, let's go back to Channel l

3 before you even get to Channel 2. Let's take it step by

4 step. You knew that Secord was involved in logistics in

5 the Iranian transaction.

6 THE WITNESS: Yes.

7 MR. LIMAN: You knew that he was involved in

8 discussions on the whole approach to the Iranian

9 initiative with Ghorbanifar and others, or did you not?

10 THE WITNESS: Well, I think that's fair. I'm

11 just trying to recall.

12 MR. LIMAN: You're not sure when you learned

13 that? Is that what's bothering you?

14 THE WITNESS: Well, for example, in the May

15 time frame, when I am talking to General Secord on the

16 phone in Tel Aviv, I'm not sure it's clear to me at that

17 time how substantively he's involved on the negotiations

18 and the whole relationship, that it's only logistics or

19 whether it's something more. I'm not sure. I know it's

20 logistics for sure, but it may be more at that point.

21 MR. LIMAN: Well, when he's in Tel Aviv and

22 they're in Tehran, you probably assumed that they were

23 doing the negotiations in Tehran and he was really the

24 communications link or one of the communications links

25 between you and Tehran; isn't that fair to say?

TOP CEGRrT/eODEWORD
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1 THE WITNESS: Certainly, and it's possible

2 that he was more than that, but I'm not sure if that was

3 true.

4 MR. LIMAN: Right. You don't know.

5 THE WITNESS: I can't recall whether any of

6 the discussions that we had would lead me to conclude

7 that he was more deeply involved in that, substantively

8 involved in the relationship.

9 MR. LIMAN: Did you understand that he had any

10 control over the bank account into which the proceeds of

11 the arms sales were going?

12 THE WITNESS: On more than one occasion, on at

13 least one occasion, on more than one occasion, I received

14 a phone call from the CIA asking to confirm the bank

15 account number of the CIA Swiss bank account into which

16 the money was to be deposited, so that CIA could pay DOD

17 for the arms, that the money, even though it was supposed

18 to be there at that point, had not shown up.

19 It was late and CIA was wanting to backtrack

20 through this complicated chain to see where it was hung

21 up and passed to me the number of the bank account to

22 double-check the number to make sure that it had been

23 passed correctly and that it hadn't gone to somebody

24 else's account, and that when they passed me this

25 information it was for Colonel North or General Secord,
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1 that either of them would do as far as being able to

2 accomplish that purpose.

3 KR, LIMAN: Now you understood that Colonel

4 North was acting as an agent of the United states

5 Government?

6 THE WITNESS: Was acting as an agent of the

7 United States Government? North was an employee of the

8 NSC.

9 MR. LIMAN: Well, that's an agent. He was

10 acting n,ot for himself but for the United States

11 Government, correct?

12 THE WITNESS: Yes.

13 MR. LIMAN: And did you understand that Secord

14 in receiving this money, in disbursing the money, was

15 acting for the United States Government?

16 (Pause.)

17 THE WITNESS: I don't know if I really focused

13 on that. I assume so.

19 MR. LIMAN: But you don't know whether you

20 thought of it at the time and no one told you at the time

21 that Secord is acting for the United States Government in

22 receiving an disbursing these funds; is that fair to say?

23 THE WITNESS: Well, it was clear to me that

24 this was a covert operation in which he was involved and

2 5 that he was doing certain things that were not
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1 incompatible with the Administration desires and

2 objectives and part of this covert plan.

3 MrI LIMAN: But did you think whether apart

4 from the expenses of the operation and reasonable

5 compensation at the time and services, whether Secord was

6 to receive profit from this?

7 THE WITNESS: I don't think I ever focused on

8 that.

9 MR. LIMAN: You never focused on it?

10 THE WITNESS: That there was a profit margin

11 or not, no.

12 MR. LIMAN: And that was not anything that you

13 discussed with Colonel North?

14 THE WITNESS: No, sir.

15 MR. LIMAN: Did you ever discuss with Colonel

16 North why the money was going through a bank account that

17 Secord seemed to be connected with rather than a CIA

18 account?

19 THE WITNESS: No, sir. I never did.

20 MR. LIMAN: Was there any reason that was ever

21 advanced to you why the CIA couldn't have established a

22 covert bank account?

23 THE WITNESS: It did. That was the bank

24 account into which the money was deposited.

25 MR. LIMAN: Well, was there any discussion
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1 with you as to why they needed another account, the Lake

2 account?

3 THE WITNESS: No, sir, not that I can recall.

4 I mean, CIA knew that. Colonel North knew that. Secord

5 — I mean everybody who was in this operation knew it and

6 accepted it. It just seemed like the way it was set up.

7 MR. LIMAN: Now you had never seen anything

8 like this before — is that fair to say — of marking up

9 the price of goods so that the money could be used for a

10 covert purpose?

11 THE WITNESS: I think that's fair. I had

12 never been involved in a similar covert operation like

13 this, yes.

14 MR. LIMAN: And so you assumed that whoever

15 established this mechanism knew what he was doing?

16 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

17 MR. LIMAN: And you testified before that you

18 were told by North that Casey knew.

19 THE WITNESS: Yes. At one point Colonel North

20 told me about what — I'm sorry.

21 MR. LIMAN: About the fact that money was

2 2 being used for the contras.

2 3 THE WITNESS: Yes. At one point Colonel North

24 told me that he had told Director Casey that, yes.

25 MR. LIMAN: Do you remember how soon after you
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1 learned of this — by "this" I mean of the fact that

2 money was being used for the contras?

3 THE WITNESS: Oh, I can't place that

4 conversation in time. It's sometime, obviously, after I

5 knew of it, which I think was about the April-May time

6 frame. But I'm not sure.

7 MR, LIMAN: What occasioned him to tell you

8 that Casey knew?

9 THE WITNESS: I don't know. I'm not attaching

10 that to any particular — I have a recollection. It's a

11 very distinct memory, but it is not associated with

12 anything.

13 MR. LIMAN: When you heard that money was

14 being used for the support of the contras did you think

15 that there was anything peculiar about it?

16 THE WITNESS: Peculiar?

17 MR. LIMAN: Yes, that it was unusual,

18 idiosyncratic, that this is the way money would be

19 generated to help the contras?

20 THE WITNESS: I thought it was a rather

21 innovative sting on the Ayatollah in a way to make this

22 whole hostage negotiation business, which no one felt

23 very comfortable with. It had a lot of things that

24 people didn't like — a way to take a negative and turn

25 it to advantage for the country with some pluses coming
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1 out of a bad situation.

2 MR. LIMAN: Did North tell you about it?

3 THE WITNESS: No, that's my — you asked for

4 my reaction, my judgment, I thought when I was told, and

5 that was what I thought at the time. I don't think he

6 mentioned anything like that. He only told me that some

7 money, that some money was going to support the contra

8 cause

.

9 MR. LIMAN: Vou knew this was very secret.

10 THE WITNESS: Yes.

11 MR. LIMAN: And you knew indeed that if It

12 became revealed that it could affect the fate of the .

13 hostages.

14 THE WITNESS: Very definitely.

15 MR. LIMAN: Did you also have any feeling as

16 to whether it might be illegal?

17 THE WITNESS: I don't think I focused on that.

18 Even now I don't think it was.

19 MR. LIMAN: Now you're not going to play

20 lawyer with me, are you?

21 THE WITNESS: That's the last thing I would

22 like to become or play or emulate.

23 MR. LEON: You're asking him for a layman's

24 opinion.

25 MR. LIMAN: I assume — and tell me if I'm
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1 correct, but I assume, Colonel Earl, that if North told

2 you that he was about to do something that you thought

3 was illegal, such as rob a bank to get money for the

4 contras, that you wouldn't just simply write it down in

5 your book.

6 THE WITNESS: I would not have been a party to

7 something that I knew was illegal, that clearly was

8 illegal to me. I mean, it's my obligation and my duty to

9 not carry out an immoral or illegal order.

10 MR. LIMAN: And wouldn't you have said to

XI Oliver North, who you clearly respected and admired,

12 Ollie, there are some limits to what you ought to do for

13 a good cause?

14 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. In fact, I guess I

15 prided myself on the devil's advocate role that I felt

16 that I could play for him whenever I could. He trusted

17 me. He listened to me. He respected my judgment and

18 when I felt he was wrong then I would tell him so and he

19 would listen to it and take it aboard and would

20 acknowledge that when he had made a mistake in the past

21 on certain things.

22 So that was one of the things that I thought I

23 could do.

24 MR. LIMAN: And you didn't do it on this?

25 THE WITNESS: I did not, because I didn't
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1 think there was anything wrong with it.

2 MR. LIMAN: Why didn't you write it in your

3 book? You write so much else in your book. Why didn't

4 you make a single reference to this in your book?

5 THE WITNESS: I don't know. Most of the

6 references in my book are phone calls.

7 MR. LIMAN: Messages?

8 THE WITNESS: Messages that I have to jog my

9 memory on something that came in so that I can pass it to

10 somebody, and there's going to be subsequent follow-up

11 action on my part, that I don't want to forget something

12 that I have to do. This wasn't something that required

13 action on my part or that I had to remember in order to

14 take any action.

15 MR. LIMAN: Now you said that you did play

16 devil's advocate with North. Can you recall any

17 occasions in which you discussed some things that North

18 was going to do and you counseled either caution or don't

19 do it?

20 THE WITNESS: Well, right now I can recall an

21 after the fact playing of that role in order to help in

22 future with interagency cooperation on terrorism that I

23 tried to identify a mistake, if you will, that I thought

24 was a mistake that he had made in a previous terrorist

25 incident in handling it, and suggested to him that there
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1 was a different way to have handled this particular

2 aspect, because the way he chose had defined

3 repercussions. I can give you the details if you want.

4 And he acknowledged that. He listened. He

5 took it aboard and he'd say yes, you're right, that was a

6 mistake

.

7 MR. LIMAN: Do you recall any problems that he

8 put on your lap besides this one that you referred to,

9 the way he handled the coordination on the terrorist

10 incident?

11 THE WITNESS: I'm not tracking your question.

12 He didn't put that problem on my lap. I offered that' for

13 free,

14 MR. LIMAN: But were there times when he came

15 to you and put a problem on your lap and said, Bob, I've

16 got this problem. We've talked about the fact that he

17 was troubled about a Congressional inquiry, that he was

18 left on his own to deal with it. Were there other

19 problems that he came to you with and sought your advice

20 on?

21 THE WITNESS: No. That's not really tracking.

22 He wouldn't dump a problem on my lap. I mean, he would

23 deal with his problems.

24 MR. LIMAN: And you would observe it.

25 THE WITNESS: And I would help him with it if
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1 I could, but that doesn't track with my perception of

2 Ollie North. He would feel that that was shirking his

3 responsibility. If he had a problem, he would deal with

4 it. He wouldn't dump it on me to help him with it or

5 deal with it.

6 There are occasions when he would confide

7 things in me, just because we were like — well, I guess

8 like —
9 MR. LIMAN: The Iranian, the diversion?

10 THE WITNESS: The diversion. That to me was

11 one of the confitiences that I would put in that category.

12 Another one would be when the negotiations got under way

13 again in the last phase for the last hostage in November

14 or October or even September, whenever it started again,

15 that the Iran initiative got under way again. He

16 confided in me then on the genesis of that and what was

17 driving it.

18 He didn't have to. He wasn't giving me a

19 problem, but he was just sharing something with me in a

20 confidence basis. But I'm getting a completely

21 disconnected type reaction from the way you phrased the

22 question of dumping a problem in my lap.

23 MR. LIMAN: Did he ever tell you that one of

24 the —
25 THE WITNESS: Oh ~
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1 MR. LIMAN: You can strike that question

2 because he is looking at the Tower report.

3 THE WITNESS: Counsel has pointed out a PROF

4 note here where I was explaining the devil's advocate

5 quote, and it was concerning the tactics of getting the

6 aircraft flight plan clearance and dealing with Nir,

7 where I had an op sec concern on certain things that we

8 were going to share with Nir. So in a PROFs note on

9 playing the devil's advocate role and suggesting that he

10 might be able to protect op sec by not telling certain

11 things to Nir until later.

12 MR. LIMAN: Did North tell you at the time. of

13 this Congressional inquiry that he was worried about the

14 diversion?

15 THE WITNESS: No, sir.

16 MR. LIMAN: That did not come up as such?

17 THE WITNESS: No, and I don't think there were

18 any specific worries of any sort that he raised with me.

19 Now I described that he was concerned, but that's my

20 feeling by observing him without specific conversation on

21 anything.

22 MR. LIMAN: Did he discuss the diversion with

23 you in connection with this Congressional inquiry?

24 THE WITNESS: No, sir.

25 MR. LIMAN: Did he discuss the diversion with
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1 you at the time he was working on the chronologies?

2 THE WITNESS: No, sir, I don't think so. I

3 think we've already gone over this. I have some hazy

4 recollection that there was at least one version or one

5 draft of a chronology or part of a chronology that had a

6 parenthetic reference to value to the contra cause or

7 something in the credit column adding up all the good

8 things out of this relationship with Iran, that there was

9 some cryptic or vague reference to Nicaragua or the

10 contras.

11 MR. LIMAN: You discussed that and you don't

12 know who wrote that particular point?

13 THE WITNESS: I don't know who wrote it and I

14 haven't gotten any feedback from anybody who recalls

15 this. So I'm wondering if I carved that out of whole

16 cloth or what. It may not be true.

17 MR. LIMAN: Well, on that subject, you know,

18 of what you actually remember and what you now think you

19 may not remember, you do remember being told about what

20 we call the diversion.

21 THE WITNESS: Yes.

22 MR. LIMAN: Do you definitely remember the

23 conversation that you have placed on the landing of the

24 stairs?

25 THE WITNESS: Do I definitely recall it?

ONSLASS'r^f^
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1 MR. LIMAN: Yes. You do recall it. Did you

2 invent it?

3 THE WITNESS: No. I recall that conversation.

4 In our previous discussion of certain things you tend to

5 remember because of the gravity of them or whatever.

6 That one is in that category. I recall that.

7 MR. LIMAN: Okay. Mark, if you want to go

8 through the notes, go ahead.

9 MR. LEON: On that particular conversation I

10 have heard different versions or seen memos, whatever,

11 different versions of what your recollection is. But

12 before we go back to the notes could you just recount it?

13 THE WITNESS: My recollection is being at the

14 top of the spiral staircase in our office after Colonel

15 North had either resigned or been fired, depending on

16 which version was real, and after the President's phone

17 call to Colonel North, that he. Colonel North, was at the

18 top of the stairs and turned to me, and I think Craig Coy

19 was beside me on the right, and confided that one of the

20 things the President had said in the phone call was that

21 he, the President, recognized or that it was important

22 that he, the President, not know — words to that effect.

23 I don't have an exact quote.

24 MR. LIMAN: But that was the substance?

25 THE WITNESS: That was the substance, yes.

JOP SECnET/CODCWORD
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1 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

2 Q And you understood that the thing he couldn't

3 know was what we've called diversion?

4 A That's the way I've interpreted it.

5 MR. LEON: But it was he could not )cnow, not

6 he did not know — that he can't know. It was he could

7 not know?

8 MR. KIRK: Or not know.

9 MR. LEON: You see, that's where I get

10 confused, and there seems to me to be quite a bit of

11 distinction between I did not know, I could not know, and

12 I can't know.

13 MR. LIMAN: You have testified before the

14 grand jury on this one.

15 MR. BELNICK: And on this record also.

16 MR. LIMAN: Yes, and on this record. You've

17 been through this any number of times.

18 THE WITNESS: And it's could not know, as

19 opposed to didn't know — could not know or can't know as

20 opposed to didn't know. Didn't know is something

21 different.

22 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

23 Q Well, you understood him to be saying that the

24 President was saying to Colonel North that you understand

25 there are certain things that I as President can't know,

TCP CDCRBT/OODDWOnD
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1 and he was sending Colonel North a message. That's how

2 you understood it, right?

3 A Or that he was relaying that some people

4 around him were saying, had made the observations that

5 this thing you don't know about.

6 Q Meaning that even if you do know about it, you

7 don't know about it any more, right?

8 MR. LIMAN: That's the way you would interpret

9 it.

10 MR. BELNICK: That's how you understood it.

11 MR. LIMAN: I mean, look, what Colonel North

12 told you is not necessarily true, believe it or not. .But

13 your interpretation of it was this; am I correct?

14 THE WITNESS: Yes.

15 MR. LEON: But I just want to be very specific

16 on one thing, to the extent he does recall. Has it his

17 impression that the President was — that North was

18 saying the President said I could not know or I can't

19 know. There are things I can't know or things that I

20 could not know.

21 THE WITNESS: I'm not differentiating. You'll

22 have to amplify that for me. I don't see any difference.

23 MR. LEON: You don't see any difference

24 between them?

2 5 THE WITNESS: No. Explain further between

TOV bLLRgT/CODCWOnD
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1 can't and couldn't.

2 MR. LEON: Well, if you're saying I can't

3 know, you mean things like can't right now or in the

4 future, but if you are saying things I could not know,

5 then that would include within it not being told

6 something on a prior occasion.

7 THE WITNESS: You mean I'm the only one who

8 can't differentiate those two?

9 MR. KIRK: May we take a break for a minute?

10 MR. LEON: Let me see if I can explain it .

11 simpler after we take a break. I will see if I can

12 explain it.

13 (A brief recess was taken.)

14 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

15 Q Are we ready?

16 A I am ready.

17 Q Did you ever have any meetings with the

18 President?

19 A I met the President once when Father Jenko was

20 released and was meeting with Father Jenko 's family in

21 the CeOjinet room. I met the President then.

22 Q Was that the only occasion?

23 A That was the only occasion. Well, I was in

24 the Oval Office once for another subsequent hostage

25 release, but I didn't meet the President, shake his hand

5GP- 3ECKLT/ CUUllWORD
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1 or talk to him or anything.

2 Q You have had a conversation with the

3 President?

4 A No, I have not.

5 Q You testified the first day of the

6 examination, Bob, about North's statement to you on, I

7 believe it was, Friday, November 21, when he returned

8 from a meeting at the West wing, that it was time for

9 01 lie North to become the scapegoat, or words to that

10 effect; do you recall that testimony?

11 A Yes. ^

12 Q Aside from that, was there ever an occasion

13 when North told you that he thought he was being treated

14 unfairly in connection with his job, his termination,

15 anything?

16 A I am not recalling anything right now.

17 MR. LEON: What about the Poindexter incident?

18 THE WITNESS: Well, I was about to mention

19 that, but I've already talked about it. That could

20 possibly qualify, that he was trying to get guidance for

21 this thing.

22 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

23 Q Aside from that?

24 A I have a general impression — and I don't

25 really know why — but my impression is that Colonel

TOP SECRCT/CODSWOUD
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1 Korth was surprised when his release was phrased the way

2 it was — rather than his resignation being accepted in

3 the manner that Poindexter's was. So that possibly is

4 relevant to your question as well. That's all I'm

5 recalling at the moment.

6 Q Do you recall now whether North told you who

7 had decided that it was time for him to become the

8 scapegoat on November 21?

9 A No. It was just a generic reference from his

10 statement, having come from the meeting — unidentified

11 who it was coming from — collectively or an individual,

12 whether he was told to be or whether he volunteered t6

13 be. I don't know.

14 Q Did he seem angry when he told you?

15 A No, he didn't seem angry.

16 Q He was just telling you that I'm about to be

17 the scapegoat?

18 A Ves. He was purposeful would be the best

19 adjective. I think I would describe it that because he

20 was beginning to go through material to do a job that

21 needed to be done.

22 Q I know that I've asked you this before.

23 MR. LIMAN: Wait a minute. I'm sorry. He was

24 about to go through material?

25 THE WITNESS: He was going through material

TOP SECRET/COPEWGSO-
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1 when he told me this. He was starting to review files

2 and accumulate material

.

3 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

4 Q A pile to be shredded?

5 A Well, I'm not sure whether he was turning and

6 throwing some in the garbage, but my impression was that

7 he was already then beginning to —
8 MR, LIMAN: Accept the role? Is that what

9 you're talking about?

10 THE WITNESS: Yes.

11 MR. LIMAN: Because, you see, to me when*

12 someone accepts the role of a scapegoat he doesn't gc

13 around defending himself or protecting himself by

14 shredding documents. Who did you think he was protecting

15 by destroying all these documents?

16 THE WITNESS: The Administration.

17 MR. LIMAN: Okay.

18 MR. LEON: As opposed to the Admiral?

19 THE WITNESS: Well, the whole thing together

2 of what he said there, also with the statement that he

21 said that the Attorney General had said. It seemed to me

2 2 that the box, the compartment, the Iran project, was not,

23 that phase two on that, which was the explanation to the

24 Congress, was not washing, was not going over, and that

2 5 therefore the decision was taken to go to phase three,

TOP 0ECRCT/CODEV7ORD
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1 which was termination of the project, that it was

2 politically embarrassing and that the political mistake,

3 if you will, of the whole Iran operation would be blamed

4 on Oliver North.

5 That's the sense that I interpreted that he

6 was going to be the scapegoat for this failure, this mess

7 of the Iran thing, and so he was doing his duty. He was

8 going to be the recipient of the blame for it, and I

9 don't know what.

10 MR. LIMAN: And shred anything that showed

11 that other people were involved?

12 THE WITNESS: And close down the compartment

13 completely on anything sensitive, which would include,

14 for example, the diversion as a very sensitive part of

15 that box.

16 I recall previously in trying to get some

17 guidance from him on things that were sensitive as to

18 not, when Lieutenant Commander Coy, when I inadvertently

19 brought Lieutenant Commander Coy into the box, that he

20 mentioned the pricing and the list on the weapons as

21 being one of those sensitive areas.

22 MR. LIMAN: That he didn't want Coy to know?

23 THE WITNESS: Yes.

24 MR. LEON: Colonel, did you get the impression

25 from anything North said or did with regard to the

TOP aCCRET/GOPCWORD
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1 culling of these documents and the shredding of these

2 documents that Admiral Poindexter was aware of it?

3 MR; LIMAN: Was aware of what?

4 MR. LEON: Was aware of what he was doing, of

5 what North was doing. Did you get any impression from

6 what either North said or what he was doing or how he was

7 doing it that this was something that he was doing with

8 the knowledge of Admiral Poindexter?

9 THE WITNESS: No. There was no specific

10 reference to Admiral Poindexter or anything that was said

11 that would indicate one way or the other beyond a general

12 -- my presumption would have been that Admiral Poindexter

13 was at this meeting in the West wing that he had

14 attended, from which he came, so that's kind of a general

15 sense of it. But nothing more specific than that

16 MR. LIMAN: Along the same line, shredding of

17 documents, you would agree with me that shredding of

18 documents by one person would be ineffective if there

19 were copies kept by other people, right?

2 THE WITNESS: Certainly.

21 MR. LIMAN: Did you have any discussion with

22 Oliver North about whether others would be shredding

2 3 documents?

24 THE WITNESS: No, sir.

2 5 MR. LIMAN: And you had no indication from
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1 anyone else about whether anyone else was shredding

2 docximents besides the people in your suite?

3 THE WITNESS: No, sir, I did not. No, I had

4 no indication.

5 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

6 Q Okay. Let's see if we can get through these.

7 Okay, page 164, the 12th of March, 1986. There is this

8 reference, "pills, tested for hallucinogen? Get pills to

9 Rich Miller". What's it mean?

10 MR. LEON: What page is that?

11 THE WITNESS: Page 164.
*

12 (Pause.) i |

13 I kind of generally recall having written

14 this, but I don't recall what it was about. It's in the

15 context here of contra, a pro-contra presentation, if you

16 will, that ultimately was presented at the State

17 Department. The President then gave a speech. There were

18 photos around and various Nicaraguans gave short

19 speeches.

20 March? No, I'm not sure if that's the right

21 time frame.

22 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

23 Q Did anyone give out pills?

24 (Laughter.)

25 A No, no. I don't know. But there are a lot of

TOP SECRET/
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1 references on this page to DEA, drug photos, Pablo

2 Escobar.

3 MR. LIMAN: Well, you know what this was

4 about. This was when there was a discussion about the

5 fact that the Sandinistas were exporting narcotics.

6 Isn't that what this refers to?

7 THE WITNESS: Well, the other references are,

8 but I'm not sure if that one.

9 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

10 Q Get pills to Rich Miller.

11 A It seems to me that somehow we had acquired

12 some pills.

13 Q It's hard work, but someone has to do it.

14 (Laughter.)

15 It may have fit in this category.

16 A And Rich Miller would have gotten them tested

17 to see what they were.

18 Q Somebody would have tested them. All right,

19 we're on to the next notebook.

20 A I mean, part of that display that I mentioned

21 at State Department included a photograph with Frederico

22 Vaughn and Barry Seale in the C-123 which ultimately was

23 shot down, which was the sting on the Nicaraguans, on the

24 Sandinistas for —
25 MR. LIMAN: Drugs.

TOP SECREir/CeOEWORO
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1 THE WITNESS : For the drugs being smuggled

2 through Nicaragua to the United States, yes.

3 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

4 Q Okay. We're into the third notebook. This

5 one is your notes from June 17, 1986 to September 5,

6 1986. Now there's a note on page 20, which appears to be

7 the second of July 1986. Most of the page, as you can

8 see, has been blacked out by our friends at the White

9 House and then there's a number 6, and it says:

10 "Treasury — Bank Secrecy Act, $10,000 transactions.

11 Must we report it, 501(3) (c) organizations, tax exempt.

12 IRS has all information."

13 A "And they are wide open."

14 Q "And they are wide open. Freedom of

15 Information Act, anyone can get." Do you recall what

16 that note is about?

17 A Do you have the page in front?

18 Q Yes, and the page in front is completely

19 redacted by the redactors.

20 A Well, it appears to be something that occurred

21 in an I6/T meeting.

22 Q What was IG/T?

23 A The interdepartmental group on terrorism. I'm

24 sorry. What are we looking for — 2 July? IG/T meeting

25 at State at 1000 on 2 July. So I think this is my notes
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1 from that meeting, most of which are irrelevant to our

2 discussion here, which is why they are blacked out,

3 because they pertain to terrorism. But whoever did the

4 redactions feels that that one is not irrelevant.

5 Q Well, how do you feel as the author of the

6 note? Does it have anything to do with Central America

7 or Iran? I can see why the redactor left it in.

8 A No, I don't think it does. I think it's a

9 worldwide application on countering terrorism as opposed

10 to something on Central America itself.

11 • Q Gotcha. Here's a note, page 24 of your

12 notebook, and as best Z can tell from the earlier pag6s

13 we're still in July. We'll take a look later. Yes,

14 still in July.

15 The note I'm looking at is "G beats on

16 Iranian" , correct?

17 A Uh-huh.

18 Q "For using price as an excuse."

19 A Uh-huh.

20 Q What was that all about?

21 A Okay. This is CIA relaying to me, I believe ,

22 I suspect CIA relaying to me the substance of al

^conversation^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^Hthat occurredl

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^petween

25 and that individual, and that was the subject.
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1 Q An Iranian?

2 A Yes.

3 - Q Now there is a note on page 28, and I'm trying

4 to get a date. I think it's clearly still July, around

5 the 6th or 7th of July. "G concluded deal with someone

6 other than the Iranian Channel 1. Another Iranian

7 relative in Paris in contact with G." That's

8 Ghorbanifar?

9 A Correct

.

10 Q "Because we were once again lied to, all

11 commitments off. We are closing this thing down." ^*hat

12 do those notes mean?

13 A May I see the page before it?

14 Q Yes, certainly. Here's page 27.

15 A Well, I recall that this line, this argument,

16 this statement —
17 Q "Because we were once again lied to"?

18 A Well, I recall it as a negotiating statement

19 that our side would use on at least one occasion, on that

20 occasion, I guess.

21 Q Again, just for the record, thisl

22 reference on page 26 has nothing to do with this, I take

23 it, or does it?

24 A No, I don't think it does, but I am looking to

25 see what the rest is around it.
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1 MR. LIMAN: What were you talking to|

2 about?

3 THE WITNESS: I don't know. This is July?

4 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

5 Q Ves, July '86.

6 A That looks like a Hill telephone number.

7 Q That is a Hill telephone number.

8 A It could have been he called up to talk to

9 Colonel North and I took the phone number down to relay

10 what was going on.

11 MR. LIMAN: The message to be cited has'*

12 nothing to do with!

13 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

14 Q Page 29 of your notes, still the same day in

15 July, "mail that was lost was finally found". It appears

16 to be a message from Dutton.

17 A May I see the page in front of it?

18 Q Sure.

19 A Well, this is a phone message that I think I

2 am copying down so that I can get it to Colonel North and

21 it appears to be from Dutton, although I'm not quite sure

22 why I have a question mark there.

23 MR. LIMAN: Maybe because ha used one of his

24 many names.

25 THE WITNESS: Okay. That's a good point,

TOP OECnET/CODEWORD
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1 becaus* for a long time I only knew him as Bob McAlister

2 and did not )tnow hi3 real name. That's quite true. And

3 maybe even at this point in July I'm treating Dutton as a

4 separate person than McAlister. But, in any case, the

5 substance_of the message suggests to me that a KL 43

message^^^^^^^^^^Hthat people had been talking

7 about or running or referring to finally was tracked down

8 and showed up.

9 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

10 Q Okay. Page 59 of your notes, at the end of

11 July 1986, "Ami" — is that a reference to Ami? *

12 A Amir.

13 Q "Ami briefs VP re G-Iranian channel. VP said

14 he thought it had died." Then's a fragment, "VP to".

15 What do you recall about that note? Did someone tell you

16 that Nir had briefed the Vice President in Israel at the

17 time on the Iran?

18 A Yes. Clearly somebody ""^s conveying to me.

19 MR. LIMAN: Is the somebody Gregg, Don Gregg?

20 THE WITNESS: Don Gregg?

21 MR. LIMAN: Watson?

22 THE WITNESS: That's possible. That's

23 somebody on the VP's staff — Gregg, Watson or somebody

24 else. Could have been passed on to us.

25 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

4'OP OEGRCT/CODEWOnD
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1 Q Just so the record is clear, Don Gregg didn't

2 know anything about it, so it probably would have been

3 Craig Fuller, if somebody on the Vice President's staff.

4 A Another possibility is Nir is passing on to us

5 that he had briefed the Vice President, and I have a real

6 note there.

7 Q But you knew nothing more than what someone

8 was reporting to you to give to Ollie?

9 A Correct.

10 Q Okay. Now we are in the period of August and

11 I'm at page 77 of your notes, which begin with references

12 to Felix Rodriguez/Maximo Gomez "suicidal, crazy.

13 helicopter pilot", et cetera. "George Bush real Darth

14 Vadar." Why don't you look at those notes and tell me

15 who was giving you that information?

16 (Pause.)

17 A All right. I think that this section of page

18 77 refers to a conversation that I had with Colonel North

19 prior to my meeting with Felix Rodriguez with Don Gregg,

20 the next day or very shortly thereafter and Don Gregg was

21 wanting Colonel North to meet with Felix, who was coming

22 into town, but Colonel North was leaving that night or

23 was going to be out of the country and therefore I was

24 going to represent Colonel North at the meeting.

25 And I asked who the hell is Felix Rodriguez,
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and so in a couple of minutes or seconds Colonel North

gava na some description of Felix, that he had been a

suicidal, crazy helicopter pilot in Vietnam, I think,

that he had participated in the Bay of Pigs. Yes — SVN,

that he had been in South Vietnam, that he had somehow

arranged for the Miami mayor to fly to^^^^^^^^^Hbase

froi^^^^^^^^^^^on one of the Project Democracy

aircraft, and that these two reporters, who I think are

Miami Herald or Miami Times or something like that, were

breaking a story that was going to claim — I think the

next line is related — that George Bush was the real

Darth Vadar behind all of this.

And that (indicating) is a repeat of the

earlier. Oh, and then he mentioned whc

was, that he was a friend of Max Gomez,

Q Did North tell you what Rodriguez was doing

down there in Central America?

A I'm not sure whether he told me then or later.

I subsequently learned about this involvement on advising

Ln their guerrilla battle and use of

helicopters, I think, in that.

Q Did you learn whether he had a role — "he"

being Rodriguez — let na ask you again, did you learn

whether he, Rodriguez, had a role in helping the contras?

TOP SeeRET/COPgHORD
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1 A I gathered from all of this that Felix was not

2 really involved with that, but that because of his

relationship to^^^^^^^^^^^Hhe

4 himself into an indispensible position and was effecting

5 some control and that this was a problem because he was

6 not in the Democracy, Inc. chain of command or structure.

7 Q Didn't North ever tell you that he had given

8 Felix instructions and that Felix was working tor^ini

9 A I don't think so. I don't think he told me

10 that. My impression was that he was someone who was,

11 mucking things up.

12 MR. LIMAN: Out of control, right?

13 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

14 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

15 Q You went to the meeting the next day in Don

16 Gregg's office?

17 A Was that the next day? Whatever the day is.

18 I don't recall specifically.

19 MR. LEON: Let me just ask one question before

20 you go to the next one. Did North indicate on that day

21 that he had previously met with Gomez, with Dutton

22 present, back in June and had reprimanded him back then?

23 Did he indicate that to you?

24 THE WITNESS: I don't think so, no. Until you

25 mentioned that meeting just an hour ago, that's my first
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1 ]cnowledge of that meeting of the three of them.

2 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

3 Q We have pages 80, 81, 82, 83 of your notes,

4 which are all August 8, and I think all pertain to the

5 meeting that you attended. Why don't you look at the

6 notes, scan them first briefly, and confirm that they

7 pertain to that meeting, and then you can use them to

8 refresh your recollection as you tell us what happened at

9 that meeting.

10 A starting here where it says "Felix"?

11 Q Yes, I believe so. It's starting on page 80

12 of your notes. This was a meeting with you, Don Greg^,

13 and Rodriguez?

14 A And I'm not sure whether Sam Watson was

15 present on that one. I think he was present at at least

16 one of the two meetings, possibly both but maybe only

17 one, and the one being the second one. But I'm just not

18 positive.

19 Q Apart from that, though, apart from Watson

20 being present, it was you, Don Gregg and Rodriguez?

21 A Yes. It may have just been the three of us.

22 If there was a fourth, it would have been Sam Watson.

23 Q Fine. And this was in Gregg's office?

24 A Yes.

25 Q Okay.
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A L«t me just skim through the whole thing to

get the context.

(Pause.

)

Q vniat happened at the August meeting, as your

recollection and your notes indicate?

A Don Gregg introduced me to Felix. We sat down

and they had already been meeting for some time, so Felix

had already related to Don Gregg the substance of his

concern, but because I did come to the meeting, I came in

late, Don asked for him to repeat what he had already

told him, Don, and so Felix said that he felt that — it

says the folks buying the aircraft, but the way I

interpret it is that the folks operating the aircraft in

Central America, the resupply operation, that he thought

they were cutting and running, I guess is the best way to

describe it.

And that^^^^^^^^^^^^^H according to

was under the impression that the aircraft that were

supporting the contras belonged to the contras as opposed

to were an independent entity's property in direct

support of, and that therefore rather than lose these_

contra assets that Felix claimed thai

was not going to release the three aircral

U.S. would lose credibility if this all happened, that

ASm'R?
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22

23

24

25

I
would threaten to close dovml

And there's a reference to SAT having cleared

an aircraft dovm, but I'm not sure exactly what that

means any more, but that this aircraft was loaded with

medicines. Felix said that Quintero wanted to sell the

aircraft for his own profit, and then we got into a

discussion of the mayor of Miami and his flight from

Miami to wherever it was, whether that was authorized or

not.

And Felix claimed that General Bermudez had

requested that the Mayor of Miami come down and that

that's why it was done or why he arranged it and it was

authorized, et cetera, et cetera. And then Don Gregg

made the observation to me that he had found out from

Felix that a man named Tom Clines was involved in this

and that Don Gregg felt that this really shocked him,

that Tom Clines was a sneak, that he'd sell his own

mother, and that it really disturbed him that Tom Clines

was involved in this operation in any way.

Then back to the subject of

and this business of what to do on the aircraft. Again,

Felix threatened that^^^^^^Hmight impound the aircraft

or he may charge $600,000 for takeoff rights and that he,

iVia mad and waiting for word and,

similarly,
!

'TOP SECRET;'CODCWOR&
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^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^Baccordlng to

2 ^^P^^^^^^^lpositlon was that the three aircraft that were

3 there should stay in business until replaced by Agency

4 means, CIA means.

5 And then I think that's the end of the notes

6 on that meeting. It then leads, later down on page 81,

7 to my — since Colonel North was not around and this was

8 obviously a problem, my relaying of the substance of the

9 meeting to^ McAllster, Bob Dutton, so that someone in the

10 organization would be aware of this problem and deal with

11 it.
"

12 MR. LIMAN: And what did Dutton say?

13 THE WITNESS: I can read that message if you

14 want. Do you want me to read the message or read

15 Dutton 's response?

16 MR. LIMAN: Give me the message you gave to

17 him and his response.

18 THE WITNESS: The message I sent to HcAIister

19 was that Felix clains %he aircraft owners were attempting

20 to cut and run now that they've heard CIA isn't taking

21 ovsr ths operation. He saj^^^^^^^B/as not releasing

22 the aircraft because he claims they are contra aircraft.

^^^^^^^Hwill close dowi^^^^^^^^nd so to

24 and U.S. actions if the issue isn't resolved. Other

25 threats include charging "landing fees" of $600,000,

TOP SELRET/CClDgWORD
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1 exposing the whole operation and so forth.

2 Paragraph two. Regarding the specific charge

3 of air piracy, Felix claims he had cleared the flight

4 with SAT, that It was an already-scheduled but postponed

5 flight of medicines donated by the mayor of Miami. Point

6 three, paragraph three, Felix says General Bermudez had

7 requested the mayor to come down.

8 Paragraph four. The bottom line Isl

9 ^^^^^^^^^wants the three aircraft to stay in business

10 until replaced by CIA means. Paragraph five. I'll —
11 referring to me — that I would be seeing Colonel North

12 tomorrow. Please give me your reaction — that's asking

13 for McAllster's reaction to all this — and anything else

14 you would like me to pass to Colonel North.

15 Then McAllster's reaction to that was, and I

16 quote: "horseshlt", that they. Democracy, Inc. intended

17 to continue operations as normal, that the flight at

18 Issue in the earlier message had not been cleared with

19 SAT, that Max had no right to take the aircraft, that —
20 and I'm not sure who was supposed to have done this, but

21 there was a reference to whoever was supposed to have

22 resolved the problem with Felix, had accomplished the

23 mission and succeeded in getting control of Felix.

24 And McAlister suggested that someone ,

cal^^^^^^^^^^Hand

TOP-eECRET/eODEWORD
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1 that Felix is unauthorized and that's the extent of his

2 reaction to the message. Let's see if there's anything

3 more here.

4 MR. LIMAN: What did it mean to you that

5 Democracy, Inc. would continue operating as usual?

6 THE WITNESS: Intend to continue ops — in

7 that one?

8 MR. LIMAN: Yes.

9 THE WITNESS: That from the Democracy, Inc.

10 side tha^t all of this was groundless, the charges of .

11 cutting and running and stopping support, that they

12 continued to continue to support the contras with the air

13 support, as they had been doing.

14 Then, as a follow-on, and maybe this is — I

15 think after the meeting Don Gregg came up to my office

16 just to follow up on my reaction to the meeting, and I

17 was not in the compartment and not dealing with the

18 problems and so I couldn't really give him any reaction,

19 but I got some further feedback on his, Don Gregg's

20 reaction to the meeting.

21 He told me that Felix was returning to Miami

22 on Saturday and that this corruption problem was what

23 really bothered Don Gregg about this, the mention of some

24 individuals who were supposedly involved somehow.

25 MR. LIMAN: Who were they?

TOP GCCRET/eODCWORB-
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1 THE WITNESS: Well, the only name that I

2 recall is the one I mentioned earlier — Tom Clines —
3 but I don't think that was exclusive. I think Don Gregg

4 had gotten other names from —
5 MR. LIMAN: Quintero?

6 THE WITNESS: Possibly that is one. I mean,

7 that's one name that is in there, but whether that is in

8 this category of disreputable names or not in Don Gregg's

9 mind, I don't know.

10 MR. LEON: Didn't it concern you. Colonel,

11 that Ollie was directly implicated in running this

12 operation or didn't Gregg give you that impression when

13 you met with him, that Ollie 's name had come up from

14 Felix and that Ollie was running this operation and that

15 these guys were involved in it and that it would reflect

16 poorly on the NSC or the White House?

17 THE WITNESS: That these people who Don Gregg

18 said were disreputable characters?

19 MR. LEON: Uh-huh.

2 THE WITNESS: No. I didn't know these people

21 and so I did not have the same reaction.

22 MR. LEON: But, you see, the link between

2 3 Colonel North and this organization?

24 THE WITNESS: I took Don Gregg's point that

25 these people, if they were disreputable characters, as

jeP SECRBT/CODCWORP
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1 Don Gregg claimed — and I had no reason to disbelieve

2 him; I think that that was quite probable — that if they

3 were in fact linked up with this operation in some way

4 that it could raise questions about the operation.

5 But I would also say that from my own general

6 sense of how one deals with terrorism and how the DEA

7 deals with drugs, dirty problems require dirty people to

8 be dealt with, and so it didn't necessarily to me suggest

9 that there was something wrong with the operation. There

10 may be some miscommunication here, misassessment or that

11 these people were being used for certain indispensa*16

12 things but not really contaminating the Democracy, Inc.

13 structure.

14 MR. LIMAN: Did you know Don Gregg at the time

15 you were working on the Vice President's Task Force?

16 THE WITNESS: Yes. And I also vaguely recall

17 him from CIA when I was out there.

18 MR. LIMAN: So Don Gregg certainly appreciated

19 the fact that if you are going to be involved in some

20 types of, as you call it, dirty operations you are going

21 to have to hire people other than priests and rabbis,

22 right?

23 THE WITNESS: Oh, I think he would have had a

24 similar appreciation to mine, yes.

25 MR. LIMAN: And yet this bothered him because

TOP 3CCRgT/G0DDH0nD
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22

23

24

25

of the people Involved.

THE WITNESS: Oh, I'm not writing it off

saying I had just explained it away. No.

MR. LIMAN: But he was concerned not that they

were just bad characters in general but that they were

ripping off the operation. That was what Felix' charge

was, wasn't it, that they are going to cut and run?

THE WITNESS: Well, my impression from the

meeting, the only time I've ever met Felix Rodriguez, but

sitting there talking to him and looking at him, I did .

not come away with a favorable impression as to how much

truth he was telling.

MR. LIMAN: He was very emotional about it?

THE WITNESS: He was emotional, but I think he

was also putting words in other people's mouths.

MR. LIMAN; It was true

supportinc

THE WITNESS: Supportin^^^^^^H that he was

embellishing his argument for his own purposes.

MR. LIMAN: Sure. You had no doubt that he

was an advocate for Max Gomez and Felix Rodriguez, as we

call then.

THE WITNESS: Was an advocate?

TOP 3EeKl.lV
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1 MR. LIMAN: Was an advocate. He came there to

2 advocate a point of view. That's what he was doing,

3 wasn't it?

4 THE WITNESS: Yes.

5 MR. LIMAN: And you thought he was

6 enbellishing it?

7 THE WITNESS: Embellishing it and had his own

8 purposes wrapped up in this.

9 MR. LIMAN: And what were those purposes as

10 you saw them?

11 THE WITNESS: Well, I wasn't sure. There was

12 a reference from my earlier conversation with North the

13 night before where I got the impression that Felix had

14 insinuating himself into this indispensable position

15 between Democracy, Incorporated an<^^^^^^^^^^^^^Hand

16 that from the Democracy, Inc. side that they preferred to

17 deal direct and that Max was screwing things up and that

18 from Max's side he was probably seeking to protect his

19 job of indispensability or that he didn't see himself as

20 an impediment, that there were two sides to the issue

21 hare.

22 MR. LIMAN: Right, but did you not realize

23 that what he was urging was that the planes belonged to

24 the contras and should be left?

25 THE WITNESS: And I didn't )cnow whether that

-gOP SECRET/CODEWOR&
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1 was true, and I didn't think so.

2 HR. LIMAN: You didn't think what?

3 THE WITNESS: That the planes belonged to the

4 contras

.

5 MR. LIMAN: Why didn't you think that the

6 planes belonged to the contras?

7 THE WITNESS: Because — well, I think it's ~
8 MR. LIMAN: Because Button told you they

9 belonged to Democracy, Inc.?

10 THE WITNESS: I'm looking, but I don't see

11 anything specific on that, but that was my impression.

12 MR. LIMAN: But who was Democracy, Inc.?

13 THE WITNESS: It was Dutton, Secord, and —
14 MR. LIMAN: But do you know where they were

15 getting the money to buy these planes?

16 THE WITNESS: No.

17 MR. LIMAN: Now let's go on. I'm not asking

18 you to speculate.

19 THE WITNESS: I did not know where they were

20 getting the money for the planes. I could have guessed

21 on certain things, but I didn't.

22 MR. LEON: Just a couple of quick questions

23 before you move on. Did you get the impression or did

24 Donald Gregg say, either one or the other, that this was

25 a matter that concerned him to the point where he was

TOP SECRET/CODEWORD
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1 going to bring it to the attention of the Vice President?

2 Did he either say it directly or did he give you that

3 impression?

4 THE WITNESS: I haven't thought about that. I

5 don't think — I don't have the impression and I don't

6 think there's anything that I can recall. There isn't

7 anything that I can recall to suggest that he was going

8 to brief the Vice President on it, that he was hearing

9 out his friend from previous contact in southeast Asia,

10 Max Gomez-Felix Rodriguez, on a problem, that was

11 relaying it to the appropriate authorities in the U^.

12 Government that were dealing with the contra issue —
13 that being Colonel North — and that he had served as

14 that intermediary to get the problem addressed.

15 MR. LEON: But at some point he did say that

16 he wanted to call a meeting of other people to relay that

17 to him?

18 THE WITNESS: Well, I don't know whether he

19 said that to me. There clearly was a meeting and I was

20 invited to it, and I attended. I don't recall how it

21 arose.

22 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

23 Q It was four days later. I know this well.

24 A Yes. There was a meeting, because I don't

25 think he said that. I was kind of surprised that there

TOP SECRCT/GODDWOnD
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1 was a follow-on meeting and that there were all these

2 people there who I didn't expect to be there, because

3 they weren't in the compartment.

4 MR. LIMAN: Who were they?

5 BY MR, BELNICK: (Resuming)

6 Q We went over the list. I will name them with

7 you in a second. Let me just ask you did you ever tell

8 Gregg about — did you ever ask Gregg about Rodriguez

'

9 character and whether he shared with him the allegations

10 that Rodriguez was out of control?

11 A The answer is yes, and I'm not sure when* but

12 it was in a phone conversation that I had with Don Gregg

13 in which he asked me to come down to the meeting or

14 whether what I think was a subsequent meeting in my

15 office when Don Gregg came up after the meeting, I think,

16 I'~ not positive, but to follow up.

17 Q In any event, you shared the allegations with

18 him?

19 A At some point I alluded as best I could in a

20 gentle sort of manner some of the reservations about

21 Felix Rodriguez.

22 Q What did Gregg say?

23 A That I had acquired from Colonel North, and

24 Don Gregg reacted very strongly to that and that's what I

25 remember, that he lashed out at me for questioning Felix

TOP 3ECR£T/C0DEVJ0RD
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1 Rodriguez in any way, that it was clear that they had a

2 very strong personal bond and that they had fought

3 together in war and had almost a blood brother

4 relationship, if you will, and that I had touched a

5 sensitive nerve in even raising that possibility.

6 Q Was August 8 the only time you ever met

7 Rodriguez?

8 A Yes, I think so.

9 Q Did you form any impression of him on your own

10 at that meeting?

11 A Yes, and I attested to that while you we

A

12 gone from the room.

13 Q Now August 8, page 84, on the bottom first,

14 the note says: "Owen - 3, Fawn told Jim of System IV

15 item." Jim. Is that Jim Radzimski?

16 A Yes, it is.

17 Q So Jim told Vince — is that Vince

18 Cannistraro?

19 A Correct.

20 Q Who insisted on concurrence, blank project —
21 blank being something that's been redacted. What is that

22 reference to?

2 3 A There was an unrelated sensitive project that

2 4 we developed some paperwork for and it was one of those

25 that was compartmented and I felt should have been done

TOP hEuR^ 'iVCUUKWURD-
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1 the way other sensitive compartmented operations were

2 dealt with, from what I observed, which is non-log, but

3 Fawn had put it in System IV because it had some

4 relevance to intelligence.

5 But it was in a compartment in whicJi Vince

6 Cannistraro was not supposed to be, so Jim passed on the

7 substance of the thing immediately to Cannistraro, so we

8 brought Cannistraro in the box, which is one reason

9 Systems IV weren't used, that people outside the box were

10 brought in by using that system.

11 Q' There is a note on page 86 that says "Bi:f(kley,

12 yes, by one count is dead."

13 A Oh, this is merely a list of U.S. casualties

14 from terrorism overseas, that we had an unclassified list

15 and so the question was at what point do you count

16 Buckley in that we believed he was dead for quite a long

17 time but were not publicly acknowledging that, and so in

18 which years, 1984, 1985, or 1986 would you show this

19 addition to that.

20 Q Now, starting on page 37, we are still in

21 July, on to page 88 there are notes that concern Nir,

22 offers of weapons and some money information. Would you

23 look at those two pages?

24 A Starting here (indicating)?

25 Q Yes, starting with the Nir note on page 87.

UWOLASS!F"i^n
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1 There are notes on page 89 which I will hand you

2 pertaining to the same thing on the top. What are the

3 notes referring to?

4 A Let me set the stage more generally. This

5 triggers a memory that in this episodic relationship with

6 the Iranians up and down and up and down, in down periods

7 when we had clearly run the extent of negotiating

8 flexibility beyond which we just couldn't go any further

9 and it was dead, one way that was used to put additional

10 pressure on the Iranian side was to put pressure on Nir

11 and that Nir would then put pressure on Ghorbanifar ^nd

12 the Iranians of his own. There always seemed to be a .

13 special relationship between Ghorbanifar and Nir.

14 MR. LIMAN: You understood Nir was handling

15 Ghorbanifar, right?

16 THE WITNESS: Ghorbanifar, and I don't think

17 our side ever knew really what exactly that relationship

18 was. We were suspicious of it — that there was

19 something there. We didn't know how much Ghorbanifar was

20 working for Nir.

21 MR. LIMAN: You were suspicious?

22 THE WITNESS: Ye3. So this seems to me to be

23 one of those references and I'm not sure who it's coming

24 from, but someone is making the observation that a pot

25 sweetener was thrown in by Nir of possibly F-4, F-14 or

-TOP aEeRET/CODCWORB—
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1 sidewinder parts to keep this joint — emphasis on

2 "joint" — U.S. -Israeli operation alive.

3 I am guessing in reading it it seems to be

4 coming from Colonel North, this whole section is, but I'm

5 not sure of that. But I can't conceive of who else might

6 be saying that, because he's talking here about Nir

7 having three copies

8 not been sharec^^^^^^^^^^H^^^^ ^^^' ^ think, showed

9 North.

10 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

11 . Q On page 88 what does this mean — "Nir waffts

12 this to succeed. Nir out at least $700,000-plus because

13 we overcharged him on TOWs — $1 million."?

14 A Because of this pot-sweetener role that we

15 would periodically put pressure on Nir to be in, to make

16 this thing succeed when we no longer had any leverage,

17 that from our side I think it was recognized that Nir

18 obtained money from whatever sources he had and was out

19 on a limb for money to get this thing moving again.

20 Q What does it mean "because we overcharged him

21 on TOWs"?

22 A I'm not sure. Possibly what that triggers is

23 a memory that there was some — it may have been a

24 problem with one of the shipments of TOWs, that it was

25 not the right, the most up-to-date version of the TOW and

TOP SEeRET/CODCWORD
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1 that they were buying one and got a less capable version

2 or something. That may be it. But again I'm not sure.

3 MR. LIMAN: Would it trigger your recollection

4 if I were to tell you that when the October shipment of

5 TOWs was sent to the Iranians that it was switched so

6 that the Israelis would get those TOWs and send on the

7 ones that they had already been resupplied?

8 THE WITNESS: October '85?

9 MR. LIMAN: '86, on the 300-TOW transaction

10 that was done with Iran.

11 THE WITNESS: The last one?

12 MR. LIMAN: Yes.

13 THE WITNESS: It was through the second

14 channel?

15 MR. LIMAN: That's right. There was a

16 substitution of the TOWs so that the Israelis got the new

17 ones and the Iranians got the ones that previously had

18 been shipped to Israel. Does that ring a bell?

19 THE WITNESS: That rings a bell and that may

20 b« partially the reason for it.

21 MR. LIMAN: Does that compensate them for the

22 $1 million that they had been overcharged?

23 THE WITNESS: This is what time frame again?

24 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

25 Q August *86.

TOP aEGRETT^PPEWORP
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1 A I'm not relating what you are talking about to

2 this time frame. Possibly. But my recollection of the

3 decision of the switch was that the deal had finally been

4 approved and was moving, that money from the second

5 channel had been sent and so we could get on with it, but

6 the DIA and CIA weren't ready yet because of logistics

7 delays and that we would have to wait another week before

8 we would commence movement of the U.S. TOHs, and that

9 therefore the decision was taken, well, let's just send

10 them the ones that are in Israel already, so that we can

11 move on this and not have the hostage die while we are

12 just waiting here for the next ten days and then replace

13 these. But that's the motivation rather than this, but

14 what you said is possible as well.

15 MR. LIMAN: Did North ever tell you that the

16 Israelis had paid $1 million to either the United States

17 or Lake or some instrumentality of the United States in

18 November of '85?

19 THE WITNESS; I don't think so.

20 MR. LIMAN: You probably read that in Secord's

21 testimony or heard it from testimony you have heard.

22 THE WITNESS: Well, I have listened to parts

23 of it, but I'm not sure if I heard that part or not.

24 ^^^^^^^^ MR. LIMAN: Were you ever told that the

25 ^^^^^^^^|had given any money to the contras?

TOP SECRET/CODgWORD-
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1 THE WITNESS: I don't think so, although if

2 there is a reference to it in the notes it's possible.

3 I'm not getting the recollection right now. I do not

4 recall that I was told that.

5 MR. LIMAN: Were you told that^^^^^^^had

6 given money for the contras?

7 THE WITNESS: No.

8 MR. LIMAN:]

9 THE WITNESS: I mean, all of these questions

10 are striking me as irrelevant. I mean, I would have no

11 occasion to be told any of this. It's not tracking.

12 MR. LIMAN: I understand that you are a gr^at

13 believer in compartmentalization and that's the essence

14 of all classification systems, but there must have been

15 occasions in your career when somebody told you something

16 that you weren't in that compartment for, right?

17 THE WITNESS: Sure.

18 MR. LIMAN: And so when you say it's not

19 tracking or wouldn't be relevant —
20 THE WITNESS: It's not only not tracking

21 because of that strict compartmentation, need-to-known

22 principle, but because of that which I was involved with.

23 There would have been no need for me. I mean, I didn't

24 need «ny of those facts.

25 MR. LIMAN: But there wasn't any need to tell

TOP SECRCT/CODEWORD
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1 you that the Ayatollah was paying for support for the

2 contras, was there?

3 THE WITNESS: No.

4 MR. LIMAN: So Ollie shared some secrets with

5 you.

6 \ THE WITNESS: Okay. All right.

7 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

8 Q Let me put it this way. Did he tell you that

9 Country 7 did it?

10 A I don't know the countries by number any more

11 than otherwise. I knew the Washington Post would tell me

12 that.

13 Q Why don't we stop here? We will go off the

14 record now and schedule a date to finish this up.

15 (Whereupon, at 4:50 p.m., the taking of the

16 instant deposition recessed, to reconvene at a later

17 date.)

18

19 Signature of the Witness

20 Subscribed and sworn to before me this day of

21 , 1987.

23 Notary Public

24 My Commission Expires:
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1 PROCEEDINGS
2 Whereupon,

3 ROBERT L. EARL,

4 called as a witness by counsel on behalf of the Senate

5 Select Committee and having been previously duly sworn,

6 was further examined and testified as follows:

7 EXAMINATION ON BEHALF OF THE SENATE COMMITTEE - Resumed

8 BY MR. LIMAN:

9 Q On the record. You are still under oath.

10 By the summer of 1986 you were well briefed

11 into the Iran compartment; is that correct?

12 A I would say so, yes.

13 Q When did you first hear about the efforts to

14 open up a second channel?

15 A I'm not sure if I would be able to come up

16 with a date on that. I can give you a couple of relevant

17 indicators on that. One is that in the summer or late

18 summer, I guess it was — it was actually in the fall —
19 I took a week's leave and I'm not sure whether it was

20 August or September. I would have to look up, which is

21 something I think you all have, but my sort of calendar.

22 But during that week's leave was the visit by

23 some Iranians to Washington, and so I was gone during

24 that week and I found out about it afterwards. I know

25 that the second channel was being explored at that time

D
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1 with this visit to establish bona fides, that from the

2 second channel's perspective they could see that they

3 really were talking to who they thought they were talking

4 to.

5 So obviously there was discussion prior to

6 that in setting it up, but how far back. One other — I

7 can't go further back and give you a date, but one other

8 relevant bit of information, I guess, would be my

9 generalized observation that there was dissatisfaction

10 throughout with the first channel, and that was always

11 there as an irritant, I guess, the relationship, that no

,12 one was satisfied with the first channel and no one

.13 trusted Ghorbanifar and wanted to do something better. .

14 Q Was there dissatisfaction that Ghorbanifar had

15 not succeeded in producing all the hostages?

16 A I don't know whether I could answer that

17 exactly directly yes. I would say there was

18 dissatisfaction that all the hostages were not released

19 in general, and there was dissatisfaction with

20 Ghorbanifar in general. But I'm not sure that I would

21 tie the two directly as you question it. It would seem

22 logical that he was certainly in part to blame for how

23 this thing had dragged on and miscommunication from both

24 sides.

25 So circumstantially I would agree with you,

mtmrn
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1 but I'm not sure that I could recall — I can't recall

2 specific conversation that people were blaming

3 Ghorbanifar for the fact that all the hostages weren't

4 back, because there was always the analysis that we might

5 never get them all, that they would always keep one card

6 to trump us, and we might never see the last hostage,

7 whoever that might be, from their side.

8 Q And you heard at some point that the Iranians

9 were dissatisfied because of pricing.

10 A That was certainly one of their grievances. I

11 think there were a variety. I wouldn't say that to be

12 their only grievance, but they had complained about that,

13 certainly.

14 Q So that if you looked upon Ghorbanifar as a

15 broker there were complaints on both sides, both from

16 Iranians and from Americans.

17 A Directed at Ghorbanifar is your implication?

18 Q Yes.

19 A I think that's fair.

20 Q Who decided to seek the second channel?

21 A I'm not sure of that. I don't know.

22 Q Had you ever met Ghorbanifar?

23 A No, sir.

24 Q So that all of your information about

25 Ghorbanifar and the meetings with Ghorbanifar were
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secondhand at least?

A Yes.

Q Maybe thirdhand. And did you ever participate

in any meetings with the second channel?

A No, I did not. It was that week that I was

gone, so that our office did, but I was gone that week.

Q When you say your office did, do you mean

Oliver North?

A And Craig Coy.

Q Did you, after the first meeting with the

second channel, have any meetings with the second

channel?

A Me personally?

Q Yes.

A I never met anyone in either the first channel

or the second channel or any of the intermediaries, to my

knowledge.

Q Did you ever read any transcripts of the

discussions with the second channel?

(Witness conferring with counsel.)

A I think the answer to your question is
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And also I think some transcripts.

Q Of the tape recordings of the meetings with

the second channel?

A I think so, but I'm not positive. I know that

I've seen transcripts and there were tape recordings of

various meetings, but I am confusing them now and am not

sure exactly which ones that I had seen portions of.

Q Did you become aware that some payoffs would

have to be made to Iranians in connection with opening -

the second channel?

A Payoffs?

Q Ves.

A What do you mean by "payoffs"?

Q Well, they call it in the Middle East

bakshish. It's called elsewhere just plain money.

A Yes, I understand bakshish. No, I don't think

explicitly that I knew there was discussion of that, but

I certainly knew in general that that was a way of

operation in the Middle East. That would not surprise me

at all. My recollection is that there was concern with

the operational security over switching channels and the
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residual that the old channel was an operational security

risk, and that that was of concern to people.

And I believe it was resolved by the Iranians

themselves in the second channel saying that they

understood that and would take care of that, whether that

meant bakshish or what, that the Iranian side was going

to resolve the op sec problem of the first channel.

Q Had you been told that Ghorbanifar was

claiming that money was due him and that he was in debt

as a result of his activities in connection with the

first initiative?

A I think so. That strikes me as a general

complaint throughout this entire process, even before the

establishment of the second channel, that Ghorbanifar

continually complained about he was in debt to creditors

and nobody was treating him fairly and woe is me.

that.

Q Did you discuss that with North?

A I don't recall specifically talking about

Q Did you discuss that with Secord?

A No, sir. I'm pretty sure I did not.

Q With Cave or anyone else at the CIA?

A We're on the specific point of Ghorbanifar 's

debts rather than the operational security question?

ItftSSfflED
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1 Q I'm going to come to the operational security

2 question. I'm talking about his money problems.

3 A No, I don't think so. I don't think I

4 addressed that in a conversation with anyone. It could

5 certainly have arisen in a meeting or I heard someone say

6 that. A CIA person could have made reference to that.

7 But no specific conversation, no.

8 Q Let me understand what the operational

9 security problem was that you saw in switching from

10 channel one to channel two.

11 A The operational security problem, as I

12 understood it, was that Ghorbanifar could feel jilted

13 that he was cut out of an intermediary role that he felt

14 that he was probably getting quite a bit of money from

15 and take some action in order to jeopardize the second

16 channel in order to reestablish his importance in the

17 dialogue between Iran and the United States.

18 Q And what kind of action were you concerned

19 about that he could take to jeopardize the second

20 channel?

21 A Well, there was always the possibility of

22 leaking information about the dialogue between Iran and

23 the United States.

24 Q And leaking it to whom?

25 A Well, leaking to the press could be a11, leaking to the Pgess

HNtt*SSIflEl)
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1 possibility.

2 Q In the United States?

3 A Well, wherever.

4 Q Well, the reason I'm asking you this is that

5 in dealing with the second channel I take it that North

6 felt that he was dealing with people who really now had

7 some access to the Iranian government.

8 A Yes, direct access.

9 Q Direct access. So that there was a sense that

10 the leaders in the Iranian government knew about the fact

11 that the United States was engaged in this initiative,

12 correct?

13 A I guess two improvements, the second channel

14 versus the first. One would be the directness of the

15 link without this complex and circuitous path, and

16 secondly the assurance that this particular individual

17 and his faction in the Iranian government was in fact

18 engaged, it was believed before, but with a lesser order

19 of confidence.

20 Q What I'm getting at is that if you look at

21 operational security in connection with an endeavor like

2 2 Desert 1 the purpose of maintaining a secrecy and

2 3 security was not to tip off the Iranians. Here the whole

24 object was to make sure that you were dealing with the

25 Iranian government; correct?

E
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1 A Well, dealing with the so-called pragmatic

2 faction, the particular individual and his faction that

3 we are talking- about. It was never clear, to my

4 knowledge, to us what other parts of the Iranian

5 government were Iranian power centers, not necessarily in

6 the government but nonetheless influential, knew or

7 didn't know about this.

8 Q But you believed that you were dealing with

9 some part of the Iranian government?

10 A Some part of it, yes.

11 Q You did not know whether that part, in order

12 to survive, was talking to the Ayatollah?

13 A Correct.

14 Q Or to anyone else in the Iranian government,

15 correct?

16 A Correct.

17 Q So that was the concern about operational

18 security that it might leak in this country?

19 A Well, I think I just have a generalized

20 concern eibout op sec and I don't think I ever really

21 thought through who would be the leaker and who would be

22 the recipient of that information and cause the problem,

23 but I think it would be on the Iranian side also, that it

24 could jeopardize this channel, that the radicals in Iran

25 could sabotage the effort were they to be leaked certain

t
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1 information.

2 Q Now, talking about operational security, that

3 is clearly a subject in which you had genuine concern.

4 That's true, isn't it?

5 A That's true.

6 Q Indeed, every time we look at your notes you

7 seem to find something that Brenda Reiger didn't pick up

8 and you put a circle around it.

9 A Yes, sir, I do.

10 Q Did you understand whether Congress or any

11 representatives of Congress had been told of the Iranian

12 initiative?

13 A I don't think that there were any Members of

14 Congress who knew.

15 Q Well, you now know that, but did you know it

16 at the time?

17 A I don't know whether I knew that explicitly.

18 My general attitude or feeling about this, that it was

19 very closely held and only a very few people within the

20 Executive Branch knew of it, let alone outside of that.

21 My assumption would be that no one in Congress knew, but

22 I don't think I was specifically — I don't know whether

2 3 I specifically was told that or not, but I wouldn't have

24 questioned it.

2 5 It would have surprised me if anybody in the

BNmS«B
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1 Congress was aware.

2 Q Were you familiar with the Finding process or

3 notification to Congress of Findings to Select Committees

4 or to leadership?

5 A Again, that is one of those areas that I, over

6 a period of time, acquired information and put it

7 together. I was never formally briefed as to what the

8 Finding process was and how it worked. I can recall not

9 being familiar with it at the beginning of my period

10 there and having this strange word "Finding" out there,

11 and it being some kind of sacrosanct and important and

12 close-held, that nobody ever saw a Finding, that you

13 would have one copy and it would be locked away in

14 somebody's safe.

15 Q Who's safe did you understand that they were

16 generally locked away in?

17 A Well, I just say that in general without

18 directing the one in question, I think — well, I don't

19 know whether I knew at the time or this is later now, and

20 so I had better not.

21 Q Well, what was the first time that you saw the

22 Iran Finding or any one of the Iran Findings?

23 A I only — I think there's only one that I know

24 of — well, two, okay. But I think it was — I'm not

25 positive of this, but I think it was the Monday, November

m&mm
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1 — the day before the Attorney General's press

2 conference. That would have been the 2 4th. I think that

3 was the first date that I saw it, but I'm not positive.

4 Q Did you know that there was a Finding earlier

5 than that?

6 A There was discussion of that in the

7 development of the chronology and we had entries on that,

8 so I certainly knew of it in the two-week period.

9 Q Well, that would have been in the November

10 period?

11 A That would still be in the November period.

12 There were some references to it even before that and I

13 was aware — well, the thing that I am recalling is at-

14 some night — and I couldn't put a date on this, but it

15 could be really early — it was in Room 3^*", the suite,

16 so it was prior to May, one night, I think it was before

17 I was there yet, in mid-February, it might have been, a

18 week or two before that, knowing that I was going there

19 but being there at night, and on the way out seeing

20 someone sitting there waiting to visit with Colonel North

21 who I don't think I knew then but subsequently found out

22 was Stanley Sporkin, and that he was apparently there to

23 talk to Colonel North about something sensitive, and I

24 think later I found out it was a Finding or the Finding.

25 There were some bits and pieces
r
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1 circumstantially that I got at the time that accumulated

2 to my knowledge about parts of there being a Finding.

3 Q Other than the Iranian initiative, had you

4 ever worked on an operation that was authorized by a

5 "Finding"?

6 A I had had some involvement with another

7 Finding related to counterterrorism which stemmed from

8 Vice President's task force days.

9 Q During the task force period?

10 A Ves.

11 Q And that Finding was discussed in terms of its

12 scope and so forth?

13 A And need for, to do certain things in the

14 counterterrorism field that the task force was

15 considering, yes.

16 Q Was there a sense that was communicated to you

17 at the NSC that if you communicated information to the

18 Intelligence Committees of Congress that that information

19 would be leaked?

20 A I would say that that was a general concern

21 that I had acquired from the situation of people talking

22 and that that would have been my concern and sensitivity

23 that I had acquired from the situation, yes, sir.

24 Q Well, did you hear some of your comrades

25 express that concern to you?

mmii
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1 A Well, it stemmed from even further back during

2 the Vice President's task force days, that it seemed to

.3 me to be accepted by certainly the working group of the

4 task force, and I think more generally than that. Most

5 of the interagency members of various review groups of

6 the task force, that that was a concern, and it led to

7 the endorsement by the Vice President's task force of, I

8 think it is, the Hyde Amendment that calls for the two

9 Committees to be combined into a single committee to,

10 amongst other things, reduce the number of people on the

11 Hill who need to be briefed in the very sensitive covert

12 operations or intelligence operations because of that

13 concern of leaks.

14 And it was this generalized concern that

15 things could leak. A lot of people had to be informed

16 and so the Hyde amendment was endorsed by the Vice

17 President's task force.

18 Q Colonel, is it fair to say that there was also

19 a concern at the NSC that other agencies of government

20 leaked in order to either block policy or advance their

21 own policy objectives?

22 A No question. In fact, I was almost going to

23 add that to the last statement, but I didn't want to

24 ramble. The concern of leaks on the Hill was not as the

25 only source of leaks in town, that it was indeed also a

wmmi
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1 problem in the Executive branch in various places.

2 Q I have to be frank because we are under oath.

3 It was a concern that when information was shared with

4 the State Department there was a risk that it would be

5 leaked; is that correct?

6 A Yes, sir.

7 Q And were you told by North or anyone else at

8 the NSC that some information with respect to the Iran

9 initiative was being withheld from State because of

10 security concerns?

11 A Again it is hard for me to answer that

12 question directly. Let me give you a piece that

13 indirectly answers it, I believe, which is that in the.

14 discussions over time and the references in my note where

15 the people in the box were described, my assumption or

16 state of mind from all of that would be that the

17 Secretary had been brought into the box in general and in

18 most of the things in the box, but that nobody else at

19 state Department had been.

20 As time went on, OSG was involved in certain

21 parts of this initiative because every time a hostage was

22 released then the counterterrorism structure was brought

23 into play for various reasons concerning the hostage who

24 was released.

25 Q But was the OSG told there had been a

BltASSifiB
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1 preceding arms shipment?

2 A No. Well, there were parts. There were some

3 members of the, OSG who were in the box, but not

4 everybody, and so it was very carefully discussed, only

5 in terms of the mechanics of the hostage coming back and

6 where he would go and medical treatment and briefings and

7 so forth.

8 Q There was an effort, wasn't there, really on

9 the hostage releases to attribute their release to other

10 persons and other things, not to this initiative?

11 A Clearly.

12 Q Go ahead. I interrupted your answer.

13 A So the State Department, there was in OSG

14 discussions of these portions of it. The State

15 Department representative was, of course, a very key

16 player, in fact the lead agency for coordinating the

17 interagency effort to deal with the release of the

18 hostage and so forth overseas, and so he was brought in

19 on that part of it.

20 And I would say also that my presumption was

21 that that person, either the current one or his

22 predecessor, both of them, seemed to know more than that

2 3 that was being discussed in those terms, that had some

24 familiarity outside the box or the hostage release box

2 5 that we were talking about.

mmm sri
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1 Q Kow, given your concern for security, your

2 recognition that this was closely held, did you have some

3' concern about the fact that one of the persons who was

4 familiar with what was happening was a merchant,

5 Ghorbanifar?

6 A Of course. Everyone recognized that he was a

7 problem in many ways.

8 Q Did you have some — withdraw that.

9 You were told at some point, you've testified,

10 that some of the proceeds of the arms sale were going in

11 support of the contras. Do you remember that?

12 A Yes, sir.

13 Q Did you — tell me what you understood about

14 what Ghorbanifar knew about that part of the compartment.

15 A I don't think I knew anything about his

16 Icnowledge of that. I don't recall any discussions. I

17 think it would have been a question mark in my mind, not

18 knowing whether he knew or didn't know.

19 Q Well, you testified earlier that when you

20 heard about it, as you think about it now, you thought

21 that this was a worthy sting of the Ayatollah, correct?

22 Those were your words.

23 A Again, I think that I thought about that at

24 that time, but that may have been subsequently a little

25 bit in time, and I can't be sure that that thought

\0\iuiU
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1 occurred to me exactly on the day that I first knew of

2 it, but that was certainly my belief over time, yes.

3 Q A sting means, to me, that the person who is

4 being stung doesn't realize he's being stung, correct?

5 A Yes, sir.

6 Q So how did you think that the money was being

7 given in support of the contras without the Ayatollah

8 knowing about it?

9 A Well, again I don't think that I really

10 focused on it in that detail of following it through,

11 that necessarily that meant that Ghorbanifar didn't know.

12 I guess my unformed opinion — I was about to offer that,

13 if push comes to shove I would guess that he didn't know,

14 if I would have had to guess in that time frame, but that

15 is speculation because I don't think I ever really

16 thought about it.

17 But thinking about it now, I think it could be

18 either way, that even if he did know that it seems to me

19 that in order for him to preserve his lucrative part of

20 this that he could have been convinced not to share it

21 with certain others in the deal and that it could still

22 have been a sting, an unwitting, unknowing for the

23 Ayatollah what was happening, even though Ghorbanifar

24 knew. I think it could have been either way, but this is

25 all retrospective analysis.

ill
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1 Q What was his lucrative part of it? That's a

2 word you just used.

3 A Well; if it is true, as I have said before,

4 that he was getting a substantial profit, that he had

5 quite a bit of a markup on this thing —
6 Q You mean Ghorbanifar?

7 A Yes. Did I say someone else?

8 Q I thought we were talking about the Ayatollah.

9 A No. I'm sorry. That either Ghorbanifar

10 knowing or not knowing of the diversion to me in

11 retrospect is still consistent with the Ayatollah not

12 knowing — higher risk with the one rather than the

13 other, but either is possible.

14 Q Did there ever come a time when you were told

15 that someone outside of the NSC had gotten wind of the

16 fact that some money was going to the contras or in

17 support of the contras and was threatening to expose it?

18 This is before the Attorney General's press conference.

19 (Witness conferring with counsel .

)

20 A There was the letter that I have previously

21 talked about in these sessions that I saw at one point on

22 Colonel North's desk that was either a memo from Charlie

23 Allen to the DCI that a copy had been sent down for —

24 Q I'm going to show you that, if we have it

25 marked. mmm
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1 A Or it was from Charlie Allen to Colonel North.

2 It was in some way identifying the problem with the

3 Canadian financiers and I think the name Furmark is in

4 there. I don't recall that it specifically talked about

5 diversion to the contras. I think it was just an op sec

6 problem. My recollection is it was an op sec problem.

7 Q Well, if it's the memo that you're thinking

8 of, it's a memo to Admiral Poindexter and it does reflect

9 that. There are several memos, and let's see if you will

10 be able to identify which one.

11 A My recollection of it, unrefreshed by looking

12 at it, if you have the one that I saw, my recollection is

13 that it is talking about an operational security problem

14 in the channel because the financiers haven't been paid

15 and they were threatening to expose it in order to get

16 their money back.

17 Q Did you discuss that with Colonel North?

18 A Yes, sir, I did.

19 Q Tell us about that.

20 A The Director of Central Intelligence had asked

21 for, I believe it was, Charlie Allen to go meet with

22 Furmark in New York, I think, but I think there was more

23 than one meeting, and so I have a little bit of

24 confusion, I think one was alone or one was with

25 possibly George Cave. There is some confusion in my mind

top, J
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1 as to the number of meetings and the participants.

2 But in general Charlie Allen, perhaps amongst

3 others, was going to meet with Furmark for the Director

4 of Central Intelligence and he met basically just to

5 receive information from him and pass it on to the

6 Director so that this problem could be at least known,

7 the facts of it could be known and dealt with in some

8 way.

9 I had a conversation with Colonel North in his

10 office at one point very quickly about that and whether

11 what was — and I think I have seen this memo you are

12 talking about — I had knowledge about the op sec concern

13 with the Canadian financiers going public. And I was .

14 concerned with this from an operational security point

15 and I couldn't see may way out of the box, anyway, out of

16 the dilemma and just posed that to him to see what ideas

17 he had.

18 And there was also the concern at this

19 meeting, there was something about the meeting that

20 didn't strike me as contributing to a solution to the

21 problem, that the right people weren't going or they were

22 only going to be hearing instead of trying to solve the

23 problem, but my recollection is that Colonel North

24 clearly had thought about this and I don't recall the

25 specifics but it seemed to me he had a resolution to the
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1 problem.

2 Q What was his resolution?

3 A Well, it was to be pretty tough with Furmark,

4 I guess, or whoever the meeting was with, and to show

5 them how the only way they could possibly hope to get

6 their money back was to keep the channel discrete,

7 covert, secret, that exposure of it would be the worse

8 thing and they wouldn't stand a chance of getting their

9 money back from Ghorbanifar or whatever if it was

10 exposed.

11 Q And he told you he presented that to Director

12 Casey?

13 A No, sir, he didn't. It was merely he was

14 telling me of his idea of how to solve this problem. I

15 solicited from him an idea how can this be dealt with,

16 because I couldn't conceive of any way out of this

17 dilemma and he at least articulated for me a way that he

18 or an appropriate person, someone who could play that

19 role effectively with Furmark, could stand a reasonable

20 chance of success of keeping op sec inviolate.

21 Q Let's pause now and talk a little bit about

22 Casey. Did you ever have any meetings alone with

23 Director Casey?

24 A No, sir, I did not.

25 Q You had met with him, I guess, from time to

mmWi
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1 time over the course of your work on the counterterrorism

2 task force in groups?

3 A No, sir. I've never met with Director Casey.

4 The only time I've ever seen him in person was at a

5 cocktail function in the Old Executive Office Building

6 and didn't talk to him. I just saw him in the same room.

7 Q Did you know that Oliver North had direct

8 access to Director Casey?

9 A Yes, I did.

10 Q And how did you know that?

11 A He, Colonel North, would call Director Casey

12 when he needed or Director Casey would call Oliver North

13 direct, usually on the secure phone, although it may also

14 have been on an open line, depending upon which of the

15 two didn't have access at that time to a secure line.

16 Q And based upon your observation, during this

17 period that you were working at the NSC, how often did

18 North speak to Casey?

19 A I would say that it would be unusual for a

20 full week to go by without some sort of phone call or

21 meeting or some contact at least once in that week to

22 have occurred between the two of them. That would strike

23 me as unusual if there were a week that they didn't have

24 at least one contact.

25 Q I understand that Oliver North is a respectful
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1 person and he tends to call people sir. What did he call

2 Casey?

3 A Well, he used sir with Casey, but he also used

4 Bill, I believe. Let me think about that. I know he

5 would use that in talking about him. I wonder if he ever

6 said that. You know, I'm not sure about that. He may

7 not have said Bill on the phone. It may have always been

8 Director and sir. I can recall that he used Mr. Director

^
9 and sir, but whether he also used Bill at points in the

10 conversation, I can't recall right now. But he certainly

11 used it. If I were talking to him about the Director,. he

12 would say Bill said so and so. But he may not have used

13 that directly to him.

14 Q And when he would talk to you about Admiral

15 Poindexter, what would he call him?

16 A Usually it was the Admiral, but he would use

17 his first name on occasion, John.

18 Q And when he would talk to you about McFarlane,

19 would he use Bud?

20 A He would use generally Bud. I don't think it

21 was —
22 Q And about the President, Mr. President or the

23 President or R-square?

24 A There would also be references to Ron. I

25 mean, just in informal talk.
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1 Q The reason I'm asking you is whether or not is

2 not to embarrass North or to imply an intimacy that may

3 not be there, but just to try to find out from your

4 observations as to whether the relationship with Casey

5 seemed to be a close one.

6 A My judgment would have been yes, that they

7 were close, but in going through the exercise we just did

8 I'm not sure that I could say that his use of the first

9 name or title was any different from anybody else.

10 Q I think we established that and did he visit

11 him?

12 A Yes, he would meet with the Director at CIA

13 headquarters, in the Director's office at Old EOB, I

14 believe also in his home, but I'm less sure of that.

15 Q Now what subjects did you hear him talking

16 about with the Director that are within our compartments?

17 A You're not asking about the time that Colonel

18 North told me that he told the Director, because I've

19 already told you that, and that wasn't a conversation

20 that I overheard. You're asking about conversations that

21 I heard ~
22 Q Well, what did he talk about? What were the

23 subject matters that you heard him talk to the Director

24 about? Did you ever hear him talk about the contras?

25 A Right now I'm drawing a blank on it. I can't

OlttSStfiED
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1 in my vision remember a conversation and hear what he was

2 talking about, but certainly anything would have been,

3 from my general' feeling, would be that nothing was out of

4 bounds, whether it was counterterrorism. Central America.

5 I mean, all of those things fit into what I picture them

6 talking about.

7 Q Do any conversations stand out in your mind?

8 A No, sir. In fact, I'm having trouble getting

9 any, let alone standouts.

10 Q When you came to work in North's unit, did it

11 surprise you the extent of his access to the Director?

12 A Ves, sir.

13 Q Now —
14 A But that would not be just with the Director.

15 That would be with many high officials.

16 Q Now I'm going to talk about the other high

17 officials. To whom did North report within the NSC?

18 A Admiral Poindexter.

19 Q Directly?

20 A Yes, sir. That is what I felt and whenever he

21 was gone I would follow in that chain. When something

22 occurred that I didn't have North to tell it to, I would

23 tell it to the Admiral.

24 Q Did you know that he had a special password on

25 the computer that allowed him to communicate directly

mmm
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1 with the Admiral?

2 A He had a message that was — it wasn't a

3 special word.

4 Q Well, it was a blank check.

5 A Well, that was the way it was titled, but the

6 word is of no significance. It could have been called

7 horsefeathers.

8 Q But whatever the word was — it could have

9 been called horsefeathers; it happened to be called Blank

10 Check — but he had an ability, because he was given a

11 word referring to an earlier message from Admiral

12 Poindexter to. him to be able to communicate directly?

13 A Mine was Task.

14 Q You could communicate directly with Admiral

15 Poindexter?

16 A Yes, sir, so could Craig Coy.

17 Q Well, there weren't very many people who could

18 do that?

19 A Anyone could do it, sir.

20 Q Anyone in the NSC?

21 A Anyone could.

22 Q And what was the purpose of a system that said

23 you couldn't communicate directly if everyone was given a

24 password?

25 A I didn't say everyone was given a password. I

iMStfiEO
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1 said that anyone could conununicate with the Admiral if

2 they wanted to direct and bypass the system that had been

3 established.

4 Q Were you given a word so that you could

5 communicate directly with him?

6 A No, sir. I took a word.

7 Q But if I were to show you a message from

8 Admiral Poindexter to North in August of 1985 where he

9 gave him this word and said this you can use to

10 communicate directly, nothing like that happened with

11 you, right?

12 A No, sir.

13 Q You just simply knew how to work the system -

14 and so you took a wood?

15 A Exactly.

16 Q And what about Coy?

17 A Similarly.

18 Q And did you communicate with Admiral

19 Poindexter directly when North was out of town?

20 A Yes, sir, I did.

21 Q But when North was around you didn't take

2 2 advantage of that prerogative?

23 A No, sir.

24 Q And what about Coy?

25 A I don't believe he did either.
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1 Q And so Poindexter reported directly to — I

2 mean. North reported directly to Poindexter. There may

3 be some who would say the opposite. Who else did he have

4 this special access to?

5 A We're talking about North now?

6 Q Ves.

7 A Pat Buchanan jumps to mind as one that he

8 could call up when he was working on a speech or

9 something that was relevant in his area and that he would

10 talk direct or go see him in his office, or on one

11 occasion I remember that Mr. Buchanan had something to

12 talk about and he came over and visited Colonel North in

13 his office.

14 I guess we're going back to my comment of

15 being surprised at access to high officials, and part of

16 that is my surprise, I guess, when I first learned of it,

17 that very senior officials in the Administration would

18 know who Colonel North was and deal with him, that in

19 this category, not special access but at least that they

20 had had conversations and that the Cabinet official knew

21 who he was and some things he was working on, which was

22 itself surprising to me.

23 But I would put the Secretary of State, the

24 Secretary of Defense, the Attorney General, most of the

25 senior Administration officials in that category who

KASSIFtEO
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1 dealt with national security in some way, but I am not

2 sure that I would go to the extent that we're talking

3 about of special access, calling up and getting right

4 through.

5 Q Did you ever hear him call the Attorney

6 General?

7 A Yes, sir.

8 Q And what were the occasions for that?

9 A One was on Saturday, the 22nd of November,

10 when he called him to set up a meeting later in the

11 weekend. I think that's all that I can recall.

12 Q What about delaying the investigation of

13 Southern Air?

14 (Witness conferring with counsel.)

15 A Again, there were quite a few events here.

16 There's FBI, Customs and FAA at minimum that in various

17 periods of time — and I'm not sure that I could

18 differentiate all of them — when —
19 Q Well, take me through them all.

20 A The one that I was involved in directly was a

21 request that came from McAllister, Dutton, that said the

22 FAA is here and they want to look at something or they

2 3 want to — that Dutton 's people wanted to fly the

24 aircraft out to some other air field and take it away

25 from SAT, where it just happened to be by coincidence

i
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1 getting an engine changed or some kind of maintenance,

2 and that there was the request that something to be done

3 be done so that- they could fly out.

4 I was not sure what to do with this when I

5 received it. It seemed that it could be inappropriate,

6 that it could be delaying appropriate investigation,

7 although — and I discussed this with Craig Coy when

8 Colonel North was absent, which is why we were both

9 involved, that I expressed to Craig in trying to decide

10 how to deal with it, whether to forward it to the Admiral

11 or not or just not do anything on it, since it could be

12 argued to be inappropriate, that I felt that if the

13 . investigation — well, the investigation, whatever FAA

14 was doing, had been initiated for political reasons

15 rather than safety of flight or anything appropriate to

16 the FAA's charter, that it could be similarly turned off

17 or stopped because it had been started for the wrong

18 reasons.

19 I didn't know what had generated this

20 involvement by an FAA official, wherever SAT is. I can't

21 remember at the moment. In Florida maybe. That there

22 was the possibility anyway, and maybe even the inference

23 from the phone call that the press had turned on Customs

24 and FAA or there was a local, there was some local

25 involvement that was perhaps politically generated and
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1 not as a result of an inquiry initiated in Washington

2 that was part of a formal investigation that was proper.

3 And having at least conceived of that

4 possibility of appropriate involvement by the National

5 Security Advisor, Craig agreed when I suggested that I

6 didn't — I was not in this box and didn't know

7 everything about it, that at least he, who knew

8 everything, would be able to be the best judge of whether

9 he should be involved and do something as requested by

10 Dutton or not.

11 Q The box, meaning the contra box?

12 A The box being everything about Democracy,

13 Incorporated, yes, sir.

14 And so I went over and met with Admiral

15 Poindexter and just laid out what the request was and

16 left it to him to decide.

17 Q And was the request that the investigation be

18 called off?

19 A No. It wasn't that, and again "investigation"

20 might not be the right word. It was the fact that there

21 was an FAA official there who was asking for certain

22 documentation and I recall that Dutton said that one of

23 the documents that Cooper had had — and he was the pilot

24 of the C-123 that was shot down, so that that piece, that

25 document, had gone down with the airplane and so it

^netniED
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1 wasn't available, so it was a matter of getting

2 permission for the plane to take off from there without

3 this document as opposed to an investigation.

4 Q What about other official investigations?

5 Were you ever — did you or, to your knowledge, did

6 Colonel North ever have contact with other regulatory

7 authorities or the Attorney General to address other

8 investigations?

9 A This is where my knowledge gets less clear

10 because this one I was directly involved in. The others

11 I was not. But there were, it seemed to me, quite a few

12 phone calls and involvement on others, other

13 investigations or similar things — Customs, and perhaps

14 also FBI — but I recall some Customs phone calls and I

15 think either Colonel North took them directly or Craig

16 took those. I think Rosenblatt is a name that I recall.

17 I think he is in the Customs hierarchy.

18 Q What about the investigation?

19 A I'm sorry. One thing I do recall was — and

20 again I think there are some references in my notes on

21 that — that there was a call from, I think, Rosenblatt

22 in Customs, but I'm not positive, but I think it was

23 Customs, explaining that there was a name of a person and

24 that this guy was about to be picked up for some kind of

25 bad thing, and that they were just checking with Colonel
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1 North's office since they were aware that Colonel North

2 was involved in certain sensitive national security

3 projects and they didn't want to inadvertently trip up

4 one of those if this person that they had gotten involved

5 with or found out some things about and were about to

6 arrest or whatever, they didn't want to do that if it was

7 going to ruin a greater equity of national security and

8 so they were just vetting that with us before they took

9 action.

10 And so I passed it on and eventually word came

11 back that we don't know who this guy is. Fine, arrest

12 him, whatever you want to do.

13 Q Were you familiar with investigations that the

14 United States Attorney's office was conducting in Costa

15 Rica involving Costa Rican figures like Hull?

16 A Yes, but just kind of peripherally.

17 Q What do you know about it?

18 A You said FBI investigation?

19 Q I said investigation. I might have said FBI,

20 but any investigation.

21 A Well, again this is kind of in a grab bag of

22 just general knowledge. It sounds familiar. There was a

23 Honey and whatever the other person's name is law suit

24 and things associated with that. I think that involved

25 Costa Rica and maybe also Hull. There were bunches of
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1 things out there and I just wasn't concerned with that.

2 And so I can't recall any specifics.

3 Q When North spoke to the Attorney General about

4 setting up an appointment on the 2 2nd, was that before or

5 after lunch?

6 A That was after lunch.

7 Q I would like to mark as Exhibit 3 a memorandum

8 dated October 17, 1986 from Mr. Allen to the DCI.

9 (The document referred to was

10 marked Earl Exhibit Number 3

11 for identification.)

12 As Exhibit 4 an undated memorandum from the

13 DCI to Admiral Poindexter entitled "Roy Furmark's

14 Comments on the Hostage Situation", with a note on top

15 that Allen's testimony dates this as October 24, '86.

16 (The document referred to was

17 marked Earl Exhibit Number 4

18 for identification.)

19 I would ask you to look at these two memoranda

20 and see if you have seen either or both of them. And

21 before you do that, I sort of overheard you say to your

22 counsel that you will come back to some things, so that

23 if there is something you have to do to augment testimony

24 why don't you do it now while it's fresh in your mind?

25 A Counsel reminds me that at some point we were
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1 talking about the Finding and my seeing it, and my

2 getting copies of the two Findings of whatever the two

3 dates are — January 6 and 17 — occurring on that

4 Monday, the 24th of November, was that we didn't have

5 copies of those available in our office even during the

6 development of the chronology and that I had to go over

7 to Admiral Poindexte's office to get those, and I got

8 copies from his counsel, Paul Thompson.

9 Q See if you can make something out of these.

10 A Could I take a break first?

11 Q Sure.

12 (A brief recess was taken.)

13 BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

14 Q Do you recognize either of those. Colonel

15 Earl?

16 A I think this has injected even more confusion

17 in my own mind. I'm not sure which of these two I saw,

18 if either one, or I could possibly have seen both. I

19 doubt that I saw both, but that's possible. But there's

2 a reference here to a 14 October memo and maybe that was

21 the one that I saw, as for yet another possibility.

22 Some of the argumentation in the very last

23 paragraph of the 17 October memo, which is Exhibit Number

24 3, sounds familiar to me, but whether it is because I

2 5 read this memo and heard it or heard it from Charlie

mmm<m
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1 Allen in telephone conversations or in meetings I'm not

2 sure. The fact that that line of argumentation is

3 familiar to me doesn't necessarily mean that I saw it.

4 I was aware of Charlie Allen's concern with op

5 sec, and I agreed with that concern.

6 Q Where did you see the memorandum?

7 A I saw it on Colonel North's desk.

8 Q And he showed it to you?

9 A No. I think I just saw it on his desk at one

10 point. I don't think he was even there at the time that

11 I had gone in for some other thing and was looking for

12 it. Colonel North had a lot of stuff on his desk and

13 stumbled onto the memo and so I had a very hasty reading

14 of it, a glance at it, and I'm afraid I can't at this

15 point tell you which one it was.

16 Q Before I turn to some other events of that

17 period —
18 A Before we leave that, though, the sting that

19 we were talking about before was what you were talking

20 about on page one of Exhibit 4, and I don't read that as

21 talking about the Ayatollah stfng that you and I wer»

22 talking about. I see that as an unrelated sting by

23 financiers.

24 Q The word "sting" that I was talking about came

25 out of your prior testimony.
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1 A But I thought you had said in one of these

2 there was a reference to the diversion.

3 Q There is in one of these memoranda reference

4 to the fact. In the memorandum to Poindexter there is a

5 reference here that Ghorbanifar told Roy and Khashoggi —
6 Roy being Furmark — that he believed that the bulk of

7 the original $15 million price tag, which was the price

8 that was paid for the HAWK parts, was earmarked for

9 Central America.

10 In this regard, Ghorbanifar told Roy that he

11 was relieved when the $100 million aid to the contras was

12 passed by Congress.

13 A Well, again if this is the one that I saw, I

14 don't think those two sentences jumped out at me, as they

15 didn't when I just hastily read it now. But I must tell

16 you that I'm not focusing on not observing material under

17 the circumstances, as I could if I were sitting quietly

18 in my office and reading the memo.

19 Q Let me show you, before I move on to the next

20 subject, some notes of yours that apparently were made in

21 May of 1986 and I don't recall that you were asked about

22 this particular thing before. You testified, and your

23 notes show it, that you did some arithmetic where you

24 multiplied some CIA prices by 3.7. I will show you a

25 note that seems to be relating to phase II radar units
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1 that were contemplating being sold to Iran where you

2 multiplied by two.

3 Tell 'me if you can figure out what this is

4 about.

5 A That's times two radars.

6 Q Times two radars?

7 A I think so. That's my best guess right now.

8 MR. BELNICK: That's page 69 of your notes,

9 for the record.

10 BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

11 Q Could you give him his November notes? I'm

12 going to give you your November notes, but I would like

13 you to use them only if you need them to refresh your

14 recollection — November of 1986. I would like you to

15 tell us, as best you can recall, what happened in

16 November of 1986 after the first news stories appeared in

17 Beirut and in the United States about the Iranian arms

18 sales, what you and North and others did to your

19 observation.

20 Give us an overview of it and we can fill in

21 the details.

22 A When the story first broke in the Middle East

2 3 it seemed to me it was picked up very quickly by the

24 western press. I was just trying to think whether there

2 5 was much delay in between.
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1 Q There wasn't much of a delay, a couple of

2 days.

3 A Whether the CIA had advance knowledge that

4 there was a leak there and whether it would be picked up.

5 I don't know. But the references to this sort of thing

6 had occurred in the past. I recall some talk about it in

7 a Jack Anderson column that had mentioned Iran and some

8 sort of relationship between the United States and Iran,

9 talking about this compartment on the edges in some way,

10 and that that had eventually gone away.

11 And that the posture that was adopted by the

12 Administration, by those in the box that were familiar

13 with it, was to treat this similarly, that no comment

14 where possible, what I call a very carefully crafted,

15 artful truth, where possible or necessary or, if there is

16 no other way, outright denial — in other words, cover

17 story to protect the box and not to divulge what was in

18 the box. That was the posture. And this is what I have

19 in my own putting together of the phases of this month,

20 November, called Phase I of the operation.

21 And that seemed to be generally recognized by

22 all concerned, and it was the initial posture. As the

23 story picked up momentum, it seemed that there was some

24 realization that this was a little more than previous

25 leaks and it might not go away as easily and that it

nt
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1 might lead to a different posture, so that there was a

2 modification, if you will, to Phase I, which was on a

3 contingency basis to develop the facts, the chronology of

4 what happened on the entire relationship.

5 So that that factual document, which would

6 pull together the bits and pieces of this from all the

7 players and all the people who were }cnowledgeable, and

8 that no one person knew everything because it transcended

9 time, national security advisors. Colonel North's

10 involvement was later and so forth, so that there was a

11 document that people who needed to know the story would

12 know it.

13 And then if the decision was taken at that

14 point to brief Congress and notify the people that that

15 source document could be used to develop testimony, that

16 it was, to my belief, never any intention to share

17 everything in that factual document with the American

18 people or Congress, that certain things, that sources and

19 methods and so forth would have to be protected, but that

2 the logical beginning point was to at least get all the

21 facts together so that those who were doing the briefing

22 knew the complete history of it.

2 3 Colonel North at one point told me that we,

24 our office, would have to be involved with the

25 development of this — I think we_were using the term
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"chronology" at that point; I'm not positive, or maybe

"narrative" was another word that was bandied about —
and asked me to do it.

And my recollection is a little confused,

because Colonel North was in and out of the country

several times at this point, so he would be there for a

few hours one day and then gone again. Eventually there

was an initial delay. I didn't turn to it right away

because it seemed to be a lesser order of importance to

other things we were doing with getting Jacobson back and

so forth. And it was only a contingency thing that we

knew we weren't going to be doing tomorrow, that we might

never be using it, but it was a prudent thing to do, plus

my own, I guess, reluctance to try and piece this whole

thing together because I didn't know everything.
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2 in the thing, and so I kind of felt it was better if

3 Colonel North did that, because he knew more.

4 But because he was going away there was no

5 other choice, and so I had to turn to it and did. I used

6 my own notes and knowledge as one source. I used the CIA

7 and various people out there as another source to try and

8 get information. And then the last resort, one I turned

9 to initially, was other source documentation in the

10 office beyond my own notes or duplicates/ in my file,

11 flipping through Colonel North's files.

12 I remember sitting down at his desk and going

13 through his credenza and pulling out files and just

14 paging through and looking for dates primarily, and that

15 I was fixed on chronologies was the way I was

16 interpreting the tasking, that there would be a date on

17 one side and then a brief description of what had

18 transpired for the entire operation. And so in scanning

19 and speed-reading documents I was looking at dates that

20 jumped out, such as the date of the Finding or things

21 like that.

22 This eventually came to about two pages. Then

23 Colonel North turned to and finally wound up to be about

24 a three-page document, with Colonel North's additions and

25 improvements. But I think we had a bit of a disconnect
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1 in his understanding of the tasking as it came from

2 Admiral Poindexter and as I understood it, either from

3 Colonel North or because I didn't want to embark on

4 something more ambitious, which was what I think he

5 called the narrative turned out to be a 17-page document

6 which, rather than being a cryptic date and a brief

7 phrase that related the event, was a much more detailed

8 narrative of what had transpired, going into much more

9 detail of why and so forth.

10 And Colonel North himself undertook that,

11 using mine as a cross-check and help, assistance, but

12 also his notes and a variety of source documentation.

13 That was a gargantuan task to put the 17-page narrative

14 together and I just recall repeated drafts. It was an

15 ongoing thing every day for two weeks.

16 Q Who was involved in that?

17 A Well, Craig Coy and I would help out as we

18 could, but knowing only parts of it we were certainly not

19 able to contribute directly very often ourselves, and it

20 was more along the lines of a proofreader of the thing or

21 a sanity check of somebody who wasn't aware reading it to

22 see if it made sense and raising the question or helping

23 with it, but not really as a knowledgeable participant,

2 4 but as a third party help.

25 But this ten, 12, 14-day_period, whatever it
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1 was, when we were developing the chronology and the

2 narrative, there would be people coming and going to help

3 out with parts of this and would come into the office and

4 sit down at the conference table in Colonel North's

5 office and read through whichever version we had at that

6 point and mark it up with corrections and changes,

7 additions, and those people who from time to time would

8 participate would include George Cave, General Secord,

9 Howard Teicher, Bud McFarlane. I'm not sure if Charlie

10 Allen did or not.

11 Q How often do you remember Cave participating?

12 AX would say a few times. More than once would

13 be my recollection. My recollection, for example, of 3ud

14 McFarlane was only once or twice, very limited. Cave I

15 would put more often than that or more time frame.

16 Q General Secord?

17 A Would be even more than George Cave. Teicher

18 would be down around Cave, kind of a lower level

19 participation maybe. Well, no. It was more than Bud.

20 Q Do you remember any issues that arose in

21 connection with this chronology?

22 A There was some discussion of the 1985 period

23 and that this was a problem, that as people put it

24 together I don't think people knew it was a problem until

25 they had pieced it together and realized that it was a
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1 problem.

2 Q A problem in what sense?

3 A That- it was before the Finding, that there was

4 a Finding in January and everything that followed from

5 that would seem to flow.

6 Q That was authorized. Let me just be very

7 blunt with you. Did there come a point in doign this

8 work where people became concerned that the activities

9 before the Finding could be criticized because there

10 wasn't a Finding?

11 A I think that is probably accurate. I would

12 phrase it that —
13 Q Well, you phrase it the way you saw it. Yoa

14 were there; I wasn't.

15 A I would phrase it that there was some sort of

16 problem with the 1985 period, that it was not explainable

17 in the same way to the Congress as the 1986 period was,

18 and that there was uncertaintly as to what actually had

19 happened then and who did what to whom. And there was

20 considerable confusion about that, as well as concern on

21 how to present all of that to the Congress.

22 MR. LIMAN: Can we go off the record for a

23 moment?

24 (A discussion was held off the record.)

25 BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)
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1 Q Back on the record. Mr. Earl, I've put before

2 you your notes for the November 1986 period on the

3 chronology. If 'those help refresh your recollection, why

4 don't you give us, in a narrative form, your recollection

5 of the evolution of the chronology as you either

6 participated in it or witnessed it?

7 A I have already given you in general what I

8 recall to set the scene and what I suggest is that

9 starting at whatever I can find to be the earliest

10 reference to some kind of direction on it, just read

11 through it, and if there is any recollection that

12 precipitates put that in the record.

13 Q Fine.

14 A I'm just trying to find where it starts.

15 (Pause.)

16 Okay. Here's a reference sometime after the

17 third. Okay. It's on the fourth of November.

18 Q This is 1986.

19 A A reference to my note from an ODSM meeting,

20 Office Directors Staff Meeting, the morning meeting with

21 Admiral Poindexter or his deputy with the key members of

2 2 the NSC staff, that there was a pro-Syrian press article

23 alleging that Bud McFarlane had been to Iran and I think

24 that is probably the first reference, so that the fact of

25 the leak was now raised.
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1 MR. BELNICK: That's page five of the November

2 notes

.

3 THE- WITNESS: Yes.

4 (Pause.)

5 All right. There's a reference on page nine

6 and I don't know the date, sometime after the fourth.

7 MR. BELNICK: It is still November '86.

8 THE WITNESS: Yes. And I think this is coming

9 from Dave Long.

10 MR. BELNICK: Who is Dave Long?

11 THE WITNESS: He's in the State Department.

12 He works in counterterrorism, but I'm not sure by the

13 redaction by the juxtaposition. It is someone relaying a

14 press story or an allegation that this whole thing was a

15 boilerroom operation in the NSC by North and it was not

16 shared by the rest of the government and that the State

17 Department had refused to comment on that story, "refused

18 to reaffirm" is what I wrote in my notes.

19 And then I have a reference to a reporter,

20 that there is growing pressure on the United States to be

21 more forthcoming in its defense regarding the whole

22 release of Jacobson issue. And then here I have a

2 3 reference to JlJp statement, and what that means is I

2 4 believe it is about a sentence that was released to

2 5 reporters by Admiral Poindexter in Air Force One that
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1 said that so long as the Iranian government continued to

2 sponsor or support acts of terrorism against Americans we

3 would not be involved with weapons, we would not sell

4 them weapons or give them weapons or something like that.

5 BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

6 Q When did he say that? ^
7 A Well, this date, it is still on the fourth. I

8 think it was on the fourth of November.

9 Q Did that create any problem because at that

10 very period you were at the NSC dealing with the second

11 channel?

12 A No. It was a very carefully crafted

13 Statement, as I read it, and in fact my notes say that it

14 positions the U.S. to ship spare parts if the hostages

15 are released, and actually even stronger was the

16 interpretation by the people within the box that from the

17 time, from the inception of this program that it had been

18 one of the ground rules, a sine qua non, of the

19 relationship that Iran should discontinue support to

20 terrorism against Americans, and that to our knowledge,

21 and CIA concurred in this, that they had done it for a

22 year or a year and a half or some fairly significant

23 period of time to date, and that, knowing that, that

24 Poindexter's statement would be acknowledging that it was

25 possible even then to be shipping arms to Iran or through

I
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1 that period.

2 And so it depends upon what you believe about

3 Iranian terrorism, but most people would probably have

4 interpreted that Iranian terrorism had not stopped, not

5 knowing the intelligence, and therefore it was in effect

6 a denial of arms relationship with Iran. But in reality

7 it was the opposite.

8 Then on the fifth of November there's a note

9 on page 13 that refers to other countries besides the

10 U.S. that have an arms relationship with Iran, and my

list includes ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B^B

12 ^^^^^^^^Hand I believe that Craig Coy at that time

13 received tasking to develop a memo about this subject --

14 who else was selling arms to Iran — and did some

15 research with State Department and CIA and developed a

16 couple, three-page memo on that subject. And that was

17 also some of the input that we used in developing the

18 narrative and the chronology.

19 Then, on page 14, I believe still on the

20 fifth, there is a reference to the script chronology,

21 explanation of what that means, what we did and when,

22 that it should stress the objectives of the Iran

23 operation, one of those objectives being a proper

24 relationship with the Gulf countries. Another objective

25 would be ending the Iran-Iraq war, and a third objective

ifWSiED
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1 baing to get the hostages back, and a circle indicator of

2 putting end of war, to put it up higher, as perhaps a

3 higher priority than the first one of proper relationship

4 with Gulf countries. That is just a prioritization issue

5 on those three objectives.

6 Then further guidance on the script chronology

7 would be to leave out superfluous details and emphasizing

8 instead how we can use this opportunity to, and it is

9 incomplete, but it refers to use it diplomatically,

10 strategically, for the United States' benefit.

11 Q Now is the script chronology what you have

12 referred to as the larger chronology?

13 A Okay. I think this is still a period of

14 confusion in my mind. I mentioned earlier that Colonel

15 North's interpretation of what was required and mine were

16 a little different, either that I was misunderstanding

17 him or whatever, and that we had two different art forms

18 being conceptualized here, and I think if this is still

19 the fifth of May we're still in the period of confusion.

20 Q The fifth of November.

21 A The fifth of November, I'm sorry. This is

22 guidance that — I'm not sure who it's coming from. It s

23 probably coming from North, from Poindexter.

24 Q Who do you recall giving you instructions on

2 5 what the chronology should include and not include?
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1 A I think I almost always got those directly

2 from North, but they may have been relayed from Admiral

3 Poindexter.

4 Q Do you recall at any time getting instructions

5 directly from Admiral Poindexter on what you should

6 include and not include?

7 A No, sir. I don't think so. I think when

8 Colonel North was out of the country I was turning to and

9 doing this thing in his absence, but I never had occasion

10 to seek further guidance. I just worked until he came

11 back, showed it to him, and then he, Colonel North, was

12 the one who dealt with Admiral Poindexter on the

13 chronology, 1 think in all cases.

14 Q Now as I have listened to those instructions

15 that you read the object was to do a sales job on this

16 initiative, to present the reasons for it and not get

17 immersed in detail. Fair?

18 A Certainly not get immersed in detail, and

19 emphasize the strategic objectives.

20 Q You're running from a sales job.

21 A Sure I am.

22 Q And here you were under attack. The

23 Administration was under attack for having done business

24 with Iran. Correct?

25 A Ves.

iiNetftssra
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1 Q And you were there being asked to prepare a

2 document to demonstrate the merits of that initiative.

3 A Yes. Thank you.

4 Q Now continue.

5 A I've said this before, but I will say it again

6 since you may not have been here then, but clearly there

7 are a number of ways to describe a certain event, and if

8 you had two formulations of an event the one which

9 emphasized the pluses, the advantages, that would accrue

10 to the United States for doing this would clearly be

11 preferable over the one that emphasized more the risks or

12 the problems or the disadvantages, both being accurate

13 descriptions but just in the way of articulating them,.

14 although it wasn't said specifically, but that was my

15 working hypothesis of how to go at this.

16 Q We lawyers call it a brief.

17 (Laughter.)

18 A Then the next reference is on page 15, on the

19 sixth of November. Again Colonel North must have been

20 out of the country because I went to the ODSM, the office

21 directors staff meeting, and my notes from that staff

22 meeting suggest that whoever was chairing the meeting —

23 whether it was Admiral Poindexter or Al Keel, and I don't

24 know which one; it could have been either — but that the

25 guidance given to the press folks was basically no
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comment on this whole issue of Jacobson and the Iran

operation, but that with caution that giving some

information about^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^on

could be done, not directly attributable.

Q

A

dicey issue of how to deal with it.

Q So you are still in —
A And I would emphasize that I think we are

still concerned with that, and I know that this

transcript is top secret. I don't know how you deal with

that in an open session.

Q It was not my plan, let me just assure you,

that in a hearing that is dealing with issues of process

and, I hope, constitutional issues to go intc

^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Je are not the National

Inquirer.

A Continuing then with the notes from the ODSM,

very few people in the U.S. Government know the details

of this. This was coming from either Admiral Poindexter

metftSMD
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or Al Keel to the assembled office directors who were

being informed of this also, as well as to the press,

public affairs, -people in the NSC and the White House

staff. Be careful with the information that you get as

being an exhortation to the press would be one of the

things that the PAO people felt, to tell them to be

careful.

Q Don't accept at face value?

A Yes. And then a reference to we won't be

trapped into something — it fades off — but the basic

line was that because a press reporter gets a piece from

the. Middle East and a piece from —
Q We're not going to end up giving a statement?

A Right. We won't let you trap us into going

further than this. This is the line that we intend to

hold.

Q You w«

point you were still in Phase I, which was to try to

protect the security of the operation by saying nothing;

isn't that right?

A As little as possible, yes, sir.

Q And he was saying let's not get trapped by

having to affirm or to deny stories in the press?

IfNCtftSfffED
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1 A Yes, sir.

2 Q Go on.

3 A Could we go off the record for a minute?

4 MR. LIMAN: Sure.

.5 (A discussion was held off the record.)

6 MR. LIMAN: Back on the record.

7 THE WITNESS: We're still on the sixth. On

8 page 17 there's a note that tells me to get chronology

9 input from!

10 BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

11 Q He is a loquacious man, right?

12 A Not exactly, but I think that must be coming

13 from a suggestion from Colonel North that I expressed to.

14 him. I had difficulty in piecing this thing together,

15 and so he is saying talk tol

16 Q What were you going to do, beat him with

17 hoses?

18 (Laughter.)

19 A Continuing at the top of page 17, there is a

20 reference to something on CNN that occurred, I guess, in

21 an interview with a CSIS colleague of Bud McFarlane, that

22 in some way something was said that tended to undermine

23 Bud's position in this whole thing.

24 Q What was Bud's position — that he wasn't in

25 Tehran, that he was some^^^^^Hwho was carrying an
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1 Israeli-baked cake?

2 (Laughter.)

'3 A Well; as I recall, there was a similar very

4 carefully-crafted response similar to Admiral

5 Poindexter's response that we just talked about on the

6 plane, that he was asked if he had been in Tehran in

7 August or September or something like that, and he

8 replied, no, I was not in Tehran in August or September,

9 or something like that, which was absolutely true. He

10 had been there in May, but he didn't say he had been

11 there in May.

12 I think this is relevant. This is still on

13 page 17. There is the reference to "Craig heard from .

14 Rich". That would be Craig Coy heard from Rich Armitage

15 that some Pentagon folks might quit over this, and I'm

16 not sure of the date here again, sometime after the

17 sixth. That strikes me as being a little early, but I

18 guess not. Maybe it was indeed this early — concerning

19 bureaucratic pressures on people that weren't in the box

20 that were learning of it and whether for NIH — not

21 invented here — not having been consulted and taking

22 umbrage at that, or whether it was bona fide concern with

2 3 the principle of dealing with Iran, that there was some

24 concern.

2 5 Q Did they tell you who they were?

UNCtfiSSfflM
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1 A No. But the note says that this had been

2 passed to Nir by Craig, and I made a note of that.

3 Q Wait a minute. This is Craig Coy telling you

4 that some people in the Pentagon may quit, and he tells

5 Nir in Israel?

6 A The fact that Craig had been given that

7 information from Rich, not who he got it from, but just

8 the fact that there was bureaucratic discontent among

9 some of the agencies in Washington over the Iran

10 initiative was passed to Nir by Craig, and I made note of

11 that because if I had been talking to Nir in that

12 conversation I would not have passed that to Nir because

13 I think I was more sensitive, in fact I raised it with

14 Craig afterwards, that I wanted to make sure that he was

15 aware, as I was acutely conscious, that Nir was a member

16 of a foreign intelligence service.

17 MR. BELNICK: Did Nir tell you how things were

13 going at the Mossad?

19 (Laughter.)

20 THE WITNESS: Well, sometimes he did.

21 BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

22 Q Nir was a professional colleague?

23 A Yes, and Craig, to his credit, countered with

24 a plausible argument on the other side, which was that

25 Nir was intimately involved in this whole affair and
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1 Craig made the judgment that he, Nir, needed to know what

2 was going on on this whole thing in order for them not to

3 be blindsided and to help us in this thing as well.

4 And so I think that is one of those difficult

5 issues where two well-intended people can come up with

6 opposite judgments.

7 Q It's a judgmental issue.

8 A Yes. Then there is a note again on 17, and

9 this I think is coming from Charlie Allen, that

10 confirmation that telephone calls and telexes are in fact

11 going in and out of Tehran, that this is a periodic

12 problem that the telephones and telexes would be cut off,

13 power shortage and so forth, so that we were having

14 difficulty getting in touch with the second channel or

15 doing other things.

16 But also a reference to the fact that he

17 thought that the leak had occurred at the State

18 Department, or part of the leak, and I'm not sure whether

19 it was the original leak, but some leak somewhere.

20 (A discussion was held off the record.)

21 MR. LIMAN: Why don't we take a short break?

22 (A brief recess was taken.)

23 MR. LIMAN: On the record.

24 BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

2 5 Q Continue, please.

BNWS
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1 A We are on page 18, and sometime after the

2 sixth, is about the best I can nail it down in time at

3 this point, but there are some references to ongoing

4 press articles and that was a factor at the time because

5 it raised issues that we would have to be focusing on in

6 developing the chronology. This is an article that the

7 L.A. Times alleged that Reagan personally approved the

8 operation, that Shultz and Weinberger were only brought

9 in recently. Colonel North had been traveling in

10 disguise.

11 Q That is what the press was saying?

12 A This was all alleged by the L.A. Times, yes.

13 Q Now what, if anything, did you know at that

14 point as to whether the President approved the initiative

15 at the outset? This is in 1985.

16 A I don't think the issue ever arose until we

17 came to that point in the chronology, when some stuff had

18 been written about '85 and on analysis people realized

19 that it was confusing and questions and so forth, and I'm

20 not sure exactly when that occurred. I think it is later

21 than this, that we are not very far along in the

22 chronology yet, and so I think it is some time after

23 this, so that I had no knowledge at this time of that

24 issue.

25 But my assumption, my general assumption,

mmm
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1 would be that everything that was done in our office,

2 that we did, was authorized and people up the chain

3 approved it.

4 Q Did you ever meet the President?

5 A Once, and I think I've already given that. It

6 was a meeting of the President with Father Jenko and his

7 family.

8 Q Did Oliver North tell you that he ever met the

9 President alone?

10 A Yes, sir.

11 Q When did he tell you he had met the President

12 alone?

13 A I recall a reference to the Grenada military.

14 operation and he had come over to the West Wing to update

15 the President on some development.

16 Q That was befgore you joined the NSC?

17 A Yes, but you asked me if he ever told me, and

18 I'm giving you a conversation that we had about Grenada

19 at one point. And the story that he gave was briefing

20 the President on the thing and being worried about

21 something, and the President was not worried about it,

22 and they both sat down and watched on television as the

23 students, the first plane of students, came back into the

24 United States and saw the one student come down and kneel

25 down and kiss the ground in the United States that he was
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1 back, and that was the episode, and my recollection is it

2 was just the two of them, from Colonel North's relaying

3 it to me.

4 Q Colonel North told you that as an indication

5 of how moved the President was?

6 A I forget the context in which it arose. Well,

7 no, I do. It was we were over — I forget who was in

8 town, but I was showing somebody the West Wing and I

9 couldn't do that alone because I didn't have a White

10 House pass and Colonel North was taking my guest through

11 to show them, and we were standing outside the Oval

12 Office and it triggered this memory of having gone in to

13 brief the President in the Oval Office.

14 Then they went to the room on the side where I

15 think he said there's a television, and the two of them

16 went in there and watched it. That is how it arose.

17 Q Did he ever tell you of any other occasions

18 where he met the President alone?

19 A Not that I can recall right now. He may have,

20 but I can't recall any.

21 Q Did North ever tell you about meeting the

22 President with Poindexter or McFarlane?

23 A Yes, sir, in general I would say yes, that

24 there were several or numerous occasions in which I would

25 somehow get some feedback that he had been at a meeting
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1 with others and the President and get some feedback of

2 that meeting.

3 Q Did -he ever tell you that he had briefed the

4 President on Iran with others present?

5 A Not that he had briefed. That strikes to me

6 of formal presentation of the thing and no, but meetings

7 to discuss the hostage situation and the Iran thing, yes,

8 on more than one occasion. That sort of thing seemed to

9 me to occur at many points because there was an up and

10 down cycle. Sometimes the thing would be on and other

11 times it would be dormant.

12 . Q So he participated in meetings with the

13 President on the Iran issue?

14 A Yes, sir.

15 Q What about on contra policy or support?

16 A Well, I can recall the three A's coming into

17 the office and meeting with Colonel North and then all of

18 them going over to a meeting in the West wing, and I

19 think it was with the President, and I think that was one

20 of the ones that there were photos of all of those people

21 at that meeting.

22 Q Did you ever ask Oliver North point blank

23 whether the President knew about what we call the

24 diversion?

25 A No, sir.
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1 Q And is the only reference that Oliver North

2 ]cnew, that Oliver North made with respect to that

3 concerning the President the one that occurred on the

4 staircase or the stairwell?

5 A I think so. I think that is the only

6 reference to it. It's the only one that I can recall

7 right now, and I don't think there was anything else. I

8 don't want to foreclose absolutely the possibility that

9 there was some cryptic reference, but I can't recall

10 anything.

11 Q Well, I want you to think about that.

12 (A discussion was held off the record.)

13 BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

14 Q When you were told about what we call the

15 diversion, did you ask Ollie who authorized it?

16 A No, sir.

17 Q In your own mind did you consider that it was

18 Casey?

19 A The question just doesn't — it's not

20 focusing.

21 Q When you say it's not focusing, you didn't

22 think about it?

23 A No.

24 Q You assumed that this was an authorized

25 operation?
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1 A Ves, sir.

2 Q In your experience with Oliver North you know

3 he has been described as flamboyant, a can-do guy, and so

4 on. You've heard those descriptions of him?

5 A Ves, sir.

6 Q And he was indeed a can-do person?

7 A No question — mission oriented is the Marine

8 Corps phraseology. He would accomplish the mission.

9 Q Were there occasions that he did something

10 that was outside of authorization that you observed?

11 A There were, it seems to me, occasions in which

12 he was put in a position where he was not briefed, that

13 he would have to extemporize, as for example the senior

14 negotiator on scene with the Iranians and would have to

15 do something that was not discussed at the time, but that

16 my sense is that he would always come back and back-brief

17 and say I had to do such and such and that he would not

18 be reluctant to do something that he saw as necessary in

19 order to carry out the operation as he saw it, and just

20 because he was uninstructed on a specific point didn't

21 mean to him that it was unauthorized for him to do what

22 he felt was necessary, but that it was inconceivable to

23 me that he would do that on his own because he didn't

24 think that somebody would approve it and that he was

25 trying to hide it from the chain of command.

HMSSIffO
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1 He would dutifully inform the chain of command

2 when he had to exceed his brief, if you will.

'3 Q Did Ollie ever tell you who thought of the

4 idea of the diversion?

5 A No, sir, I don't think he ever did. I don't

6 think that ever arose.

7 Q Did he ever tell you whether there were any

8 other diversions other than from the Iranian arms sale?

9 A No, sir. I don't think so, although it raises

10 what is possibly relevant, something we already talked

11 about here, about conceptualizing, at least in theory, a

12 way of doing that with an operation with Ross Perot that

13 we talked about.

14 Q Yes, that you have given us.

15 A I think that is about the only other one that

16 arose even potentially.

17 MR. LEON: How about contra money to pay for

18 DEA agents ' expenses?

19 THE WITNESS: No. I think the first time I

20 knew of that was at the testimony in these hearings. I

21 didn't know anything about that.

22 BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

23 Q Did you ever know that Oliver had any money in

24 his safe?

25 A No, sir. I didn't know that either, and I'm

Bfffil*S8if!FJ
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1 not sure that he ever did while I was aboard the NSC. I

2 think all of the dates were in 1935.

3 Q Did you ever talk to Ollie as to what he

4 planned to do when his term at the NSC was up?

5 A We talked kind of generally about his career

6 in the Marine Corps and so forth.

7 Q Did he want out?

8 A Did he want out of the NSC?

9 Q The Marine Corps.

10 A No, sir, I don't think he did. I think he

11 wanted to go back and do that which we 0-3 — that is,

12 infantry — Lieutenant Colonels aspire to do, which is to

13 command an infantry battalion, and he was not being

14 afforded that opportunity. I don't know whether we want

15 to go any further into that. I can, if we want to.

16 MR. LIMAN: Off the record.

17 (A discussion was held off the record.)

18 MR. LIMAN: Let's go back on the record.

19 BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

20 Q Did Colonel North ever indicate that he would

21 like to do what General Secord was doing, which was

22 conducting some special operations as a private

23 businessman?

24 A No, sir, I don't think so.

25 Q Did he ever talk to you about going into

[rJ
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1 private business?

2 A I don't think so, no.

3 Q Did 'he ever tell you he had been offered any

4 opportunities to go into private business?

5 A Yes, sir, he did.

6 Q Who did he tell you offered him those

7 opportunities?

8 A I don't think he ever gave a name.

9 Q Did he ever mention Hakim?

10 A No, I don't think so. I don't think he

11 mentioned who had made an offer, but there was a

12 reference at one point to a very lucrative offer, that he

13 could make a big salary with a job offer. I think we had

14 had that discussion at one point and certainly that was

15 something in his decision matrix and looking at the 20-

16 year mark and NSC and continuing in the Marine Corps and

17 so forth.

18 Q Did you ever speak to a man by the name of

19 Zucker? He ran an equivalent of a bank in Switzerland

20 for the Lake people.

21 A I don't think so. It's possible that I got a

22 call from somebody that I didn't know.

23 Q The name doesn't ring a bell?

24 A No, sir.

25 Q How about Hakim?_

U '
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1 A Hakim I know. I mean, if he was on the other

2 end of the phone I knew who it was. I did have

3 conversations with Hakim, but I never met him.

4 Q But you didn't meet Hakim?

5 A I've never met Hakim.

6 Q And how often do you think Hakim called?

7 A I would say not very often at the beginning.

8 It was in the later stages. The second channel to me

9 seemed to be associated with when the frequency of his

10 calls or my conversations, at least, with him on the

11 phone, that he would be in one of these I called them

12 CPs, command posts that were established to deal with the

13 second channel.

14 Q Was he always calling about money, money

15 matters?

16 A Well, in thinking back on it now I'm not sure.

17 Well, I guess. I was about to say but I don't think he

18 ever initiated the calls, but that is probably not true

19 either. My recollection is that we would be talking,

20 whoever initiated the call. We would be talking to the

21 CP and he would be one of the people in the CP who would

22 be on the phone and get North for us, if they wanted

23 North, or get Secord, if Colonel North was calling for

24 Secord. Hakim happened to be in the room.

25 It was a little more incidental than that.
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1 although some substantive involvement in the progress of

2 the negotiations, but money, I don't think so, no. I

3 think my involvement on the money and the bank account

4 and confirming the number and defining the status was

5 always from CIA to either North or Secord.

6 It's possible that in trying to get to Secord

7 that I could conceivably have given the number for

8 confirmation to Hakim. That wouldn't strike me as being

9 something that I would proscribe. I would trust him to

10 be in the box, that I could do that, but I don't think it

11 happened. I think I gave it to either Secord or to

12 North.

13 Q Colonel, were you privy at all to any of the.

14 discussions as to what should happen to the assets of

15 Project Democracy in Central America?

16 A Well, we talked about this last time, and I

17 recall that there were discussions about this, the

18 transition and what would be done — the transition when

19 the CIA would begin operations with the $100 million and

20 what would be done with this existing capability and

21 infrastructure. And I think that both selling of certain

22 assets as well as giving of certain assets were

23 discussed. But I can't go — I don't recall. I can't go

24 into any more detail as to which.

25 Q Your notes don't seem to have any entries
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reflecting that. At least I haven't found any.

A Well, I don't know.

Q Well, we can go through that and maybe find

something.

A I don't thinJc so either. I'm not recalling

any, but there might be.

Q Why don't you continue on with the chronology?

(Pause.

)

A note in here on page 19 about Nir and some

problem with passports, and ideas as to what to do. I'm

not sure that's relevant, but I think it is. It triggers

the more general memory that Nir and the Israelis were

actively involved in dealing with this, the leak, and how

to treat it, and that they were proponents of Phase I, no

comment, deny, not to ieQpajrdiae«»k» relationship with
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1 Iran by exposing details of it further, and very strong

2 proponents of that.

3 Q Why don't you go on with the next?

4 A Page 19 has a specific reference to that —
5 that is, assessment — and it's sometime after the sixth,

6 that the press, I guess, has exhausted the issue as far

7 as specific revelations are concerned at this point.

8 Q That just shows how wrong the Israelis can be,

9 right?

10 A They make mistakes, like we do. That his bet

11 is that there wouldn't be any further major revelations

12 and to continue "no comment" the way we were doing and

13 that the Prime Minister recommended that Poindexter and

14 the President flatly deny the operation and that any

15 other way of dealing with it was worse than doing this.

16 MR. LEON: He was suggesting they lie?

17 THE WITNESS: Flatly deny is what I have as

18 his words. I think that's a quote.

19 MR. LEON: Was that recommendation made to the

20 President, do you know?

21 THE WITNESS: I don't know that.

22 BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

23 Q Well, you passed it on?

24 A I would have passed this. If Colonel North

25 was present, I would have passed it to him. If not, I

littAOTEO
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1 would have passed it to Admiral Poindexter. i don't Icnow

2 which one I did. And that Rabin concurred. So that

3 there was unanimity within the Israeli government, if not

4 within the U.S. Government.

5 Off the record for a minute.

6 (A discussion was held off the record.)

7 MR. LIMAN: Back on the record.

8 BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

9 Q Let ' s go —
10 A There is a reference on page 21 to the

11 briefcase devices and these were the secure voice means

12 of talking to the second channel that ultimately we did

13 get and used.

14 Q Continue.

15 A The commercial secure voice.

16 All right. On page 2 2 there is a note from

17 ^^^^^^^^^^^|who one the CIA, who was a CIA

18 logistics contact, and I had been asking him for input to

19 the chronology, and so he is calling me back and giving

20 me some specifics.

21 Q What were the specifics?

22 A Well, from the sketchy records that they had

23 and the guidance that CIA operated on for this program

24 was minimal records, paper, but that in '84 Michael

25 Ledeen — well, I'm not intepreting exactly, but either
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1 through or for the NSC, in some way connected to the NSC,

2 had suggested some Israeli contacts, that Ledeen had met

3 with both Peres and Kimche and that Ledeen was introduced

4 to Ghorbanifar and that in September '85, that the NSC

5 had made an intelligence collection request.

6 Q He was giving you material to include in your

7 chronology?

8 A Correct. Then there's a reference on page 23

9 — and again I'm not adding dates. This could still be

10 the sixth or something thereafter. There is a reference

11 to the possibility of Michael Ledeen appearing on Face

12 the Nation on this issue and that he wanted to go on and

13 defend the policy, and that other possibilities were

14 Senators Hatch and Leahy being on that particular

15 program, on, say. Face the Nation.

16 Then on page 24 there's a reference that gives

17 guidance for the development of the paper, the narrative

18 that we were working on, and one point was that Admiral

19 Poindexter wanted the Furmark paper, a copy of it, so

20 that he could have that as input to his —
21 Q Now the Furmark paper was the one that we

2 2 referred to before?

2 3 A Well, possibly one of these two exhibits — 3

24 or 4 — although, like I say, there's also a possibility

25 of 14 October memo that I haven't seen.

umftssra
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1 Q We can also give you a November 7, '86 paper,

2 and let's mark this as the next exhibit.

3 (The document referred to was

4 marked Earl Exhibit Number 5

5 for identification.)

6 Does this one ring a bell?

7 (Pause.)

8 A I'm not sure yet.

9 (Pause.)

10 Q Does it ring a bell?

11 A ' All I can say is bits and pieces ring bells,

12 and I'm familiar with the line of argumentation.

13 Q But you don't know whether this is the

14 memorandum?

15 A No. I just have this collection of memos that

16 any one of them could be it, but I don't know which

17 because there seem to be bits and pieces in each of them

18 that I recall, but others that I don't.

19 Q Is the memorandum that you saw one which in

20 fact referred to the claim that money was diverted to the

21 contras?

22 A It is possible that that was in there, but I

23 don't recall that it was in that memo. My recollection

24 of the memo that I read at the time, my recollection is

25 that the more general financial problem and threat of

JalULHOUiHLy
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exposure, not the specific point of anything related to
contras.

MR. X.IMAN: Why don't we take a break now for

lunch and then come back?

(Whereupon, at 12:10 p.m., the taking of the

instant deposition recessed, to reconvene at 2:lo p.m.

the same day.

)

\r\r
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1 AFTERNOON SESSION

2 (2:10 p.m.)

3 Whereupon,

4 ROBERT L. EARL

5 the witness herein, having been previously duly sworn,

6 was further examined and testified as follows:

7 EXAMINATION ON BEHALF OF THE SENATE COMMITTEE - Resumed

8 BV MR. LIMAN:

9 Q Do you want to continue with the events of

10 November?

11 A • We're looking at the notes relevant to the

12 development of the chronolgy and I'm on page 24, and

13 there is a reference to the paper, and I'm reading that-

14 as to the chronology, and some work on it, and one of the

15 notes to myself is that Admiral Poindexter needs a copy

16 of the Furmark paper, whichever version — there being

17 about three or four of that and I don't know which one.

18 Q Do you remember the conversation that led to

19 that?

2 A No, sir, and I'm not sure who this is coming

21 from. It's probably coming from Colonel North.

22 Q Do you remember whether you discussed it

23 directly with Admiral Poindexter?

24 A I know I did not do that.

25 Q Furmark?mmt
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1 A No, I know I did not do that. And I think the

2 rest of that pertains more to the operation than to the

3 paper, althouc[h the second point says the paper should be

4 a full script. But the rest of it, I can't really relate

5 that to it.

6 Q Now when the paper should be a full script,

7 that would mean that the chronology should be

8 comprehensive?

9 A That is the way I would interpret that, that

10 this is a note that suggests to me now, after the fact,

11 that it Was leaning more toward Colonel North's

12 interpretation of the marching orders and what he was

13 doing rather than mine.

14 Q By that meaning it should not be a skeleton

15 type but should lay it all out?

16 A Yes, should be a narrative.

17 Q At any point did you have a discussion of

18 whether the chronology or narrative should lay out how

19 the money was channeled for the support of the contras?

20 A Did we have a discussion about that?

21 Q Yes.

22 A No, sir, I don't think we did.

23 Q Well, what instructions, if any, did you have

24 as to whether you should include that fact in your

25 chronology?

\}\\[)lhOOU
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1 A I don't think there were any specific

2 instructions on that.

3 Q And you made a decision then that in your

4 version you would not include any reference to the contra

5 support in your chronology?

6 A No. I don't think it even got to the point of

7 taking a decision one way or the other, and the way I

8 approached it, which was searching for dates that I could

9 attach specific decisions or events or things to, nothing

10 came out from that associated with a date.

11 Q ' But when you said the dates, you were getting

12 the dates from documents?

13 A The dates from documents and people and my

14 notes.

15 Q But did you ask any people as to when it was

16 that the money was given for the support of the contras?

17 A No, I did not.

18 Q So it really comes down to the same thing,

19 that you made a decision, either consciously or

20 subconsciously, that you were not going to seek that

21 information to include in the chronology.

22 A Well, subconsciously. I just have trouble

23 saying it was a decision.

24 Q But you made the decisions to talk to people

25 in order to get dates of events that you weren't familiar
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1 with, correct?

2 A I asked for information, for input, and would

3 received back information. I can't recall specifically

4 going back and saying explain this to me in detail and

5 going to them with a date or an event, asking, I could

6 well have done that, but I was much more likely to be

7 asking for information from them.

8 Q You were trying to tell the story in an

9 abbreviate form of what happened with the initiative, the

10 Iran initiative; is that correct?

11 A Yes, sir.

12 (Counsel conferring with the witness.)

13 Q Well, then why, in telling the story of what-

14 happened to the Iran initiative, did you not include a

15 reference to the use of the funds for supporting the

16 contras, or did you include it?

17 A No. Again, that question, it is kind of

18 foreign to me. I never really considered it. It just

19 didn't come up in the course of my development of that

20 two pages that I did. It wasn't one of those that leaped

21 out to me as a singular event to have a date attached to

22 it and put it in the chronology.

23 Q But, Colonel, it was a singular event in that

24 when you heard it you realized it was extremely secret

25 and confidential, correct?

BNttftSfPtf.
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1 A When I heard it, yes, that it was very

2 sensitive, yes.

.
3 Q And you knew that it was the type of fact that

4 if it came out could have some repercussions?

5 A Hostage-wise, yes.

6 Q And you also recognized that it had some

7 benefits, the Iran initiative, in that it generated some

8 funds for the support of the contras. It was one of the

9 pluses, I think you testified that way.

10 A I would agree with that, yes.

11 Q And indeed at one point you said that you had

12 a sort of hazy recollection but it really didn't rise to

13 what I would consider a memory level that this might have

14 been listed in effect in the ledger on the good side of

15 this Iran initiative.

16 A I have a very confused and hazy memory of

17 something in a version of that at some point, I think

18 later, but I'm not sure whether this is something that I

19 heard after the fact that I transposed in my memory to

20 this time frame. I don't know, but certainly in this

21 beginning period where I was working on the abbreviated

22 chronology myself what we were just talking about, the

23 pluses, I wasn't in the mode of trying to stress all of

24 the benefits that were strategic benefits to the United

25 States of this relationship.

Uii?.] ?,?«
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1 In my mind, that is later in the exercise as

2 we get into the narrative and what Colonel North was

3 doing. Mine was just an initial very rough, not even

4 intended to be comprehensive first cut at a draft that

5 somebody else who knew more about it could play with.

6 Q Then, continue.

7 A Again on page 26, someone is giving me some

8 indications of a press article that either had come out

9 or was about to come out that related to this issue and

10 that was relevant to the development of our chronology.

11 Do you want me to go into those details or not?

12 (Pause.)

13 Q This was an article that described somebody as

14 the Gordon Liddy of the Reagan White House?

15 A Yes.

16 Q And who was it whom they described as the

17 Gordon Liddy of the White House? Is that Ollie?

18 A The reference was supposedly, as alleged —
19 and I don't know whether it ever came out — it was

20 alleged that that was going to be an article comparing

21 Colonel North to being the Gordon Liddy of the White

22 House in this Administration.

23 On page 27 — 10 November we are up to now —
24 there's a reference to a phone call that I received from

25 Rich Armitage which gave his analysis of the bureaucratic

BNWSJflEO
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1 situation as it was developing with lots of people who

2 were not in the compartment at State and DOD and other

3 places, who were now in the compartment and they weren't

4 happy

.

5 Q And who did he say was —
6 A Well, he characterized the State Department as

7 being shameless in this episode, whereas —
8 Q Shameless in that it was running from it?

9 A It was being disloyal, that it was leaking

10 information, that it was just not supporting the

11 President in coming to grips with this problem, whereas

12 DODl showed, he characterized them as coming across more

13 as stupid but loyal, and that the sharks were out for .

14 Admiral Poindexter and the entire NSC structure, not just

15 at Colonel North, but it was payback time for getting at

16 the NSC as an organization from the various

17 bureaucracies.

18 Q Has Armitage somebody who you normally talked

19 to?

20 A Yes. I talked to Armitage.

21 Q And was he passing this information on to you

22 for you to relay it to someone else?

23 A It would be for Colonel North, and I guess

24 also for Poindexter.

25 Q Was it just information or did he want you to

DNetftSSMD
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1 do something about it?

2 A No. I think it was just heads-up, if you

3 will. This is the way he assesses some of the

4 bureaucratic turf wars that were ongoing that we, the

5 NSC, ought to be aware of, and that this is a problem out

6 there, and he was just relating that he had been out to

7 San Francisco and gave a speech and took a beating from

8 the press or questioners on this issue of Iran in

9 questions.

10 And then, beginning on page 29 — again still

11 on 10 November — there are several pages and I was

12 looking at these over lunch on a CPPG that was held on

13 Iran, which you may or may not want to know about.

14 Q Were you there?

15 A Yes, I was. In fact, four pages.

16 (Pause.)

17 Q In essence this was an assessment of what the

18 chances were of opening a door to Iran?

19 A Yes. It was an attempt to bring in all the

20 people in the bureaucracy who had been outside the

21 compartment heretofore into the compartment, or at least

22 those portions of the compartment that could be shared

23 with them, in order to on a coherent and united fashion

24 make the Administration's case.

25 I think it was outlined at the meeting by Al
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1 Keel that there were two compartments being created as of

2 this moment. One was the policy compartment, which dealt

3 with the strategic relationship with Iran, and the pros

4 and cons of that and where it might go and so forth, and

5 then the operational compartment, which related to

6 ongoing details of our relationship with the second

7 channel and the hostages. Perhaps future releases would

8 be involved with that, and that would be a much smaller

9 compartment and not everybody would be in that.

10 And Al Keel was notifying them of the

11 existence of these two compartments, but at this meeting

12 we were only talking about the first one.

13 Q And, just so that we have this down, if I read

14 this correctly, toward the end of your notes you describe

15 our objectives and interests as denying Iran to the

16 Soviets, preventing an Iranian victory in the Iranian

17 war, and stopping Iranian terrorism.

18 A Those were at least three of the objectives of

19 this operation.

20 Q And then you describe what the Iranian agenda

21 was as people there saw it. One was to get rid of the

22 President of Iraq and the other was to get arms.

23 A Yes.

24 Q You talked about the constraints of law on the

25 actions that we could take. Is that what that refers to?

iresnEo
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A There was the beginning of a discussion of

some of the things that needed to be considered in

continuing or refining the Iranian initiative.

Q And one of them involved arms transfers as

being one of the matters where you had to look at what

the legal constraints were?

A That had to be considered and fully evaluated,

yes.

Q And then you dealt with dealing with the

A I would feel and have no problem with saying

that in a classified transcript, but I would have

problems with saying that in an open hearing

Q I don't see why we have to bring any of this

out in your testimony. It is just that since we can't

keep your notes and this is the only way that we have of

having a record that is available to the Committee that I

have to do this. I would must prefer if I had the notes.

What does this say? "Dust off" —
A "Dust off the unsigned NSDD of 18 months ago",

a reference to the National Security Decision Directive

that Howard Teicher and others had worked on that had

gotten to a certain point and then just went away, and

^Ji
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1 that this should be revisited.

2 Q And then it says Arnie. Who's Arnie?

3 A Arnie Raphel.

4 Q Made pitch for opening up second compartment

5 to others. What was the second compartment?

6 A The one that I just described, the operational

7 compartment that was going to be a much closer hold

8 concerning operational details, and the State Department

9 wanted into that box, if you will, but the NSC was pretty

10 firm, was pretty firm that that not be done, that it was

11 a political compartment that would have a wider

12 membership but not the operational details.

13 Q The operational details were the people who.

14 were dealing with the Iranians?

15 A Yes, sir. And it was very strictly

16 compartmented within the NSC as well. For example, there

17 were members of the NSC staff that were in that first

18 compartment but not the second.

19 Q In the NSC, as I understand it, people that

20 were in the second compartment were Poindexter, North,

21 you, Coy — was Coy in it?

22 A Craig Coy was in it, the operational

23 compartment, yes, sir. And Teicher.

24 Q He was in partially because he went to Iran?

25 A Yes, but this is a formalization of that, at

IfitftSStflED
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1 this point in time, when these two new compartments were

2 being created that didn't heretofore exist, with much

3 wider representation — State Department, for example,

4 fully into the first compartment when they had not been

5 before.

6 (Pause.)

7 All right. Then on page 3 3 — and I still

8 think we're on —
9 Q Before you even get to that page. Colonel, did

10 anyone explain to you why if the objectives of this wljole

11 initiative would open the door to Iran the State

12 Department, whose mission it is to deal with diplomacy,

13 wasn't taking the lead as opposed to the NSC?

14 A Well, I don't really quite know how to deal

15 with that question because it never rea3,ly arose as an

16 issue to me. I felt I understood why the State

17 Department was compartmented out for the most part,

18 except for the Secretary.

19 Q Why did you understand it was being

20 compartmented out?

21 A Because it was an extremely sensitive, close-

22 hold project, a ruthless application of the need to know

23 principle, and that this thing could be and was being

24 done without their participation.

25 Q But, Colonel, you understand that there are

mtsmm
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1 some things that the State Department does that involve

2 really top secrecy, don't you?

3 A Ves, sir.

4 Q Are you smiling because they leak?

5 A My feeling —
6 Q There's no one here from the State Department.

7 (Laughter.)

8 A Yes. My working hypothesis, my assumption,

9 was that there were many leaks at the State Department

10 and that that was always a concern to other components of

11 the national security bureaucracy — NSC, Defense

12 Department, CIA.

13 Q I don't intend to get into this with you.

14 A Excuse me just a minute.

15 (Counsel conferring with the witness.)

16 Q I don't intend to get into this with you in

17 the public sessions, and I would be surprised if anyone

18 else did, but here you are. You are a person who has

19 given a lot of thought to government and you have

20 committed your career to government, and are highly

21 educated. You understand how the system is supposed to

22 work and you understand that the State Department is

23 really the department that is supposed to be in charge of

24 foreign policy in the United States under the President.

25 The Secretary of State is confirmed as the chief foreign

oi^etftssfifo
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1 policy officer under the President. That is fair to say,

2 isn't it?

3 A Yes, sir.

4 Q And the National Security Advisor is not a

5 confirmed officer, correct?

6 A That is true.

7 Q And yet it has to surprise somebody like me,

8 who is not in government, that you have an attitude that

9 the State Department cannot be trusted with handling a

10 major diplomatic initiative and that instead it ought to

11 be entrusted to the National Security Advisor and to the

12 head of one of his unit.

13 And I don't understand that, particularly

14 since they are employing creeps like Ghorbanifar.

15 A Well, I can give you instances. If you want.

16 Q I would just like you to explain it while the

17 Senator is here.

18 A From the task force days, that caused me to

19 have that presumption. I mean, I shared that. I didn't

20 disagree with any suspicions of others in the

21 bureaucracy, the CIA and DOD, that I mentioned. I

22 believed that it was a well-founded concern.

23 Q But what are the implications of it? Is the

24 implication of it really that we end up with a government

25 in which foreign policy would be conducted by an agency

lIHffifflfO
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1 headed by someone not confirmed by Congress as opposed to

2 the State Department? I mean, should I draw that

3 conclusion?

4 A I am reticent to get into the conclusions

5 area. I prefer to let others draw the conclusions of

6 that. I think the President is going to get the job done

7 that he wants done with whatever mechanism is appropriate

8 and if there is a likelihood on a sensitive project of

9 leakage, that that channel will be not used, if it can be

10 done in a more secure means.

11 Q But security isn't the only value in

12 government, is it?

13 A No, sir. But it is an important equity.

14 MR. LIMAN: Senator, do you want to ask any

15 questions on this before we continue on?

16 SENATOR RUDMAN: No. I want to recommend for

17 this particular part of the examination, Colonel Earl,

18 because when this is all done and we write a report,

19 although you may not be quoted precisely, it is exactly

20 that kind of question which is really more important than

21 who did what to whom and when, and essentially, if I

22 understand your testimony correctly, it is your view as

23 an active participant in the NSC with high qualifications

24 and extraordinary education that the normal government

25 bureaucracy, in this case the State Department, was to

luvsi^
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1 high a risk to implement a sensitive foreign policy

2 initiative.

3 That is your belief, am I correct?

4 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

5 SENATOR RUDMAN: Okay, that's worth knowing.

6 BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

7 Q Let's go on.

8 A And, similarly, if I could just gratuitously

9 add one more concern, another branch of the government,

10 if we are to this point, what we were talking about over

11 lunch, that in my judgment of how some of this all

12 occurred and some of the lack of trust, if you will, for

13 a sensitive operation, also relates to the Congress and

14 Committees and the plethora of committees or numbers of

15 people that need to be involved, and led, when I was on

16 the Vice President's task force, to endorsement of the

17 Hyde amendment, I think it is called, that leads to a

18 merger of the House and the Senate Select Committees on

19 Intelligence to reduce the numbers of people involved to

20 try and create more of a sense of trust, so that the

21 Administration would be less inclined to sidestep an

22 organization and to do this honest consultation and trust

23 and dialogue and a sharing role and make it more likely

24 to do that.

25 And when there are so many people involved and
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1 it only takes one person not to adhere to the agreement

2 and leak something, that you can sabotage a sensitive

3 initiative like this just because one person doesn't

4 agree with it and therefore takes it upon himself to see

5 that certain information gets out.

6 SENATOR RUDMAN: I thank you for your answer.

7 I think that is exactly right. That is exactly how a lot

8 of people feel, and I would only observe for the purpose

9 of the historical record in this particular case, as bad

10 as some of the leaks have been from the State Department

11 and the Congress I dare say that the Senate and House

12 Intelligence Committees are more reliable than Mr.

13 Ghorbanifar.

14 THE WITNESS: Sir, I would not contest that in

15 the least.

16 SENATOR RUDMAN: I just wanted to add that

17 gratuitously for the record.

18 (Laughter.

)

19 THE WITNESS: I guess the only relevant point

20 on that that I would add would be that Ghorbanifar, as

21 totally despicable and distrustworthy as he might have

22 been, was at the time absolutely essentially and a need

23 to know principle was established in that case, that that

24 was the only mechanism the Administration had found to

25 get to the Iranian leadership and deal with them.

I
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1 SENATOR RUDMAN: My response to that, Mr.

2 Earl, is we have put the President of the United states

3 into the position of being blackmailed politically by a

4 despicable foreign person, and I don't think that wise.

5 Well, why don't you go on?

6 BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

7 Q Why don't you continue?

8 A All right. Page 33 — and I think we're still

9 on 10 November — there is a section that I think is

10 again dealing to a press query of is the National

11 Security Council out of control. Are they, the NSC,

12 riding roughshod over the State Department, the Defense

13 Department, and other Cabinet secretaries, as being the.

14 issue. And then I have, I guess, a two-paragraph answer

15 to that.

16 Q Who prepared that answer?

17 A I may have. It may have been my attempt to

18 construct a straw man for others to consider and possibly

19 use, and so I think I am the author of that.

20 Q Was it used?

21 . A I don't know. I don't think so.

22 Q Well, you describe the NSC as having the role

23 of advising the President and that it consults other

24 agencies, depending on the urgency of the matter, and

25 that the ultimate power rests with the President. And

illiC^SStti?.
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1 you also repeat what you've just said here, that the

2 President needs the authority to limit knowledge in

3 highly classified and sensitive national security issues

4 and that the need to know principle and

5 compartmentalization applies. Right?

6 SENATOR RUDMAN: May I ask counsel a question

7 on the excising?

8 MR. LIMAN: That was done by the White House

9 and not by Colonel Earl. Colonel Earl adds his own

10 excising.

11 (Laughter.)

12 SENATOR RUDMAN: What is the nature of that?

13 What is the standard the White House uses for the

14 deletions?

15 MR. BELNICK: They tell us they use a standard

16 of irrelevant, not involved in the Iran compartment or

17 the contras/Central American matter.

18 BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

19 Q I think it's fair to say, and I could bring it

20 up, Colonel Earl, how much of your time during that, I

21 guess, ten-month period that you were at the NSC were you

22 spending on Iran matters?

23 A That would really be hard for me to judge.

24 Q Half?

25 A I don't think that much. I think less than
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1 half. My guess was going to be a quarter.

2 Q And on contra, far less?

3 A Far less, it seems to me.

4 Q It would be fair to say most of your time was

5 diverted to other —
6 A International terrorism.

7 Q International terrorism projects?

8 A Yes, sir.

9 Q And you made notes on those matters from time

10 to time?

11 A Oh, yes, sir.

12 Q And they have tried to excise those?

13 MR. KIRK: If we could go off the record a .

14 second.

15 (A discussion was held off the record.)

16 MR. LIMAN: Baclc on the record.

17 EXAMINATION ON BEHALF OF THE HOUSE COMMITTEE

18 BY MR. LEON:

19 Q Let me ask one question with regard to the

20 size of the compartments. Was there a strict limitation

21 on the size of the compartment with regard to this Iran

22 initiative, in your view, due in part to the hostage

23 link, as it was part of the whole initiative, and the

24 release of the hostages?

25 A Oh, yes, very much so. That was always a

U 9 ^ U LitU L D
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1 concern, that some of this information would become

2 public, that the people who would pay for it would be the

3 hostages, with their lives.

4 Q So it wasn't viewed as just a unique foreign

5 policy initiative per se, but also a hostage release-

6 related initiative which, because of that sensitivity,

7 demanded extraordinary limitations?

8 A Yes, sir.

9 BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

10 Q Who had the power to admit people to the

11 compartment?

12 A I don't think that was ever formally

13 discussed. My assumption would be that Admiral

14 Poindexter would.

15 Q Did Colonel North?

16 A The way I would phrase it for Colonel North

17 would be that he would probably go to Admiral Poindexter

18 to ask for someone to be brought in, but if he were

19 presented with a situation, such as he was in Geneva and

20 somebody needed to be brought in —
21 Q He could use his judgment?

22 A He could use his judgment and do it, and then

23 back-brief the Admiral.

24 MR. LIMAN: Let's go off the record.

25 (A discussion was held off the record.)

IrI
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1 BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

2 Q Go ahead.

3 A On page 38 — and this appears to be 12

4 November — there is a reference that at no time have we

5 violated any proscription against making concessions to

6 terrorists or aiding one side in the Iran-Iraq war, which

7 seems to me to be somebody's phrasing of some input to

8 the chronology. But I'm not sure whose right now.

9 And then at the bottom of that page — and

10 we're now on 13 November, still at page 38 — there are

11 three points that I am not able to relate. I think they

12 relate to the chronology in some way, but I can't relate

13 them in some way or any way right now.

14 Q One says "more details". That's number one.

15 Two, "Israeli action. No comment. Back it up. Three:

16 assumption that everything is going on on Goode's level."

17 That's a strange one, that you would use the code name

18 for Oliver North and you don't know what this refers to.

19 A No, sir. I am drawing a blank right now.

20 Q It looks like somebody was upset that they

21 seemed to be heaping everything on to North and that

22 whatever this was commenting on was suggesting that it

23 was all North and no one above him. But you don't

24 remember it?

25 A I don't remember, and I am struck by the
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strangeness of Goode, as you, that if this is an internal

Washington bureaucratic discussion it wouldn't have been

the term "Goode" that was used, and so it seems to be

relating in some way to operational matters and dealing

with the channel that the word "Goode" has been used. So

it is just not tracking.

On page 39 —
Q Will you promise me you won't use the word

"tracking" in your testimony, because then I will have to

get an explanation of it.

(Laughter.)

And I want you on and off the stand.

A On page 39, there is a reference which I think

again applies in some way as guidance to the chronology,

and it repeats, I think, other references to as little

operational detail as possible, and I think that occurred

elsewhere. And then there's a phrase, "constructive

ambiguity"

.

Q That's a terrific phrase.

(Laughter.

)

A It sure i^, and it's ambiguous to me.

(Laughter.

)

Q Now who —
A Wait a minute. Let me read the rest of it.

Let me just read the rest of it. It appears to be part

rift ^ti?Eit^^>C^^lRl)r r^
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1 of it, and continuing on it says: no comment or denial on

2 operational details for at least some of the guidance,

3 that the paper, the version, the chronology, should have

4 its strengthen the Presidential strategic objectives and

5 the point that the Israelis concur in the importance of

6 this initiative.

7 And then there is a reference to Shamir/Peres,

8 with an arrow that suggested that Shamir had denied arms

9 to Iran, and I am not able to — that doesn't trigger a

10 memory and I am not sure what that means.

11 Nir — and this one triggers a memory — so

12 this must be coming from Nir, perhaps, or some of it,

13 because the next line reminds me that Nir had asked for a

14 call from Colonel North after the President's speech so

15 that in this time frame we knew that the President was

16 going to go on TV — this was 13 November; I don't recall

17 the date of the speech.

18 Q It was that day.

19 A And so Nir was calling up and asking if

20 Colonel North would be able to give him a call after the

21 speech so that they could talk about it, and that he,

22 Nir, had a 1:00 p.m. local Israeli time on Friday meeting

2 3 with Shamir to discuss the whole Iran thing, and the

24 speech as well, I guess, and that was going to be at 6:00

25 p.m.. Eastern Standard Time.
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1 Q Were you trying to coordinate with the

2 Israelis the public statements that were being roade?

3 A Well, coordinate with the Israelis the

4 statements is perhaps a little strong. They were key

5 players in the whole Iran initiative and, as I have

6 already mentioned, they were recommending, with apparent

7 unanimity from the Israeli side, the what I call Phase I

8 of no comment as much as possible.

9 But the extent to which it went any further

10 than that and started vetting statements, I don't think

11 so, but I don't know.

12 Q Well, it would have been important for the

13 Administration to know what the Israelis were going to-

14 say and the Israelis to know what the Administration was

15 going to say, right, and isn't that what Nir was trying

16 to find out?

17 A Yes. You just triggered a memory that I think

18 at one point Nir was giving us, he was explaining what

19 the position was going to be of the Israeli government in

20 advance.

21 Q And were you giving him what our position was

22 too?

23 A Well, I'm still reluctant to go that far.

24 Possibly. I don't recall any. Maybe Colonel North was

25 talking in more detail to Wir, but I can only talk to
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1 what I just did, that it was more of a generalized

2 sharing and not a specific, that I don't know of any

3 instances where we told them of what we were going to say

4 in the way I have just recalled, that at least on one

5 occasion they alerted us to what their position was going

6 to be.

7 Q My recollection is that General Secord

8 described the Israelis as joint venturers in the Iran

9 initiative. Is that the way it was described to you from

10 time to time?

11 A Well, I would characterize it as that the

12 Israelis were key players, if you will, on the Iran

13 operation and very instrumental and necessary in certain

14 portions of it, but as far as being worked, you just

15 said, joint venturers, I wouldn't go quite that far

16 because I would caveat it with the observation that all

17 of the players from the U.S. side were, it seemed to me,

18 acutely conscious of the fact that the Israeli objectives

19 didn't necessarily coincide with U.S. objectives in many

20 areas and that we had a confluence of interest in certain

21 parts of this but not necessarily in all.

22 So that we were always conscious of what we

23 would share with the Israelis and what we wouldn't, and

24 that, for example, intelligence coming in would be vetted

25 within the U.S. community first and not necessarily
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1 shared with the Israelis, that everyone I thought was

2 suitably cautious that we couldn't just share everything

3 with the Israelis.

4 Q Now on the same page you listed amounts that

5 were paid for different shipments that were made to Iran,

6 and the figures there are the amounts that were paid to

7 either the CIA or the DOD; am I correct?

8 A That is correct.

9 Q It did not list what they were sold by Lake to

10 the Iranians for, correct?

11 A Correct. That triggers a memory that this

12 amount was used in the chronology. I don't think it was

13 used in either the Director's testimony or Admiral

14 Poindexter's testimony, and it was given in a classified

15 briefing to the Committees, and that the figure

16 immediately was printed in the newspaper, that one of the

17 recipients of that classified briefing had briefed the

18 press and divulged that figure.

19 I think the reference that I heard coming from

20 Legislative Affairs was even before the briefing was

21 completed.

22 Q And you don't know where that leak came from?

23 A I —
24 Q I mean normally if it is before the briefing

25 is completed it is pretty hard for somebody to get out of

iliULriudiiJi ^L
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1 one of those rooms that they hold the Intelligence

2 Committee meetings in.

3 A Can 'I go off the record?

4 MR. LIMAN: Yes.

5 (A discussion was held off the record.)

6 BY MR, LIMAN: (Resuming)

7 Q Let's go back on the record.

8 Go ahead.

9 A On page 40 there's a very cryptic couple of

10 words that I think may be guidance on the chronology but

11 I can't place them. They say "things, names of; names of

12 third countries; dates and what", and that's not much

13 help.

14 Q Did you know at this time, in November, the

15 names of any countries that had contributed to the

16 support of the contras?

17 A I don't know. My knowledge of^^^^^Knoney on

18 that, I'm not sure whether that's all after the fact or

19 whether I had had some reference to that before. I don't

2 know.

21 (Pause.)

22 Q Do you have something else?

23 A Not yet.

24 (Pause.)

25 A reference on page 41 to U.S. "contacts with
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1 blank, no criticism, no details" triggers a memory that

2 at that point I believe we had the secure communications

3 devices for talking to the second channel and that we

4 were engaged in discussions with them, well, about the

5 channel and the future relationship, and this was a part

6 of that, and how press reports in the U.S. were being

7 perceived by the Iranian side and what they were

8 intending to do about it and what they were saying and so

9 forth.

10 There was some discussion of that in the

11 channel.'

12 Q Colonel Earl, do you remember any discussion

13 about the fact that it was important to try to have a •

14 successful conclusion of a deal with the second channel

15 which would result in the release of hostages as a way of

16 quieting down this furor?

17 A Well, again no, I wouldn't say it as

18 explicitly as you've done there. But let me say —
19 Q Well, one of the people who did say it as

20 explicitly as I have is Bud McFarlane in the note to

21 Poindexter. I don't know whether you saw that, but it is

22 an exhibit in our proceedings.

23 A Well, let me tell you what was in, I believe,

24 in everybody's minds within the channel, which was that a

25 lot has been invested in developing this relationship and
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particularly with the second channel, that we were

finally getting through directly to some very senior

elements within the Iranian government, and that because

of the furor in the press associated with this that one

way to establish the value of the channel, if it came to

fruition and hostages were to be released, that that

clearly was some of the best proof of the value of the

channels

.

Q And who was discussing that with you?

A Well, everybody was aware of that, It seem? to

me.

Q Was it discussed at the staff meeting?

A The staff meeting?

Q The one that Admiral Poindexter chairs, or his

deputy

.

A The ODSM?

Q Right.

A No. Again, the question in that form strikes

me as foreign because that policy or operational matters

on the Iran compartment would strike me as being out of

bounds for the ODSM, that you had a bunch of people that

weren't in the compartment and that is not something you

would talk about here.

Our discussions of Iran there were strictly

generated by the public affairs people, who were trying
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1 to get comment on articles, and so we would necessarily

2 have to talk about certain parts of it.

3 Then- on page 42, on the 14th of November,

4 there's a reference to a listing of communist countries

5 who together represent the principal arms suppliers to

6 Iran, and that list includes^^^^^n^hich as I recall was

7 the one who sent the most in terms o f dollar value and

8 quantity of weapons

^^^^^^^^Biad all shipped arms to Iran.

10 There is a reference to the Tanenburg Syndrome

11 in 1917. What that was was the argument that it was

12 possible that the Soviets were goading both sides into a

13 final death struggle or Armageddon that would lead to a-

14 vacuum in the region that the Soviets could rush into,

15 that both sides would exhaust themselves and they would

16 capitalize on that chaos. Yes, here it is — goaded into

17 a final decisive offensive of a future disaster which

18 could trip a new revolution and that on the credit side

19 of the ledger there was the argument that we, that those

20 in the compartment felt that they had succeeded in

21 delaying this final offensive that the intelligence

22 community had been prophesying for months.

23 You would read in the daily intelligence

24 reports they are ready to go, it could come at any time

25 now, the last preparation is in place, and this would go
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1 on for months, but it was clear that Iran was laying

2 groundwork for this so-called final offensive against

3 Iraq and that one of the things that was being done in

4 the channel was to try and dissuade the Iranians from

5 doing this and to negotiate a settlement and not have

6 this final offensive.

7 So that there was a certain amount of credit

8 for what we had been able to accomplish on that.

9 Then, on page 43, there's a note coming from

10 Nir of their — the Israeli — assessment of what is

11 going on in Iran and how they are reacting to all of

12 this, the two different groups in Iran and how they were

13 competing and that there had apparently been a temporary

14 ceasefire arranged, if you will, between these two groups

15 and that there was some kind of temporary understanding

16 or agreement between the two factions in that it was felt

17 that this factional dispute is what precipitated the

18 initial leak and was a power play between factions, and

19 that finally the two sides had worked out their

20 differences and that the bottom line is that the dialogue

21 on all issues from the Iranian side was going to

22 continue.

23 Q Let's continue.

24 A Nir says he doesn't know whether that's true,

25 all of that analysis, but that is what is coming out from
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1 Iran. And he refers to some arrests that have been

2 initiated by a particular Iranian leader that were

3 evidence of that. And then some recommendations from Nir

4 on how to proceed tactically in discussions with the

5 Iranians on this specific issue of continuing the

6 dialogue and specifically getting back more hostages

7 while the issue was, while they were vulnerable to some

8 pressure on this.

9 (Pause.)

10 And the on pages 46 and 47, which is the 17th

11 of November, there are a couple of notes that are

12 intended as input into the chronology.

13 Q What are they?

14 A For example, there is a reference to previous

15 meetings with Iranians in history going back to September

16 '79, and a meeting between an American official and an

17 Iranian government official, and then another one in

18 October with yet a different U.S. official in the State

19 Department.

20 Oh, and then at the bottom of page 47 there is

21 just a laundry list of dates and countries, and this was

22 my attempt to go back into the travel order files and dig

23 out the date that Colonel North had been on travel and

24 having meetings on the Iranian initiative and trying to

25 make them input into the chronology.

%miMMii !Li
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5 support.

BY MR. LEON: (Resuming)

Q • Who was the guy at State?
A Murphy from Near East.

BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

Q Go ahead.

A Page 49 is four points that seem to be related
to the Iranian initiative and perhaps the chronology, xt

^jpietter, but I'm drawing a blank on
[is, but it deals with Iranian factions,

Iranian role in international terrorism, an evaluation of
U.S. -Iran contacts, and then the benefits derived from
the strategic relationship,

MR. kirk: could we take a break for a minute?
MR. LIMAN: Sure.

(A brief recess was taken.)

BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

J^c^^ilfreVBodetord^ .r*.

^"^ is listed under

18 wh
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1 Q Why don't we go ahead?

2 A Okay. We're on page 50, on 2 November.

There's a reference to^^^^^^^^^^Hwhich the name

4 doesn't mean anything to me right now, but under that it

5 talks about a proprietary flight with some bad problems

6 that Colonel North himself had asked for it, I guess —
7 and this may be involved with that flight that we were

8 talking about, but I'm not positive, that there had been

9 a McMahon-Casey argument.

10 Q That is correct.

11 A • That it was okay to help this one time, but

12 thereafter we would need a Finding. That seems to me to

13 refer to the 1985.

14 Q That is the November 1985 flight. Who are you

15 recording and what do you remember about that? Well, let

16 me see if I can refresh you on that.

17 There was an effort at various times to

18 portray this flight —
19 A This may be coming from|

21 A I'm not sure who he is. He may be CIA.

22 Q Because there was an attempt to portray this

23 shipment as oil-drilling equipment and in fact the CIA

24 did ask for a Finding right after that flight. Does that

25 ring a bell?
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1 MR. LEON: There was a difference of opinion

2 between Casey.

3 BY, MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

4 Q Does that ring any bell? Were you told?

5 A (Nods in the negative.)

6 Q And the witness has indicated no. Were you

7 told that the State Department had taken issue with the

8 proposed testimony that was going to be given by Casey

9 because Casey did not — because Casey indicated that the

10 CIA had no information of that flight, that that flight

11 contained missiles?

12 A No, sir. A

13 Q You don't remember a dispute taking place at

14 or about that time?

15 A No. I was aware that there was a problem,

16 maybe a controversy, but beyond that I don't know the

17 specifics of it.

18 Q Colonel, we live in a country in which the

19 word "coverup" entered our vocabulary really at a time of

20 Watergate and everyone since then has been concerned

21 about participating in a coverup, correct? I mean,

22 coverup is something that people are conscious of.

23 A Yes, sir.

24 Q And it must have been something that you were

25 conscious of at this time at the NSC as to whether you

ihiylnOOiii =1.'.^
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1 would be accused of engaging in a coverup.

2 A No, sir. I don't think I even focused on it

3 then, and one thing that I remember that is relevant,

4 when that term first arose in the press — I think I'm

5 talking December now — that I remember my reaction to

6 it.

7 Q Which was we didn't?

8 A Exactly, that I took exception to the

9 characterization of the press that this was a coverup, a

10 la Watergate, that that struck me as not what we were

11 engaged In.

12 Q Well, that is what I want to press you on.

13 Was there any discussion at the time that if the

14 chronology did not put out all of the facts, such as that

15 November shipment and what the President's role was, that

16 you would be following into the Watergate trap of

17 coverup?

18 A Repeat the question again. Was there any

19 discussion of that?

20 Q Yes.

21 A No, sir.

22 Q All right. Why don't we go on?

23 A And the same note, it says that Secord had

24 hired a CIA proprietary for the flight from Tel Aviv to

25 Europe to Tehran.

Ill ti.
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1 Q That's the November '85 flight.

2 A I don't think we need anything else on that

3 page.

4 Then on page 51 there's a message from the

5 Iranian second channel that I can go into if you want to

6 or not — the lower half of that page — and eight-point

7 message, and there's an earlier reference on the same

8 page to an eight-point message, and these are the eight

9 points.

10 Q And point five there says that if Casey talks

11 avoid operational detail. Is that from the Iranians?

12 A This is the Iranian suggestion, if you will.

13 Q They didn't want their cover blown?

14 A Yes, sir.

15 Q Let's go on.

16 MR. LZON: Take a look at number three. Who

17 is Sam?

18 THE WITNESS: Sam is George Cave.

19 BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

2 Q It says Sam should help you, with what?

21 A Sam should help North because he was

22 overwhelmed at that time. Point seven, which talks about

23 to inform the Iranians in advance of adverse press,

24 reminded me that they had no appreciation of how the

25 press works in our country, unlike theirs.
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1 (Pause.)

2 Then, on page 53 — and we're on the 19th of

3 November —
4 MR. LEON: Could we go off the record a

5 second?

6 (A discussion was held off the record.)

7 MR. LIMAN: Back on the record.

8 THE WITNESS: This is on the 20th. This seems

9 to be a message from Paul Thompson and I'm not

10 remembering the event or what it means. It has point

11 number one, excising arms export/control, and point

12 number two, one to two-page chronology, and then a

13 listing of a bunch of things. The first thing would be

14 the Special National Intelligence Estimate in the fall of

15 1985 that had been requested by McFarlane as something

16 that should be referred to in the chronology, and then

17 the draft NSDD being circulated in June, the McFarlane-

18 Kimche meeting, and the Israeli shipment.

19 This suggests to me that these are comments

20 that either Paul had on a version of the chronology or

21 that he was relaying comments from Poindexter about the

22 chronology.

2 3 BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

24 Q You don't remember which?

25 A It is in some way input to the chronology

5 Toa ^ERfliCcaDEvioi
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1 process.

2 Q Were you editing the chronology at this point?

3 A I would — my involvement would be

4 intermittent. On occasion I would be in there and I

5 would try to help by proofreading and reading pages.

6 Q Who was actually —
7 A The drafter and editor of — the editor was

8 Colonel North.

9 (Pause.)

10 Then, on page 55 there's another four-point

11 message from the Iranian side, which you may or may not

12 want to go into.

13 Q It says "we want meeting with Bush and an

14 Iranian official, end war." What is that about?

15 A The meeting would be relevant to ending the

16 Iran-Iraq war.

17 Q "We anxiously await hearing the speech. Tank

and^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B" Those were

19 they were to deliver — the tank being a T-72 tank — and

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^And then we

21 need to meet as soon as possible, and a reference to a

22 1972 project.

23 A That's T-72.

24 Q And then you had another message. Is that

25 from them, too?

tl
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1 A I think this is the Iranian reaction after the

2 President's speech, which was when?

3 MR. BELNICK: The 13th. He had a press

4 conference, though, on the 19th.

5 THE WITNESS: This would have been the press

6 conference.

7 BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

8 Q And the Iranians, you recorded the President's

9 speech was well received. The talk of moderates and of

10 Israelis was not well received. Two: we have never

11 given any specifics about buying and selling of arms.

12 Washington is responsible for the difficulties. We would

13 discuss the subject of the T-72 later. And he hopes that

14 the guys in the White House are keeping things under

15 control. There's a man with a sense of humor.

16 Were there other items, too?

17 A Yes, and I can go through them real quickly,

18 if you want me to. They ask for news about the Kuwaiti

19 17 and that they had taken several steps, but I don't

20 know what those steps were in regard to that.

21 Q The Kuwaiti 17 are the current equivalent of

22 the Chicago Seven?

23 A Yes, very similar, and again a reiteration of

24 no discussion of the T-72. We will talk about that

25 later. The reason for not holding a meeting right now is
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1 lack of progress. You must act on your promises. They

2 are trying to shift the burden, get the ball back in our

3 park.

4 And then the last one is what I had, the other

5 one that had caused me to remember, but this is the

6 specific reference, "You must tell the editors of the

7 press that they should write less about Iran because the

8 press is read in Tehran and that isn't good. It makes

9 the road tougher." That was the verbatim quote from the

10 Iranians.

11 Q Who was given that task?

12 (Laughter.)

13 (A discussion was held off the record.)

14 BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

15 Q There's a reference there to foreign files.

16 What is that all about?

17 A I don't know. It could be trying to find the

18 September —
19 Q September-October intelligence. Okay.

20 A Okay. Page 59 — and this is kind of where we

21 started several hours ago — and I think this is feedback

22 from the briefing now, that to this point we have given

23 the briefing to the various committees and the feedback

24 that I am getting from I'm not sure who — Legislative

25 Affairs, I think — who sat in on the briefings. But I'm

IJtftSSity
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not positive of that, that they were basically in total

six hours of briefings, that the consensus was that the

whole initiative was amateurish and stupid, and turf wars

or competition was fully half of the problem.

And then the November shipment was of concern,

and the circle. Why didn't we blow the whistle on the

Israelis was a question that the Congress had. The

proprietary flight with the oil rig parts, did you know

what was in it was the question. No was the answer.

Something about^^^^^^^^^^^^^I ' m sure

what that means. Maybe — well, I'm not sure. It is in

some way a reference to one of the benefits that we

thought we were going to

Central America. Do you, Director of Central

Intelligence -- no, I didn't get that. Let's see. Oh,

the Secretary of Defense had never seen the Finding was

raised at the briefing, that the DCI had said that we've

heard that General Secord has been involved in arms deals

in the area in response to a question from, I think.

Senator Eagleton. He is a worldwide arms dealer with

links to the Israelis or something like that.

All right. And then we went on to yet another

press story that was breaking, which we can or cannot go
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1 into, if you want. We are now past the chronology, but

2 now I )cnow what I am looking for.

3 MR. LEON: Are you talking about the middle

4 portion there?

5 THE WITNESS: Yes, the press story that was

6 breaking.

7 BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

8 Q Now we are on what day? This must be Friday,

9 the 21st.

10 A The last entry is 20th. I don't know when we

11 transition to 21st.

12 Q Look at the last entry. It says "AG". That

13 stands for Attorney General?

14 A Yes.

15 Q "Review of paper trail — systems memos,

16 chronology, June '85 begin", with a question mark,

17 "Charles Cooper, Assistant Attorney General." What does

18 that refer to?

19 A I think this is a note that I made in having

20 heard from — well, I'm not sure whether it was from

21 North or from Paul Thompson, but one of my indications

22 that day that there was going to be a review of some of

2 3 the paperwork associated with the Iran thing by somebody

24 from the Attorney General's office because of

25 discrepancies in the testimony, and that it had raised

SfittSSIfiED
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1 more questions than it had answered and general

2 dissatisfaction with the way the briefings had gone.

3 Q Did you hear this first from North or

4 Thompson?

5 A I think I heard it first from Colonel North.

6 Q And was that when you —
7 A But I'm not sure whether this note is from

8 that or from a later hearing.

9 Q And was that when Colonel North returned from

10 the West Wing of the White House?

11 A Yes,, it was.

12 Q • And that is the conversation that you

13 testified to?

14 A Yes.

15 Q And are you able to place that in time? Was

16 it the morning?

17 A I think the afternoon, but I'm not positive of

18 that. If that is — what day are we on? Friday, which

19 is what date?

20 MR. BELNICK: November 21, '86.

21 THE WITNESS: My recollection, but I'm not

22 sure whether it's from looking at when the briefings

23 were, from other notes and stuff, but if the briefings

24 were held that morning, then it seems that it had to be

25 in the afternoon, that there had to be feedback from the

lODSSincD
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1 briefings, that there had to be time for the principals

2 to meet after the meeting and that Poindexter would have

3 been one of th.e people at that meeting that Colonel North

4 went to and that he was involved on and running and

5 delivering his briefing.

6 So that it has to be in the afternoon, it

7 seems to me, but I'm using logic now, and I'm not saying

8 that I recall, that I know it was in the afternoon. I

9 don't see how it could be otherwise than the afternoon.

10 BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

11 Q ' Do you recall whether North told you who was

12 at the meeting at the West Wing that he attended?

13 A No, sir. The only specific name that flowed

14 from that conversation in any way was a reference to the

15 Attorney General having talked to him, I think at the end

16 of the briefing.

17 Q The Attorney General having talked to North at

18 the end of the meeting?

19 A Well, Colonel North having talked to the

20 Attorney General and having asked for the reference to

21 the time.

22 Q And so North told you that his conversation

23 was directly with the Attorney General about the

24 inspection of the records?

25 A He said that I asked the Attorney General, or

TJOf SECROTZ-CpetEWORO-
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1 I asked Ed, or whatever, yes, that he said he had talked

2 to the Attorney General.

3 Q And what did he say, as you recall?

4 A He said -- he told me, Colonel North told me

5 that he had asked the Attorney General if he could have,

6 I think, 48 hours, but it may have been 24 hours — I'm

7 not sure which of the two — but asked for whether he

8 could have 48 hours before this would happen.

9 Q The inspection?

10 A Yes. And that the Attorney General had

11 replied that he didn't know whether he could have that

12 much time, something like that. That is not a quote.

13 Q That's the substance?

14 A That is the gist of it, yes, the substance.

15 MR. BELNICK: Can I ask did North tell you on

16 that day that he had met at Michael Ledeen's home earlier

17 that morning?

18 THE WITNESS: No, I don't think so.

19 MR. BELNICK: Did he ever tell you that, about

20 a meeting that he had at Ledeen's house early Friday

21 morning or any meeting with Bud McFarlane earlier that

22 day?

23 THE WITNESS: No, I don't think that either.

24 I think all of my knowledge of that has come out in

25 testimony before your Committee.

f TOB .sJciffit/drtJEWORD,
^|
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1 BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

2 Q Do you know why -- and I'm asking you to

3 speculate — but why, what occasioned North to tell you

4 what the Attorney General had said to him? Or was it

5 immediately after that that you began the shredding?

6 A Well, as I talked to earlier, from the whole

7 situation in which it transpired, the first thing that

8 happened was I was told to bring in my Iran file, which

9 is my duplicate file.

10 Q Right, which is right after when he came back

11 and told you about —
12 A Right, and I don't remember whether he called

13 me in or came and told me that or I happened to be

14 downstairs when he came blowing into the office. And so

15 I went back up, got it, came down, delivered it to him,

16 and the circumstances under which I handed it to him and

17 what he was doing at the time led me to believe that

18 there was Phase III, what I call Phase III, that there

19 was a sanitization, end of project, and all of that

2 conversation was in that circumstance.

21 Q It was in that circumstance that he told you?

22 A Yes.

2 3 Q And did he ask you to stay late?

24 A No, he did not.

25 Q And did he ask you to come in that morning to

iTO m&
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1 let the AG people in, or the next morning?

2 A I think I relayed to him the Paul Thompson

3 phone call that we would have to be available, on call,

4 and he acknowledged that. And I'm not sure if —
5 Q You agreed that one or the other of you would

6 be there?

7 A I'm not sure how we resolved that. I probably

8 said I intended to be home all weekend and so offered

9 myself up as, I think, he said he would be. And I don't

10 recall how we resolved it, but I know it waa covered. We

11 knew that it would be, somehow the office would get

12 opened by one of us — or by Craig Coy, even.

13 Q You have been asked by us before and you've.

14 obviously been asked this by the Independent Counsel any

15 number of times, but am I correct you did not know that

16 Fawn was altering documents for Colonel North?

17 A That is correct. I did not know that.

18 MR. BELNICK: What documents did Thompson tell

19 you to get ready for the Attorney General?

20 THE WITNESS: Well, that is what I'm not sure.

21 This reference that we were just talking about may be

22 from Paul Thompson, that he is talking about System memos

23 and the chronology as being two specific items. It was

24 not really clear, but this was the beginning of some

25 guidance on that.

timSSfflB
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MR. LZON: Would it be he is telling you that

Cooper would be the person coming?

THE WITNESS: Well, it didn't turn out that

way, so he could have said that and been wrong, or he may

have been telling me that this is who he had received the

call from. I don't know. I'm speculating what it means.

BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

Q Go on.

A I've lost the bubble on what I'm looking for

now. I have been looking for chronology. We're past the

chronology. .

Q Let me mark as the next exhibit a document

that was found at the NSC.

(The document referred to was

marked Earl Exhibit Number 6

for identification.)
N

MR. BELNICK: The document. Earl 6, is J<-10965

throughX- 109 69.

BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

Q Do you know what that is?

A No, sir. I don't think I've ever seen this

before.

MR. LEON: Do you recognize the handwriting?

THE WITNESS: Counsel just asked me that. I

don't know whose handwriting it is. It doesn't strike me

%^% ^ftlEl
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1 as a southpaw's handwriting. Usually southpaws go that

2 way. Colonel North was a southpaw, but it may be — i

3 don't know.

4 MR. BELNICK: Do you know deques Sharfen?

5 THE WITNESS: I don't know whether I've ever

6 seen J^rmian Sharfen 's handwriting.

7 Let me give you one memory seeing J^tgquoo-

8 Sharfen 's name on here triggers, and that is that a brief

9 memo of a couple or three pages that he had prepared,

10 Jacques Sharfen had prepared, for Colonel North, which

11 was a briefing, a legal briefings on — I forget which

12 one now — the Neutrality Act, I think it was the

13 Neutrality Act, and the applicability of it to certain.

14 things like the C-123 that was shot down in Nicaragua.

15 BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

16 Q Just a few other things that I want to do very

17 quickly with you. The next note in your book after we

18 stopped at page 60 has "AG-Brad". Are these notes that

19 you made when you were at the office?

20 A I'm not positive, but I think it is.

21 Q This is what he was asking for?

22 A That is just what I was about to say, but let

23 me be sure.

24

25 I think so. I think at the beginning of the
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1 meeting when Paul Thompson brought them over and Brad

2 laid out these are the sorts of things we are looking for

3 or asking about.

4 Q Now, several pages later, at page 62, you are

5 back to doing the arithmetic on how much the government

6 received from selling the TOWs and the HAWK parts and so

7 on. What was that all about?

8 A I need to see the pages to get the main

9 context. All right. What date are we on?

10 Q The same, the 2 3rd or so.

11 MR. BELNICK: The 23rd is a Sunday.

12 MRi LIMAN: It may be the 22nd.

13 THE WITNESS: As I recall, I'm getting these

14 figures from the CIA and it is to nail down the accuracy

15 of data that we have been putting in the chronology and

16 releasing to the Congress, and getting more detail to

17 make absolutely sure of the facts, because there was the

18 controversy that I talked about of the $12 million, when

19 the Congressmen had talked to the press and said $12

20 million. And then there began to be questions and so

21 there was a reiteration to ensure that that was correct

22 and whether all of these things could fit in one

23 airplane, as they were alleged to have been capable of

24 doing.

25 BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)
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1 Q Now then you seem to have on page 64 , on

2 November 24, some notes on a meeting with Shultz and the

3 President, Cave; Bush, Weinberger, Donald Regan,

4 Poindexter, in which you are quoting them or paraphrasing

5 them. Were you at that meeting?

6 A No, I was not.

7 Q So who reported to you on this?

8 A I think — and let me just make sure — this

9 is a debrief of the meeting at which the NSPG or the NSC,

10 whichever meeting it was, principals had met, and that is

11 my back-brief from George Cave, who went to the first 20

12 minutes of the meeting, gave a briefing on the whole

13 Iranian situation as a key participant and knowledgeable

14 about Iran, and then answered certain questions of the

15 principals.

16 Q Why was he giving you a debrief?

17 A That was just a general modus operandi. We

18 did that. We back-briefed each other on what was going

19 on. He knew we were the key points of contact on this

20 project. He had sat in on the meeting, so he was back-

21 briefing.

22 Q And was it on Monday, which is the 24th, that

23 North showed you the diversion memo and told you that he

24 had missed it?

25 A No. He didn't say that he had missed it. He

V « 1
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showed me the memo, that is correct, which is already one

of my exhibits, that memo that has a paragraph that

refers to it.

Q And he told you the Attorney General had

confronted him with it?

A Yes.

Q And he told you that he had asked the Attorney

General whether it could be used against him since he

hadn't been warned of his rights?

A Yes — did it count.

Q ' "Did it count" were his words?

A Yes.

Q And then you have a note on the Arms Export •

Control Act and Boland at page 67, and somebody at that

point raised questions about that. Do you know why you

put it in your notes?

A No, sir. And that whole entry concerns Iran

in some way, but I don't know specifically.

Q Then, on November 25, which is Tuesday, it

says "resignation". Is that Ollie's resignation or

Poindexter's that you are talking about there? It's

Ollie's isn't it, because then it lists all of the calls

of support that he is getting in the office after he —
A Well, the calls of support pertain to Ollie.

That may refer to either -- it_ is_jreferring to just the3 either — it is n
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1 general time frame.

2 Q Am I correct that Ollie told you that he was

3 going to resign and showed you the resignation that he

4 had?

5 A He said he had sent a PROFs note to

6 Poindexter. I'm not sure whether he showed me the PROFs

7 note or not. He may have.

8 Q And it was at —
9 A But he certainly told me he had sent one by

10 PROFs note.

11 Q And it was at the President's — or at the

12 press conference of the Attorney General at which you

13 learned that they had dismissed him as opposed to

14 accepting the resignation?

15 A That was the first knowledge that that is the

16 way it was going to be done, yes.

17 Q And in that conversation that took place on

18 the stairs, was North trying to explain to you why it was

19 that he had been fired as opposed to resigned? Was he

20 trying to defend himself?

21 A I don't know what the purpose of saying that

22 was. I interpreted that he was candidly confiding in me

23 something that had happened that was significant.

24 Q And what was significant?

25 A That what the President had said to him,

iiiSifil:
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1 according to Colonel North.

2 Q And what was significant about what the

3 President had .said to him?

4 A That the President had said something about

5 that it was important that he not know or that they tell

6 me that. It is important that I not know, or something

7 like that.

8 Q And the thing that, as I understand your prior

9 testimony here and what I've heard of what you've said to

10 the Independent Counsel, is that what it was important

11 that you not know — it was important tha't he not know

12 was the diversion?

13 A That is the way I interpreted it, that the "

14 "it" referred to was the diversion of contra funds.

15 Q And that the implication that was conveyed to

16 you was that the President could not acknowledge that he

17 knew of that; correct?

18 A That is the interpretation that I made.

19 Q Well, isn't that what North was trying to

20 convey to you?

21 A You will have to ask him that. I don't know

22 what he was trying to convey to me. I can only tell you

23 how I interpreted the man.

24 Q And it made enough of an impression on you

25 that while there aj^^ !*<» itfi**f-f9f\that you cannot

y
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1 remember without looking at your notes, that's one that

2 is indelibly in your memory?

3 A Well, not indelibly in the sense that I

4 couldn't remember the quote verbatim, but the event and

5 the thrust of the comment are something that I recall.

6 Q And you did not put that in your book?

7 A No, sir. There was no reason to.

8 Q So there is no record of this; am I correct?

9 A Not that I'm aware of.

10 Q It is just your memory of it?

11 A That is correct.

12 MR. LEON: Was Craig Coy there?

13 THE WITNESS: My recollection is that he was.

14 BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

15 Q Now was Craig Coy in a position to hear it?

16 A I have been asked that before, too, and I

17 think he was.

18 MR. BELNICK: Was he there for the whole

19 conversation, or do you recall him joining the

20 conversation after it began?

21 THE WITNESS: I can't recall the antecedent

22 and how this thing arose, and so I don't know that. But

23 the memory that I have is that all three of us were right

24 there at that point in time that we were talking about

25 this part of the conversation.

Hi'
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1 BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

2 Q Was Coy closer — I'm sorry, just the

3 opposite. Wer6 you closer to Ollie than Coy was?

4 A Yes, I would have been, because I was in

5 effect between the two of them, although it was —
6 Q I meant closer in terms of relationship.

7 A Well, we had known each other over many years

8 and we have already in my testimony, I have related —
9 Q I know you have described what the

10 relationship was, but I don't have the relative sense in

11 terms of you and Coy. I mean, were you more a confidant

12 of Ollie 's than Coy was?

13 A Well, that would be my judgment. I thought-

1

14 was. I don't know. You would have to ask Colonel North

15 that.

16 Q Did you have the sense that he was confiding

17 something to you that was sensitive, secret,

18 confidential?

19 A Can we go off the record for a moment?

20 MR. LIMAN: Yes.

21 (A discussion was held off the record.)

22 BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

23 Q There's one other note here, and it's the last

24 one, you will be glad to know, I'm going to ask you

25 about.
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1 MR. LEON: Arthur, before you go into that,

2 let me ask about the Coy thing,

3 BY MR, LEON: (Resuming)

4 Q Do you know if Craig Coy knew about the

5 diversion?

6 A No, I don't know. There was at least one

7 instance — and maybe more — when I recall what I think

8 is an OSG meeting, but it could have been some other kind

9 of meeting, but there was a comment almost —
10 Q An aside?

11 A Well, I was going to say almost flippant, but

12 that's not the right word either — but a comment that

13 well, wait till the Ayatollah finds out that he is really

14 supporting the contras. There had been at least one of

15 those and maybe others that I don't know whether Craig

16 Coy had ever been attending when one of those had come

17 out and what he concluded from that.

18 BY MR, LIMAN: (Resuming)

19 Q Well, let's talk about that one,

20 A Haven't we talked about that one already?

21 MR, BELNICK: Yes.

22 BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

23 Q That would be if you knew what you knew, you

24 understood what the reference was; am I correct?

25 A Yes.

Iec
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1 Q And apart from that you don't know whether Coy

2 had been given the confidence that Ollie gave to you

3 about the fact that the Ayatollah's money was going for

4 the support of the contras?

5 A Well, I don't know whether he heard one of

6 those hyper —
7 Q But you heard it separately when you were

8 briefed into the compartment? You were told this?

9 A Yes.

10 MR. BELNICK: Bob, didn't Colonel Earl turn to

11 you and ask you a question while you were watching the

12 press conference? Excuse me. Didn't Coy turn to you

13 and ask you a question while you were watching the press

14 conference?

15 THE WITNESS: Yes.

16 MR. BELNICK: And what was the question he

17 asked you and when did he ask you? The Attorney General

18 announced diversion and Coy said to you —
19 THE WITNESS: I didn't know that; did you? So

2 that's right. That is relevant. That suggests to me

21 that he did know.

2 2 BY MR. LEON: (Resuming)

23 Q The second question I wanted to ask you about

24 Coy is, after that remark was made that you just

25 testified to at the head of the stairs in the suite that

Tj<llfifl«SET
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1 you believe Coy was present to hear and you believe

2 heard, did you at any time after that discuss it with

3 Coy, that particular remark?

4 A No.

5 BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

6 Q Have you been told to this point that Coy does

7 not remember that remark?

8 A I have not been told that, but I have inferred

9 that.

10 Q Well, I'm telling you that now. Does that

11 affect your recollection?

12 A No. It surprises me, and so it means that

13 something is — that he was not as close as I thought he

14 was or that he didn't hear it even though I thought he

15 should have.

16 Q Or didn't attach meaning to it.

17 A Right. There wasn't the same significance. I

18 don't know. That surprises me, but it doesn't change my

19 testimony one iota, no.

20 Q There is one note at page 70 which is "Al Keel

21 transition; don't get morale down, DCI acting surprise to

22 him." What does that mean?

23 A Al Keel had been designated as the Acting

24 National Security Advisor.

25 Q What's the surprise?
r: r. ^
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1 A That it was a surprise to him.

2 Q That he was going to be Acting?

3 A When it was announced, that was his first

4 )cnowledge of it. The public announcement of it was his

5 first knowledge. He had not been advised or consulted.

6 MR. BELNICK: I have a few documents to go

7 through. Mark this document as the next Earl Exhibit.

8 (The document referred to was

9 marked Earl Exhibit Number 7

10 for identification.)

11 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

12 Q It bears our Bates numbers N-8221 through

13 8223. Earl Exhibit 7, these are documents that the FBI

14 found apparently on your desk, Colonel Earl. The first

15 one is written —
16 A Is it Farsi?

17 Q My question exactly. You don't know what that

18 Arabic-looking document is, do you? That is dated 2

19 November '86.

20 A It looks like Farsi to me, but that's my date.

21 I mean, that looks like my handwriting.

22 Q You don't write Farsi, do you?

2 3 A No

.

24 Q If you don't recognize it, we will go on. Is

25 it shorthand?
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1 A I don't know what it is. This is Farsi and

2 It's written by George Cave and it's from one of the

3 secure voice phone calls to the second channel which

4 occurred at my desk, where I had the briefcase set out.

5 So he used a note on my pad and wrote it all out as he

6 was getting it in Farsi, and then later translated it and

7 put it into English so that we could all figure it out.

8 Q Turn to the next page, 2 5 November 86. Meese

9 Press Conference. Did you write that page, N-8222? Is

10 that your handwriting?

11 (Pause.)

12 A Okay. I could have answered your question

13 about my handwriting. Yes, it is my handwriting, and I

14 wrote this and that is points that I'm making, I guess,

15 from the Meese press conference.

16 Q You were writing it while the press conference

17 was in progress?

18 A I think so. I'm not positive of that, but 25

19 November was the date of the press conference.

20 Q Absolutely.

21 A Let me just finish it off. Okay. I think

22 some of these are responsive to questions from the press

23 as they occur, and the Attorney General's feeling — yes,

24 it is a concurrent reference of the press conference or

25
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Q The second, there was an announcement of what

became the Tower Board, right? That was the small

commission to investigate the NSC?

A vres.

Q All right. "Three: JMP knew last year of

shipments to Central America." What does that mean?

A I think it is in response to a question of

whether' Admiral Poindexter had known of the diversion.

Q That was the Attorney General responding?

A And I think the Attorney General answered the

question something along those lines, yes.

Q Now, number four, "third country shipping —
what did Pres know, when? One without U.S. knowledge,

Aug-September 1985, one with U.S. knowledge, November —
weapons returned to Israel." Then there is some squiggly

lines from the August-September, November *8S shipments,

and it says "Pres knew of both".

A And I think that is the Attorney General's

answer to a question. Somebody in the back of the room

raised the famous question: What did the President know

and when did he know it? And this was the Attorney

General's response
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1 BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

2 Q What was his response?

3 A That one was without U.S. knowledge in the

4 August-September 1985 time frame, and one was with U.S.

5 knowledge in November. The weapons returned to Israel.

6 Q And then you wrote "the President knew of

7 both". Is that your editorial comment?

8 A It appears to be, and I'm wondering, if it is,

9 how I knew that.

10 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

11 Q If you look at the handwriting, it looks

12 different or at least lighter, as if you came back and

13 wrote it afterwards.

14 A But it looks to be in the same style or the

15 same ink pen as that one, but this may have been added

16 after the fact as well.

17 Q Yes, to title it.

18 A Yes, but I'm not sure how I got that. I don't

19 think that I knew, reading or listening in real time to

2 the press conference, to make that observation, and I

21 think I got that after the fact from somebody.

22 Q From whom?

23 A I don't know. Maybe Colonel North. I don't

24 know. But it suggests to me a late entry, an after the

25 fact.
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1 Q "Number five: Pres knew" — underlined — "of

2 shipment afterwards, after the fact, condoned by USG."

3 A Correct.

4 Q That came out at the conference?

5 A That was the Attorney General's answer, I

6 think, to the question, yes.

7 Q "Number six: Boland Amendment violation."

8 A I guess a reporter had asked whether this

9 violated the Boland Amendment. I don't know what the

10 answer w^s.

11 Q "Seven: Administration sought funds from

12 third countries".

13 A Again, I guess that is a question that was

14 asked. There is a tape. I know the Independent Counsel

15 has it. You can see if these were all the questions.

16 Q "OLN retiring from the Marine Corps."

17 A I think in response to a question about

18 Colonel North and what his status was — that he had been

19 fired or released — that the Attorney General went

2 further than his brief and stated incorrectly that

21 Colonel North was going to be retiring from the Marine

22 Corps. And that was wrong, and so I questioned that.

23 Q The last three notes, just to save time, all

24 come out of the press conference — eight, nine and ten?

25 A Yes, I believe they do.

?^FA1CF
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1 Q Take a look at the last page of this exhibit,

2 N-8223, 19 November '86, Presidential News Conference.

3 Did you make those notes?

4 A Yes, these are my notes from the press

5 conference, although one thing that threw me off, that

6 one word. Maybe it is still my handwriting. But it

7 looks —
8 Q The word "credibility" under number one?

9 A Yes, that may be somebody else's add. I don't

10 know.

11 Q But looking over these notes, are these all

12 notes that you took of the questions or responses during

13 the news conference?

14 A Yes. They were contemporaneous notes of his

15 responses, the President's responses to questions.

16 Q Would you mark this as Earl Exhibit 8? It is

17 a one-page document, Bates numbered N-182 3.

18 (The document referred to was

19 marked Earl Exhibit Number 3

20 for identification.)

21 Are these your notes?

22 A I think these are both my notes and Craig

23 Coy's, interspersed.

24 Q When did you make these notes? It looks like

25 the date 31 October is partially cut off at the top.
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1 A •' Let me just refresh myself on the substance

2 here. This was at the time that Craig Coy and I were

3 alternating doing the 24-hour watch in the situation

4 room.

5 Q Expecting the release of the hostages?

6 A Yes.

7 Q Now take a look at 1605, the entry for 1605.

8 Is that in your handwriting?

9 A Yes, it is.

10 Q ,
Now I don't want to read it into the record

11 unless you tell me that it is relevant.

12 A I believe it is relevant. I don't understand

13 it, but I suspect that it is.

14 Q It says: "Kagan called." Is that a reference

15 to Kagan of the State Department?

16 A Yes, Bob Kagan.

17 Q And '^^^^^m-^ frantic." Who wa^

18 A I don't know.

19 Q "Needs the S25K OLN had promised him a month

20 and a half ago." Do you have any idea what that note is?

21 A No. ^^^^^^
2 2 Q Do you know anybody namec^^^^^^H who was

2 3 involved in any of the hostage release activity or the

24 Iran initiative?

25 A No. My attention was drawn to Central America

TOP -S^Et/^i
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1 as the focus of this, and not Iran.

2 Q Excuse me. Central America.

3 A And I think in my notes somewhere there's a

reference to^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^r

6 THE WITNESsl^^^^^^Hor something like

7 that, possibly, and I think in looking through it one of

8 these times in the last few months that I picked out that

9 name. It struck me as strange and that may be it. But I

10 don't know who^^^^^H is.

11 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

12 Q Let's mark these next two PROF notes as Earl

13 Exhibit 9.

14 (The document referred to was

15 marked Earl Exhibit Number 9

16 for identification.)

17 They bear our numbers N- —
18 A Are you going to suitably excise these?

19 Q Yes. If we have to use it, they will be

20 excised heavily, I am sure.

21 Exhibit 9 is two PROF notes, N-18154 and N-

22 18180. The first one is a PROF note. You see where we

2 3 have the line drawn on the left. Colonel, from you to

24 Ollie North, October 26, '86, subject: The Law. And it

25 appears to relate to the Hasenfus prosecution
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1 A Okay.

2 Q What occasioned that PROF note?

3 A Well, on the 2 6th of October, that I was

4 reporting to Colonel North that there was a New York

5 Times article with this professor of law making reference

6 to this.

7 Q This section of the U.S. Code that made it

8 unlawful to export defense supplies or services to

9 foreigners abroad and asserting that that is the law

10 under which Wilson and Terpil were indicted; is that

11 right?

12 A That's right.

13 Q Now why are you suggesting that a lawyer check

14 it out on behalf of Hasenfus?

15 A Well, that this seemed to me — there was this

16 allegation of illegality in the press and it seemed to me

17 that that needed to be researched and that Jaoquoa —
18 Q Xaccfties Sharfen?

19 A Jaoquea Sharfen, who I know from having seen

20 at least this one memo, where he did a memo on the

21 Neutrality Act, could research and see the relevance of

22 particular laws and whether this was something that was

23 going to be a problem.

24 Q You knew at that time that Hasenfus was

25 working for Project Democracy"

itftSStRED
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1 A Yes, I did.

2 Q And that Colonel North — that that was part

3 of the project that Colonel North was involved in, right?

4 A Yes.

5 Q And therefore you associated him with North

6 and the government — Hasenfus, that is?

7 A I associated him with Project Democracy or

8 Democracy Incorporated, which was a private organization.

9 Q That North was involved in and was giving

10 guidance to?

11 A That North was well aware of the activities

12 of.

13 Q Well, you knew North was working with Project

14 Democracy. You had been passing message down to them on

15 the KL-43 and receiving them on behalf of North in his

16 absence, right?

17 A Right. I guess the point that I'm not certain

18 of going to is the extent of direction, control, or that

19 some of these were gratuitous suggestions that may or may

20 not be accepted by Secord and whatever the leadership of

21 Democracy Incorporated was, that they, as was true in the

22 case of at least one cable that I sent down that was

23 rejected by them and they did something completely

24 opposite, that that was their decision.

25 (The document referred to was
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1 marked Earl Exhibit Number 10

2 for identification.)

3 Q Earl Number 10, just marked, is a PROF note

4 from you dated August 21, 1986 and you are writing that

5 note to Coy; am I right? It is Bates stamped 1812 4.

6 A I can't read who it's from. Can you read it?

7 Q It is from you, NSRLE.

8 A I can't read that on mine.

9 Q If you will look down, you will see "note

10 from", but where it says to NSCPC —
11 A That is Craig Coy.

12 Q Let's read it. It says: Note from Robert L.

13 Earl, Subject: Singlaub.

14 A "Status? Has he called again? Has North

15 spoken to him? Have we gotten the word to Calero to ask

16 Singlaub for any stuff he may have?"

17 Q The word "et cetera" actually appears there,

18 and then the rest of the page is blacked out.

19 MR. LIMAN: What date is that?

20 MR. BELNICK: August 21, 1986.

21 MR. LIMAN: Your notes of page 110 say "Oliver

22 North to call Singlaub. What has he got? Have Calero or

23 Bermudez call him and tell him to give it to FDN."

24 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

25 Q And the heading on the PROF note is "European

^6p. ^^EA'fbrilMldRfl 7
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1 Aid to Nicaragua". So with all of that, what was this

2 about?

3 A This is a reply to that note, so Craig had

4 sent me a message that laid out European aid to

5 Nicaragua.

6 BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

7 Q Do you remember that Singlaub was on

8 television?

9 A Well, it triggered a recollection, and the

10 recollection is that General Singlaub had called and I

11 believe spoken to Craig Coy, and that the message from

12 Singlaub was that he had a whole bunch of material that

13 he wanted to turn over for use, and I think it was to the

14 CIA, to what was going to happen, since — this was

15 August. When was the legislation passed?

16 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

17 Q October. But it became effective. It had

18 been passed by June and so in August everyone knew the

19 $100 million was coming in October.

20 A And that he had called up to offer that or to

21 get guidance or to see how that could be done. The

22 resolution of it was to suggest to him — and I don't

23 know who finally did that; whether it was Colonel North

24 who called him or Craig who called him, but I know that I

25 did not — but anyway the guidance that was to be passed

f(Jf SffcREf/^DEWORrf
"
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1 to him, to Singlaub by one of those two was to get in

2 contact with Bermudez and the FDN, and if you want to

3 donate that stuff to them, fine.

4 (The document referred to was

5 marked Earl Exhibit Number 11

6 for identification.)

7 Q I'm marking as Exhibit Earl 11 a document that

8 bears our Bates stamp N-18119 through 18121, several PROF

9 notes. On the first page, 18119, I am interested in the

10 PROF note at the bottom, dated August 17, '86, note from

H Robert Earl. Is that to Wilma Hall? No, it's not. To

12 NSPWH?

13 A Paul Handley, I believe.

14 Q Who is he?

15 A Public affairs, NSC.

16 Q And the subject was civilian military

17 assistance to the contras?

18 A Yes.

19 Q What is this note all about?

20 A Let me just check it. All right. Paul

21 Handley had come to me and said — and you may have his

22 original query to me — saying that there was a press

23 allegation that retired General Schmuck, Buck Schmuck —

24 Q That's a real name?

25 A That is a real name.
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1 Q The only guy who should have used a code name

2 in this case didn't?

3 (Laughter.)

4 A Had in some way conducted a survey in the

5 region and was instrumental in coming up with the idea of

6 this whole support of operations. He was the genesis of

7 the idea of how to support the contras and I don't

8 remember the specific allegation, but it was very

9 distorted, about General Schmuck's role, and so I did

10 some research and found out what General Schmuck had

11 actually done and relayed that to Paul Handley but

12 advised Paul that I didn't think he should use any of

13 that even in trying to correct the record because it

14 would wind up being distorted even further.

15 Q Earl Exhibit 12 is N-8138, a one-page PROF

16 note from Colonel Earl to North, dated November 3, '86.

17 The subject is the IG/N and it reads: "For your

18 information, I got bounced from the 3 November meeting.

19 Elliott told me principals only," et cetera.

20 (The document referred to was

21 marked Earl Exhibit Number 12

22 for identification.)

23 A Okay. Do you want to know more about it?

24 Q Yes, sir. The IG/N had been created under the

25 Executive Order to help administer the $100 million

|-'fol>" ^aR^/5obEW6Rt)?'

;
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1 program, as I understand it, right?

2 A I think that's correct. I'm not positive.

3 But the IG/N seemed to be a new, very closely held IG on

4 Nicaragua, there being many SIGs and RIGs and so forth,

5 but this one was a new one to deal with the $100 million

6 and its implementation, correct. And when Colonel North

7 was out of the country one of the meetings was being

8 held. I didn't know whether I should attend or not for

9 Colonel North.

10 I called Elliott Abrams' office to try and get

11 guidance from him since he was the chairman before the

12 meeting. He never returned my call before the meeting in

13 the afternoon, and so I went down to the situation room"

14 in order to see if it was appropriate for me to sit in,

15 and Elliott told me that it was not — principals only.

16 BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

17 Q Are you aware of whether there was a unit

18 within the RIG that consisted only of^^^^HNorth and

19 Elliott Abrams?

20 A I'm not aware that there was such a formal

21 smaller substructure.

22 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

23 Q Colonel, I have another question about Earl

24 Exhibit 12. After saying that you got bounced out of the

25 meeting, you express your belief that^^^^^-- that is

REl '{Ij^vfop

no
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1 ^^^^^^^^^
2 A No, that's Vince Cannistraro.

3 Q Was responsible, and you go on to say "I heard

4 them talking about whether they were going to address

5 'that sensitive issue' today." Now what sensitive issue

6 did you hear them talking about?

7 A I didn't. That is what I heard. I don't know

8 what the sensitive issue was. That's all I heard.

9 Q You heard Cannistraro say —
10 A That is a quote of Cannistraro on that

11 sensitive issue.

12 Q And you don't know what he was referring to?

13 A No, I don't.

14 Q I'm marking as Earl number 13 a document

15 bearing the numbers N-1807 through 1817, the first page

16 of which is a note from Sharfen to you, apparently,

17 attached to which is the United states Munitions List,

18 and the note says: "Commander Paul Thompson told me you

19 had asked him for a copy of this", which Sharfen 's

20 initials.

21 (The document referred to was

22 marked Earl Exhibit Number 13

23 for identification.)

24 Can you recall when you asked for a copy of

25 the U.S. Munitions List and why? Any recollection of

O'ffflSSfflED
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1 that?

2 A No. If you had ever showed me this and asked

3 if I had ever asked Jaoquca Sharfen —
4 Q It looks like you asked Paul Thompson.

5 A I would have said no, but I can only guess

6 that I had asked for it for Colonel North. I was asking

7 for him and gave this to Colonel North when I got it.

8 (The document referred to was

9 marked Earl Exhibit Number 14

10 for identification.)

11 Q ' Look at Exhibit Earl 14, which is a one-page

12 document with our number N-18110. You have it in front

13 of you, and it is a PROF note dated October 30, 198 6 from

14 you to Colonel North, subject is ^^|^| Debrief. And I

15 am interested really in the last paragraph of that PROF,

16 which I will read into the record.

17 "Max will be in town next week. Sam is

18 puzzled by your comments to him about Max and seeks

19 further info, if appropriate, before Max meets with him

20 and the Vice President. Sam apparently sees no problem

21 with^^^HBhiring his own |H|^^^^| rather than Max's."

22 Is that a reference, first, to Max Gomez?

23 A Yes, it is.

24 Q Also known as Felix Rodriguez?

25 A One in the same.
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1 Q Sam is Sam Watson, the Vice President's aide?

2 A Correct.

3 Q And you understood that Max was going to meet

4 with Vice President Bush a week from when you were

5 writing this?

6 A That was my understanding at the time, that

7 Max was coming into town for a meeting with him, Sam.

8 Q And Vice President Bush?

9 A That is what it says.

10 Q And that Max would be discussing a problem

11 that related to his work for the contras, right?

12 A I'm sorry. Repeat the question.

13 Q What did you understand Max was going to be

14 discussing with the Vice President?

15 A I guess that there was some preliminary

16 indication in phone calls, in however Sam or Don Gregg

17 acquired this information that Max was going to be coming

18 to town, that there had been some indication of what was

19 going to be discussed, and the parenthetic remark at the

20 end of the sentence suggests that it was in some way

21 related to the transition.

22 Q The transition to the $100 million program?

23 A To the CIA program.

24 Q From the private benefactor?

25 A From what had been being done by the privateFrom what had been being
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1 groups.

2 Q Project Democracy and Max's alias, or Felix's

3 alias, Max, was working on that problem, correct?

4 A I'm not sure of that, no.

5 Q Well, he had been assisting. You knew he had

6 been assisting the Project Democracy effort on behalf of

7 the contras -- "he" being Max Gomez.

8 A No, I don't think I knew that at this time.

9 Q What did you think he was doing?

10 A That he was going to raise this problem. That

11 doesn't indicate one way or another his involvement in

12 that.

13 MR. LEON: You hadn't met him yet?

14 THE WITNESS: No, I hadn't met him yet and I

15 didn't have the benefit of that, what is in my notes of

16 the little thumbnail sketch that I had gotten.

17 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

18 Q I see. Right before the August 8 meeting?

19 A Right, because this is back on 30 July.

20 Q About a week before.

21 A But what I'm trying to suggest is that there

22 was some cryptic indication of the topic because of this

23 parenthetic remark, because either I got it screwed up in

24 relaying what Sam Watson told me and relayed to North, or

25 Sam Watson and Don Gregg was confused about it. I copied

iiiMSfflED
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it correctly and passed it on, but somebody was confused

about this and whose assets and what the mechanism was.

Q ^^^^^^Hwas with the CIA?

A That's right.

Q What was his position?

A He was in the task force.

MR. LIKAN :^^^^^|was the head of the Latin

American Division?

THE WITNESS: I knew in some way he was

working with^^^^^^^^^^^I would have guessed that he

was underneathl

BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

Q Just the opposite. Did he have contacts with

OIlie that you were aware of regarding the Project

Democracy network?

A I'm sorry.

Q Di(^^^^^Hhave contacts with Ollie from time

to time of which you were aware regarding the Project

Democracy effort on behalf of the contras?

A Dic^^^^^^have contact with North?

Q Correct.

A No. I think this is one of my first

references to him and associated with this. Have I

confused you enough on that?

(A discussion was held off the record.)
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1 Q Now we're back in the notes of the volume from

2 June 17, '86 to 5 September 1986, and I'm going to try

3 and limit the questions to here are notes at page 92 of

4 the meeting on, I think, August 12, 1986, regarding

5 Rodriguez' allegations. Am I right? Are those notes of

6 that meeting or relating to that meeting?

7 A Well, they relate to that general subject, but

8 I don't think they relate to the meeting. I think that I

9 have more extensive notes of that meeting somewhere else.

10 Q Well, what do these notes refer to on page 92,

H "when CIA takes over, no outsiders, eliminate

12 interference of Max"?

13 A Well, I'm drawing a blank as to who gave me*'

14 that and what the circumstances are. I shouldn't

15 speculate.

16 Q Now here are notes also dated 12 August at

17 page 93. Is this a message from]

18 MR. KIRK: Doesn't this go down here?

19 (A discussion was held off the record.)

20 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

21 Q Anyway, isn't this a message from|

^^H^H?
23 A I did not know the name^^^m^^^^ and I

24 did not know^^^^Kast name. I just knew a voice on the

25 phone asi

kno^^^^^Hla:
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2 A That is correct.

3 Q Now let's read it: "Ambassador andl

4 concerned Mr. Bacon" — do you know who Mr. Bacon was?

5 A No.

6 Q "Mr. Bacon identified problem with Point

7 West." Did you know what Point West was?

8 A No, I did not.

9 Q Did you know it was a name for the air strip

10 at Santa Elena in Costa Rica?

11 A I think circumstantially I can intuit that

12 now, and I think I intuited it then, but I did not know

13 Point West. I had never been briefed into this

14 compartment and so I did not know the names.

15 Q Did you know that the private network was

16 constmicting or had constructed a supposedly secret air

17 strip in Costa Rica to help with contra resupply?

18 A I knew that at some point, and I don't know

19 whether it was by 12 August or not. I think we were

20 talking off the record about the photo book, and I knew

21 that I had seen pictures of the air strip.

22 Q From the Dutton photo album?

23 A From that, and I think others as well. It

24 might have been just loose pictures of the air strip

25 also.

:1©JI i
ifi(|R^/<;C>BEW
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1 MR. LEON: Did you ever see photos of the air

2 strip that were represented to you to be photos taken by

3 Rob Owen for Colonel North, not in a particular book?

4 Does that ring any bells?

5 THE WITNESS: I recall loose photos, color

6 photos, of the air field from various directions,

7 showing, looking down the runway from this direction,

8 looking back the other way and so forth, but I don't know

9 that they were provided. I don't know who took the

10 photos, how they were provided.

11 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

12 Q Page 93, continuing the notes, under 12

13 August, "one-eyed Jack has dismissed key employees,

14 property there not secure." Did you know who one-eyed

15 Jack was?

16 A No, I did not.

17 Q "Squatters may occupy. Mr. Bacon hasn't

18 received payment, according to one-eye, and the

19 corporation." Did you have any idea what this message

20 was all about at the time?

21 A Some, yes. I knew there was a problem here

22 that^^Hwas identifying. I knew that^^^Lras a reliable

23 source and so I knew that this had to be passed to

24 Colonel North and I think — I'm not positive — that I

25 knew at this time that it related to the air field. But
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1 I'm not positive of that. So I didn't know the codes or

2 the key players, but from the rest of it I think I knew

3 at that time that there was some sort of problem

4 associated with the air field in Costa Rica, yes.

5 Q Since we agreed to stop, let me just take you

6 through the August 12 meeting, which is in your notes, at

7 pages 94 and 95. Am I right now?

8 A Ves.

9 Q This is the August 12 meeting in Gregg's

10 office?

11 A ^es. Ambassador Corr and Jim Steele from the

12 Embassy.

13 Q You and Ray Burkhardt?

14 A Ray Burkhardt and I from the NSC.

15 Q William Walker from the State Department?

16 A Correct .^^^^^^^^^ffrom CIA, Don Gregg, and

17 Sam Watson, I believe, although that's back to this not

18 knowing which meetings Sam Watson is in. I think Sam

19 Watson was at that time with Don Gregg.

20 Q I want to ask you to go through that meeting,

21 but what is this note? There is one reference I just

22 want to understand on page 95. These are all notes that

23 you took at the meeting?

24 A I think it is, yes.

25 Q "Felix claims working with Vice President,
. " ' i <-*K
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1 blessing for CIA." What was that? Who said it and what

2 did it mean?

3 A I think that that is somebody's statement at

4 the meeting — and I'm not sure who. Possibly Don Gregg

5 was asserting that Felix was clean, that he was working

6 for the CIA with the vice President's blessing, and that

7 triggers a more general recollection that there was a

8 realization by at least some of the folks in that room, I

9 think, that Felix was using the Vice President's name,

10 that he was somewhat of a loose cannon and attributing

11 things to the Vice President that weren't true, that he

12 was embellishing on his role and, as I say, using the

13 Vice President's name when it wasn't appropriate.

14 And I think that is a reference to that, that

15 Felix was going around, so it may not have come from Don

16 Gregg. It may have come from the Ambassador or Jim

17 Steele that Felix was going around down in Salvador using

18 the Vice President's name to make things happen and

19 really trying to take control of this thing.

20 Q What did Gregg say about that?

21 A I don't know. In general my recollection is

22 that Don Gregg had a very close friendship with Felix and

23 that he trusted what Felix told him, and so whenever I

24 would usually put things in the middle, whenever I had

25 the one side saying black and the one side saying white.

TOP 'sEdREt/^^COPEWORDr T^
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1 that there was probably a middle ground here, that there

2 probably was some truth to the fact that Felix was

3 embellishing.

4 Q Why don't you go through the meeting as it is

5 reflected in your notes, the August 12, 1986 meeting in

6 Don Gregg's office?

7 A My notes indicate that one of the first things

8 that happened was that Ambassador Corr indicated concern

9 on the transition and that

10 was concerned that the FDN were getting a bad deal

11 concerning the aircraft, that they thought that the

12 equipment, the aircraft, were being taken, that they in

13 fact belonged to the contras and that Democracy,

14 Incorporated intended to take them with them, and so

15 there was this misunderstanding or difference of view as

16 to who owned the aircraft, that there was an urgent need

17 for resupply of the southern front.

18 And then there was some discussion of the C-

19 12 3 that had made this unauthorized trip from Miami, I

20 believe, with Air Miami or Felix's involvement, and that

21 I think this is still Corr talking about Felix being

22 compadre with^^^^^^^^that they were very close and had

23 a close relationship, and that is what gave Felix a lot

24 of authority, more authority than he should have had,

25 that he derived from this relationship to^^^^^^B^^°
' TOPvopv seSreWcooeword-'* T\
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controlled the air force and the air field.

;an help with the

Iwho are saying that, the^^^^^^^^^^^don '

t

trust the gringos. A reference to $10 million of 'arms by

ship from^^^^^Hand a question about whether these are

to be expected, and that^^^^^^^^^^^^^^swas ensuring

that the ship would be hidden and the possible use of an

island for the offloading of the arms.

Q That was from the

A Yes. And this is — I didn't

These are just some kind of cryptic notes.]

land this was

background on how^^^^^^^^^lfrair.e of mind and how he was

figuring into this current crisis, and that there was

some kind of contradiction that Corr didn't understand.

But the bottom line for Ambassador Corr was

that — well, I guess for^^^^^^^f-- no, I'm getting

confused here. The bottom line was that the aircraft

should be sold and money given to the FDN as one

resolution of this difference of view as to who owned the

assets.

MR. LIMAN: Who was expressing that?

THE WITNESS: Well, underneath I say "Corr

recommends this", and I'm not sure. The bottom line

TOP SEckFi/cbpEWORD ii
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1 above that is referring ta^^^^H|Band that Corr is also

2 concurring in that, or this is just a double reference to

3 Corr' 5 recommendation of it, and it is not — my general

4 impression is that^^^^^^^^^|position as relayed by

5 Felix and the Ambassador and others was tha^^^^^^^fehad

6 been convinced that the aircraft belonged to the contras,

7 so that is one possibility.

8 The other is, if that is not acceptable, that

9 Colonel North would have to explain tc

10 who owned the aircraft as a resolution of this problem.

11 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

12 Q Did you understand —
13 A Ambassador Corr didn't feel this would work.

14 Q Do you know what Colonel North's view was at

15 the time as to who owned the aircraft?

16 A I'm not sure how firmly I knew. I think I

17 suspected that the aircraft belonged to Democracy, Inc.,

18 but I don't think I was sure of that. I certainly wasn't

19 sure enough of it to offer it up at the meeting.

20 Q Did you ask Colonel North at that meeting?

21 A Well, he wasn't there, but I got it clearly

22 from what follows later in my message to Dutton and the

23 feedback that we got that the aircraft clearly belonged

24 to Democracy, Inc.

25 Q That is what Dutton told you?
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X A Yes.

2 Q Did Colonel North ever express that view to

3 you, that he thought the aircraft belonged to Democracy,

4 Inc.?

5 A How about if I answer it this way? When North

6 finally came back nothing that he did or said disabused

7 me of the impression that I had gotten from Dutton.

8 Q Vou gave North Dutton 's message?

9 A I fully briefed him.

10 Q And he didn't say I disagree, tell Dutton he's

H wrong?

12 A No.

13 BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

14 Q Did you know that any of these aircraft had

15 been paid for from the proceeds of the arms sale?

16 A No, I didn't know that.

17 Q Did you know whether they had been paid for

18 from donations from foreign countries?

19 A I did not know how the aircraft had been

20 procured, paid for. I did not know any of that.

21 Q And you were probably asked this, but your

22 deposition has stretched over four days. Who did you

23 understand owned Democracy, Inc.?

24 A My understanding was that that was a private

25 corporation run by persons unknown but including at least
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1 General Secord and I think I would also throw Hakim in

2 that, although I think my knowledge of throwing him in

3 that would be later than my knowledge of Secord.

4 Q What about ownership as opposed to running it?

5 A I think one in the same. I think both would

6 apply, that it was owned and operated and run by private

7 individuals — General Secord and others.

8 MR. LEON: So you didn't know if it was a non-

9 profit corporation?

10 THE WITNESS: No.

11 MR. LEON: Or if it was a profit corporation?

12 THE WITNESS: That strikes me as an irrelevant

13 question. I mean, I never focused on that.

14 MR. LEON: You didn't focus on that?

15 THE WITNESS: No.

16 All right. So we're at the bottom line.

17 Ambassador Corr didn't think that that would work, just

18 Colonel North explaining ti^^^^^^^Hthat the aircraft

19 did not belong to the contras. And then the general

20 sense, I think, from within the group was that Felix

21 would have to be eased out with honor.

22 Ambassador Corr said that he didn't mine

23 either way on the two ways of solving it, the problem,

24 but that Corr thinks he has been instrumental — "he", I

25 think, being Felix.

I

I

TOP SE'ciROT/CODEWORP^ i 1
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1 BV MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

2 Q As being instrumental in what?

3 A I don't know. I take that to mean

4 instrumental —
5 Q In the operation?

6 A In the operation in some way, that that which

7 has been occurring that is leading into the transition

8 prior to CIA taking over, but it is a mixture of two

9 thoughts in the previous sentence.

10 Q Well, you had heard and understood that he was

11 a key liaison with^^^^^^K* I mean without looking at

12 your notes you understood that that was what Felix's

13 power was derived from?

14 A I'm not sure whether I got that from Colonel

15 North and his little precis at the beginning.

16 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

17 Q Look at page 77. One of your notes regarding

says "^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B friend

19 Felix". Does that refresh your recollection?

20 A Yes. There is a separate reference to three

21 months' continuation. I don't know what that means.

22 Q Let me ask you if you remember — I don't see

23 in your notes — any discussion at the August 12 meeting

24 about Felix's allegations regarding ripoffs on the price

25 of arms and the Clines group, the Wilson group — the
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1 kind of things you talked about at the August 8 meeting?

2 A I think there was some discussion of ripoffs

3 on arms, but merely the use, the reference to

4 disreputable characters or individuals, and I'm not sure

5 if names were actually used — they possibly were — the

6 one that was referred to on the 8th.

7 Q Clines?

8 A Clines may have been, but I'm not sure.

9 MR. LEON: Who mentioned it?

10 THE WITNESS: I don't know. I don't know if

11 it was mentioned.

12 MR. LEON: Well, let me ask you this. Was it

13 mentioned in the context of a suggestion by anyone that

14 this has to be looked into because otherwise it's going

15 to bring discredit to North, to the U.S. Government, the

16 President — anything like that?

17 THE WITNESS: That is, I think ~ what can I

18 use instead of "track"? That corresponds to what I

19 remember of the meeting.

20 MR. LIMAN: That is consistent with your

21 recollection?

22 THE WITNESS: Thank you. That sounds like a

23 lawyer's —
24 BY MR. BELNICK: (Resuming)

25 Q Was there a discussion at the meeting,
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1 focusing around the fact that^^^^Hwas present, of a

2 concern — let me start again. Focusing on the fact that

3 ^^^^^Bwas there, do you recall any discussion at the

4 meeting of Felix's concern that this Clines group or this

5 group of unsavory individuals would be adopted by the CIA

6 when the CIA came back into the program in October, and

7 ^^^^^^|responding to that concern by saying, in effect, no

8 way?

9 A That is possible. I don't recall it

10 specifically. What I was about to say and what that

11 again triggers was a recollection that^^^^^Knade the

12 comment about within the American — the Cuban-American

13 community that there are these disreputable characters

14 that are sympathetic to the contra cause but causing more

15 problems than help and that one had to be careful in how

16 one dealt with the Cuban-American community and its

17 relation to this, that although their motives were in the

18 right place there was a lot of corruption and greed and

19 drugs and it was a real mess.

2 And so he was recommending caution in how that

21 was approached, and I think that may have flowed from

22 what you just said or what was earlier said over here by

23 Mr. Leon, or possibly a discussion of the name Clines.

24 I'm not sure, but that is possible. That would be

25 consistent with the meeting, but I don't have a note on

TOP SEORCT/CobEWORD;-!'" ^
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1 it.

2 BY MR. LEON: (Resuming)

3 Q Did you get any sense, Colonel, of what it was

4 that Donald Gregg was trying to accomplish by calling

5 this meeting with all of these people there? Was he

6 looking for them to launch an investigation? Was he

7 looking for them to make inquiries into these problems?

8 Did you get any sense, any bottom line sense, of what

9 Gregg was trying to accomplish by bringing all of these

10 people from different agencies together in one room — a

11 big picture sense that you could report to Ollie?

12 MR. LIMAN: Or were you trying to achieve a

13 consensus?

14 THE WITNESS: My sense was Don Gregg had

15 received some information from a friend that he trusted,

16 who he believed, that raised some problems and issues

17 that had potential to be big problems, because he was

18 wanting to get the appropriate people to address them,

19 that one of the things that got his attention was Felix's

20 use of these names that he, Don Gregg, knew or believed

21 that they were really bad apples and that if they were

22 involved in this private enterprise that was providing

23 aid in support of the contras to raise questions about

24 the whole operation.

25 And so he wanted to surface — my judgment is

TOP SE^Rsi/CODEW^i^liJn
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1 he wanted to surface with the appropriate people these

2 concerns that he had been made aware of so that those

3 people could, k',' be aware of the problems and deal with

4 them in the right manner.

5 One of the specific problems was the friction

between^^^^^^^^^^^|and the group that was providing

7 the aid and how aid was going to continue in the

8 transition period, in that it was clearly in danger of

being shut down by Felix and^^^^^^^^^^^^Bbecause

10 what may have been mistaken impressions on their part or

11 power politics between competing factions, whatever, but

12 that if they started charging $600,000 landing rights or

13 doing all of these things that the bottom line was that

•

14 the contras were not going to be supported to the extent

15 that everybody was in sympathy for happening, and that

16 these problems needed to be worked out.

17 BY MR. LZON: (Resuming)

18 Q So the problems were not only political

19 problems but maybe legal problems and maybe just problems

20 with effectively assisting the contras, as well as

21 others?

22 A It was a grab-bag of problems.

23 Q And, therefore, let me ask you this. Do you

24 have any recollection of how it was left in this sense:

2 5 Did Donald Gregg ask any of the^e^ofiople to report back

TOP- gECRET/CODEWOREJ' :'i 1
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1 to him or, if not, did you get the impression that he

2 was, without directly asking for them to report back to

3 him, inviting them to get back to him on the matter? Did

4 you get any sense along those lines one way or the other?

5 A Well, I would like to look at the end of my

6 notes to see if there is anything that was discussed

7 specifically on this point, but my general recollection

8 about that is that there wasn't, that he had done his

9 duty, if you will, of advising the appropriate people of

10 the problem and that that was the extent of his

11 responsibility, that there was no need to report back.

12 Q And do you have any knowledge. Colonel,

13 whether Donald Gregg ever brought these matters to the

14 attention of the vice President?

15 A No, I don't. I do not. I don't recall any

16 tasking like that — if you report back to me, that,

17 consistent with your question, it didn't seem to me that

18 he was taking for action this thing and wanting to follow

19 through on it and seizing the initiative, a sense of

20 responsibility to solve it, that he had been made aware

21 of a problem and wanted to make sure that the appropriate

22 parts of the U.S. Government that had differing degrees

23 of concern with it were aware of it so that they could

24 deal with it.

25 MR. KIRK: Let's go off the record a minute.

^0? SECRET/CODEWORD \-
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1 (A discussion was held off the record.)

2 MR. LIMAN: Let's go on the record.

3 THE WITNESS: There is a PROFs note that —
4 and I get it confused.

5 BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

6 • Q Is it a KL-43 note?

7 A Yes, a KL-4 3 note to Dutton, and this is my

8 copy of it.

9 Q Who sent the message?

10 A I sent the message.

11 Q ' On behalf of Colonel North?

12 A Yes.

13 Q And Colonel North told you what to say?

14 A Yes.

15 Q And what was the instruction — to close down

16 the operation?

17 A Yes.

18 Q And get out?

19 A Yes.

20 Q And what led him to give that order?

21 A Well, I would have to go back in and see the

22 date of this and how it flows from the 12 August meeting.

23 My general recollection, without doing that right now, is

24 that it flowed from the 12 August meeting in some way, of

25 Felix's interference and the meeting that Don Gregg had

Tb^ -'33Qim/CODf:^0R0 .
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1 chaired, that had a variety of people, many of whom were

2 not in the compartment, and was getting this thing

3 screwed up.

4 Q You can just look at the dates, but there was

5 a message that said "get fixed right away — North to

6 Bob". That's right after the meeting.

7 A All right. Here's the date, my message. No,

8 no, this is from McAllister, right, on the 12th of

9 August, so it is the same day, immediately after the

10 meeting with all of those people, I sent a message to

11 Dutton relaying the substance.

12 MR. LEON: Let me stop you there. You met with

13 Dutton that day. On the 12th you met with Dutton.

14 According to Dutton 's testimony and chronology you met

15 with Dutton the 12th and the 14th, two days later,

16 personally met with him. That is what I wanted to ask

17 him about.

18 THE WITNESS: Okay. My recollection is that

19 immediately after the first meeting on the 8th that I

20 sent to Dutton what Felix was alleging.

21 (Pause.)

22 Well, I would have to look in there and see

23 what transpires between the 8th and the 12th, if

24 anything. I'm not exactly sure when I got to brief

25 Colonel North of that.

. TOP> SkcRET/CODEWORDM
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1 BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

2 Q I'm not interested in the date. What I am

3 interested in is substance.

4 A Whether it's flowing from the 8th or the 12th,

5 eventually I sent to Dutton the message that had been

6 given to me from Colonel North on withdrawing the people

7 and the shutdown of the operation, if you will.

8 Q And Colonel North gave you that order to

9 relay?

10 A Yes.

11 Q And did Colonel North tell you why he made

12 that decision?

13 A No.

14 Q Was it out of disgust with the fact that there

15 was so much infighting?

16 A That would be speculation on my part. I don't

17 know what the reason was. I mean, it was a solution to

18 the problem that had arisen on the 8th and the 12th of

19 August — how to deal with it.

2 Q His solution to the problem was to give the

21 order to shut it down?

2 2 A Correct.

2 3 Q And was that order observed?

24 A That order was not — that guidance,

2 5 direction, suggestion, whatever it was, was not done. It

TOP SEdRET/CODEWORD '
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1 was reversed by General Secord. General Secord said no,

2 that they would not do that.

3 Q And -aid he tell you that?

4 A I don't know specifically how I got it. I

5 think I got it from Dutton. I don't think I got it

6 directly from General Secord.

7 Q And so was it left that Oliver North would

8 talk to General Secord about this?

9 A Yes, I think so. I think when there was this

10 substantial disconnect between the two that I think both

11 Dutton and I agreed that those two should talk about it,

12 but there's something in what you say that tracks

13 responsibly.

14 Q Because you remember that after that Oliver

15 North talked to the Director of the Central Intelligence

16 about the fact that he considered Secord to be a patriot;

17 don't you remember that?

18 The reason I'm saying that is there is a PROF

19 note from North to Poindexter in which North urges

2 Poindexter to speak to Casey about helping Secord out and

21 a response by Poindexter saying that Casey agrees that

22 Secord is a patriot. Does that ring any bells other than

23 that you read it in the Tower report?

24 A I don't think so. Was I recipient of either

25 one?
,

...

TOP SECRET/CODEWORii
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1 Q No. But you're not a recipient on other

2 things which you read either. So, in any event, the

3 bottom line of this whole series of events was that North

4 and Secord were left to work it out? You gave an

5 instruction. Secord countermanded it or didn't observe

6 it, and it was left that your boss in this operation,

7 Oliver North, and Dutton's boss, Secord, would talk

8 together and work it out?

9 A Yes. But let me just caveat that one bit,

10 which was that the standing order of Secord would stand,

11 pending the talking.

12 Q Well, Dutton was going to take the instruction

13 of Secord.

14 A And that was it. Secord would talk and

15 explain to North why.

16 Q Who told you that?

17 A That would have been my interpretation.

18 Q Well, you know that Dutton has testified that

19 he considered Secord and North to be his co-commanders?

20 A Right, I heard him say that, and I don't

21 think I would phrase it quite that way.

2 2 Q Well, you're not Dutton, so you're not able to

2 3 say who he takes his orders from and who he doesn't.

24 A No.

25 BY MR. LEON: (Resuming)

I ioP- Sk:R£!t'/code»or|,
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1 Q Well, did he ever express it differently to

2 you?

3 A Did Dutton?

4 Q Ves.

5 A No. No, I'm not questioning that. No. I'm

6 just saying that that is not how I would characterize.

7 Q How would you?

8 A I wouldn't say that Colonel North was a co-

9 commander of Democracy, Incorporated. I see General

10 Secord as running Democracy, Incorporated, but that this

11 link with Colonel North is obviously a close one, but not

12 a co-commandership. I mean, that to me strikes of

13 military formal structure. You have a chain of command

14 and that North is in this Democracy, Incorporated loop as

15 a Board of Director or a commander or whatever, and my

16 conceptualization, to the extent that there is one,

17 doesn't have him in that box but over here.

18 BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

19 Q Where did you get your conceptualization from?

20 A Just osmosis, by picking up the way he dealt

21 and the way Secord overruled North's suggestion on this,

22 that the assets belonged to General Secord and he didn't

23 like what Colonel North was telling him, and so he said

24 no, that's not what we are going to do, and he did what

25 he said, and I will explain it to North.
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1 Q Did North give the instruction to Dutton or

2 did you give the instruction to Dutton?

3 A Well, I passed the PROFs note because Colonel

4 North was out of the country.

5 Q So it was an instruction from a guy by the

6 name of Earl to Dutton. Is that what it was?

7 A The guy by the name of Earl had no authority.

8 I mean —
9 Q And the instruction from the guy by the name

10 of Earl wasn't observed, but when you sent that message

11 in whose' name did you send it?

12 A I think I clearly sent it as coming from

13 North, but I don't know. I would have to look. But that

14 certainly was what I was thinking at the time, and I

15 don't think there was any confusion on Bob Dutton 's part

16 that it was coming from North. But maybe there was.

17 Maybe I didn't make that clear in the message.

18 Q Do you know who tasked Secord to set up

19 Democracy, Inc. to begin with?

20 A No, I do not.

21 Q And you were not privy to all of the

22 communications between North and Secord?

23 A No.

24 MR. LIMAN: Let's conclude this now. Let's go

25 off the record.

ItOT/ 5ECRBT)^t5l)HWb«q5-
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1 MR. LEON: I would like to ask two questions

2 on the record. I realize this has gone on for too long.

3 BY MR. LEON: (Resuming)

4 Q I have a whole bunch of questions, but we will

5 have to get together another time. But one is Dutton's

6 chronology says you met with him on the 12th. Do you

7 recall meeting that day and, if so, was it before or

8 after this meeting with all of these people — and please

9 look at the notes.

10 A What day of the week is the 12th and where was

11 the meeting?

12 Q It was a Monday, I believe, or a Tuesday. It

13 seems to me the 8th was Friday.

14 A Did you say where it was?

15 Q I don't know, Colonel.

16 A I don't have — and I think I talked about

17 this before, but I don't have any recollection of meeting

18 Dutton in the Old Executive Office Building ever, but I

19 have — and I thought that we went through this — my

20 recollections of my meetings with Dutton, one of them was

21 at a restaurant near Tyson's Corner. That was the first

22 one because I didn't know who I was looking for when I

23 met him and I don't recall the date.

24 One was in the Watergate Hotel.

25 Q How about in a hotel on the 14th, two days

-J
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1 later? He also has in his chronology that you met two

2 days later. He has testified to that.

3 A I'm sort'y?

4 Q The 14th of August, that he met with you two

5 days later.

6 A That is possible because Jim Steele was in the

7 country, obviously, and at the meeting on the 12th, and

3 so —
9 Q Steele was there on the 14th, too.

10 A If I met with Dutton on the 12th, that evening

11 at the restaurant in Tyson's Corner, then it is likely

12 that the follow-up meeting with Steele was in the

13 Watergate on the 14th. And so I think — oh, then

14 there's a phone number for the Watergate, which may be

15 possibly Jim Steele's number.

16 What date are we on here — the 12th? And I'm

17 speculating a little bit, but I think that that is

IB probably the best reconstruction that I can do right now.

19 Q The reason why I'm asking this is I am just

20 trying to determine whether or not on either of th'--- —
21 A That is his date of birth for coming inc. ,he

22 meeting, so I met with Steele once when he came into the

23 Old EOB.

24 MR. LIMAN: He is going to give you a reas^-

25 why he's asking this.

.?,S^J||[g
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1 THE WITNESS: Wait a minute.

2 (Pause.)

3 THE WITNESS: Counsel points out on page 97 is

4 my notes of a meeting with Bob Dutton, I assume that is.

5 And I think we have groped into what is probable. We can

6 refresh it better if we need to.

7 MR. LIMAN: Do you have it there on the 14th?

8 THE WITNESS: I don't have it there.

9 BY MR. LIMAN: (Resuming)

10 Q Well, let's assume it is the 14th, since y9U

11 didn't have that many meetings with him. You have notes

12 or another meeting with him following the 12th?

13 A These may be notes of the 12th rather than the

14 14th. But, I mean, whether it's the 12th or the 14th I'm

15 not sure that that is really particularly relevant at the

16 moment

.

17 Q For the record, those are notes on page 97,

18 and those are the notes that have Bob meeting, and they

19 continue all the way down to the end of the page.

20 A Yes.

21 Q And they say "Max not our problem. If he

22 stays in country, he's your problem." Who is "our" and

23 who is "your"?

24 A Okay. The reference to "Max not our problem,

25 nothing to do with our op" is Bob Dutton talking. "Our"
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1 means Democracy, Inc.

2 Q When he says it's your problem, that means

3 you, when he says if he stays in country he's your

4 problem? That means the United States Government's

5 problem, or Ollie North's problem?

6 A Yes. It suggests something outside of

7 Democracy, Inc.

8 BY MR. LEON: (Resuming)

9 Q Well, those notes pretty much establish the ,

10 fact that you did relay to Bob Dutton what happened in

11 the meeting on the 12th?

12 A Ves.

13 Q And that he gave you a reaction to it and that

14 you put that down in your notes?

15 A Ves.

16 MR. LEON: Okay, fine. I don't need to go

17 through that any further now. I will go through your

18 notes and ask you about it another time.

19 MR. LIMAN: We will need your CV, if you can

20 get it typed up. We will need that.

21

TOP SECRET/CODEWORD, ,^y
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1 THE WITNESS: We need it?

2 MR. LIMAN: Yes.

3 (A discussion was held off the record.)

4 (Whereupon, at 5:50 p.m., the taking of the

5 instant deposition ceased.)

6

7 Signature of the Witness

8 Subscribed and Sworn to before me this day of

9 , 1987.

10

11 Notary Public

12 My Commission Expires:

5 '
". I

"•'^ '^ ",
'" '^. '"
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17 October 1986

Ntiierwl tnicllitcncc Council

HEICRANDUM FOR: Director of Central Intelli9ence
Deputy Director of Central Zntelli9*nc!e

I 0198
FMM: Charles E. Allen

National Intelligence Officer for Counterterrorism

SUBJECT: Qiobanifar Ovannel

1. My meeting yesterday with Pgy " ^"^T^ N*** ^•'''' representative of
Adnan Khashoggi, only served to underscore the serious concerns that I

outlined to you in my memorandum of 14 October. Indisputedly, we must
endeavor to^ffect an orderly, danage-limiting shutdown of the

(Tiobanifar^M^^Hk channel now before serious—perhaps* irrevocable—dajnago is
done to cur^^^rnTtiatives to free American hostages in Lebanon and to

establish links with moderate factions in the Iranian Government.

2. FurnarK, in a brief conversation with me
following points:

:n 16 October, made the

—He has knc

the Owbanifarl
name).

liobanifa r since January 1985 and has detail
Channel (although he never mentioned

tjtnowledge of
'by

—He has met with Ghobanifar many times and participated in discussions in
the summer of 1985 on the need for rapprochement between the US and Iran.

He acknowledged that rapprochement was not just a national security issue,

but that he, Ghobanifar, Khashoggi, and others saw a potentially lucrative

market if relations were reestablished between Tehran and Washington.

—Thr "^' "^ prr^ydina Iran w^fh mni^a^Y 0q,iijm>nt in exchanog for

American hostages—«»n ^g a way nf t-nmiorv-in^ » Ai»\nef<» u^th Iran—also

nrHITnatt d in rhr nwnrr ri f P?^ and he along w i th QKabanifar. trave led to

T^l ^JLy.ia-AugUgt 198S whT» tt»y a»f with » nnmHar nf r<r»»M Officials
including ^toi ran Nir, Israeli Special Assistant to the Prime Minister for

05£atting Terrorism. Subsequently, a y;na were deliver^ jp Tehran '-

g^^nr*^" ^"°'i ' development that resulted in the re'

Benjamin Weir.

tr P> Pv:::r> Nclxnd Sc rority Cour.rfl

p(sQiifmyE!
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~Aft«r a nuflOer of false starts in late 198S and earl/^1986, Khashoggi
agreed to finance anotlter arms transaction in Hay 198^ just prior to Bud
MacFarlane's secret visit to Tehran. He borrowed money from a number of
Canadian financiers. On the basis of a signature loan, he borrowed a
total of $15 million at 20 percent, agreeing to repay principal, and
interest in 30 days. Everyone anticipated that the HacFarlane visit would
result in resolution of the hostage crisis.

—Unfortunately, this did not occur, and only $8 million has been paid by
the Iranians for the equipment received. Of this, $5 million has been
used to pay back one creditor; the remaining $3 million has been used to ^,

cover expenses and for other matters. No profit hasibeen jTepHeed, and
Khashoggi owes the Canadians $10 million. ^ '

-^-^

--T!ic- current financing was complicated by the fact that Iranian officials
in the Prime rinister's Office complained about the price of the Hawk
spare ports that were shipped, asserting that the cost was five or six
timos what should have been charged, ^teny of the delivered items,
moreover, did not work or were for a different model of the Hawk missile
system.

--Iranian officials, after having paid $6 million in cash, claim that no
additional funds are owed to Ghobanifar or Khashoggi. Tlie shipnent of the
lij-k spare parts to Tehran, however, resulted in the release of Father

3. FcTorK stated thai iha current situation has left Gnobonifa: an:
KhoGnoygi with $J0 million of indebtedness and no prospects for resolving this
indebtedness. According to Furmark, Ghobanifar and, by virtue of his
financial involvement- in the scheme, Khashoggi, are being blamed Ijy the
Cinadioii creditors for this situation. The Canadian entrepreneurs,' wiio have
investments in oil, gold, mining, and real estate, reportedly are aggressive,
tough-minded individuals who have influential contacts in VJashington. They
have told Khashoggi that unless some payment on the principal is forthcoming,
they would begin to inform individuals like Senators Leahy, Moynihan, and
Cranston around 15 October about this back-channel deal with Iran and how they
have boon swindled. Furmark, while stating that he was not authorized to n
provide tne names of the Canadian investors, asserted that we should not )

underestiiiote the determination of the Canadians. He claimed they have a

reputation for dealing roughly with those who do not meet their obligations.
Khashoyyi allegedly is trying to get them to extend the 15 October deadline,
but was uncertain as to whether he would be successful in this effort.

4. Furiturk stated that he spent two days last week in ^>cndon talking to
Qiobanifar. lie stated that Qiobanifar is telling the truth abou: these
transactions and insisted that the Iranian entrepreneur had ..-'t made any
profit off this deal, lie stated that Qiobanifar was in a "d» 'stated*
condition without any constructive ideas on how to pull himse^ out of his
current financial morass. Khaslioggi, who also has financial problems, is not
in a position to repay the Canadian creditors. Furmark stated that he had
worked for nuny years in the oil business and was a good judge of individuals
who were attempt iny a swindle. In this case—regardless of other Ghobanifar
business deals—he was convinced that the Iranian was essentially telling the
truth.

'
'

.
•. ? J *

J
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5. Fumack stated that everyone had agreed to keep this back-channel

arrangcMnt with lean 'highly secret* bot that if the situation rcralned
static, he is absolutely certain that the Onadians will talk and that the
Mtcer will eventually become public knowledge. He reccnmended that the us
considtr at least a partial shipment of additional arms to Iran in order to
iDaintain sosw credibility with the Iranians in the Prime Minister's Office and
to provide Ghobanifar with some capital so that the investors can be repaid
partially and so that Ghobanifar can borrow money to finance additional
shipments. This would keep the process rolling and could result in release of
additional hostages. Furmark offered to meet with me in New York next week in
order to report fully on his involvement in these transactions,

rv o n n

6. Comen^&J find Fucmark's detailed knowledge of the

GhobanifarBJI^^K link deeply troubling. Regardless of who is at fault on
the financing—and we know that Ghobanifar is not to be trusted—the exposure
of these back-channel dealings will alrrost certainly have a crippling effect
'on the new channel that ha; now been opened between the United States and^m

^i^l^BBHB^ i^e risk of exposure is growing daily,
and I l^in believe that you must advise AdfliiralSbindexter that a group be
formed that is knowledgeable of the Ghobanifar^HHH| channel to consider
how to cope with this burgeoning problet. If this is not done immediately, I

predict an exposure of this activity in the near future. At a minimum, we

nee^tofind ways to stave off disclosure for 60-90 days while we work the

I^^^^Hj^ channel tactically to get our hostages released. Furmark showed no
moicanon that he was aware of the ne- channel, bet we kno- Qiobanifar is

a'-are.

Carles E. Allen

du^^ii^
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tA.'s U-iO-^H
The Oircdor of Ccniral micTn|<.

MEWjRANDOM roR: Vice Admiral John M. Poindexter, USN"°^^
Assistant to the President for

National Security Affairs

SUBJECT- Roy Furmark's Conronts on the Hostage Situation

I 0195

1. ovaries Allen and George Cave went to NewJ«J.°" ^?=^^ ^SS il

^t'Cith Roy Furmark. ^^is -s an
«f^.^ «:^^^SIen^S o? the

revealed that the f^"^"fi„^f^f!^°^-^^y^ve played a key role in
operation since its

^"«P^i°"*"f,T!^i*fJc reasons! Lt alinost certainly for

getting it moving, f^J^l^ ff^^J^^i^'^geveral^iiUrduring the evening that

their own profit. Roy himself admitted several time
^j^. __ ^^^^^^^ ^

profit was certainly a motive but that "^^L^coup aia
hostages. Roy

feading towards stability in the region and the release of^he^h^^^

appeared to
eL^«^,<=P^2t "e SoJ Se o^J doStlu! anlwer he gave was in

^'^firelS;rs'^^a^« SSerSaSf^wls'^e^S^^ ind c^- and is free on

5;!5°lLS!o5'SS!' i^^cI^STthat Evans owes him $200,000.

2. Khashoggi has been involved in "^is |ro";.f« '^jJ^i^eSS^T''""'
financier. Everything started inJanuary 1985 wxth^an«^

^,3
Frankfurt apparently, involvingGhcbanifar^Khashoggi^Ko^ ^^.^^
was followed up by sVt««?"«"'^J^*^i2|| ^ Si Avi^ loy went to ftl Aviv with

culminated i" »
"^;^"^J"S Jtiy^ StTiitfidL-inhis house. «Xiring the

Qjobanifar and while there tney »"iT°^„*". r xt this meeting it was decided

course of these
««""f^' ^jy^^J^iStS's ^^roval ?" ^ oClrall plan,

that it was necessary to get Washington s w^"
hostages, and two

' SSre were two t^i^^Si!^^^*^^^^^*! sent to was^^ "^^^

open up a dialogue with Iran.
f^^^iT^F,':'!. discussed this with North or

a^coval. Roy ^^ """'^"^"^L^f.^'^L LS ^""1 of four trips to

MacFarlane in Washington. <*°^i^" *}f?e^d by the Prime Minister which

Washington Gh<*!"jS^^,"P^«?^%'i5%it«l! him that the Prime Minister

Roy describes as
^f^""' <"!,f V "^^ „ay of personal relationships, Roy

could not be considered as Moderate. »
oy —y ""^ *^

TS 3536-86 (3^3^
copy 1 of 2 V>__,..^

mm DswBHWZMaam ^'^"^[C/ signed
BBtKinftMtfUSSR DCCL OADR FM SISR VOL I
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said that he has known Khashoggi since 1966 and trusted hun. Roy added that
Schinner and Khashoggi are close. Roy thinks this points up Khashoggi's
breadth of vision. Roy pointed out that Schimner had actually returned from a
visit to China to make the August meeting.

3. Oie first transaction was in September 1985 and was for 500 TOMs. The

cost of the TOWs was $5 million. Khashoggi put up the money because he
believes in C3iobanifar. The cost to Iran was $6 million. Ihis allowed for $1
million to cover profit and expenses. Bie first shipment of TOWs was
defective, so a second shipment was sent. Ohere was a subsequent $5 million
deal that went off in the November-Deceirber timeframe. Khashoggi told Roy
that they were not involved, but Roy is certain that this was a n 1 Q A
Khashoggi/Ghobanifar organized deal. I \J \ 7 o

A. Roy said that prior to the next deal, there was a meeting in the Paris
airport hotel; he forgets or never knew exactly who was involved in this
meeting. The meeting concerned Hawk spare parts. The deal for the Hawk spare
parts began to be put together in April 1986. Khashoggi raised $15 million to

cover the deal $5 million from an Arab financier, and $10 million from two

Canadians. Khashoggi raised the money on 15 May. A group of Americans went

to Tehran and took with them seven percent of the Hawk spare parts which
consisted mainly of nuts and ooits. with regard to this deal, the financiers,

Ghobanifar, and Nir met and agreed that $3 million would be added to the price

to cover profit and expenses and also another $ 2 million would be added to

cover monies owed to Nir. The price to the Iranians would then be $20
million. (Why did Ghobanifar charge $24.5 million and with Nir's knowledge?)

Neither Roy nor the financiers apparently know anything about the raise in the

price by Ghobanifar, although they are aware that the Iranians objected
strenuously to the price. Ghobanifar told Roy and Khashoggi that he believed

the bulk of the original $15 million price tag was earmarked for Central
America. In this regard, Oiobanifar told Roy that he was relieved when the

$100 million aid to the Contras was passed by Congress.

5. The above requires clarification. In Tehran, Ghobanifar took Cave

aside and told him that the Iranians would be questioning him about the price

of the Hawk spare parts. Qiobanifar told Cave to insist that the price of $24 _

million old dollars is correct, when asked about the huge jack up in price,

Nir gave a long circumlocution on why the price of over $24 million was
correct, we were so concerned about this that we considered telling
Qiobanifar exactly how much he could charge on any subsequent deals. From

Roy's comnents, it is clear that the .2Q-Bfercent interest Q^obanifar told us

about is in fact the gross profit margin agreed upon.

6. Roy said that Qwbanifar told them that he received two payments, one

for $3 million and the other for $5 million. As originally agreed upon, the

Arab investor was supposed to get back $6 million for his cut and the

Qnadians would get back $11 million. The other $1 million was to go to

Khashoggi. OKjbanifar's cut was to come out of the $1 million. To the $8

million that Ghobanifar received, he added $100,000 of his own funds. The

Arab investor was paid off ($5 million). The two Canadians received $1.1

million. Roy was not sure but presumably the $2 million went to the.
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Ociginal^Yr the Canadians were given a check by Khashoggi in the amount of $11

million to cover the $10 million they provided Khashoggi. The monies to cover

the Hawk shipinent were paid into an account of a company called Lakeside which

is an off-channel company. The Canadians believe that the money was stolen

and this is giving Khashoggi heartburn. (Note: Ihis does not square with

what we know. We know that Oiobanifar received $4 million from the Iranians

in July. He also received $8 million into his Swiss bank account on

21 August. These two payments were cash. He may also have received a check

for $6 million in between these two payments. The Iranians raised a big stink

about the price of the Hawk spa*«^^t^and Qiobanifar offered them a $6

million deduction. According t^^VHH^ the $8 million payment on

21 August scuared^^iraccounts witJ^hobanifar by mutual agreement. In

fact, according t°VHii^ 5^ million covered the remainder of the deal, the

other million was t^iel^Qiobanifar finance the next deal.)

7. Roy's suggested solution to the problem is to let Ghobanifar handle

the shipn»nt of the remainder of the Hawk spare parts. Proceeds from this

deal would allow them to ease the Canadian pressure. Then it would be 500

TOWS for one hostage and another 500 TOWs for a second hostage.

Sincerely,

Willian ,J. Casey
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fOatMOm rat: Olraetor of Ositrml Intclllgano*

Deputy Director of Gwitrsl Intelligtnoe

FRCM:

SUBJECT:

OMTles B. Allen
national Ihtelligenoe Officer for 03unterterrori«

Meeting with Roy M. PUrmark

0201

1. Roy H. Pumark, head of Afdnan Xhasboggi'a New York operations, called
on 5 Novenber 1986 to request an urgent aeeting with at in Huhlngton. I met
with Roy on the afternoon of 6 November at the Key Bridge Marriott Hotel. Be

provided further Infoonatlory^nRthe fallout that Is occurring with the
shutdown of the Otobanifar^^B^ channel . Ihe following are highlights of
the conversation with Hoy:

^^^^^

a. The Canadian Investors who put up $11 million to finance the arms .

transactions with Iran have retained a Viashlngton law flm to bring suit
against Khasboggl and the offshore ccnpany lakeside, the floi into which
they paid the |U million to cover the cost of Elawk aisslle parts. Qie
Canadians told Roy that they would bring suit against Xhashoggi and
Lakeside on Monday, 10 Noveober, and that they intended to ii^licate in

_ . the JigitatloQ directly senior levels of^the OS Govecnosnt. Roy clsi«d,
however, that the CSnadians had agreed at his request—to withhold filing
the suit until 17 Novenber.

b. After the release of Jaoobeon, the Canadians began to press
Ox^banifar and Xhashoggl for repayaent of the seney owed. Cbobanifar told
the cvtadians that tbt latest transaction did not Involve bia in any way
and that the ttUted States was 'dealing direct* with the Iranian
Govemncnt.

c. Dm Canadians tend to believe Otobanifar because they have had
their lawyers block OxA>anifar's account in Qredit Suisse. If funds had
been transferred into Ghobanifar's acoount in repayaant for aras shipped
to Iran, credit Suisse would have autoaatically transferred that aoney to
the CanaJians' acoount in the Bank of Hontre^.

JV3 7

TS 3S38-66
Copy 1 of 6

CL BY 135164
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,--.iv ancrv. th«y are pressing Khashoggi \

d. Ihe Canadians «%""«r^^ *^^I^'Gov«nr«nt has paid «»ey to > .^
bard, and fi^^i^^^T^^o^ SS Saving been sent to Ir.n. They V
-*^K!f ^JSii'frJ^iSi^S^y h-v2 resulted fro. «»th.r ar^^
clMiM that Jaooe»en s reieaae **~*

^^^^__^,^
—-—

transaction with Iran.

noualas_El45er. « financier who

e. tte Canadians involved are »SMMiller, who operate, alt of

operate, out of the ^^l^^SSfInSvidSal involved 1",^*- ^Tj^S"'^
Toronto and Vancouv«. ^^.^{Y^^r his nwe) ^^'^'J^Jfl^
mffnrt ia a mani Spy could not ^'"~7_,_i^- «# pcoBdnent Ooogre«n«n

:J5Ss cllSSnia^lhe swam
';'«S.;,;"S's2 tan of Brunei The swanu

JSSlt^n was «ntioned)
-Jj;;*^,*^ ^txent, but the t*J^d^ans are

has counseled Fraser and Mxller "
J/~ | U Z U Z

now determined to recover their money. __^
^^ f^Uv the US Government's role in^

f The Canadians intend to expose fully t^^
^^.^^^ Lakeside to be

the backchannel arms transactions witr-.^-^^
^ ^^^^ ^^or General

rproprietary of the OS Governmen^
H^i-naSng the arms transactions to /^

wS2d siSrd i. »-^ilyj2^ir'si^ isllS involved in assisting ,

Iran for Oliver L. ^^f^-S^^-n^^agua.
'

North in the support the Oantras in mmt y ,

^ ^^^^

g. When the Canadians originally^P^^^^ [^ Sf"ort ^s'fS^Uy
'

with Khashoggi and »?«"^^' ^^^^^ a« "°' c°"<=«^"'^ *^' "^ tio
sanctioned by the US Gover™*"^. They are

repayment of $10

Sixties of the
^^-'l^]rj^l\lTr:- fnd:v!dS! is especially deterrraned

mllion. fjiler, a tough anc slear.-

to get his money back.

„c^ T^keside and Khashoggi ana

h in addition to bringing suit ^^ainst Lakesio^
^^ Canadians

»v««lna US Svernment involvement in the *^"L"*^e Canadians believe .

S"?o"usft*h^ swami to lobby ^^^^^^."rS^^pa.rjy^Iran for the arms
-

that they have been swindled and that tne ™"^ r*^ Nicaragua. The

devastating mistake.

, poy stated that he -Id endeavo^ to ide^ti^the l-J.-^that

Canad ar^ve retained and would call me^n 7 Nove^
^^^ ^^^^

SSIrstanding that the law f^ '^^f^^^J.^^ „ld Khashoggi that they have

involving President Hlxon. ine "-a™*"
m-fated investment. For nis

Sdy lost $6 ~lii°"
" • "::^J\fuS i to correct the situation. |iven

part,
«*"»««' J%t^^ii?«.*"ShUanif.r.

according to "0^'
^^.f^J! ^ '

his own financial •'^f^if"'!'* ^^er the past 18 months on this «"°"-
^

sums of his own F«f»«^\J°'^^i^t brokefwith extraordinarily ^»gj;^^«;
de«:ribed O«obanifar as an

"PJ^J^S^iJ^l^t, .nd Iran. QK>banifar. however,

contacts in Western Europe, ^he Huddle V^.^^^

is angry and bitter and his heeitn ) 5 n«w *-

i<>^^??H^S!TYS3^'
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r 3. Jtoy offered no specific suggestions on how to solve the finenclel
problea but ststsd that sometMW $10 Billion should be paid into Qxsbanifsr's
scoount «t Oedit Suisse (Aooount Wabcr 283838-92-1). Because Qubanifar's
account «t Credit Suisse i» totally blocked, the money would siiiply be
transferred to the Onadians. All the Canadians have are checks frca
aMbanifar and Riashoggi—checks that are worthless. Roy reaffinned that
QMbanifar and Khashoggi have been able to pay off the other investor—«n Arab
who put up $$ Billion. Roy stated that he and Rhashoggi aay see the Canadians
in Europe in the near future to request nore tune, but they were not sanguine
that anything would result from such a meeting. n n 7

4. Sie Cuiadians have told Roy that they had kept their word keeping

these transactions totally secret, but now felt no conjunction to do so in the

future in view of media exposure of the MacFarlane trip. Roy stated that he
personally felt responsible for persuading Khashoggi to help finance these
transactions. The effort had taken considerable courage both on the part of
both QxDbanifar and Khashoggi. In Roy's opinion if the transactions had
proceeded as planned in July 1986, the hostage issue would have been resolved
by now. ihe apparent switching to another channel by the (Jhitad States in

dealing with the Iranian Government, however, had destroyed this process. The
current publicity about these transactions probably has foreclosed any
near-term hope of obtaining Iran's support in securing the release of

additional hostages. The damage that could occur from the legal efforts of

the Canadians is potentially significant, especially beca' e '..v Caradians are
aware of all of the tra.-isactions that have orc>:rrec over '•^'" 1 . to 15

months.

6. I conclude from Roy's statements that:

a. Punrark is personally troubled by having persuaded Adnan to put up
capital for a venture that has now gone sour.

b. His approach to the US Government appears to be a last-ditch
effort to try to pressure the government to take some action, for example,

ensuring another shipment of arms through Oiobanifar.

c. Some very nasty allegations against the US Government and key

officials will be aade if the Canadians bring civil suit, although nuch of

what they know is speculation and cannot be proven.

d. Ihe fallout from any litigation by the Canadians may not be too
significant, especially since the press already have major pieces of the
back channel effort with Iran.

e. When dealing with Iran, every faction—to sane extentT-nust be
taken into account. Ihe fact that Qwbani far -kept Ayatollah nontezari
fully informed on his initiatives with the United States suggest that

radicals around Hontazeri have decided to use the MacFarlane visit and
contacts by Iranians with the United States-%s a way to attack
Rafsan>ani's moderate faction. Qwbanifar, bitter and angry, may have
actually encouraged radical elements to expose those contacts, although
the arrest of nehdi Hashemi probably finally triggered the action by the

radicals.
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Omnibus Diplomatic Security and Anti-terrorism Act of 1986,
22 U.S.C. 4801 (amends Arms Export Control Act 22 U.S.C.
2771-2779 by adding a new S) see S 509.

U.S. Code Congressional and Administrative News Legislative
History PL 99-399/22 U.S.C. 4801 (Omnibus Diplomatic Security
and Anti-terrorism Act of 1986)

.

Arms Export Control Act, 22 U.S.C. $$ 2751-2794 (1976 and
Supp. II of 1978) .

The Export Administration Act of 1979, 50 U.S.C. app. SS
2401-2420 (1976 and Supp. Ill 1979) (Evolved out of the
Export Control Act of 1949) See 2405 (j) and (1).

United States Munitions List 22 CFR $ 121.01 (1982) "Inter-
national Traffic in Arms Regulations* ITAR.

PaJfi.

IVN 13.

Foreign Military Assistance and Sales 22 U.S.C. A. S
2301-2348.

Rules and Regulations Department of Commerce IS CFR 385,
390, and 399 Foreign Policy Controls on Exports to Iran of .

Aircraft, Helicopters and Marine Outboard Engines.

Department of State, Office of the Secretary; Determination
of Pursuant to S 6(i) of the Export Administration Act of.
1979 - Iran 49 CFR 2836-02, 1984.

Executive Order 12470 of March 30, 1984 Continuation of
Export Control Regulations.

National Emergencies Act 50 U.S.C. 1601.-' .

International Emergency Ecot^ct 50 U.S.C. 1601.

SO U.S.C. S 413 Congressional Oversight (Reports to Congres-
sional Committees of Current and Proposed Activities) .

22 O.S.C. S2422 Intelligence Activities .-(Presidential
Findings^ .
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FroB NS3LI

NOTi FROM; Robert
SLB.tCT. IG/N

UNCLASilEO
FYI. I »ot bounced from the 3 Sov meeting. Elliot told me princioals only.

(I tr.ink Vince got to Elliot just before the meeting as he--Vince--sau

e coming into the WXSR . .
I heard them talking about whether they were

goir.i to address "that sensitive issue" today .)

81S8

3*/'/'/

;,,/,.,:::. onJ£lt±2.
in'cr pr;:':'::i3 c! LO. 123.o

by P. ?^Z-h NaVional Security Council

^
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0«|MrtiMnt af S»«««

ered to be equlT&lent for purposes of

that section of tlie Anns Export Con-
trol Act and this subchapter

f 120.20 TechntesI uaiitancc afre«menL

An MTeement (e.f.. conu-ict) for the
performance of defense services or the
disclosure of technical data, as op-

poaed to an arreemeni (ranting a

nsht or Ucenae to manufacture de-

fense articles.

I 120J1 TfchmcaJ data.

"TechxucaJ dau" means, for pur-

poses of this subchapter
(a) Oaaslfled information relatlnc to

dcfenae articles and defense services:

(b> Information covered by an inven-

tion secrecy order
(c) Information vhich Is directly re-

lated to the desigTi. ennneenng. devel-

opment, production, processing, manu-
facture, use. operation, overhaul,
repair, maintenance, modification, or
reconstruction of defense articles.

This Includes, for example, informa-
tion in the form of blueprints, draw-
tnss. photographs, plans, instructions,

computer software and documenta-
Uon. This also includes Information
which advances the state of the art of

articles on the U.3. Munitions List.

TTils does not Include information con-
cerning general scientific, mathemati-
caJ or engineertng principles.

I 120.22 United SUtct.

"United States", when used In the
geographical sense. Includes the sever-
al States, the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico, the insular possessions of
the United SUtes. the District of Co-
lumbia, and any territory over which
tbe United SUtes exerctsea any
poven of admlnlstratioa. leglalatlon.
and JujisdlcUoa

I ISOJS U^ Ptnoa.

"U.3. Person" means a person
(| 120.16) who la a citizen or national
of the United States, or a permanent
resident of the United SUtes under
the Immigration and Nauonailty Act
(8 U.S.C. llOl. section 101<a)20. «0
Slat. 163).

N 1808

,,. i*„tjr } 120.24

FOMiS

I i:o 21 Listinf of forma refcm^ to in

thia aubchoptcr.

Tat torms referred U) in thu sub-
ch»pi«r »re »v»u«ble from the foUow-
\ng Bovemment agencies:

(») Drpanment of siau.
(II AcpUcstlon/LlceaM tor pcmu-

neni export of unclujifled defense «r-
tides »iid rel»t«i t«chnjc»l iUA (Ponn
DSP-Ji

<2) AppUcatlon for reffutrmtioo
(Form [>SP-9).

(3) AppUc»tloo/Llceiuc for tempo-
rary Import of uncUuUled defense »r-
tides (Form DaP-61).

(4) AppUcmtlon/Ucense for tempo-
rUT export of uncUsslfled defense ar-
ticles <Ponn DSP-73).

(5) Nontrvufer and use certUlcxte
(Form DSP-43).

(61 Application/License for perma-
nent/temporary export or temporary
Import of clasaUled defense articles
and related classt/led tecmucal dau
(Form OSP-tii.

(7) Autbonty to Export Defense Ar-
ticles and Defense Services sold under
the Foreign Military' Sales program
(Form DSP-MI-

(b) Oepcrtm^nf of Commerce:
(1) International Import Certificate

(Form ITA-«45P/ArF-432: DSP-S3).
(2) Shippers export dedaration

(Form No. 7525-V)
(c) Department of Deferue
Oiler and acceptance (DD Form

1313).

[Cent Ret. 10a.M0. <> FR <T(M. Dec. «
l)U: Dept. Re». 10»J<1. M PR lJ7n Apr
1. 1>U1

PAIT 131—THI UNITED STATES
MUNITIONS UST

bUMsJunoi* or Ajitici.is

See.

121.1 Gonerai. The Urutod Suie* Uuni-
Uona Un.

121 2 tnurpretauona of the tJnlten Stat«a
Muniuoos Ujt.

1213 Aircraft and related srucles.
121.4 Aiophlblouj vehicles.
121.

5

Apparatus aod devices und<
rr rv(c).

121.6 Cartridge aod shell casings.
121.7 ChemicaJ igenu.

r Cst«fo-

h^^
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f 131.1

121.1 bitf-lUnu. comDonenu. tcecMorici.

uuetimtnLL p&rtA. tlnn««rc. wftwur
tnd lystcms.

1219 Plretrmi.

131 10 Forfinci- cutlnis kfld in«£lUncd

131 11 Uiliurr dcmouuoo blocu tod
blMUn< caps.

121 13 umujT eiDlo«lvc«.

121.13 MUlurr fuel Uiieftcncn.

121.14 Propelluiu.
121 15 VcMcli of w wid tpcdAl unJ

equipmcriL

AoTBourr Sec 3<. Amu Z^Dort Control
Act. M) StAL 744 (32 U S C. 777t): CO.
119M. 42FR4311. 23US.C 3«5«.

SOUBCC Dcpt R«g 108.840. 49 FR 4T«M.
Dec. 6. 1984. unieia othervtsc nowd.

CifuiczxATio}! or Ajmcua

1 121.1 G«n«r«L IIm United SUlaa Muai*
Uont LuL

(ft) The foUovini articles, services

and reUted technlcaJ data are desif-

nated as defense articles and defense

'

services pursuant lo sections 38 and
47(7) of the Arms Export Control Act
(22 U.S.C- 2778 and 27M(7)). Cha&ces
in desivnations viU be published in

the FcDCRAi. Rccism. Information
and clarifications on whether specific

Items are defense articles and services

tinder this subchapter may appear pe-

nodicaUy in the Munitions Control
Newsletter published by the Office of
Munitions Control.

(b) Significant MUitanf EouipnunL
An asterisk precedes certain defense
articles in the foUowtnt Ust. The aster-

isk means thai the article is deemed to

be "Significant military equipment" to

the extent specified In 1130.19. The
astensK is placed as a convenience to

help identify such articles.

CinooKT I—Pxaautaa

*(ft) Iffocautomaue. temi-automatic and
fully automaile flreanns to eaUbar SO l&elu-

tfrc. uid aO eomponcnti aod parts for such
flrvarma (8m It 1319 uul 123.18-lSlt.)

(b> RlflMcopcs tnanufactured to mlUtary
peciflcaUoBa ted spcdflcaiJy dcmlCBtd i

*(e) IncuneDCr-countermsuriency type

flreamu or other weapons hsvtns a ipedal
mihtAfT appbcsuon (« g. ciote usault wcap-

.11 N 1809
22 en CK I (4.14* MtH«fli}

CaTVOOIT II—AmLLBT PlOJKTOaS

*rt) Quna over calJbcr M. hoviuen. mor-
tATi. and reeoUlca n/ica

*ib) Military riameUirowcn tjid projec-

(d Corapanenta parts, aeeeaonet ard at-

tachffifnu for uu articlaa la parB«rapha (a)

and <b> of thii eatefory. iDciudtni but not
limited to mounts and camacta for tAeae
articlaa

Cat «T m—

A

Mmmmoir

'(a) AmmunitioB for the arms m Cateto-
hes I and U of thli MCtion. (Sec I 121.8.}

lb) Comooaenia. pvta. aocoaone*. and at-

tactuneou for anielM to panrrach la) of

this caiecorr. inciu^tns but oot Limited lo

cartnds* caaea. pcrvder basi. bullcia. ]acK-

eta. corci. abeUa (exciudlns tboisun abeUi).

proioetUea. boosten. ruxoa and eomponcnu
tharafor. primen. aad other dttoaatlnc d»-

Ticaa for fucb ammanJUoo. (Sa* 1 1318.)
<ci Afnjminitvon btltlns and 1H^fc^wy niA-

chlnaa
•(d) AmmunJUoo muiufaeturUit cnacTiino

and ammunition loading m*cnmes (eicept

handloadlnt oncai.

Catwost rV—L*tmc« Vonoja. OtnoiD
BAiasii-B. Ballistic Musosi. Rocxxn.
ToviDon. Boios uni feinrxs

*(ai Rockeu (UKiuding but cmi limited to

meteorolofficaJ and other loundint rocSeU).

boraba grenadca. torpedoea depth charses.

land u-id oaval ouna. aa veil aa

for lucn defenac arttdea. and
blocks and bUstins capa (See 1 131.11.)

(b) Launch vchicies and imsaiJ« and ami-

mljslj« lynema iDciudlng but not limited to

guided tactical and stratcfie muaiiea.

launchers, and syvuma
(c) Apparaiua. dmcea. and maienals for

the handling, eoou-oi. acuvauon. monitor-

ing dei*ctlon. protecuon. dlscfiafge. or deto-

OAUon of Lht arucies in paragraphi 'a) and

(b) of tnu category (See 1 121J.)

•(d) MtasUe and fpacc vrtilcle povcrplants.

*<c) MlllTary explosive eicsvaung devices.

*<f) Ablative Qiaunali faDncat^ or senu-

fabrlc»i*d frwm advanced comooaiwi ^eg..

alllea. graphite, artxn. cartMo/carbon. and

boroo fUameots) for Uic artida in thia cate-

gory that an dcmed dlrectJr from or ipe-

d/leaUy developed or modified for defense

artidea
•rg) Moo/ouelear varbeada for rockeU

and guided mlmilca
(b) All ipcOilAlly dolcned or modified

eompooenis. pana aeceasorUa aitachmeota

and asaociated equipment for tbc articles in

this cateffory-

Catboob —^xnoarvB. Paorcujurn. un
ijianiAST Acurra

Military ezploaivca (Sec 1 131.12.1
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9131.

•f b } MlUury fu«' uucktncrs.
I 121.11.1

(C) PropeUAnu for Ulc vtJcJ« in Cu«ffo-
ne« 111 and rv 0/ mu •ectJon. (Sm I IJl U.)
<d) MUiUTT prnMchmca. eiopi pyro-

taefuue ouuruif tuvuv 4\ia1 buiiujt and

(•) AH oompoundi vcdflcally fonnuiuM
(or Ui> ftruda is uui cauforr

C«noo«T VI-V

fft' WviAip*. unphibioui vmrfw vci-
eii. t&ndifif cnit. oime varfaxv vcncU.
pBXroi vettcu~ •oiUIajt veaMii acd wrvtce
eniu cxpcrusenLAJ trpcs 0/ n^vmJ lAipi And
UU vomU peciilcmiJ? daicned or modl/led
for miUUJT PurpoMt. <Se« I 131 19 i

•(b) TuTTwu uid (ua mouou. irrwunt—*r . fpccUJ wcApona iTiUinA. protecUvc
KTvunu. (ubmAruie normce bactcnea. emu-
puiu kiid oihtr compoDenu, paru. uucA-
taenu. ind tcceuonea spectflc&ily deucned
or mo<li/Ied for comDaLint v«»eu.
(c)Mlne

p&ru.
^Lliy dMicBed

pint '

._ ftcceuones sp«eiil-
modified Lhcrvfor

dei«cuoo devices.

£d specj&j ruLljtiM for
luppon. utd munte-

cacce Thii include* *ny mmchmery device.
componenL or eguipnient spcci/lcuiy devel-
oped, desjcned or modified for me in such
a-^nu or fAcUlties. <See | 123. 31 >

CAncoiT vti-Tajhu Ajn MnjT*jiY

*'i) MUiUry type inned or *rmored vehJ-
ciA. miUtATV ruUwty u^iiu. uid vehjcles
oeci/lcally desicned or modl/led to Krom-
EBDdAtc moununci tor imu or ouicr ipcctAi-
BBd miilUTT equipment or fltud witb juch

'<b> Mniuny CAnfci. combftt en«lae«r vetU-
ocL brldcc lAunchinc vc£Ucle&. tial/-trMcU
asd run ctj-nen.

*fe) Sei/propeUed rum and bowicun.
(d) MiUtArr u-ucfts. cruicn, bolcci. ud

Aid! ipedficaUj '«—<rrM, aodl/led. or
eouipped to mouot or earrr weapooi of Ot-
e««ne«, I. n and IV or for c»iTym« uid run-
i£-a« the u-uci«a in pancnph (•} of Cai*-
rone* III and rV.

•<e) Mliitary reeortry vehldei.
*(f) AmpfiJbiouj vehidca. <See I 131.4.)
•'«) Enrines ipeciIlcaUy deslfned or modi-

f^«d for ine vehicJej in parafrmph* (a), (b).
'C;. and (f) of tftu catefory
<b) Aii specifically deiimed or modified

ecKBponenu and pana. acceasones. titacb-
caenu. and aaaociated equipment (or ihe ar-
aeica m uua csteforr. inciudini but not Um-

CTwwaT VlU_Auciu« 3r»cxc»ArT. ajtbAMOCUm CaUTFKSTT
'fa) Alromrt lncJudln« but not limited to

beiieoDten. non-«xpanatv« baUoona. dronca.
and Ufftter-thAn-alr aireraft. wtach ar« spe-
ci/lc»lij dedmed. modified, or eouippad for
miULarr purpoMs. TMa include* but la not
Unuted to Uie foUowin« mUilAry purpoaes:
ruonery. bomblni. rocHei or miasUe launch-
in*, electronic and other •urveUlAnce, recon-
OAiiaance, r^fuellnr. aerlAl mappin* tnih-
tary llauon. c*rr5 c»n-ylnf or droppmi. per.
sonnel droppinr. airborne 9\muig and con-
trol, and miiitarr Lrauunc <8e« 1 121.3 j

<b)*(l) Spacecrait. mdudlnr manned and
unmanned, acure and puaiTc MttlUte*
leicept Uioae Ueied in Catetory VTii(bK2).

(2) Non-milltary coaununicatJon atelllt«
'exciudlnc mund iLationi and aMociated
equipment not enumerated etaewhere m
_''_c ' Military aircraft enrlnea, except recip-
rocmtinr enftnea.- and spacccrmft encnes
ipeciflcaily deslrned or modified for the air-
craft and ipacecrafl m para«npha <ai and
lb' of thu catefory

*'d) Cartridxe-actuated device* utilized in
emeriency escape of p.

pqujpmeni 'includlnr but not limited '.0 1

bome refueUnt equipmeni specifically
ticned or modified for uje
Jpacecr»ft. and en^inei of me lypcs in para-
rrmphi (a), ib). and 10 of thu cateror^

'e> Launcninr and recovery equipment for
the articles in par««r&pna < bj and i&i or tnu
caterory, if the equipment u ipeciflcaili de-
ucned or modified for auUtary uat or tor
use with ipacecr^t. Fnxed lano-oaaed airest
inr rear is not included in tnu cat*fon
fi Power juppilet and enerry lourcej jp*-

clflCilJy dealsned or modified for spacecrafL
<t) Conponanta. pana. aeceiaoriea. aitach-

menti. and aaaociated equipment itnciudinr
cround support equipment) ipeciflcaiJy de-
ncned or modified for tfie articles Ji para
rrmphj <aj throurh if) of thia catetory. ea-
cludln* aircraft urea and propeUon uaed
with r«clproca,tinr ennnea.
(h) DevelopmentaJ alrcr»/t componenu

which have • umiflcant military appliea-
tloo. excludinr aircraft components con-
ceminr which PederaJ Aviauon Acency cer
tiflcauon ha« been rranted.
VI) Ground ftffact macMnea (GOIS) ipe-

clflcaiJy dealcned or modified for military

eff^ vtnt-
compooenti. p»rt „_

iLt. and ajAociated equipment
pectflcaily deslmed or modified tor uae
with such maehlnca.

•rj) ineruaJ nanration systems and com-
ponenu desicned ipect/lcallT for such lya-
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I ni.i

UBu. Snumi or componcou which tn
undaxti vquiDfDtnt Lu anl Kirerk/t. toelutf-

inc jp&rc cwru uid mrt muta t« tM uHd
e>cluuv«iy for Lht aumwoAaea of LiMrUAl
ntvirfttion equipment Lncor9oni«d in dvti
4ircnit. uid •rrucn w ceruited by th* r«d-
erU Avlftuon AdnumsLriUOD u batnf ta la-

UfTU. pan of men airo^t ar« ubMct to

eiport refulwJon br th« Offlct of Muni*
Uoni Contnl onJT Lf tilt export \m laundad
for bcontroUed coudut ilweTlbtd la weiica
9Vyii of Uit Porrisn AJdsuaca Act of IMl.
4J usended <23 V^-C. 137(Mf)) («ze«pl
TucoaiAviki The Export AdminianUoa Act
of I97B. u usended <50 DJ.C. App. BoetkiD

3419<c)) de&U viifi Liic export of luch lt«m«
to non-con LTO Lied counuiea. All Hporu of

tectuiicaJ data trvcv^eai of da>uiiauoc) ra-

latiAf to the deaigs. deveiopmcnL produe-
uon or tnanu/actare of inarUaJ oavtcmUoo
equJpmeoL (rwardlev of aocundM) or lla

related pftTU. compootota. or nibaman*
ar« subject to the rvquiremcnti of tho rtfu-
latloru contained la tAU subchaptar Tha
export of techn'cai data rvlatln* to the
repair of paru. componcnta. or lutiayttama
of inertiaJ navigation srvtcma <Lncludlns ac-.

cclerometen and cyroacopai «tuch art not
certified by the FAA aa bcuit aa Uai«fnJ
part of civil aircrait are subtcct to iha r«-

I thu subchapur. Tht pron-
XI(e> and XJKo an not applicable
xporu of t«chmc^ data.

(a) N&iiuar? trainini equipment Indudinc
but not limited to attack traincra. ruar
Lanet trainen. radar ta/fct gcntraiort.
funnerv tramint devica. antuubmajlnc
warfare trainers, tartet equicmenu arma-
tnent tninmc uniu. operatlor^ fUtht
irajnen. air combat traininfl lynema. radar
tramers. naviration trainers, and sunuiatioo
devices related to defense axtlcJta.

(b) Coraponentt. paru. acecaaorlta. attach-
menu, and aiaociated equipment ipeciilcaJ-

ly deaiffned or modified for the articles m
paracraph <a) of this catetory

Catscoit Z—Pmotbcttti PnaonriL

( a) Body armor pedfIcally dcaicnatf.

modified or cqtiippcd for aiiJJLary uat: arU-
cict. mciudlnt but not limited to eiothina.

deaicned. modified or equipped to protaex
acunat or reduce detection by rmdar. infra-

red (Ut> or other Mmora. miUtary hclm«u
equipped «ith comraurucmuons hardwe.
optical iifhu. sievtni devices or mecha-
nums to protect acainst thermal flaah or

lasers, excludint standard militarr belmeta.

( b) Partial pressure suiu and Uqvud
oxygen converters used m aucraft tn Cate-

foo* vni(a).

<e) Protecti** ftppwl aad equipmant ip*.

d/lcally daslfoed or modlfttd tor uac vith
the aruelM m para<r«pha <at throuch (d) la

Catefory XIV
(d) Componrau pkrta. acccasonea. attach-

menta. and assooated cquipffleoi speuftcal-

Ur dcsicned or modified for uat vita the ar-

Udta la pvacnphs (a), (b). aad (ci of this

r XI—UiUTaaT A«B 3P4I

(a) DtctroQlc eoutpmcot aot laduded in

Cat«for7 ZII of the UuniUons List which la

•TT'ffnrt a military daaimauon or Is fpcdfl-
caUy daaifDtd. moAfltd or ooaficured for

limited to the foaowtar
fl) Underwater Mund tqulpmcnL tadud-

tnc but aot Umitad to towed arraya. eJ«e-

troalc bsam fonaiac sooar. tartet ciasAflea-

doo aqulpmoit. aad p«ctro<raphie dla-

playa: search. aoriMUoiL tracking, monng
target ladication aod imaging radar lyt-

tema. active and paaiw cou£iL«rmra«u/cs
and ct>unter<ounKrmea«urc9 equipment:
electromc fuses. idenUilcaUon irstemc com-
mand, contral and commumcaiioas lyvtems;
and. recardlesa of dcsignatioa any experi-

mental or developmental clectronie equip-
ment ipcciflcallT designed or modified for

military appUcvJon. or for use with a mill-

<2) Some depth fladcrc underwater tele-

phones, electro-mechanical beam forming
sonars and elementary aonofiuoyi: radios

(Including traaaceiversi: weather, naviga-

tion, uid air traffic control radar lytiems:

navigation, gtiidance. object- locating equip-

ment: diaplayi: and telemetering equipment.

<3> Ajmored ooa^ial cable capable of RP.
optical, or high voltage power u-ansmisiioiL

tb) 3pace eleetrooio:
*(1) Qectrooic equipment spectflcmlly de-

signed or modified for spacecraft and space-

fUghL and
(2) Cectronic equipment specifically de-

algned or modified for use with non-miUtary
coouBunJcauons sateUltea.

*(e) Oectrwoic lynems or equipment spe-

cifically designed, modified, oonflgured.

used or mtended for use Ln search, reeon-

oaiaaance. coUectioo. motiitonng. direction-

finding, display analyns and productioo of

infortnauon from the eleetronugtwUc spec-

trum for IcUUlfeDce or security purpoaes
and electronic lyvicms or equipment de-

signed or modified to counteract such sur-

veillance and monitonnt.
(d) Very ai«h Speed latevrated Circuit

(VHSICi semiconductor dcviea that are

specifically designed (or military applica-

tions and Which have a high-speed sigaai

and imacc procesang capability with an
operational parameur (gaie-Uffle-ciocK-fre-

^^«,«,, ^^^1^}TJ

Sui s t ^

'

ri^m iLt^



cl knd tquipmou to*-

(sodlfttd for ^mt vitn
\DttM (A) tAroucB <d} ^

1 •qutwscfit KwoAcaJ-
*d tor UM viLb c&« V-

>uod equJpmcBL tnciud-

nuoa. tracuac

IcsKTtALion. uiy
oeOL4J eJccu-oojc cQu

•Tied or modxfled

.en: undcr*«tcr ule-
cFujucal befta (onmnf
iiATT lonobuorc radloi

vers). *r«iner oano-
e conLTOl rk.d&r xrvt^ms.
e. object'loeauac cqujp-

iiU cmble capa&># of RJ*

uxe power

Qiupmeot speo^iculj de-

for *p«c«crmft uvl svce-

jujpmeni jpeciiicallj de-

fer use «it& ooc-EniiitAJT

icUitct.

yncms or equlpBBCxii ipe-

modified. oDuflcurcd.

for UiM lo Mftirli. TTVOD-

OQ. (Bonitonns. dlrecuon-

^nAlmi uid prtstfuccioB of

i&e electTotnA<aeOe ipec-

nce or lecunty purTKao
ftcau or e^juipmait de-

d u> eountcract aucH mr-

Sp««d lut^tTUcd Clrruli

iductor d«Tic«a tliAi *tf

ncd for tmilUiT appUcm-

-uini cspmbUitr viti) ui

ncur ifmt*-tUBc-ciocl[-fr«-

quttcrt or rrcftur tiua to ' ntM i btru
for u tndiTiduw •emicootfucior denec

(cl Componenu. paru. KccMorla. fttucA-
menu. uid uucuted equjpment nMcUle&J-
ly demicned or mo«iiiied for um or oirrmnUy
u»ed witl) th« equipromt ip p«n«Tmehi (»)
thn)u«h (c) or HUM cuevorr. czovpt for nicft

. ; vc
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9 131.1

> CDecUlcmUy d*-

l

C*T»»" Xn-rm CoiTTsoi. IUmb
ftXB«a. OmcAt Ajn airm*iie» un Co»-
TxoL C«(nnairT

•*») Wre control syium: gun and mlaUe
Uicfclnc uid fuJdance ntcmj. mUiLftrr In-
trirtd. imace mterui/ler uid other al«m
iixtituis ud iiffic viewmi equipment mill-
UTT m*jen ud amiUrr luers. fup l*ym«
equlpmenL r»n«e po*iuod uid bei«ai find-
en acd fpotmif uaiinimenLi. ^ifwin f d*Tic^
feJectrotilc ryTtjBcopic. opuc uid •coii»U£);
bomD ilctiu. t)ombin* compuun. tmULarr
t«J«*i«ion utnuni »nd vi»»txn iiruu. inar
U&i pl«t/orma. uid pcn«copei for tie wti-
cJe> of ttUM teruon.

"'bi InerUil ird other wempoiu or space
vehjcJe cuidATce uid control ijnwau; ip»ce-cmi fUjdAoce, control ud stAbUlzaUon ar*-

ic) Compooenu. paru. uceaaonea. attach-
ment*, and uaooated eqmotneni ipeci/IcaJ-
ly descned or modified for iht articJa in
par»<raphj 'a. ud (b) of thii aietory
except tor luch itema u are in normal com-

'aj AerlaJ cajnerai. space cameraa. jpeciai
PUfpoae mlUtarv camerw, and speOaUs«d
proceMint equipment therefor maitarr
Dftotomwrpretauon. sureoaeopie piotun*.
»nd photoframmetry equipment, and com-ponenu ipeciticaUy dcsgned or modified
tfierefor
•bi Speech •cramblen. privacy drTicea.

oTptocraphjc irvicei ud wftvarv <encod-^ Ud decwuni) Ud componenu ipeofl-
eally dettcned or modified Oierefor*. udJ-
lary equipment, and protective appraratu*
J^^ancaaj deaKned or modified for mcb
d«*lo«a. aauponenLi, and equipmtnL

(e) Sci/'Cootained dlTtnt and underratarbmuunc appancus tpeOflcaUy designed or
aodlflad for a mUltary ffurvom and ccmpo-njnu ipM^flcally des<ned or modified
w«r»fore.
<d> Armor plate and rtnjcturaJ maiartala

'toejudln* but not UmJUd to plau. roiM•M *xmided inapca. ban and forfino.«jn«. welding coniumabiea. carbon/
=»rtoo and metal matm compoaitea) fpwif-

J^y deai«ned or modified for defense aru-

mil',
*70"«»iflient »nd deception equip-

SJS^.
'^'^"<^« ""i Dot limited lo ep«aal

v^uiig. decoyi. ud simulaion and compo>

Denta. parte aad i

tlcned or modified therefor
<f> Entrrr oooTtmoe deneea tor prtMiue-

In* electncaj tnenr from ouclear. thermal.
or lolar enarsr. gr Crmb tbemicaJ reaction
which ar« epenflml ly descned or modified
for mUitarr a^plkaUon.

(gi ChemUumineeoant aompoun^ ted
oild Aate d*vie« weetflcmUy dcauned or
modified for aiOttary appUeauon.
(hJ Dvnoaa flBhodjtnc particle beam ud

eleetremaczietle pole* teehnolofj
(I) Uctai ambrltxiinfl acate.

C*mioaT XIV-TopoomcicAi Acom or©
E«tnnisrT av» IUeioLoaic*L EQxnr^xwr
Va) Chemical wcbu. trfini«t«j 1,^ ^^^

Umlted to lun« imtanta. vMcaote. lachry-
melon, tear naai icuwpt tear cai formula-UOM oontaioiBg 1% or lew CM or C3) «ter-utacon and imtaat noke. and oerw
raMM^ ^and inf^pfinnnf .cenu. <See

*(b) BioloricaJ acenta.
•(C) Equlpmcot for diweminaUon. detec-

tion, and irteminririoD of ud defenae
»«ainrt. the arOdca in paraxraphi <aj and
(b) of thii catecorr-

•fd) Nuclear radlatloQ detection ud meae-
unni dcvicae. manufactured to mUitarr
speafleatlon.

(e) Componenia. parte, icceaiones. attach-menu and aeaodated equipment speci/lcaJ-
ly deajgned or modified for the articles in
para«raphe (c) aad id) of thi» caiefory

CanooBT XT—nicanvis]

'(a) Any article, matenal. equipment, or
de*tce wtueh U ipeaflcally deai«ned or
modified for uee Ln the deaicn. deveiopmenL
or fabncatlon of auciear weapooi or nuclear
eiploalve devicea iSee | 12J 21 ud Depart-
ment of Commerce Export Refulatlona 15
CPR Part 37»).

*fb) Any artida material, equipment or
device wtUch a T*^"^Hr dMlcned or
modified for tat in the dcvuuu. arrnnt
ouL or etmiuaunf of nuclear weaponj ustj
or any other mclear eiplouona. eicepi
(uch Itemi «e an in normal conimerctaJ i

for other [

'All articles tad technical dau lu defined
In 1 130.31} reUtin« thervto which are claa-
elfled In ihc Intervsu of naUonai lecunty
«Jd which are not otherwise (

the a.S. Muruuons Ucc.
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jiau iiAdllBE
Catiooiv XVTII—T^eiwK

Technical dau <u defined ut I 110 31) re-

Iktint to me dcrense %nicle9 U«t«d \n the

other cfttefones o( the United Suua Muaj-
Uoni Lilt (See 1 1234 for exempuoM. iee

ftlao 1 123.21.)

Catwoiit zrc-OmffuSaTie»
Defense aervteca im defined la I iao.t> re-

lated to the defenae ftfUdea lined ic

other cfttefonei of i ~

uoniLiit.

CA-moer XZ—SnmMXKjn:
OCMAMoaxunsic un Amoczat

'(%) Subi&enibic veaseU. tnAaoed and uo-

ounned. desjcned or modified for mlUtarr
purpoees or hannt independent eapabUitr
to maneuver verticaiir or horaon tally u
depths beIo« l.OOO feet or powcnd Dr nu-

clear propulAion planta.

I United SUtae Muni-

' SuQmersible
tnanned. desicned or modUted in whole or in

developed br or for

in Catefvrlet VL
re in thu tubchap-
ir modified for UM
and oceanofraphic

or ftooeiated eauipment uaifsed a aulltarr

designation
<d) Equipment, componenta. parti, sceea-

Ktnes. ind tttachmenu tpcctXIcally de-

aimed or modified for any of the articles ui

parafnplis lai uid ib) of this catecory.

the US. Armed Porre*.
<c) Any of the u-ude

EX. ZI. nil. ud elsevhi
ter 3peciiicaiiy designed

CATVBOeT XXI—Ml
Any

I Ajmci.B

USl •!

tie not speclflaily enumerated kn

categonee of the UJ. Munitions
stanuai aUlltarr appUea

23 Cn Oi. I (4-104 UWm)
i for a mlllury purpose, in-

cluding aircnJt descnbed u "demlliu-
rlzed." Ail alrcnit beartnt an orlfln&l

miUlMjy desicn&tion are Included in

Caieforr VIII. However. Lhe /oUowlng
aircnit an not included ao Ions u
they tuve not been spedXlcaUy
equipped, re-equlpped. or modified (or

mUltAJT aperatlooi:

(a) euro aircr&n bearln« "C" dealc-

nAUoru and numbered C-43 ihrouctf

C-118 Indutlve. C-121 throuth C-I25
IncJudTt. and C-131. ualn< reciprocal-

inc ensiaea only.

(b) Trainer aumit beajinc "T" dea-

IffnfttlOH and tialnc reciprocaUnf en-

fflnea or turboprop enflnea with leaa

than 600 borMpower (aJLp.).

(c) ntlltty aircraft bewinc tT' deslf-

natlons and uilnf reclprocatlnf en-

llnes oDiy.

(d) AH Uai5on alrcrait beanns an
"L" designation.

(e) All obaervaUon aircr&ft bearlne

"O" descnftUons and using reciprocat-

ing enflDca.

1 121.4 Aaphlbtous vchiclca.

An "amphibious vehicle" in Catego-

ry VII(f> 13 an automotive vehicle or

chaisu which embodies ail-wheel

diive. Ij equipped to meet special mili-

tary requirements, ind wruch has

sealed elecirlcal systems or adaptation

features (or deep water fording.

and which has been ipecificaily de- • 121.5 Apparvtus and de*i«ef under Cate-

forr rv(«i.

Category rv Includes but U uot lim-

ited to the foUowmr PMzea and com-

ponentj for the Items U*t*d In that

category bomb neks and shackJes.

bomb xhacltle releaae uniu. bomb ejec-

ton. torpedo tubes, torpedo and
guided missile boosters, giudance

system equipment and p&rts. launch-

ing racts and projecton. pistols

iirned or modified for miUtarr purposea
The decision OQ whether any arude may be
included in this catcforr shall be mad* by
the Director of the Office of MuniUons
CoDtroL

(DeOL Ref. 10« S40 49 PR 47»M. Dec t.

i»M: 40 PR 4U3«. Dec 11. 1»M: Oept. Re*.
loa.Mi. M PR inrr. Apr. i. i9Wi

UnllW1 121J InurpretatkMU <

Staus Munitions UsC

The foUowing InterpreUUons (listed ploden).^t<ra. fuze arming devlc.

alphabetlcaUy) eipUUn and amplify
"*" ""' "

the terms used In 1 131.1. These Inter-

preutlons have the ssme force as If

they were a part of the United States

Munitions List category to which they
refer.

Intervmlometen. guided mlasUe

launchers and specialized handling

equipment, and hardened missile

launchmg facilities.

1 121J AircrmA and related article*.

In Category VUL "aircraft" means
aircraft designed. modified. or

1 121.C CartJldn uid ihcll casinga

Cartridge and shell casing are In-

cluded in Category III unless, prior to

export, they have been rendered use-

less beyond the possibility of restora-



««M«t»
)

urpoac. In-

I "dcmlllU-
ui orlfuwl
jicluded m
le (oUowUu
io loo* u
fpcdllcmUy
aodUted (or

I -C" demu-
rs UirotKb
-ousb C-IU
I racipracu-

In* T' de«-

TOCsUiu *n-

e* wltb lot

er«R bcirUif
n« r«cJproe»t-

-I C»i««o-
•hicle or

•t •pedal miU-

d vlucB bat

or adapuuoe
lordlDf.

Minate-Cau-

but \M uot lla-

.^yj2cs a&d con*

uitcd IS tbu
uid shackles,

ruu. bomb el««

torpe^ ""'

un. fuldana
, parta, lauacb-

jr*. pinoU i«x-

^nnluf dertoet

ad*d nil»tfe

jjjcd Mr-"'"*
rdened mlirtl*

t uxilcM. prior to

en rendered uee-

biutj ot mtonr

tiaa IBT OM u t artndfe or shell
', (9 meene of bcaun*. fUme

mawyiiwy cnuhln*. cut*

Unf. or popplBc.

ilil.7 CliMiiesl •(<nts.

A ehemicsl scent In CUeforr
ZIV(sl Is s substance bavin* mUltarr
application which or its ordlnarr sad
direct chemical action prvducas s pow-

erful phTSloloclcal eflect. Tbe tsrm
"chemical s*ent" Includes, but Is not

limited to, the (oUowm* chemical com-
pounds:

(a) Lun* Irritants:

(1) DIpbenylcyaooanlne (OC).

(3) Fluorine (but not fluorene).

(J) Trtehloronltra methane (chloro-

plain PS).

(bl Vesicants:

(1) B-ChJorovlnyldlchlortMnlne
(Lewisite. L).

(2) Bls(dlcniaroethyl)sulphlde (Mus-
tard Oss. HDor H)

(3) Cthyldichiorosj-sine (ED).
(4) MethyldichJorosrsme lUD)
(c) Lschrymstors sjid tear gases:

(1) A-Bromobenzyl cyanide (BBC).
(2) Chloroscctophenone (CNi.
(3) Dlbromodimethyl ether.

(4) Olchlorodlmethyl ether (CICII.

(5) Ethyldlbromosr^lne.
(6) Phenylcarbylsffllne chloride.

(7) Tear ns solutions (CNB and
CNS).

(8) Tear gas orthochlorobenzalma-
lononltrUe (CS).

(d) Stemucaton and Irritant smokes:
(1> DIphenylsmlne chloroamne (Ad-

smsite, OM).
(2) DIphenylchloroarslne (BA).
(3) liqiud pepper.
(e) Nerve agents, gases and aerosols.

These are toxic compounds which
affect the aerrous sjitem. such as:

(11 DlmffthylAmlnoethoxTeTano-
phospblns oxide (OA>.

(11 MsthrllsoprtipozTfluoropho*-
phtn«oobd*(OB).

(1) Mathylptnaeolyloxyfluonphos-
Phlas ezlde (OD).

(f) Antlplant chemicals, such ss:
Butyl J-chioro-4-fluorophenoiyacetaw
ILNP).

hQ ii

a
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rta. inifliMiBU. fwtk Arvwmfm. mA.

(ft) An "end-ium" Is «n uMmbted
article irady for lu intendtd um. Only
unmuniUon. fu«i or infHyw*^ encrf7
•ourcc U rvqulnd to pUot tt ta ftc op-
er*unf icau.

<b) A "component" la u ttcsn vhJeb
\M MMfttul onlj vhcn uasd Id caonjunc-
uoo witn An end-lton. A wMior compo-
nent iDcludo any iiiihleil clcfflent.
which (onBi ft portion of ftn end-Item
without which tbe end-Item it tnopcr-
ftble. (Eumple: ftlrfrvues. taU eec-

tiooL trftumiMlonft, tftnK tnad*. hulls,

etc.} A minor component t»wi«"**« uiy
ftMcmbled element o/ ft mA>or compo-
nenL

(c) "Aeccaurlee'' ftnd "ftttftchmenu"
are ftoocUted equipment tat any com-
ponent, end-ttcm or lystem. ftnd which
ftre not necesary for their operftUon.
hut which enhance their uacfulneci or
effectiveness. ( Examples: rlfleacopes.
special paints, etc.)

(d) A 'part" Is any ilnclc unassem-
bled element of a major or a minor
component, scceasory. or attachment
which Is not normally subject to disas-
sembly without the dettruetlon or the
Impairment of deii<n use. (Z^xamples:
rtvets, wire. bolu. etc)

(e) nrmware arid any related unique
support tools (such as compuien. Link-

ers, edlton. test case fcneraiora. dla<-

nosttc checfcen. librarr of functions
and system test diacnasdai specifical-

ly designed for equipment or systems
covervd under any catecory of the
Uruted States Munitions List are con-

sidered as part of the end-Item or com-
ponent. "Plimware" includes but ts

not Limited to circuits into which soft-

ware has been procramjoied.

(f) 'Software" includes but ts not
limited to the system fxinctloaai

deslfn. loflc flow, alironthms, applica-
tion profframs, operatlns lysLems and
support software for deaun. Imple-
mentation, test, operation. ^1«rr"*"
and repair, A person who Intends to

export loftware only should, unless it

Is specifically enumerated In I 131.1.

apply for a technical data license pur-

suant to Part 123 of this subchapter.

(g) A "lystem" Is a combination of

end-Items, components, parts, i



rtc*. ttaehoMott. (Innwvc or aoft-

«w. tpcdflaUr douned. modified

or ulaeud to openu latetber to p«r-

form t specialized aulltary funnlon.
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• 111J
(1) Cttefor? I Include* revolver*. pU-

toll, nflei. cErtlnea, fullT uitomMle
rlflee. lubmechlne funi. mtrhlne pl»'

toll ftod machine guni to caliber .SO,

Inclusive. It Include* combat inot«un«.

It ezduda oiiier ibot«una wltn bar-

rel* 1«" or loncer. BB. pellet, and
musle lo*dln< (black powder) fire-

arm*.
(b) A "firearm" I* a weapon not over

.90 cailbcr which t* deelsncd to expel a

projectile br tbe action of an exploatve

or which mar be rcadUr converted to

do io.

ic) A nfle" I* a ehoulder firearm

which can dlacharte a bullet through
a rifled barrel 16 Incfae* or lonter.

(d) A "carbine" I* a UthtweUht
shoulder firearm with a barrel under
16 Inches In lenith.

it) A "pistol" I* a hand-operated
firearm havuif a chamber intctral

with or permanent!; allfned with the

bore.

(f) A "revolver" 1* a hand-operated
firearm with a revolving C7llnder cnn-
'»i"i"t chambers for Individual car-

tndfe*.
(fi A submachine fun", "machine

pistol" or 'machine cun ' Is a firearm
anilnall7 deslcned to fixe, or capable
of beUK fired, fully autamatlcaUjr by a
ilnde pull of the tniter.

• lll.lt ratflan r««rtan •* leeflllmd

bodlea

Articles on the Onlted State* Muni-
Uons List laelud* article* In a partlaUj
nminWed stau (such •• (orilnfB.
.^4«»|« extrusion* and machined
bodi**) which have reached a sta«e In

manufactare where thej are dearly
Idandftahlc a* defenae arude*. If the

eo4-lt*a I* an artlde on the United
State* Munitions List (Indudlng com>
poocnts. aeeeisone*. attachments and
parts as defined In I 111.)), then the

particular forrlnf. casting, exiruslon.

machined body. etc.. Is considered a

defense artlde subject to the controls

of this subchapter, except for such
Items as are In normal commercial use.

Military demolition blocks and blast-

ing ac* referred to In Category rV(ai

do not Include the following arUdca:

(a) Bactric aqulb*.

(b) He. I and No. I blasting capa. In-

dudlag electric one*.

(c) Delay electric blasting cape (In-

dudlag Ifo. 6 and No. mnHeemnd

(d> Seismograph electric blasting

cap* (Indudlng SS8. Static-Master, VI-

brocmp 8R, and SZISMO SRI.

<e> Oil well perforating devlee*.

• in.U MlUtary ei> lniliM,

Mmtarr explccteea m Categorr V ia-

dude. but are not Umltad to. the tel-

lowtoc
(a) Ammonium picrata.

(b) Black powder saade with potassi-

um nitrate or sodium nitrate.

(cr Cyclotetramethyleneutranltta-

(d) CydotrUnethylenetnmtramlne
(ROX Cyelonlte. Bexogen or T«l.

<e) Dlnitnnaphthalene.
(f) Ethylenedlnltramlne.
(g> Hezanltrodlpbenylamlne.
(hi Nitroglycerin.
(I) Nltroetaich.

(J) Pentaerythrltol tetranltrate

(penthrlW. pentriu or PXTNi.
(k) Tecrajutronaphihalene.
<1) TrlnltroanlsoL
<m) Trtnltronaphthalcne.
(n) THnltrophenol (picric scid).

(0) Trlnltrophenylmethylnitranilne

(TeUTl).
(p) Trtaltrouluene (TNT).
(q> Tnnitroxylene.
(r) Ammonium perchlorate nltrocel-

luloee (military grade).

(s) Aluminum powder (spherical)

with an average paimde slae of 100 mi-

crometer diameter or lea* and a purity

of n% or greater.

(t) Any combination* of the above.

i lll.lt Mllltarr real ikkkeam.

Military fuel thickener* lo Category
V Indude compounds (aou octal) or

mixture* of such compounds (c^.

napalm) specifically formulated for

the purpose of producing materials

which, when idded to petroleum prod-

ucts, provide a geltype Incendiary ma-

lenai for
flame thn
dc*.

• lil.U Pi

Propella.
but are no
<a) Proi

smokclem
<b) Hy.

methyl hy
methyl h}
draone by

(C) Cnay
ane.
<d> ayd;

percent coi

(e) Nllro<

(fl Nltro
teat of ove
If) Nitre

oxide, dim
(hi Otht

Uons. Indi
foUowinr
(l)Slngi.

•<2) Ooui
troglycenr

(3) Tnpi
flycenn. a
1*1 Comi

monjum c
chlorate, t

nidine (gu
trogen teu
oitroceUuli
(uela. or
pounds COI
halogens, c

<9)Speci
military fu

(1) Other
tions. inclu
following:

(1) Wane
dradne nit

(J) Blpro
oitncaod
^<»' Spec
>»igh encn
oadlien.

• m.ij V,

dude, but

lai Coat
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liMlUUai Morkj tM

Uon blocks ud hlait-

to IB C»l*fOi7 rvcti
i loUowias arudem;
b*.

o. S bl^ttlss capB* IB-

pb •l«eti1e MMtlni
sa atatle-Mutcr. VI-

XISMOSRl.
formtlB4 (

itTa* IB Cstcforr V IB-

ot Umiud ta tbe (ol-

I picntt.
]«r mad* with poUMl-
dlum oicimtc.
-miBcUiyleoetccr«Bitrm-

m«tb7leB«triBicrmizilBC
•. Hezoacnor T4).
tlUUlCB*.
oiummiBC

ytbuul utr»mtr»t<
nt« or PETN).
'tupbUulcBe.
isoL
apbUulcBe.
lenol (picnc ud).
jhenylmetbylnjcrvnlne

>lueB* (TNT).

m peretUorau aliroctl-

trsdcl.
m powder <ip&erteal)

e panlcit die oi 100 mi-

et«r or iMi iBd m purity

itt.

iniH**"* of the above.

r taal IkkkuMn.

> ttUekeBcn In Cateforr
ipouBdt (CO. octal) or

nicb eompounda (e.^.-

Liically foRDuiated for

of produclB4 maiertaJj
iddcd to pctnlFom prod-

1 lel-tTP* iBoodlary ma-

Uilai for uat la boraba projectUea.
tiaa* ttarovan. or oUier defenae *ru-

Im.N PrDfdluu.

PropeUanu in Catetory V Include
buE ire not limited to. cbe roUovUtc
<«) Propellant powdera, Inciudin*

mokeiev ibotgun powder.
(bi ajdraane (including Mobo-

met^Lj^l tiydraxinc and fTmmetncal dl-
metbyl tiydraAne. but ezdudlnc by-
drafine bydrate).
(o Onjymmetncal dUnetJiyl hydra-

zine.

(d) Hydroieo peroxide of OTer U
percent concentration.

(e> Nltroffuanldlne or plcrlte.
(f) Kltrocelluloee with nitroten eon-

tent of o»tr 1J.20 percent.
(f) Nltro«en tetroxide (oltrofen di-

oxide, dlnitrofen tetroxide).
(b) Other loUd propellant compoal-

Uona Includlnt but not limited to the
foUowinc
(1) Single baje (nitroceUuloae).
<2) Double baae <nltrocellulo«e. ni-

troglycerin).

(3) Triple baie (nltroeeUuloae. nltro-
Blycenn. mtrogucnidlne).
HI Composite of nltroHycerUi. am-

monjum [>erchlarate. potaulum per-
chlorate, oitronlum perchlorate tua-
nldlne (ruamdlnlum) perrhlorate. nl-
trofen tetroxide. ammonium nitrite or
nltroceUuloM with pLmiea. metal
fueli. or rubben added; and com-
pouodi compo«d only of Huonne and
nalotena, oxygea or nltrojen.

(5) Special purpoM bith eneny JoUd
nuutary fueu with a chemical baae.

(1) other liquid propellant compoal-
tlona. tncludlnf but not limited to the
loUowlnc;

<li MonopropeUanu ibydraane hy-
draane nitrate, and water).

(2) BlpropeUaBU (hydraHne. fumlne
nltneaddBlfOii.
(I) Spaetal purpoae chemical baaeJ^MWU U«uld mUltarr fueU and

N 1 81
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of war aae ipedal nanJ
• itLli

clJ^Jf."' "^ •" CktfOT Vt IB-

loaiL. *" °*' limited, to. the fol-

'a) Combatant veaKlB;

<1) Wanhlpa (iBcludlac nudearpow-
ered vertlooa):

(11 Aircraft camera (CV. CV30
<U) Battleihlpa(BB)
(III) (TnilaerKCA. CO. CON)
(IV) Deatroyen (DO. DDO)
<v) pnnum(.rr. ppo)
(Tl) Submannea (88. S8N. SSBN

380. SSAO)
•««.

(3) Other Combatant Claaalflcatlona:
(1) Patrol Conbataau (PQ PHMl
(U) Amphlbtoua Hellcopter/Landlna

Craft Camera (LEA. U^. LPH) ^^
(HI) Amphlbloua Landlni Craft Car.

nera (LKA. IPA. LSD. LST)
(Iv) Amphlbloua Command Shlsa

(LCC) -.""i-

(T) Mine Warfare Shlpa (MSO)
(b) Auxillaner

^^
( 1 ) MoMle Lotlatla Support:
(1) Dndar way lUplanUhment (AO.

AT. AW. AO. AOK. AOR)
(U) UatenaJ Support (AD. AR, AS)
(3) Support Ships
(I) Fleet Support Shlpa (ARS ASR

ATA. ATF. ATS)
^^

(U> Other Auxillarlea (AO. AODSAQP. AQM. AGOR, AGOS. AGS. AbIAK. AKR. AOO. AOT. AP. APB. ARC
ARL. AVM. AVT)

(c) Combatant Craft
(1) Patrol Craft
(I) CoaataJ Patrol Combatanu (PB.

PCP. PCH. PTP)
(U) River. Roaditead Craft (ATC,PBR)
(3) Amphibious Warfare Craft
(1) Landlnt Craft (AALC. LCAC.

LCJ*. bCPU LCPR, LCU. LWT.
3LWT)

(U> Special Warfare Oaft (LSSC
MSBC. SDV. SWCL 3WCM)

(J) Klne Warfare Craft
(I) Mine Countermeasurea Craft

(MSB. MSO. MSL MSM. MSR)
(d) Support ind Service Craft
(1) Tu«l (TTB. TTU TTM)
(3) Tanken (TO. T(X3, TW)
(3) Likhten (TC. TCP. YCV TP

TyjJ. TPNB. TPNX rPR. TPRN.
ISE- ISL '^°''- TOON. TON. YOS.
YSR. YWN)

(4) Ploatln* Dry Docta (APDB.APDU APDM. ARD. AROM. TPD)
(5) Miscellaneous (APU D3RV D3VEt hTR. TAG. TD, TDT. YPB. TPND

TCT. rPRT. THLC, TM. TNG. TP.TPD TR. TRB. TRBN. YRDH.YRDM. TRR. TRST. TSD)
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(«i Cout CuATd Pural md Service
VesMU ud Cr»rt:

'!) Couc Cutrd Cutters (CGC.
WBEC. WMEC)

iJ) Pitrol Cr»« (WPB)
<3) IcebremJtera < WACBi
141 Ocemnocnph; VeweU (WAOO)
(91 SceeUl VeoeU iWIX)
<t> Buoy Tenden <WLB. W1,M. WU.

WLR, WUC)
(7) Tuo (WYTM. W JTL)
(•) UihtShlpa(WLV)

PAIT 123—IIOISTIATION Of
AKANUFACTUIIIS AND IXPOinU

Sec
123.1 ReffUtrmtlon rvquinmcntA.
132.2 AppUcmuoa for rrffUumUoo.
123.3 R«(uSd<>(fM
132.4 NoUflemuoD of cbanffa tj) In/ornu.

tlon fujTusbed bT reeulrmotA.
133.5 MAlAteouic* or racorti by r*fl»-

mnXM.
1338 Submuuoo of appUemtlon.

I1)U <2 PR 4111. 23 CSC. SaSt.

sou»cr D«Di. Rn lortM. <» PR «799«.
I otA«rvuc noted.Dec 6 19M.

1123.1 RcflctxmtJon n^uinnwnta.

'»! General Any penon who en-
laces m the United SUtes In the busl-
neas of either nunuiictunnt or ex.
portinc defense utlcles or furnishing
defense services Is required to reftster
with the Office of Munitions Control.
Muiufacturen who do not enoce In
exporting must nevertheless reftster.

(b) fjrmpttonj. Refistntlon U not
required for

(II Officers and employees of the
United Stales Government acting In
an official capacity.

(3) Penons whoee pertinent buainen
activity Is confined to the production
of unclaaHfled technical data only.

(31 Penons all of whoH manufactur-
ing and export activities are licensed
under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954.
as amended.

(4) Persons who engage only la the
fabrication of article* for experimen-
tal or scientific purposes. Including re-

search and development

N 1817

a en Ch. I (4.1.M IdltlofiJ

i laj ArftkaOon for rvftauaUofi.

(a) /eej. A pervin who Is required to
register may do so for periods of from
1 to 5 years upon submission of t com.
pleted Form DSP-». and payment of t
fee as foUowi:

' "" 1250
» »••» soo
> r—" TOO

(bi Lapta in revtjtraiion. A regis-
trant who fails to renew a registration
after Its lapae and. after an Interveo-
iBg period, seeks to register again must
pay reglstrauoo tees tor sny part of
such Interveiung period during which
the reglftrant en^ged In the business
of manufacttirtng or exporting defense
ankles or defense servlca.

• inj Hrftand of fi*.

Pecs paid In sdvance for future
years of a multiple year registration
wUl be refunded upon requen If the
registrant ceases to engage Ih the
manufacture or export of defense arti-

cles and defense services. A request tor
a refund must be submitted to the
Office of Munitions Control' pnor to
the beginning of any year tor which >
refund la claimed.

^ifl
IL
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